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ANCIENT EGYPT.

CHAPTER XXIII.

ANIMAL WORSHIP.

Among the marks of an excessive superstition

which characterized the ancient Egyptians, nothing

struck the traveller of another nation more than

the honours paid to brute animals, and their em-

ployment as representatives of their deities. The

representation of the gods under such forms had

ceased among the Greeks ; the legends of lo and the

Minotaur prove that their practice had once been

partially influenced by that of the Egyptians and

Phoenicians ; but the mythic explanations which

had been framed of these symbols at Argos and in

Crete, show how remote must have been the sera of

their introduction, and how repugnant the worship

to which they belong to the refined taste of the

later Greeks. A slight mixture of the animal

with the human form, and that in the person of

VOL. II. B
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an inferior deity—a Faun, a Centaur, or Medusa

—

was the utmost that it could tolerate. In poetry, art

and divination certain animals were appropriated to

the different gods,—the eagle to Jupiter, the raven

to Apollo, the goat to Pan, the bull in later times

to Bacchus ; but they were not kept within their

temples or approached with divine rites, as their

visible representatives ; much less was the whole

race consecrated to them, and the life of every in-

dividual protected by law or popular superstition.

Herds of cattle, exempt from the yoke and from all

profane uses, fed in the groves and pastures in-

cluded within the sacred precincts of the temples

;

but though consecrated to the divinity, they were

not considered as his emblems, and their inviola-

bility was their only sanctity. The serpent of the

temple of Epidaurus, who was sacred to ^scula-

piijs, and seems in some measure to have been

considered as the god himself S is the nearest ap-

proach that we find in Greece to the veneration

paid to the sacred animals of Egypt*.

As some of the gods of Egypt were held in equal

honour throughout the whole country, while others

enjoyed supreme rank in some one nome, and held

only a subordinate place elsewhere, so some animals

were partially, others universally worshiped. The
ox, the dog and the cat, the ibis and the hawk, the

fishes lepldotus and oxyrrynchus were held in reve-

* The wrpcnt was taken to Rome men esse constabaf, deportavere.**—
A.U.C. 4(52, aftor a pestilence. Liv. Epit. lib. 11.
*• Quum civitas pcstilentia labora- ^ Plutarch, Isid.etOsir. p. 3/9 D,
ret, missi Icgati, ut iEsculapii sig- points out the difference between
num Iloiuam ab Epidauro trans- the Greek consecration of animals
ferrent, anguem, (jui sc in navcm to the gods and the Egyptian wor-
eorum contulerat, m quo ipsum nu- ship of them.
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rence throughout the land ; the sheep only in the

Theban and Saitic nomes, the wolf at Lycopolis,

the cynocephalus at Hermopolis, the Cepus (an

animal of the ape tribe) at Babylon near Memphis,

the eagle at Thebes, the lion at Leontopolis, the

goat at Mendes, the shrewmouse at Athribis, and

others elsewhere^ According to Herodotus^, all

the animals which the country produced, whether

wild or domestic, were sacred, and with a few un-

important exceptions this appears to be true. To

every one of them curators male and female were

appointed, probably of the sacerdotal order, whose

office descended by inheritance. A portion of land

was assigned for their maintenance, and the super-

stition of the multitude provided other means of

supply. Parents made vows to the gods, to whom
they were respectively sacred, for the health of their

children, especially if they were sick, and the vow

was discharged by expending on food for the sacred

animals a weight of silver equal to that of the

children's hair^. Their ordinary residence was

within the precincts of the temple, and in its most

sacred recess. " Among the Egyptians," says

Clemens Alexandrinus^, "the temples are surround-

ed with groves and consecrated pastures ; they are

furnished with propylsea, and their courts are en-

circled with an infinite number of columns ; their

walls glitter with foreign marbles and paintings of

the highest art ; the naos is resplendent with gold

and silver and electrum, and variegated stones from

India and Ethiopia ; the adytum is veiled by a cur-

1 Strabo, 17, 812, 813. ^ Her. 2, 65. Diod. 1, 83.

3 2, 65. " Pffidag. 3, 2, p. 253, Potter.

B 2
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tain wrought with gold. But if you pass beyond

into the remotest part of the enclosure, hastening

to behold something yet more excellent, and seek

for the image which dwells in the temple, a pasto-

phorus or some one else of those who minister in

sacred things, with a pompous air singing a Psean

in the Egyptian tongue, draws aside a small por-

tion of the curtain, as if about to show us the god ;

and makes us burst into a loud laugh. For no

god is found within, but a cat, or a crocodile, or a

serpent sprung from the soil, or some such brute

animal ; the Egyptian deity appears a beast rolling

himself on a purple coverlet." "The temples of

Egypt are most beautiful," says Diodorus ;
*' but if

you seek within, you find an ape, or ibis, a goat, or

a cat." The choicest food was placed before them,

cakes of fine flour, steeped in milk or smeared with

honey ; the flesh of geese, roasted or boiled, and

that of birds and fish uncooked for the carnivorous

class. They were placed in warm baths and

anointed with costly perfumes ; and everything was

supplied to them which could gratify their appetites^

This charge was thought so honourable, that their

curators, when they went abroad, wore certain in-

signia by which their office might be discriminated

even at a distance, and were received with genu-

flexions and other marks of honour. When any of

the sacred animals died, it was embalmed, swathed,

and buried in a consecrated depository near the tem-

ple of its god ; if a cat died even in a private house,

the inmates clipped off the hair from their brows in

• 'Ofio<f)v\ovs 0r)\fias Uatrrw ratv cnv, hi iraWaKidas Trpo<rayop(vov<ri.

(uuv rdi (vtidtaraTas avvTpt(\>ov- Diod. 1, 84.
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sign of mourning ; if a dog, from the head and body.

Voluntarily to kill any one of the consecrated ani-

mals was a capital offence ; involuntarily it entailed

a penalty fixed at the discretion of the priests : but

voluntarily or involuntarily to kill an ibis or a

hawk, the sacred birds of Thoth and Horus, was

capital ; and the enraged multitude did not wait

for the slow process of law, but put the offender to

death with their own hands. On the part of na-

tive Egyptians it was an almost unheard-of crime

;

and so great was the dread of being suspected of it,

that those who accidentally saw one of the sacred

animals lying dead, stood aloof, protesting with

lamentations that they had found it dead. Dio-

dorus himself was witness to such a movement of

popular fanaticism : a Roman had unintentionally

killed a cat ; the king Ptolemy Auletes had not yet

been received into the friendship of the Romans,

and it was an object of great importance, both to

him and to the Egyptian nation, to give them no

umbrage
;
yet neither the terror of the Roman peo-

ple nor the efforts of the king, who sent one of his

chief officers to intercede, could save the unfortu-

nate man from death. Even in times of famine,

when they were driven to consume human flesh ^

the Egyptians were never known to use the sacred

animals for food. Antiquarian researches have

confirmed the statements of ancient authors re-

specting the veneration paid to them ; the em-

balmed bodies of bulls, cows and sheep, dogs and

cats, hawks and ibises, serpents and beetles, and in

short, nearly the whole zoology of Egypt, except the

^ See vol. i. p. 85.
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horse and the ass, have been found in excavations*.

The numerous figures of these animals also, of all

sizes and materials, from the colossal ram or lion

of basalt or granite, to the portable image of bronze,

wood or porcelain*, were probably devoted to re-

ligious purposes, the larger having been placed

in temples or dromoi, the smaller used in pri-

vate devotion, as amulets and sacred ornaments,

or deposited for good omen along with human

mummies.

The origin of this characteristic superstition was

the subject of various explanations by the Egyp-

tians themselves, and by the Greeks and Romans.

Manetho attributed the establishment of the worship

of Apis and Mnevis and the Mendesian goat to the

reign of Caiechos, the second king of his second

dynasty. But specific dates of national religious

usages are never much to be depended upon, and

we seek some more general cause than the enact-

ment of a legislator for a practice which had taken

such deep roots among a whole people. In the

age of Diodorus^ the Egyptian priests alleged, that

Isis had commanded them to consecrate some

animal from among those which the country pro-

duced, to Osiris ; to pay to it the same honour as

to the god, during its life, and bestow the same care

upon it after its death. This explanation has evi-

dently been produced in an age when the worship

of Osiris had become predominant over all others,

and the rest of the gods were regarded as only dif-

ferent manifestations of him. The bulls Apis and

' Wilkinson, 6, 100, 103. Petti- « Birch, Gall, ofAntiq. p. 49-60.
grew on Mummies, 183-226. ' Diod. 1, 21.
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Mnevis, however, were said to be specially conse-

crated to him, and honoured by all the Egyptians

without exception, in consequence of the service of

the ox in agriculture, which Osiris taught mankind.

Such was the sacerdotal account : the popular ex-

planations were threefold^; according to the first,

which Diodorus pronounces to be altogether fabu-

lous, and savouring of antique simplicity, the ori-

ginal gods, being few in number, and no match for

the iniquities and violence of men, took the shape

of animals to escape from them, and afterwards,

when they became masters of the whole world, con-

secrated and appropriated these animals to them-

selves, in gratitude. According to the second, the

images of animals fixed on spears having been used

as ensigns to distinguish the corps of the army
and prevent confusion, victory followed, and the

animals became objects of worship^. This expla-

nation evidently inverts the order of cause and

effect ; the animals were used as ensigns, because

they had previously been associated with the gods.

The third reason is the only one which has any

plausibility, or even partially attains the truth

—

that animals were consecrated on account of the

benefit which mankind derived from them^ ; the

bull and cow from their services in agriculture and

in supplying man with nourishment ; the sheep

from its rapid multiplication and the utility of its

fleece, its milk and its cheese ; the dog, for its use in

hunting ; the cat, because it destroys asps and other

* Ot TToXXot Twv KlyvTTTMv Tpfis Roscllini, M. Civ. pi. cxxi. vol. 3,

ahias ravras d7ro8i86acn (Diod. 1, p. 229.

86). ^ Cic. N. D. 1, 29; Tiisc. Qusest.
» Diod. 1,85. See vol. i. p. 228, 5, 27.
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venomous reptiles ; the ichneumon, because it sucks

the eggs of the crocodile, and even destroys the

animal itself, by creeping into its mouth and gnaw-

ing its intestines ; the ibis and the hawk, because

they destroy snakes and vermin. Till metaphy-

sical reasons were devised, this seems to have been

the explanation most generally received by the an-

cients ; but it does not solve the whole problem.

If the ichneumon or the hawk were worshiped be-

cause they destroyed serpents and crocodiles, why
the serpent and the crocodile ? Or if the ibis was

worshiped because it devours snakes and vermin,

why was it specially consecrated to Thoth, the god

of letters ?

Diodorus has elsewhere given a still more im-

probable explanation than any that we have men-

tioned ^ He says that one of the kings of Egypt,

more sagacious than the rest, seeing that the people

frequently conspired against their rulers, established

a separate worship in every nome, in order that,

being alienated from each other by their religious

usages and fanatical zeal, they might never be able

to unite for the overthrow of the government.

This explanation marks an age in which men not

only theorized on the institutions of past times, but

transferred to them the maxims of a vicious policy

with which they were themselves famihar.

The hypothesis which Lucian proposes in his

Astrologia*, that the objects of adoration among
the Egyptians were the asterisms of the zodiac, the

Bull, the Ram, the Goat, the Fish, is sufficiently

' 1.89. Pint. Is. et 08.380.
» Lucian, Op. ed. Bip. 5, p«f215, foil.
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refuted by the circumstance that many of their

sacred animals are not found in the heavens, as the

ibis, the cat, the crocodile. It is known too that

all monuments of Egypt on which figures of animals

appear in the zodiac, are of the Greek and Roman
times. Porphyry^ in his Treatise on Abstaining

from Animal Food, says that " the Egyptians had

learnt by practice and familiarity with the divi-

nity, that the godhead pervades not man alone,

nor does a soul make its only dwelling-place on

the earth in him, but goes through all animals,

with little difference of nature ; and that hence, in

making representations of their gods, they joined

indiscriminately portions of the bodies of men and

of brute animals, indicating that, according to the

purpose of the gods, there is a certain community

even between these. And for the same reason the

Lion was worshiped at Leontopolis, and other

animals at other places ; for they worshiped the

power that is over all, which each of the gods ex-

hibited, by means of the animals which shared the

same nomes with them^." That in the age of Por-

phyry animal worship was explained and justified

by the Egyptians on this ground is not doubtfuP
;

but it by no means follows that it originated in a

conception which Porphyry himself says they had

attained by means of practice and familiarity with

the divinity''. Plutarch having enumerated various

* Euseb. Praep. Ev. 3, 4. cause they believed them to be
^ Ata Twv (Tvvvoficov (aoav. This endowed with a rational principle

is an unusual sense of o-vvvofios, and the knowledge of futurity.

but seems to be required by the ^ 'Atto ravrrjs opfiMfievoi ttjs

connexion. d(TKr](reo}s Koi TJyy npos to delov

^ He elsewhere says that the otKetoxrecos.

Egyptians worshiped animals be-
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opinions respecting the motive of the Egyptian

worship of animals, concludes by saying that he

approves most of those who honoured not the ani-

mals themselves, but the divinity through them.

It is undoubtedly a natural impulse to assimilate

our own intellectual principle to that of the Deity,

and to attribute the imperfect reason of the brute

animals to the possession of the same principle.

'* Wherever there appeared singular excellence

among beasts or birds, there was to the Indian the

presence of a divinity*." It is not, however, any

Egyptian writer, but Heraclitus^, whom Plutarch

quotes as maintaining '* that a nature which lives and

sees, and has a principle of motion in itself, and know-

ledge of what is congenial or alien to it, has snatched

an efflux and particle from that which devises the

government of the universe." This therefore is

probably also a refinement of philosophy. The

doctrine of the Metempsychosis has been supposed

to have had an influence in producing animal wor-

ship ; but Sir Gardner Wilkinson has justly ob-

served, that human souls, undergoing transmigra-

tion, were in prison and in purgatory'*, and there-

fore they were not likely to have procured divine

honours for the animals in which they dwelt.

Since, then, it is evident that all which the

ancients have left us in explanation of this subject,

is only hypothesis more or less probable, we are at

liberty to seek a solution for ourselves, either in

analogies derived from other nations, or in the ge-

neral principles of human nature. Such analogies

' Bancroft, Hist, of United ' Is. et Os. p. 382.
States, 3, p. 285. ' Mann, and Cu8t. 5, 1 12.
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are indeed chiefly valuable, as proving that the

practice has a foundation in human nature. India

is the land which in this respect most closely re-

sembles Egypt ; the cow is there an object of ado-

ration, and no devotee of Isis or Athor could have

regarded its slaughter for food with greater horror

than a Hindoo. Annual worship is paid to her on

the day on which she was created along with the

Bramins ; and those who are more than commonly
religious worship her daily, feeding her with fresh

grass, and walking thrice or seven times round her,

making obeisance. The ape, under the name of

Hanuman, has his images in temples and private

houses, to which daily homage is offered. A statue

of the jackal is seen in many temples, where it is

regularly worshiped; when a Hindoo meets the

animal on his way, he bows reverentially to it ; and

food, regarded as an offering to the god, is daily

placed in a part of the house to which he resorts to

consume it. Other animals, which are considered

as the emblems, or, as the Hindoos express it, the

vehicles of their gods, are worshiped on the days

appropriated to these gods\ The nelumho and the

ficus religiosa^ are as sacred to the native of India,

as the lotus and the persea to the ancient Egyptian.

Yet even if we had historical ground for con-

cluding that these religious ideas and usages had

been transplanted by colonization from India to

Egypt, we should only have removed one step

further back the difficulty which we seek to solve.

In the same way, if we look to Africa rather than

» Ward's Hindoos, 1, 250. fig-tree. See Ritter, Geogr. Asien,
^ The Pippul or aspen-leaved 6, 681.
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India as the source of the Egyptian population, and

find that among the Negro races or the Kafirs of the

South', traces of animal worship similar to that of

Egypt prevail, we may have obtained an ethnological

argument for the African origin of the people, but

no explanation of the motive of their superstition.

The more wide indeed the diffusion of the same

or similar customs, the less reason have we to seek

special explanations. The cause is still to be sought,

to whatever country the practice may be traced.

The sanctity of plants (it is said even of stones)

among the Egyptians is the best proof that this

cause is to be found in some simple, obvious, and

general feeling, not in those metaphysical refine-

ments respecting God and the soul to which it has

been attributed. For it cannot be supposed that a

custom so universal could have sprung from a con-

ception so far removed from the popular apprehen-

sion, as that even a plant or a stone is informed by

a portion of the universal spirit. The rites and

forms of worship originate in the disposition of man
to assimilate the Deity to himself, and appropriate

to his god what gratifies his own sense of beauty,

or excites his imagination. The lotus which so

constantly appears in offerings to the Egyptian

gods, the oak, the ivy, the oUve, the laurel, conse-

crated respectively to Jupiter and Bacchus, Mi-

nerva and Apollo, are among the most beautiful of

the vegetable productions of Egypt and Greece. It

is not utility, in the vulgar sense of the word,

' Prichard, Researches, 2, 289, velut bonura genium coli. Vide
ed.3. ••Invenioscarab.Tumtaurum Kolben." (Zoega, Or. et Us. Obe-
supra dictum, in magno honore esse lisc. p. 450.)
apud ultimos in Africa barbaros ct
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which influences the selection ; they would other-

wise have preferred grain or pulse. Many plants,

it is true, appear to have been selected as objects of

superstitious reverence, both in the countries which

we have specified, and in others where the same

custom has prevailed, in which no special beauty

appears. The peculiarity of their form may have

established an association with some religious rite

or doctrine, as the passion-flower has seemed to the

eye of Christian piety an emblem of the cross, or the

persea-fruit to the Egyptian to resemble a heart ^

;

or their unusual growth, like that of the parasitic

misletoe, may have afforded a slight impulse to

the fancy, which in connexion with religion espe-

cially, suffices for the production of mystical feeling.

Their real or exaggerated virtues in medicine may
have led to their being regarded as the choice gift

of a beneficent deity ; their susceptibility to atmo-

spheric influence may have invested them with a pro-

phetic virtue in regard to changes of weather, and

fruitful or sickly seasons, which imagination has

exalted into a divinatorial power. The extraordi-

nary longevity of trees may have caused them to be

regarded as emblems of divine power and duration,

and to be invested with something of that myste-

rious awe which attaches to everything that has

witnessed ages and generations long passed away.

We do not pretend to analyse the ingredients of

an imaginative superstition as if it were a con-

clusion of the understanding, or to assign to

every association of religious feeling with the ve-

getable world even a fanciful cause. It is suffi-

* Wilkinson, 4, 392.
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cient to point out that everywhere certain of its

productions do acquire a peculiar connexion with

religious feelings and ideas. It may be checked

by philosophy and die away before the progress of

scientific observation ; but it exists everywhere in

human nature ; and if instead of being discoun-

tenanced as in Christian countries, it were fostered

by religion, it might easily attain the rank luxuri-

ance of Egyptian superstition. It was said of

this people in the times of the greatest corrup-

tion of their religion, that " gods grew in their

gardens ^** This however is a mere satirical exag-

geration ; it does not appear that anything which

could be fairly called worship was ever paid by the

Egyptians to plants. Juvenal infers that onions

were gods to them, because it was a crime to eat

them. Had this been the case, it would seem

to have been only a restriction of diet imposed

on the priests, or those who approached the

gods as worshipers*. They were not only com-

monly eaten as food, but were actually offered to

the gods^. As such they might be regarded

sacred, and like any other " gift on the altar," be

the subject of an oath'*, which, according to Pliny^,

was the case in Egypt. Lucian says the onion was

a god at Pelusium^. To swear by plants was a

* PoiTura et csepe nefas violare et frangere morsu.
O sanctas gentes, quibus hsec nascuatur in hortis

Nuinina !—Juv. Sat. 15, 9. Comp. Diod. 1, 89.

* Sitim excitant et coraestae in- * Matt.xxiii. 19.

CT^itutn spirant odorem. G.J. Voss. * N. H. 19, 32 (6). Gellius, N.A.
Idol. 5, 12. It was a local custom 20, 8, who gives as a reason that it

to abstain from particular vegeta- grew as the moonwaxed and shrunk
bles, as from particular animals, as it waned.
Diod. 1, 8!^. « Jov. Trag. 6, 275, ed. Bip.

> WUkinson, M. C. 4, 234. 2,

373.
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custom by no means confined to the Egyptians*.

Christianity does not allow of a division of the god-

head, nor consequently of such appropriation of

trees and flowers to special divinities as prevailed

among the heathen nations
; yet our trivial names

show a connexion in the popular mind with sacred

or legendary history. It is not the religious feelings

only which seek an expression for themselves in

symbols and associations derived from the vegeta-

ble world ; their beauty, variety and universal pre-

sence make them ready, pleasing and intelligible

emblems of emotions which are striving for a sen-

sible expression. Love and joy, sorrow and despair,

memory and hope, all create to themselves a sym-

pathetic relation with the form and colour, the

structure and functions of plants and flowers ; and

the mind with difficulty guards itself against super-

stitious auguries of its own impending destiny from

their health or decay.

This disposition in man to connect himself and

his feelings with the objects of the world about him
shows itself much more strongly in regard to ani-

mals. With them he has really a community of

nature ; they can not only render him services, but

can reciprocate his kindness by marks of personal

attachment. The absurd tales which ^lian relates

concerning animals, show what licence man has

given to his imagination in attributing to them the

passions, thoughts, and even vices of humanity.

Without having devised a formal theory that the

same divine inteUigence pervades the highest and

^ Multi per brassicam jurarunt leclides et Eupolis prodiderunt.
ut Hipponax in lambis, ac lonicum G. J. Voss. ubi supra. Zeno the
id fuisse juraraentum Ananius, Te- Stoic swore per capparim.
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the lowest of animated beings, he regards their in-

stinct with a mysterious feeling. In the certainty

with which it foresees the future, it surpasses his ow^n

reason ; and his imagination, always prone to exag-

gerate, attributes to them a superhuman foreknow-

ledge. The Romans kept sacred chickens, fromwhose

feeding they derived omens of the issue of a battle.

In all countries we find certain animals singled out

which are specially objects of interest and attachment

to man, whose familiarity is invited, whose lives are

spared and protected, who are maintained, not for

the services which they render so much as for the

feelings of affection with which they are regarded,

and whose death, if accidental, is mourned, if in-

tentional, is resented, with passionate vehemence.

Referring his own feelings to his divinities, it was

natural that man should appropriate some animal

as a special favourite to each god, and putting

himself in his place, should cherish and honour it

with the same elaborate study, as his own animal

favourites receive from him. From pampering

a brute animal with the choicest food, provi-

ding it with a luxurious bed, addressing it in the

language of human affection, and mourning for

its decease as if some human life had been extin-

guished, to burning incense and reciting a litany

before it, is not so wide a step as it may seem*.

Though the Greeks and Romans did not worship

animals as the Egyptians did, they consecrated

them, as we have before observed, to particu-

lar divinities, and believed them to regard their

' Compare Her. 2, 69. The cat or lap-dog, and ornamented
crocodile of Thebes and the lake with earrings and bracelets.

Moeris was treated like a favourite
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whole species with a discriminating favour ^ Even

the fanatical fury wdth which the Egyptians punished

the death of an ihis or a cat, is not without a paral-

lel at Athens, where the people condemned a man
to death for killing a sparrow sacred to iEsculapius,

and another for plucking a branch from an ilex that

grew in a grove sacred to a hero^. The feelings

with which the stork is regarded in Holland, or the

wren, the swallow and the lady-bird among our-

selves, are such, that if religion lent its sanction to

popular superstition, they might easily become as

sacred as the ibis, the hawk and the beetle to the

Egyptians. The Lemnians venerated the crested

lark on account of its usefulness in destroying the

eggs of the locust ; and to kill a stork among the

Thessalians w^as punished with banishment or death,

so highly was it valued for its services in destroying

serpents^.

We need not, therefore, seek elsewhere than in

the feehngs and tendencies of human nature for the

origin of a superstitious attachment and reverence

for animals in Egypt, or their appropriation to the

gods of the country. Nor shall we have much dif-

ficulty in assigning causes why this disposition

in Egypt attained an intensity which rendered it a

national characteristic. The power of the sacerdo-

tal order was greater there than in any country of

the ancient world, not excepting India, whose very

extent produced a variety w^hich is a species of

liberty. Hence every influence of religion was car-

ried in Egypt to the utmost possible degree ; and

' Comp. ML N. H. 12, 40, where ^ Plut. Is. et Os. p. 380 F. Plin.
several instances are given. N. H. 10, 31.

' M\. Var. H. 5, 17.

VOL. II. C
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everything connected with its doctrines and rites

so arranged as to make them most impressive to the

public mind. The length of time during which it re-

mainedwithout counteraction from philosophy orcon-

tradiction from any rival faith, made every religious

conception an inveterate prejudice. The multitude

of temples, in each of which a special animal wor-

ship was established, concentrated the affections of

the people on an object constantly within their view

and within reach of their homage. The rivalry of

neighbouring nomes, each jealous of the honour of

its respective deity, would increase the fanatical

attachment to the animal who was his type and

visible representative*. It has been thought that

the use of hieroglyphical writing among the Egyp-

tians tended to produce animal worship. This

could hardly be its origin, since the hieroglyphic

signs of animals by no means correspond with the

names of the gods, and some of their representa-

tions fill a humble phonetic oflfice in the system

of writing. But it is not improbable that the same

habit of mind, that of expressing qualities sym-

bolically by means of visible objects, which has given

its peculiar character to the Egyptian mode of

writing, had a share in producing the practice of

denoting the specific offices and attributes of the

divinities by means of living animals, kept in their

temples and worshiped as their symbols.

What those analogies were which the Egyptians

found or fancied between these attributes and the

* The Romans were compelled party killing a dog, and the other
to employ an armed force to quell eating thelish Oxyrrynchus (Plut.
a civil war between Cynopolis and Is. ct Os. p. 380).
Oxyrrjncbus, occasioned by theone
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specific qualities of the animals consecrated to them,

we can in general only guess. The lordly bull, as

a type at once of power and of production, seems a

natural symbol of the mightygod Osiris, who whether
he represented originally the Earth, the Sun, or the

Nile, was certainly revered as the great source of

life. The god of Mendes for a similar reason was

fitly represented by a goat. The bright and piercing

eye of the hawk made it an appropriate emblem of

Horus, who was also the Sun ; the crocodile might

naturally be adopted as a symbol of the Nile which

it inhabits, or from its voracious habits and hosti-

lity to man, might on the other hand symbolize

Typhon, the principle of evil. We may fancy that

the Cynocephalus was chosen to represent Thoth,

the god of letters and science, from the near ap-

proach which this animal makes to human reason.

The Oxyrrynchus^ from his projecting snout may
have suggested to the imagination of a votary the

peculiar emblem of the Osiris whom Typhon de-

stroyed, as the Hindu sees everywhere the sacred

emblem of creative power. But why was the ibis

appropriated to the same deity, or the cat to Pasht,

or the ram to Kneph, or the vulture to Isis ; or

what made the scarabseus one of the most sacred

of all the animal types of Egypt ?

To these questions we can obtain only very un-

satisfactory answers. Herodotus gives no explana-

tion of the reasons why particular animals were

worshiped, except that he attributes the worship of

^ The sacredness of the Oxyr- caught along with other fish ( Wil-
rynchus was local ; at least, the kinson, M. and C. 5, 250).
paintings represent it as being

c2
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the ibis to its utility in destroying serpents, an

office which modern naturalists say that it is inca-

pable of performing. He gives a romantic account

of the battle which took place between the ibis and

certain winged serpents which endeavoured to in-

vade Egypt from Arabia in the spring'. The later

writers, Plutarch, Porphyry, Horapollo, account for

everything, but it is evident that their explanations

are arbitrary and of no historical authority. Thus

Plutarch tells us that the ibis was consecrated to

Tholh (or the Moon), because the mixture of its

black and white feathers bore a resemblance to the

gibbous moon ; besides which it forms an equila-

teral triangle from the tip of its beak to the extre-

mities of its feet when extended in walking. Further

it was consecrated to the god of Medicine, because

it had been observed to drink only of the purest

and most salubrious waters, and had given the first

hint of a useful practice in medicine^. A Platonist

devised a still more fanciful reason for the reverence

\n which it was held ; it has the shape of a heart,

and its feathers are black at the extremities, but

white elsewhere, indicating that truth is dark out-

wardly, but clear within^. The crocodile, having no
tongue, is a fit emblem of deity, since the divine

reason needs no utterance, but governs all in silence.

Its eye when in the water is covered with a mem-
brane through which it sees, but cannot be seen^

' Ilcr. 2. 75 Cuvier, Oss. Foss. in .Egypto quae vocatur ibis, rostri

Vl^ "'
1 - -

'^,^°'"^'«n'' •'" ^^ohe, aduncitate per earn partem se per-
IHW>. p. 1 / o. HcnMlotu* does not luit qua reddi ciborum onera max-
Cifcw to have witncused the com- ime salubre est.

;
he oaly mw the spines of the ' Hermias ap. Wyttenb. Plut. Is.

*^^^ V. .. . etOs.p.381.
f Plm. N. H. 8, 41. Volucria * Flit. ibid.
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as the deity beholds all things, being itself invisible.

The scarabseus was an emblem of the San, be-

cause no females being found in the species, the

male enclosed the new germ in a round ball, and

then pushed it backwards, just as the sun seems to

push the sphere of heaven backwards, while he

really advances from west to east. The asp was

likened to the Sun, because it does not grow old,

and moves rapidly and smoothly without the aid of

limbs. For the consecration of the cat to the Moon
two reasons were assigned ; the first, that this animal

brings forth first one, then two, and so on to seven,

in the whole twenty-eight, the number of the days

of a lunation. This Plutarch himself thought to

border on the fabulous ; of the second he seems to

have judged more favourably—that the pupils of the

cat's eyes are round at the full moon, but grow con-

tracted and dull as she wanes.

These instances are given, out of a multitude of

equally fanciful explanations, to show that those from

whom we derive our principal knowledge of Egyp-

tian antiquities knew no more than we do of the real

origin of the things which they undertook to explain.

The ignorance^ of the history and habits of the ani-

mals in questionwhich they betray is not itself a proof

that they are ill-founded ; for popular superstitions

respecting animals are frequently caused by igno-

rance, or at best partial knowledge ; but it is clear

that they are all conjectures ; and were we to ven-

ture on other explanations, derived from a more ac-

* The amount of this ignorance 8t,a rav cotcov a-vWafi^dvei' tckuo-

is astonishing, as it relates to ani- Trotel 8e ra a-TOfiari. Plut. Is. et

mals whose habits are obvious. It Os. p. 381 with Wyttenbaeh's note.

Avas said, for example, that the cat
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curate zoology, we should not approach any nearer

to historical truth. No doubt the cause of the

appropriation was in many cases quite fanciful, but

this makes the attempt more hopeless to ascertain

what it was. It may also have been historical, and

in this case, the history not having been preserved,

no conjecture can recover it.

Of the animals which are described generally as

sacred, some were held in a higher degree of reve-

rence than others. It does not appear that all were

kept in temples, or received divine honours, and we

know that some which were deemed divinities in

one nome were treated as nuisances and destroyed

in others. The worship of Apis and Mnevis, the

bulls consecrated to Osiris, exhibits perhaps the very

highest point to which this characteristic supersti-

tion of Egypt reached. Apis was believed to be

born from a ray which darted from heaven (Plutarch

says from the moon) on his mother, who after his

birth never brought forth again ^ His colour was

black, but he had a square spot of white upon his

forehead ; on his shoulders the resemblance of an

eagle^, the mark of a scaraboeus on his tongue, and

the hairs were double in his tail. It may be easily

supposed that either some contrivance was used to

produce such an unusual combination of marks, or,

as is more probable, that credulity was satisfied with

very general resemblances. It appears from Hero-

dotus that a considerable interval sometimes elapsed

between the appearance (epiphaneia) of one Apis and

the death of the other. In Plutarch's time, on his

' Herod. 3, 28. show that it was a vulture, uot an
' Sir G. Wilkinson observes that eagle, which was marked on the

the figures of Apis found in Eg>'pt back of Apis. (M. and C. 4, 349.)
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death the priests immediately began the search for

another. Under the charge of the hierogrammats,

who repaired to the spot on the intelligence of his

discovery, the sacred calf was fed for four months

on milk, in a house facing the East^ At the end

of this time he was transferred at the new moon, in

a covered boat with a gilded house, to Memphis,

amidst the rejoicings of the people. Psammitichus

had built a hall, adjoining the temple of Ptah, the

chief deity of Memphis, in which Apis was kept.

There were two apartments, from one of which to

the other he passed, and in the front a magnificent

peristyle court, supported instead of the usual co-

lumns by caryatides twelve cubits in height. His

food was selected with the greatest care, and lest

in his state of confinement he should grow too fat,

they abstained from giving him the water of the

Nile to drink. In Strabo's time he was brought

forth into his court to exhibit himself to curious

strangers ; in earlier times it is not probable that

he was exposed to view except on solemn festivals,

when he was led through the city in procession.

Various modes of divination were practised by

means of Apis ; it was a good omen if he took food

readily from those who offered it to him ; but evil

threatened them if he refused it. Public prosperity

or calamity was portended by his entering one or

the other of his two apartments. There were other

methods which they employed to obtain a more

specific knowledge of the future by his means. The

children who walked before him in the public pro-

' Diodorus says that for forty see him, who stood before him,

days womeir only were allowed to dvaa-vpdfxfvat. (1, 85.)
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cession were supposed to acquire from his breath a

gift of prophecy. Those who consulted him closed

their ears after they had propounded their question

till they had quitted the precincts of his temple,

and the first words which they heard when they

opened them again were the answer of the god to

their inquiry. He was not allowed to live beyond

a certain age, twenty-five years according to Plu-

tarch, when he was secretly drowned \ Whether

he died by the course of nature or by violence, his

death was a season of general mourning ; and his

interment was accompanied with most costly cere-

monies. The funerals of all the sacred animals

were performed in later times, when superstition

had reached its height, with a magnificence which

sometimes proved ruinous to the fortunes of the

curators ; but that of Apis surpassed them all. In

the reign of the first Ptolemy, Diodorus relates,

Apis having died of old age, they not only expended

on his funeral the large sum appropriated to this

purpose, but also borrowed fifty talents from Pto-

lemy ; and in his own time a hundred talents was

no uncommon sum to be expended by the curators

of the sacred animals on the ceremony of their in-

terment. The body of Apis was afterwards em-

balmed, and mummies of bulls have been found in

several of the catacombs ; near Abousir eight cham-
bers appear to have been filled with them^. The
catacombs contain mummies also of most of the

other animals which are known to have been held

sacred among the Egyptians^. There are some

' See vol. 1, p. 3.%. ' See the enumeration of them
' Pettifrrcw on Mummies, p. 201. in Pettigrew, p. l/H.
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indeed wlncli are not specifically mentioned as

having been held sacred ; and therefore it has been

thought that sanitary, rather than religious con-

siderations, led to their embalmment ; but Hero-

dotus says^ that all the animals of the country were

holy—of course not all everywhere, but in some

part or other. In regard to Apis, we are distinctly

told that the Egyptians honoured him as an image

of the soul of Osiris 2, and that this soul was sup-

posed to migrate from one Apis to another in suc-

cession^. He was therefore to the Egyptians the

living and visible representative of their greatest

and most universally honoured deity. Even in this

case, it appears that they did not consider him as

the god, but only as the living shrine in which the

divine nature had become incarnate. It is doubt-

ful whether in the age of Herodotus their belief had

reached to this point of exaltation.

What was the precise amount of veneration paid to

the other animals which are ordinarily said to have

been worshiped in Egypt, it is impossible to define,

from the loss of all record of the sentiments of the

people by means of literature. No standard could

be correct for all ages of the monarchy, or all minds.

That it did not amount to a belief in the divinity of

the animal is evident from the case of Apis ; and

between the honours which he received, and ho-

mage paid in outward forms as to the established

symbol of divinity, there is room for a long grada-

tion, according to the more or less enthusiastic

^ Th iovra (T(f)i anaura Ipa pe- ' Plut. Is. et Osir. p. 359 B.

vonKxrai (2, 65). ^ Di^j. I, 85.
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character of the worshiper. For centuries the two

great divisions of the Christian Church have been

unable to agree in regard to the true nature of the

use of images in religion, which one pronounces to

be a direct worship, while the other declares it to

be merely an act of reverence, worship being ad-

dressed exclusively to the supreme God. We see

therefore how impossible it is to describe, in words

of universal application, the sentiments with which

an Egyptian regarded his sacred animals.

In itself, animal worship has nothing more irra-

tional than the worship which the Scythians paid to

a scimitar, or the Romans to a spear ^
; but there is

more danger that gross minds should confound a

living than a lifeless symbol with the god whom it

represented ; it affords more scope to an anxious

superstition, in watching the indications of the

future, afforded by the actions and state of the con-

secrated animal. Multiplied as the objects of this

worship were in Egypt, it met the devotee per-

petually, and its power was strengthened by the

constant repetition of its rites. It is of a nature

peculiarly calculated to lay hold of the feelings in

early life, and thus preoccupy the mind with super-

stition, before reason has acquired any counteract-

ive power. The variety and opposition of the rites

of different nomes and cities produced a fierce and

fanatical hostility between the Egyptians themselves,

of which we have no example, among the other na-

tions of the Gentile world. Many causes contri-

buted to degrade their character to the state to

• Herod. 4, 62. Vairo, Fragm. 1, p. 375, cd. Dipont.
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which it had been reduced in the last age in which

their native superstition remained, and which Chris-

tianity has done less to raise than for any other

civilized people which has embraced it ; but we

cannot hesitate to place animal worship among the

most efficacious causes of the narrowness and im-

becility into which the Egyptian mind degenerated.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

CONSTITUTION AND LAWS OF EGYPT.

In describing the constitution and laws of Egypt

we labour under this difficulty ;—that as the Egyp-

tians have left us no history of their own, and no

code of their laws has been discovered among the

written remains which have come to hght, we know
not, except by afew doubtful traditions, what changes

they may have undergone. The fullest account is

that given by Diodorus*, which he professes to have

derived from the records of the priests, and which

may be considered as representing the state of things

during that period of the native monarchy which

succeeded the expulsion of the Hyksos.

The whole of the land of Egypt was possessed by

the king, the priests, and the military order ^ Such

a possession, however, like that of a feudal sove-

reign and aristocracy, cannot be exercised by the

persons who claim it. The husbandmen occupied

the land capable of cultivation, on payment of a

small rent or proportion of the produce. It appears

from the Book of Genesis, that before the time of

Joseph, the mass of the people had been independ-

ent possessors of land, but parted with their rights

to the crown, under the pressure of continued

DlOU. 1, 70 foil. itpfdv Koi Tav fiaxl^JLOiv fitaBovfitvoi

Diod. 1, 74. Oi y«upyot /it- hiartKoxxri top awavTa XROi'ov Trepi

Kpov Tivos Tt]v KapTTocbopop ;^copai' rfjv (pyacrlav ovres rrjs \a)pas.
rfjV irapa tov ^no-tXcwr Kai tu>v
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famine ^ They submitted in future to pay a fifth

part of the produce to the king, and were thus

placed in nearly the same condition as the people

of India^, where all the land belonged to the king,

but was farmed on condition of paying him a fourth

part of the produce. The priests are expressly

mentioned as retaining their property^ ; of the mili-

tary order nothing is said, but from analogy we
should conclude that they also retained their rights,

or speedily recovered them, as the account of Dio-

dorus before quoted implies. After the change of

tenure, the proportion of the produce did not exceed

what had been taken by an act of power in the seven

years of plenty^. Even after this annihilation of

the rights of landed property, the condition of the

peasantry in Egypt was better than in India, and not

very different from that of the agricultural tenant

among ourselves ; for it appears from the evidence

given before the Committees on the Corn Laws in

1814 and 1821 , that rent is usually about a fourth

part of the produce^.

It is probable that the priests occupied a portion

of their own land, and cultivated it by their hired

labourers, as we know the military class did. Dio-

dorus, speaking of the different classes and occu-

pations ofAthens, says, ** The second class was that

of the geomoroiy whose duty it was to possess arms

> Gen. xlvii. 26. " Gen. xli. 34. " Let Pharaoh
' Strabo, B. 15, p. 704. do this, let him appoint officers

^ Gen. xlvii. 26. " Joseph made over the land, and take up the fifth

it a law over the land of Egypt part of the land of Egypt in the

unto this day, that Pharaoh should seven plenteous years."

have the fifth part; except the land * Rickards on India^vol. l,p. 288
of the priests only, which became note,

not Pharaoh's."
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and serve in war on behalf of the city, like those

who are called husbandmen in Egypt, and who fur-

nish the fighting men^" Now as the continued and

personal cultivation of the soil would be inconsistent

with military duty, we must suppose that at least

that portion of the warrior caste which was in

actual service, tilled their lands by hired labourers.

Herodotus appears also to have included the pos-

sessors of land among the priests and the warrior

caste, as he makes no mention of husbandmen

among his seven classes.

The king, the priest, and the warrior were the

privileged orders of Egypt ; the rest*, including the

herdsmen of swine and cattle, the artificers, the

retail traders, the boatmen and pilots, and in later

times the interpreters, were excluded from all share

of political power. Yet there prevailed in Egypt

no notion of an aristocracy of descent ; the priest

and the warrior were honoured on account of the

higher functions which their birth assigned them,

but not for a patrician genealogy. In the funeral

encomium no mention was made of descent, all

Egyptians being considered as equally well-born^.

Hereditary succession appears to have been the

rule of theEgyptian monarchy. Diodorussays(l ,43),

that in ancient times, according to the accounts

which he received, kings were chosen for public

services, but this occurs in a part of the history in

which he is tracing the progress of society evidently

according to a theory. In many instances a sove-

' Diod. 1,28.
^

Herodotus, 2, 1 64, reckons priests,

.' Strabo, B. 17, p. 787. Plato, warriors, herdsmen, swineherds,
Tim . iii . 24 . 1 socrates, Busiris,p. 161, tradesmen , interpreters, steersmen,
ed. Battle, arrange them variously. ^ dj^j j^ 92. Vol. 1, p. 500.
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reign is expressly said to have been succeeded by

his son ; on the monuments a king sometimes de-

clares himself to be the son of his predecessor, and

is found in the sculptures of his reign in the cha-

racter of a prince of the blood, serving in the army

or attending at a solemnity^ Females were not

excluded from the throne ; a queen Nitocris occurs

in the sixth dynasty, Scemiophris in the twelfth,

and other examples are found in the sculptures^.

If it were necessary to have recourse to election,

the king must be chosen from the priests or the

soldiers ; Amasis was a plebeian, and was on that

account despised, but the monarchy was then ap-

proaching its termination. According to a late

authority (Synesius^), the form of election repre-

sented all the elements of the community. The
priests stood immediately around the candidates,

then the warriors, and outside of all the people.

But the priests possessed great prerogatives in

voting ; the suffrage of a prophetes counted for a

hundred, that of a comastes'^ (one who carried the

sacred images in processions) for twenty, that

of a neocoros^ for ten, while that of a warrior

counted but for one. The common people pro-

bably enjoyed the same right as in the middle

ages—that of approving by their acclamations the

choice of the clergy and the military chiefs. If

the election fell upon a soldier, he was admitted

into the sacerdotal order, and made acquainted with

^ Rosellini,Mon.Stor.iii.2,283; » Quoted by Heeren, Ideen, 2,

Champollion, Lettres d'Egj'pte, p. 335, Germ,
p. 351. * Clem. Alex. 5, p. 671, Pott.

2 Rosellini, M. St. iii. 1, 129. » Vol. 1, p. 451.

Comp. Luean, Phai-s. 10, 92.
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their hidden wisdom ^ This initiation is perhaps

represented in monuments, where the tau, the em-

blem of hfe and key of mysteries, is placed on the

lips of the king*. To the shields of some of the

early kings the word ** priest " is prefixed^.

The monarch was so entirely under the influence

and control of the priests, that the hierarchy may

be considered as in fact the governing body in ordi-

nary times. Unlike the sovereigns of the East, he

w^as not irresponsible master of his own actions.

The forms of public business and even his daily

habits of Vife were subject to strict regulation. " It

was his duty," says Diodorus, " when he rose in

the early morning, first of all to read the letters

sent from all parts, that he might transact all busi-

ness with accurate knowledge of what was being

done everywhere in his kingdom. Having bathed

and arrayed himself in splendid robes and the in-

signia of sovereignty, he sacrificed to the god"*. The

victims being placed beside the altar, the high-

priest standing near the king prayed with a loud

voice, the people standing round, that the gods

would give health and all other blessings to the

king, he observing justice towards his subjects. It

was the priest's office also to declare his several

' Plut.Is.etOsir. p.354B; Plat, lost, in the papyrus of Turin, but
Polit.ii.290. Stcph. Eau tvxd npo- who belonged apparently to the
Ttpov (^ fiXXov ytvovs ^laadfievos, Sebekotphs, has a group of charac-
va-Ttpop duayKoiov ts tovto flare- ters annexed to it, which have been
\€l<rdai. Plut. Is. et Osir. c. 6. Ot read " chosen by the soldiers" (Le-
fiaatX( IS Koi pL(Tpj)T6v (irivov ck tu>v sueur. Chronologic, pp. 236, 321 ).

Ifpwfypa/i/iarcoi/, wj'EKaTatortoTo- * We find accordingly in the
prjKtv, Itptls ovTfs. monuments the king leading pro-

' Hieroglyphics of Egyptian Soc. cessions, pouring hbations, dedi-
pl- ^**- eating temples, presenting offer-

Wilkinaon. M. and C. 3, 281. in^s, and with his own hand sacri-
The shield of a king whose name is ficing victims.
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virtues, saying that he showed piety towards the

gods and clemency towards men ; that he was tem-

perate and magnanimous, truthful and liberal, and

master of all his passions ; that he inflicted on

offenders punishments lighter than their misdeeds

deserved, and repaid benefits with more than a pro-

portionate return. After many similar prayers the

priest pronounced an imprecation respecting things

done in ignorance, exempting the king from all

accusation, and fixing the injury and the penalty

on those who had been his ministers and had

wrongfully instructed him." His pleasures and his

exercise, the quality of his food, the quantity of his

wine, were all prescribed by a minute ceremonial,

contained in one of the Books of Hermes ^ He
was not allowed to be attended by slaves ; sons of

the priests, carefully educated till the age of twenty,

surrounded his person night and day. The hiero-

grammat or sacred scribe then read from the sacred

books precepts and histories of eminent men calcu-

lated to inspire the monarch with the love of virtue.

His power over the lives and properties of his sub-

jects was strictly limited by law, and nothing left

to caprice and passion 2. The right to enact new
laws, however, resided with the sovereign : Menes
and Sasyches, Sesostris, Bocchoris and Amasis are

all celebrated as legislators^. The king was also a

judge in certain cases which are not defined ; but

the ordinary administration of justice was left to the

tribunals. A singular kind of posthumous judge-

ment was exercised on his government and cha-

' Clem. Alex. Strom. 6, 4, p. 767, ' Diod. 1, 70, 71

.

ed. Potter. ' Diod. 1, 94.

VOL. II. D
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racter. Before the embalmed body was placed in

the sepulchre, any one who had an accusation to

prefer against hira was allowed to bring it forward
;

while the priests set forth his merits, and the people

by their murmurs or applause decided whether he

should be allowed the honour of sepulture or not.

Diodorus assures us that there were many instances

of its being withheld\ On the other hand, an emi-

nently virtuous and popular prince received a kind

of deification. Acts of homage were performed to

him in subsequent generations, and his name was

inscribed as a charm on amulets^.

The account which Diodorus gives of the influ-

ence of these laws and customs in producing virtue

and moderation in the kings of Egypt, must be

regarded as describing rather the effect designed

than the invariable result. The Jewish Lawgiver

prescribed that each sovereign should make a

copy of the Law, ** that it might be with him,

that he might read therein all the days of his

life, and learn to fear Jehovah his God, to keep all

the words of the law and to do them^;" yet it is

doubtful if a single king of Israel or Judah complied

with this injunction, and it is certain that even the

living voice of the prophets was unable to prevent

them from " lifting up their hearts above their

brethren, and turning aside from the command-
ments." The daily homily read to the Egyptian

monarchs on the duties of sovereignty would dege-

nerate into a form. The praises bestowed in public

prayers on the virtues of a reigning sovereign

; Diod. 1, 72, adfin. » Deut. xvii. 18.
' Ro»ellini, Mon. Stor.3, 79-84.
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are mere customary compliments. The details of

Egyptian history exhibit instances of tyranny; and

a king who could command the military power

might break through the restraints of morality and

religion. In both cases however it would be unjust

to deny to the legislation the merit of a noble aim,

in framing a standard of duty for the sovereign, and

providing the means of its being constantly held up

before his eyes. The failure to produce conformity

with the standard belongs to all codes, ethical or

political. Yet the general testimony of antiquity

affirms that Egypt was distinguished among ancient

nations, not only for the wisdom of its laws, but the

obedience paid to them. The instances of internal

revolution are few and late. After we have re-

trenched some thousand years from its history, for

false and exaggerated chronology, the long duration

of the monarchy remains unexampled. The union

of priestly sanctity, military power and monarchical

authority in one person, gave the government a

degree of stability which could not belong to forms

of polity in which these powers were dissociated or

hostile. At the same time the influence of the sa-

cerdotal order, who were almost the sole possessors

of knowledge, stamped it with a character of mild-

ness and humanity, as in the Middle Ages the in-

fluence of the Church tempered the rigour of feud-

alism. It substituted religious awe for constitu-

tional checks and sanctions in the mind of the

monarch, and by this sentiment more eflectually

controlled him, as long as religion and its ministers

were respected. Had the authority been exclusively

in the hands of the priests, it might have sunk into

d2
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that imbecility to which a purely sacerdotal admi-

nistration tends ; but the intimate union of the civil

power, the military and the hierarchy, appears to

have secured to the people a government at once

energetic, enlightened and humane.

The earliest account remaining of the Egyptian

monarchy, in the history of Joseph, exhibits a court

and household with minute gradations of rank and

function, and the monuments have added a long

list of oflScers, who ministered to the state and

luxury of the sovereign. The king always appears

surrounded by numerous military and sacerdotal

attendants. Men of high rank, and even princes

of the blood, formed his train, screening him from

the heat, or cooling him and chasing away the flies

with a feather-fan. Besides these personal attend-

ants on the sovereign, there was a numerous body

of public functionaries, whose titles and duties have

been revealed to us by the inscriptions in their

tombs. They show that the government was tho-

roughly organized in its administrative department,

no branch of public service being without its chief.

The extent and magnificence of the palaces of

Thebes attest the splendour in which the monarch
lived ; but as the royal state was kept up and the

expenditure in peace and war maintained out of the

produce of the land, a third of which was allotted

to the king, the people do not appear to have been

heavily taxed, if at all, in the ordinary course of

affairs'. It is not probable, however, that such

» The 7rpo(r68oi and drrrxfyopr] portion to the land, appear to be
which Herodotus (2, 109) speaks only the rent paid for the crown
of as imposed by Sesostris in pro- lauds under another name. Tovs
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works as the building of the Great Pyramid could

be carried on, without levying oppressive taxes, as

well as exacting forced labour, and the sovereigns

who engaged in them were the objects of popular

detestation ^ The military expeditions would in

modern times have been the cause of enormous

expense ; but ancient warfaire supported itself by
plunder and exaction, and large tributes were paid

by conquered nations.

Nowhere in the ancient world was the number
of temples so great as in Egypt, nor the revenue

of the priests so ample, nor their influence in the

whole social system so predominant. All the events

of Egyptian life were intimately blended with reli-

gion, and a series of festivals spread itself over the

whole year. Every nome had a tutelary god, whom
it worshiped with especial honour ; every city and

town one or more temples. The Egyptians were

the authors, as the Greeks beUeved^, both of the

doctrines and the ritual of polytheism, and had

carried both to the utmost limits of refinement and

subdivision. The priests lived in abundance and

luxury. The portion of the soil allotted to them,

the largest in the threefold division^, was subject to

no taxes'*; and they were so abundantly supplied

with the means of subsistence that it was unneces-

idmras, dia r^v €K tS>v irpocr6d<op * Diod. 1, 73.

evTTopiav, ov ^anri^avai rats €l<T<f>o- * This appears not to have been
paly. (Diod. 1, 73.) the case in the Ptolemaic times.

^ Herod. 2, 128. See the Inscription of Rosetta, in
' Herod. 2, 50. 2xf5oi' irdvra ra which the priests return thanks to

ovvofwra tcop Beav e^ hlyxmrov the king for decreeing that they
fkrjkvBf h T^v 'EXXada. 58. Hav- should pay no more than in the
riyvpis apa icai nopiras Koi irpotra- first year of his father's reign.

y<ayas irpatroi avBpimoup Alyvnrioi (Line 16 of the Greek.)
(i<ri 01 iroir]<rdnfvoi.
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sary for them to expend their private property ^

The registers of the temples, of which some frag-

ments have been preserved, show that contributions

of various kinds were made to them, though they

are not sufficiently precise to enable us to say whe-

ther they were dues or voluntary offerings. Their

life* was the reverse of ascetic. The shaving of the

head and body every other day, the cold ablution

twice in every day and twice in every night, the

use of flax and papyrus instead of woollen and

leather^ in the climate of Egypt were luxuries, not

penances and restrictions. The endless variety of

rites which they practised'* served to fill up their

time, for which the majority of them, not being

initiated into science, would have little occupation.

Their numbers were very great ; instead of a single

priest or priestess attached to each temple, as among
the Greeks, a long series of subordinate ministers

discharged those multiplied functions in which their

religion consisted. Herodotus declares that no fe-

male could fill a sacerdotal office^, though it is evi-

dent from his own accounts, as well as from the

sculptures and documents^ that they might be en-

gaged in duties connected with the temples^. The

office was strictly hereditary. In the l^mples of

the principal gods there was a high-priest, and

' Herod. 2, 37. ov8(fiia ovrc epafvos 6eov ovxf 6rj-

' Occasionally they practised X«;;r- Bi^t he himself (2, 55) speaks
rigid abstinence {tv rais Ayvflais), of a female as dfi(f)nro\fvov(Tav Ipov

an<l did not even allow themselves Atdy. See vol. i. p. 452.
salt as a provocative of appetite. " Champollion-Figeac, Egypte,
(Pint. Is. et Osir. p. 352.) L'Univers Pittoresque, 115.

^ Ilerod. 2, 37. ' The priestesses mentioned in
* 'AXXaf OprjaKias (mrfXeovai the Rosetta Stone belonged to the

fxvpias iis «i»r<I»' Xoyy. (Her. ibid.) worship of the deified Ptolemies,
* Herod. 2, 35. IpuTai yvufj p.(v not the ancient gods of Egypt.
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if we take literally the statement made by the

priests of Vulcan to Hecatseus and Herodotus,

the son had succeeded to the father for 340 gene-

rations \ To the priests alone polygamy was for-

bidden^, and this restriction is confirmed by the

monuments.

The reverence in which the sacerdotal order was

held was not the result of their sacred character

only, but of their superior knowledge and educa-

tion, which comprehended, besides divination and

augury, all the human sciences. Their superior

skill in geometry and arithmetic, so important in a

country whose revenues were raised by a tax on

land proportioned to its extent^, and where changes

in the form and area of the fields were frequently

produced by the action of the river, gave them a

considerable control over property.

It does not appear that the practice of medicine

was confined to them. The army was attended by

physicians'^, who can scarcely have been priests.

The general appearance and costume of the phy-

sicians represented in the grottos of Benihassan^

would lead us to refer them to a low rank in so-

ciety. No sepulchral inscription has yet been

found in which this profession is mentioned, nor has

the hieroglyphic character for physician been ascer-

^ Herod. 2, 143, where however KXrjpov 6 worafios ti irapeXoiro, iX-

dnebfiKinxrav TraTSa Trarpos tKaarov dcov av npos tov ^acriKia ecrfjuaive

eoiVTav eovra can hardly express a to yeyevrjfievov' 6 8e Zirepire tovs

literal fact, especially ifwe consider eiria-Ke-^onivovs koL dvapeTpfjo-ovras

the monogamy of the priests. Cora- oo-oj eXdo-a-cov 6 x^pos yeyove, okcos

pare Her. 1, 7, where a similar ex- tov Xoittov Kara Xoyov t^s TCTaype-

pression only denotes generally an vrjs d7ro(f>oprjs TeXeoi.

hereditary succession. * Diod. 2, 82.
2 Diod. 1,80. Comp. Her. 2, 92. « See vol. i. p. 345. Wilkinson,

^ ^ Herod. 2, 109. Et tivos tov Manners and Customs, 3, 393.
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tained. The embalmers were a part of the phy-

sicians ^ but the priests, whose profession required

such scrupulous purity, cannot be supposed to have

defiled themselves with the touch of dead bodies

;

and the embalmers are expressly said by Herodotus*

to have been artisans who plied in public. But all

medical practice was carried on in Egypt according

to certain established formulas, contained in ancient

books. Six of the forty-two treatises attributed to

Hermes were devoted to medicine, and the pasto-

phori, a special but inferior order of the priests,

studied them^. To the precepts contained in these

books the practitioners of medicine seem to have

been obliged to conform, and thus the sacerdotal

order would possess a complete control over the

practical branches of the art. So under the Jewish

Law, the Levites had to decide on all medical

questions which had a bearing on religion"*, such

as leprosy, but do not appear to have been in

other respects the physicians of the people. In

Europe during the Middle Ages, the knowledge of

medicine was nearly confined to the clergy, if we

except the Jews on the one hand, and the leeches

who practised upon the vulgar on the other. The

selection and examination of victims, the care of

the sacred animals, the rigorous attention to their

own health and purity which their office imposed,

could not fail to give the Egyptian priests a con-

siderable portion of medical knowledge, besides

what the books of Hermes contained.

* G«n. 1.2. 8 Clem. Alex. Strom. 6,4, p. 758,
' Herod. 2, 86. EtVi fie oi err ed. Pott.

airr^ rovrt^ Kartarai koi Tf'xvrjv * See LeviticUB, xiii. xiv.

f^ovtri TavTTjv.
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The more mysterious doctrines of religion, as

well as the knowledge of the hieroglyphic character,

in later times were reserved to the higher order of

the priesthood ^ and this was probably always the

case, the functions of the lower ministers being of a

practical kind.

According to iElian*, the priests were originally

judges, the eldest of them presiding. This appears

afterwards to have given place to a select tribunal

which we shall subsequently describe. But as the

ultimate authority must be the written law, and as

literature of every kind was in the custody of the

priesthood, it is probable that questions of nice in-

terpretation would be referred to them. So among

the Jews, when a matter arose too hard for the de-

cision of the inferior judges, recourse was had to

the priests and Levites and the chief judge in the

last resort^. In Europe in the Middle Ages, the

highest offices of the law were filled by ecclesiastics,

who alone could read ancient writings and pen de-

crees. Statistical knowledge was carried to greater

perfection in Egypt than anywhere else in the an-

cient world. The whole country had been geome-

trically measured ; every man's tax was fixed, every

man's occupation known'*, and the topography of

Egypt was the subject of one of the sacred books ^.

' Clem. Alex. Strom. 5, p. 670, thee up into the place which the

Pott. Ov Tois eTnTvxoiia-i dveTidevro Lord thy God shall choose, and
TO fivcrrrjpia dXX' rj fiovois ye rots thou shalt come unto the priests,

fieXkov(ri eVi ^aaikfiav trpoUvai koX the Levites, and the judge that

t5>v lepecou rots Kpidelcriv eivai 8oici- shall be in those days, and inquire,

/icoTOTots. and they shall show thee the sen-
* ^Uan. Var. Hist. 14,34. tence of judgement."
' Deut. xvii. 8. " If there arise a * Herod. 2, 177. He refers the

matter too hard for thee in judge- law to the reign of Amasis.

meat, then shalt thou arise and get ^ Clem. Alex, ubi supra.

t
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The military class formed, like the priesthood, an

hereditary caste ^ They were divided into Calasi-

rians and Hermotijhians, names the signification of

which has not been ascertained^. According to

Herodotus, the Calasirians amounted, when their

numbers were largest, to 250,000 men, the Hermo-

tybians to 160,000; and if larger numbers are at-

tributed to some of the armies of Egyptian con-

querors, we must remember that oriental armies are

swollen by a train of unmilitary followers. Each

soldier had an allotment of land, of about six acres,

free from taxes. Their settlements were almost

exclusively in Lower Egypt^, each body having only

one in either Middle or Upper Egypt, namely the

nomes of Chemmis and Thebes, while the Hermo-

tybians were established in five nomes of Lower

Egypt and the Calasirians in eleven'*. It was on

the side of Asia that the country was most exposed

to attack. Nubia having been completely subjugated

during the flourishing times of the monarchy; and

the abundance and fertility of land in the Delta

pointed out this as the part most suitable for the

settlement of the soldiery. The facility with which

a large force was collected for the pursuit of the

Israelites^, shows that they must have been quar-

tered chiefly in Lower Egypt. All handicrafts were

forbidden to them, but in these agriculture was not

included, which was an honourable occupation even

among those by whom the mechanical arts were

• Ilcrod. 2, Ifif). to have been veterans to whom the
' Jablonsky (Voc. .^g>pt. p. fi9, defence of the country was chiefly

lOl.) dcchices Calasiria from Hel- entrusted.

ghiri, Coptic for ynuth ; Ilermoty- » Heeren,2, 134.(2,2,578Germ.)
bian, from nrmatoi ouhe, militnre * Herod, ubi supra.
contra, and he sup]K>ses the latter * Exod. xiv. 5-9.
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most despised^ In times of peace, a portion of

them discharged garrison-duty in the frontier towns

of Pelusium, Marea and Elephantine ; a detachment

to the numher of a thousand of each acted as guards

to the king, during the space of a year 2. To these

were given, as a daily allowance, five minse of baked

bread or parched corn, two minse of beef and four

arysters, or nearly two pints, of wine. In the Egyp-

tian monuments we can distinguish such a body of

men having peculiar arms, clothing and ensigns,

and specially engaged in attendance on the king^.

Perhaps other bodies might be stationed in some of

the principal towns, where it has been thought that

traces of fortified camps might be perceived'*.

Such a class, trained and armed and possessed of

property inland, inthemidst ofapopulation of priests,

agriculturists and tradesmen, must have had a pre-

ponderant weight in the social scale. Yet such was

the harmony of the different members of the Egyp-

tian state, that we hear for many centuries of no

usurpations or rebellions by the soldiery. The mili-

tary order was closely united with the monarchy.

We find in the monuments that the sons of the kings

held high posts in the army\ and this class generally

furnished a sovereign to the vacant throne. The
Egyptian military system, as it originally existed,

was better calculated to preserve order within the

state and resist aggression, than the feudalism of the

Middle Ages or the universal soldiership of the

Greeks. The former was an instrument of oppres-

^ Diod. 1, 28. * Champollion-Figeac, jfigypte,

2 Her. 2, 168. p. 147.
' Rosellini, Monumenti Reali, * Rosellini,Mon.Civili, 3,p.313.

tav. c. cii. cxxvi.
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sion, the latter a constant provocative to civil war.

Egypt more resembled Rome, in the ages in which

the plebs was still devoted exclusively to agriculture

and furnished legionaries to the army. The com-

mencement of her fall was the encroachment made

by the priests in the reign of Sethos, and the king

in that of Psammitichus, on the privileges of the

military class.

All the rest of the population may be regarded

as forming one class, inasmuch as they were ex-

cluded from the possession of land, from the privi-

leges of the priestly and military order, and from

every department of political life. Among them-

selves, however, they were divided into a variety of

trades and professions, about the number of which

the ancients are not agreed, nor is it probable that

any one has enumerated them all. The land was

cultivated by a peasantry, tenants to the king, the

priests and the warriors, whose traditionary know-

ledge and early training enabled them to carry the

art to a much higher degree of perfection than any

other nation ^ The marshy districts of the Delta

and the pastures of the valleys, especially of the

Arabian chain of hills, maintained large numbers

of cattle, the charge of which created another di-

stinct class. The swineherds formed another—

a

Pariah-caste—to whom alone, of all the Egyptians,

access to the temples was denied, and who could

only intermarry among themselves*. The artificers

and the boatmen and steersmen of the Nile were

each a separate class. The monuments lead us to

' I>iodor. 1, 74. swine belonging to a priest; they
Henxl. 2, 47. Rosellini, Mon. were sometimes used in sacrifice,

Civ. 1, 266, mentions a herd of as Herodotus mentions.
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conclude that the navigation of the sea was more

common than had been previously supposed, yet it

hardly belonged to the habits of the nation and was

opposed to its religious ideas, according to which

the sea-water, swallowing up the Nile, was symbol-

ized in Typhon destroying Osiris. Even the navi-

gators of the river were a disesteemed race* . Hunts-

men are mentioned in the enumeration of Plato,

among whom fowlers would be included^; in a

country so abundant in streams and fish, fishermen

must have been very numerous^, and therefore

probably a distinct class. On the establishment of

the Greeks in Egypt, in the reign of Psammitichus,

an hereditary body of interpreters was formed for

the purpose of commercial intercourse'*, this being

the only one of whose origin we have any histori-

cal account, and we see that neither conquest nor

religion had anything to do with it, but the here-

ditary transmission of exclusive knowledge.

There can be no doubt that a broad line of social

distinction separated all these classes from the three

privileged orders. The principle of caste would have

been annihilated, if the children of an artificer or a

herdsman could have intermarried with those of a

priest, a warrior, or a judge. Religious feeling and

esprit de corps would no doubt close the sacerdotal

or miUtary class against a man of low caste, and

want of skill would exclude him from the higher

departments of art. We find some remarkable

» Plut. Is. et Osir. p. 363, c. 32. /SoXc (^a/n/LiiVtxos) rotff''l<aa-i AtyuTr-

' Plat. Tim. iii. 24. riovs, rrjv 'EXXdda yXaxrcrav eVSt-

' Herod., 2, 93. Diod. 1, 36, dda-Kecrdai' ott^ de tovtcou cKfuidoV'

Isaiah xix. 8. Tavrfjv yXSxra-ap oi vvv ipiiT^vefS iv

* Herod, 2, 164. Hcubw nape' AiyvTir^ yeydvaa-i.
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examples of the hereditary descent of high public

office. The long succession of the high-priests of

Memphis has been already mentioned. Lepsius^

quotes an inscription in which a chief of the mining

works declares that twenty-three of his ancestors

had filled the same ofiice before him. But there is

no proof that all the sons of a priest became priests,

or of a military man soldiers. The higher profes-

sions appear to have been open to all of the higher

castes, and might even be united in one person, and

they might intermarry with each other ; so probably

might the lower, with the exception of the swine-

herds. A monument in the Museum at Naples, to

one whowas himself a general of infantry, records that

his elder brother was a chief of public w^orks and at

the same time a priest^. In India at the present day

no caste but the Brahminical is strictly preserved^,

and this includes not only the priesthood, but the

higher civil professions.

The funeral monuments of Egypt, which have

thrown light on the relations of the privileged orders

and shown that they were not separated by such

strict rules as had been supposed, give us no cor-

responding information respecting the lower castes.

Priests, warriors, judges, architects, chiefs of di-

stricts and provinces, are nearly the only ranks or

classes which appear in the inscriptions ; we do not

find the labourer, the agriculturist, the artist or the

physician receiving those funereal honours which

' Lepsius, Tour to the Peninsula verted thecommon opinion respect-

of Sinai, p. 4, Ene. Transl. ing the distinction of castes, from
' Ampere in Revue des deux the evidence of the monimients.

Mondes, 1848, p. 410. He, as ' Rickards, India, 1, 31. El-
well as RoseUini, u. s., has contro- phinstone's India, 1, 103.
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consist in the representation of the deceased as

offering to the gods, and praying for their protec-

tion in another worlds And this shows the wide

interval in social estimation, by which the upper

and lower classes in Egypt were separated.

The Greeks, from whom we derive our earliest

knowledge of Egyptian institutions, were naturally

struck with the rigid distinction of the different

orders of society : it had once existed among them-

selves^, but was nearly obliterated and forgotten.

If it appear to have been less exclusively a distinc-

tion of birth than we have been accustomed to

suppose, there can be no doubt that it was one of

the most important characteristics of Egyptian so-

ciety. Perhaps a Mohammedan traveller in Europe

during the prevalence of feudalism might have de-

scribed its different orders and their relation to

each other in terms not very unlike those which

Herodotus apphes to the genea of Egypt. Custom

and sentiment had fixed a nearly impassable barrier

between the villain and burgher on one side, and

the military chief and feudal lord on the other.

The burghers themselves, arranged in crafts and

guilds, the entrance to which was jealously guarded,

would have appeared to him rather as an aggregate

of separate communities than a uniform mass of

industrial population, such as our modern cities

exhibit. A plebeian would have as little chance of

obtaining a maiden of aristocratic blood in marriage,

as an Egyptian oflow caste ofmarrying the daughter

^ Ampere, uhi supra. population of Attica (Herod. 5, QQ)
2 The most natural explanation is that the names denote their dif-

of he fourfold division ofthe Ionic ferent occupations.
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of a priest or military chief; the executioner or

flayer of cattle in Germany could no more have

intermarried with a peasant or a burgher, than the

swineherd in Egypt. The difference lies in the

sanction by which the separation of ranks and pro-

fessions was guarded ; in Egypt it was enforced by

religion ; in Europe it was counteracted by the ge-

nius of Christianity and the celibacy of the clerical

order, in which the humblest birth was no disqua-

Ufication for the highest dignity.

In a country so fertile as Egypt, in which manu-

factures, art and internal commerce were carried

on to such an extent, wealth must have accumu-

lated among those who were engaged in civil life,

and have given rise to a class of independent pro-

prietors, not included in any of the genea. On the

other hand, we find that in large cities a populace

forms itself, depending on casual expedients for

subsistence, and, as having no definite occupation,

equally excluded from the list. Such a class in

later times existed in Egypt ; Sethos employed it

in support of his usurpation^ ; Amasis endeavoured

to check its growth by compelling every man to

declare his occupation before the magistrate, under

penalty of death, if he made a false statement or

followed an unlawful mode of life*. With the ex-

ceptions which have been pointed out, there can be

no question that the rule of Egyptian society was^,

that every man should be strictly limited to his

* Herod. 2, 141. "Eirea-dai «c » Her. 2, 177.
ol Toll/ fiaxifitiiv fi«v oi/dfpa dvdpav, ^ Diod. 1, 74.
KanfjXovi di kui vtiputvaKrai
Koi dyopaiovt dvopojTrovs.
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hereditary business ^ The ancients generally ad-

mired this limitation, and attributed to it the high

perfection which agriculture and art had attained.

The father taught his son without grudging what-

ever he himself knew ; the peasant and the artisan

followed their proper business without the distrac-

tion of politics which engrossed the lower orders in

republics. It was a maxim that it was best for one

man to do one thing^, which is undoubtedly true,

as far as the perfection of his work is concerned.

The effect of such a limitation on the character of

the man, and therefore ultimately on the progress

of his art, had not been considered.

The great body of the Egyptian people appear

to have had no public duties whatever, neither po-

litical, judicial nor military ; the idea of a citizen

was unknown among them. This exclusion of all

but priests and soldiers from political functions

would ensure revolution in any modern govern-

ment ; but the privileged orders w^ere so firmly

established by the threefold monopoly of know-
ledge, sacred and secular, arms, and landed pro-

perty, that we do not read even of an attempt to

disturb them, on the part of the excluded millions,

till the last century of the history of the Pharaohs.

The division of Egypt for administrative pur-

poses was very simple. The principal cities, with

their environs, and a number of villages dependent

upon them, formed a noyne, as the Greeks called it,

over which a prefect or nomarch appointed by the

^ The law which Dicaearchus at- ^ Aristot. Polit. 2, 8. *Ei/ v(f>'

tributes to Sesostris is /XT^SeW Kar<t- ivos epyou apia-r aTToreXemu" 8ci
XiTTflv TTjv Trarpcoav rexur/v. Schol. Se firf -irpoa-raTTeiv top avrov av-
App. Rhod. 4, 272-276. Xelv Kai (TKVTorofielv.

VOL. II. B
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king presided, to superintend the royal revenues

and the details of governments The Delta con-

tained ten of these nomes, the Thebaid ten ; the

intermediate country in later times sixteen, but

originally only seven^. This corresponds with the

arrangement of the Labyrinth^, which had, as

Strabo saw it, twenty-seven halls. This division

was attributed to Sesostris, and it is probable that

the boundaries of each nome were definitely fixed,

when that general survey of the lands took place,

which is said to have been made by this sovereign*.

Commonly, however, authority only regulates and

confirms divisions which have been determined by

local and accidental circumstances. Religion ap-

pears in Egypt to have furnished the original prin-

ciple of aggregation. Each of the larger cities w^as

the seat of the worship of a peculiar divinity^, which

had been established there by the inhabitants of the

district, and the religious usages which flowed from

that worship were co-extensive with the nome®.

Thus throughout the nome of Thebes, of which the

ram-headed god was the chief divinity, goats were

sacrificed, but not sheep^ ; while in the Mendesian

nome, in reverence for the god to whom the goat

was sacred, sheep were sacrificed, and not goats.

' Diod. 1, 54. ^ Her. 2, 42.
' Ilt-nce the name Heptanomis. * Heeren(2, 108,112,Eng.)sup-
" Strabo, B. 17, p. 787, 811. poses that the temples were foun-

Bunscn, .Eg^pten's Stelle (1, 179, dations by priestly colonies from
note). Meroe, and that they established

* According to Diodonis, 1 , 95, the worship of the local god in each
Amnsis ju rrf/ji rovs vofnipx^as fitc- district. The language of Hero-
To^c Koi Tunrp\ rfju avfinao-av dotus implies that the people of the
oUnvofxlau T^t AlyviTTov, but this nome established the temple,
cannot in cither case relate to the '^ Her. u. s.

first establishment.
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The number of the nomes ultimately amounted to

fifty-three, but among them were reckoned the

Greater and Lesser Oasis, and the Oasis of Ammon.
They were again subdivided into toparchieSj of

whose extent we are not informed. Delegates from

the nomes, chosen according to station and cha-

racter', assembled at intervals at the splendid pa-

lace of the Labyrinth, near the Lake Mceris. Each

delegation was accompanied by the priests and

priestesses of its chief temple, and was lodged in

its appointed place, among the 3000 apartments

which the Labyrinth included. Sacrifices and gifts

were made to the gods, and doubtful questions of

jurisdiction settled. If the halls in the Labyrinth

were, as Herodotus says^, only twelve in number,

only the larger nomes can have sent delegates, and

some pre-eminence on the part of twelve of them

appears to be implied in the establishment of a

Dodecarchia or government of twelve kings, after

the usurpation of Sethos.

We have no distinct information as to the mode
in which justice was ordinarily administered in

Egypt. Probably the nomarch and the toparch

exercised a jurisdiction in matters of police and

causes of minor importance. To judge is also

reckoned among the functions of the king^. In the

monarchies of the East it is an attribute inseparable

from royalty, and the authority of all inferior tri-

bunals is only a delegation from the prerogative of

the Sovereign. Such is indeed the theory, though

not the origin, of our own judicial system. The

\ Strabo, 17, p. 811, with Tyr- » Her. 2, 148.

whitt's emendation of dpia-Tiudrjv. ^ Diodor. 1, 76.

B 2
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principal court of judicature was composed of thirty-

persons, chosen for their merit from the three most

celehrated cities of the kingdom, Thebes, Memphis,

and HeUopohs—ten from each. As these cities

were also the most remarkable for the number and

learning of the sacerdotal order, it has been gene-

rally taken for granted that the judges belonged to

this caste. That they were of sacerdotal families

appears, from what has been already said on the

subject of castes, very probable, but hardly mini-

stering priests, since each one had duties to perform

in the temple to which he was attached. ^Elian,

by saying that originally^ the judges were priests,

implies that in later times it was otherwise. These

thirty chose a president from among themselves, in

whose place the city by which he had been sent

furnished another. Probably therefore the original

selection had been made by the cities. Their

salaries were paid by the king. All proceedings

were carried on in writing, that the decision might

not be influenced by the arts of oratory, nor the

stern impartiality of law be overcome by personal

supplication. A collection of the laws in eight

volumes lay before the judges ; the plain tifl^ or

accuser declared in writing how he had been in-

jured, cited the portion of the law on which he
relied, and laid the amount of his damages, or

claimed the penalty which in his view the law
awarded. The culprit or defendant replied in

writing, point by point, denying the fact alleged,

or showing that his act had not been unlawful, or

that the penalty claimed was excessive. The plain-

' Var. Hist. U,34. AiKatrral t6 apxaiouirap' AtyvTrrlon Uptis ^<rap.
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tiff having rejoined, and the defendant replied again,

the judges deliberated among themselves. A chain

of gold and precious stones was worn by the presi-

dent, to which an image of Thmei, the goddess of

Truth, was attached, and he pronounced sentence

by touching with this image the plaintiff's or de-

fendant's pleadings ^ We are not told how the

facts were established, and indeed the whole ac-

count suggests the idea of a Court of Appeal, rather

than of primary jurisdiction.

From the complex state of society in Egypt, more

strikingly evinced by its monuments than even by

the accounts of ancient writers, we may conclude

that the laws were numerous. Yet few of them

have been handed down to us, and no document of

this kind has been hitherto deciphered from the

remains of Egyptian antiquity. The character of

the legislation therefore must be gathered from the

general testimony of the ancient world, or by ana-

logy from a few specimens which remain. The tra-

dition that Lycurgus, Solon, and Plato^, had bor-

rowed from Egypt the laws of their real or imaginary

states, is a proof of the high estimation in which they

were held, whatever historical value it may possess.

Their wisdom and humanity may be inferred from

the correspondence which has been remarked be-

tween the Egyptian and the Jewish institutions.

* The resemblance of this oma- (Exod. xxxix. 10; Lev. viii. 8;
ment to the Urim and Thummim Num.xxvii. 21). Nor is there any
worn by the Jewish high priest etymological ground for deriving

has been noticed by all writers on Thummim from the Egyptian
Jewish or Egyptian antiquities. Thmei, although the Seventy may
Yet the use was very different

;

have been influenced by the Egyp-
one was an official chain, probably tian usage in rendering it by 'AX^-
with a seal attached to it ; the other Beta.

answered the purpose of an oracle ' Diod. 1, 69, 96, 98.
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If this be explained as by Spencer\ who thinks

that certain laws and usages to which the Jews had

become accustomed, were adopted into the Mosaic

Law, the highest sanction is given to them. If,

with his great opponent Witsius^, we believe that

they were copied by the Egyptians from Abraham,

and from his descendants, subsequently to their

expulsion and the giving of the Law from Sinai (a

much less probable supposition)^, the inference as

to their character will be the same.

The criminal law ofEgyptwas mild and equitable'*.

The wilful murder of a slave was punished with

death, like that of a freeman ; the exposure of in-

fants was forbidden, nor was the mother allowed to

be executed with an unborn child. False accusa-

tion (we may presume where a malicious purpose

could be shown) was punished with the same penalty

as would have fallen on the accused if convicted ;

and perjury with death. A thousand lashes were

inflicted on an adulterer, mutilation of the nose on

an adulteress. A parent who had killed his child

was compelled to sit three days and three nights,

under the guard of a public officer, embracing its

body. It was a capital offence not to have assisted

one who was slain by violence, the legislator pre-

suming complicity where there had been no effort

to prevent murder. Even the neglect to give in-

formation of a robbery was punished by stripes and

' See his great work De Legibus » Witsii iEgyptiaca, lib. 2, c. 1,
Ilebrficonira, p. 903, "Monendnm § vii.

est institutorum Mosaicorum par- ' narpioKri xP'^f^f^oi vofioia-iv

tern multo maximam e consuetu- ol Alyvimoi aXXov ovdha (mKTt-
dineali(juac|U8eapudiEgyptiosaiit (ovrat (Her. 2, 79,91).
alias evicinia gentes inveteraverat < Diod. 1, 77, 78.
dimanasse."
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three days' imprisonment without food. Some of

their punishments however were cruel ; others ap-

pear to us fantastic, from an attempt to carry out

strictly the lex talionis. Such was the punishment

inflicted on a violator of female chastity : one who
gave intelligence to an enemy had his tongue cut

out ; an adulterator of the standard currency*, a

falsifier of weights and measures, a pubhc scribe

who had forged or mutilated public writings, had his

hand cut off. A grave has been found near Saccara,

apparently of such criminals, as the hands and feet

have been cut ofl" at the joints^. It is probable that

in the times of the Pharaohs^, as well as of the

Ptolemies, the working of the gold-mines of the

Arabian Desert was one of the punishments of cri-

minals. The labour was cruelly severe, and was

exacted by the scourge; in the low and winding

passages in which they wrought, the miners were

compelled to assume painful and unnatural postures

in order to carry on their work"*. Their complaints

could excite no sympathy, for guards were placed

over them who did not understand their language.

Children, women and old men were employed in

different operations, and neither infirmity nor dis-

ease procured a respite, while there remained any

strength which blows could compel them to exert ^.

^ The Egyptians had no stamped been interrupted by the incursions

coin, but used rings of metal in of the Ethiopians,

exchange. "* noXXa;^©? npos ras rrjs nerpas
^ Perring in Vyse on the Pyra- ibionjTas fxeTaa-xTjp-ftTi^ovres to. crat-

mids, 3, 38. fiara. (Diod. 3, 14.)
' Compare Agatharchides ap. ^ Ov rvyxavei a-vyyvSfxrjs ovd* dvf-

Phot. ccl. 11, p. 1342, whom Dio- o-ecos dirXas ovk appayaros, ov Treirq-

dorus follows He says that the pa>p.evos ov yeyrjpaKas, ov yvvaiKos

mines had been wrought in the da-deucia. (Ibid.)

earliest times, but the working had
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Sabaco the Ethiopian introduced the practice of

employing criminals on public works, instead of

putting them to death.

A singular law prevailed in regard to thieves

\

They were organized under a chief, with whom their

names were enrolled, and to whom everything stolen

was brought. Those who had been robbed applied to

him, and obtained back their property on payment

of a fourth of the value. This amounts in fact to

impunity for any one who was willing to make

restitution on payment of one-fourth, and probably

nowhere has stolen property been so cheaply re-

covered. The law has been converted by later

authorities^ into a general permission of theft in

Egypt.

The most sanguinary part of the Egyptian law

was that which protected the sacred animals, as

already mentioned^. It is probable, however, that

the fanaticism, of which Diodorus witnessed an ex-

ample, was one mode of expressing national animo-

sity, and that it had not existed in such intensity

before the Persian conquest. The law of sacrilege

in Christian countries has been equally severe and

inhuman ; nor would a Jew, suspected of an act of

disrespect towards the rites and emblems of the

Church, have fared better at the hands of the mul-

titude, than the Roman who fell a victim to the

fury of an Egyptian mob.

The condition of females, according to Diodorus*,

' Diod. 1, 80. crocodile among the animals whom
' Aldus Gellius, 11, 18, quoting it was a capital crime to kill. (Diod.

" Aristo jureconsultus." 1, 72.)
» Herod. 2, 65. Cicero, N. D. * Diod. 1,27.

1, 29, includes the dog and the
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was singularly favourable to the weaker sex, the pre-

rogatives of a queen being greater than those of a

king, and the husband engaging in the marriage

contract to obey the wife in everything. These

statements are rendered suspicious by being con-

nected with the mythic sovereignty of Isis. The
marriage of brothers and sisters was allowed ^ He-

rodotus, contrasting the manners and customs of

Egypt with those of other countries, remarks, that

the women went to market and carried on retail

trades, while the men sat in the house, occupied at

the loom^. This, however, indicates no superior

privilege on the part of the Egyptian women ; it is

only a proof that weaving was in Egypt an art re-

quiring great skill and long practice^, not as in

Greece a part of domestic economy. The other

circumstances which Herodotus mentions, as con-

trasts with Greek customs, are rather proofs of the

depressed condition of the female sex. Women
carried burthens on their shoulders, men on their

heads, the women of course bearing the heavier

weights. Women were excluded from all but me-
nial offices about the temples ; to maintain their

parents if in want was voluntary with sons, com-
pulsory with daughters. The monuments, as far

as they have hitherto been interpreted, afford no

* This custom was explained by despised manufactures, ridiculed

the marriage of Isis with Osiris, the habits of the Egyptians as eflfe-

(Diod. ibid.) It is said to be con- minate (Soph. (Ed. Col. 337). The
firmed by the monuments, but I Ionian women were peculiarly se-

doubt if sister and cousin can be dentary (Xen. Rep. Lac. 1, 3, with
distinguished. Haase's note).

' Herod. 2, 35. The Greeks,who
3 Nam longe praestat in arte,

Et solertius est multo genus omne virile.

Lucr. 5, 1354, speaking of weaving.
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countenance to the statement of Diodorus, though

we cannot doubt that the condition of the female

sex in Egypt partook of the general character of

humanity and refinement which belonged to that

country. Polygamy was allowed except to the

priests ^ and all children, whether by wives or con-

cubines, were equally legitimate. But even where

several wives were taken, one of them, under the

title of Lady of the House, enjoyed a superiority in

honour and authority over the rest^. In the marshy

districts of Lower Egypt monogamy prevailed, pro-

bably owing to the poverty of the inhabitants, as in

Mohammedan countries the lower and even middle

classes have usually only one wife.

Of the civil laws of the Egyptians very little is

known. Most of those which are specified are at-

tributed to Bocchoris^, who is supposed to be the

Pehor of the monuments, and to have lived a short

time before the Ethiopian conquest. One of the

most important was, that the goods only of a debtor

could be taken, and that the arrest of the person

was not allowed, on the ground that his services,

whether a soldier, a peasant, or an artisan, be-

longed to the state. In this respect the Egyptian

law was wiser and more humane than that of most

of the Grecian states, which secured to a debtor the

implements by which he gained his living, yet al-

lowed him by imprisonment to be deprived of the

means of using them'*. Solon introduced the Egyp-

tian practice into the law of Athens. If no written

security had been given, a man might clear himself

' Diod. 1. 80. Herod. 1, f>2. « Diod. 1, 79, 94.
« Rosellini, Mon. Civ. 3, 137. " Diod. ibid.
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from a claim by his oath,—a proof how general was

the use of writing for civil purposes among the

Egyptians in later times, and a salutary limitation

of credit. The interest of a debt was never allowed

to amount to more than double the principal,—an

ample security for the lender's rights, and a pre-

ventive of those violent infringements of the law of

debtor and creditor, which, under the names of

Seisachtheia and NovceTabulce, we meet with in Greek

and Roman history. By a singular law, passed at a

time when there was a great want of circulating

medium ^ a man was allowed to pledge the mum-
mies of his forefathers for debt, but was himself

deprived of sepulture if he omitted to redeem them

before his death. The prohibition appears to have

included his descendants, as long as the debt re-

mained unpaid.

* 'EttI 'Atrvxtoy ^aa-iKevovros, dfii^irjs iova-qs ttoXX^j -xfirifidTayv.

(Herod. 2, 136.)
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HISTORY OF EGYPT.

INTRODUCTION.

AUTHORITIES FOR EGYPTIAN HISTORY.

SECT. I. GREEK WRITERS.

The commencement of Grecian intercourse with

Egypt is hidden by the darkness of antehistoric

times. The warUke expeditions of the Egyptian

kings no doubt included Ionia, but the coast of

Asia was not then inhabited by Greek settlers, and

it is not alleged that Sesostris carried his arms into

Hellas proper ^ The stories of Egyptian coloniza-

tion in Greece are generally of so late an origin,

that we cannot even infer from them the existence

of a popular belief *. There is, however, one ex-

ception. The story of lo, the Argive princess, who
was changed into a heifer, and after long wander-

ings reached Egypt where she gave birth to a god,

and herself was worshiped as the goddess Isis,

points clearly to the introduction of the worship of

Isis or Athor, under the symbol of the heifer, at an

early period into Argos. As the worship of the

Moon under this symbol appears to have prevailed

in Phoenicia, as well as in Egypt, it might have

been doubted from which of these countries it was

transferred to Argos, but for the circumstance that

^ Herod. 2, 103. sions on the part of the Egyp-
^ Even Diodorus (1,29) acknow- tians.

ledges the vanity of these preten-
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lo is the Coptic name of the Moon*, and the same

term was preserved in the dialect of Argos, without

apparent affinity with any Greek root*. The story of

the migration of Danaus and ^gyptuswith their fifty

sons and daughters to Argos cannot be traced higher

than to the age of iEschylus and Herodotus ;• but it

was received by the latter as historical, and the exist-

ence of the belief is hardly to be explained, unless we

admit the general fact of an Egyptian colonization.

We are not sufficiently acquainted with the history

of navigation among the Greeks, to assign with any

probability the time when they first visited the

shores of Egypt. They regarded it as at once a

distant and a difficult voyage^. Even the life of a

traveller who fell into the hands of the savage people

inhabiting the marshes near the mouths of the Nile

was not safe, for there was a time when the harbour

of Pharos was not opened for the admission of

strangers^ The sacrifice of ruddy-coloured men
appears to have prevailed in Lower Egypt in the

early ages of the monarchy*, and the fair and yel-

low-haired Greeks would be especially the objects

of aversion and outrage from their Typhonian hue^

If they visited Egypt, they appear to have confined

themselves to the Canopic mouth of the Nile. To
this their mythic traditions refer. Here was the

Tower of Perseus^, and a little further to the east

the temple of Hercules, who on his return from

» Peyron, Lex. Copt. p. 59. » Plut.p.380. Porphyr.deAbst.
' Td^av 'l6vT]v Ka\ov(ri rivts fvda p. 199.

/3ovr ^u (V aydXfiaTi rrji 'loCs" fjroi ^ "Ev Tiaiv eoprais TOiV fiev dv-

Trjs (rtXrjinjs' 'loj yap fj a-fXTjinj Kara 6pa>7ra)v tovs ttvooovs TrpoTnjXaKl'

rffv TU)V 'Apytitov 8td\(KTov. (Eust.' Qovcri, 8ia t6 nvppbv ytyovevai rhv

ad Dionys. Pcricg. v. 94.) Tuc^wj/a. (Plut.Is. et Osir. p.362F.)
• Od. d', 483. Busiris was one of the places in
* Eratosth. ap. Strab. p. 802. which the Typhonian superstition

Diod. 1, 67. prevailed. ' Herod. 2, 15.
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Libya had encountered and slain the inhospitable

Busiris^ Hither Paris had been driven on his way
from Sparta to Troy. Canopus itself was supposed

to have derived its name from the pilot of Menelaus,

who had sailed thither on his return from Troy and

been detained by the anger of the gods*. The name
of Thon, which appears in the story of Menelaus,

was derived from a town of that name, which stood

near the Canopic mouth^, and a place called Hele-

neius is mentioned in the same locality'*. The Ca-

nopic mouth was the nearest to Greece and the

coast of Asia Minor inhabited by Greeks ; it gave

the most ready access to the interior, and afforded,

even in the earliest times of Greek navigation, a

deeper and safer anchorage than any of the other

channels^.

The incidental mention of Egypt in the Homeric

poems leads us to suppose that the Greeks in ge-

neral were but little acquainted with it, and least

of all with Upper Egypt ^. The island Pharos,

which must then as now have lain close to the

coast, is placed by the poet at the distance from it

of a day's sair. If this arose from ignorance on

* Strabo, p. 801. Diod. 4, 27. to ^pax^a elvai koI eXwdrj' fwXia-Ta

Her. 2, 113. fievroi rm Kava^iKoi arrofiaTi expoov-
2 Od. 8', 83, 351. TO as efuropUo. (Strabo, p. 801.)
' Diod. 1, 19. ^ The assertion of the Egyptian
* Hecatseus apud Steph. Byz. s. priests (Diod. 1, 96), that It was

voc. recorded in their sacred books that
* "Exei iiev ovv do-ayayyas to. Homer had visited Egypt, deserves

ardpxiTa dXX' oix evcjivels, ov8e fie- no credit.

ydXoty TrXoioty dXX' vrrrjpfTiKols, 8ia

' N^troff 67r6ira tis icrrl ttoXvkKvo-tc^ ivX ttovto)

AiyvTTTOu irpoTTapoiBe {^dpov 8e i klkXtjo-kovcti)

Toaa-ou avfvd^ ocraov re TravrjfxepiT} yXa(fivpfi vrjvs

"Hvvcreu, jjXiyvs ovpos iiriTTViLrjcnv onccrdev.—Od. 8', 354.

No deposition of soil can have thing gained by making Alyinrrov
filled up this interval ; nor is any- here signify the river Nile, con-

VOL. II. F
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his part, it proves that the coast was not much

frequented by navigators ; if, as seems probable, it

was designed in order to afford a more appropriate

scene for the "specious miracle" of -Proteus, it

presumes ignorance of the true position on the part

of his auditors. With the exception of Thebes,

only Lower Egypt is alluded to. Menelaus is said

in the Odyssey' to have received rich presents from

Polybus, who dwelt in Thebes, and in aftertimes

this Polybus was converted into a king of the 19th

dynasty. The exaggerated description of Thebes,

and its wealth^, indicates that it was known from

the boastful rumour of the natives rather than from

ocular inspection. Egypt's abundance in skilful

physicians and medicinal herbs is noticed in the

Odyssey, but this too is turned into a tale of

wonder in the description of the virtues of the iVe-

penthe^. Before the time of Psammitichus, Greeks

were not allowed to go beyond the coast of Lower

Egypt, and the occasional visits of traders to a

single sea-port, inhabited by a people whose lan-

guage was utterly unknown to them, could furnish

no accurate knowledge of the interior, much less

any insight into the history of the country.

This state of things was entirely changed in the

reign of Psammitichus, who gained his kingdom by
means of Ionian and Carian mercenaries (670 B.C.),

took them permanently into his pay, and established

a body of interpreters, by whose means the Greeks

^ary to its obvious meaning; for the scene of a tale of wonder, and
Pharoa U not irponapoidf any part he transfers it to the Carpathian
of the river, and much less than a Sea. (Georg. 4, 387.)
day's sail from the nearest part of ' Od. 8*, 126.
It. In V.rgil's time the mouth of ' II. i', 381. See vol. i. p. 178.
the Nde was too well known to be ^ Qd. ^, 220 seq.
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began to acquire an accurate knowledge of Egypt'.

Amasis, nearly a century and a half later, allowed

them to settle at pleasure in Naucratis. Yet Pindar

speaks of Mendes as being "near a cliff of the sea,"

though there is no cliff on the coast, nor was Mendes
near it^ The state of Greek literature however has

prevented our deriving any benefit from this source,

in the interval between the reign of Psammitichus

and the Persian conquest. During this time Thales

and Pythagoras had visited Egypt, and been initiated

into the religion and science of the Egyptians^, but

we have only vague traditions of their travels ; for

history had not yet come into existence among the

Greeks themselves. Still the presence of intelligent

foreigners controlled the propensity of the natives to

give a marvellous air to everything in their history,

and established a chronology moderate, credible and

continuous for the period subsequent to the reign of

Psammitichus, while before that time, in the works

of Herodotus and Diodorus, the history is mythical

and extravagant, and the chronology exaggerated,

uncertain and fragmentary.

The overthrow of the monarchy of the Pharaohs

by Cambyses, coinciding wath the commencement
of prose history in Ionia, at length laid Egypt

completely open to the researches of the Greeks,

and preserved the record of them to succeeding

times. The philosophers who visited it while the

hierarchy retained their power, were probably com-

^ Herod. 2, 154, Diod. 1, ^7. ing to this author, the friendly re-

' Ilapa. Kpr]yLvbv 6a\d(T(ras.{FT2iS. lations between Polycrates and
Boeckh. 215.) Comp. Fr. 50, Amasis obtained for Pythagoras
where Egypt is called dyxiKprjfivos. admission first to the Heliopolitan,

^ Antiphon ap. Porph. de Vita then to the Memphite, and last of

Pyth. Diog. Laert. 8, 3. Accord- all the Theban priests.

f2
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pelled to purchase their initiation into the secrets

of science and the mysteries of religion * by humble

entreaty, and attain it through long preliminary

forms* ; and the jealous sensibility of the multitude,

in everything which regarded their religion, would

co-operate wuth the spirit of secresy and monopoly

in the priesthood, to render free inquiry dangerous

and difficult. The Persian conquest made the pro-

fessors of a different and hostile religion masters

of the country, opened all its approaches, and

enabled the Greeks to visit every part of it. The

reign of Darius established order and peace through-

out the whole extent of the monarchy ; Egypt in

particular felt the benefit of his firm but tolerant

sway. The earliest Greek descriptions of Egypt

were probably written during his reign^ Cadmus
must have written on Egypt, since Diodorus (1, 37)

includes him among those who had given fabulous

accounts of the Nile. Hecataeus, like Cadmus, a

native of Miletus, a city which was the first school

of Greek history and geography, was a contempo-

rary of Darius, and had included Egypt among the

countries which he described in his Periegesis or

Periodos^. Nothing has been quoted from this last

work, by which we can judge whether he gave its

' Diod. 1, 98. mentioned the antiquity of the
• npoordy^TQ arKkrjpa Koi k(- Egyptian people, and the purity of

Xa>pi<Tfifva rfis 'EWtjviktis dyayyrjs, the air and water incidentally in
says Antiplio of the trials by which his other writings. Schol. Ap.
the patience of Pythagoras was Rhod. 4, 262, where the name is

tried. written "lirirmv in Schol. Paris.
' Hippys of Rhegium, who lived * It was doubtful whether the

•Vl Twc tltpaiKoiv (Suid.), is works which were current under
reckoned by Ileyne among the these names in the time of Athe-
wntcrs on Kg^pt (De Font. Hist, naus and Arrian were genuine.
I)io<l. xxviii.), but no such work is (Arr. 5, 6. Athen. Epit. 2, p. 70.)
ascribed to him, and he may have
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history, but the descriptive part must have been

Diinute, since Herodotus has been charged with

almost literally copying from him the passages in

his second book relating to the phoenix, the hippo-

potamus and the crocodiled Hellanicus of Lesbos,

a few years before Herodotus, either wrote a work

entitled AiyvTrnafca^, or at all events introduced

many particulars respecting the productions, cus-

toms and dogmas of Egypt into some of his volu-

minous writings. According to the judgement of

Photius, it contained much that was mythic and

fictitious^ but it might nevertheless be a faithful

account of what he had seen and heard. Phere-

cydes, who was three years younger than Herodo-

tus, but published earlier, introduced the men-

tion of Egypt into his 'lo-ro^/ai, in connexion with

the attempt of Busiris to sacrifice Hercules'*. But

it does not appear that he had visited this country,

and the fragments of his work indicate that he

regarded the history of all other nations from the

Grecian point of view, and endeavoured to inter-

weave it with the mythic history of the heroic age.

Probably none of these writers, not even Heca-

tseus, contained a connected history and chrono-

1 Euseb. Prsep. Evang. 10, 3, ' Cod. clxi. p. .339. fxvdiKa Koi

quoting Porphyry Trepl tov kXc- TrKacrfjLaTiKo. ttoXXo. Two sources,

Trras eiuai tovs EX\r)vas. however, are mentioned, Hellanicus
2 The title quoted by Athenaeus, and ^lius Dionysius (or Dius), and

p. 470 D. 679 F., is not decisive it does not appear what belonged

evidence of the existence of a se- to each.

parate work so named, since we ^ Pherecydes,ed. Sturz, pp.132,

find the AlyvrrrtaKd of Herodotus 137. Herodotus probably had him

quoted, evidently the Euterpe in view (2,45) when he charges

(Sturz, Hellan. p. 40). Plutarch the Greeks with repeating idle

mentions Hellanicus as writing the tales respecting human sacrifices

name Osiris Usiris (Is. et Os. in Egj-pt.

p. 364).
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logy of Egypt. We may regard these as beginning

with Herodotus. The Egyptians had revolted from

Persia at the close of the reign of Darius (486 b.c),

but had been brought into subjection early in that

of Xerxes (484 b.c), and had again revolted under

Inaros king of Libya in 460 b.c. This revolt lasted

six years, and the Athenians had assisted the

Egyptians with a fleet, which at first was success-

ful and took possession of Memphis, but was sub-

sequently destroyed by Megabyzus^ Whether He-

rodotus visited Egypt during its temporary occu-

pation by the Greeks, or subsequently to the re-

establishment of the Persian dominion in 455 b.c,

is uncertain. It is evident from his history (2, 99)

that at the time when it was written they were in pos-

session of it ; but many years intervened between

his travels, and the publication of his Muses in their

present form. In either case it is evident that he

was able to pass freely through the country to the

borders of Nubia*, and pursue every investigation

which his inquisitive mind suggested. His re-

sidence, however, seems to have been chiefly con-

fined to Lower Egypt and Memphis; he visited

Thebes, but it was to ascertain whether its sacer-

dotal traditions agreed with those which he had
heard at Memphis, and the reader is surprised that

he should have passed over in profound silence its

temples, palaces and sepulchres, as well as all the

circumstances which give to Upper Egypt a cha-

racter so different from that of the Delta. Thebes

Thuc. 1, KM, 109. « Her. 2, 29.
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had suffered especially from the fury of Cambyses^

yet its buildings remained, and even in its ruins it

must have far surpassed every other city of Egypt.

He appears to have derived his materials almost

entirely from the accounts of the priests* and the

Greeks settled in the country: he never quotes as

authorities the writers who had preceded him,

though he sometimes alludes to their mistakes 3.

The information which the priests gave him was

communicated orally, except in one instance, in

w^hich they read to him from a papyrus a list of 341

kings. In other passages'* he mentions the purport

of inscriptions which had been explained to him.

His history begins with Menes, the founder of

the monarchy and of Memphis, succeeded by 330

sovereigns, respecting whom, as they had erected

no monuments, the priests had nothing further

to relate than that eighteen among them were

Ethiopians and one a queen, Nitocris. The next

name, and therefore the 331st from Menes, is

that of Moeris, the author of the remarkable ex-

cavation, for so Herodotus considered it, in the

district of Fyoum, which received the overflow-

ings of the Nile. The conqueror Sesostris suc-

ceeds to Moeris, and to Sesostris his son Pheron.

In the reign of his successor, Proteus, is related the

history of the adventures of Paris, Menelaus and

Helen in Egypt, followed by the reign of Rham-

psinitus the wealthy, with the anecdote of the thief

' Strabo, p. 816. Diod. 1, 46. ^ 2, 16.

2 2, 99, 100, 102, 107, HI, 113, ' 2, 125, 136, 141.

118, 124, 154. In 2, 142 he
quotes as his authorities Alyvimol
re Koi 01 Iptes.
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who robbed his treasury. After Rhampsinitus come

the builders of the pyramids—Cheops, Chephren

and Mycerinus, followed by Asychis and Anysis, in

whose reign Sabaco the Ethiopian invaded Egypt

and kept possession of the throne for fifty years.

His evacuation of the kingdom made way for the

elevation of Sethos, succeeded by the Dodecarchia,

or government of twelve chieftains, whose power

Psammitichus put down and consolidated the go-

vernment in his own hands. With Psammitichus,

as we have already observed, we reach a period of

ascertained history and definite chronology ; but

the effect of the establishment of the Greeks in

Egypt is in some degree retrospective, and extends

this period as far back as the Ethiopian dominion.

In regard to all that precedes this age, the eighth

century before Christ, it is evident, from the inspec-

tion of the history of Herodotus by itself, and with-

out comparison with monuments or with any other

historical book, that it cannot be accepted as true,

either in its facts or its dates. Even the circum-

stance that after Menes 330 sovereigns are said to

have succeeded to each other, without leaving any

memorial of themselves in public works, or legisla-

tion, or conquest, is sufficient to show that the kings

and their chronology are unhistorical. If we sup-

pose, which is not improbable, that Herodotus has

mistaken the statement received from the priests, and
that the 330 kings were not represented by them
as intervening between Menes and Moeris, but are

to be added to the eleven who succeeded Mceris,
and whose reigns are specially described by him,
making 341 for the whole number from Menes to
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the extinction of the line of the Pharaohs in Sethos,

this would not be sufficient to make his history cre-

dible. The properly historical information, from

Menes to the Ethiopian invasion, is comprised in

the single reign of his Sesostris, who appears as a

conqueror and a legislator. All the other sovereigns

serve only to explain the existence of public works

and monuments, or connect themselves with narra-

tives which betray their origin in superstition or

popular credulity ; nothing is recorded of them ana-

logous to the facts which authentic history preserves

respecting the real monarchs of powerful and civi-

lized countries, and which must certainly have been

contained in the annals of the Egyptians, the most

learned people in their national antiquities ^ of any

of the ancient world.

It is also obvious, that a considerable portion of

this history has been produced, since the establish-

ment of the Greeks in Egypt, by their earnest de-

sire to connect their own mythic history with that

of Egypt. The Egyptian priests were ready to co-

operate with them for this purpose ; each party

having also its separate aim, to exalt the glory of

their respective countries. The adventures of Me-
nelaus in Egypt, detailed even to the speeches, oc-

cupy about the same space (2, 112—120) as the

whole reign of Sesostris (102— 1 11). The Homeric

mythe of Proteus, a marine divinity feeding his

phoccB on the coast of Egypt, and endowed with the

^ 2, 77- Ot H-^v TTcpi TTiv cnreipo- ItTTopias efXTreipos. Clem. Alex.

fievrjv AtyvTTTov olKeovai, nvrjp.T]v p. 757, Potter, will show how much
dv6pa)7raiv iravrav eTraa-Keovres p-d- even the priests had to commit to

XioT-a, XoyicoTaToi eto-t paKpa twv memory, although they had a large

(ya> fts diaTreipau dTnK6p.T}v. Aoyios number of written volumes,

is explained by Hesychius as r^s
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gift of prophecy, which he will only exercise upon

compulsion, is transformed into the history of a man

of MemphisS who succeeds to the throne of Egypt

on the death of Pheron, the son of Sesostris. This

history Herodotus received, and apparently in un-

doubting faith, from the priests themselves, who,

though they could furnish him nothing memorable

to record respecting 330 sovereigns, relate with the

minuteness of a contemporary journal the adven-

tures of a Trojan prince, cast upon their shores ;

adventures trivial in themselves if they ever hap-

pened, and little likely to have found a place in

sacerdotal annals. But while the Greeks were gra-

tified to find a confirmation of their own history in

that of Egypt, the Egyptian priests rejoiced in the

opportunity of exhibiting their ancient sovereigns

as exercising justice and hospitality towards the

Greeks. They had been accused by the Greeks of

putting strangers to death ; but according to the

account given by the priests to Herodotus, Mene-
laus seized and sacrificed two Egyptian children to

obtain favourable winds—an evident allusion to the

story of the sacrifice of Iphigenia. It is also obvious

that Egyptian mythology and popular anecdote have
furnished a considerable portion of what Herodotus
has given us for history. To the former class be-

long the stories of the descent of Rhampsinitus into

Hades, and the grief of the daughter of Mjxerinus
;

to the latter the pleasant tale of the thief who was

» Proteus WM worshiped at transferred, probably by Phoeni-
Memphw. hut in the quarter of the cian colonization, with the worship
Tynan.(Hcr.2 112). and he was of theCabiri (Her.3,37) toPallenc
ronnected with the temple of the (Virg.Georg.4,390). SeeKenrick's
Koreign > enus. Tlic story was Egy^pt of Herodotug, p. 266.
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caught in the trap, when endeavouring to rob the

treasure-house of Rhampsinitus. Such being the

general character of the history, even those parts

which do not bear on their face the marks of a

mythic or fictitious origin, lose their historical evi-

dence ; they are less improbable than the rest, but

not more certain.

From a history composed of such materials no

chronology can be deduced. Herodotus makes

Moeris to have preceded only by 900 years his own
visit to Egypt ; but as we find in the ascent to

Moeris a person of such doubtful historical character

as Proteus, we can place no reliance on any por-

tion of the chain. Herodotus besides connects this

date of the reign of Mceris with the assurance, that

in his time a rise of the Nile of eight cubits was

sufficient to inundate the Delta ; whereas in the

historian's own day a rise of sixteen cubits was ne-

cessary for this purpose. This however supposes a

rate of variation for the height of the soil and river

so diiFerent from everything which has been ascer-

tained, that if the fact be admitted the date must be

false ; and if the fact be incorrect, the authority of

those by whom it was related, and from whom the

whole chronology is derived, as given by Herodotus,

is of no value.

It is evident that a popular history had formed

itself in Egypt in the time of Herodotus, having very

little connexion with written or monumental author-

ity, of which the leading object had been to satisfy

the curiosity of travellers by furnishing, what they

always eagerly inquire for, the names of the authors

of public works, and some anecdotes respecting them.
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Had he derived his history from a class of persons

corresponding with those who in modern Europe

have the charge, and take on themselves the ex-

planation of public monuments, we should not have

been surprised at the vagueness of his chronology

and the leaning to the marvellous in his narratives.

But he repeatedly appeals to the authority of the

priests, who as a body must in this age have re-

tained the knowledge of the hieroglyphical character

and an ample religious and antiquarian literature.

T can only explain this by supposing that the priests

with whom he conversed were of a very subordinate

rank and ignorant of the antiquities of their country,

who had framed for the use of visitors such a history

as would satisfy their curiosity and excite their ima-

gination, without overburthening their memory with

names'. From the account of Clemens Alexandri-

nus^, it should seem that the interpretation of the

hieroglyphic character was the office only of the

hierogrammateus, from whom the others learnt by
heart what it was necessary that they should know
for the execution of their offices. This may help to

account for the extraordinary character which the

history of Herodotus presents; considered only by
itself, and its still more extraordinary aspect, when
confronted with the monuments.

' Tlip Bcoount which the gram- Lower Egjpt, where the Greeks
matistes of the temple of Sais gave chiefly collected their information,
to Herodotus (2,2H) of the source of might be verj- ignorant of the geo-
the Ndc.which he describes as rising graphy ofUpper Egypt. The Greeks
between Syene and Elephantine, themselves verj' rarely reached the
and flowing halftowards Egypt and southern frontier of the kingdom,
half towards Kthiopia.proves either much less did they venture into
that the Egvptians made experi- Ethiopia. (Diod. Sic.l, 37.)
ments on the credulity of the ' Strom. 6, p. 757.
Greeks, or that an inhabitant of
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Egypt remained open to the Greeks, when they

were not themselves in hostility with Persia. Phi-

listus, the Syracusan, had probably visited this

country, during his long exile, at the beginning of

the fourth century b.c. He wrote a work on Egypt

in twelve books, and on Egyptian theology in three

books, besides a discourse concerning Naucratis^

Democritus, about the same time, is said to have

spent five years in Egypt, and to have written on

the sacred characters of Meroe^ ; but neither of his

works nor those of Philistus has more than the titles

reached us.

If we are inclined to wonder at the vagueness and

inaccuracy of these Greek accounts of Egypt, we
must remember, that the monuments in general

precede by many centuries the earliest of them, and

that a variance between them does not therefore

necessarily imply unfaithfulness on the part of the

Greeks. Besides this, many obstacles stood in the

way of their obtaining accurate information. Igno-

rant themselves of the language of the country, they

had to depend on Egyptian interpreters, who pro-

bably possessed only that superficial knowledge of

Greek which enabled them to carry on intercourse

on the common-place topics of commerce and con-

versation. The repugnance of the Egyptians for

foreign religion and manners must have made them

unwilling to receive the Greeks into intimacy, or

give them information. Like our own countr}Tnen,

they bore themselves towards barbarians with the

air of conscious superiority, which inflames dislike^.

* Suidas, s. v. ^tkiaros. * See the observations of Sir
* Diog. Laert. 9, 49. G. WUkinson, M. & C. 5, 466.
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The priesthood in particular appear to have endea-

voured to humble the national pride of the Greeks,

by representing everything in their civilization,

even their philosophy and science, as derived from

Egypt.

The next great event in the history of Egypt is

its conquest by Ptolemy, the son of Lagus, in the

year 322 b.c, by which a Greek dynasty was esta-

blished there and in Ethiopia. Many of the Greeks

subsequently composed Egyptian histories ; but

none of them has been preserved, except by quo-

tations in later authors. From a fragment of Di-

caearchus, who lived about 300 b.c, it appears as

if he had placed Sesonchosis or Sesostris at the

commencement of the monarchy, immediately after

Horns, whom the Greeks reckoned to have been the

last of the gods^ and 2936 years before the sera of

the Olympiads. Such a position of Sesostris is

purely arbitrary, and must have been owing to his

celebrity as a conqueror—a proof that Egyptian
history was still arranged according to popular con-

ception rather than documentary and monumental
evidence. Eratosthenes of Gyrene, the chief libra-

rian of the Alexandrian library, a man of extraor-

dinary compass of literary and scientific attain-

ments, had occupied himself with the genealogy
and succession of the Theban kings* in the reign of
the second Ptolemy; but his labours appear to have
had little influence upon the popular history, which,

|Schol.Apoll.Rhod.4,272. p. 91. IZlDind.). The same

/^
^"^

V ^T"*'*.*'*
''*''''**' ^ ^P"''°- *"*^o»' says that Eratosthenes re-

ffOtrfjt Xo^i. AiyvTrriaxoit vrro^,^. ceived the names « r<5v t'p Atoo--

4>p<^tp «Jr«f (SynceU. Chron^.
^
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as it is given by Diodorus, retains the same general

character as in Herodotus.

Diodorus visited Egypt in the 180th Olympiad,

about 58 B.C.* From what sources the portion of

his history was derived which differs from Hero-

dotus, we do not know. He had seen Memphis,

and probably Thebes ; he had read the authors who
had written on Egypt in the times of the Ptolemies,

and quotes, without professing himself to have read,

the annals of the priests. Although not admitting

that the Barbarians generally w^ere older than the

Greeks, the reputed birth of the gods in Egypt, the

high antiquity of astronomical science there, and

the fullness and importance of its historical records,

led him to begin his Universal History with that of

Egypt, and prefix to it a speculation, in historical

garb, on the progress of civilization in that country,

from the time when the inhabitants lived on the

spontaneous growth of the papyrus, next on fish,

then on the flesh of animals^, and lastly on lotus,

till a king and queen, Osiris and Isis, discovered

the cultivation of grain.

In the history ofDiodorus we perceive two changes

which had taken place since the time of Herodotus.

The father of history, in accordance with the ac-

counts given him by the priests, represents the

gods of Egypt as wholly distinct from men^. But

in the interval between Herodotus and Diodorus

the opinion had sprung up among the Greeks that

the gods had been illustrious chiefs and warriors,

inventors and improvers of the arts and sciences,

raised to the rank of divinity through the admira-

^ Hist. 1.46. 3 1, 143. See vol. i. p. 351.
2 Hist. 1, 9. 43.
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tion and gratitude of mankind ^ Osiris, therefore,

who had been to Herodotus a god, answering in

the Egyptian pantheon to Dionysus in the Greek,

appears in Diodorus as a king of Egypt also, ac-

cording to some accounts the founder of Thebes,

who with a large army traversed the w^orld, to dif-

fuse the blessings of civilization^. Another change

is the endeavour to connect Egyptian history, not

only with Greek history generally, but with the

country of the reigning dynasty. Osiris is accom-

panied by his son Macedo, whom he leaves as king

of that region, a fiction by means of which Egyp-

tian pride was flattered with the belief that Egypt

had been conquered by princes of its own blood^.

The celebrated wine of Maronea, or Ismarus in

Thrace, which in this age was included in Mace-

donia'', was also said to have derived its name from

Maro, a follower of Osiris in his Thracian expedi-

tion ; and Lycurgus, a name occurring in the lliad^,

is represented as being slain in consequence of his

resistance to Osiris. In this age it had become

known that beer, a common beverage in Egypt,

was used among the barbarous nations, whose cli-

mate could not ripen grapes, and this also Osiris

had taught them to make^.

The properly human history of Diodorus begins,

' The Egj'ptians combined the Encyelop. Britt.). Fortunately for
ancient with the modern doctrine, the credit of their science, they have
by the supposition that each celes- not found him.
tul g<Ml had a mortal representative * Strabo, Epit. 7, 6, 331. The
motxU of the same name (Diod. 1, Greeks on their side alleged that

; V^^ . .
Marea, near Alexandria (Georg.

: P»o^- ^ 24, 28. 2, yi), derived its name from the
Obviou* as this is, the inter- Homeric Maron. (Od. t', 19?.

prctcrsof hieroglyphics have sought Eust. ib.)
for a Macfdo among the names of *

f', 134
the ancient gotls of Egjpt (Wil- • Her. 2,'

'JT, Diod. 1. 20.
kinsoD, pi. 44 ; loung in Supp. to
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like that of Herodotus, with Menes. The line of

his insignificant successors, of whom there was no-

thing to relate, extends only to fifty-two, occupying

a space of 1400 years. After this interval Busiris

succeeds, and eight of his descendants, of whom
the last, Busiris II., founds the city which the Egyp-

tians call the city of Zeus, and the Greeks Thebes.

At this point there is a break in the chronology.

Having mentioned the sumptuous temples and

other works by which the kings who succeeded

Busiris II. had adorned Thebes, he describes at

great length the monument of Osymandyas^ and

when he returns to his history and says that Ucho-

reus, eighth in descent from this king, founded

Memphis, it is uncertain whether he means from

Busiris or from Osymandyas, probably the former.

Moeris, the twelfth in descent from Uchoreus, ex-

cavated the lake which bears his name, and erected

in it two pyramids, on one of which a statue of

himself, on the other of his queen, was placed.

Seven generations later lived Sesoosis, whose history

has so close a resemblance with that of the Sesostris

of Herodotus, as to leave no doubt that they are the

same persons. His son of the same name succeeded

him, and from the circumstances of his history

appears to be the Pheron of Herodotus. After him

came, in many generations, whose number is not

specified, a succession of kings, who performed

nothing worthy of record. Amasis, the next

named, alienated the minds of his people by his

tyranny, so that, being invaded by Actisanes the

king of Ethiopia, Egypt fell with little resistance

^ 1, 47.

VOL. II. G
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under his dominion. At his death the Egyptians

recovered their independence, and chose Mendes or

Marus for their king, who built the Labyrinth as a

sepulchre for himself. An anarchy which lasted

five generations was ended by the election of a

man of the common people, called Cetes by the

Egyptians, Proteus by the Greeks. The variation

in the names is perhaps only apparent ; for though

K€T>;c is said to be Egyptian, its analogy to the

Greek Kvtoc', whence the Latin cetus, cete, leads to

the suspicion that it represents the same idea as

Proteus, a marine deity, partaking of the form of a

fish 2. The reign of Cetes must be considered in

the chronology of Diodorus to answer to the time

of the Trojan war. The Remphis who succeeds to

Cetes is evidently the Rhampsinitus of Herodotus.

In comparing the accounts of these two kings, as

given by Herodotus and Diodorus, we see an at-

tempt in the latter to give an historical air and

historical probability to that which his predecessor

had left in the vagueness of mythe and tradition.

The knowledge of the winds possessed by Proteus

is ascribed to his intimacy with the astronomers,

who were supposed to be capable of predicting the

changes of the weather ; his transformations, to the

custom of the Egyptian rulers to put on the heads

of lions, bulls and serpents. Herodotus mentions,

but does not account for nor specify, the immense

Wo fiiul the vftrious readings supposed to belong especially to
of K«Tw, Kerr;!', K€n,m(l)iod. 1/52), the marine deities. (Hes. Theog.
bnl none »oemji to represent a true 233. Apoll. Rhod. 1,310. Ov. Met.
Eff>ntmn name. 12,550.8,737.) K»;ra) in Hesiod

n.r knowledge of the future u. s. is a daughter of n6vTos and
WM f..r some mythic reason, not sister of Nereus; Proto (ib. 243)
ncccssftf)- to be here inqtiired into, is a daughter of Nereus.
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wealth of Rhampsinitus, which was probably con-

nected with his supposed descent into Hades ^ ; ac-

cording to Diodorus he is a Henry VH., rigid in

the exaction of his revenues and penurious in his

expenditure^; he knows also the exact amount of

treasure which he left behind him, namely four

hundred thousand talents of gold and silver. To
Remphis succeed for seven generations kings de-

voted to luxury and indolence, in consequence of

which the records related nothing of them, except

that from one of them, Nileus, the river, previously

called ^gyptus, took its later name. The cause

of the change was the great service which he ren-

dered to his country by the construction of canals,

a work which Herodotus ascribes to Sesostris.

The seven fain^ans were succeeded by Chembes

;

Chephres, or Chabryis ; and Mycerinus or Me-
cherinos, the builders of the pyramids, in regard to

whom there is no remarkable difference between

Herodotus and Diodorus. After these kings comes

Bocchoris, son of Tnephactus, of mean person, but

surpassing in talent and wisdom all his predecessors.

Long afterwards Sabaco the Ethiopian reigned over

Egypt, and on his retirement the anarchy took

place, which was ended by the establishment of the

Dodecarchia, and that after fifteen years by the sole

reign of Psammitichus. Incidentally Diodorus also

mentions Mneves, the first king who gave written

laws to the people, which he professed to have

received from Hermes ; and Sasyches, who was not

only a lawgiver, but the inventor of geometry and

astronomy ^
' See vol. 1, p. 401. koI a-oapevav iram-axodfv top ttXov-
^ AiereXea-e navra top tov Ctjp top. (Diod. 1, 63.)

\p6vov eVt/xfXo'/xevos tS>p rrpoa-odcip ^ 1, 92,

g2
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The variations between Herodotus and Diodorus

are too great to allow of their being explained

by the causes which produce differences in dates,

successions and events, even in histories founded

upon documentary evidence. Little stress can be

laid upon a want of congruity in names, since we

know that the sovereigns of Egypt had two or even

three'; but the discrepancy here affects every ele-

ment of history. Sixty reigns at least intervene be-

tween Menes the founder of Memphis, according

to Herodotus, and Uchoreus, to whom Diodorus

attributes its foundation. Herodotus extends the

number of the obscure successors of Menes to 330 ;

Diodorus limits them to 52. Herodotus includes

in these eighteen Ethiopians ; in Diodorus there is

no mention of Ethiopian sovereignty till the reign

of Actisanes, which corresponds in part with the

second Ethiopian dominion in Herodotus, that of

Sabaco. The building of the Labyrinth, the reign

of Remphis, the erection of the Pyramids, are all

placed by the two historians in different relative

positions; the Labyrinth, which according to Dio-

dorus was erected five generations before the Trojan

War, dates according to Herodotus from the Do-

decarchia. Diodorus makes the whole number of

native sovereigns of Egypt to have been 470 kings

and 5 queens'. Herodotus^ makes them 341 from

Menes to Sethos ; but as only twenty native princes

at most reigned from Sethos to Nectanebus, the

accounts cannot be reconciled. The duration of

the native monarchy was according to the Egyp-
tians above 4700 years (Diod. 1, 69), according

' ^MWfUH (trt» rptoawfioi TToXXa-
jjov TWf Alyvmitav oi ^atrikt'is tv-

fnirrm. [ SynccU. p. fk'i A. 1 1 7 Dind.

)

' 1, 44.
a 2, 142.
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to the calculation of Herodotus (2, 142) 11,340.

These discrepancies are so enormous and so funda-

mental as to preclude the idea that they can have

been superinduced by lapse of time and a variety

of narrators on a history originally authentic. Nor
have we any ground for stamping one with the

character of authenticity to the exclusion of the

other. Both appeal to the same authority, the

narratives of the priests ; Diodorus, it is true, with

a more frequent allusion to written documents ; but

as he could not read them himself, he can give no

evidence as to their contents. Both of them appear

to owe their origin to the same cause, the desire to

connect together a few leading facts in Egyptian

history, and assign the most remarkable monuments
to their authors. In the age of Diodorus the re-

mains of Thebes attracted more attention than in

that of Herodotus, and the history is enlarged by

explanations of their origin. Both authors were

ignorant of the invasion of the Shepherds ; both

misplaced the eera of the erection of the Pyramids ^

and by these two great errors disturbed their whole

chronology. By transposing Cheops, Chephren

and Mycerinus to the blank spaces, which in both

historians precede Moeris, as suggested by Lep-

sius, we bring them into a general agreement

with the Egyptian authorities. Upon the whole,

the history of Diodorus has the more historical air

;

its chronology is more moderate, its narratives less

mythic ; not because it is derived more imme-

' Diod. 1, 63, says that some be very far from Manetho's reckon-
reckoned the pyramids to be above ing.

3400 years old. This would not
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diately from historical sources, but from its being

accommodated to the taste of an age which by arbi-

trary methods gave an historical character to that

which was mythic in its origin.

The variations between Herodotus and Diodorus

may be conveniently exhibited in a tabular form^

Herodotus.
Menes.

li'Ji)^ kings, among whom are 18
Etliiopians and one queen,

Nitocris.

Moem.

Sosostrin.

Pheron.

ProteuR.

RampsinittiK.

Cheops.

Chophren.
Myccrinus.
A*)chi«.

Anyaia.

Sabaco.

Scthon.

l^Mlccarchia.

Pw»mmitichuH.
Ncco.

pMmmis.
Apnea.
Amaiia.

Diodorus.
Menes.
52 kings, 1400 years.

Busiris I.

7 kings.

Busiris II. founds Thebes.
7 kings.

Uchoreus founds Memphis,
^gyptus.

11 kings.

McEris.

6 kings.

Sesoosis.

Sesoosis II.

Many generations.

Amasis.

Actisanes.

Marrus.

Five generations.

Anarchy.
Proteus or Ketes.
Remphis.

Seven generations.

Nileus.

Chembes.
Chephren.
Mycerinus.
Tnephactus.
Bocchoris.

A long interval.

Sabaco.

Dodecarchia.

Psammitichus.
Three generations.

Apries.

Amasis.

The Greek history of Egypt, though it can no
longer be received as true, must always be studied.

^op Lepsju8, Einleitung, 1, p. 259.
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The substantial truth of those parts which are not

obviously fabulous was admitted till very recent

times. The names of the eminent persons men-

tioned in it passed into history to the exclusion of

those to whom this place belonged. Everywhere

in ancient and modern literature we meet with

allusions to it. The monuments must be consulted,

that we may know what the history of Egypt was

;

the Greek writers, that we may know what the

world has till lately believed it to be. Perhaps the

reader who compares the imperfect skeleton of the

authentic Egyptian annals with the animated and

flowing narrative of Herodotus will regret that the

age of simple faith is past*.

SECT. II. EGYPTIAN AUTHORITIES.

It was impossible that those among the Egyptian

priests who were versed in their own history and

antiquities, should be satisfied that they should be

so imperfectly represented to the Grecian world as

by Herodotus, nor could the enlightened Greek so-

vereigns of Egypt fail to perceive the inconsistency

between his accounts, and the facts which were be-

fore their eyes. The establishment of the Greek

dominion, therefore, by the conquest of Alexander,

soon produced a statement of the philosophy, reli-

gion and history of Egypt, from one whose authority

could not be called in question. Manetho, the high-

^ Xdpis 8' airep cirravra revxei ra /iciXt^a duarols,

*ETn(f>€poi(ra rifiav Koi aina-Tov efxrja-aTO tticttov

"Efifievai TO TToKXaKis.—Pind. Ol. 1.

But Pindar was a philosopher as well as a poet, and he adds

—

'A/i6pat d* eVtXotTTOt fidprvpes (ro(f)a>TaToi.
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priest of the temple of Isis at Sebennytvis in Lower

Egypt, in the reign of Ptolemy Lagi (322—284 b.c),

a man of the highest reputation for wisdom\ and

versed in Greek as well as Egyptian lore^, published

various works for the purpose of informing the

Greeks, and his History, as it should seem, spe-

cially to correct the errors of Herodotus ^ They

have all perished"*, but the respect with which he is

spoken of by heathen, Jewish and Christian writers,

gives a high value to the fragments and incidental

notices which alone remain. The longest and the

most important are those from his Egyptian History,

which consisted of three books. It was derived

partly from the sacred books, and partly, according

to his own confession, from popular tradition, not

warranted by any written document^. Eusebius,

in the Preface to his second Book of the Evangeli-

cal Preparation^, speaks of Manetho's works as

copious, and this accords with the extracts in Jo-

sephus, which relate the expulsion of the Shepherds

and of the Jews so much at length, that if the whole

Egyptian history were treated with the same full-

ness, it must have been very bulky—a circumstance

which by preventing its transcription may have been

' lo<f)ias (Is &Kpov fKrjXaKdra however proved to be spurious by
&i^pa. (/El. Nat. Hist. 10. 16.) He the epithet 2e/3aoT(^r, which the
was ronsultcd by Ptolemy respect- introductory Epistle gives to Pto-
ing the introduction of the worship lemy— the translation of Augustus,
ofScrapis. (Plut. Is. etOs. p. 3G2.) and never found among the titles

^
' Joseph, c. Apion., 1, 14. Trjs of the Ptolemies. It was probably

'EWjjviKtfi utTtaxrjKois nai8tias. the work of a christian.
« Eu»Uth.RdIHad.X',480,p.857. » Joseph, c. Apion., 1, 14,16, 26,
* There exists under the name where Manetho himself distin-

of Manetho an astrological poem, guishes that which he relates e«
entitled 'AnorfXto-fiariKa, long ad- twi/ Trap' AlyvTrTiois ypafind-
mitted to W spurious, and a trea- rav, and €k todv afico-Trdror
t«cBi^Xotr^t2«^fft,t, which Svn- iJiv6o\oyovix(va>v.
cellus quotes as genuine. It is « P. 44, ed. Viger.
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the cause of its reaching us only in extracts and

quotations. Josephus declares that he gave his ex-

tracts in the very words of Manetho, and they show
a ready command of Greek language ; they show

also the desire to establish a correspondence be-

tween Greek and Egyptian history. In conformity

with the Argive story, he makes Sethos to be

Egyptus and Armais to be Danaus, for which there

seems to have been no other ground than the hostile

relation of the brothers, the circumstances of the

Egyptian history and the Argive legend being in

every other respect entirely different.

Although the History of Manetho is lost, we have

his Dynasties tolerably entire. As they consisted of

three volumes, the same number with the Books of

the History, it is probable that they formed a part of

it. They have reached us in a tabular form, but we
know not whether they were appended in this form

to the continuous history, or whether the Chris-

tian writers, by whom they have been preserved to

us, extracted and arranged them. The first of these

was Julius, a native of Africa, thence generally

called Africanus, bishop of Emmaus or Nicopolis

in Judaea, a man of learning, research and probity,

who wrote in the beginning of the third century ^

His work consisted of five Books, to which he

annexed a Canon, or regular series of years, one by
one, with the events of each if any were known. ^
His object was to establish synchronisms between

the history of the Bible and that of the heathen

nations ; but especially of the Babylonians and
Egyptians, with which the history of the Jews is

' Routh, Rel. Sac. 2, 221. He Emperor Macrinus, a. d. 21/. Phot,
concluded his Chronicle with the Myriob. xxxiv. p. 19, ed. Hoesch.
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most closely connected. Had we a copy of his

work, of which unfortunately only a few fragments

remain, we should know very accurately the dynas-

ties of Manetho^ But it is not probable that he

had read the historical work itself^ the notices of

facts which he gives are very brief, and seem to

have been remarks, appended to a chronological

table. His successors certainly knew Manetho only

at second-hand, through the medium of Africanus.

The first of these was Eusebius, the bishop of

Cresarea, who, about 100 years later than Africanus,

undertook a more comprehensive work of the same

kind, which owes all its real value as regards Egyp-

tian history to the use which he made of his prede-

cessor's materials. It consisted of two parts, the

first of which was a general introduction with ex-

tracts from older chronologers, the second a Canon,

such as that of Africanus. This Canon was trans-

lated by Jerome, and with the exception of frag-

ments of the introductory part chiefly preserved by

Syncellus, was all that was known of it till the dis-

covery of the Armenian version of the whole, in the

Library of the Convent of that nation at Venice, in

1820. Eusebius carried much further than Afri-

canus had done the attempt to reduce the chrono-

logy of other nations to the standard of the Jews,

and to establish a general system of synchronisms

for ancient history—an undertaking which could be

' lie 8«y« of himself^ when he ^ Two different recensions of it

WW in Kg>pt, that he had procured appear to have existed. Kara r^i*

a wiorcd iKmk hy Sujilus, king of dfvrtpau ?icbo(riv *A(f>piKapov, Syn-
thc fourth dynasty and huiUler of ceUus remarks, p. 5fi, 104, cd.
the (trrnt Pyrnmid. The remains Dind. Routh (2, 384) doubts the
of Afriranns have Imtu collected l)v fact of a second edition, at least of
Routh, Rcliquiic Sacnc, 2, 245, scq. the whole Chronicle,
cd. alt.
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effected on no sound principle for times preceding the

Olympiads, and he appears not to have scrupled arbi-

trary and even unfair expedients to attain this end\

In the interval between Eusebius and Syncellus,

Egyptian chronology had been handled by two

monks of that country, Panodorus and Anianus, in

the same spirit, the scriptural chronology being

made the standard by which the other was cor-

rected. George the Syncellus, a Byzantine monk,

of the beginning of the ninth century, wrote a ge-

neral chronology, which has come down to us in a

tolerably perfect state, and was executed with great

labour, but little sagacity, and with the same im-

plicit deference to the Jewish authority. He as-

sumes 5500 B.C. as the aira of the Creation, and

arranges all his dates accordingly. He repeats with

some variations the dynasties of Manetho, not

having before him, however, certainly, the original

work, but collating the lists of Africanus and Euse-

bius. Having mentioned the discrepancies between

the names and dates derived from Manetho by the

ecclesiastical historians, especially in regard to the

sovereign under whom Joseph ruled Egypt and

Moses led forth the people, he says, '* I have there-

fore deemed it necessary to extract and compare

with one another the editions of two of the most

celebrated men, Africanus and Eusebius^." It is

thus at the third hand that we have Manetho's lists,

and all that criticism can attempt is, by the compa-

^ Bunsen, ^gyptens Stelle in der Terns' irapa. tw *A(f>piKava (fiepofie-

Weltgeschichte, l,p. 118. Syncel- vovs Kara tt}u e^KaideKanjv yeyove-

lus,p. 62, 1 15, ed. Dind., says, 6 Eu- mi \eyei. See also p. 65, 121 Uind.
ore/Stos rrpos rbv oiKelov (tkottop ^ P. 63, 99, Dind.
Toiis r^s irfVTeKaidfKaTTji 8vva(r-
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rison of Eusebius and Syncellus, to ascertain how

they stood in the text of Africanus.

Comparing Manetho with Herodotus, we find that

the latter distinctly excludes from the belief of the

Egyptians all beings partaking of a human and di-

vine descent', and passes from the gods to the reign

of the mortal Menes. But Manetho, after the reign

of Horus, the youngest of the gods, and before the

reign of Menes, the first of mortals, speaks of heroes

and manes as exercising dominion^ This seems an

example of the reaction of Greek upon Egyptian

mythology. The Greeks interposed between gods

and the actual race of mortals

—

dcBmons, who were

the men of the golden age^ ; manes, who were the

men of the silver age ; and heroes or demigods, who
united the divine and human nature ; and the

Egyptians were probably unwilling not to have a

corresponding period of mythic history. We find

no trace of these two classes in the Turin papyrus,

nor is any hieroglyphic character answering to them
known.

The lists of Manetho comprehend, besides the

period of gods, manes and heroes, thirty dynasties,

• Ov 6«K6fAtvoid7r6 dfov y«v(a6ai ' Mtra vtKvas Ka\ rovs fjixi-

uydp<onop{2, 143). No/it'^^ovo-t 8' ii/ 6(ovs npcort] ^a<ri\eia KaTapi6p.il-
Ai'yt'Tmm oiK fjpaxri ov8(v (2, 50). rat. (Dyn, 1.)

Diodorus (1, 44) speaks of heroes, » Hesiod, W. and D. 120, 140,
M reigning along witli the gods in 155 :—
» l»enod of IS,000 years.

Ai-Tfip cV<i Kfv Toirro ytvos Kara yata KoXu^ev
Tot piu daipov€s elai.

Of the men of the silver age :

—

Tni pip vnoxdopioi pn'iKapes dvrjrol KaXe'oin-at
t^tvTtpoi.

Of the heroes :

—

Avfipap f)p(ou)p 6unv ytpns, ot Kokfoprai
'}\pi6tot.
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from Menes downward to the younger Nectanebus.

In some of them the names of all the kings are

given, with the lengths of their reigns, in years,

and the sums of each dynasty ; in others the names
do not now appear, but the numbers of the kings

and sum of their reigns are preserved. The histo-

rical facts are very brief; of most of the kings no-

thing whatever is recorded, and the synchronisms

noted appear to be due to the Christian chronolo-

gers, rather than to Manetho himself. The sum of

all the dynasties varies according to our present

sources from 4685 to 5049 years ^ ; the number of

kings from 300 to 350, and even 500 2. It is evidently

impossible to found a chronology on such a basis,

but Syncellus tells us that the number of genera-

tions^ included in the 30 dynasties was, according

to Manetho, and to the old Egyptian Chronicle,

113; and the whole number of years, 3555'*. This

number falls much short of what the summation of

the reigns would furnish according to any reading of

the numbers, but is nearly the same as 113 gene-

rations would produce, at an average of 32 years

to each^

That Manetho would have access to all the do-

cumentary and monumental evidence which the

temples and public records supplied, we cannot

doubt ; but that from these it was practicable in the

third century before the Christian sera, to deduce a

chronology extending backward to the foundation

^ Boeckh, Manetho und die jects the 113 generations, which
Hundssternperiode, p. 525. number he thinks to be derived

2 Bunsen, 1, p. 1 19. Germ. p. 83. only from the Old Chronicle.
3 P. 52, 98, ed. Dindorf. « Herodotus (2, 142) reckons a
* Lepsius (Einleitung, 1, 497) generation at thirty-three years and

adopts the number 3555, but re- one-third.
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of the monarchy, is by no means probable^ The

imputation of having wilfully forged names, with

which to fill out vacant spaces in the early history

of Egypt, has been refuted by the very close con-

formity between his lists and the monuments,—

a

conformity which manifests itself at the early period

of the erection of the Pyramids. According to Lep-

sius, of 142 kings of the Old Monarchy, Le. those

who reigned before the invasion of the Hyksos, 80

are found on the monuments. But we may rea-

sonably doubt, whether the means existed in his

time to fix the date of the reign of Menes, or carry

the chronology over the troubled period of the

Hyksos ; and when we compare him with the mo-

' Bocckh has endeavoured with

great learning and ingenuity to

iihow that the chronology of Ma-
Dctho is not historical but astrono-

mical. Boeckh makes the sum of
all the thirty d}Tiasties to be 5366.
This is just the sum of three So-
thiac ncriods, or 4383 years, plus
!Ki, the years that had elapsed
between 1322 n.c, when the last

Sothiac j>eriod began, and 339 b.c,
the last ycarof Nectanebus II. and
the close of Manetho's thirtieth

djTiastv. Hence he concludes that
Manctho had arbitrarilv assumed
the historical period of Egypt to
have begun with a Sothiac period,
and accommoilated his chronology
to that assumption. He argues
the probability of this, from the
fact that the mythic age ends with
the 1 7th Sothiac jieriod (24,837
years), whence the historical which
succeeds it would naturally begin
with another, and the time between
Mencs and 1322 B.C. l>e so distri-
buted as to fill up two. But
Manrtho. as re|>orted by Africa-
ns and Eusebius. makes the time
before Menes 24,900 years, and

says nothing of the reigns of the

gods, manes and heroes occupying
a certain number of Sothiac pe-

riods. This is derived from the

Old Chronicle mentioned before;

and there is no evidence that the

high priest of Sebennytus admitted

any such principle into his chro-

nology of the mythic age. Con-
sequently the presumption that he
did so in the historic times falls to

the ground. The number 5366 is

not obtained without many altera-

tions, which, ifnot arbitrary, derive

their ]>robability only from the sup-

position that the sum is right.

Even were the number certain, it

mi^ht be merely an accidental co-

incidence that it admitted of divi-

sion into two Sothiac periods and
983 years.

The recent work of Lesueur
(Chronologic des Rois d'Eg}pte,

1848), crowned by the French Aca-
demy, assumes as its basis the Old
Chronicle, which I think Lepsius
has satisfactorily shown to be an
arbitrary adaptation of Manetho's
true dates, at once to the Sothiac

period and the Hebrew chronology.
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numents, although there is sufficient accordance

to vindicate his integrity, there is also sufficient

discrepancy to prevent imphcit reliance in the ab-

sence of monuments. Had the series of monuments,

indeed, inscribed with the names of the kings and

years of their reigns been ever so complete, it could

not alone have furnished a chronology, because

the Egyptians do not appear at any time to have

reckoned in their public monuments, by an ^ra,

like that of the Olympiads, but only to have dated

events, as we date acts of parliament, by the years

of the king's reign.

Syncellus^ quotes an Old Chronicle, which he

says was in vogue among the Egyptians, in which

the period before the 16th dynasty of Manetho is

allotted to the gods and demigods with 15 gene-

rations of the Cynic circle. It was designed to bring

the work of the historical Manetho into conformity

with the Sothiac or Cynic period, and comprehends

36,525 years, or 25 of these periods, which were

each of 1451 years. The number 25 was the length

of the life of Apis^. The Latercuius, as it is called,

of Syncellus, is another arbitrary arrangement of

Egyptian chronology, and the Sothis, which pro-

fesses to be the work of Manetho, is manifestly

spurious.

If we suppose that an accurate record of the

successive reigns and the length of each was pre-

served from the very commencement of the mo-
narchy, we might easily deduce the chronology of

» p. 51, 95, Dind. Sothis, andthe Old Chronicle, stand
^ See vol. i. p. 336. Lepsius has to the genuine work of Manetho

very fully investigated the relation (Einleitung, 1, p. 413-460).
in which the spurious works, the
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the whole interval from Menes to Nectanebus, by

adding together the lengths of all the reigns. But

this implies that all the reigns were consecutive

;

that there either were no joint or rival sovereignties,

or that if they existed, only one was fixed on as the

legitimate monarch, and his years alone entered in

the succession. A history of Great Britain in which

the years of the kings of England and Scotland

before the Union of the Crowns, or the Stuart and

the Brunswick princes since the Revolution, were

added together, would present a very false chrono-

logy. To deduce an Egyptian chronology, therefore,

from the lists of Manetho, we must be assured that

his reigns are all strictly consecutive, and that no

period has been reckoned twice over. Eusebius in

the Armenian version of his Chronicle having urged

that it is reasonable to reduce the 20,000 years

claimed by the Egyptians to as many months, in

order to make them suit with the Hebrew chronology,

thus proceeds: " If the length of time is still in excess,

we should carefully consider that perhaps several

Egyptian kings existed in one and the same age ; for

they say that Thinites and Memphites reigned, and

Saites and Ethiopians and others, at the same time.

Other kings also appear to have reigned in other

places, and these dynasties to have confined them-

selves each to its own nome ; so that single kings

did not reign successively, but one in one place,

another in another at the same time." As this is

introduced as a last resource for the avowed pur-

pose of reducing the Egyptian to the Hebrew chro-

nology, we cannot regard it as of any authority.

No other ancient author gives us reason to suppose.
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that after the time of Menes, Egypt was divided,

except under extraordinary circumstances, the men-

tion of which confirms the helief that unity was the

rule of the monarchy. The Greek and Roman
writers do not even notice the remarkable excep-

tion of the period of the Shepherd Kings, when,

according to Manetho, a tributary dynasty (the

seventeenth) existed at Thebes, contemporaneous

with the Shepherd dynasty which exercised sove-

reignty at Memphis. In Scripture, also, we find

one Pharaoh spoken of as ruling in Egypt, whether

in the early age of Abraham, during the oppression

of the Jews, in the reign of Solomon, or in the time

of the later prophets. It is also difficult to con-

ceive that independent dynasties could co-exist

without civil war, or subordinate dynasties without

rebellion, neither of which can be traced in the

Egyptian annals ^ Notwithstanding these diffi-

culties, we cannot avoid the conclusion that some

great error exists in the numbers of Manetho as

they now stand, since the summation of the reigns

of his kings exceeds by nearly 1500 years the dura-

tion assigned to them.

Eratosthenes, whom we have already mentioned,

drew up in the reign of the second Ptolemy^ a

catalogue of Theban kings, which Syncellus has

incorporated in his work. According to Apollo-

dorus, from whom Syncellus immediately derived

his information, Eratosthenes had received their

names from the priests or hierogrammats of Thebes,

and at the command of the king had expressed

^ Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 1, p. 98. See Clinton, Fasti Ilellenici, sub
' Eratostheneswas born 2/5 B.C. anno.

VOL. II. H
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their meaning in Greek. These Thebari kings are

38 in number, and their united reigns amounted

to 1076 years. The name of Theban is that by

which he designates them collectively and indivi-

dually, without any distinction of dynasty, though

he notices of the first that he was a Thinite, and

of the sixth that he was a Memphite. The Greek

interpretations of the Egyptian names have a ge-

neral conformity with the Coptic language, but

the corruption which they have suffered in trans-

cription makes it often impossible to trace it. It

appears most probable that the list of Eratosthenes

was constructed, though more scientifically, yet

upon the same principle as those of Herodotus

and Diodorus, that of assigning authors to the

most remarkable monuments, and introducing the

names of remarkable personages. Thus it includes

Menes the founder of the monarchy, the builders

of the Pyramids, Apappus who lived 100 years,

Nitocris the only queen, Ammenemes the author of

the Labyrinth, Mares or Maris, the Moeris of the

other Greeks ; Phrouro or Neilos, the author of

the name of the river. The name of Theban kings

seems equivalent to earliest, the Greeks believing

that Egypt was once confined to Thebes^ Whence
the other names were derived it is diflicult to say

;

they do not appear to be of Greek invention. When
we contrast the catalogue of Eratosthenes with the
dynasties of Manetho, they appear to have had a
common or kindred origin. Both begin with Menes
the Thinite, to whom his son Athothis succeeds

;

» T6 d' ly trdXai ai O^^a* AT- ^mov jj Atyvirros G^/Sat KaXovufPai
yvnrot J^aXuro (Her. 2. 15). 'Ap- (Arist. Meteor. 1, 14).
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the names in Manetho, Suphis Suphis (builder

of the Great Pyramid), Mencheres, are in Erato-

sthenes Saophis, Saophis II. and Moscheres; though

Eratosthenes takes no notice of the erection of the

Pyramids. Phiops according to Manetho, Apap-

pus according to Eratosthenes, reigns 100 years;

in each we have a solitary example of a queen Ni-

tocris, who succeeds at the interval of a single

reign the centenarian Phiops or Apappus. The

names of Stammenemes^ Sistosis, Mares, towards

the end of the list of Eratosthenes, do not differ

so widely from the Ammenemes, Sesostris, Lamares

or Ameres of the twelfth dynasty of Manetho, but

that the variation may be explained by the corrup-

tions of transcribers and the difficulty of represent-

ing Egyptian names in Greek orthography.

It was acutely observed by Bunsen, that where a

correspondence exists between the names of Era-

tosthenes and those of Manetho, it is always in the

dynasties which the latter calls Theban or Mem-
phite; and that where the names are lost, the

numbers show that there has been no such corre-

spondence in the others. And hence he infers that

only those who belonged to the two ancient capitals

of Egypt were the true sovereigns of the country,

whose reigns give its real chronology ; while the

others (the Elephantinites, Heracleopolites, Xoites),

though called kings, never exercised a real supre-

macy, and being contemporaneous with the Thebans

or Memphites, do not enter into the chronological

reckoning. Notwithstanding the ability with which

this attempt to reconcile Eratosthenes and Manetho

is supported, we cannot feel such confidence in its

H 2
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soundness as to make it the basis of a history.

We shall therefore treat the dynasties of the latter

as being, what he evidently considered them to be,

successive, unless where there is some internal or

independent evidence of error ; admitting at the

same time that no great reliance can be placed on a

chronology which professes to ascend to theverycom-

mencement of the reign of mortal kings in Egypt.

But there appears no evidence that Manetho wil-

fully tampered wdth facts known to him, to favour

either an astronomical or an historical theory ; his

system may be baseless, but it is not fictitious.

The authority of all that was written in the

Ptolemaic age, or subsequently, whether by natives

or foreigners, respecting Egyptian history and chro-

nology, must depend very much on the number

and quality of the ancient writings which were

extant at that period. Herodotus speaks only of a

papyrus, from which the names of 330 kings were

read to him by the priests ; but it does not appear

whether the historical facts which they detailed to

him in connexion with some of these names were

derived from the same source \ The Egyptians

were celebrated among ancient nations for their

historical knowledge*, the natural consequence of

the number and antiquity of their monuments, the

early possession and wide diffusion of the art of

writing, and the unchanging, traditionary character

of all their usages and institutions. According to

Diodorus^ it had been the practice of the priests,

' 2, 142. He quotes " the Egyp- lentes uEgyptii. Apuleius, Metam.
tiMis nnd the pnest* " as joint xi. p. 764.
authorities for these details. » l' 44

• Her. 2, 77. Priscadoctrinapol-
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from ancient times, to record and hand down to

their successors the stature and qualities of their

kings and the events of each reign. We have seen

that such records existed in the time of Herodotus
;

they escaped the devastation of Egypt by Cam-

byses; for Diodorus^ mentions that Artaxerxes,

when he recovered the dominion of the country

from Nectanebus, carried off the records from the

ancient temples, w^hich the priests redeemed from

Bagoas by the payment of a large sum ; and

nothing had occurred from this time to the age of

Manetho and Eratosthenes, to occasion any violent

and general destruction of them. Of their absolute

age we can have no evidence ; it is hardly to be

supposed that contemporaneous documents from

the foundation or first reigns of the monarchy

existed in the Ptolemaic age ; what w^as read to

Herodotus was evidently an historical and genea-

logical iabley not a record. And analogy would

lead us to suppose, that from time to time the in-

formation contained in obsolete and perishing do-

cuments would be transcribed and incorporated in

new ones, and thus the chain of evidence be pro-

longed from age to age. In this way it is not

incredible, that our historical knowledge of Egypt

may be carried far up towards the commencement

of the monarchy, allowance being made, first for

the gaps which time and periods of internal confu-

sion may have produced, and next for the changes

which might take place in the process of transcrip-

tion. The means of preserving such records were

not wanting in the very earliest times ; the hiero-

^ 16,51. 'Ai/aypa0at is the title usually spoken of. See Bunsen, 1,

by which the historical annals are p. 27. Diod. u.s.
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glyph ic character was in use at the erection of the

Pyramids, and the reed-pen and inkstand, and

scribes employed in writing, appear among the

sculptures in the tombs of Gizeh, which are con-

temporaneous with the Pyramids themselves ^

Recently among the papyri in the hieratic cha-

racter, several properly historical documents have

been found ; one of the most remarkable is the

papyrus of Sallier, which appears to contain a nar-

rative of the w^ars of Rameses-Sesostris, and to be

of the same age. Other fragments of an historical

nature relate to the reigns of Rameses IX., and

Thothmes III., and Lepsius conjectures that one,

from its archaic style, may even belong to the Old

Monarchy. None of them have been fully read,

but they are received as evidence by those most

competent to judge, and may hereafter furnish

valuable materials for history^.

It is probable that the priests of Memphis and

Thebes differed in their representations of early

history, and that each sought to extol the glory of

their own city. How otherwise can we account for

it, that while Herodotus makes Menes to be the

founder of Memphis, and consequently this capital

to be coaeval with the monarchy, Diodorus attri-

butes its foundation to Uchoreus, eighth in descent

from Osymandyas or Busiris II. ? The history of

Herodotus turns about Memphis as a centre ; he
mentions Thebes only incidentally, and does not
describe or allude to one of its monuments. Dio-
dorus, on the contrary, is full in his description of

R^ l^^«"»»-I^-nkmaIcr,Abth. Icct Papyri in the hieratic charac-
II. i». I, I.

tcr from the collection in the British
l^p8ius,Lmleitung,l,53. Se- Museum, Lend. 1844.
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Thebes, and says little of Memphis. Herodotus

went to Thebes, to ascertain whether the accounts

of the priests corresponded with what he had heard

at Memphis, and he seems to have been satisfied

with the agreement ; but his visit must have been

short and his inquiries superficial, or he would have

described Thebes more fully.

Besides properly historical documents, which

appear to have been the work of the priests and

preserved in the temples, there were others, called

in a peculiar sense sacred books, from which many
materials for illustrating and completing history

might be derived. They are enumerated in a pas-

sage of Clemens Alexandrinus^ :
—*Mn the sacred

ceremonies of the Egyptians," says he, '' first of all

the Singer comes forth, bearing one of the instru-

ments of music. He must know by heart^ two of

the books of Hermes, one of which contains the

hymns of the gods, the other the allotment of the

king's Ufe^ Next to the singer comes the Horo-

scopus, who carries in his hand a horologiwrn^ and a

palm-branch, symbols of astronomy. He, they say,

must always have at his tongue's end those of the

books of Hermes which are astronomical, being four

in number ; one of which relates to the arrangement

* Strom. 6, 4, p. 766, ed. Potter. pnraTfjaai Koi Xovaaa-dai koI koiixtj-

^ ^AveiXrjcfievai, See Plut. Agesil. 6fjuai fiera Ttjs yvvaiKos kol kuOoXov

C. 24. Aoyov dvayuovi iv ^i^Xco bv tcov Kara rbv ^iov 7rpaTT0fX€Pa>v

ZfieXXe Xeyeiv di/aXa^wv 6 Kixrav- dTrdvrcov.

8pos iv T« 8r]fi(o. * 'QpoXoyiov is generally ren-
^ 'EKXoyi(rp.6v ^acriXiKov jSi'ov. dered Sun-dial (see vol. i. p. 328);

There is no authority for rendering but may it not mean a list of the
eKXayiar/jLos distribution, yet this hoursof the day with the influences

seems to be the code by which the of the constellations during each

occupations of the sovereign were (see vol. i. p. 348), according to

regulated. See Diod. 1, 70. Ov the analogy of prjuoXoyiov, an al-

fiouov Tov xP'?/^aTtX«ti' ^ Kplveiv rjv manac of the month ? .

Kaipbs a>pi(rp.cuos, dXXd Kal tov ne-
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of the stars which appear to be fixed ; one respect-

ing the conjunctions of the sun and moon, and her

illuminations; the remaining one respecting the

risings of the heavenly bodies. Next comes forth

the Hierogrammaty having feathers on his head and

a book in his hand, with a rectangular case (Kavtov)

in which is contained writing-ink and the reed with

which they write. He must know the hieroglyphics,

as they are called, and what relates to cosmography

and geography, the order of the sun and moon and

the five planets, and the topography of Egypt and

the description of the Nile ; and the enumeration

of the furniture of the temples and the lands that

have been dedicated to them ; and concerning the

measures and the sacred utensils. After those al-

ready mentioned comes the StolisteSj having the

cubit of justice' and the vessel for pouring libations.

He knows all the books which relate to education

and to the slaughter of victims. There are ten

which have reference to the honour paid to their

gods, and comprehend the Egyptian religion, e. gr.

of sacrifices, first fruits, hymns, prayers, proces-

sions, festivals and the like. After all these comes
forth the Prophetes'^, carrying openly in his bosom
the vessel of water, followed by those who carry the

loaves which were brought forth^. The prophetes,

' TJic standard measureof length, which might be prophetic or other-
hkc the" Shekel of the Sanctuary," wise. (Her. 8, 136.)
the Btandard of weight, among the ^ of Hjv eKnffxyj^iv t£>v nprav

'UB S ^^^' ^^^' ^'^- ^^^ ^'°^- '• ^aardCovres. Offerings of loaves
P* f„'2,j>_ . ^ or cakes to the gods are common

npof/wTTijf in Greek has no re- on the monuments. (Rosellini,
fcrencc to predtctton, as we might Mon. del Culto, tav. xxxiii. 2.)
•uppotc from our own use of pro- Compare the nproi rfjs npoacbopas,

^ !i .u 7"f '"* ""^"^"^ ^ 9^^'' 1 Kings, vii. 48, of the Jewish
forth the declarations of the god, Sanctuary.
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as being the president of the temple, gets by heart

the ten books which are called hieratic ; they con-

tain what relates to the laws and the gods, and the

whole education of the priests ; for the prophetes

among the Egyptians presides also over the distri-

bution of the revenues. The books of Hermes
therefore which are absolutely necessary are forty-

two ; of which the persons already mentioned learn

thirty-six by heart, containing the whole philosophy

of the Egyptians. The remaining six the Pastophori^

learn by heart, being medical, respecting the struc-

ture of the body, and diseases, and instruments, and

drugs, and the eyes, and finally female diseases^."

There is not one among these works, however re-

mote its subject may appear from history, which

might not incidentally furnish historical illustra-

tion, especially the description of Egypt and the

Nile, and the account of religion and the laws con-

nected with it. Since they appear to have been in

existence in the age of Clemens, at the beginning

of the third century after Christ, it is not beyond

hope that a portion of them may yet be found

among the many unexamined papyri which have

been brought from Egypt, or among the treasures

of some hitherto unopened grave. As the names

of many of their legislators were preserved^, histo-

rical facts and anecdotes must have been handed

down along with them.

The Hieratical Canon of Turin is a chronological

' The Pastophori were an infe- much by heart, notwithstanding
rior order of priests, whose duty it the copiousness of written books,
was to carry about the shrines will explain what Herodotus says
{naarToi) or images of the gods on of the Egyptians, fivrjfifjv iira-

a hari or a feretrum in solemn (rKcovai dvopMnav navrmv fioKia-ra,

processions. (2, 77-)
' The necessity of learning so ' Diod. 1, 94.
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rather than an historical document'. As already

mentioned, it begins with the dynasties of the gods,

to whom years are assigned by tens of thousands,

and from them comes down to Menes, the founder

of the monarchy. It contained probably the titular

shields of 250 kings^ in its entire state, and those

of 119 are still more or less legible. The diffi-

culty which the discrepancy between Manetho and

Eratosthenes has occasioned is not removed, but

increased, by the discovery of this document, and

from its mutilated state its arrangement is doubt-

ful. There exist also fragments of papyri con-

taining accounts of receipt and expenditure of the

date of the 18th and 19th dynasties, which from

the occurrence of the names of reigning sove-

reigns, and the years of their reigns, are valuable

as subsidiary to history^. The majority of the pa-

pyri, however, which have been preserved relate to

the theology of the Egyptians, describing the state

and changes of the soul after death, for which

reason they were so commonly placed in tombs

and the cases of the mummies. Even though

they contain no properly historical information,

by their early date, and the proof which they ex-

hibit of the existence of a theological system in

Egypt, fully developed and generally received, they

give collateral evidence to the accounts of the high

antiquity of its arts and institutions. There appear
also to be collections of hymns, from which when

' It has been published accord- 3 Bunsen's Egj'pt. Eng. p. 60.
mg to hw own arrangement of the Birch, Tr. Roy. Soc. Lit. 1, 201.
fruffincnU by Lcpwus in his Aus- 3 ChampoUion, Lettre k M. le
wakl. T1.C names arc given in Due de Blacas, 2, pp. 80, 81, 86,
the hieroglyphic character in Le- 95.
sucur's Chronolo^ie, with fac-
fimiUs of the original.
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deciphered light may be thrown on history as well

as theology ^

A passage in Diodorus proves that the Egyptians

had popular poetry in which the exploits of their

kings were celebrated. Speaking of the reign of

Sesoosis, he says, *'that not only did the Greek

historians differ among themselves respecting him,

but even in Egypt the priests and those who cele-

brated him in song did not agree^." As a distinc-

tion is here made between the priestly and the

poetical literature, these songs must have been

something different from those which Clemens de-

scribes the 'Q^oc or singer as repeating, and several

of the circumstances which Diodorus goes on to

mention have the air of being such exaggerations

as a popular poetical literature deals in. Rosellini

has suggested, that in the papyrus of Sallier we
have a poetical account of the military exploits of

Sesostris ; and that the long inscription relating to

Rameses IV. at Medinet Aboo is rather a song than

an historical narrative^.

No nation has left in its inscribed monuments
such ample materials for history as the Egyptians

;

the statues of their kings are generally inscribed

with their names ; the walls of their palaces exhibit

their exploits, commonly accompanied with the year

of their reigns ; works of art executed for private

individuals and the tombs of public functionaries

frequently contain the name of the reigning sove-

reign. But we commonly derive no information

from these sources as to the succession and relative

^ Lepsius, Einleitung, 1, p. 49, ot re lepels ku) ol 8ia rrjs <adrjs

speaks of a collection of suchhymns avrov fyKcofiia^ovTes, ovx ofioXo-

of the ajye of Rameses IX. yovfieva Xeyovaiu.
' 2, 53. Kai rav Kar A'lyvnrov ' Mon. Stoi". iv. 91.
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position of the sovereigns, or their absolute place in

a general system of chronology. There are two re-

markable monuments, however, which appear to

give a certain number of kings in the order of their

succession, the Tablet of Abydos^ and the Tablet

of Karnak*. The building to which the former be-

longed was built or repaired by Rameses the Great

(III.), and he is represented on the monument sitting

on his throne and contemplating a double series

of twenty-six shields of his predecessors. The

lowest line of the monument contains only a repe-

tition of his own name and titles. The conclusion

which was at first drawn from this monument, that

it exhibited a regnal succession of fifty-two mo-

narchs anterior to Rameses the Great, has not in-

deed been realized, nor has the anticipated corre-

spondence been established between the tablet and

the lists of Manetho, except for a few reigns in

the later part. Still its information is most im-

portant for Egyptian history. The tablet of Karnak

is a representation of Thothmes III. oflfering gifts

to a series of sixty-one kings, disposed in four lines

around the walls. This sovereign himself is the

forty-fourth of the tablet of Abydos, and it might

have been expected that we should find here his

predecessors on that tablet, which, however, is not

the case. But though we have been disappointed

in the hope of obtaining from the combination of

these two monuments an authentic regnal succes-

sion from Rameses the Great upwards, and the

tablet of Karnak, like that of Abydos, cannot be

brought into exact correspondence with Manetho,

there are evidently materials in these monuments

' See Tol. i. p. 45. » Vol. i. p. 174.
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for the construction of history, when their true re-

lation has been ascertained. The grottos of Beni-

hassan and Qoorneh contain some successions,

corresponding with a part of the tablet of Abydos,

and other short successions are found at Thebes \
but in none is a perfect correspondence discernible.

At Tel Amarna and at Thebes is found a succession

of several kings whose names do not agree with any

of the dynasties of Manetho, and who are supposed,

from their physiognomy and the emblems which

accompany them, to belong to a foreign race, pro-

fessors of a peculiar religion, apparently worshipers^

of the Sun.

The earliest event in Egyptian history which can

be connected with a known date in that of any other

country, is the invasion of Judaea by Shishak or

Sheshonk in the reign of Rehoboam. As the

chronology of the Jewish Scriptures is in this age

definite and authentic, we are able to fix the reign

of Sheshonk in years before the Christian eera.

But this does not enable us to carry backward

an exact chronology through all the reigns of his

predecessors, owing to the uncertainty and inter-

ruption of the successions, both in the MSS. and

in the monuments ; and in the previous part of the

Jewish history, the sovereigns of Egypt are only

mentioned by the common name of Pharaoh, which

would not suffice for their identification, even if the

Jewish chronology itself were in early ages certain.

Could we, however, connect one of those astrono-

mical phsenomena, whose recurrence is invariable,

to however remote a period we ascend, with the

> Rosellini, M. S. 1, 205. Thebes, 2, 72, 216, 255. Trans.

* Wilkinson, Modern Egypt and Roy. Soc, Lit. 2nd series, 1, 14t>.
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reign of any of the old Egyptian kings, we should

have a fixed point in the flux of time from which we

might reckon upwards and downwards with consi-

derable security. Whether any such fixed point is

to be found is a matter for subsequent inquiry.

Syncellus, we have seen, assigns 3555 years as

the duration of Manetho's thirty dynasties. These

being Egyptian years are equivalent to 3553 Julian

years', and added to 339 B.C., when his 30th dy-

nasty expired 2, give 3892 b.c. as the commence-

ment of the reign of Menes. There is nothing in-

credible in such an antiquity of the Egyptian mo-

narchy ; but from what has been already said, and

from what will appear in our further investigations,

it cannot be regarded as historically proved.

The following History is divided intoThree Books,

each comprising a period designated respectively

as the Old, the Middle, and the New Monarchy.

The first extends from the Foundation of the King-

dom of Menes to the Invasion of the Hyksos. The
second, from the Conquest of Lower Egypt by the

Hyksos and the Establishment of a dependent King-

dom at Thebes, to the Expulsion of the Hyksos.

The third, from the Re-establishment of the Mo-
narchy by Amosis to the Final Conquest by Persia^.

The Dynasties of Manetho have been employed as

subdivisions, according to the text of Africanus,

because however doubtful the reading or the num-
bers may be, no better authority exists.

I

l^psiuji, Einleitiing, l,p.499. note. Germ.), had clearly distin-
iJocckh, Manetho und die guished the two first periods ; but

HundMtcmpcnode, Abschn. 2, § he subdivides the third into the
''*; 'jj- , .

flourishing period 1500-/00 b.c.
These dcmgnations arc due, I and the period of decline 700 b.c.

believe, to Bunscn and Lepsius. to the Persian Conquest.
Heeren,however ( Ideen, 2, 2, p.66 1

,
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BOOK I.

THE OLD MONARCHY.

Manetho, according to the Armenian version of

Eusebius, having enumerated the gods of Egypt,

beginning with Vulcan and ending with Horus^

says, " these first exercised power among the Egyp-

tians.

Years.

Next, the royal authority devolved by con- \ lo qqq J which are lunar,

tinned succession to Bytis, in the space of/ ' l of 30 days each.

After the gods heroes reigned 1,255

Then other kings 1,817

Then 30 other kings of Memphis 1,790

Then 10 other kmgs of This 350
Then followed a dominion of manes and \ c oi o

heroes J

'*The sum amounts to 11,000 years (11,025),

which, however, are lunar, of a month each."

Without attempting any other explanation of

these successions and numbers than what has been

already given ^, we pass to the

First Dynasty,

" After the manes and demigods, the first kingdom

^ Vol. i. p. 367. *' Vol. ii. p. 92, 96.
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is reckoned to have consisted of eight kings, of

whom the first

—

Years.

1. Mbnbs the Thinite, reigned* 62

He died, torn to pieces by a hippopotamus.

2. Athothis, his son, reigned 57

He built the palace at Memphis. He was a physician,

and anatomical books of his are in circulation.

3. Kenkenes, his son, reigned 31

4. OuENEPiiES, his son, reigned 23

Under him a great famine prevailed in Egypt. He

erected the pyramids near Cochome.

6. USAPHAIDOS (USAPHAIS), his SOU 20

6. MIBBIDOS (NiEBAEs), his son 26

7. Semempses, his son 18

Under him a great pestilence prevailed in Egypt.

8. Bibnneches, his son 2G "

In all 263

The summation of Africanus makes the total 253 ;

that of Eusebius 252 in Syncellus, and the same in

the Armenian, notwithstanding the shortening of

the reign of Menes. These discrepancies will not be

noticed in future, unless for some special reason.

The word Dynasty, which does not occur in the

older writers on Egyptian history, appears to be

used by Manetho nearly in the same sense as when

we speak of the Carlovingian or the Capetian dy-

nasty, as an hereditary succession of sovereigns.

On the failure of the line, election was resorted to

in Egypt. All the kings of the first dynasty suc-

ceeded from father to son ; afterwards the men-

tion of their relation to each other is omitted, but

the descent appears to have been in the same line

till the dynasty was changed.

That Menes of This was the first mortal king of

Egypt, is one of the very few points in which all the

* Etisebiui in the Armenian makes his reign 30 years.
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authorities—Herodotus, Eratosthenes, Diodorus,

Manetho—agree. This, or Thinis, was a town in

Upper Egypt, giving its name to the nome in which

Abydos stood, and not far from that ancient and

celebrated seat of the Osirian worship ^ We know
little more of This, but Abydos was next to Thebes

in importance among the cities of Upper Egypt.

The agreement of the historians ends here ; for

while Menes is to Herodotus the founder of Mem-
phis as well as of the monarchy, Diodorus attributes

to another monarch, living many centuries later,

the foundation of Memphis^ and the performance

of the great works which were necessary to restrain

the Nile, and obtain an area for the site of the capi-

tal. Since their accounts so entirely differ, and

we have no decisive reason for preferring one to

the other, we may doubt if either of them rests on

properly historical authority. According to Hero-

dotus a reign of the gods, according to Diodorus of

gods and heroes ; according to Manetho of gods,

manes and heroes, preceded the reign of Menes.

This is in fact to confess that nothing historical

could be related of preceding times. It is indeed

common to say, that the reign of the gods means a

reign of the priests, and that a period of sacerdotal

sway preceded the monarchical, which Menes esta-

blished. It is not in itself improbable ; but had it

been known as an historical fact to the ancients, it

would have been handed down to us as such, not

* Ptol. Geogr. B.iv. c.5. Steph. fell in love with her, and her son,

Byz. de Urb. s. voc, Strabo, p. ^Egyptus, was a king remarkable
813. for benevolence, justice and worth,

' He says (1, 51) that Memphis from whom the whole country
was so called from the daughter of took its name. There seems here
the king who founded it. The river some allusion to the worship of

Nile, assuming the form of a bull. Apis.

VOL, II. I
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concealed in this mode of expression ^ Besides, if

the reign of the gods means a reign of the priests,

what is the historical equivalent of the reigns of

the manes and the heroes ?

The entire uncertainty of all that precedes Menes

may even throw doubt on his own historical reality
;

for we do not commonly find the darkness of a

mythic period succeeded at once by light and

certainty. The real founders of great cities in

ancient times being generally unknown, it was

common to suppose one, bearing the same name

as the city itself; and as Menjis^ (Coptic, Menhe)

appears to have been the orthography of the

capital of Lower Egypt, Menes was assumed as

the founder. His name, written Mena, is found

in a solemn procession, in which the images of the

predecessors of Rameses the Great are exhibited^,

on the walls of the Rameseion at Thebes, and

therefore, if fictitious, it is of very ancient date.

The monument, however, belongs to the 18th dy-

nasty, so that many hundred years must have inter-

vened between the origin of the monarchy and the

date of the inscription. The same combination of

characters occurs also in the hieratic manuscript

of Turin, and is thought with probability to have

stood at the commencement of the list of kings,

which that papyrus contains. This evidence also

' " On croit que ces demidieux Bunsen adopts, and refers to the
^taient dea grands pretres, qui reg- root men, perpetuus, (Egypten, B.
naicnt an nom des dieux, dont Us 2, p. 45, Germ. See also his Coptic
mettaicnt les images on les momies Vocabulary, 1, p. 673.) Memphis
sur le tr6ne." (Lesucur, Chrono- is denoted by hieroglyphics which
logic des Rois d'Eg>'pte, n. 309.) read Mennofre, " abode of good"

Tochon d'Annc9y, Me'daiUes (Wilkinson, M. and C. 3, 278), or
des >ome9. Eratosthenes inter- good abode, opuou uyaO&v. (Plut.

SreU the name Menes Ai6vios. Is. p. 369.)
ablonsky, in Dc Vignoles' Chro- » Champollion,Lettre8d'£g>-pte,

nology, conjectures Aiwwor, which p. 270.
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refers to the reign of Rameses the Great \ and

therefore establishes the fact of a belief that Menes

had been the founder of the monarchy—a prede-

cessor not only of Memphite but Theban kings^

Menes has been considered as identical with

Mizraim, who is mentioned (Gen. x. 13) as the

father of several African nations. The name Mes-

traia is hence given by the author of the Laterculus

to Egypt. The Old Chronicle speaks of three

races as inhabiting Egypt successively, the Auritee,

the Mestraei, and the Egyptians. The Auritae derive

their name from Aeria, the Greek epithet for Egypt,

signifying dark^; and neither name has any histo-

rical authority. The termination of Mizraim, which

is plural, or as commonly pointed dual, is sufficient

to show that no real person was intended'*, and

that Mizraim stands in the genealogy only as re-

presentative of the nation, and as indicative of the

relation in which the people of Semitic language

considered the Egyptians to stand, towards the

common ancestor of the postdiluvian nations.

Mizraim therefore has an ethnological, not an hi-

storical significance, denoting the origin of a peo-

ple, not a monarchy. The name itself is unknown

to the Egyptians ; they called their land Cham or

Chemist an appellation which was also known

to the Semitic nations, since Mizraim is described

^ Trans, of Roy. Soc. of Lit. calls Mneves (1, 94) the first legis-

2nd series, 1, 206. lator of Egypt. Pliny (36,8,Sillig)
2 It deserves to be remarked, speaks of a palace of Mnevis.

that the name of Mnevis, the bull ^ Schol. ApoU. Rhod. 1, 280.

of Heliopolis, consecrated to the * Misraim non est nomen homi-
Sun and Osiris, is written hiero- nis; id non patitur forma dualis.

glvphically Mena (Lepsius, Einlei- (Boch. Geogr. Sacra, lib. 4, c. 24.)

tung, 1, 261), and that Diodorus ^ Pint. Is. et Osir. p. 364 C.

i2
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as the son of Cham (Gen. x. 6). To endeavour to

combine in one historical statement conceptions

originating in different countries and from uncon-

nected sources, can lead to no satisfactory result.

The name of Mizraim, however, conveys to us im-

portant information, since in its dual form it recog-

nizes a double character in the Egyptian people.

This cannot have consisted in their living on both

sides of the Nile ; for that circumstance has never

constituted a division in population, language,

manners, government, or religion. Egypt is the

country which the Nile overflows ; Egyptians are

the people, who, whether on the eastern or western

bank, below Elephantine, drink of its waters ^ But

the distinction of Upper and Lower Egypt exists in

geological structure, in language, in religion, and

in historical tradition ; and to this the dual form of

Mizraim evidently alludes, proving its origin in

times when the whole valley from Syene down-

wards was peopled. The name exists also in a sin-

gular form, Metzur^j and from its derivation appears

to allude to the narrow and compressed shape of

the greater part of the country, for which reason

Egypt is called by the prophet Isaiah (xviii. 2), "a
nation spread out in length^."

The great works attributed to Menes, as the

founder of Memphis, are fully described by Hero-

dotus'* ; they were necessary preliminaries to the

' Her. 2, 18. Vol. i. p. 4. » HCS^DD *1^- Comp. Boch.
' It appears to have been an Geogr. Sacra, w. *. Strabo (17,

arrbaisniof jMietry. 2Kinps,xix.24, p. 78I>) comi)ares it to a long sash
where for" nversofbesiegednlaees" or girdle.
we shouhl read " rivers of Kgypt." * 2, 99. See Vol. i. p. 112.
(Is. xix. fi; Mieh.vii. 12, where a
limilar correction should be made.)
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establishment of a capital city in that place. To
build a temple and unite the people in the worship

of a tutelary god was essential to their coalescence

in a community, as in the middle ages the erection

of a church. Memphis is sometimes designated'

as Ptah-ei, " the abode of Ptah." The circum-

stances added by Diodorus betray a later origin.

Thus he says that the Egyptians originally lived

on herbs, then on fish, afterwards on the flesh of

cattle, and that Isis, or one of their ancient kings

called Menas, taught them the use of the lotus and

grain^. This is not in harmony with another ac-

count in the same author, that Menas taught the

Egyptians to worship the gods and perform sacri-

fices ; and that he also introduced the use of tables

and couches and carpets, and the whole apparatus

of civilized luxury. Tnephactus, the father of Boc-

choris the Wise, making an expedition into Arabia,

was compelled to live one day on the simple fare of

the common people, and enjoyed his meal so much,

that he denounced a curse on the kmg who had

first introduced luxury ; and caused it to be in-

scribed, in sacred characters, in the temple of

Jupiter at Thebes. This, adds the historian, is the

principal reason why the glory and honour of

Menas have not remained to succeeding times. In

this account a double purpose is evident, to point

a satire against luxury, and to explain the obscurity

in which the history of Menas was involved. The
founder of Memphis was certainly not the person

who introduced religion among the Egyptians, or

taught them the use of grain ; but popular tradi-

^ Wilkinson, M. & C. 3, 278. ^ d^^^ i^ 45^
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tion, or historical hypothesis in every country, is

prone to assume that the commencement of its

separate history is also the commencement of

civilization, and to disregard the law of develop-

ment, by attributing the changes of centuries to the

life of one man^
Eusebius adds to the information of Africanus,

that Menes led an army beyond the territories of

Egypt, and acquired renown. It does not appear

from what source he derived his authority, whether

from Manetho or not. Under the first sovereign

of the third dynasty it is said that the Libyans re-

volted. These were probably the border tribes on

the east of the Canopic branch of the Nile. They

bore impatiently their incorporation with Egypt,

whose manners and religion were different from

their own*. We may suppose that their original

conquest and annexation was the work of Menes.

In later times the Libyans seem to have assimilated

themselves to the Egyptians. The oracle of Amun
was established in the Great Oasis, and animal

worship prevailed among the Libyans^. The Le-

habim, who are said to owe their origin to Mizraim

(Gen. X. 13), are supposed to be the Libyans'*, but

this mode of expression does not always indicate

an historical descent.

On the whole, Menes seems to fill nearly the

same place in regard to Egyptian history as Ro-
mulus to the Roman. The monarchy of Egypt,

like that of Rome, must have had a founder ; whe-
ther in either case bearing a name analogous to

' Of the song of Mnneros, said 2 Her. 2, 18.
to \te the son of the first king of " Strabo, 16, p. 760.
Kg>pt, tec vol. i. p. 2:{8. * Michaelis, Spie. Geogr. 1, 262.
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that of the capital of the kingdom is doubtful. As
Romulus was represented by later historical hypo-

thesis to have established the principal civil institu-

tions and religious rites of the Romans\ as if he

and his people had sprung out of the earth, instead

of being a colony from the civilized Latins, so

Menes was said to have taught religion to the Egyp-

tians, and introduced the use of grain and even

luxury among them, though he came from This,

the ancient seat of the worship of Osiris, and began

his reign over united Egypt by works which cer-

tainly do not indicate the infancy of art. Romulus

vanished by a supernatural death, and was sus-

pected to have been taken off by a hostile political

faction. Menes was said to have been torn to

pieces by a hippopotamus^, the emblem of crime

in the Egyptian mythology. Such disappearances

may generally be taken as an indication that fiction

has been at work, and when they occur at the very

point where the confines of history and mythology

meet, throw a shade of doubt over the personahty

of their subject^.

The establishment of the capital of Egypt at

Memphis was the first step towards the nation's

assuming a place in history. Insulated in the

Thebaid, it might have continued for ages without

^ Dion. Halic. Ant. Rom. 2, 7- ground for an identification of

29. Menes with the Menu of the In-
' Phot. Bibl. Cod. ccxhi. p. 1 047. dians and the Mannus of the Ger-

'OliriroTTOTafioi ivTois l€poy\v(f)iKOLs mans, as if he were only another

ypdfifia<Tiv dbiKLav 8rfKoi. It was name for the human race. See
consecrated to Typhon (Plut. Is. et Buttmann's Mythologus, 2, 239.

Osir. p. 3/1 C), and denoted the Menes is not the first man, but
Western horizon, as the abode of only the first mortal king. Menu
Darkness, Euseb. Praep. Evang. 3, and Mannus denote simply a hu-
12. man being, but Menes has no such

This, however, affords no sense in Egyptian.
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any reciprocal action between it and the other great

nations of the world,—without knowledge of the sea

which lay beyond the marshes in which the Nile

appeared to be swallowed up,—without means of

contact with the civilization which was advancing

from Mesopotamia to the shores of the Mediterra-

nean. In this sense its history may be said to

begin with Menes, although a long period must

have preceded his reign, in which the people was

acquiring the capacity of a national existence, and

receiving the impress of a national character.

Menes w^as succeeded by his son Athothis. A
name which has been read Athoth appears among
the fragments of the Canon of Turin, but the cor-

rectness of the reading is doubtful K Of him we are

told, that he built the palace at Memphis ; that he

was a physician, and that books of anatomy written

by him were still extant, whether in the time of

Manetho or Africanus is doubtful. It is worthy

of remark, in connexion with the fame of this early

sovereign as a physician and anatomist, that not

only was Egypt the most celebrated country in the

world for drugs and physicians*, but that Memphis
was the seat of the worship of iEsculapius, and there-

fore it may be presumed remarkable for the cultiva-

tion of the art of medicine^. Books on the various

branches of the medical art formed part of the sa-

' Trans, of Roy. Soc. of Lite- « Amm. Marcell. 22, 14. Mem-
mttire, Sml series, 1, 2()6. Le- phim urbem frequentem, praesen-
irjieur, Chronologic, pi. xii. xiii. tiaque numinis iEsculapii elaram.
I he letter A is wanting, but it is The Mohammedans consider the
often prefixe«l euphonically in subject of the hieroglyphical in-
U)i>tic, as m Greek. scriptions to be the channs and

I I ..
""•

r*i ° • ^^- ^^^^' *^vi. wonders of physic (Vyse, 2, 319).
n. Herod. 2, 84. See vol. i. p.

I J' w
» > /
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cerdotal library of the Egyptians \ all of which was
attributed to Hermes or Thoth ; and it has been

conjectured that the name Athoth hides that of the

god, from its signifying " that belongs to Thoth ^."

We seem therefore hardly yet to have quitted the

domain of mythology. A great deal of supposi-

titious literature owed its origin to Egypt, and that

a divine and royal name should have been given to

a work of the Ptolemaic or Roman times would be

much less wonderful than that a book should have

been preserved through so many centuries.

From the time of Athothis, who built a palace at

Memphis, we may consider it as the capital of the

Old Monarchy. The occasional residence of the

sovereign may still have been in the cities whence

the several dynasties took their name, but the hills

nearMemphis appear to have been their burial-place.

He was succeeded, according to Eratosthenes, by an-

other Athothis, according to Manetho by Kenkenes,

and here the accordance between the two lists ceases.

The reign of Kenkenes was marked by no events

;

in that of his son and successor, Uenephes, a great

famine prevailed in Egypt. Its entire dependence

on the rise of the Nile makes famine, when it

occurs, more dreadful than in countries which have

a greater variety of surface, and derive their moist-

^ See vol. i. p. 346. deCiv. Dei, viii. 23. Chron. Pasch.
^ Translated by Eratosthenes 65, 68. This Tat is placed by

'Epfioyevrjs. "The Christian Fa- Manetho" (rather the author of
thers often cite a Hermetic book, the spurious Sothis) " among those

in which the secondThoth instructs gods to whom the sacred hterature

a scholar who is sometimes called was attributed. He is probably the
Tat, sometimes -^sculapius. See second Egyptian king Athothis."

Cyrill. adv. Jul. p. 83. Augustin. (Movers, die Phonizier, 1, 527.)
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ure from rain and small streams. Egypt has indeed

a remedy against famine, in the exuberance of her

harvests in fruitful years, and the power of storing

up the grain and pulse which are her chief produc-

tions, to supply future deficiencies. Yet we see,

from the history of Joseph, that this policy had

not been adopted before his time by the Egyptian

monarchs. Uenephes is also said to have built the

pyramids at Cochome. This mode of interment

appears in Egypt not only to have been exclusively

royal, but exclusively Memphite, pyramids being

scarcely found in Upper Egypt ^ and the great

functionaries who lie buried around the pyramids

of Gizeh being all deposited in excavations. A
regal residence required a regal cemetery, but the

pyramids were probably only of brick or rough

stones ; for the art of building with hewn stone

was not introduced till the reign of Tosorthrus of

the third dynasty. The site of Cochome is un-

known. As all the known burial-places of the

Memphite kings, however, were in the Libyan

hills, on the western side of the Nile, it is here

that we should look for the pyramids of Uenephes.

His monuments have yielded to the power of Time,

which has been unable to make any impression on
the works of Cheops, Chephres and Mycerinus ; or

they may have been among those numerous ruined

and nameless pyramids, whose existence the Prus-

sian expedition has ascertained. It is probable

that the method of embalmment was already prac-

tised
; Ko8 is the word used in the Coptic version

' Vol. i. p. 148.
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of Gen. 1. 2, for the embalmment of Jacob ; it is

found in several names of places ^ and seems to

have entered into the composition of Kochome.

Indeed the Armenian Eusebius reads *' the town

(kw^i?) of Cho^." Athothis is said to have been a

physician and anatomist. Embalmment in early

times was a branch of the medical art ; anatomy

also does not seem in Egypt to have proceeded

beyond such a knowledge of the internal structure

as the evisceration which accompanied embalm-

ment would furnish. The bodies of the prede-

cessors of Uenephes having been preserved by this

art would be naturally transferred to these recep-

tacles ; for he is said to have raised not one, but

several pyramids. In the reign of Semempses it

is recorded that Egypt was afflicted with a pesti-

lence ; and Eusebius adds that many prodigies ac-

companied it ; agreeably to the experience of all

ages, that events unnoticed at other times are

understood as significant when the public mind is

rendered superstitious by alarm and suffering^.

1 Champollion, L'J^gypte sous ^ Tacit. Hist. 4, 26. Quod in

les Pharaons, 1, 220. pace fors seu natura tunc fatumet
^ See Bunsen, Urk. p. 9. ira dei vocabatur.
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Second Dynasty. Nine Thinite kings.
Years.

1. BoETHoa (BocHUS, Euseb.) reigned 38

In his reign a great opening of the ground took place,

and many persons perished at Bubastos.

2. Kaiechos (Chocs, Euseb.) reigned 39

In his reign the bulls Apis at Memphis and Mnevis at

Ileliopoiis, and the Mendesian goat, were established

by law as gods.

3. BiNOTHRis (BioPHis, Euseb.) 47

In whose reign it was decided that women should have

the prerogative of royalty.

4. Tlas 17

6. Sethenes 41

6. ClIAIRES 17

7. Nephercheres 25

In whose reign the Nile is fabled to have flowed eleven

days, mixed with honey.

8. Sesochris 48

Who was five cubits three palms in height.

9. Chenere8 30

In all 302

This dynasty, like the first, is called of Thinite

kings, although Memphis had become the capital.

It is not said whose son the founder of the second

dynasty was ; probably he was descended from a

collateral branch. It is evident, however, that

though called Thinite, they were supposed to be

kings of all Egypt : otherwise it would have been

absurd to have dated events, changes of religion

and political institutions by their reigns ^

The mention of the city of Bubastos or Bubastis,

which is situated in the Delta, on the Pelusiac

branch of the Nile, below Heliopolis^, as having in

these early times a large population, shows that

when the priests told Herodotus^ that in the days

' Lopsius, however, (Einlcitung, ' See vol. i. p. 55.
1, p. 489) considers this dynasty " 2, 4.

coatcin|)oraueous with the first.
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of Menes all Egypt, except the Theban nome, was

a marsh, and that below the Lake of Moeris no-

thing had yet appeared above water, they spoke en-

tirely without historical authority. They saw, what

Herodotus says was evident to one who only used

his own eyesight, and had not been previously in-

formed of it, that the Delta was " acquired land,

and the gift of the Nile^" But being ignorant of

the rate at which such phaenomena proceed, and

conceiving the commencement of their own special

history to be the commencement of everything,

they made the formation of the Delta, and the whole

country below the Theban nome, the work of thou-

sands of years, to have begun wdth Menes. With
the same ignorance of the rate of progression, they

represented to Herodotus that there had been a rise

of level in the soil of Egypt below Memphis equal to

eight cubits in 900 years ^. The time of the changes

by which theDelta was elevated and laid dry stretches

far beyond history, and Menes did not found his

capital that he might reign over a marsh.

Such an event as the sudden opening of a chasm

in the ground, and the consequent destruction of a

great multitude of people, would be regarded as a

prodigy, and therefore be preserved in the Egyptian

annals, scanty as they are. Egypt is not very sub-

ject to earthquakes, and the chasm is more proba-

bly to be attributed to the undermining of a part of

the city by the Nile, on the bank of which it stood.

A similar chasm in the Forum at Rome filled the

minds of the people with superstitious terror, and

it was believed that nothing less than the self-devo-

1 Her. 2, 4, 5. ^ Her. 2, 13.
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tion of Curtius could have averted the omen and

closed the abyss ^ Though the story of the expia-

tion may be false, the terror was real.

The reign of Kaiechos is distinguished by the

establishment of the worship of Apis at Memphis,

Mnevis at Heliopolis, and the Mendesian goat at

the town of that name. We have here a more de-

cisive evidence that Lower Egypt, in the early times

of the Old Monarchy, was in a state not materially

different from that in which it was known to the

Jews and the Greeks. Mendes stood not far from

the sea* ; the Delta therefore, even to its extremity,

must have been already firm and dry. It is not the

introduction of animal worship among the Egyp-

tians, as sometimes supposed, that is here recorded ;

that lies far beyond the commencement of history
;

but specially the establishment of the worship of

the bull and the goat in the three cities mentioned.

Lower Egypt was the principal seat of this super-

stition. Among other things attributed to Menes,

he was said to have introduced the worship of the

buU'^. Basis, the sacred bull of Hermonthis in the

Thebaid, is never mentioned by the older writers,

and appears to have been an object of merely local

reverence, while Apis was passionately worshiped

by the whole nation. Every nome had its own ani-

mal type of divinity, and abstained from using its

flesh for food ; but we read of no such extravagant

and superstitious homage being paid to the ram at

Thebes as to the bull at Memphis. Next to the

bull Apis, the cat seems to have been the animal

' Liv. 7. fi. Plin. 15. 20. » ^,iian, Hist. Anim. 11, 10.
' Struho, 17, p. H02.
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most superstitiously worshiped by the Egyptians,

and the chief temple of the goddess Pasht, to whom
it was consecrated, was at Bubastos in the Delta.

A shield has been found by Lepsius in a tomb

near the pyramids of Gizeh containing the name

Ke-ke-oUy which, there can be little doubt, answers

to the KaiechosofManetho's list^ Sethenes, Chaires

and Nephercheres have also been identified with

some probability^ The establishment of the pre-

rogative of royalty on behalf of women in the reign

of Binothris, is not connected with the mention of

any female succession or claim . History knows only

of one queen, Nitocris, and she is not said to have

succeeded to the throne by a law of the kingdom, but

to have been chosen by a special act of the people,

who had put her brother to death^. In the monu-

ments only one female appears with the attributes of

royalty, Set Amen, Amense or Amesses of the 18th

dynasty, who probably reigned as guardian of her

son or younger brother. In the lists besides Nito-

cris, Scemiophris appears at the end of the 12th

dynasty, the sister of Ammenemes ; and Acencheres

of the 18th is called by Josephus daughter of Horus,

neither of which is confirmed by the monuments.

The specialty of these cases makes us doubt whether

the words'* imply female inheritance, since in such

frequent change of dynasty, had there been no Sahc

law, it is scarcely possible that we should not have

found daughters succeeding to the throne. The

* Bunsen, B. 2, p. 106, Germ. * 'EKpldr) ras yvvaiKas ^aaiKeias
2 Lesueur, p. 270, 310. yepas ex^iv.

5 Her. 2, 100. T6i^ a8e\</)foi/

aTroKTflvavTes ovrot €K€ivtj dnedoa-av
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words " royal prerogatives" do not necessarily im-

ply more than the monuments exhibit—their ex-

ercising regal functions, without being included in

the list of sovereigns. Diodorus indeed says, that

the queen in Egypt enjoyed greater honours than

the king, attributing the distinction to the merits

of Isis
'

; in accordance with the practice of a country

which allotted greater respect to the female than

the male. This appears, however, if the fact be

correctly stated, to have been matter of courtesy

and sentiment rather than of legal right*.

In the reign of Nephercheres the Nile was fabled

to have flowed eleven days, mixed with honey. As
rivers were esteemed divine by the ancients^, their

changes were noted wuth superstitious apprehension.

Whatever affected the Nile, which physically as well

as religiously was of vast importance to the Egyp-

tians, would be very likely to be recorded. To have

their sacred river changed into blood was one of the

humiliations which preceded their permission to the

Israelites to depart. Similar changes in rivers are

among the omens which have been handed down to

us abundantly in the Roman history*, and the fabu-

lousness^ of this account of the Nile's flowing mixed
with honey is no proof against the historical charac-

ter of the period and of the sovereigns. The great

stature ascribed to Sesochris we shall hereafter see,

* Diod. 1. 27. Am ravTcs ras ' Athenag. adv. Gentes, quoted
ahiat (the merits of Isis) Kara- in Voss. de Idol. ii. 78.
dtixBrfvai fitiCovot t^ovtrias Kai ri- * See Br>'ant's observations on
Mt Tvyxuwiv r^v ^aaiKiaaav roC the Plagues of Egypt, p. 26.
paffiAtQit. ' The expression /iv^fvera I T^v

r .?*'*^'''i*\ r^^^^*"**">'*^P*^7 NelXoi/ /Lie'XtTi K€Kpafi€Vov pvijvai
Of this vol

) of the tn/enority of must bcloni? to Africanus, not
women m Lgjpt. Mauctho.
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has probably been transferred by later autbors to

Sesostris, whom Herodotus and Eusebius celebrate

for his size, though nothing of this kind is asserted

by Manetho of the Sesostris of his 12th dynasty.

Third Dynasty. Nine Memphite kings.
Years.

1. Necherophes (Necherochis, Euseb.) reigned 28

Under him the Libyans revolted from the Egj'ptians, and

the moon having increased in an extraordinary way,

were alarmed and surrendered.

2. TosoRTHRUs (Sesorthos, Euseb.) 29

He was called ^Esculapius by the Egyptians, in reference

to his medical art ; and he invented building by means

of poUshed stones {^eartou Xidcou) : he also cultivated

the art of writing. [The remaining six did nothing

worthy of being recorded, Euseb.]

3. Tyreis 7

4. Mesochris 17

5. SouPHis 16

6. Tosertasis 19

7. Aches 42

8. Sephouris 30

9. Kerpheres 26

Total 214

According to Eusebius there were only eight kings

in this dynasty, and they reigned, not 214, but 197

years. He specifies the names only of Necherochis

and Sesorthus, for so he writes the two first. The
revolt of the Libyans, which occurred in the reign

of Necherophis, has been explained in speaking of

the conquests of Menes ; its termination by the

terror excited through some unusual appearance of

the moon is quite in the character of ancient super-

stition \ The reign of Sesorthos or Tosorthrus,

* Her. 1, 74, of the eclipse between the Lydians and the
which put an end to the war Medes.

VOL. II. K
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briefly as its events are summed up, was evidently

one marked by great improvements in Egypt ; he

held the same place in the history of medicine in

that country as iEsculapius in Greece^; and he in-

troduced the use of squared and polished stones in

architecture, instead of the rough surfaces and irre-

gular angles of their previous mode of building.

The improvement or more extensive practice of the

art of writing is naturally connected with this change

in building. Writing in its earliest stage in Egypt

was hieroglyphic engraving,which could not be prac-

tised with facility except on the surface of smoothed

stones. And this may have been the reason why
both are attributed to the same sovereign.

There is no certain correspondence between the

monuments and the names in this dynasty. A
shield which has been read Chufu has been found

in the grotto of Benihassan, and has been supposed

to be the Souphis who stands fifth in the list ; it

contains, however, one character (the arm and

scourge) not commonly found in Chufu, and if it

belong at all to this dynasty seems rather to an-

swer to Sephouris, the eighth. A name resembling

Tosorthrus or Sesorthus occurs in the necropolis

of Memphis, and another which has been read

Aches'.

'The expression AlyvTrriois ' Lesueiir, p. 311. Lepsius says
Kara Tr)v larpiKriu Pfvofiia-Tai must (Einleitimg, 1,551) that only a few
be that of Africanus, not Manetho, dates of months are known to him
though there is no reason to douht of this dynasty,
that the information came from his
annals.
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Fourth Dynasty^.

Eight Memphite kings of another family (seven-

teen, Euseb.) reigned 284 years (448 Euseb.).

Years.

1. SoRis 29

2. SuPHis 63

He raised the largest pyramid, which Herodotus says was

built by Cheops ; he was even a contemner of the gods

and [having repented, Euseb.] wrote the sacred book,

" which I acquired when I was in Egypt as a very valu-

able thing," Africanus [" which the Egyptians cherish

as a very valuable thing," Eusebius, who adds, " and

of the rest nothing worth mention has been recorded"].

3. SouPHis 66

4. Mencheres 63

5. Ratoises 25

6. BicHERis 22

7. Sebercheres 7

8. Thamphthis 9

Total 284

We may congratulate ourselves that we have at

length reached the period of undoubted contempo-

raneous monuments in Egyptian history. The
pyramids and the sepulchres near them still remain

to assure us that we are not walking in a land of

shadows, but among a populous and powerful nation

far advanced in the arts of life. And as a people

can only progressively attain to such a station, the

light of historical certainty is reflected back from

this sera to the ages which precede it. There is,

however, extraordinary variance among the ancient

^ According to Bunsen, after 190 Eratosthenes. Each of these dy-
years the kingdom of Menes was nasties came to an end at the same
divided, one branch reigning in time, 224 years after their esta-

Upper, the other in Lower Egypt, blishment, and the kingdom was
the Memphite constituting what re-united, 414 years after Menes,
he calls the imperial dynasty, alone under the fourth dynasty. (B. 2,

recognised in the chronology of vol. 2, p. 65 foil.. Germ.)

k2
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authorities, nor is the evidence of the monuments

altogether free from difficulty.

We see that Manetho declares Souphis to have

hecn the huilder of the Great Pyramid, taking no

notice of the building of the Second ; and we shall

find hereafter that he attributes to Nitocris, a queen

of his sixth dynasty, the erection of the Third.

Eratosthenes gives in immediate succession Sao-

phis, Saophis II. and Moscheres, but says nothing

of the building of the pyramids, as indeed through-

out his lists he mentions nothing either of the works

or the exploits of the kings. Herodotus says that

Cheops built the Great Pyramid, his brother Che-

phren the Second, and Mycerinus the Third : Dio-

dorus that Chembes or Chemmis built the Great

Pyramid, Kephren his brother, or Chabryis his son,

the Second, and Mecherinus or Mencherinus the

Third. Pliny, after quoting the names of twelve

autliors who had written on the pyramids, declares

that the builders of them were unknown. Till very

lately they seemed to give no evidence on behalf of

their founders. No inscriptions appeared either

within or without ; it had grown into one of the

commonplaces of morality, that the builders of

these stupendous works had been deprived of the

fame which they coveted i. The Great Pyramid

had long been open, and the central chamber con-

tained a sarcophagus, but without a name ; Belzoni

succeeded in opening the Second, and found a sar-

> N. 11. 'ACt, 12(17). Qui dc his Demetrius, Demotelcs, Apion. In-
Rcripxcnuit «uiit IlrrotlotuM, Euhe- ter omncs eos non constat a quibus
nicnis, Duris 8aniius, Aristaporas, factae sint, justissimo casu oblite-
Dionvsius, Arteraidorus, Alexander ratis tantrc vanitatis auctoribus.
Polyhistor, Butorides, Antisthenes.
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cophagus beneath it ; but that also was without an

inscription. At length Colonel Vyse in the course

of his researches found a way into the chambers

already described over the king's chamber, and in

two of them discovered shields in the common pho-

netic character ^ They are drawn with red paint

on the calcareous blocks which form the sides,

along with various other marks, supposed to be

those of the quarry-men or masons. One of these

shields contains four characters which it is agreed

should be pronounced Chufu or ^hufu ; another is

mutilated, but has evidently ended in/w, and there-

fore probably contained the same name. Another

chamber contains a shield with the same groups,

but prefixed to it the jug and ram which are found

with the figures of the ram-headed god of Thebes,

commonly called Kneph, Neph, Cnuphis, Chnoum
or Num. Chufu is without violence made to

answer to the Souphis of Manetho, the Saophis of

Eratosthenes, and the Cheops of Herodotus^. And
as it is improbable that the same king should be

designated in two different ways in the same monu-

ment, it has been concluded that there were two of

the name of Chufu, one being distinguished by the

additional characters of the jug and the ram'*. He-

rodotus speaks indeed only of one Cheops ; but

Eratosthenes mentions a second Saophis, and Ma-
netho a second Souphis. The name of the second

has been read Kneph-Chufu, or Chnoum-Chufu,

* Vyse on the Pyramids, 1, 2/9. gara, connected with the name of
Vol. i. of this work, p. 122. Chufu. (Rosell. Mon. Stor.iii. 1,3.)

^ Lepsius (Denkm. taf. vii.) ^ The final m is sometimes orait-

gives a drawing of an alabaster ted in the shield of this king,

vase with the banner of a king, the ^ See PI. III. C 3, at the end of
same as Ricci found at Wadi Ma- vol. 1.
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and it is possible that this additional syllable may

have given rise to the name Chembes, which Dio-

dorus attributes to the builder of the Great Py-

ramid.

It will be seen by recurring to the description of

this structure (vol. i. p. 118), that a long straight

descent conducts from the opening to a subter-

ranean chamber, in which, however, no sarco-

phagus or inscription has been found. Now from

the analogy of all the other pyramids, we are led to

conclude that this was the place in which the in-

terment was originally designed to be made. To
this the passage from the opening leads directly.

Why it was abandoned, and two chambers con-

structed in the heart of the pyramid itself, we are

not informed, nor can we form any probable con-

jecture. The lower of these two is traditionally

called the Queen's Chamber, but there is nothing

which marks it as destined for such a purpose ; and

it was not the usual practice of the Egyptians to

inter kings and queens in the same monument.
It should seem that Herodotus had the subterra-

nean apartment in view, when he spoke of a canal

which Cheops introduced from the Nile, by which
he insulated his own grave. The actual depth of

this apartment below the ground in which the

pyramid stands is ninety feet ;. and though this is

still considerably above the highest level of the Nile*,

in the absence of accurate measurements, it might
easily be suppo^d practicable to bring in a canal

• •• On the 23r(l of October, 1838, below the base of the Great Pyra-

VI? rl?\ ^^ ^'»« "^*''" (it l>eing mid." (Vyse, 2, 148.)
High Nile) WM 13" feet 3 inches
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from the river ; but this would have been too ob-

viously absurd, if meant of the King's Chamber
in the centre of the pyramid, 138 feet above the

ground^ Diodorus also speaks of (Chembes) Cheops

as not being interred in his pyramid, but in some

secret place, that his body might not be exposed to

the insults of the oppressed people^. Now we
know that in the time of Strabo, the Great Pyra-

mid was open^
;
probably therefore in the time of

Diodorus. But these authors seem to have known
nothing of any sepulchral vault except the sub-

terranean ; the way to that was open, from the

mouth in the side of the pyramid ; but all access

to the Queen's and King's Chambers was barred by

the block of granite which closed the place at which

the passage to them diverges ; nor do they appear

ever to have been seen till a forced passage was

made by the Caliphs^. The subterranean vault

being empty, the tradition of Diodorus had a na-

tural origin. It seems then not improbable that

Cheops or Chufu, abandoning his original intention

to construct himself a monument beneath a pyra-

mid, began the structure which now exists, and

that his sarcophagus was placed in what we call

the Queen's Chamber. It certainly contained a

sarcophagus when this part of the pyramid was

opened under the Caliphs ^ It is in the very centre

*Vyse, 2, 111. sloping alley.—By this door a
2 1, 64. square room is entered with an
^ Lib. 17, p- 808. empty vessel in it.— Returning
"'Abdollatif in Col. Howard Vyse, hence to the place through which

2, 340. one enters, the second alley is

^ Edrisi quoted in Vyse, 2, 335. ascended. Another squai-e room is

" The alley is ascended until a door then reached

—

an empty vessel is

is reached near a block of stone by seen here similar to theformer."
which one ascends towards another
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of the structure, which may originally not have been

carried much higher. His successor, the second

Chufu, distinguished by the addition of the ram and

jug, appears to have continued his work and con-

structed for himself the King's Chamber, in which

his sarcophagus still remains. The mixture of

stones containing the names of the two Chufus in

the vacant spaces over the King's Chamber, may
be explained by the supposition that the second

used some materials which his predecessor had

prepared, and which had been marked by his name.

It is not surprising, that as both bore the same

name, Herodotus and Diodorus should have con-

sidered them as one.

The Second Pyramid contains no name in any

part of it ; but in the adjacent tombs' the shield of

a king whose name reads Shafre'^ has been found,

and the figure of a pyramid. In him we recognize

without difficulty the Chephren of Herodotus and
Diodorus, though there is no corresponding name
either in Manetho or Eratosthenes. Diodorus men-
tions a tradition that he was not the brother, as

Herodotus represented him, but the son of Cheops,

and that his name was not Kephren, but Chabryis^
As there were two Chufus, he might be the son of

one and brother of the other ; and the difference

between Shafre and Chabryis is not so great as to

decide that they were not the same person. Hero-
dotus in his account of the Second Pyramid says,

• The tomb was tlmt of his chief represented with a square base,
•rchjtcrt. who calls his master, projecting beyond the pyramidal
the great one of the Pyramid "

part.

W? *^*""'' J^*'"kmaler, taf. viii. » Birch in Vvse, 2, 98.
v.). The pyramid is here always M, 64.
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that it was inferior to the first in other respects,

and also in not containing any subterranean cham-

bers ^ In fact, however, its only known chamber

is subterranean.

The Third Pyramid is assigned by Herodotus and

Diodorus to Mycerinus, Mecherinus or Mencheri-

nus^ In Manetho, Mencheres immediately follows

the second Suphis, but is not mentioned by him as

the builder of the pyramid. All doubt on this

subject has been removed by the discovery of the

coffin^, inscribed with the name of Menkera.

Herodotus calls him the son of Cheops, which is

not very probable, if according to his statement the

brother of Cheops, Chephren, had reigned after

Cheops fifty-six years. The accounts of this king

are very inconsistent. According to Herodotus he

was a mild and humane monarch, who opened the

temples which had been closed for 106 years, and

relieved the people of their burdens. And yet he

built a pyramid, which, though it fell short of both

the others in dimensions, exceeded them in costli-

ness of material and execution^. His justice was

such that he was more extolled by the Egyptians

than any of their kings^
;
yet he was said to have

indulged an unnatural passion for his own daughter,

who died of grief at the outrage which he offered

to her. He was remarkable for his piety, and

yet endeavoured to make the oracle of Buto *'a

liar^" These things excite a suspicion that two

' Herod. 2, 127. * Her. 2, 129.
' Tivei fi€u Xeplvov leg. Mfvxf- * Diod. 1, 64.

plvov. (Diod. 1, 64, Boekh, Ma- ^ OeXwi/ to fiaurtfiou yj^evdonevoi'

netho, p. 597.) dnobe^ai. (Herod. 2, 133.)), p. ov^

Vol. i. p' Vol. i. p. 131
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kings of the same name, but very different charac-

ters, have been blended in one tradition^ In the

tablet of Abydos, which here first begins to be

legible, we have in the fifteenth shield the evident

traces of the name of Menkera ; the fourteenth ap-

pears to have contained the same name, though

little of it is now left ; with the addition of the

hatchet, which signifies god^. It had been observed

by Lepsius, that the name of Menkera occurs in the

Ritual of the Dead^ as a deceased king, and that it

is frequently found on scarabaei which had been

used as amulets, and which from the style of their

workmanship must have been executed long after

his death. This clearly points to a deification of

Menkera, or to some cause for which his name was

held in special reverence. The same group of

characters which is found on the mummy-case in

the Third Pyramid is inscribed in red paint on a

slab in one of the smaller pyramids of Gizeh, tra-

ditionally supposed to be the tombs of queens. The

sarcophagus which it contains has no sculpture, and

the mummy-case which it once contained has been

reduced to dust ; but from its small size and the

appearance of a tooth which was found in it, it has

been concluded that it had received the body of a

young female—the wife or daughter of Menkera'*.

The 106 years occupied by the reigns of Chufu

' I^psius, Einleitung, 1, p. 309, ' It is written in the Ritual (Das
observes that Psammitichus has Todtenbuch, col. 64), as on the
the addition Menkera in his shield, tablet of Abydos, with a single

and 8uj»ix)scs that he has been character, he, for " offering ;
" on

mixed ui> with Mencheres the the coffin this character is thrice

builder of the Thinl Pyramid. repeated, making the plural keu.
' See Wilkinson's copy in the < Vyse, 2, 48.

llieroglvphics of the Egyptian So-
ciet\ , Pi. I>8.
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and Shafre were regarded by the Egyptians as a

period of national oppression and suffering. The

people were worn out by forced labours in the

quarries and at the pyramids, and the temples were

closed, that the celebration of the sacred rites, which

occupied so large a portion of the Egyptian year,

might not draw off the people from their work. So

strong was the hatred with which their memory was

regarded, that the common Egyptian was unwilHng

even to name them, and would gladly have thrown

the odium of their erection on a foreign race. In

concluding his account, Herodotus observes, that

the Egyptians alleged them to have been built by

the shepherd Philition, who then fed his flocks in

this district. Nowhere else is such a person men-

tioned, and it has been supposed that in this obscure

passage we have an allusion to the Palaestinian

Shepherds^ who, under the name of Hyksos, ap-

pear subsequently in Egyptian history, oppressing

the people for several hundred years, and destroying

their temples. The builder of the Great Pyramid

was specially the object of popular dislike, which

embodied itself in the Greek tale of his compelling

his own daughter to prostitution, in order to obtain

funds for his work'^. Manetho admits the impiety

of his Souphis^, but represents him to have also

composed " the sacred book," the subject of which

is unknown.

Soris, the king whose name stands at the head of

, * Kenrick's Egypt of Hero- erection of a building so lofty that

dotus, p. 167. it seemed to invade the skies.
^ Her. 2, 126. Comp. Gen. xi. 4. " Let us make
' Possibly the idea of impiety us a tower whose top may reach to

may have been connected with the heaven."
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this dynasty, is thought to be the same with the

Shoure, whose shield has been discovered in the

necropolis of Memphis ^ In the present state of our

knowledge, however, little reliance can be placed

on these insulated identifications. What is more

important is, that the dominion of Egypt, in the sera

of the building of the Pyramids, extended to the

northern part of the Arabian peninsula. The mo-

tive of the Egyptian kings for estabUshing them-

selves here was evidently to obtain possession of

the copper-mines, which have been already de-

scribed*. The whole land was called in hiero-

glyphics Mafkat, or the Copper land^, and the prin-

cipal mines were at Wadi Magara and Sarabit ei

Kadim. Large mounds of ore, and masses of

scoriae, attest the extent of the ancient operations.

Numerous stelai record the names of the kings in

whose reigns the mines were wrought. Those at

Wadi Magara are the oldest. Both the Chufus,

Shoure, and a king whose name is found in the

pyramid of Reegah, and read Ousrenre or Ranseser^,

arc seen in acts of adoration, with dates of their re-

spective reigns. Shoure is represented as in the

act of smiting a captive whose hair he grasps, and

therefore probably made conquests in this region.

The seventh king in Manetho's list is Seber-

cheres ; this has been corrected by Lepsius into

• Lcjiucur.Chronol. p. 271,311. " IMrch, in Vyse, 3, 12. 2, 5.
Hirrh (\jsc,.'i, 22) gives thename The block on which the name is

Sliourc t<» a kinf^ whose shield is found at llecgah appears to have
found at .Vbouseir, and read hy Lep- been taken from some otlier nionu-
siUH Amrhura (Huusen, B. 2, !)9). meut. Among the hieroglyphics

'

J
ol. I. p. 61

ij, ti,e fi of an obelisk,
^cc Lcpsuis. Tour to the Pe-

ninsula of Sinai. Comp. Hiero-
glyph, of the Eg. Society, pl.41 Xo.
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Nephercheres^ and identified with the Nefrukera

whose name occurs in the necropolis of Memphis,

and on the tablet of Abydos follows that of Men-

kera. A Nephercheres, however, is actually found

in the fifth dynasty of Manetho, who may seem to

have a preferable claim.

The glimpse which we thus obtain of the con-

dition of Egypt, in the fifth century after Menes,

according to the lowest computation, is far from

satisfying our desire for details, but on the other

hand it reveals to us some general facts which lead

to important inferences. In all its great charac-

teristics it was the same as the Egypt of a thousand

years later. It was a well-organized monarchy
;

the tombs of Gizeh preserve the names and offices

of various public functionaries, military and civil.

Its rehgious system was already elaborated and

extended throughout the country ; the Memphite

sovereign, the second Chufu, takes for his ditFer-

ence the hieroglyphic of the tutelary god of Thebes

and Elephantine. On the coffin of Menkera we see

the same formulary phrases which are familiar to

us in so many later funereal inscriptions 2. The
deceased king is identified with Osiris ; his regal

dignity is indicated by the bee and branch prefixed
;

the same epithet, *' living for ever," is given him,

which is assigned to Ptolemy on the Rosetta stone.

The system of hieroglyphic writing was the same,

in all its leading peculiarities, as it continued to

the end of the monarchy of the Pharaohs. We
' The prsenomen Neferkera has it is of such high antiquity (Ro-

been found also on the cover of seUini, Mon. Stor. iii. 1, 15).

a small ivory box, now in the ^ Birch in Vyse, 2, 96.

Louvre, but it is not probable that
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possess no contemporary manuscripts, but the in-

scriptions in the pyramids show that the linear

hieroglyphic had been already introduced, which

prepared the way for the hieratic. As the character

of the inkstand and reed-pen is seen in these, we

cannot doubt that linen or papyrus was already

used as a writing material. We have no statuary

of this age, but the hieroglyphics in the tombs are

cut with great force and precision. While the

present surface only of the pyramids was examined,

they might seem a barbarous monument of wasted

labour rather than of skill ; but the accurate finish-

ing of the masonry with which the passages and

even the exterior were lined and cased, and the pre-

cise orientation of the whole, show that both art and

science had attained to considerable perfection ^

The relation of the Memphian monarchy to Upper

Egypt remains obscure. No mention is even inci-

dentally made of Thebes ; a city may have existed

there, but not of sufficient importance to be the

seat of a rival power to Memphis. Hitherto no

trace of the dominion of the Memphian kings has

been found at Thebes or elsewhere in Upper Egypt,

except some alabaster vases from Abydos, bearing

the standard of Chufu ; and portable antiquities

afford no decisive evidence. But this is no proof

of Theban independence, since the fixed monu-
ments of this age are entirely sepulchral ; and the

Memphian kings and their great officers would be

• T1jc»c inferences ore fnlly sup- of which the First Part has ap-
ported by the drawings from the pearcd while this work was passing
tombs near the Pyramids contained through the press. The opinion
in the " Denkmaler aus .i^gypten expressed in vol. i. p. 273, of the
und .Ethiopicn," the fruit of the interiority of art in .this age, must
PniBsian expedition under Lepsius; now be somewhat modified.
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buried near their own capital. If Thebes has no

monuments of Memphian dominion, neither has it

any of its own, and it appears probable that till the

12th dynasty of Manetho it continued to be a place

of little account.

Fifth Dynasty,

Eight kings from Elephantine'. (Thirty-one,

Euseb.)
Years.

1. UsERCHERES reigned 28

2. Sephres 13

3. Nephercheres 20

4. SiSIRES 7

5. Cheres 20

G. Rathures 44

7. Mencheres 9

8. Tancheres 44

9. Onnos 33

Total 218

Although the heading says eight kings, nine are

mentioned, and the sum agrees with the separate

numbers^.

The supposition that some of the dynasties of

Manetho are collateral, is nowhere more probable

than in regard to this dynasty of Elephantine kings.

No one fact is recorded concerning them. They
appear, however, to be a branch of the Memphite
dynasty, as the names Sephres, Nephercheres,

Mencheres, bear a close analogy to those which

^ Eusebius has transfeiTcd here Othoes stands there by a false

by mistake the names of Othoes reading of the transcribers. On-
and Phiops from the 6th dynasty, nos, it is true, has 33 years and

' Bunsen, 2, 190 (Germ.), would Othoes 30, but this last number is

remove Onnos to the beginning of assigned to Onnos in the Turin
the 6th dynasty, and supposes that papyrus.
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we have already found in use aniong them. Use-

serkef has been found by Lepsius> among the

tombs of Gizeh, and he seems to be the Usercheres

of Manetho. Although he stands at the head of

this dynasty, yet if it were a derivative and depend-

ent line, he might be interred among his ancestors

of the Memphite dynasty. Snephres (Snefru), which

we may suppose Manetho to have written, instead

of Sephres, has also been found at Gizeh* and

Karnak ; and Nephercheres, the third in his list,

follows Menkera on the tablet of Abydos, and has

been found on alabaster vases from Abydos^. The

tablet of Abydos, however, does not agree with

Manetho ; the shields which follow that of Men-
cheres exhibit different names from his"*, yet

names combined out of similar elements, so as to

favour the supposition that they contain another

derivative, though not royal line^. Sesrenre would

be the reading, according to Lepsius, of the name
usually read Ousrenre (see vol. i. p. 312), and this

would answer to Sisires, No. 4. Unas or Onas is

found in a fragment of the Royal List of Turin, and

appears to be the Onnos ofManetho^. The phonetic

* Bunsen, B. 2, p. 180, Germ.
Leaueur, p. 312.

' Denkmaler aus ^gypten unci

iEthiopicn, altes Reich. Abth. ii.

Bl. 2.

* Bunsen, 2, 186, He observes
that the name is written with a
different character from the earlier

Nephercheres.
* See Wilkinson's copy in Ilie-

rogl. of the Egyptian Society, pi. 47.
Some of them are no longer legible

on the Ublet in the British Mu-
seum.

» Bunsen, ti. *. p. 188.

® Bunsen, 184. He supposes a
name beginning with the sign of

Thoth to be Tatkeres, which he
conjecturally substitutes for Tan-
cheres, eighth in the list. This king
is supposed by others to be repre-

sented by an inscription at Sacca-

rah, read thus :
" The king (Tan-

kera), son of the Sun (Assa)."

One character in the first shield,

however, is doubtful, and accord-

ing to analogy, Assa should be the

proper name (Lesueur, Chrono-
logie, p. 312).
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value of some of the characters in these early

shields is uncertain.

If Othoes were the same as Onnos, it would ap-

pear that this Elephantine dynasty was brought to

a close by a conspiracy of his life-guards, by whom
he was murdered, and a new Memphite dynasty

succeeded. If, however, the Elephantine was not a

sovereign, but a collateral dynasty, then the kings

whose names are about to be enumerated must be

regarded as the immediate successors of the fourth

dynasty, in which the builders of pyramids were

included. It is possible that these Elephantine

kings may be the Ethiopians of whom Herodotus

speaks ^ Elephantine being on the boundary of that

country, but the number, eighteen, does not agree.

Sixth Dynasty. Six Memphite kings.

Years.

1. Othoes reigned 30

He was killed by his life-guards.

2. Phios 53

3. Methosuphis 7

4. Phiops. Beginning to reign at six years old, he

continued to 100

5. Menthesuphis 1

6. NiTOCRis, the most spirited and beautiful woman of

her time, of a ruddy complexion. She erected the

Third Pyramid, and reigned 12

203

Eusebius gives only Nitocris by name, but the

' 2, 100. " The priests read to which are to be added the three

me a hst of 330 other kings, and Ethiopian kings of the 25th dy-
in so many generations 18 were nasty. The evidence for these ar-

Ethiopians." Lepsius considers rangements has not yet been pub-
both the 5th and 6th dynasty as lished, nor that on the ground of
Ethiopian (Einl. 1,255), and makes which he pronounces (517) that

them amount together to 15, to the 5th dynasty was not collateral.

VOL. II. L
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number of years is the same. The similarity of the

names Phios and Methosuphis and Pliiops and Men-

thesuphis in this list, has given rise to a suspicion

that they are really the same. We find in Era-

tosthenes the following succession :
—

Years.

Apnppus 1^^ within an hour.

A nameless king 1

Nitocris, instead of her husband 6

It would be against all probability that such coin-

cidences should be accidentals The names Apap-

pus and Phiops do not indeed in their actual form

appear the same. The hieroglyphics of the king

whose name is read Pepi may however be read Apap,

and if we retrench the final s from Phiops, which was

an addition made to give it a Greek termination, we

have a name also not very remote from Pepi. The

shields of Pepi have been found at Chenoboscion

and elsewhere in much greater numbers than those

of any preceding king, though not with dates which

confirm the accountof hisextraordinarilylong reign'^,

the sixteenth year being the highest ; nor has any

yet been found in Lower Egypt^, a singular circum-

stance, as the dynasty is called Memphite. The

identification of Pepi with Phiops and Apappus

must therefore be considered as still problematical.

No other name belonging to this dynasty has been

identified hitherto on the moimments. There is a

group which reads Mentopt or Mentuotep, twice oc-

curring, one of which Bunsen"* refers to Mentheophis,

• I have nlrcndy explained (p. .98 more incredible than that of Gor-
of this vol.) the prinni)le on which gias of Leontini, who is. said (Cic.
I beheve the list (»f Eratosthenes Sen. 5) to have lived to 107.
to have Ix'cn compiled. s Lepsius, Einl. 1, 265.

' The long life of Phioi>s is not * B. 2, 1 94. Ark. p. 64, note.
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his correction of the Menthesuphis of the lists, and

the other to the eighth dynasty. They may belong

to the Middle monarchy or the eleventh dynasty.

A fragment of the Canon of Turin contains, without

a name, the number 90 years as the duration of a

reign ^ and from its length there can be little doubt

that it refers to Phiops. It is followed by a date

of 1 year 1 month, which appears to be that of

Menthesuphis.

The figure of Pepi is found in a singular com-

bination with that of another, whose name is read

Remai, or Maire. The two princes appear seated

on their thrones in the Hall of Assembly, wearing

one the crown of the upper, the other that of the

lower country ; whence Wilkinson concludes^ that

either they were contemporary sovereigns, one

ruling at Thebes and the other at Memphis, or that

Pepi was the phonetic name of Remai, and that

they were the same monarch. This distinction of

the names becomes henceforward important and

will require to be explained.

In the oldest monuments, as those of the pyra-

mids and tombs of Gizeh, the names of the Egyp-

tian kings are enclosed in oval rings or shields, and

each king has only one. The characters included

in the shield are phonetic, and express the name of

the king as it was pronounced, Mena,Chufu, Shafre,

&c. In later times, however, each king has usually

two shields ; over the first are placed a bee and a

branch of a plant^; over the second the figure of a

vulpanser and the disk of the sun, which are read

1 Lesueur, p. 266. ^ gee Pl. H. vol. 1, Nos. 11, 12,
^ Manners and Customs, 3, 282. and p. 322.

l2
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Son of the Sun. Where two shields are found, the

second always contains the name of the sovereign

in phonetic characters ; thus in the eighteenth and

succeeding dynasties it is the name in the second

shield which corresponds to the lists of Manetho.

The first shield, if there are two, contains always

the disk of the Sun or Re, and joined to this two or

more characters. Champoilion considered the signs

included in these shields as symbolical titles, rather

than names of the kings ; and they are not alpha-

betical letters, like those of the second shields.

They are, however, in one sense phonetic ; for the

objects and ideas which they represent had of course

names in the old Egyptian language, and these, if

pronounced, would become a compound name.

Thus the two shields in Plate II. 1 1, 12, read, '* The
king (i?e-5e5er-Tmei, Sun, Guardian oftheTruth), Son
of the Sun (Amunmai Rameses)." Each king had a

combination of these signs, by which he is as readily

distinguished from all others as by his phonetic

shield ; but those of the same family usually preserved

a general similarity in their signs. In the case of the

two royal figures on the monument of the Cosseir

road, the shield on the left, if they are considered

to be distinct persons, will be read Remai or Maire
;

but if the same, then it will be considered as a title

of Papi, and explained " beloved of Re,'* which is

the meaning of the word Remai. Such a title, it

has been thought, might give rise to second names,
as we sometimes call the Ptolemies simply Philadel-

phus or Epiphanes. Lepsius, however, has observed

»

that he has not found a single indisputable example

' Einleitung, 1, p. 255.
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of the titular shield passing into a proper name*

;

and its phonetic reading is in most cases conjectural.

There is a third way in which the kings of Egypt

were distinguished. Each had a standard^ on

which a group of characters is represented, some-

times placed beside the shields, and which serves to

discriminate them in the absence of these. On the

obelisks, where all their titles are usually set forth,

the standard is found immediately under the pyra-

midion ; over it is represented the hawk of Horus,

sometimes crowned with the pschent, and accom-

panied by the uraeus or royal serpent and the disk

of the sun ; the standard itself contains a group of

symbolical characters not strictly phonetic, but like

those of the titular shield capable of passing into a

name, by the pronunciation of the words answering

to the objects delineated. An example of this may
be seen in PL II. No. 15, where the standard of Ra-

meses III. is given. It is surmounted by the hawk
of Horus crowned, with the uraeus and disk ; the

banner itself reads, " The strong bull, beloved of

Truth." The hawk sometimes appears (ib. 15) as

an emblem of royalty, with the character for gold,

and is called " the golden Horus."

The standard and the titular shield were assumed

no doubt by the king on his accession ; the pho-

netic name belonged to him as an individual, but

when he ascended the throne he enclosed it within

a shield as a mark of royalty. The standard or the

titular shield alone is sufficient to distinguish one

' Bunsen supposes, though with the author of the great works iu
little probabiUty, that Papi, or the Fyoum, B. 2, 209.
Phiops Apappus, with the title ^ Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 1, 156,
Maire, is the Moeris of the Greeks,
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king from another ; and the phonetic shield is not

found on the tablet of Karnak, nor that of Abydos,

except in the case of the king by whom it was

erected ; but it is the phonetic shield which con-

nects them with history. So the armorial bearings

of a modern sovereign discriminate him from others ;

but it is only by the knowledge of his name that

his historical place is ascertained.

The sixth name in the list of Manetho is that of

Nitocris, whom he describes as a woman of great

beauty and spirit, and the builder of the third

pyramid. She is no doubt the same as the Nito-

cris of Herodotus, if identity may be predicated

of persons who agree in name, but differ in almost

everything else. The Nitocris of Herodotus, after

having drowned the Egyptians who had put her

brother to death, committed suicide by plunging

herself into a pit full of ashes— a mode of destruc-

tion common as a punishment among the Persians,

but unheard of among the Egyptians. The Nitocris

of Manetho is the builder of the third pyramid, a

work not to be accomplished in the short interval

between her accession and her suicide. Another

difficulty is, that we have seen that Mencheres was
deposited in the third pyramid, and is therefore to

be presumed to have been its builder. This diffi-

culty has been partly removed by the researches of

Colonel H. Vyse, and the ingenious combinations

of Bunsen. By a reference to the description already

given of this pyramid', it will be seen, that in

a large chamber, which is nearly under its centre, a

sarcophagus of red granite had been placed, the

' Vol. i. p. 130.
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fragments of which are strewed about ^ The sar-

cophagus of Mencheres was in an interior and lower

chamber, to which a passage led from the larger.

This larger chamber, besides the passage by which

it is now entered from the exterior, has another

going off at the same angle, but which never reaches

the exterior. The upper passage had been worked

by the chisel from the north or exterior, the lower

from the interior ; whence Perring concludes that

the upper must have been formed first, and the

lower cut outward through the pyramid^. These

appearances have been explained by supposing

that Mencheres built a pyramid of much smaller

size than the present, of which the entrance was the

passage which is now closed up. It would have

reached the exterior at about the same height above

the ground as the present passage, and the pyramid,

if its angle of inclination were the same as that

of the present structure, would have a base of 180

feet and a height of 145. In this state Mencheres

left his pyramid ; Nitocris enlarged it to its actual

dimensions, cased it with red granite, and designed

at least that her body should be placed in it, but

was perhaps frustrated in this purpose by her own
suicide or the vengeance of the people. Thus the

traditions which ascribed it to Mencheres and to

Nitocris would have each a portion of truth.

Another story is related by Herodotus which at

first appears simply absurd—that this pyramid was

^ So Bunsen says (B. 2, 168), The portcullises were of tliis ma-
perhaps from the personal com- terial, which was also used in the
raunication of Perring; but Col. passages.

Vyse says (2, 81), that these pieces ^ HowardVyse, 2,79. Seevol. i.

of red granite could not have p. 130, of this work,
been fragments of a sarcophagus.
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built by a celebrated Greek courtezan of Naucratis

of the times of Amasis or Psammitichus, respecting

whom Strabo tells a tale very similar to that of Cin-

derella and her slipper. As she was bathing, an eagle

snatched her shoe from the attendant, and carry-

ing it to Memphis, dropped it in the lap of the king,

who was sitting in the open air to administer jus-

tice. Charmed with the elegance of the shoe, the

king sent through the land to discover its owner,

and having found her at Naucratis, made her his

queen, and after her death she received the third

pyramid as her burial-placed It was acutely ob-

served by Zoega, however, that the courtezan, Rho-

dopis, had been created by the interpreters out of

the queen Nitocris®. Both were celebrated for their

beauty, and the name Rhodopis or *' rosy-faced " is

exactly descriptive of Nitocris, who is said to have

been ** ruddy in complexion."

No such name as Nitocris has been found upon

the monuments of this age ; but it occurs, written

Neitakreti, in the Canon of Turin^. If we may ven-

ture to combine Herodotus with Manetho, the hus-

band whom she succeeded, and whose death she

avenged, was Menthesuphis, who reigned only one

year. The following dynasty points to some violent

change in the government, to which the death of

Nitocris gave occasion.

Seventh Dynasty.

Seventy Memphite kings, who reigned seventy days . . 70
(Eusebius, Five Memphite kings who reigned 76 days.

Arm. 75 years.)

'

f^^}!?* !7. P- ^08. 3 Lepsius, Einl. 1,262. Lesueur,
De Obehsc. p. 390. See also p. 313, places it in the eighth dy-

BuMen. 2, p. 236, Germ. nasty.
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Eighth Dynasty.
Years.

Twenty-eight Memphite kings, who reigned 146

(Eusebius, Five Memphite kings, who reigned 100 years.)

Ninth Dynasty.

Nineteen Heracleopolitan kings, who reigned 409

(Eusebius, Four Heracleopolitan kings, who reigned 100

years.) The first of whom, Achthoes, the most atro-

cious of all who had preceded him, did much mischief

to the people of all Egypt, and afterwards fell into mad-

ness and was destroyed by a crocodile.

Tenth Dynasty.

Nineteen Heracleopolitan kings, who reigned .... 185

Eleventh Dynasty.

Sixteen Diospolitan kings, who reigned 43

After whom Ammenemes 16
" Thus far Manetho brought his first volume, all together

192 kings, 2300 years, 70 days."

The difficulties which this concluding portion of

the first volume of Manetho's dynasties offers are

very great. The seventy Memphite kings, who
reigned seventy days, must have been a tem-

porary government, formed of the chief men of the

kingdom, and ruling each for a day ; for, as Hero-

dotus (2, 147) observes, the Egyptians could not

exist without kingly government. The Roman
senators, on the death of Romulus, exercised au-

thority each for five days ^ The number of seventy

* Liv. 1, 17. Rem inter se cen- bant, unus cum insignibus imperii

turn patres, decem decuriis factis, et lictoribus erat : quinque dierum
singulisque in singulas decurias spatio finiebatur imperium ac per
creatis qui summae rerum praees- omnes in orbem ibat. Comp. Diod.
sent, consociant; decem imperita- 1, 66.
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days is no doubt correct, for it occurs again in the

summation at the end, and can only have arisen

here, as the odd number of days is not elsewhere

mentioned in giving the length of each king's reign.

Eusebius has made a correction, but as it appears

arbitrarily, and reads, according to the Armenian

version, " fivekings who reigned seventy-five years"

;

but then it would be unexplained how seventy days

should appear in the sum of the first volume. Other

corrections have been suggested, but they are too

arbitrary to be received \

There were in Egypt two towns called Heracleo-

polis^. Heracleopolis Magna was situated at the

entrance of the valley of the Fyoum, on an island,

as the ancients called it, formed by the Nile, the

Bahr Jusuf, and a canal. After Memphis and He-

liopolis it was probably the most important place in

Lower Egypt. Heracleopolis Parva, which is only

mentioned in later times, was near Pelusium, in the

Sethroite nome, and beyond the westernmost branch

of the Delta. If it existed under the Old Monarchy,
it was quite insignificant, so that it is not likely its

king Achthoes could have inflicted much mischief

upon all the inhabitants of Egypt. But if a power-

ful state sprung up at Heracleopolis Magna, after a

revolution at Memphis, which left the government
in a feeble condition, it was well adapted by its

' Bunscn would tran8[)lanttwenty
( K ) from the mnnber of reigns of
tl»c cifflith (Ivnasty (KZ), which he
thinks should he eight instead of
twenty-eiglit. and with Eusebius
read five as the numl)er of kings in
the seventh. The whole would then
stand thus

:

Seventh Dyno-v^y.—Five Mcm-

j)hite kings, reigned 20 years 70
days.

Eighth Dynasty.—EightMeni-
phite kings, reigned 146 years.

(B. 2, p. 248, Germ.)
^ Strabo,17,p.78.9,809. Steph.

Byz. s. V. ChampoUion, L'Egypte
sous les Pharaons, 1, 301), 2, 80.

Ptolemy, Geog. 4, 5.
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position relatively to the Upper and Lower country

and the Fyoum, to domineer over them all. With
the eighth dynasty Memphis appears to have lost

its pre-eminence. It passed first to Heracleopolis,

afterwards to Thebes, finally to the towns of Lower

Egypt, Tanis, Bubastis, Sais. We hear nothing

more of a Memphite dynasty.

The tyranny of the founder Achthoes is abso-

lutely all we know of these two Heracleopolitan

dynasties. The text of Africanus assigns to them

together the incredible length of 594 years ; that of

Eusebius 285. To a dynasty reigning here at the

entrance of the Fyoum, it seems most natural to

assign the commencement of those great works

which tradition connected with the name of Mceris.

No king of that name has been found in the lists or

the monuments ; and therefore probably Moeris is

the designation of the natural collection of w^aters

at the western side of the Fyoum, the Birket-el-Ke-

run. The word Mou in Coptic signifies water , and

appears to be the first syllable of this word, which

was variously spelt Moiris or Muris by the Greeks.

Joined to res^ which denotes the south in the same

language, it would naturally describe, in contrast

with the Mediterranean, this great southern lake,

which in its extent, the quality of its waters and the

form of its shores, so much resembled the sea, as to

suggest the idea that it had been originally a portion

of the Mediterranean^. The dimensions assigned by

Herodotus (2,149) to the lake Moeris (3600 stadia)

^ The terminations res and ris phercheres^the origin ofboth forms
are constantly interchanged. Thus being Re or Ra.
we have Uaphris, Sesostris, Seso- ^ Strabo, 1,50. 17,809.
chris, as well as Mencheres, Ne-
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cannot have belonged to an excavation in the centre

oftheFyoum ; nor would any one describe the length

of a canal as the perimeter of a lake. It is indeed

impossible to reconcile all the accounts which the

ancients give us of the lake Mceris ; but one cir-

cumstance appears decisive : if the Birket-el-Kerun

be not the lake Moeris of Herodotus, Diodorus and

Strabo, these three eye-witnesses have passed over

one of the most remarkable objects in Egypt. There

was no doubt also an artificial reservoir in the

centre of the Fyoum, which retained the water of

the inundation to be dispersed when it was needed

over the adjacent country ; and Linant has partially

traced its embankment^ That it w^as designed to

render this service to any other district than the

Fyoum is not asserted by the ancients and appears

improbable.

If the Fyoum was rendered habitable and fertile

by the kings of the Heracleopolitan dynasties, it

will be explained how it becomes of so much im-

portance under the twelfth. Sesortasen erected an

obelisk and Ammenemes built the Labyrinth there
;

previously to this time we find no monument and

no mention of it in history.

The name Achthoes is the only one preserved in

the lists, between Nitocris, the last of the sixth

dynasty, and Ammenemes, the last of the eleventh.

There is therefore no room for any comparison be-

tween the lists and the monuments. Eratosthenes

has also no name which corresponds with the monu-
ments in this interval*.

' See vol. i. p. 50. corrections of Eratosthenes. In
' Comp. Runsen, B. 2, p. 252 his system the two Heracleopoli-

foU., who has proposed various tan dynasties are collateral.
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Achthoes is said to have been killed by a croco-

dile. This circumstance may have been invented

to explain the animosity which the people of Hera-

cleopolis nourished against the crocodile ; and their

worship of the ichneumon, which was believed not

only to destroy its eggs, but even to creep down
its throat and eat away its vitals \ The mention of

this circumstance is an additional presumption that

Heracleopolis Magna was the seat of this dynasty.

THE SECOND VOLUME OF MANETHO.

Twelfth Dynasty. Seven Diospolitan kings.

Years.

1. Sesonchosis, the son of Ammenemes, reigned 46

2. Ammenemes, who was killed by his own guards of the

bedchamber 38

3. Sesostris 48

He subdued all Asia in nine years, and part of Europe as

far as Thrace (everywhere erecting memorials of his

occupation of the nations, engraving masculine em-

blems on tablets where the men had been valiant, femi-

nine where they had been cowardly), so that he was

esteemed by the Egyptians first after Osiris.

(Eusebius adds. He is said to have been four cubits three

palms two fingers in height.)

4. Lachares (Lamaris, Eus., Lampares, Arm.) 8

He prepared the Labyrinth in the Arsinoite nome as a

tomb for himself.

5.^ Ameres 8

6. Ammenemes 8

7. Scemiophris, his sister 4

160

Until a recent time, this dynasty, notwithstanding

' Strabo, 17, p. 812. afterLamaris"his successors, years
^ Instead of Ameres, Aramene- 42."

mes and Scemiophris, Eusebius has
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the completeness of its list of names, appeared to

have no confirmation from the discoveries in hiero-

glyphics. Even its historical character, though

marked by so conspicuous a name in the Egyptian

annals as that of Sesostris, was hardly established
;

for this conqueror is known to us from Diodorus

and Herodotus, who place him much later in the

history. The Labyrinth was another work which

might have rescued this dynasty from any doubt of

its historical existence, but its remains had not

been explored, so as to ascertain the name of its

founder ; and Herodotus had referred its erection

to so late an age as that of the Dodecarchia.

Several shields had been discovered bearing the

names of kings which began with the letters AM N,

but the other characters being unknown, they had

not been referred to the Ammenemes whose names
recur so often in this dynasty, but to some unknown
kings. The monumental evidence indeed seemed

to fix them to a later dynasty. ChampoUion had

ascertained the names of several of the kings of

the 18th dynasty, beginning with Ahmes or

Amosis, whose titular shield is the 40th in the

tablet of Abydos^ The 17th dynasty consisted of

Shepherd kings, who could not be expected to

be recorded on an Egyptian monument. The five

which preceded Ahmes, it was natural therefore to

conclude, must represent the five kings of the

U)th dynasty, who were Thebans according to

Eusebius. On the obelisks of Heliopolis and the

Fyoum, the latter of which bore marks of antique

workmanship in the bluntness of the pyramidion

' Birch, Cmll. IJiit. Mus. ])!. 29.
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and the unusual proportions of the height and

breadth S a name had been read Osortasen, which

from the titular shield connected with it, appeared

to belong to a sovereign whose name stood first in

a succession of four in one of the grottos of Beni-

hassan, and the third and fourth of these were the

same as the 35th and 36th of the tablet of Abydos.

The names corresponding to the 37th, 38th and

39th shields were afterwards discovered, and found

to be another Osortasen and two beginning with

the letters A M N, followed by the same unknown
characters—evidently therefore belonging to one

royal family.

Major Felix, to whom, in conjunction with Lord

Prudhoe, the discovery of this succession is due,

conjectured that these kings were really those of

Manetho's 12th dynasty, whose names ought to

have been given as those of the 17th, and made
the immediate predecessors of Amosis, founder

of the 18th. Sir Gardner Wilkinson considered

the dynasties between the 13th and 18th to have

been interpolated or contemporary in Lower

Egypt. Dr. Hincks, in the Transactions of the

Royal Irish Academy^, had also advanced the opi-

nion, that the five names on the tablet of Abydos,

which precede the 18th dynasty, constituted the

1 2th dynasty of Manetho, and that the five dynas-

ties between the 12th and the 18th were either

contemporaneous or imaginary. The names, read

as they were by the authors of these suppositions,

Osortasen and Ammoneith-Thote or Amun-m-gori,

^ Bonomi, in Trans. Roy. Soc. ^ Manners and Customs, 1, 36.

Lit. 8vo, 1, 169. 3 Vol. 19, P. 2, p. 68.
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did not however answer to the names of Ma-

netho. Lepsius had been led, by the circumstance

that some of the work of the so-called Osortasen

at Thebes had been surrounded by a construction

of the kings of the 18th dynasty^ to conclude that

a considerable period must have intervened between

this dynasty and that to which he belonged, and

one of desolation for Egypt ; that consequently

he could not have been of the 17th dynasty, but

probably lived before the invasion of the Shepherds.

The letters of uncertain sound in the shields of

the three kings he read het, and the whole name
becoming thus Amun-em-het , there could be little

difficulty in identifying it with the Ammenemes of

Manetho. The authority for reading the first letter in

the shield of Osortasen was very slight ; Lepsius

considered it as an S, and made the name Sesor-

tasen. Thus he had obtained an ascending series,

going backward from Amosis^ ; Ammenemes (IV.),

Ammenemes(III.) ,Sesortasen (III.) , Sesortasen(II.)

,

Ammenemes (II.), Sesortasen (I.),Ammenemes (I.),

and the first five of these corresponded to the five

shields (39-35) on the tablet of Abydos, which

preceded that of Amosis. It seemed, therefore,

impossible to avoid the conclusion, that the tablet

of Abydos passed over all the dynasties interme-

diate between the 12th and the 18th, and con-

nected these immediately with each other. Into

the reason for this omission we shall have to inquire

hereafter ; at present it is sufficient to say, that the

coincidences between the names of the shields and
those of Manetho's lists are such, that we must re-

• See vol. i. p. 174. a Bunsen, B. 2, p. 287, Germ.
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nounce all attempt at identification if we do not

admit them to be the same.

As the lists now stand, however, the coincidence,

though striking, is not complete. We have three

Ammenemes, but instead of Sesortasen we have

Sesonchosis and Sesostris. The latter name does

not differ so widely from Sesortasen, but that they

may well have been the same, allowance being

made for the change which an Egyptian name
would undergo, in being adapted to Greek pro-

nunciation. In this case, as the name had become

very celebrated among the Greeks, the change to

which it had been subjected would be greater than

ordinary, and Manetho, who wrote for the Greeks,

might adopt the form in which they would recog-

nise the well-known conqueror. The change of

Sesonchosis into Sesortosis would, perhaps, be im-

probable if it stood alone, but ceases to be so amidst

so many coincidences. The descending series thus

becomes

—

1. Ammenemes I. . . Last of the 11th dynasty.

2. Sesortosis I The Sesonchosis or Gesongosis of the MSS.^

3. Ammenemes II.. . Second of the 12th dynasty.

4.
1 Sesostris or

| jj rj.^.^^
^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^

L Sesortosis J

Here we find again a variance between the monu-
ments and Manetho ; for while they furnish a third

Ammenemes, his text reads Lachares or Lamares,

who is followed by Ameres. To this Lamares*,

called Labaris by Eusebius ^, the building of the

^ rE20Nr02I2, the reading of it has been supposed that this gave
one MS., does not differ very widely rise to the name Lameres, R and
from 2E20PT02I2. See Bunsen, L being interchangeable, but there
Urk. p. 22, Germ. is no clear example. of the titular

^ The titular shield of Ammene- name finding its way into the lists.

mesIII.hasbeenreadRa-n-mat,and ^ Chron. Can. p. 15, ed. Scalig.

VOL. II. M
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Labyrinth in the Arsinoite nome is attributed, but

the unquestionable evidence of the Labyrinth itself

declares that Ammenemes was its founder. In

Eratosthenes we have Mares or Maris, as the thirty-

fifth king, in a position answering generally to the

Lamares of Manetho; and according to Diodorus^

Marus was the name which some assigned to the

builder of the Labyrinth. All these names, Marus,

Maris, Ammeres, appear to owe their origin to an

attempt to connect the foundation of the Labyrinth

with the creation of the Lake Mceris. In the form

Labaris preserved by Eusebius, and assigned as the

founder of the Labyrinth, we have apparently the

origin of Lamares, Lamparis, Lachares, and an

evident attempt to etymologize the Greek name.

The Imandes or Maindes of Strabo^ on the contrary

appears to be a corruption of Ammenemes, and so

also the Mendes of Diodorus (u. s.). Dismissing

Lamares and Ammeres, we may substitute in their

place the two Ammenemes of the monuments.

Three reigns, all of eight years, succeeding each

other, are certainly not very probable.

Continuing our list, therefore, we have after

Sesostris

—

5. Ammenemes III. substituted for Labaris and Ameres

;

6. Ammenemes IV., the Ammenemes of Manetho's list.

This iTrangement is conformable to the Turin

papyrus, in which we have in succession the titular

shields, which are ascertained to belong to Am-
menemes I., Sesortasen I., Ammenemes II., Sesor-

tasen II., Sesortasen III., Ammenemes III., Amme-
nemes IV.^

[
J.

fi|' ^ 317, who give the lengths of the
• 17.811. Epit. p. 1312. Almel. reigns.
' Bunnen, 2, 299. Le8ucur,316,
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According to Manetho, Ammenemes (IV.) was

succeeded by his sister Scemiophris, reigning four

years. No such person has been discovered in the

monuments ; but a king, whose name is read Sebek-

nofre, is found in the Turin papyrus after Amme-
nemes IV., and on the Karnak Tablet, to whom a

reign of 3 years 10 months 24 days is assigned,

and it is a probable conjecture of Lepsius that the

queen Scemiophris is no other than this king,

supposed to be a female from the apparently femi-

nine termination. A third Sesortasen appears in

the monuments, who is not mentioned by Manetho.

He succeeded the second Sesortasen. Amme-
nemes, the father of Sesonchosis (Sesortosis I.), was

probably the same as the Ammenemes who closes

the eleventh dynasty. His name is found in the

grottoes of Benihassan, and on two tablets of the

Louvre it is conjoined with that of Sesortasen I.',

whence their joint reign has been inferred. From the

investigations of Lepsius and Bunsen it also appears

that after the death of Ammenemes L, Sesortasen I.

reigned alone for several years, and that in the

latter part of his life Ammenemes II. was associated

with him in the government^. The reign of Sesor-

tasen III. was probably included in that of Sesor-

tasen II., the father having admitted the son to

share his power. If the father survived the son,

and consequently resumed the sole sovereignty,

this would account for the absence of the son's name

in Manetho's list.

1 Rosellini, Mon. Stor. iii. 1, tions the 43rd year of Sesortasen

page 46. I. as being also the 2nd of Am-
^ Bunsen, B> 2, p. 293. A stele menemes fl.

in the Museum at Leyden men-

M 2
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Of Ammeneraes, whom, according to this ar-

rangement, we are to call the Second, it is only

recorded that he was assassinated by his own offi-

cers of the bed-chamber*.

Sesostris succeeded to Ammenemes II. The re-

semblance of the names of several Egyptian sove-

reigns, and the more remarkable coincidence, that

three of these appear to have been conquerors,

have produced a confusion in the history of Sesos-

tris, which till lately it was impossible to clear up.

Four kings of very distant ages,

—

Sesochrisj the

eighth of the second dynasty ; Sesostris^ the third

of the twelfth ; Sethos-Sesoosis-RameseSy of the

nineteenth ; SesonchiSj of the twenty-second, have

all partially contributed to the history of one king,

who has been variously placed, according to dif-

ferent hypotheses. The gigantic stature which

Herodotus assigns to Sesostris^ is the historical

attribute of Sesochris, who was five cubits and four

palms in height^. The erection of monuments

recording his own victories beyond the limits of

Egypt '* belongs, as far as we know, only to Sesoosis-

Rameses, of whom monumental tablets have been

found at Nahr-el-Kelb, on the Syrian coast. The

erection of two obelisks at Heliopolis^ again belongs

' 1 take the word (vpovxoi in its Nectabis (36, 13, 2) lived after the

etymological sense. We have I Persian conquest. The use of

think no evidence of the preva- 0^'^D (Gen.xxxvii. 36) isnoproof
lence in Ancient E^-pt of the prac- of the custom, the name being
tice which prevailed in Assyria used for a great officer, as 1 Sam.
and is now common throughout viii. 16. iSasellini (M. Civ. iii. 2,

Egypt and Western Asia. That its 137) thinks that real evirati appear
introduction was attri})uted to Se- in the monuments.
minimis is a presumption that it ' 2, 106. Diod. 1, 65.
was not an Egyptian custom (Her. ^ ggg p^gg 124 of this volume.
3, 92. Ammian. Marccll. 14, 6. " Herod. 2, 102. Diod. 1, 65.
CUud. Eutrop. 1, iilii)). Pliny's » Diod. 1,69.
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to Manetho's Sesostris, the Sesortasen II. of the

monuments, the Sesoosis II. of Diodorus, since the

name of this sovereign appears on that which still

remains, and they were usually placed in pairs.

Another form under which the name of this sove-

reign and warrior has come down to us, is Seson-

chosis, as it stands first in the twelfth dynasty.

Had it occurred only there, we might have ac-

quiesced in the correction of Sesortosis before men-

tioned. But the Scholiast on ApoUonius Rhodius

(4, 272) says that " Sesonchosis, king of all Egypt

after Orus, son of Isis and Osiris, conquered all

Asia and the greater part of Europe ;" adding that

Herodotus calls him Sesostris. It is not probable

that the same corruption of Sesortosis into Seson-

chosis should have taken place here, and therefore

we are compelled to believe that this passage exhi-

bits a further confusion of Sheshonk or Sesonchis,

the Shishak of Scripture, with Sesostris. Sesonchis

was really a great foreign conqueror, and inscribed

the palace of Karnak with the representations of

numerous sovereigns whom he had led captive.

To this Sesonchosis, Dicsearchus, whom the Scho-

liast appears to follow, ascribes the institution of

castes, and of the use of horses for riding—a fresh

illustration of the propensity to refer the origin of

customs lost in immemorial antiquity to some emi-

nent name. How little chronology was regarded

in these matters is evident from the circumstance,

that Dicsearchus makes this Sesonchosis to be the

successor of Orus, the last of the gods, confounding

him with the Menes of the common story. It

would be lost labour to endeavour to reconcile such
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contradictions, and build them up into a chronolo-

gical system.

The account which is given by Africanus of the

conquests of Sesostris may seem to leave no doubt

that he is really the hero of the Grecian story.

We have already seen, however, that Africanus in-

terposes remarks of his own among the names of

the Manethonian lists ; and what is said of Sesos-

tris has such a close verbal resemblance to Diodo-

rus, that as Africanus does not appear ever to have

seen the work of Manetho, it is probable that he

has copied this notice from Diodorus'.

Since, therefore, the traditions of the Greeks

respecting Sesostris either belong to the historical

Rameses, or are wholly vague, we cannot venture to

attribute to the Sesortasens of the monuments any-

thing which is recorded of Sesostris*. The monu-

ments themselves, however, attest the power of the

twelfth dynasty. Rosellini dug up near the Second

Cataract a stele, now preserved in the Florentine Mu-
seum^ ; it stood in an edifice raised by Rameses I.,

on the spot where Sesortasen I. had placed a memo-
rial of his own victories. He is represented upon
it standing in the presence of a hawk-headed deity,

named Mandoo, who holds in his hand a cord to

' Tlie error with regard to the = Bunsen (B. 2, p. 309, Germ.)
jignificancc of the emblems whieh considers Sesortasen II. as the
he 1* said to Imve inscribed on his great Sesostris, and supposes him
stelfp 18 much more hkely to have to have conquered Ethiopia as far
originated with the Greeks or their as the shores of the Red Sea, and
half-learned interpreters than with crossed into Arabia, and thence to
a high priest. Such emblems do the continent of Asia iStrabo, 16,
ocCTir amonff the hieroglvphics, p. 769).
hut in a widely different sense from ^ Mon. Stor. iii. 1 , p. 38. Men.
that attributed to them bv Hero- Reali, tav. xxv. 4.
dotus and Dimlorus.

I
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which are attached shields whose edge represents

the battlements of a town, and which are sur-

mounted by the upper half of the human figure,

with the hands bound behind. This is the way in

which, on the monuments of Egyptian conquerors,

their vanquished enemies are usually exhibited ^

The nations thus led captive appear from the ab-

sence of beard to be African, though they exhibit

nothing of the negro physiognomy. Five are still

extant on the monument, and when perfect it must

have exhibited several others. The inscription on

the base has not been fully made out, but it appears

to record a sacrifice or offering to Mnevis, the white

bull of Heliopolis. At Thebes Rosellini found a

fragment of a statue of Sesortasen I., which from

the manner of its insertion among later construc-

tions, appeared to have been preserved as a relic of

some building raised by him, and afterwards de-

stroyed in the devastations of the Shepherds. The

tombs of Benihassan are memorials of this dynasty,

and in one of them, where a chief of the name of

Ammenemes was buried, is an inscription to this

king, who is there called " ruler of Upper and Lower

Egypt^." The obelisk of Heliopolis gives him the

same title, along with others of a more mystical

kind, but records no historical fact. That of the

Fyoum is equally destitute of information, but

adds the title '' beloved by Ptah." Several funeral

tablets have been found in the neighbourhood of

Memphis and of Abydos, dedicated to persons who

' Rosellini reads the names Kas Shiat, with two not perfectly le-

or Kos (which may be the Cush of gible.

Scripture), Shiameik, Soa and ' Rosellini, M. Stor. iii. 1, 30.
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held office under him ; they bear various dates, from

the ninth year of his reign to the forty-fourth ^ Ma-

netho assigns forty-six as the duration of the reign

of his Sesonchosis, whom we have supposed to re-

present Sesortosis I. The occurrence of his name

at the copper-mines in the peninsula of Sinai^ shows

that this region still remained in the possession of

Egypt.

There is in the grottoes of Benihassan a remark-

able picture of the age of Sesortasen II. or Sesostris^

The name of the occupant of the tomb has been

read Nevopth ; and his son, who like the father was

of the mihtary caste, is represented as standing to

receive a procession of foreigners. They are pre-

ceded by a royal scribe, who holds out a scroll, on

which is written the sixth year of Sesortasen II., and

it is declared that the strangers having been van-

quished, they are brought hither to the number of

thirty-seven. Such at least appears to be the ge-

neral sense of the inscription, but the interpretation

of the characters is by no means certain. Instead

of thirty-seven, only twelve adults and three children

actually appear in the procession, and none of them
are bound. To the royal scribe another Egyptian

succeeds, and is followed by the king of the strangers,

who leads an ibex by the horn and bows reveren-

tially. He is uncovered, and wears a tunic of bright

colours and an elaborate pattern ; in his hand he
carries a curved staff not unlike that which is seen in

the hand of Osiris. Another stranger follows, of

1 Sf?f!""'' ^ ^^^- ">• 1. 37. ' See vol. 1, pp. 48, 49. Rosel-
Wilkinson, Mod. Eg. and lini, M. Stor. iii. 1, 48. M. R. Tav. .

Thebes, 2, 406. xxvi.-xxTiii.
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humbler rank, leading an ibex. Four men, armed

with a kind of club or bow and spear, precede an

ass, carrying two children in a pannier, along with

an instrument whose use it is not easy to define,

but which appears to represent some kind of shield.

A boy on foot armed with a lance is followed by

four females, and these by another ass with pan-

niers. The whole procession is closed by two men,

one ofwhom carries a lyre and a plectrum, the other

a bow and a club. The inscription contains appa-

rently the name of the strangers, but it has not

been satisfactorily made out. Their lighter colour

and their aquiline noses show that they are neither

Egyptians nor natives of a more southern country

than Egypt. As they bring no gift but the ibex, it

is probable they belong to a pastoral tribe ^ Arabian

or Palestinian. They have been thought to repre-

sent the migration of Jacob and his family, and

certainly the bringing of children in panniers looks

like the removal of a family, unless we suppose

them to be hostages. But the figure of a prisoner

is inconsistent with this idea ; and the most pro-

bable supposition is, that the picture represents

the bringing of tribute, by one of the nations bor-

dering on the Asiatic frontier of Egypt, whom
Sesortasen had reduced 2. Champollion believed

them to be Greeks, induced partly by their gar-

ments, on which is seen the pattern which we
call Greek, and find on the old fictile vases. But

nothing else recommends this conjecture, and when

we consider the close connexion of Greek with

' Compare Isaiah Ix. 7- *'The '^ Mr.Osbum (Egypt and herTes-
rams of Nebaioth shall minister timony to the Truth of the Bible,

unto thee." pp. 38,39)reads the nameJebusites.
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Phoenician art, such a coincidence will not appear

surprising.

These grottoes of Benihassan are the best record

of the state of manners and art in the flourishing

period of the 12th dynasty, when the prosperity

of Egypt was about to receive a check by the inva-

sion of the Shepherds. We have already described

the architecture of this age, so closely resembling

the Doric ^ The pictures of Egyptian life testify to

a state of civilization, in which both the elegant and

the useful arts had been carried to a high degree

of perfection. It may appear singular that as this

dynasty as well as the preceding is called Diospoli-

tan, scarcely any trace of them should be found at

Thebes. The fragment of the statue of Sesortasen

which has been preserved, however, shows that it

was adorned by them.

Whether Sesortasen w^ere the first who made

conquests in Nubia depends on the place which we

allot to the kings who bear the names of Sebekatep,

or Sebekotph, and Nefruatep^, and are found in the

Tablet of Karnak and the Turin Papyrus. If they

belong to the eleventh dynasty, which was Theban,

Nubian conquest would seem to have begun with

them, as the name of Sebekatep occurs at Semne,

in the inscriptions which Lepsius supposes to record

the rise of the Nile, along with that of Ammenemes^.
Their place however is doubtful, and they have been

reckoned with the kings of the Middle Monarchy*.

Three kings of the name of Nantef have also been

» Vol. i. n. 254. « Boeckh, Manetho und die
' Five Se»)ekRtcps and two Ne- Hundsstcrnperiode, p. 62/, note',

fniatcps may be dirtingnished in * Bunsen.iEgyptens Stelle, Mitt-
thf monumentt. leres Reich, pi. iv.
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found, who from their place in the Tablet of Kar-

nak^ and from their sepulture at Qoorneh appear

to have belonged to a Theban dynasty, probably

the 11th. Sesortasen I. certainly carried his arms

into Nubia; under the 18th dynasty, when the

monarchy revived in greater splendour than ever,

it seems to have been completely incorporated with

Egypt, and the banks of the Nile were covered with

temples in which their titles are recorded. These

facts conclude very strongly against the opinion

that civilization descended, either with conquest or

the gradual spread of population, along the Nile

from Meroe and Nubia to Egypt. It has been sup-

ported by the claims of the Theban priests which

Diodorus admitted, by the unfounded opinion of

the superior antiquity of the remains of Meroe,

and perhaps by the fame of the poetical Ethiopians ;

but is contradicted by the monuments, which show

us that Lower and Middle Egypt were the seats of

powerful governments before Thebes had attained

to any renown, and that Nubia had no civilization

before her conquest by Egypt, which began with

the nth or 12th dynasty.

The age of the Labyrinth and the name of the

sovereign by whom it was built have been most va-

riously stated by the ancient writers, and nothing

but the evidence of the ruins themselves has enabled

us to assign with certainty Ammenemes as its

founder. Herodotus, we have seen, attributes the

building to the twelve kings or chiefs who composed

the Dodecarchia ; not only making no mention of

^ See Hierogl. of the Egyptian Society, pi. 96. Birch in GUddon's
Egyptian Archaeology, p. 80.
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any other, but expressly calling them '' the original

founders'." This is in itself very improbable, if

we consider how vast was the work, surpassing, as

Herodotus says, not only all the works of Grecian

architecture, but the Pyramids themselves. It is

also in the highest degree improbable that, though

after the Egyptian fashion each of these chiefs may

have prepared a tomb for himself during his life-

timCj they should have been deposited there after

Psammitichus had dethroned them. Probably the

circumstance that the number of the principal halls

was twelve, led to their erection being attributed to

these twelve kings. Diodorus gives a different ac-

count. He describes, as Herodotus does, the twelve

kings as designing to leave a common memorial of

themselves in the place which they prepared with

all imaginable art for this purpose ; and he fixes

very precisely on the spot on which the Labyrinth

actually stood—the entrance of the Canal into the

Lake of Moeris^; but he does not call it the Laby-

rinth. On the contrary, he says^, that the Laby-

rinth was built by a much earlier king, who lived

long before the building of the Pyramids, by some

called Mendes, by others Marrus. Even here, how-

ever, we may trace some analogy to the account of

Herodotus ; Mendes or Marrus was made king im-

mediately after the termination of the Ethiopian

invasion under Actisanes; and in Herodotus, the

retreat of the Ethiopians is followed by an inter-

^ ' 2, 148. ^afitvoi 0T]Kas avrodi the Dodecarcbs, who he says de-
tttmt Ti)v T( apxTjv t6v \a^vpi,v6ov termined to leave the Labyrinth as
rmrrov olKnfiofiTj(ran€v<av /Sao-iXtoji/ a memorial of themselves.
Koi rmv Upuv KpoKobtiXoiv. These ' 1, 66.
kings can be no other than those ' 1* 6l!
whom he has before mentioned

—
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regnum of the priest Sethos, and then by the

builders of the Labyrinth.

Strabo describes the Labyrinth as standing upon

a plateau, about thirty or forty stadia from the en-

trance of the canal, and as consisting of the same

number of palaces as the nomes of Egypt formerly

amounted to^ What this number was he does not

specify, but from Herodotus and Pomponius Mela

we learn that it was twelve^. The establishment

of an oligarchy of twelve, during the temporary-

suspension of monarchy, points to such a territorial

division previously existing, and probably corre-

sponding to that of the temples of the gods of the

second order. One stadium from the Labyrinth

stood a pyramid, 400 feet square at the base and

of equal altitude, in which, says Strabo, a king

named Imandes (Maindes) lies buried. This is the

pyramid of Howara, which stands on a desert plain

between the Bahr Jusuf and the ravine called Bahr-

be-la-ma, which runs down to the north-eastern end

of the Lake of Kerun. Its present height is about

106 feet, and its base 300^. It is constructed of

crude bricks, mixed with straw, and has been ori-

ginally cased with stone. The sepulchral chamber

has been explored by Lepsius, and the discovery of

the name of Ammenemes III. has removed all doubt

respecting the time and purpose of its erection. He
is the same sovereign whose shield occurs every-

where in the ruins of the Labyrinth.

These varying accounts may be partly reconciled

by the observation that the pyramid and the laby-

^ B. 16, p. 787, 811. amplexus. (Pomp. Mela, 1, 9,

' PsammetichiopusLabyrinthus 65.)

domos ter mille et regias duodecim ^ Perring on the Pyr. 3, 83.
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rinth are sometimes spoken of as having a common
destination, and sometimes discriminated. Strabo

discriminates them ; the labyrinth was according

to him a collection of palaces', the pyramid a place

of sepulture. Herodotus, on the authority of the

inhabitants, speaks of the kings and sacred croco-

diles as being interred in the subterranean chambers

of the labyrinth ; Manetho (or Africanus) says La-

mares built the Labyrinth as a sepulchre for himself

;

and Pliny, following Lyceas, calls it the sepulchre

of Moeris. It appears quite contrary to Egyptian

usages that the same building should be used as a

palace and a cemetery. Notwithstanding therefore

the tradition of the neighbourhood recorded by He-

rodotus, the fact of the Labyrinth being at all a

place of royal sepulture is questionable. It is how-

ever not unlikely that the embalmed crocodiles may
have been deposited in the vaults. The name Pe-

tesuchisj which Pliny gives to the king who founded

the Labyrinth 4600 years before his time^, evidently

alludes to this destination of the building ; for Su-

chos was the tame crocodile of the Arsinoite nome,

and Pet or Pet-n occurs frequently in similar com-
binations 3. It is not probable that the Labyrinth

was all built by a single sovereign ; Diodorus'* speaks

of its being left unfinished by its founders, and we
have seen reason to conclude that the Pyramids,

though attributed by the ancients to a single reign,

were not begun and concluded by the same person*.

' The Memnoneion of Abydos, * 1, 66.
which was a palace, was (Strabo, ^ No name except that of Am-
17» HI 3) a binhhnjf in the style of menemes III. appears to have been
the Labyrintli, only less complex, discovered bv the Pi-ussian Expe-

I
Cod. Bamb. Plin. 36, 19 (13). dition, but only the foundations
See vol. 1. p. 385, note '. are left.
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The name Labyrinth appears to be of Greek

origin, and we do not know what word corre-

sponded to it in the ancient Egyptian. It originally-

denoted a complicated system of passages and gal-

leries^, such as are found in mines, catacombs and

internal quarries. As they were usually of unknown

age, mythical personages were assigned as their

authors. Those at Nauplia were attributed to the

Cyclops*, that at Cnossus to Daedalus. The last-

mentioned is usually supposed to have been a build-

ing, like the Egyptian ; but no one speaks, as an

eye-witness of it ; and the story probably originated

from the existence of a real labyrinth, excavated in

times of unknown antiquity at Gortys in Crete^.

The idea of perplexity which we associate with the

name, and which the mythe represents as the de-

signed end of the construction, was the necessary

consequence, in the one case of the multitude of

intersecting passages, in the other of the endless

succession of apartments, repeating each other.

Herodotus describes the Labyrinth of Egypt as the

palace of Versailles might be described by one who
had been led through it by a guide, and had been

at once astonished and bewildered by what he had

seen. We can distinguish, however, in his descrip-

tion, hypostyle halls , which were roofed by single

blocks of stone"*, filling the whole space of the in-

tercolumniations, closed apartments adjoining to

these, and porticoes leading to other roofed apart-

1 Such a gallery was called by and Attica, p. 209. Hoeckh's Creta,

the Greeks Aavpa, from which, vol. 1, p. 62.)

pronounced Adppa, Aa/3pa, Xa/3v- ^ Strabo, 8, p. 369.

pivOos would be formed by a regu- ^ Walpole's Travels, 2, 402.

lar analogy. (Wordsworth, Athens * Strabo, p. 811.
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ments. The multitude and similarity of these

buildings might well make it impracticable for a

stranger to find his way through them, especially

as the majority of them had no lights Herodotus

says they were in all 3000, 1 500 above ground and

an equal number below. The exactness of this

statement rests of course on the fidelity of his

guides, who dehght in large and round numbers,

which are rendered more doubtful by the circum-

stance that the building was only one story high

above the ground. The ruins, w^hich have been

explored by the Prussian Expedition, show that the

whole was a rectangle of 800 feet by 500. Pliny

speaks of this as well as the other Labyrinths as

being arched, fornicibus tecti ; but there is no trace

of the use of the arch here or in any other building of

this age. It appears to have been chiefly built of a

hard white Hmestone, which has been mistaken for

Parian marble^; but the fragments of granite which

lie scattered about show that this more costly ma-
terial had also been used for columns, shrines and

statues. The white limestone was probably brought

from the Gebel-el-Mokattam, where an inscription

records the working of a quarry of hard white stone,

in the reign of a sovereign of the name of Amme-
nemes, whose precise place in the series cannot be

ascertained, as his distinctive title does not accom-
pany his phonetic name^.

' Pliny.N.H. 36,19(13). Majore ' The cornice of the stele bears
in narte transitus est per tenebras. the date " 43rd year," and the

Plin.36, IJ), (13) 2. i'Egyptius builder of the Labyrinth reigned
labyrinthus (quod miror equidem) only twelve. But this date is no
introitu lapide e Pario, columnis part of the inscription, nor does it

reliquis e Syenite, molibus compo- express the reign of Ammenemes.
•itis. quas cbusolvere ne sacula qui- (Birch in Vyse, Pyramids, 3, 94.
dein possmt. Tourah Quarries, Tablet No. 1.)
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Manetho, according to Africanus, reckoned 2300

years from Menes to Ammenemes I. (see p. 153).

If to this we add 160 years for the 12th dynasty,

we have 2460 years for the duration of the Old

Monarchy. That there is some great error of ex-

cess in these numbers cannot be doubted, but they

can be corrected only by unauthorized conjecture.

Bunsen, taking Eratosthenes for his standard, re-

duces the Old Monarchy to 1076 years. The

question can be settled in no other way than by

the discovery of some evidence to show whether

any and which of the dynasties of Manetho were

contemporaneous.

VOL- II. N
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BOOK II.

THE MIDDLE MONARCHY.

Thirteenth Dynasty,

Sixty Diospolitan Kings, who reigned . .

.

Years.

453

Fourteenth Dynasty

»

Sevknty-six XoiTE Kings, who reigned .

.

184

Fifteenth Dynasty.—Of Shepherds.

Six Foreign Phcenician Kings, who also took Memphis.

Tliey likewise founded a city in the Sethroite nome, ad-

vancing from which they reduced the Egyptians into sub-

jection. The first of these who reigned was Saites 19

From him the Saitic nome was called.

2. Bnon 44

3. Pachnan 61

4. Staan 60

5. Archlrs 49

6. Aphobis 61

284

Sixteenth Dynasty.

Thirty other Shepherd Kings, reigned 518

Seventeenth Dynasty.

Forty-thrke other Shepherd Kings, and Forty-
three Thedan Diospolites. Together the Shepherds
and Thebans reigned.s 151
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Eusebius gives these dynasties with very im-

portant variations.

Thirteenth Dynasty.
Years.

Sixty Diospolitan Kings, reigned 453

Fourteenth Dynasty,

Sbventy-six Xoite Kings, reigned 184

[484 in another copy.]

Arm. 434.

Fifteenth Dynasty.

Diospolitan Kings, reigned 250

Sixteenth Dynasty,

Five Theban Kings, reigned 190

Seventeenth Dynasty.

(Four) Foreign Phcenician Shepherd Kings* (brothers),

who also took Memphis.
First, Saites reigned 19

From him the nome Saites was called. They founded a

eity in the Sethroite nome, advancing from which they

subdued Egypt.

2. Bnon 40

3. Aphophis 14

4. After him Archles 30

103

No name is preserved by Africanus or Syncellus

from the thirteenth and fourteenth dynasty; con-

sequently we are deprived of the means of com-

paring them with the monuments. Xois was a town

^ For Uoiixeves rjaav d8e\(f)ol transposed the 15th dynasty into

^o'lviKcs we should probably read the 1 /th ; his motive was to adapt

H2AN A (four) $0INIKE2. Syn- the Egyptian to the assumed Bib-

cellus complains of the arbitrary lical chronology. (P. 62, 115 Dmd.)

manner in which Eusebius had

N 2
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of considerable size in Lower Egypt, lying near

the centre of the Delta, in an island formed by the

Sebennytic and Phatnitic branches of the Nile^

The establishment of the Shepherd Kings at

Memphis, which is so briefly noticed in the extracts

by Africanus, is fortunately related at great length

by Josephus in a passage quoted by him from

Manetho. Apion the Grammarian, one of those

vain pedants whom the school of Alexandria pro-

duced in such abundance^, had attacked the Jews,

who were very odious to the Egyptians, and espe-

cially to the Alexandrians, in a work on the Jewish

history, in which he gave a very reproachful ac-

count of the origin of their nation. To this work

Josephus replied. In a remarkable Introduction

he shows how late was the origin of Greek letters

and history, compared with the Egyptian, Babylo-

nian and Phoenician, and opposes to the unfavour-

able accounts of the Graeco-Egyptian Apion, what

he considers to be the honourable testimony to the

Jewish people, which Manetho had delivered from

the Egyptian records. Having described Manetho
as a man well skilled in Grecian learning, and who
had derived his materials, according to his own
declaration, from the sacred records of his country,

he thus proceeds with his quotation from the second

book of his ' Egyptiaca ' (Cont. Apion. 1, 14) :

—

* Champollion, figypte sous les ^ " Apion Grammaticus, quern
Pharaons, 2, p. 214, thinks its site Tiberius Csesar cymhalum mundi
was at Sakha, which is the Arabic vocabat, quura ])ublicro fama; tym-
equivalent of the Coptic Xeos and panum potius videri posset, im-
thc ohl Ep>ptian Skhoou. The mortahtate donari a se scripsit, ad
road from Rosctta to Cairo across quos aliqua componebat." (Plin.
the Delto passes through it. (Steph. Praf. H. N.)
Byz. 8.V. Strabo, 1/, p. 802.)
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*' We had once a king called Timeeos, under

whom, from some cause unknown to me, the Deity

was unfavourable to us, and there came unexpect-

edly from the eastern parts a race of men of obscure

extraction, who confidently invaded the country

and easily got possession of it by force, without a

battle. Having subdued those who commanded in

it, they proceeded savagely to burn the cities, and

razed the temples of the gods, inhumanly treating

all the natives, murdering some of them and carry-

ing the wives and children of others into slavery.

In the end they also established one of themselves

as a king whose name was Salotis ; and he took up

his abode in Memphis, exacting tribute from both

the Upper and the Lower Country, and leaving

garrisons in the most suitable places. He espe-

cially strengthened the })arts towards the East,

foreseeing that on the part of the Assyrians, who
were then powerful, there would be a desire to

invade their kingdom. Finding, therefore, in the

Sethroite^ nome a city very conveniently placed,

lying eastward of the Bubastic river, and called from

some old religious doctrine^ Auaris [or Abaris], he

built it up and made it very strong with walls, set-

tling there also a great number of heavy-armed

soldiers, to the amount of 240,000 men for a guard.

Hither he used to come in the summer season,

partly to distribute the rations of corn and pay the

troops'*, partly to exercise them carefully by mus-

terings and reviews, in order to inspire fear into

» Syncellus has preserved the ^ 'Atto tivos dpxaias deoXoytas.

true reading ; the MSS. and Schol. ^ ^iTOfxerpoiv koi fiiado^opiav

Plat. Timseus read /Sai^e. irapexoncvos.
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foreign nations. He died after a reign of 19 years.

After him another king called Bnon reigned 44

years; after him another, Apachms, 36 years and

7 months; then Apophis 61 years, and Jannas 50

years and 1 month. Last of all Asses 49 years and

2 months. And these six were their first rulers,

always carrying on war and desiring rather to ex-

tirpate the Egyptians. Their whole nation was

called Hyksos, that is, Shepherd Kings ; for Hyk

in the sacred language denotes King, and Sos is a

Shepherd in the common dialect, and hence by

composition Hyksos. But in another copy it is

said, that not Shepherd Kings but Captive Shep-

herds are designated by the word Hyk ; for that

on the contrary, Hyk or Hak with the aspirate di-

stinctly means Captives ; and this appears to me
more credible, and accordant with ancient history.

The before-named kings, he says, and their de-

scendants, were masters of Egypt for 511 years.

" After this he says that a revolt of the kings of

the Thebaid and the rest of Egypt took place against

the Shepherds, and a great and prolonged war was

carried on with them. Under a king whose name
was Misphragmuthosis, he says that the Shepherds

were expelled by him from the rest of Egypt after

a defeat, and shut up in a place having a circuit of

10,000 arurae. This place was called Auaris. Ma-
netho says that the Shepherds surrounded it entirely

with a large and strong wall, in order that they might

have a secure deposit for all their possessions and
all their plunder. Thuthmosis, the son of Mis-

phragmuthosis, endeavoured to take the place by

sicgr, attacking the walls with 480,000 men. De-
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spairing of taking it by siege, he made a treaty with

them that they should leave Egypt and withdraw,

without injury, whithersoever they pleased ; and in

virtue of this agreement they withdrew from Egypt
with all their families and possessions to the num-
ber of not fewer than 240,000, and traversed the

desert into Syria. Fearing the power of the Assy-

rians, who were at that time masters of Asia, they

built a city in that which is now called Judaea,

which should suffice for so many myriads of men,

and called it Jerusalem.

'*And in a certain other book of his Egyptiaca,

Manetho says that this nation who are called Shep-

herds are described as Captives in their sacred books.

And he says rightly ; for the keeping of sheep was

the ancient habit of our forefathers, and they w^ere

not unnaturally described as Captives by the Egyp-

tians, since our forefather Joseph declares himself

to the king of the Egyptians to be a captive, and

afterwards at the command of the king sent for his

brethren into Egypt. Into these things, however,

I will inquire hereafter more accurately."

This is the account which Josephus gives from

Manetho of the invasion, reign and expulsion of

the Shepherd kings. If we except some evident

exaggerations of numbers, such as the host of

480,000 men besieging a city or fortified camp
containing 240,000, there is nothing in it which is

not quite credible and natural. The nomadic na^

tions have always envied the wealth and luxury

which agriculture, commerce and art have procured

for their more civilized neighbours ; and when these

have been weakened by the neglect of military ac-
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compUshments, have found it easy to overturn their

power and lay waste their country. Such has in

fact been the history of Asia ; and had it not been

for the valour of iEtius in the plains of Chalons,

and Charles Martel at Tours, Europe might have

been subject for centuries to the sway of ** men of

unknown extraction from the East, who razed her

cities and destroyed the temples of the gods, and

carried her children into captivity." If the Hyksos

are, as some accounts represented, Arabs, they be-

longed to the same race as that to which the Hindu,

the Parsee and the Christian have been obliged to

yield up their lands and their sanctuaries.

How^ long the w^ar and consequent devastation of

Egypt lasted, before Salatis' established himself as

king in Memphis, we are not told. Africanus must

have included in the nineteen years allotted to

Salatis the whole period both of his reign and the

conquest, as he reckons nothing for an interregnum,

or for that of the last king of the preceding dynasty.

It seems to have been the maxim of the Egyptian

monarchy, that the sovereign never dies. From
Menes to Nectanebus the throne appears in the

chronological lists always full. The struggle lasted

during the reigns of the six first Shepherd kings,

after which the Egyptians appear to have made no
further attempts at resistance.

If we are to consider all the dynasties of Manetho
as strictly successive, and adopt the largest num-
bers, 937 years (453+484) must have intervened

' The name Salatis, preserved by xlii. 6, but the endeavour on the
Jowphus for Saites, is suoposed strength of this coincidence to

mvI^^''
"" •^"'^^ojry to the Hebrew identify Salatis with Joseph is an

U/B^, '* to rule. ' It occurs Gen. example of overstraining evidence.
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between the 12th dynasty and the invasion of

the Shepherds; and again, 953 years (284-J-518

+ 151) from that invasion to their expulsion.

There are, however, special reasons in this case for

admitting them to have been contemporaneous.

Manetho does not speak of one king as being at

the head of the Egyptians when the Shepherds

invaded them, but of '* those who commanded in

the country ^" from which we may infer that the

unity of the monarchy was already dissolved.

Again, when the Shepherds are expelled, it is said

that •* the kings from the Thebaid and the rest of

Egypt rose up against them^." It seems probable,

therefore, that before or in consequence of the inva-

sion of the Shepherds two separate kingdoms were

formed, one at Thebes, the other at Xois, which

lasted through the whole of the time that the Shep-

herds maintained themselves in Egypt. Each of

them had peculiar local advantages for the esta-

blishment of a kingdom, which the invaders might

prefer to leave dependent and tributary, rather than

attempt to subdue. The Thebaid was remote from

Memphis where they fixed their capital, and by re-

tiring into Ethiopia, as Amenophis is said to have

done on occasion of a second inroad, the Egyptian

kings could easily place themselves beyond the

reach of invaders. Xois, on the other hand, was

protected by its position amidst the intersecting

branches of the Nile, which probably rendered it

^ KaTaOapcrfjcravTes eirl Tf}P x^pav ^at8os Kal t^s a\Xr]s Alyvirrov
iarpdrevcrav Koi padlcos a/ia;(7/Tt ^aaiXeav yevecrdai (f)rj(rlv enl tovs

TavTTfv Kara Kpdros eiXov, Kal tovs Troipeuas iiravdaTaaiv koI TroXcfiov

ffyfp.ov€V(ravTas iv avrfj x^'-P^' avrois o-vppayrjvai fiiyav Koi noKv-
trapeuoi K.T.X. (Jos. w. 5. c, 14.) \p6vi.ou. (Jos. M. *.)

•^ Mfro Tavra roiv eK rrfs Qt]-
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inapproachable by land forces. When Sabaco and

the Ethiopians invaded Egypt, Anysis took refuge

in the marshes, and maintained himself for fifty

years in an island which he made habitable by lay-

ing down ashes in the muddy soil. When Inarus

revolted from the Persians (460 b.c.) they reduced

without difficulty the rest of the country, but Amyr-

tseus kept possession of the marshes for several

years, perhaps as many as forty

^

The Theban dynasty lasted 453 years, the Xoite

484, and these numbers are not very different from

the 518 or 511 assigned to the dominion of the

Shepherds. Africanus indeed appears to make the

16th dynasty last 518 years, besides the 284 of the

15th; but according to Josephus the six kings of

the 15th and their descendants^ reigned 511 years.

The 17th dynasty of Shepherds and Theban kings

represents the period of the struggle, described by

Josephus as great and protracted. It lasted for 150

years.

The motive of the Shepherd kings for establish-

ing their place of arms at Abaris, in the Sethroitic

nome, is stated, conjecturally, by Manetho to have

been the apprehension of invasion from the Assy-

rians, then predominant in Asia. Another obvious

reason was to maintain a connexion with the

countries from which they came, and secure a

retreat in the event of the Egyptians recovering

their independence. The Sethroitic nome was a

Typhonian region, and probably the name itself

Herod. 2, 140. 3, 15. Thucyd. va)VKaXovfj.€v<av,Ka\Tovs€^avTa>v

« . ' « «

yf fo/iei/ovs Kpar^aai rrjs Alyv-
TovTovs iW Toi/s npoKaTiovofUKT- TTTov (f)T](r\v err] irpos rols nevTOKo-

fifvovi fiaaiXtas, roi/s twv noifif- aiois €v8eKa. (Jos. «. *.)
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was allusive to this divinity ^ Manetho implies

that the name Abaris or Auaris had a similar re-

ference^, but the Egyptian language affords no clue

to such an etymology.

Josephus says that in another book of the Egyp-
tiaca, or in another copy of the passage which we
have already transcribed, Manetho explains the

name Hyksos as ** captive shepherds," not " shep-

herd kings." To this etymology also the Egyptian

language, as we are acquainted with it, gives no
support. Indeed the Jewish historian must have

calculated upon very uncritical readers, if he sup-

posed that they would believe the Shepherds and

his forefathers to be the same. Except their Pales-

tinian origin, and their retreat into Palestine, every-

thing in their history is different. The children of

Israel came on the invitation of Pharaoh, a handful

of men, into Egypt, and were placed in the land of

Goshen, by his appointment, to tend his cattle.

When they subsequently multiplied so as to be-

come an object of alarm to the Egyptians, they

were subject to cruel persecution and oppression,

to which they made no resistance, and even when
they were encouraged by Moses to quit the land of

their bondage, they never ventured to fight for

their hberties. National vanity has often strangely

perverted history, claiming conquests which have

^ "Non spernendara censeo ob- nebimus. Addere possum rubi-

servationem viri doctissimi (Mar- cundum Egyptiis dici ros, ex quo
shami) suspicantis tractum ilium conficitur Sethros commodissime
qui campos Pelusiacos corapre- significare Typhonem rufum." (Ja-

hendit et ad lacum usque Serbo- blonsky, P. III. p.65. Comp. vol.

nidem extenditur, olim Sethroiten i. p. 440.)

dictum, nomen hoc accepisse a ^ This word has been, derived
Typhone, quera Egyptios Ungua from *)IlV; ^"^1 connected with
sua cognominasse Seth infra mo- the sojourning of the Hebrews.
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never been made ; but if the Israelites were really

the Hyksos of Manetho, they must have foregone

the glory of being the conquerors of Egypt, in

order to represent themselves as its bondsmen.

Manetho never represents the Hyksos as the

same with the Jews, although Josephus artfully

slides in the words ** our forefathers " into the ac-

count which he gives, apparently on Manetho's

authority^ It is true, Manetho says that the

Hyksos, when they retired by treaty from Egypt,

established themselves in Judaea and built Jeru-

salem. But this rather proves them not to have

been the Jews ; who, instead of building Jerusa-

lem, did not even possess it till the time of David.

At their entrance, under Joshua, into Palestine, it

was held by the Jebusites, a Canaanitic tribe*.

Their king was killed in battle ; but his people

still held the upper city, the place of strength,

while the tribe of Judah and Benjamin dwelt around

the base. Manetho, therefore, identifies the Shep-

herds, not with the Jews, but the Jebusites ; and

Josephus, who had related the facts which I have

just mentioned in his 'Antiquities^,' cannot have

been ignorant of the fallacy of his own argument.

Theophilus Antiochenus andTatian, in the second

centuryS when they speak of the expulsion of the

Jews from Egypt, follow, not Manetho, but Josephus

interpreting Manetho. It appears therefore that

the ancient and authentic records of Egypt made

' lie repeats the same unfair ^ Ant. 5, 2 j 7, 3.

substitution in cap. 2G, with the * See the passages quoted in

additional circumstance that they Buusen's Urkendenbuch, v. vi.

built the Temple.
• Josh. X. 1,23; XV. G3. Judges,

i. 21 ; 2 Sam. v. 6.
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no mention of the Jews, their coming into Egypt,

their settlement in Goshen, their bondage, or their

Exodus. But there was a popular and traditionary

account of them^ which Josephus has quoted from

Manetho, evidently formed under the influence of

those feeUngs of hatred and contempt of which the

Jews were the object on the part of their neigh-

bours. It belongs however to the history of the

eighteenth dynasty, where it will be particularly

considered.

If we could find in the lists or the monuments,

the Timseus under whom, according to Manetho,

the invasion of the Shepherds took place, we might

connect this event with the previous history of

Egypt. No such name however is found. He is

called Concharis in the Laterculus of Syncellus, a

name equally unknown to the monuments. The
last king in the list of Eratosthenes is Amuthar-

taios, and it is probable that this list, as it begins

with Menes, the founder of the old monarchy, ends

with the king who was reigning when Salatis esta-

blished himself at Memphis ; but between this name
and Timaios there is no resemblance^. None of

the six names of the Shepherd kings preserved by

Manetho has been found on the monuments^, nor

is there any monumental or architectural, or even

sepulchral trace of the long period of their occupa-

^ OvK eK ra>v trap hlyvirriois TIMAIOS in the extract from Jo-
ypafifxaTcov aXX' wy avros a>fioX6' sephus.

yrjKev €k rav ddfcnroTODs fivdo- ^ A shield which reads Ases is

\oyovfi€va)v (cap. 16). the 4th in the tablet of Kamak,
^ Bunsen would correct 'A/xou- but from its place cannot be Asses,

dapraios in Eratosthenes into 'A- the Hyksos king of Josephus. See
lj.vvTip.aio5, which he substitutes p. 144, 182 of this volume,
conjecturally for ^v /Sao-tXevs HMIN
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tion of Egypt. The 39th shield on the tablet of

Abydos is that of Ammemenes IV.; the 40th,

Aahmes or Amosis, whom Manetho places at the

head of the 18th dynasty. So that the whole in-

terval of the Shepherd dominion appears to be

passed over, as one of usurpation.

Of the seventy-six tributary kings of Xois, no

monuments remain that can be referred to them

on satisfactory evidence ; though it is by no means

improbable that among the many which have not

yet had a place assigned them in the series ^ some

may belong to this dynasty. The tributary kings

of Thebes, however, during the same interval, have

been supposed to have a record in the tablet of

Karnak and in the papyrus of Turin^. Five, as

already mentioned, bore the name of Sebekatep, and

two of Nefruatep. Such repetitions, resembling the

Louises, Henries and Georges of modern royal

families, appear to have been very common among
the Egyptian dynasties. It seems upon the whole

probable that the Sebekateps lived in the beginning

of the thirteenth dynasty, since a monument dated

in the reign of one of them speaks of Ammenemes
III. as deceased^. The whole number of shields is

thirty in the second half of the chamber of Karnak,

but several are illegible. As the kings of Thebes

in the Hyksos period were more than thirty, some

cause, to us unknown, must have led to the selec-

tion of these. The fragments of the Turin papyrus

' A long list of these may be See Banicchi Cronologia Egizia.
•een in Lccmans' Monumens Turin, 1844.
Egjntiens portans des Legcndes ^ Lepsius, Denkm. taf. i.

njyales, anil subsequent discoveries > Birch in Gliddon's Otia Egyp-
have much increased their number, tiaca, p. 82.
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show some of the same names as the chamber of

Karnak^ and when entire, this portion of the manu-

script appears to have contained sixty-five shields.

The seventeenth dynasty, as it now stands, is

apparently corrupt ; at least it is improbable that

there should be exactly forty-three kings both of the

Shepherds and the Thebans, and that in both lines

kings should reign on the average only three and a

half years. The error, however, appears to be in

these numbers, not in the duration of the dynasty.

The kings of Thebes declared themselves indepen-

dent, and cast off their allegiance as tributaries to

the Shepherd kings of Memphis. A long and bloody

war, or succession of wars, ensued, for a century and

a half, which ended in the Hyksos being driven by

Misphragmuthosis into Abaris.

Without the testimony of Manetho, we should

have been wholly ignorant of this most important

event in the history of Egypt. For neither Hero-

dotus nor Diodorus, nor any of the Greek and Latin

historians, give any account of it. This is the more

remarkable, as the Egyptians had informed them

of their subjugation by the Ethiopians, so that

national vanity did not carry them so far as to sup-

press all facts inconsistent with the immemorial

independence of their nation. There is indeed a

passage before referred to in Herodotus, in which

a trace of the invasion of the Hyksos may be visi-

ble, but which could never have been so under-

stood without the explanation which Manetho

aflfords. Speaking of the odium in which the

' Lepsius, Denkm. taf. iv. v. vi. are written in the hieratic charac-

Bunsen's plate v. The names in ter, are here transcribed in the

the shields, which in the papyrus hieroglyphic.
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memory of the builders of the pyramids was held,

he says', "that the people did not much like to

name them; but even called them the pyramids

of the shepherd Philition or Philitis, who fed his

flocks in this region at that time." Since the

pyramids have been explored, no doubt can remain

that they are the work of native kings, and of a

much earlier time ; yet it is possible that among

the various traditions to which their high antiquity

had given birth, one may have connected them with

the obscurely remembered invasion of the Hyksos,

and that the name Philitis may represent Philis-

tim. The scriptural writers certainly attribute a

connexion with Egypt to the Philistines^, who in

Amos ix. 7 are spoken of as an immigrant people,

like the Israelites themselves ; and the name, though

confined in the Bible to a small district, was used

for the whole country, which thence derived the

name of Palestine. The account given by Apollo-

dorus (2, 1,3), that iEgyptus, the son of Belus

brother of Agenor, king of Phoenicia, came from

Arabia and conquered Egypt, unhistorical as it is,

may have had its origin in the invasion of the

Hyksos, who are called both Phoenicians and Ara-

bians, and who settled in Palestine on their expul-

sion from Egypt^. The connexion of the mythe

of Isis, Osiris and Typhon with Phoenicia, of the

' 2, 128. aiov Spovs. (Eust. ad Dion. Perieg.

'Gen. X. 14. The Casluhim 248. Herod. 3,5.)

there mentioned are probably the ' " In Agenoris ex ^Egypto in

dwellers about the Mons Casius, Phoeniciam migratione videtur la-

a part of that Typhonian region tere opinio de communi nescio qua
which the Hyksos occupied. A/^i/r; Phcenicum et iEgvptiorum credita

S«p/3o>vtf Kai xoapa -rrtpl rjv 0ao-t origine." (HeyneadApollod.2, 1,4.

t6v Tv<f>iiva KtKpxx^Oat., 7r'\T}(riou Kenrick, Egypt of Herod. 2, 182.)

oitrav tov irpbi t^ nrjXova-ia} Ka-
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Tyrian with the Egyptian Hercules \ and generally

of Phoenician with Egyptian civilization, will be

best explained by the supposition that the nomad
tribes of Palestine were masters of Egypt for several

generations, and subsequently returned to the same

country, carrying with them the knowledge of let-

ters and the arts, which they were the instruments

of diffusing over Asia Minor and Greece. Phoeni-

cia has evidently been the connecting link between

these countries and Egypt, which directly can have

exercised only a very slight and transient influence

upon them.

The narrative of the invasion, the dominion and

the expulsion of the Hyksos contains nothing that

is incredible ; but the duration which is assigned to

their sway is certainly startling, not so much be-

cause it requires a great extension of Egyptian chro-

nology, as because we do not find in Egypt the traces

which we might naturally expect of a dominion said

to have lasted six centuries and a half. There are

no marks, at least none that have been ascertained,

of the city of Abaris, whose walls included a space

more than double that of Rome under Diocletian,

and not much inferior to that of London at the

present day ^. Although they occupied a country

in which pyramids, obelisks, temples and palaces

presented themselves on every side, they seem never

to have employed the art of their subjects in raising

any corresponding memorial of themselves. An
equal degree of inertness must have seized on the

Egyptians themselves. Under the 12th dynasty, to

» Herod. 2, 44.
' Joseph, c. Ap. 1, 14, with Bunsen's note, Urkundenb. p, 44.

VOL. II. O
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judge from the descriptions and remains of the La-

byrinth, art and skill must have been at a high

point of elevation; under the 18th dynasty they

showed themselves in unimpaired perfection ; but

not a single contemporaneous work of art has been

found, from the 13th to the 18th dynasty. These

things are not sufficient to make us doubt the fact

of the invasion and expulsion of the Hyksos ; but

they may excite a suspicion that the chronology of

this period of oppression and confusion is not to

be relied on, and that as usual it has been unduly

extended^

The occupation of Egypt by the Hyksos appears

to have been from first to last military. The for-

tified camp of Abaris, the possession of Memphis
and of various other places throughout Egypt

which were garrisoned by them, placed the whole

country entirely in their power ; but the difference

of religion, language and institutions would prevent

any amalgamation between them and a people so

peculiarly inflexible in all these relations as the

Egyptians were. Their monarchs took care to

preserve the military discipline, on which the main-

tenance of their superiority depended : from Mem-
phis, where the seat of their government was esta-

blished, they visited Abaris every summer, and by

military exercises and reviews at once kept up the

' Bunsen extends the dominion lodorus began his second list with
ofthcShepherdsto929ycnrs(B.3, Amosis, the head of the 18th dy-
p.48,Gerin.),Rndsupposostbefifty- nasty and of the New Monarchy,
three kings mentioned by Apollo- and ended it with Amasis the con-
doms (Sj-nc. p. 147. 27J>, ed. Dind.) temporary of Cambyses. Here the
to be the Tlu'han kings contempo- Latercuhis of Syncellus ends, and
rary with the Shepherds. Lepsius it comprehends in this interval just

(Einl. p. 520) supposes that A|K)1- fiftv-three kings.
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spirit of the soldiers aad made an imposing display

of force in the eyes of the natives and foreigners.

During the first six reigns a policy of destruction

and extermination was pursued ; afterwards it should

seem that on payment of tribute, the sovereigns of

Thebes and Xois were allowed to exercise the powers

of royalty, and the people to pursue their labours

in peace.

Probably the condition of Greece under the Turks

affords the nearest historical parallel to that of the

Egyptians under the Hyksos. In both cases a no-

madic and military tribe have established themselves

among a sedentary and civilized people, whose ener-

gies had been impaired ; in both, the repugnance

occasioned by difference of blood, language and re-

ligion has not only prevented any fusion of the two

races, but has preserved the hostile feeling between

them in undiminished strength, after the cessation of

a state of warfare. The Turks have been said to be

only encamped in Europe, and this was literally true

of the Hyksos in Egypt. The number of 240,000,

said to have been collected within the walls of Aba-

ris, probably represents the average amount of the

Hyksos population, who living on the tribute paid

by the Egyptians, followed no other occupation

than that of arms, and came in succession to their

fortified camp to undergo their military training.

The recovery of their country and their capital by

the Greeks seemed at one time imminent; had it

taken place, their language and religion would have

been reinstated with no change from the long pre-

dominance of the Turks ; the Mosch of the Sultan

would have become again the Church of St. Sophia,

o2
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and the people have re-appeared, after the oppres-

sion of four centuries, identical with the subjects

of the Palaeologi, but regenerated in spirit by the

struggle by which their independence was pur-

chased. In such a case it is conceivable that their

tables of royal succession might omit all mention

of the Mahmouds, SeUms and Mustaphas, and pass

from the last Constantine to the first Otho. It is

true, the period of Turkish sway is not equal to

the shortest time at which the dominion of the

Hyksos in Egypt has been reckoned. But no na-

tion has ever equalled the Egyptian in the fixedness

of its character and institutions. The relations of

the Greeks to their Turkish masters might have

continued much longer unchanged, had they both

been as completely insulated from all foreign in-

fluences and political combinations as the Egyp-

tians were.

On the w^hole, though it is difficult to realize to

ourselves a dominion continuing for six centuries

and a half, and then terminating with so few traces

as the Hyksos left in Egypt, this difficulty is not

sufficient to justify us in rejecting the positive tes-

timony of Manetho to events which he could have

no motive to feign. We have indeed his testimony

only at the second hand, and that not of a wholly

trustworthy witness. But though Josephus has

certainly perverted, we cannot believe that he in-

vented, his alleged quotation from Manetho. His

learned adversary would have easily detected such

a fraud.

The confusion and destruction which attended

the conciuest of the Hyksos, have rendered the
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chronology of this period of Egyptian history quite

uncertain, beyond the reigns of the six kings of the

15th dynasty. We can place no reliance on the

assigned length of periods, which furnish us with

neither names, nor facts nor monuments, because

we have no control over the fictions or the errors

of historians. Until this deficiency is supplied, it

must remain a fruitless attempt to carry up a con-

nected chain of authentic chronology, through the

Middle Monarchy to the termination, and thence

to the commencement of the Old, even if the

chronology of the latter were better ascertained

than it is.
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BOOK III.

THE NEW MONARCHY.

Eighteenth Dynasty, according to Africanus.

(Sync. p. 62-72 ; 1 15-136, Dind.)

Years.

1

.

Sixteen Diospolite kings, of whom the first was

Amosi, under whom Moses went out of Egypt,

as we shall show.

2. Chebros, reigned 13

3. Amenophthis 24

4. Amersis 22

6. MiSAPHRIS 13

6. misphragmuthosis' 26

7. touthmosis 9

8. Amenophis 31

This is he who is thought to be Memnon and the

Speaking Statue.

9. HoRus 37

10. Acherres 32

1 1

.

Rathos 6

12. Chebres 12

13. Acherres 12

14. Armesses 6

15. Ramebses 1

16. Amenophath 19

According to Eusebius :

—

Eighteenth Dynasty,

1. Fourteen Diospolite kings, of whom the first,

Amosis, reigned 25

' Amos should have headed the ^ By the general consent of
list of Africanus with the years of critics, MI2*PArM0Yefl2I2 has
his reign, but in consequence of been substituted for AAI2*PAr-
the incidental mention of his name M0YeQ2I2 in the text of Jose-
this seems to have been omitted, phus from Eusebius and Syncellus.
SynccUus calls his father, Asseth.
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Years.

2. Chebron 13

3. Amenophis 21

4. MlPHRES 12

5. MiSPHRAGMUTHOSIS 26
6. touthmosis 9

7. Amenophis 31

He is thought to be Memnon and the Speaking

Statue.

8. HoRus 36 [38]

9. Achencherses 16 [12]

Under him Moses led the Jews in their Exodus

from Egypt.

10. acherres 8

11. Cherres 15

12. Armais, who is also Danaus 6

Afterwards being exiled from Egypt, and flying

from his brother ^Egyptus, he comes into

Greece, and having made himself master of

Argos, rules the Argives.

13. Ramesses, who is also jEgyptus 68

14. Amenophis 40

From the Tablet of Abydos.

It has been already observed that this monument
contains no names of kings, except Ramses the

Great, only the prenominal or titular shields. The
researches of Champollion, however, aided and cor-

rected by those of our countrymen and of Lepsius,

have ascertained the corresponding phonetic names,

and thus we are enabled to present the following

series for comparison with the lists of Manetho and

Eusebius :

—

1. Aahmes.
2. Amenoph (I.).

3. Thothmes (I.).

4. Thothmes (II.).

5. Thothmes (III.).

6. Amenoph (II.).

7. Thothmes (IV.).

8. Amenoph (III.).
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9. H0RU8.

10. Ramses (I.)-

11. Menephthah (I.)-

12. Ramses (II.).

13. Ramses (III.)> in whose reign the tablet

of Abydos was erected.

The discrepancies are obvious. The Amosis of

the lists is evidently the Aahmes of the tablet and

monuments, but Chebros appears neither on the

tablet nor elsewhere. Amenoph, the second on the

tablet, is the third in the lists ; Miphres and Mis-

phragmuthosis are again not found on the tablet.

Touthmosis of the lists answers to Thothmes of the

tablet ; but whereas the tablet gives three in suc-

cession of this name, the lists present only one.

Amenophis II. is found in both, followed, however,

on the tablet by a fourth Thothmes and a third

Amenoph. In Horus again they agree; but his

successor on the tablet is Ramses, in the lists

Achencherses or Acherres.

There can hardly be a question which authority

is to be preferred. No better evidence than that

of a monument, erected by public authority, can be

produced in an historical inquiry. Its testimony is

liable to no corruption, such as written documents

may undergo, from accident or fraud, nor to the

variations which are inevitable in oral tradition.

It represents the most authentic knowledge of the

age in which it was erected, and must therefore take

precedence of every other kind of document. It is

true that this age may have falsely believed itself

possessed of certain knowledge, and such a belief

could acquire no additional authority by being re-

corded on stone. There is no room here, however,
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for this distinction. The time of the erection of

the monument was not much further removed from

the reign of Amosis than the present year from the

Restoration, and it is incredible that the Egyptians,

so learned in their own history and antiquities,

should have been in error in regard to the succes-

sion of their sovereigns during this period. That

Manetho in the age of the Ptolemies, when the

tablet of Abydos was extant in its integrity, with

the command of numerous other documents, should

commit an error on such a point, is indeed strange,

but less incredible than an error in the tablet itself.

There is in the Rameseion at Thebes a representa-

tion of a procession in which the ancestors of Ra-

meses the Great appear, and their succession from

Amenoph I. corresponds with that of the tablet of

Abydos \ Again, we find in a tomb of Qoorneh a

succession of four, from Thothmes III. to Ameno-
phis III., in which there is the same correspond-

ence. A procession at Medinet Aboo, similar to

the first-mentioned, begins with Amenophis III. and

goes on to Ramses IV. This is beyond the limit of

the tablet of Abydos, but as far as they are co-

extensive they agree ^.

There are some indications of confusion of names

in Manetho's list. If we omit Chebros, a name with-

out analogy among those of this dynasty, Amosis is

succeeded by Amenoph, according to the tablet

;

Misaphris, Mephres (Joseph.) or Miphres (Euseb.)

and Misphragmuthosis have the appearance of both

originating from a title and a phonetic name,

Miphra-Touthmosis, or " Thothmes beloved of

* Roselliiii, Mon. Stor. 1, p. 204. ^ Rosellini, ibid.
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Phre'." These will be the Thothmes I. and II. of

the tablet ; and the Touthmosis of the lists will cor-

respond with the Thothmes III. of the tablet. Arae-

nophis will then occupy the same position in both.

But here again occurs a discrepancy. Amenoph II.,

the vocal Memnon of the lists, is followed on the

tablet by Thothmes IV. ; but in the lists by Horus,

who in the tablet succeeds Amenophis III. After

Horus the diversity becomes still greater. He is

followed on the tablet by Ramses I., in the lists

by Achencherses or Acherres, and the name of

Rameses in the shape of Armesses or Armais only

appears after Rathos, Chebres and Acherres.

There is a remarkable variation in the lists them-

selves. According to Africanus, Amenophis I. is

succeeded by Amersis, or, according to one MS.
Amensis, who does not appear in Eusebius nor

on the tablet. Africanus seemed to have gained

confirmation from the discovery of a personage

named Amense among the royal monuments of

the 18th dynasty, with this peculiarity, that the

inscriptions in which this figure appears have the

feminine termination, article and pronoun, and the

title ** Beneficent Goddess, Lady of the World,"

while the dress, attributes and insignia are those of

a male^. Hence Champollion devised the hypo-

thesis that Thothmes I. immediately succeeded to

Amenophis I. ; that his son Thothmes II. followed

* Tliothmcs III. actually bears name, Rameses-Meiamoun affords
in the moiuiments the title of Mei one of the title being incorporated
re, or with the article Mei phre, with the name.
" beloved of Phre." (See Birch, » RoseUini, Mon. Stor. 1, p.
Bnt. Mus. P. 2, p. 80.) Although 222, 223. Champollion, Lettres
no inchsputablc cxamjile has been d'lilgj'pte, xv.
found ot a title substituted for a
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him and died without issue. His sister Amense

succeeded him and reigned twenty-one years ; her

husband, who was named Thothmes, exercised the

rights of sovereignty in her name, and was the

father of Thothmes III. Amense survived her

husband and married for a second, Amenenthes,

who also governed in her name, and was not only

regent during the minority of Thothmes III., but

exercised sovereignty conjointly with him for se-

veral years. The shields which contain the title

of this supposed Amenenthes have very generally

been defaced, and the legend of the second or third

Thothmes substituted for them, on a variety of mo-

numents still existing at Thebes. This Champol-

lion believed to have been the effect of the hatred

which Thothmes III. cherished towards his step-

father, by whom he had been oppressed during the

years of his minority. The name which he read

Amenenhe or Amenenthes, is found, as well as that

of Amense, on the obelisk of Karnak, along with

his image ; and if Rosellini may be beheved, it ex-

hibits traits unlike those of the sovereigns of this

dynasty, and thus favours the supposition that he

was a stranger in bloods

This ingenious hypothesis has not stood the test

of subsequent research. The name Amenset (for

such it is, not Amense) is read by Lepsius Set amen

;

and Amenenthe, Nemt Amen (Hatusu). This name

has feminine affixes, and therefore appears to re-

present a female sovereign, or at least regent,

having the titles *' Daughter of the Sun, Beneficent

Goddess, Lady of the Worlds." He thus disposes

1 Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 1, 228.
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of the relations of the first sovereigns of the 18th

dynasty. Amosis, the founder, was succeeded by

his son Amenophis, who had a sister, Set Amen,

and a brother, Thothmes I. Thothmes I. had a

queen Aahmes, whose relation to the founder of the

dynasty is uncertain, and who exercised during his

reign the functions of a female regent. This Aahmes
is the Amersis or Amensis of the lists, the Amessis

described by Josephus as the sister of Amenophis,

which would make her to be the daughter of Amosis.

Thothmes I. had two sons, who reigned successively

under the titles of Thothmes II. and Thothmes III.

During the reigns of both Thothmes II. and III.,

the regency was exercised by their sister Nemt
Amen. The succession then proceeds, without any

further interruption, from father to son, through

Amenophis II., Thothmes IV., Amenophis III.

and Horus, who appears to have left no male child,

as Acherres or Acencheres, the next in the lists, is

said by Josephus to have been his daughter ^ Such

is the combination by which Lepsius and Bunsen

have endeavoured to reconcile the monuments with

the lists. We may adopt it provisionally, with a

caution to the reader how uncertain are all such

systems in the present state of Egyptian history,

and especially without a full knowledge of the evi-

dence on which it is founded. Any other arrange-

ment must be equally hypothetical.

Manetho, in the extracts of Josephus, makes no
mention of Amosis as bearing part in the long

war which preceded the expulsion of the Hyksos
and their blockade in Abaris, under Misphragmu-

• Bunsen, Dynasty xviii. pi. vii. iEgj-pten's Stelle, B. 3. p. 78.

I
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thosis. His monuments, however, bear traces of

his being engaged in war. A funeral inscription

of one of his naval officers, quoted by ChampoUion-

FigeacS relates that he entered into his service

while the king was residing at Tanis ; that battles

were fought upon the water ; that a part of the

troops were detached to the South ; that these

operations took place in the sixth year of Amosis,

and that in the following year he went to Ethiopia

to collect tribute. It is to be regretted that the

author has not told us where this monument exists,

nor by whom it has been read, and therefore we
cannot cite it with perfect confidence. There are,

however, unquestionable records of his reign. At
Semneh in Nubia there is a tablet on the south

front of the western temple, in hieroglyphics of an

archaic character, over which a subsequent inscrip-

tion has been cut. The title of Amosis occurs in

it, along with that of Thothmes II , and it appears

to commemorate the services of one who had been

an officer of Amosis^. Two tablets in the Louvre

contain similar records, extending through the

reigns of Amosis and his successors to Thothmes
III. Though their import is obscure, and it is

scarcely possible that one individual can be relating

his own services and their rewards, through so

long a period, there appears to be mention made of

prisoners taken in war in the reign of Amosis^.

' L'Univers. ^gypte, p. 300, culty of supposing the same indi-
^ Young, Hieroglyphics of E- vidual to have been sixty-four

gj^ptian Society, pi. 91. Birch, years in service, would reduce the
Trans, of Roy. Soc. of Lit. 2nd lengths of these kings' reigns;

series, 2, 325. but neither the lists nor the monu-
^ Mr. Birch, to avoid the diifi- ments allow this shortening.
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The quarry of Masarah, in the Gebel-el-Mokattam,

contains a stele^ on which is a representation of a

block of stone, drawn on a sledge by three pair of

oxen^ Above is an inscription bearing the title of

Amosis, along with his queen Nofre-at-are or Nofre-

are, and declaring that in the twenty-second year

of his reign, the quarries of hard white stone were

worked for the repair of the abode of Ptah, and the

abode of Amun in Thebes. Such repairs might be

undertaken at any time ; but if we suppose that

the Hyksos had been recently driven into Lower

Egypt, the restoration of the temples of Memphis

and Thebes, which had suffered from their ravages,

would be one of the first acts which a pious sove-

reign would undertake. There is another inscrip-

tion of the same import, and of the same year of

the reign of Amosis, but less perfect, in the quarries

of the Gebel-el-Mokattam

^

To Amosis succeeded, according to the tablet

of Abydos and the other lists which I have quoted,

Amenophis I. He was unquestionably a warlike

and victorious sovereign. The monument already

quoted speaks of captives made in the land of

Kesh and also in the North, among an unknown
people called Kehak. If these are an Asiatic nation,

we may presume that the frontier land of Lower

Egypt towards Palestine had been cleared of the

Shepherds, as Amenophis could not otherwise have

ventured to march into Asia. His presence also

in Ethiopia is recorded in a grotto at Ibrim, near

> Vyse on the Pyramids, 3, 99. p. 94. Masarah Quarries, Tablet
Maaamh Quarries, Tablet No. 6. No. 8.

' HowardVyse, Pyramids, vol. 3,
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Aboosimbel, where he is represented sitting' in the

middle of a small temple, attended by an officer of

state, who holds over him the feather-fan, and two

others, fly-flaps. In the collection of Egyptian anti-

quities made by Mr. Salt, and since transferred to

the Louvre, are found several small tablets, re-

sembling in shape the stele of an inscription, on

which Amenophis I. is represented, grasping cap-

tives by the hair, carrying them with their heads

downwards, and preparing to destroy them with

the curved battle-axe^. Some of these are clad in

leopards' skins, and are natives of the South; others,

from their ample drapery, plainly belong to colder

climates. Conventionally they represent the Ethio-

pian and the Asiatic people, and we may conclude

that Amenophis carried on wars successfully against

both. These tablets appear to have been designed

to be worn as ornaments on the breast ; and it is a

reasonable inference that a sovereign who was thus

honoured must have acquired the affection of his

people by some distinguished service ; such as the

recovery of the ancient dominion of the Sesortasens

and Ammenemes over Ethiopia. On another of

these tablets the king appears grasping a lion by

the tail, either symbolically, or as a record of his

prowess in hunting. One of the wives of Ame-
nophis (Aahmes) is always represented black^. She

' Rosellini, M. R. tav. xxviii. 1. the victory which Amenophis had
He calls the officers athlophori, as gained over the Hyksos." (Mon.
if the fans were ensigns of victory

;

Stor. iii. 1, 74.)

but from the mode of carrying ^ Rosellini, M. Stor. iii. 1, 107.

them, they appear evidently to be A similar tablet is in the British

what Champollion called them, fly- Museum, and represents Ameno-
flaps. Werethey ensigns of victory, phis in a wai*-chariot (Birch, Gall,

itwouldbe somewhat hasty to infer of B. M. P. 2, pi. 30),

with Rosellini that " they signify ^ Rosellini, M. R. tav. xlv.
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appears beside her husband, along with another

who is of a fair complexion, on a tablet in the

British Museum ^ It is not indeed absolutely cer-

tain that the dark lady was the wife of Amenophis
;

her name is the same as that of the wife of Amosis,

and the title of ** royal dame," which she bears, is

consistent with her having been the widow of the

predecessor of Amenophis, In either case, the re-

newal of relations between Egypt and Ethiopia is

equally evident.

Amenophis I. appears from various monuments

to have been the object of a kind of posthumous

religious worship, different in its kind from the

honours which were sometimes paid to deceased

monarchs in Egypt. In one of the little chapels,

excavated among the quarries of Silsilis, in the

reign ofMenephthah, Amenoph I. , along with Atmoo
and another Egyptian deity, receives an offering of

incense from the king, and in the tombs of private

individuals at Thebes, similar honours are paid to

him on the part of the deceased^. One of these

tombs is of the age of Menephthah I., and it ap-

pears from the inscriptions that a special priest-

hood was instituted to pay these honours to Ame-
nophis. In another inscription he is joined with

Amonre, Phre and Osiris, and receives a libation

from the priest Amenemoph. In a singular paint-

ing in a Theban tomb^, he is represented with the

attributes of Sokari, a character nearly identical

with the infernal Osiris, and therefore is painted

' Birch, Gall, of Ant. 2, pi. 30. Qoorneh (Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 1,
The fair-coniple.vioned wife, whose 212).
name was Aahotph, is also found ' Rosellini, Mon. Stor. iii. 1,82.
with Amenophis in a tomb at ^ Hjjj ^jj \^ 93.
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black, and in this character he is found de-

picted in the interior of coffins ^ In these posthu-

mous honours his wife Aahmes-Nofreare is fre-

quently joined with him. All these circumstances

combined lead us to suppose, that the popular tra-

dition in Egypt connected Amenophis with some

great service rendered to his country and its reli-

gion. He may be regarded as a second founder of

the monarchy, having replaced it in the pre-emi-

nence which it had lost by the invasion of the

Hyksos.

We have seen that in the lists Chebros is made

the successor of Amosis. It has been supposed

that this name is the translation of a titular shield,

converted into a substantive person. Rosellini^

conjectures that it has originated from Shefre,

the title of Thothmes I.; Bunsen^ from Neb-rus-ra,

the title of Amosis ; but neither conjecture is satis-

factory.

The next in succession on the monuments is

Thothmes I. With him appears to have begun

the construction of those splendid edifices at Thebes,

which still attest the power and civilization of Egypt

under the New Monarchy. We have seen that some

trifling remains are found there of the works of Se-

sortasen, who lived near the end of the Old Mo-

narchy; but the great monuments of Luxor, Karnak

and Medinet Aboo date from the 1 8th dynasty. It

was natural that Thebes, which had been the refuge

^ Birch, Gallery of Brit. Mus. 2, nak, which is commonly read Neb-

p. 75. tura. See Hierog. of Eg. Soc.
2 Mon. Stor. 1, p. 213, note (2). pi. 96. Sharpe, History of Egypt,

Sharpe refers to Chebros the last Plates, No. 43, 4, 5.

shield in the lowest line of the cen- ^ ^gyptens Stelle, B. 3, p. 82.

tral division ofthe chamber of Kar- j

VOL. II. P
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of the Pharaohs, while the Hyksos held their court

atMemphis, or some other town of Lower Egypt,

should become the chief capital of the restored race

of native kings, the site of their temples, palaces

and tombs. Thothmes I. began the construction of

the immense pile of the palace of Karnak. About

the centre of the great inclosure which compre-

hended the buildings in their final extension,

stood two obelisks, inscribed with the name of this

king^ We know from other instances that it was

not the custom of the Egyptians to place these

monuments in open spaces, without connexion

with other objects ; they stood before the entrance

of temples or palaces, and therefore we may con-

clude that Thothmes, if he did not erect, at least

planned some edifice to which these obelisks were

an appendage. As far indeed as a plan can be

made out, amidst the ruins by which this whole

space is encumbered, he actually began a vast

square of buildings which Thothmes III. com-

pleted 2. • One of the obehsks is still standing, the

other has fallen, and is broken to pieces. They

were in size rather inferior to the obelisks of Luxor,

but in workmanship nearly equal. Only the cen-

tral line of the inscription belongs to Thothmes L ;

the lateral lines were added by Ramses V., accord-

ing to a practice very common with the Egyptian

monarchs. The inscription itself contains no histo-

rical information, beyond the fact of a victory over

the nations of the Nine Bows, who are commonly
understood to be the Libyans, and the erection of

• See Wilkinson's great Plan of » Rosellini, M. Stor. iii. 1, 113,
TJiebes, Karnak, D., vol. i. p. 173 123. The obelisk is figured, M. R.
of this work. tav. xxx.
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the two obelisks. The rest is occupied by those

pompous titles of divine affinity and dominion,

which disappoint the decipherer of hieroglyphics,

when he hopes to find on these immortal monu-

ments some information worthy of the pains be-

stowed in preserving their legends to posterity.

A memorial of Thothmes I. is also found on the

western side of the Nile at El-Assaseef, a valley

lying to the north of the Rameseion^ A gate of

red granite, of very fine execution, which is still

standing amidst the ruins, exhibits his name and

title along with those of his successors. Here he

appears in conjunction with an Aahmes, the name

the same as that of the queen of Amenophis, but

apparently a different person. She is described as

wife and sister of a king, and as ruler of Upper and

Lower Egypt. It has been conjectured that she

was the sister of Amenophis, and the Amessis of

the lists, in which she immediately follows Ameno-

phis, and regent in the reign of Thothmes I.^

The monument already referred to as recording

the services of a military officer, who had served in

several successive reigns, mentions wars of Thoth-

mes I. in Ethiopia, and also in the land of Naha-

raina^. This name occurs in other historical mo-

numents of the 18th dynasty. As Mesopotamia is

called in Scripture"* Aram Naliaraim^ " Syria of the

two rivers," it is generally supposed, that the Na-

haraina of the hieroglyphic inscriptions is Mesopo-

tamia ; and it is not incredible, that even in this

^ Vol. i. p. 156. ' Transactions of Roy. Soc. of

' Bunsen, iEgyptens Stelle,B.3, Lit. 2nd Series, 2, 325.

p. 79. * Genes, xxiv. 10.

p2
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early part of the 18th dynasty, Egyptian sovereigns

should have encountered the power of the Assyrians

on this field. It was through fear of the power of

the Assyrians, ** who were then predominant in

Asia," that the Hyksos, when driven out of Egypt,

established themselves in Palestine^ The motive

of their first king Salatis for fortifying the eastern

frontier of Egypt was, that he foresaw the probabi-

lity of attacks on the part of the Assyrians. That the

dominion of Thothmes I. extended as high up the

Nile as the island of Argo in Upper Nubia, appears

from his name having been found there^.

It has been already mentioned that, according

to Lepsius, the Amense of Rosellini and Champol-

lion is to be read Set Amen, and that she was a

daughter of Amosis and sister of Amenophis and

Thothmes I. According to the same author, after the

death of Thothmes I., the functions of royalty were

exercised by Nemt Amen, the sister ofThothmes II.,

Nemt Amen being the reading which he has adopted

for the Amenenthe or Amenenhe of Champollion

and RoseHini. The singular circumstance that at

El-Assaseef ^ and elsewere this personage is repre-

sented with the dress and attributes of a male, yet

that feminine prefixes are used throughout the in-

scriptions, has been explained by the supposition

that she exercised sovereignty in her brother's

name. That she was the daughter of Thothmes I.

appears from the obelisk before the granite sanctuary

at Karnak-* ; that she was the sister ofThothmes III.,

among other evidence from a statue in the British

' See before, p. 183. -• Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 1, 227.
« Vol. i. p. 19. Birch, GaU. Brit. Mus. P. 2, p. 78.
» Vol. i. p. 166.

'^
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Museum, in which her name, or rather title, appears

to have existed, although subsequently chiselled out,

and she is designated as such^ The cause of this mu-
tilation can only be conjectured ; the most plausible

supposition is, that her regency was either usurped

or exercised with harshness, and her memory ob-

noxious to her brother or to the Egyptian people.

Sometimes the name of Thothmes II., sometimes of

Thothmes III., has been substituted for hers.

The dominion of Thothmes II. appears to have

been not less extensive than that of his predecessor.

His name has been found at Gebel-el-Birkel, the

Napata of the Romans^. In his reign we first find

mention of the Royal Son or Prince of Ethiopia,

which continues to appear on monuments till the

reign of Setei-Menephthah^, and from which we
may infer that during this period Ethiopia formed

a viceregal government dependent upon Egypt. The
viceroy appears to have been of the blood royal of

Egypt. We have scarcely any record of the facts

of Thothmes the Second's reign. Of the state of the

arts at this period, however, there is extant a most

remarkable specimen in the great obelisks of Kar-

nak. They were erected by Nemt Amen in the same

central court of that pile of buildings, in which the

smaller obelisks of Thothmes I. stood, but far sur-

pass them in magnitude and beauty. One of them

is still standing ; it is of rose granite and ninety feet

in length. Of its execution RoseUini thus speaks'^ :
—

* The title exists, apparently probably escaped mutilation from
without mutilation, on the pyra- its elevated position. Birch, Gall,

midion of the fallen obelisk of of Brit. Mus. pi. 32.

Kamak, where Amunra appears, ' Wilkinson, M. &C. 1,52, note,

crowning Nemt Amen, designated ^ Lepsius, Einl. I, p. 320, note '.

as a " daughter of the king." It ^ RoseUini, M. R. tav. xxxi.-iv.
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**A11 the figures and the hieroglyphics are deli-

neated with such purity and freedom, cut with such

art, and relieved within the excavated part with

such perfection and precision of outline, that we

are lost in astonishment in contemplating them,

and wonder how it has been possible to work this

hardest of materials, so that every figure seems

rather to have been impressed with a seal than en-

graven with a chisel. The fragments of the com-

panion obelisk which are lying on the ground may

be handled ; those parts which represent animals

in particular are treated with such accuracy of de-

sign and finish of execution, as not to be surpassed

by the finest cameos of the Greeks." The pyra-

midion represents Amunre seated, and placing his

hand on the head of the king, whom he thus in-

augurates. There is a peculiarity in the arrange-

ment of the hieroglyphical inscriptions. The cen-

tral column is occupied by the customary form of

the dedication ; but the two lateral columns, which

in some obelisks, as that of Heliopolis, are left

vacant, in others are filled by inscriptions of sub-

sequent sovereigns, are here occupied more than

half way down, with repetitions of the figure of

Amunre on one side, on the other of the dedicating

sovereign, who offers to the god wine, ointment,

milk, perfumes and sacred insignia. The dedication

and offering are usually in the name ofNemt Amen,
but in some of the compartments the youthful

Thothmes 111. appears, bringing an offering to the

god. The name of Thothmes I. is also found, but

he is only referred to as having begun the buildings

near which the obelisks were erected. Thothmes 11.
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nowhere appears', whence it seems probable that

Nemt Amen set them up during the time in which

she exercised the regency on behalf of her younger

brother Thothmes III. The name of a much later

sovereign, Setei Menephthah, is twice found, but

the state of the stone plainly shows that it has been

subsequently introduced. The name of Nemt Amen
has escaped the mutilation which it has generally

undergone, perhaps owing to the beauty of the

monument. The fallen obelisk closely resembles

its companion, in the subject of the inscription and

the figures of the lateral compartments.

The reign of Thothmes III. is one of the most

glorious in the annals of the 18th dynasty. The

earliest part of it appears to have been passed under

the tutelage of Nemt Amen, w^hose name is found

in an inscription at Wadi Magara of the sixteenth

year of his reign ^ The limits of the dominion of

Egypt on the side of Arabia were therefore not

reduced; Surabit-el-Kadim, between Ain Moosa

and Mount Sinai, contains his name, along with

those of Cheops and others of the age of the Pyra-

mids^. To the south we find memorials of this

monarch at Semneh, a little beyond the Second

Cataract. Semneh appears to have been in this

age the frontier town of the Egyptian dominions

towards Ethiopia, and as such to have been fortified

with great care and skill'*. In later times, after the

occupation of Egypt by the Ethiopians, Elephantine

^ Rosellini, Mon. Stor. iii. 1, known with a precise date. (Cham-
164. pollion-Figeac, L'Univers, Egvpte,

2 Trans. Roy. Soc. Lit. 2, 320. p. 311.)

The earliest date of his reign, the •' Wilkinson, Mod. Eg.& Thebes^,

fifth year, is found in a papyrus of 2, 407.

the Museum of Turin, the oldest * Vol. i. n. 230, note '..
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became the frontier. The traces of the presence of

sovereigns of the 18th dynasty further to the south,

as in the island of Argo and at Napata, are only

occasional, and do not prove a permanent occupa-

tion ; but between the First and Second Cataracts

the frequent recurrence of temples and the remains

of towns indicate that this region formed virtually

a part of the kingdom of Egypt. Here too, as

appears from inscriptions on the rocks, the earliest

rise of the Nile was watched and recorded ^ ; in

later times this was registered by the Nilometer of

Elephantine, when that was the beginning of Egypt.

The remains at Semneh are partly of the reign of

Thothmes III. and partly of Amunoph II. and III.,

but they exhibit only acts of adoration, and throw

no light on political events, except that the absence

of the name of Nemt Amen leads to the conclusion

that these inscriptions belong to the later part of

his reign.

Following the course of the Nile downward from

the Second Cataract, we find frequent memorials of

Thothmes III. The temple of Amada was begun
by him and completed by Amunoph II. and Thoth-

mes IV. He is represented in the act of dedicating

a temple and the lands annexed to it to the god
Phre*. At Ombi he appears on the lintels of a

gateway, preserved when the temple was rebuilt by
the Ptolemies. He is dedicating the building to

the god Sebek or the crocodile, and Nemt Amen is

joined with him in this act^ A fragment bearing

1
p"^-

;;.
P.- ??' "°^®.'- ' RoseUini, Mon. di Culto, tav.

• Roscl ini, M. Stor.iu. 1, p. I77. xxviii.
He calls this monarch throuffhout
Thothmes IV.

^
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his title was found by the Tuscan Expedition at

Edfoo, which is also of the Ptolemaic times. At

Eilithyia his name is also traced, and joined as at

Ombi with that of Nemt Amen.

His most magnificent works, however, were those

which adorned Thebes, many of which are still ex-

tant. There is a mutilated obeHsk in the Atmeidan

or Hippodrome of Constantinople brought from

Egypt by one of the Byzantine emperors, and

which is of the reign of Thothmes HI.* Probably

it stood in the central court of Karnak. At first

sight the shields which enclose the royal titles

might seem to belong to some other sovereign or

even sovereigns, for the signs in all are different.

But they all contain the three elements^ which form

the title of Thothmes HI. on the tablet of Abydos

and elsewhere—the disk, the crenellated parallelo-

gram and the scarabseus, and therefore it is probable

that the additional signs do not indicate a different

sovereign, but only those variations which we know
to exist in the titles of kings whose identity is un-

questionable. There is only one circumstance which

gives this monument an historical significance

;

among the usual lofty titles of royalty, mention is

twice made of the "Land of Naharaim^," and in

the second instance the figure of a boat and the

character for waters lead to the supposition that a

naval expedition or a naval combat is intended.

The analysis of the hieroglyphics, however, is too

^ It is figured from a drawing is often found, always according

of Mr. Cory in the Transactions to ChampoUion-Figeac (Univers,

of the Royal Society of Literature, p. 309) in the hieratic writing.

2, 228. » Col. 1, bottom. Col. 3.

^ A fourth, the waving line or n.
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imperfect to afford us exact information, and there

is little probability in the supposition that Thoth-

mes III. built a fleet on the coast of the Indian

Ocean, and so ascended the Euphrates to attack

the Babylonians ^ The obelisk which Sixtus V.

raised up and placed before St. John Lateran at

Rome, the loftiest and most perfect in its execution

of all that are extant, was set up in the reign of

Thothmes III., and in its central column of hiero-

glyphics bears only his titles ; Thothmes IV. added

the lateral columns. This act of the dedication of

obelisks is represented on one of the walls of the

palace of Karnak, on such a scale that the inscrip-

tions on them can be read^. They are not identical

with those on any obelisk now known, but have a

general analogy to that of St. John Lateran. One
records the erection of two, the other of three, or

it may be an indefinite number of obelisks, which

are said to be of granite and resplendent with gold
;

from which it has been concluded that the pyrami-

dion may have been surmounted with a golden or-

nament, or gilded as many portions of Egyptian

architecture are known to have been^.

One of the most instructive memorials of the

reign of Thothmes III. is a painting in a tomb at

Qoorneh, copied by Mr. Hoskins in his Travels in

Ethiopia'*. It represents four principal nations of

the earth, bringing their tribute to the king, who

• Trans. Roy. Soc. Lit. 2, 223. ^ Wilkinson, M. and C. 3, 237.
' They were first published by * P. 327, foil. See also Wilkin-

Mr. Burton and repeated from him son, Mod. Eg. and Thebes, 2,

^L^^^^Hi"'' ^^ ^^^- "'• ^' ^^^' P- ^3^- Manners and Customs,
187; Wdkmson, Mod. Eg. and vol. 1, pi. iv. at the end of the vo-
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is seated on his throned Two obelisks of red

granite, beside which the various objects are de-

posited by the bearers, and registered by the royal

scribes, probably mark the great court of the palace

of Karnak as the scene of the ceremony. The tri-

bute-bearers are arranged in five lines, the first and

the third appearing to form part of one procession.

A few negroes, having all the characteristic phy-

siognomy of the race, as well as a black colour, are

intermingled with men of the same red-brown hue

as the Egyptians. They bring only natural pro-

ductions^, blocks of ebony, tusks of ivory, strings

of coloured stones, ostrich-eggs and feathers, a tree,

gold and silver in rings, bags and ingots, and a

variety of animals—apes, leopards, an oryx and a

giraffe, with cattle and dogs^. The name of their

land has been read Fount or Phunt, but this affords

^ Ipse, sedens niveo candentis limine Phoebi,

Dona recognoscit populorum, aptatque superbis

Postibus ; incedunt victae longo ordine gentes,

Quana vaviae Unguis habitu tarn vestis et armis.

Hie Nomadurn genus et discinctos Mulciber Afros
Finxerat. Euphrates ibat jam moUior undis,

Extreraique hominum Morini, Rhenusque bicomis,

Indomitique Dahae, et pontem indignatus Araxes.

Virg. ^n. viii. 720.

What had become in Virgil's time of the tribute broiight to the Great
merely poetical ornament had King at Persepolis, exhibits, be-

been a fact in the history of the sides vases, articles of dress and
Asiatic and Egyptian monarchies, ornaments, also horses, camels.

The^omp5 ofthe Ptolemies (Athen. oxen, mules and sheep. (Niebuhr,

lib. 5, 32) were an imitation of the Voyage ii. plates 22, 23.)

real tribute-bearing processions ^ Among the objects brought in

under the Pharaohs. the procession described by Athe-
^ Her. 3, 97. aWiottcs ol irpocr- nseuSjM. s., were "26 Indian cattle,

ovpoi AlyvTTTw, ol TTcpi T€ NuaT/i/ 8 Ethiopian, a large white bear, 14

KaToUrjirrai, dyiveovcri 8vo x^lviKas leopards, 16 panthers, 4 lynxes, 1

dnvpov )(pv(rt,ov kol dLTjKoaias (fid- camelopard and 1 rhinoceros.*'

Xayyas e^evov kol irevre naidas There were also 2400 dogs, some
AWioTras koX eX€(f)avTos 686uTas p,€- Indian, some Hyrcanian, some
ynXovs f iKoo-i. The representation Molossian, and of other breeds.
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us no information, as it corresponds with no known

name in geography. Those of the third line are

specifically called ** Nations of the South." From

the products which they bring they are evidently

inhabitants of the African continent, and of a wide

range of country, including the Libyans on the

west, the Nubians on the south, and the Ethiopians

of the deeper interior. The colour of the men of

the second line is not different from that of the

Egyptians and Libyans, but their hair is gathered

in curls on the front, and divided into two long

locks behind, one of which falls on the shoulder.

They wear, like the Libyans, only a short kilt

round the middle ; but while the Libyan is white

with a coloured border, that of the third line is of

various checks and patterns, closely resembling the

drapery of the foreigners who are seen in the tomb
of Nevothph^ Their offerings are vases of silver

and gold of graceful form and elaborate workman-
ship, and others which resemble, if the represen-

tations can be relied upon, the fictile vases of the

Greeks and Etruscans. Their name, which is

written Kufa or Kafa, affords little clue to their

locality, but their resemblance to the Egyptians in

colour and the advanced state of the arts among
them, indicated by the vases which they bring, lead

us to conclude that they must belong to the coast

of Palestine, which received colonies at an early

age from Egypt ^ The gold and silver vases would
suit well with the skill in the toreutic arts attri-

• P. 168 of this vol. „„g„, ,,

en. X. 14. But the resem- identity.
bUnce of Kufa and CRi)hthor is too

> Gen. ^ 1^ «- *»> - ?i^^^i*° ^^""^ ^" argument of
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buted by Homer to the Sidoniansi. The Libyans,

Egyptians and Ethiopians have naked feet, but these

have buskins, reaching half way up the leg, of the

same pattern with their kilts. The third company

of tribute-bearers, forming the fourth line of the

picture, are men of white complexion, with reddish

hair and beards. They wear long garments of

white cloth, sleeved to the wrists, with the addition

of gloves reaching to the elbow ; their heads are

covered with a close-fitting cap, and everything in-

dicates that they belong to a colder climate than

any of the others. Some of them are armed with

bows and arrows, and others lead a chariot and

horses. Their tribute consists of ring money of

gold and silver, coloured woods, precious stones

and vases, some of which resemble those brought

by the Kufa, but which are in general of less

beautiful form and less elaborate workmanship.

Their name is Rot-n-no or Lud-n-nu, but this gives

us no precise information of their locality, all

comparison with known geographical names being

merely conjectural, and it is difficult to fix on any

country whose products shall correspond with all

the articles of the tribute. The long garments and

gloves, with the chariot and horses 2, would suit

Northern Media, or the regions near the southern

shore of the Caspian ; but one of the men carries a

tusk of ivory, and leads an elephant and a bear.

The range of latitude in which the elephant can live

has certainly ascended higher to the north in an-

^ II. ^. 741. Od. o. 424. fair Syrians. This is not impro-
^ Birch, Trans. Roy. Soc. Lit. 2, bable. They were 8aT]fioves Itt-

335, thinks they are the Cappado- noavvdcov (Dionys. Perieg. 974.)

cians, called also Leuco-Syrians or
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cient times than at present, but it is difficult to con-

ceive that so great a change has taken place be-

tween the times of Thothmes III. and that of the

commencement of our knowledge of the zoology of

the ancient world, as that elephants should be found

in Asia Minor. In the fifth line women, both of

this nation and of the people of the South, are in-

troduced, leading their infant children, or carrying

them in their arms, or on their shoulders, or in a

basket, fastened by a strap to the forehead, a cus-

tom which still prevails among the tribes which

border the Nile'.

If there could be any doubt that we have here

the representation of a real scene and the evidence

of a dominion extending from Nubia to Northern

Asia, no such doubt can attach to the monument
which is known as the Statistical Table of Karnak*.

This document is of the reign of Thothmes III.,

and the inscription placed above it declares its ob-

ject to be to record the victories of this sovereign.

It divides itself into three distinct portions by the

dates 29th^ 30th, and 31st years. As it is muti-

lated near the beginning, it is not clear in what

land the monarch was when the record of his ex-

ploits begins, but from the subsequent occurrence

of the name of the Tahai'' and the traces of the

obUterated name, it seems probable that they are

the people first referred to. It is conjectured that

* Wilkinson, Mod. Egypt and numbered across as well as verti-
Thehcs, 2, '236, note. cally. The copy of Lepsius, how-

' Hieroglyphics of the Eg. Soc. ever, is more exact.
41. LcDsius, Auswahl, nl. xiii. I ^ Col. Zb.
quote the former for the facility * Col. V x.
of reference, as the columns are

J
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they are the Dahse, a nomad nation on the north-

ern frontier of Persia ^ or the Taochi mentioned by

Xenophon^ as living between Armenia and Pontus,

and maintaining themselves in independence of the

Great King^. In this case, however, they cannot

have brought tribute of frankincense ; and the sign

which has been so explained must represent some

other object. Honey and wine are also mentioned

among their tributes, and we know from Strabo^

that the vine flourished even as far north as Hyr-

cania, and that these countries were very produc-

tive of honey. Their name occurs frequently in

monuments recording the victories and expeditions

of the Egyptian kings. Two other nations, one

called Vava, the other Arutu, are mentioned in the

same inscription, and men, ingots of the precious

metals, copper, iron and lead with other metals

which cannot be precisely ascertained, 618 bulls,

3636 goats, corn, are all enumerated among the

spoils or tribute of the land'*. This expedition

of the 29th year is called the 5th, in reference

to some enumeration of which the earlier part is

wanting.

In the 30th year of his reign^ and his sixth ex-

pedition, the king is said to have been in the land

of the Rotnno or Ludennu, the same people who
appear in the last line of the painting at Thebes

already described, and to have taken hostages of

» Herod. 1, 125. From their ' Geogr. B. 2, p. 73.

name Afiot, that of Davus, borne by ^ The cattle enumerated may be
slaves, is supposed to be derived, regarded as contributions for the

as Geta from another nomad tribe, use of the army, while serving in

^ Xen. Anab.4, 7, 1 . 5, 5, 1 7- From the countiy

.

)teph. Byz. s. v. Tao^oi, it seem;

probable they were the same peo
'e as the Dai or Tai.

)y. Soc. Lit. 2, 330.)

Steph. Byz. s. v. Tao^oi, it seems * Col. S e.

)robable they were the same peo-
ple as the Dai or Tai. (Birch, Tr.

ROA
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them and their children. Now in the painting of

the Theban tomb, we have seen men and w^omen of

the Rotnno nation, led with their children into the

presence of the Egyptian scribes. The men are

not armed, yet they are not bound, and therefore it

is probable that they came as hostages, though it

would be too much to infer that these are the very-

hostages spoken of in the tablet. Forty-two cha-

riots also, " decorated with gold, silver and paint-

ing^" are among the spoil of the Rotnno ; and in

the procession in the tomb, we have already de-

scribed a richly adorned chariot, followed by a yoke

of horses, which may be considered as the repre-

sentative of a larger number.

In the 31st year and on the 3rd day of the month
Pachons^, another expedition is recorded, in which
mention is made of 490 captives, who were em-
ployed, as far as the imperfect interpretation of the

inscription enables us to judge, in felling and carry-

ing timber, and seem to have belonged to the same
nation of the Rotnno. The results of the expe-

dition were also the capture, or payment in tribute,

of 104 cows, 172 bulls, 4622 goats, and masses of

iron and lead^ These contributions suit well the

countries between the Caspian and the Euxine,
which abound in metallic products. The wood
might be carried to some branch of the Euphrates,
and thence floated to Mesopotamia or Babylonia.
The north-eastern part of Asia Minor is also rich
in minerals, especially iron ; but wood would be
conveyed thence with difficulty to any point at

which it could be serviceable to the Egyptians,

;
Col. Qb. c. d . Col. o.

' Sec vol. 1. p. 330.
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who, as far as we know, never launched a fleet

upon the Euxine.

The following lines on the tablet, owing to the

mutilation of the lower part, are very obscure. The

21st (Lepsius) begins with ** land o{Nenii\'' followed

by the mention of setting up a stele in Naharaina*.

The form of this tablet, as represented in the in-

scription, exactly corresponds wuth those cut on

the rock at Nahr-el-Kelb, bearing the image of

Rameses III. The Assyrians continued the same

custom, and two of their kings placed a steleheside

those of Rameses at Nahr-el-Kelb. Darius left a

similar record of his expedition against the Scy-

thians, on the shores of the Bosporus^. Nenii is

generally understood to be Nineveh, the capital of

Assj'ria, and the mention of Naharaina, which im-

mediately follows, favours this supposition. The
further prosecution of the researches into the re-

mains discovered at Khorsabad and Nemroud may
throw light on the relations between Egypt and

Mesopotamia. Tablets of ivory in Egyptian style

have been found herC*, one of them inscribed with

the name of an Egyptian king or god not known
from other sources. Such small and portable anti-

^ Hieroglyphics of Egyptian columns, as the commentators
Society, 42, Col. Xb. There is no usually render them, but tablets.

letter answering to u. Hence the usewhich the Byzantines
^ The character for stele is hardly made of them to build an altar. I

recognizable in Wilkinson's copy, see no reason to suppose that such
but is more distinct in Lepsius, inscriptions marked the frontiers of
taf. xii. 1. 21. an empire exclusively. They were

^ Her. 4, 87. Qrjrja-dfieuos 8e Kal naturally placed beside high roads
Tov B6(T7ropov a-TTjXas ea-rija-e that they might be conspicuous.
8vo eV avra Xidov XevKov, evrafiav * Layard's Nineveh, Plates, 89.

ypdixfiara, es fi€V rrjp ^Acravpia, is Birch, Trans. Roy. Soc. Lit. 2nd
§€ TTjv 'EWrjviKa, e'duea Trdvra ocra- series, vol. 3. The name is read
7T€p rjyf. These stelee were not Aubnu-ra.

VOL. II. Q
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quities cannot be received as proofs of the occupa-

tion of a country, and as far as we can judge, they

belong to a much later period of history than the

18th dynasty.

The next column^ relates to the land of the Tahae,

and makes mention of 260 mares^, which had

been brought thence with gold and silver, both un-

wrought and in the shape of vases. That which

follows enumerates cattle, among the rest 5323

goats, and therefore, though the name of the people

is not mentioned, they are probably the same who
in a preceding column are said to have furnished

a very large number of goats, namely the Rotnno.

The next column^ introduces a people not hitherto

mentioned, but whose name frequently occurs in

inscriptions. From the ambiguity of the first letter,

which stands equally for L or R in the phonetic

alphabet, it is doubtful whether it should be read

Lemanen or Remanen. Those who adopt the former

suppose the inhabitants of Lebanon to be meant,

and derive an argument in favour of their opinion

from the circumstance that they are elsewhere

represented as felling trees*, supposed to be the

cedars for which this mountain was celebrated.

There is nothing in the form of the trees, however,

which particularly refers them to the cedars of Le-

banon, and in the inscription given by Rosellini,

mention seems to be made of building boats on a

river, which does not accord with the geography of

» V. PI. 42. 3 Col. Ti.
' Phonetically written sesem, * Rosellini, M. R. tav. xlvi.

with the determinative of tlie spe-
cies. See vol. i. p. \97.
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Lebanon. Nor do we know that Lebanon was

ever used as the name of a nation. Armenia,

which has been suggested, would suit the name if

read Remanen, and also the operation of felling

the trees. The ample clothing of the Remanen
also indicates a more northern climate than that of

Syria. The following column^ makes mention ot

the land of Sankar or Sankal, and Bebel or Baber^;

the former of which is supposed to mean Singara,

and Bebel, Babylon. Singara, Sinjar, is a town

near Edessa, inhabited by a tribe of Arabs, whom
Pliny calls Raetavi or Praetavi^. In connection

with both these countries a tribute is spoken of,

called Chesebt ; from the determinative character

subjoined to it, it appears to be a metal, but

Babylonia was not a metalliferous region, and it

cannot be one of the precious metals, the hiero-

glyphics for which are well known'^. The next

column^ contains the enumeration of contribu-

tions of gold and silver, in vessels and in bulk,

and near the bottom, of stone and wood. The lower

part of the column is mutilated, but as the next

begins with the word Naharaina, followed by the

same group of characters as in Col. X., it is thought

that the stone and wood were designed for the erec-

tion of a stele in Mesopotamia. The land of the

Tahae is again mentioned in Col. O ; in connection

* Col. Sf. word chesebt occurs thrice in this

' Mutilated in Lepsius' copy, line, twice accompanied by this

but preserved in Wilkinson's. character, once, before Beber or
' H.N. 5, 21. Steph. Byz. 2iy- Bebel, without it. This seems to

yapa. indicate two different forms under
* The character which Mr. Birch which it was contributed.

reads uten and Dr. Hincks mn * Hierogl. of Egypt. Soc. pi. 42,

(mna) appears to me to represent Col. R. Lepsius, 1. 26. In Ri Wil-
a coil of metallic rod or wire. The kinson s copy has400, Lepsius 301.

q2
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with the 34th year of the king and mihtary opera-

tions in the land of Jukasa, conjectured to be Oxi-

ana\ a doubtful appropriation, since it does not

appear that Oxus is an Oriental name.

The remaining columns contain in the main only

a repetition of tribute similar to the preceding, with

a mention of some articles which it is difficult to

identify. We find also a people called Asi, conjec-

tured to be those of Is, since they appear to bring

bitumen, which the springs of that place produce*.

In others suits of armour are mentioned, brought

by the Kharu, who appear from other inscriptions

to have inhabited Syria. When complete, the whole

has comprehended at least fifty-five columns.

There can be little doubt that this is the identical

tablet which the priests showed and expounded to

Germanicus, when he visited Thebes^. Having men-

tioned the record of the victorious expeditions of

Rameses, Tacitus proceeds : "There were also read

the tributes levied on the nations, the weight of

gold and silver, the number of arms and horses,

ivory and perfumes as gifts to the temples, and the

stores of corn and other useful products which each

nation paid ; not less magnificent than are now
enjoined by Parthian violence or Roman power*."

The name of Thothmes is not mentioned by Tacitus,

and Rameses has been spoken of immediately be-

fore ; but his words do not necessarily imply that

the tablet of tribute and the record of victories re-

lated to the same sovereign.

• Birch, U.S. p. 359. records were inscribed on obelisks,
' Ilorod. I, 1/9. and moreover places these obelisks
' The expression " stnictis mo- among the royal sepulchres.

libus " shows that obelisks were not
meant. i>trabo (p. 81G) says these

* Annal. 2, 60.
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The Tablet of Karnak is strictly an historical

and statistical document. It does not deal in

vague ascriptions of a world-wide dominion ; its

dates are precise, including the month and the day

as well as the year of the king ; and though we
may be unable to identify the countries named, the

exactness with which they are enumerated, with

the weights and numbers of the objects which they

bring, proves that we have before us an authentic

record, at least of the tribute enjoined upon the

nations.

Another remarkable monument of the age of

Thothmes III. is the chamber, on the walls of

which he is represented making offerings to sixty

of his predecessors. It has been already described

among the documents of Egyptian history, and it

is certainly one of the most important of them,

though it has by no means received a satisfactory

explanation in all its parts. His name appears to

have been held in high veneration by posterity,

and is found on a great number of scarabsei and

amulets, many of which were probably engraved in

subsequent times ^ Rosellini and others call him
Mceris, and suppose him to have been the author

of the Lake of Fyoum and the other works con-

nected with it. The epithet Maire, beloved of Re,

is found connected with his name ; but we have

seen reason to doubt whether the name of Moeris

belongs historically to any king of Egypt, and the

works in the Fyoum must be placed in the Old
Monarchy.

Besides erecting monuments of stone, Thothmes

' Wilkinson, M. and C. 1, 56, note.
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III. appears to have been the author of extensive

constructions of bricks. Egypt affords abundant

material for this manufacture, and a few days'

exposure to the sun hardens them sufficiently, un-

less they are to be subject to the action of water.

Bricks bearing his titular shield, the scarabaeus,

the crenellated parallelogram and the disk of the

sun, are more common than those of any other

sovereign ^ There is a tomb at Thebes, the in-

scriptions of which show, that its occupant, Ros-

chere, was " superintendent of the great buildings"

in the reign of Thothmes III. : on its walls the

operation of brick-making is represented^. Men are

employed, some in working up the clay with an

instrument resembling the Egyptian hoe, others in

carrying loads of it on their shoulders, moulding it

into bricks, and transporting them, by means of a

yoke laid across the shoulders, to the place where

they are to be laid out for drying in the sun. The

physiognomy and colour of most of those who are

thus engaged show them to be foreigners, and

their aquiline nose and yellow complexion suggest

the idea that they are Jews. Their labour is evi-

dently compulsory ; Egyptian taskmasters stand

by with sticks in their hands ; and though one or

two native Egyptians appear among them, we may
easily suppose that they have been condemned to

hard labour for their crimes. As the foreigners do
not resemble any of the nations with whom Thoth-
mes carried on war, and^who are well known from
the paintings and reliefs of subsequent monarchs,

• Wilkinson, Manners and Cus- » Rosellini, Mon. Civ. tav. xlix.
toms, 2, 98.
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it is not probable that they are captives taken in

war. They can therefore hardly be any other than

the IsraeUtes, whom we know from their own
history to have been employed in this drudgery.

Their oppression began with the accession of the

1 8th dynasty, and the expulsion of their kindred

Hyksos. It was a natural fear, that when any war
fell out they should join themselves to the enemies

of Egypt and fight against her. The kings of Egypt,

therefore, while they endeavoured by a cruel expe-

dient to prevent their increase, and by hard labour

to break their spirit, employed that labour to

strengthen the frontier on the side of Arabia and

Palestine, whence their danger came. The valley

of Goshen, which was their place of settlement,

was the direct road from Palestine to Memphis\
By employing them to build the two fortresses^,

Raameses at the eastern^, and Pithom at the western

extremity of this valley"^, the Pharaohs provided at

once a barrier against future invasions and the

means of keeping the children of Israel in subjec-

tion. Both these objects were important to a sove-

reign like Thothmes, who, during his Mesopota-

' Gen. xlvi. 28. During the ' See Lepsius, Einleitung, 1, p.

French occupation of Egypt this 349, on the site of Raameses (Aboo-
same valley, Saba-byar, was as- Kescheib). He attaches, I think,

signed to three Arab tribes, driven too much importance to the name,
from Syria. (Bois-Ayme,Memoires, as a proof that it was built by Ra-
8, 111.) meses II. A stone with his name

2 ndXeij oxvpds, Sept. Exod. i. has been found there, but the
11. The Egyptian king would district had the name before the

hardlyhaveplaced "treasure cities" city was built. See Gen. xlvii. 11.

in such a locality, whether we un- * Without the article this would
derstand money or corn to have be Thorn, which in Coptic signi-

been treasured up ; but they were fies to close up. (Peyron, Lex.
excellently adapted for military p. 51.) It was not far from Bu-
magazines and garrisons (1 Kings, bastis, and is the Thoum of the
ix. 19; 2 Chron. viii. 4, Sept.). Itinerary of Antoninus.
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miau expeditions, must have left his country ex-

posed to his neighbours, and whose long absences

might tempt revolt. If Roschere were the general

superintendent of the great architectural under-

takings of Thothmes, and the first who employed

the Israelites upon them, it is very natural that we
should find a record of it in his tomb, although

they may not have laboured in the brick-fields of

Thebes.

Thirteen expeditions of Thothmes are referred to

in the monument before described, and the thirty-

fourth year of his reign ; the thirty-fifth has been

found by Lepsius. He was succeeded by his son

Amenophis II. The memorials of his reign are

few, and afford little materials for history. The
obelisk at Alnwick Castle, brought by Lord Prudhoe

from the Thebaid, is inscribed with his name, but

it simply records the fact of his having erected

two obelisks in honour of the god Kneph'. He
continued the buildings at Amada, which Thoth-

mes III. had begun, and appears to have bestowed

his labours chiefly on these and other works in

Nubia. In a speos or excavated chapel at Ibrim,

he appears seated with two princes or great officers.

One of them, named Osorsate, presents to him the

animal productions of the southern regions, lions,

jackals and hares, an inscription above specifying

their numbers^. He also added to the erections of

his predecessors at Thebes ; but most of his works

Trans. Roy. Soc. Lit. 2n(l series, « Champollion, Lettres cVE-
1, p. 171. The surface within the gypte, p. 140.
sculptures is nearly flat, not in re-

lief, which is uncommon in works
of this age.
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here have perished. There remains a representa-

tion of him, in the usual attitude of a conqueror,

about to immolate a band of captives whom he

holds by the hair ; their name however has not

been satisfactorily explained. We have no evi-

dence in the monuments of the extent of his Asiatic

dominion, but his inscriptions are found at Surabit-

el-Kadim, in the Peninsula of Sinai

^

His son TrothMES IV. continued the works of

his family at Amada, and added a hypostyle hall,

which stands in front of them^. The hierogly-

phical inscriptions, which are very beautifully exe-

cuted, record his victories over the people of Cush
(Ethiopia) , but give no other information respecting

the events of his reign. This appears, however,

not to have been his only war. A stele engraven

on a rock of granite, on the right bank of the Nile,

opposite to Philse, records a victory gained by him

over the Libyans in the 7th year of his reign, and

on the 8th day of the month Phamenoth^. At
Qoorneh, in a tomb of an officer of his court, the

king himself appears seated on a throne, on the

base of which are nine foreigners, bound by their

necks and arms, in the manner in which captive

nations are usually represented on Egyptian monu-
ments. Four only of the nine names are legible

;

they have not occurred before in the records of

Egyptian victories, but some of them are found on

later monuments ; and they appear all to belong to

Asia. From another of these tombs it has been

^ ChampoUion-Figeac, L'Uni- Wilkinson (Mod. Eg. and Thebes,
vers, p. 312. I find those of Ame- 2, 406).
nophis III., but not the second '^ Roscllini,Mon. Stor. iii. 1,205.
mentioned at this place by Sir G. ^ Champollion-Figeac, p. 313.
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inferred that he built a palace at Thebes, and that

it contained an edifice dedicated to Amun-re ; but

no traces of such a building are now to be found'.

Amunoph, or Amenophis III., the son of Thoth-

mes IV. and his queen Mauthemva, is one of the

most celebrated monarchs of the 1 8th dynasty. We
have hitherto found no traces of the permanent oc-

cupation of Nubia by the Egyptian kings, higher up

the Nile than Semneh, but the temple of Soleb,

which stands a degree further south, contains evi-

dence that under Amunoph III. the boundary of the

empire extended at least thus far. The remains of

this edifice have been already described^; thirty-

eight, or according to other accounts forty-three,

conquered nations are represented there ; they have

not been exactly copied, but Mr. Hoskins informs

us that on one of them he found the name of Me-
sopotamia^. Probably they are chiefly the names

of Ethiopian tribes whom he had vanquished in the

extension of his frontiers to the South. His name
is found on a tablet at Toumbos near the Third

Cataract. The lion which now couches at the en-

trance of the Egyptian Gallery in the British Museum
is inscribed with the name of Amunoph 111."*, but it

does not appear on any of the buildings there, and

the lion may have been brought from Egypt by

Tirhakah, by whom the temple seems to have been

erected. A scarabaeus inscribed with the name of

Amenophis III. and his wife Taia speaks of the land

• Rosellini, p. 212. The person • Travels, p. 250. Birch (Gall,

who was buried here had the charge B. M. p. 84) gives also Sinjar in

of the sacred bari of Amun. See Mesopotamia,
vol. i. p. 459. * Vol. i. p. 17.

» Vol. i. p. 20.
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of Karoei or Kaloei as the southern boundary of his

dominion \ If this be Coloe, as has been supposed*,

his conquests must have been carried far to the

East as well as the South ; for Coloe was within

five days' journey of Axum on the Red Sea^ The

way would thus be prepared for the expedition

of Rameses-Sesostris, who is said to have subdued

the nations along the Erythraean Sea and crossed

the Straits into Arabia'^. A more full record of the

conquests of Amenophis in Ethiopia is found in a

fragment of a monolithal granite statue which is

now in the Louvre^. The prisoners are negroes,

and the lotus, which terminates the cord by which

they are bound, being the emblem of Upper Egypt,

characterizes on monuments all Southern races, as

the head of the papyrus, the growth of Lower Egypt,

does all nations living to the North of Egypt. There

have been originally twenty-six names, of which six

are no longer legible, and no resemblance has been

found between those which have been preserved and

any modern or ancient names of this region, except

Kesh, the scriptural Cush. Amenophis may have

inherited, as well as conquered dominion over Ethi-

opia. Those who have compared many of the re-

presentations of him affirm, that his own features

have something of an Ethiopian cast^. On the

granite rock of the little island of Beghe, near the

» Rosellini, M. Stor.iii. 1,261.
2 Birch, Gall. B. M. p. 83.
3 Cellarius, Geogr. ibitiq. iv. 8,

27.
* Herod. 2, 102. Strabo, 17,

p. 769.
* Birch in Archseologia, 31,

489-491.

'' ChampolUon-Figeac, L'Uni-
vers, 317- He says that from the

monuments, Mauthemva, his mo-
ther, appears to have been an
Ethiopian.
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Cataract, a figure carrying in his hand what Rosel-

lini calls the ensign of victory, and Champollion a

fly-fan, appears doing homage to the titular or pre-

nominal shield of Amenophis III. : over his head is

the inscription ** Royal Son of the land of Kush,

Memes^" It seems to have been the custom to

grant a virtual or titular governorship of towns and

districts to members of the royal family ; for we
find in the tombs at Suan (Eilithya), mention is

made of "royal sons" of this place, during the

reigns of the five first kings of the 18th dynasty*.

The same scarabseus which has been already quoted

gives Naharaina as the other limit of the dominions

of Amenophis III., agreeing in this respect with the

inscription at Semneh.

The quarries of SilsiUs, which have supplied the

principal materials for the edifices of Egypt, were

extensively wrought in the reign of Amenophis III.

Two monuments still remain there, which from

some cause had not been removed to their desti-

nation ; they are monolithal shrines, dedicated to

Sebek, the crocodile-deity of Ombi : one of them
bears the date of the 27th year of the king's reign.

He did not continue the works of architecture at

Thebes begun by his predecessors of the 18th dy-

nasty, but erected two vast palaces, one on the

eastern, the other on the western bank of the Nile.

By referring to the description of the remains of

Thebes given in the former volume^, it will be seen

that he began the buildings at Luxor and erected

the greater part of them. The chambers which yet

' See p. 21.3 of tl.is vol. 3 Vol. i. p. 156, 172.
CliauipoUion, Lcttrcs, p. 198.
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remain bear his legends, with the title ** Pacificator

of Egypt'* and ''Vanquisher of the Mennahom,"

an unknown people. In the same place is found a

singular representation of his birth, and subsequent

education\ In the first picture of the series his

mother, represented with the attributes of the god-

dess Athor, but identified by her name Mauthemva,

stands in the presence of the god Thoth, who holds

a roll of papyrus in his hand, and raises the other

towards the queen with the action of one who is

addressing her. The purport of his address cannot

be ascertained, but from the connexion of this with

the following scenes, it is probable, that as the

Egyptian Hermes he brings a message to the queen

from the god of Thebes, announcing her own future

maternity. In the second scene this event is near

at hand«, and the queen is led by the god Kneph
and the goddess Athor, who stretches the key of

life towards her, to the puerperal bed. The cham-

ber in which this is prepared is called Ma-n-misiy a

name given to the apartment of a temple, in which

the mystical birth of the young god, the offspring

of the principal deities, is represented^. The queen,

in the manner of Egyptian women, is resting on

the knees and toes, and the goddess Isis behind

her holds up her hands, in the attitude of one who

is comforting and supporting her. Two goddesses,

seated opposite to the queen, are suckling two male

^ Rosellini, Mon. Stor. iii. 1, tanto bene questa circostanza nella

p. 223, tav. xxxviii.-xl. minor proporzione, come si vede
" " II profilo del ventre fu evi- chiara nell' originale." (Rosellini,

dentamente ineurvato oltre il con- p. 225.)

sueto,perdimostrarelagravidanza. ^ Vol. i. p. 255.

II disegnatore non indico forse
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children ; their finger pointed towards their mouth

indicates their childish age* ; the lock of hair falling

on the right side of the head their assimilation to

Horus and other youthful deities who are thus cha-

racterized*. The twofold number does not indi-

cate that Amenophis had a twin brother, but is

common where the birth of deities is represented^.

Beneath the couch are two spotted cows, sacred to

Athor'*, who turn complacently round towards the

children who are sucking at their udders. In the

next scene, Amunre is seen standing and holding

in his hand the youthful Amenophis, whom a hawk-

headed god has presented to him ; he is addressing

the child, and declares that he bestows upon him

life, stabiUty, purity and happiness, magnanimity

and dominion on the throne of Horus*. Two figures

appear behind carrying the children ; they represent

theNile,in the dry season and at the commencement
of the inundation, the former being distinguished by

the blue colour, the latter by the red-brown^. Their

introduction here may be only symbolical of the

important relation in which the Nile stood to the

prosperity of Egypt, or it may be considered as

preparing the way for a subsequent representation,

* Wilkinson, M. and C. 4, 405. what has been said (vol. i. p. 269)
Compare vol. 1, p. 422 of Harpo- of Egyptian drawing. The four
crates. legs of the couch are all seen, and

' We see from the Rosetta Stone its horizontal seat is represented
that the assimilation of a youthful perpendicularly, so that the queen
sovereign to Horus was a common and goddesses appear to be seated
flattery. Ptolemy is there called on its turned-up edge.
" a ffod, the son of a god and of a * Wilkinson, M. and C. 4, 489,
goddeu, as Horus the son of Isis Plates, 36.
and Osiris." (Ros. Inscr. line 10.) » Rosellini, u. s. p. 228.
"The reader who consults Ro- ^ Here, as elsewhere, the figures

sellini'a Plates must remember of the Nile are androgynous.
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in which two deities, Mandoo and Atmoo, appear

pouring the water of the Nile over the king. In

the intervening scene we see the goddess Saf, the

wife of Thoth, and Hke him presiding over writing,

painting and language, to whom the children are

presented. Before her kneels a figure with a pot

of paint, while the goddess holds a brush or pen ;

what she is preparing to write does not appear,

perhaps the name and royal title of the child ^ or

as Rosellini supposes, the number of years and

panegyrics that he was to live.

The ceremony of the purification of the young
king is preliminary to that of his inauguration

;

hitherto he has appeared with no emblem of roy-

alty, but now he wears the urseus round his head

;

hitherto he has been naked, but now he has a short

garment fastened round his waist. With this head-

dress and the crook and scourge in his hands, he

is next seen borne on a seat into the presence of

Amunre. Having descended from his seat and

exchanged the cap bound wdth the uraeus for the

royal helmet, he stands holding a bird^ in his hand
before the god, who has placed a collar round his

neck. In front of the god are two figures, one of

whom bears the red diadem which forms the outer

part of the pschent, and represents Lower Egypt

;

the other the white conical cap which represents

Upper Egypt, Invested with these he enters into

* In a subsequent scene Saf says, ' A phoenix, according to Rosel-
according to the interpretation of lini (p. 238), the emblem of a pure
Rosellini, " I establish thy two- life. If it he a phoenix, length of
fold sculpture," i. e. thy twofold days, or immortality, would seem
title, symbolical and phonetic, a more natural signification,

(p. 238.)
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the full prerogatives of sovereignty. They are,

however, laid aside, and the king appears with his

helmet only, when he comes in a subsequent scene,

conducted by Phre, to kneel before Amunre and

receive his benediction ^ His inauguration en-

dowed him with a sacred character, and he engages

immediately after in the performance of solemn re-

ligious acts. Crowned with the lower part of the

pschent, he appears running into the presence of

Amunkhem* with a vessel of libation in either

hand, and leads before the same divinity four living

steers, one black, one white, one red and one pied,

his head being ornamented, not with a helmet or

the pschent, but with the insignia of Osiris-Sokari.

The adjoining chambers of the palace of Luxor

contain other representations of Amenophis en-

gaged in performing sacred functions, but they do

not appear to belong so immediately to his inaugu-

ration into the royal and sacerdotal office as those

which have been just described.

Besides the palace of Luxor, the long dromos of

crio-sphinxes which joins it to Karnak^ was the

work of Amenophis in. , whose name can yet be

traced upon their mouldering remains. But the

western bank of the Nile appears to have been

adorned with even more stupendous erections than

those which we have already described. Of the

Amenophion*, as it has been called, the greater

' Tav. xli. 1. iii. 1, 171, 244), but this is not
' See also W^ilkinson, pi. 7^, 1. probable, since the objects brought

This action of running into the are very various in diflFerent repre-

nresence of a god is explained by sentations.

Kosclhni as emblematic of the ^ See vol. i. p. 172.

completion of a temple (M. Stor. See vol. i. p. 156.
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part is a heap of ruins, but these are sufficient to

prove its former extent ; and if the two colossal

statues \ which now appear in such striking insu-

lation in the plain of Thebes, once stood at the

entrance of a dromos leading to the Amenophion,

it is difficult to conceive a more impressive com-

bination.

The northernmost of these statues has connected

the name of Amenophis with the Memnon slain by

Achilles at the siege of Troy. There is no reason

to believe that the mythe of Memnon is of Egyp-

tian origin. In the Odyssey, where he is briefly

mentioned^, for he does not appear in the Iliad, he

is introduced only as a hero remarkable for his

beauty ; his eastern origin may be alluded to in

his being made the son of Aurora. He must early

have been considered as an Ethiopian, though not

so called by Homer ; the author of the Theogony

(985) makes him king of that country ; and Arc-

tinus, one of the first of the Cyclic poets^, in his

AiOionic related his arrival at Troy, his death by

the hand of Achilles, and the immortality granted

to him on the petition of Aurora. As yet, however,

Ethiopia appears to have been conceived of as an

eastern, not a southern region. Herodotus places

the Memnonium at Susa'^ ; ^schylus made the

mother of Memnon a Cissian or Susian : even in

Strabo's time the royal palace there bore this name^.

But after the Greeks established themselves in

» See vol. i. p. 157. * 5, 53, 54; 7, 151.
» Od. 8', 188. X', 521. ' Geogr. 15, p. 728.
^ Miiller, *de Cyclo Graecorum

Epico, p. 44, quoting Proclus,

Chrestoraathia.

VOL. II, R
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Egypt, Ethiopia became to them a definite geogra-

phical name, denoting the valley of the Nile above

Egypt to the island of Meroe, and eastward to the

Erythraean Sea. It was therefore natural that they

should seek among the kings of that country, either

as ruling in their proper territory or as sovereigns

of Egypt, for the original of their Memnon. He
had not come alone to Troy ; he had led a powerful

army (so at least the Greeks believed^) ; no sovereign

of Egypt therefore would have fulfilled the condi-

tions of their hypothesis, who had not made con-

quests in Asia. Now although we have not, pro-

bably from accidental causes, the same monumental

evidence of campaigns carried on in Asia by Ame-

nophis III. as the tablet of Karnak furnishes re-

specting his father, we know that at least as far as

Mesopotamia the boundaries of his dominion ex-

tended ; and from the analogy of other reigns we

may conclude that this dominion was not main-

tained without military expeditions. In the passage

in which Herodotus describes the tablet erected by

Sesostris at Nahr-el-Kelb, and those in Asia Minor

on the road from Ephesus to Phocsea, and from

Sardis to Smyrna, he says that some persons sup-

posed that these figures represented Memnon, but

that they were in error. Whatever Herodotus him-

self might mean by Memnon^ those whose opinion

he refutes probably meant Amenophis-Memnon
;

for the monument of Nahr-el-Kelb is so completely

Egyptian, that there could be no mistake on that

point ; but among those who could not read the

Egyptian character a question might easily arise,

' See Quintus Calaber, lib. 2.
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whether Amenophis or Sesostris, both Egyptian

conquerors of Asia, were the special object of com-

memoration on this monument. As some gave the

monument of Nahr-el-Kelb to Memnon, others

gave the statue at Thebes to Sesostris, a natural

confusion between two illustrious names, in an age

which had not the means of critical judgement \

The word Memnon appears to have been a name
or epithet of the Ethiopians. Stephanus of Byzan-

tium says, **The Memnones are an Ethiopian na-

tion, a word which, according to Polyhistor, is in-

terpreted fierce or warlike and stern^." Agathe-

merus^, enumerating the nations who live along the

Nile above Egypt, says, " After the Great Cataract

westward of the Nile live the Euonymitae, the Se-

bridae, the Catoipi (Cadupi or Catadupi"^, the people

of the region of the Cataracts ?), and the Memnones
who live close to the island of Meroe, after whom
come the Elephant-eating Ethiopians." We con-

clude, therefore, that Memnones is a real and geo-

graphical name ; and probably a name of Greek

etymology, since it enters into composition with

other pure Greek words^, denoting *' the valiant or

warlike,'' a name equally appropriate to the nation

and to their chief. Memnon is therefore equivalent

to an Ethiopian ; and as Ethiopian was a name given

by the Greeks to all whose complexions were dark-

' Pausanias, 1, 42, 2. "H/eouo-a Steph. Byz. in Berkelius' edition.

Se ^8?; Kcu'2,€(r(0(TTpiv <f)afieua>v elvai * Plinjj N. H. 5, 10. 6, 35.

TOVTo TO aydkfia 6 Kafifiixrrjs 8ie- ^ As dpacruixefivcov, ^Ayafiefivav.

Koylre. ^
^ ^ ^

Comp. Eust. (ad II. f', 639), p. 591.
' 'Aypiouff Tivas rj fiaxifJ-ovs Kal ArjXou coy Koi to arrXovv 6 fxefivav,

XaXfirovs. Polyhistor in Steph. Kada koi 6 fxhcov, dvdpeiovs vTrodi]-

Byz. sub voce Mefivoves. Xovai.
' See note to the passage of

r2
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ened, whether by an eastern or a southern sun, his

mythic genealogy, which made Aurora his mother,

is easily accounted for. His pre-eminent beauty,

strange as it may seem to us, was also a conse-

quence of his Ethiopic extraction ; for according

to Herodotus (3, 114) the Ethiopians were not only

the tallest and most long-lived, but the handsomest

of the human race.

The fiction of a musical sound, issuing from the

statue of Memnon at Thebes at sunrise, appears to

be entirely Greek. To the Egyptians it was never

anything more than the statue of their king Ame-

nophis' ; all the inscriptions which record that the

sound had been heard are of the Roman times*

;

the name Memnonium was given to the quarter in

which it stood, under the Ptolemies, but no monu-

ment nor any passage in an author of that age

alludes to a vocal Memnon. Cambyses did not

need the pretext of its magic music to induce him

to mutilate a statue reverenced by the Thebans^. As
the statue has been silent for centuries, we have no

means of ascertaining how the belief in its musical

qualities arose ; it probably originated in the poet-

ical imagination of the Greeks, favoured by some

slight or accidental cause, and the eastward posi-

' In Syncellus we have after the ^ See the full collection of them,
name of Ameno])his Ovtos icrriv 6 with the commentary' of Letronne,
Viiyivuiv (Ivai voixi^6lifvos,Ka\(l>6fy- in the Transactions of the Royal
yd/Ki'OfXt^of. "Lemma diversi esse Society of Literature, Series i.

wriptoris a Manethone probat si- vol. 1, part 2.

lentium Joscphi, ideoque ad Afri- ^ Syncellus. Pausanias mentions
canum a<lspribendum.'^ Routh ad the fact, but not the motive. See
Afric. Rel, Sac. 2, 396. The addi- the passage from Polysenus, vol. i.

tion is found in the Armenian Ver- p. IGO, note,
sion of Eusebius.
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tion of the face of the statue, and was humoured by

the art of the Egyptian priests.

The identification of Memnon the Ethiopian with

the Theban statue naturally gave rise to historical

hypotheses as wxll as poetical fable. According to

Agatharchides^ the Ethiopians invaded Egypt and

garrisoned many of their towns, and by them the

so-called Memnonia were completed. Here a false

hypothesis is grounded on an historical fact ; for

though the Ethiopians occupied Egypt, perhaps

more than once, it does not appear that they had

any share in erecting the buildings called Memno-
nia. This name was given in the age of Strabo to

the remains of a palace at Abydos, and by some

also to the Labyrinth^. The splendour of the real

palace of Amenophis seems to have rendered it a

general appellation for a royal building of great

extent and magnificence. We know that the palace

of Abydos was chiefly the work of Rameses III.,

the Labyrinth of Ammenemes. The story of an

Ethiopian migration or invasion takes a still more

definite form, in the statement given in the Chro-

nicon of Eusebius, that the Ethiopians, removing

from the river Indus, dwelt on the borders of Egypt^.

This event being placed under the reign of Ameno-
phis, is evidently intended to be considered as con-

necting the story of Memnon with his reign, and

the date of 1615 years before Christ is assigned

to it.

^ Apud Photium Bibl. p. 1342, ^ " iEthiopes, ab Indo flumine

ed. Hoesch. consurgentes, juxta Egyptum con-
^ Strabo, 17> p. 813. All the sederunt." Cliron.Hieronym. p. 72,

buildingswhieh passed by this name ed. Scaliger.

were on the western side of the
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Like his ancestor Amenophis I., Amenophis-

Memnon received divine honours, and a special

priesthood, called " the pastophori of Amenophis

in the Memnoneia," still existed in the Ptolemaic

times*.

The mother of Amenophis, Mautemva^, is repre-

sented on the right side of the throne of his statue ;

his wife,who is seen on the left,was called Taia. Her

name is joined with his, on the engraved scarabaei

of a large size which are frequent in the collections

of Egyptian antiquities. One of these, according

to the interpretation of Rosellini, commemorates

the marriage of the king in the eleventh year of his

reign ; it has been already quoted, as defining the

limits of his kingdom. The other, whose significa-

tion is obscure, appears to refer to the performance

of some public work^. The conjunction of the name

of the queen with that of the king on these memo-
rials, indicates a greater participation in the royal

power on her part than was common in the Egyp-

tian monarchy. Amenophis appears to have had

other children besides Horus who succeeded him on

the throne. A stele in the Museum of Florence which

bears his title mentions ** a royal scribe of the house

of the royal daughter Amensef^y'' the comptroller, it

should seem, of the princess's household.

The tomb of Amenoph 111. is the oldest royal

sepulchre preserved in the Bab-el-Melook, but is

' SccPapyr.v. vi.vii. in Peyron's phonetically by a vulture, Maut.
Collection. 3 liosellini(Mon. Stor.iii. 1,266)

' A monument in the British thinks the construction ofa cistern.
Museum (Birch, pi. ,'34) represents but acknowledges the uncertainty
her seated on a throne which is of his own interpretation,
nlaced in an Ejjyptian boat or hnri. * ChampoUion-Figeae, L'Uni-
Iler name Mautemva is exjnessed vers, p.31I^

J
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not that which in the Roman times was called the

tomb of Memnon. It is of great length, extending,

though not in one hne of direction, 352 feet, with

several lateral chambers ^ Although now in a state

of great decay, the remains of painting on its walls

indicate a good style of art. The largest apartment

represents a common funeral scene, the passage of

the Sun through the inferior hemisphere, the le-

gends being traced in linear hieroglyphics, which

approach very nearly to the hieratic character.

The tomb of Amenoph III. in its perfect state has

been one of the most complete, and Amenophis-

Memnon reigned according to Manetho thirty-one

years; the thirty-sixth^ has been found on his mo-

numents, illustrating the remark of Champollion^,

that the most elaborate tombs are those of the so-

vereigns who had the longest reigns.

He was succeeded by his son, whose name in the

lists is HoRus, phonetically expressed by the hawk,

the emblem of the god, with the addition of the

character which denotes the panegyrics or solemn

festivals^. His monuments commemorate victories

obtained over the African tribes. In a grotto near

the Second Cataract^, he is represented in the form

of the youthful Horus, suckled by the goddess

Anouke^". The ram-headed god of Thebes, Kneph

or Noum^, stands by; he, hke Anouke, was an

object of special veneration between the First and

Second Cataract.

* Wilkinson, Mod. Egypt and * The whole is read Hor-mbhai.
Thebes, 2, 215. Charapolliou, Let- * Rosellini. Mon. Stor. iii. 1,272.
tres, 223. M. R. tav. xliv. 5.

' Bunsen,iEgvptensStelle,B..3, « See vol. i. p. 385.

p. 78, Germ. ' 7 See vol. i. p. 373.
' See vol. i. p. 167.
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The principal historical monuments of the reign

of Horus, however, are in the quarries of Silsihs,

which seem to have been extensively wrought for

the public works then carried on. A large space

on the wall of one of the galleries has been occupied

by a scene representing his triumph : much of it

has perished, but enough remains to show its pur-

port \ He is seated on a throne carried on the

shoulders of twelve military chiefs, while two others

shade him with fans attached to long spears, and

an attendant, keeping his face towards the king as

he walks, scatters grains of incense on a censer

which he holds out towards him. It is evidently

the celebration of a military triumph for a victory

over the Africans. Captives, whose features are

strongly marked with the negro peculiarities, are

led bound by the wTists and neck ; and the inscrip-

tions record that the great ones of the land of Cush

had been trampled under foot. Both Luxor and

Karnak received additions from him. One of the

rows of criosphinxes at the last-mentioned place

bears his legend, with an inscription declaring that

he had made great constructions in the residences

of Thebes^. The propylaeum from which this row
leads was also built by Horus, and beside the gate

of entrance are seen traces of a gigantic figure of

him, engaged in smiting his enemies. The name
of Berber alone is legible, denoting probably some
African race, though it would be hasty to identify

it with the Barbaria of Ptolemy, on the eastern

coast of Africa, or the modern names of Barabra
and Berber -^

• Rosellini. Mon. Stor. hi. 1, ' Rosellini, M. Stor. in. 1, 288.
p. 278. M. R. tav. xliv. s According to Herodotus, the
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The works of sculpture of this age show the high

perfection which art had already attained. The
Egyptian Museum of Turin contains two admirable

statues of Horus, one in a white and crystalline

calcareous stone, the other in black granite. On
the first the king appears standing beside the god

Amonre, who is represented as of colossal size ; the

hieroglyphics of the latter contain a decree, very

analogous in its forms to that of the Rosetta stone,

in which the benefits rendered by him to Egypt are

enumerated, statues ordered to be erected in the

principal temples, and panegyrics to be celebrated

in his honour, conjointly with the god Phre. His

daughter, whose name has been read Tmauhmot^ sits

with Horus on his throne, and the decree ordains

that her statue should be placed in the temple along

with his '. A sphinx with female attributes is carved

on the side of the throne, in allusion to her sharing

with him the attributes of royalty^.

The genealogical succession of the kings after

Horus is very embarrassing, from the want of har-

mony between the monuments and the lists. On
the tablet of Abydos and the lists in the Rameseion

and at Medinet Aboo^, the next name to Horus is

Ramessu, who is followed by the king whom Cham-

pollion and RoselUni call Menephthah, Lepsius and

Egyptians called all ^ap^dpovs who always seems inarticulate to those

did not speak their own language to whom it is unintelligible, Bpd(a)

(2, 158). This may only mean that or jSpdara-o), which signifies to seethe,

they designated them by a name also denotes an inarticulate sound,

implying like ^dp^apos (Strabo, See Hesych. ^pd^eiv, 0a^pd^€iv.

14,663) harshness of speech; or ' Champollion - Figeac, 321.

they may have used the same ono- Compare Rosetta Inscr. translated

matopma as the Greeks. Berber in Birch, Gall. B. Mus.
in Coptic denotes the confused ^ See vol. i. p. 137.

murmur of boiling water, no inapt ^ RoselUni, Mon. Stor. i. p. 204.

simile for a foreign speech, which iii. 1, 305.
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Bunsen
f
Seti Merienpthah ; but in the lists we find that

Horus was succeeded by Acherres (or as Josephus

has it, his daughter Acenchres). These are followed

by Rathos (Rathotis), Chebres, Acherres (in Josephus

two Acencheres), Armesses (Armais), Ramesses,

Amenophath, the first whose name bears any ana-

logy to Menephthah. It would be to little purpose

to relate the expedients resorted to for the removal

of these difficulties. That a period of civil war or

divided reign occurred about this time is evident

from the circumstance that the shields of two kings,

Amuntoonh or Amuntuanch and a fourth Amenoph,
are found mutilated^ The explanation which Lep-

sius has devised of the various facts observed on the

monuments is, that besides Horus who succeeded

him, Amenoph III. left two sons, Amenoph IV.,

Amuntuanch, and a daughter, Athotis. The two

sons both reigned during the life of Horus, in what

relations with him we know not. The shield of

Amenophis IV. has not been found further to the

north than Hermopolis Magna in Middle Egypt*,

and where found it is always defaced^. In like

manner the shields of Amuntuanch, which are found

chiefly in Ethiopia, are defaced. We may hence

conclude that their relations to Horus were hostile.

It is evident that he either put down or survived

Amenoph IV. and Amuntuanch, as stones marked
with their shield are found in buildings at Karnak
which Horus erected, and for the name of Amun-
tuanch has been substituted that of Horns'*. The

• Wilkinson, M. & C. 1, 57. < Wilkinson, Mod. Eg. & Thebes,
' See vol. 1. p. 47. 2, 255.
* Bunsen, B. 3, p. 88, Germ.

Wilkinson, M. & C. 1, 57.
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buildings of Horus contain also stones marked with

a royal name, which was read by Wilkinson Atinre

Bakhan, and by Lepsius Bech-naten Ra, in inverted

order ; and the sculpture of these stones is so fresh,

as to show that the buildings of which they are a

part were destroyed soon after their erection \ This

Bech-natenra (sometimes written Bakhan only), hi-

therto supposed to be an intrusive king, a worshiper

of the Sun, Lepsius takes for a queen, the wife and

widow of Amunoph IV., and from her name he

explains the Acencheres or Kencheres of the lists.

The daughter of Amenophis III., whose name is

written on a monument Teti or Tatiy and who is

called ** royal daughter, sister, mother, wife, "^ is

according to him Athothis, the reading of one MS.

for Rathotis ; her husband, the personage whose

tomb Champollion discovered in the western valley

of Thebes, and whose name he read Skhai^, They

were, according to Lepsius, the parents of Ramessu,

the founder of that long line of princes who fill the

19th and 20th dynasty'*. Here we find the monu-

ments again coinciding with the lists, and as w^e

follow the former authority only, we shall leave the

attempts to reconcile them to be confirmed or over-

thrown by subsequent research.

Ramessu, the immediate successor of Horus on

the tablet of Abydos, appears to be both the

* Perring (Trans. Roy. Soc. Lit. be Assyrians, as the Sun's disk

2nd Ser. 1, 140) supposes that the was worshiped at Nineveh,

figures found at El-Tel, represent- ^ Bunsen, Neues Reich, pi. viii.

ing the worship of the Sun, are ' Lettres, 247.

those of the Hyksos kings. All ^ Ramessu (bom of Ra) is pro-

that relates to these Sim-worship- bably the original participial form

ers, to whom Bech-naten Ra be- of the name. (See Bunsen, vol. i.

longed, is very obscure. Layard p. 297, Bng. Trans.)

(Nineveh, 2, 211) thinks they may
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Armesses and the Ramesses, the 14th and 1 5th of

Manetho's 18th dynasty, the consonants in both

words being the same. The Armais of Josephus

appears also to be the same person with a variation

of spelHng. Of Ramessu*s reign little is known.

The second year of his reign is found on a stele

dug out by the French and Tuscan expedition^ from

the ruins of a temple near Wadi Haifa, erected by

Amenophis II. Ramessu had bestowed gifts upon

the priests. The stele, which is dated the 20th of

Mechir, in that year, but erected and terminated by

his son, speaks of the people of the " Land of the

Nine Bows" as being subjected beneath his feet,

and commemorates, besides various offerings made
by him, " pure men and women of the captives."

This description occurs elsewhere on Egyptian

monuments. The prisoners are divided into three

classes, the first of whom appear to be the ordinary

prisoners of war, who were reduced into slavery or

employed on pubUc works. The second , called pure^

which is expressed by the same hieroglyphic cha-

racter as priest, were probably distributed to the

different temples, to perform as hieroduli the infe-

rior offices of ministration. The third class seem
to have been hostages*.

That the reign of Ramessu was short has been

inferred not only from the paucity of his monu-
ments, but from the state of his tomb^ It was
nearly buried under rubbish, which was cleared

'^^"cllini. Mon. Stor. iii. 1, 3 No. 16 in Wilkinson's enmne-
^"

j"i»- I m ration of the tombs in the Bab-cl-
Birch inTrans. of Royal Society Mclook. Mod. Eg. & Thebes, 2,

of Litcrntnrc, 2nd Series. 2. lUfy
*

'^1
1
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away by Champollion, and the tomb itself was found

to consist of two corridors, without sculpture, ter-

minating in an apartment decorated with paintings.

The granite sarcophagus which once contained the

body of the king had no sculpture, but was painted.

From the attributes given to Ramessu in the paint-

ings, it appears that some were executed during

his hfetime, others after his deaths Another pre-

sumption that his reign was short arises from the

circumstance that Armais or Armesses and Rames-

ses, whom we believe to be Ramessu, are repre-

sented as having reigned together only six years,

or according to Josephus, five years and five months.

The name of the successor of Ramessu on the

tablet of Abydos has been variously read, and ex-

hibits a diversity which is not common 2. Cham-

pollion at first believed the various forms in which

the name is written to represent diiferent kings.

One class, in which the figure of Osiris is found

united with the syllable EI, he read Osirei. An-

other, in which a different deity, whom he supposed

to be Mandoo, takes the place of Osiris, he read

Manduei, and considered him as a successor of

Osirei, and both as representing the two Achen-

cheres of Manetho. By local study of the Egyp-

tian monuments he ascertained that the figure of

the god Mandoo is very different, but it long re-

mained uncertain how this name was to be pro-

nounced. The divinity represented, a sitting figure

with long ears and a head similar to that of a tapir,

often occurs on monuments, especially in Nubia.

* RosellinijMon.Stor.iii. 1,309. sellini, Mon. Stor. i. 1, tav. ix.

* The varieties are given by Ro- 1 1 a, b, c, d.
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The phonetic name was discovered to be Set or

Seth. It was observed that the character by which

this god is denoted had been chiselled out wherever

it occurred in the name of a king^ This appear-

ance of hostility, which Champollion first remarked

in the Museum at Turin, and found universal in

Egypt, led him to conclude that it could be no

other than Typhon, the principle of Evil, one of

whose Egyptian names was Seth, and thus the name

of the king was read Sethei^ and the effaced figure

was supposed to be an ass, which was an emblem

of Typhon. The other part of the group was read

Phthahmen or Menephthah. It was observed, how-

ever, that in the same inscription, and where there

could be no doubt of identity, the name of the god

Amun was sometimes substituted for that of Pthah^

which led to the conclusion that neither of these

names, nor that of Osiris noticed before, formed a

part of the phonetic name, which was pronounced

simply Sethei. The name of Menephthah, how-
ever, has become so current that we shall retain it.

To account for the introduction of such a divi-

nity as Typhon into a royal title, Rosellini supposed

that it was adopted by the king to express that he

was the destroyer of his enemies ; but this leaves

unexplained the subsequent obliteration of his

figure, which seems to imply that he had become
odious after the erection of the monuments on which
it is found. Lepsius on the other hand maintains

that the figure is not an ass but a giraffe (an animal

which is not uncommon in hieroglyphics), and that

Seth, whose emblem it is, was originally a benefi-

» See vol. i. p. 417, 418. » Rosellini, Mon. Stor. iii. 1, 329.
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cent deity, held in high honour by the Egyptians,

but that by some revokition in theological opinions

he subsequently was identified with the principle

of Evil, and his image defaced wherever it was

found. The evidence of this hypothesis has not

yet been produced. The name Seth does not dis-

appear from the Egyptian dynasties, even after the

time when the change supposed to be indicated by

the obliteration occurred ; the priest of Vulcan, who
led the Egyptians against Sennacherib, was called

Sethos.

Setei Menephthah has left a memorial of himself

in the temple of Amada in Nubia, built by Thoth-

mes and repaired by him ; and at Silsilis, where he

excavated one of the small grotto temples in the

western rock. But his principal monuments are at

Thebes. He began the palace at Qoorneh on the

western side of the river, which has been already

described under the name of Menephtheion ^ but

as it remained scarcely finished at his death, it was

completed and decorated by his successors, Rame-

ses 11. and III., who give the honour of their own
labours to Menephthah . The chief apartment of the

palace, forty-eight feet long and thirty-three wide,

appears to have been designed as a place of public

assembly for civil and judicial purposes. The re-

mains at Karnak are much more important ^. The

north-western wall of the hypostyle hall is divided

into compartments which occupy the whole of its

vast surface, and covered with figures and hiero-

glyphics in that peculiar relief which the Egyptian

artists practised. Each of them represents some

> Vol. i. p. 152. » Vol. i. p. 175, 176.
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great military undertaking, in which Menephthah

triumphs over five different nations of Asia ; and

each concludes with a procession in honour of

Amun, to whom spoil and captives are presented,

in gratitude for his having given the victory to

his worshipers. The magnitude of the scale on

which these pictures are projected, the spirit of the

drawing and the high finish of the execution, show

that painting and sculpture, both as mechanical

and intellectual arts, had attained to great per-

fection.

Menephthah had scarcely ascended the throne

when he undertook a military expedition against

the same nations, over whom the Thothmes and

Amenophis had established their dominion. We
have no information from monuments of any wars

of Horus with Asiatic nations, and the state of

division into which Egypt appears to have fallen,

both in his reign and that of Ramessu, must have

weakened its power over distant countries. One
of the compartments of sculpture at Karnak^ re-

presents him, with a youthful figure, in the first

year of his reign, engaged in warfare with a people

who are called Shos or Shosu, and their land Kanana.

Their features are wholly different from the Egyp-

tians ; they have caps on their heads and cuirasses

round the body, and have been armed with spears

and battle-axes. They are in hasty and disorderly

flight before the king, who is pursuing them in his

higay and has already pierced many with his arrows.

On a hill near stands a fortress, surrounded with a

fosse, towards which the fugitives are making their

' Rosellini, Mon. Stor. iii. 1, 337 i Mon. Reali, tav. xlviii. 2.
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way ;
—** fortress of the land of Kanana" is in-

scribed on the front. Another compartment repre-

sents the continuation of this campaign ^ The
king again appears in his chariot, transfixing his

enemies with his arrows ; three fortresses are seen

in the background, the nearest of which is already-

taken, and has the name of the king inscribed over

the gate; the fugitives are making their way to-

wards a mountain covered with wood.

In the same year he carried on war with another

people, whose geographical position cannot have

been very remote, and whose names may be vari-

ously read Remanen or Lemanen, Rotno or Ludnu,

owing to the ambiguity of the letters which stand

for L or R, T or D in the phonetic alphabet. They
have gone forth in chariots to meet the king, but

have been utterly routed. Their physiognomy,

dress and armour are very different from those of

the Shos ; they have less pointed features ; their

heads are covered with a cap, which descends to

protect the back of the neck, and is fastened by a

band ; they wear long garments, with a girdle at

the waist, and a deep cape over the shoulders. A
fortress is near, on the battlements of which the

defenders are standing and holding out their hands,

apparently in supplication to Menephthah. In the

next compartment the king has descended from his

chariot and holds the reins behind him, while he

turns to address the chiefs of the defeated people,

who supplicate him on their knees. Others of the

same nation are feUing the trees of a wood, perhaps

those which surrounded their fortress and added to

' Rosellini, Mon. Reali^ tav. xlix. 2.

VOL. II. S
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its strength ; for a fortress is seen in the distance,

with its gate-posts and architrave falling, as if to

indicate that it had been captured and dismantled.

The whole concludes with a triumphal procession,

in honour of the two campaigns. The king is seen

mounting his chariot, hfting two of the conquered

nation, who are powerfully grasped in his right

arm, while two files, with their hands tied, and

bound round the neck by a rope which the con-

queror holds, are following him. In a similar way

the captive Shos are led in triumph, and three of

their heads are fixed on the back of the royal

chariot. Egyptians, men and women, come forth

to meet him ; some kneel, others are standing and

lifting up their hands in sign of reverence and wel-

come ; and a company of priests, distinguished by

their shorn heads, offer large nosegays of the lotus,

the characteristic production of the land ^ The

whole scene is bordered by the Nile, sufficiently

marked by the crocodiles with which it is filled ;

and a palace stands on the bank*. The date of the

first year of the reign of Menephthah is repeated in

the hieroglyphics at this place ; a presumption that

the scene of the events cannot have been very

remote from the frontiers of Egypt. The whole

finishes with the presentation of the prisoners of

the land of Luden to the Theban triad of gods,

Amunre, Maut and Chons, and an offering of vases.

The inscription declares them to be fabricated out

Rosellini, M. R. tav. xlvi.-l. bably laid over one of the smaller
' A bridge over the stream is streams of Lower Egypt, where the

here represented, a thing which kings would naturally fix their re-

occurs nowhere else among the sidence when they were carrying
Egyptian monuments. It is pro- on campaigns in Asia.
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of their spoils in gold, silver, copper, and the un-

known substance chesebt\ and precious stones.

Their devices are emblematic of the event which

they record ; one of them is supported by figures

of captives ; on another the head of a prisoner ap-

pears as bent down by grief, and in the hierogly-

phics above them they are called ** images of the

chiefs of the strange lands 2."

No date is found with the scene next represented,

in which the king is attacking a fortress, the name
of which has been read Otsch or Atet, situated in

the land of Amar or Omar^. The people who have

been defending it, resemble in their features the

Shos, in costume the Remanen. They fight in

chariots, and inhabit a mountainous and woody
country, through which herds of cattle are flying

in consternation at the fray. The king is armed

with bow and arrows, and also with a short spear,

which serves either to hurl from a little distance,

or to stab in close fight. The rest of the events of

this campaign are lost by the destruction of the

wall ; but it appears to have concluded with the

usual offering of vases and prisoners to Amunre.

It is probable that the war, which is the subject

of the next representation, occurred at a consider-

ably later period of the reign of Menephthah, since

his son Rameses appears serving in the campaign*.

Taken or Token is the name of the people against

* See p. 227 of this volume. (Josh. xv. 37), and Amar to be the
2 Rosellini, Mon. Stor. iii. 1, p. land of the Amorites. Rosellini

333. compares Omar with Omira, the
^ Birch in Roy. Soc. Lit., 2nd name which the Euphrates bore

335. It is conjee- previous to its passage
tured byhim to be Haditha on the Mount Taurus (Pliny, N. H. 5, 24).

Series, vol. 2, p. 335. It is conjee- previous to its passage through

on. S
a.

s2

Euphrates, by Dr. E. Hincks to be * RoselHni, Mon. Stor. iii. 1,378.
Edessa, by Mr. Osbum, Hadaishah M. R. tav. liv.-lvi.
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whom it is waged, the Tahai who are mentioned in

the account of the statistical tablet of KarnakS and

who are declared to belong to the Rotno or Ludnu.

They wear helmets, from which a strap or strip of

metal depends, for the protection of the cheek, and

the chiefs are distinguished by two feathers in the

helmet. The general of the enemy, who is repre-

sented as of an intermediate size between his own

troops and the gigantic figure of Menephthah, has

been pierced in the breast by one of the king's short

spears, and then caught round the neck by his bow ;

and with the uplifted scimitar in his hand he is pre-

paring to put him to death. In another compart-

ment he appears dismounted from his chariot and

about to stab with a short spear a chief who has

been also pierced in the breast with an arrow. The

captives are as usual led in files to be presented to

the god. Among the offerings, besides the cus-

tomary vases, are bags tied up, probably containing

gold dust or precious stones.

The people who are called Sheto or Shetin are

the subject of another of the great historical pic-

tures of the wars of Menephthah. Unlike all those

who have been described before, they use cavalry*

as well as chariots in the field. They are clothed

in long tunics, girt round the middle and with

sleeves, but these do not descend below the elbow.

They have no beard ; their heads are covered with

a scull-cap which reaches to the shoulders and pro-

* See p. 222 of this volume. spectu contemtius ; equi homines-
' It is remarkable that the horses que paulluli et graciles ; discinctus

have neither saddle nor bridle, in et inennis eques praeterquam quod
this respect resembline the Numi- jacula secum portat ; equi sine

dian cavalry. " Nihil primo ad- frenis." (Liv. 35, 11.)
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tects the back of the neck ; the top is ornamented

with a tassel, and the side of the neck defended by

a strip which extends to the breast. They have

square shields with bows. The arrows of the king

disperse them, and the war ends with a procession,

in which captives and chariots are led before

Amunre, who on this occasion is attended by Pasht,

Chons and Thmei. With this scene ends the repre-

sentation of the wars and triumphs of Setei-Mene-

phthah on the wall of the palace of Karnak. They
are summed up, as it were, in a vast emblematic

picture, in which the king appears of gigantic size,

grasping by the hair captives of nine different na-

tions, who are fastened to a stake, and preparing to

strike them with a ponderous mace, loaded with a

ball of metal at the end, while Amunre stretches

out towards him the scimitar or shopsh, the emblem

of destruction and power \ Among these nine na-

tions we recognize distinctly the negro of the inte-

rior of Africa; the others, though not so strongly

characterized, correspond generally in features and

head-dress with the nations already represented as

conquered by Menephthah. Naharaina or Meso-

potamia is mentioned in an inscription, partly mu-

tilated, above the figure of the king. Elsewhere we

have seen the conqueror leading the vanquished

nations to the god ; but here Amunre himself holds

the cords to which their symbolical representations

are attached. He is accompanied by a goddess,

supposed to be the land of Egypt ^, who also holds

^ Rosellini, Mon. Reali, tav. given with slight variation in Sir

Ivii.-lxi. G. W^ilkinson's Plates, 58, 3, and
^ The same apparently who is called Kahi, i. e. " the land."
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three cords. The different tribes or towns (for

probably they are no more) are designated by an

embattled oval, within which the name is written,

and over which is placed a head and shoulders, the

cord being fastened round the neck and the arms

bound. Of these ovals fifty-six are still legible, and

several others obliterated. Among those who be-

long to the race of Cush, a few names seem to bear

some analogy to those known to geography, as the

BarobrOy the Takrurir, the Erk, supposed to answer

respectively to the Barahra and Berber, the Dakruri

of Upper Nubia, and Erchoas on the Nile', but in

most of them no resemblance can be traced. Some
of the characters do not belong to the general pho-

netic alphabet, and their sound is unknown. The
features of the negro in the group grasped by the

king indicate that he came from a country far to

the South, unless we are to suppose that tribes of

this physiognomy extended further northward in

ancient times. The third file led by the god, with

the exception of the first oval, is of northern na-

tions*. Of those whom the goddess leads, the first

oval contains a group of characters which Cham-
poUion reads iVemone, and supposes to signify shep-

herds (from the Coptic Moone, to feed), and to

denote generally foreigners of the North. The next

are the Shetin, Naharaina, the Rotnu or Ludnu,

Roscllini, M. Stor. iii. 1, 421. be read Aoninin, and understood
Birch, (iall. Br. Mus. 2, 89. of the lonians of Asia. I doubt if

'This assumes the papyrus- in this age the lonians were found
plant, which the second and third on the coast of Asia, and were this
ovals contain, to denote the North, reading phonetically correct, should
aa It often does. Rosellini (p. 425) rather connect it with 'loin;, the an-
thinks, from its similarity with the cient name of Gaza (Dion. Perieget.
character answering to 'EWrjviKoU 1. 92, with the note of Eustathius).
on the Rosctta Stone, that it should
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Upper and Lower, and Sinjar. Of the rest, though

many of them are distinctly written, little can be

made. Names of places in Palestine have been found

in them\ and nothing is in itself more probable than

that conquests in this country should be recorded

on the monuments of Egyptian kings ; but their

identification with biblical names is not sufiiciently

supported to warrant our proposing them as facts.

There is much probability in the opinion of Ro-

sellini, that we should read the name of the Rotnu,

Ludin, and that the Lydians are meant ; not using

this word in the limited sense to which the Greek

writers have accustomed us, but as a general name

for Asia Minor and its prolongation to the country

at the sources of the Tigris and Euphrates. Two
wholly different nations are evidently described in

Scripture under the name of Lud. One of these

(Gen. X. 13) is called a son of Mizraim, and is

mentioned by Jeremiah with Ethiopia and Libya

(xlvi. 9) as an ally of Egypt. The other (Gen. x. 22)

is called a son of Shem, and mentioned in connex-

ion with Arphaxad (Arrapachitis in Northern

Assyria), and Aram or Syria. This is the position

in which a name might be expected to occur

which represents the Semitic population of Asia

Minor. These Ludim, not the African nation of

the same name, appear to be meant in Ezek. xxvii.

10, where they are joined with Persia and Libya as

furnishing mercenaries to Tyre. To this Semitic

population was probably owing the manifest con-

nexion between the mythology of Lydia and that of

• Osburn, ODomasticon, Ancient Egypt, p. 156.
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Assyria', and the early civilization of Lydia, which

through the Greek colonies settled on its shores

became a source of refinement and culture to all

Europe.

We have already described among the sepulchres

of Thebes, the tomb and sarcophagus of Setei-

Menephthah, discovered by Belzoni in the Bab-el-

Melook^ It is the most splendid that has hitherto

been explored, and the plates to Belzoni 's work will

give a good idea of the variety and richness of its

decorations. It contains a representation which

we find repeated with some variation in the tombs of

other kings of this and the succeeding dynasty, and

which seems designed to express the universality of

Egyptian dominion. The god Horus, the symbol

of royalty, is preceded by four companies of men,

of different colour, physiognomy and costume. The
first are plainly Egyptians ; the third are blacks

;

the second white with bushy black hair, blue eyes,

aquiline noses and reddish beards ; they wear short

parti-coloured tunics, with several tassels at the

lower extremities. The fourth resemble the people

called Rebo in the campaigns of Rameses IV., wear-

ing feathers in their heads, and large cloaks, and

having their bodies tattooed. The Egyptians have

the name Rot^ supposed to signify race, as if they

identified themselves with mankind ; the blacks

that of Nahsu ; the third group are called Namu,
and the fourth Tamhu, The Nahsu are represented

' Comp. Herod. 1, 7, where from Lydus the son of Atys, who
Agron, the first of the Heracleid represents a Phr}'gian population
kings of Lydia, is made the son of earher than the connexion with
Ninus the son of Belus. The pre- Assyria,

decessors ofAgron were descended ' Vol. i. p. 167,
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with variety of dress and physiognomy in the other

tombs, but always black ; the Namu are else-

where drawn with an entirely different costume

;

and the Tamhu are made yellow instead of fair, and

have ample garments worked in elaborate patterns,

instead of the cloaks which half cover their tattooed

bodies ^ The two names therefore appear to be

generic, and to comprehend races ethnographically

distinct. The people called in the sculptures of the

wars of Menephthah, Remenen or Lemenen, and

the inhabitants of the land of Omar, belonged to

the Namu ; the Tohen to the Tamhu. In the

same way Nahsu is the generic name of the black

nations, and Cush the specific name of the Ethio-

pians. Taken together they appear to have con-

ventionally represented the principal nations known

to the Egyptians, and as their wars did not extend

to Europe, we must seek the originals in Asia, the

Namu in the Semitic nations, the Tamhu in those

who dwelt eastward of the Tigris.

The monuments do not afford us data for fixing

the length of Setei-Menephthah's reign. The Sethos

of the lists is said to have reigned fifty-one or fifty-

five years, and the magnitude and elaborate deco-

ration of the tomb of Setei-Menephthah, as well as

his recorded conquests, show that his reign cannot

have been a short one. The name of one of his

queens appears to have been T^uea, the mother of

Rameses II. and III. ; of another, Tsire^.

The shields of all the sovereigns hitherto men-

tioned on the tablet of Abydos contain titles only,

and their phonetic names have been ascertained

1 Rosellini, M.S. 4, 228, M. R. ^ Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 1, 251,

tav. civ. &c. 270.

k
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from other monuments. That of the successor of

Setei-Menephthah, however, is followed by a shield

which contains a phonetic name, and closes the

lasthne but one ; this name is Rameses Mei-Amun,

and it is repeated along with the titular shield

through the whole length of the lowest line. But

the titular shield of the lowest line is not exactly

the same as the last titular shield of the upper line
;

it differs from it by the addition of a group of cha-

racters which is usually interpreted, *' Approved by

Re^" The lateral column of the tablet, again, ex-

hibits only the shield without the addition. Hence

arises the question, do these two titular shields re-

present two sovereigns, Rameses Meiamun II. and

Rameses Meiamun III., or is the addition in the

second shield merely a difference, assumed by the

same sovereign at a subsequent period of his reign ?

Such variations, perplexing as they are, appear to

have been practised. The obeUsk of the Atmeidan,

already mentioned, exhibits four several additions

to the characters which form the titular shield of

Thothmes III.^, and one of them is this same

group, ** approved by Re." Again, the same tomb
in the Bab-el-Meiook was found to contain two

shields, one which has, the other which has not

the addition " approved by Re ;" and hence Major

Felix and Sir Gardner Wilkinson were led to the

conclusion, that they indicated only one sovereign,

Rameses II. The colossal statue which lies reversed

at Mitrahenny has on the girdle both shields, one

• Compare the shields 11, 12 & which is read So/p-n-ra/' approved
1 3, in the Hierojijlyphic Plates, II. by Ra," which is wanting in no. 11

.

vol.1. No. 12 is the phonetic name ^ See Trans. Roy. Soc. Lit. 2,
belonging to both ; no. 13 has the 228, 2nd Series.
group of characters at the bottom
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with, one without " approved by Re." At Beitou-

alU the shield is four times repeated, once with

the addition " approved by Re." The processions

of the kings at the Rameseion and Medinet Aboo
exhibit only the shield with the addition ^ These

are strong reasons for believing that only one king

is designated by both shields. Yet a great diffi-

culty attends this supposition : the names of their

wives and their children are different, and it would

be too arbitrary a mode of proceeding to assume a

second marriage and the death of the children of

the first. Rosellini adds 2, that the physiognomy

of the two kings is so different, that even at a

distance they can be distinguished by one who is

familiar with them. This argument can be appre-

ciated only by those who have seen the monuments

of Egypt on the spot
;
yet the evidence of one who

spent so many months among them must be ad-

mitted to be of great weight. It is also alleged 3,

that in more than one instance the title " approved

by Re " has been inserted in a shield in which it

had not been originally found, by a cancelling of

the previous inscription—an act not likely to have

been performed by a sovereign on his own shield,

though we find a son using this liberty with the

shield of his father. Rosellini assures us also that

he has found dates of the reign of Rameses from

the second year to the sixty-second, all containing

the addition *' approved by Re," and it is difficult

to conceive that he should before the first of these

dates have performed those exploits and executed

1 Rosellini, M. Stor. 1, p. 205. ' Rosellini, u.s. Birch, Gall. B.
' Rosellini, M. Stor. 1, 256, 261. Mus. P. 2, p. 91, note 11.
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those works, to which the shield without the addi-

tion is attached. Where obelisks have been begun

by one monarch and finished by another, the cen-

tral line marks the work of the first. Now the

central inscription on three of the faces of the

obelisk transported from Luxor to Paris bears the

shield without the addition ; so does that which

remains at Luxor on one of its faces ; the others

bear the shield with the addition. Without con-

cealing the difficulties which press on either hypo-

thesis, I assume, as most probable according to the

present state of the question, that the two shields

represent two kings, and I shall proceed to give an

account of the monuments which bear their re-

spective names.

To Rameses U. belong the historical pictures and

sculptures of Beitoualli nearKalabshe in Nubia, casts

of which, coloured according to the original, may be

seen in the British Museum ^ The sanctuary re-

presents the youthful monarch suckled by Isis and

Anouke. The walls of the vestibule exhibit on the left

his triumphs over the Ethiopian nations. Mounted
in his chariot armed with his bow, and accom-

panied by two of his sons who are also in chariots,

he slaughters and tramples down the negroes who
fly in confusion towards a village indicated by its

palms. A wounded man, supported by two others,

is feebly making his way to a cottage within which
the mother is cooking. A child and another fe-

male stand beside the door with expressions of

sympathy and terror. Conquerors have been fond

in all ages of recording the carnage of their battle-

• Rosellini, M. R. tov. hii.-lxxv. Birch, GaU. Brit. Mus. pi. 38. p. 2.
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fields, but this is a solitary instance of their com-
pleting the picture by an exhibition of the misery

which war brings to the cottage-hearth. The fruits

of the victory are exhibited in a procession, in which

the same productions of Africa, which have been

already described in speaking of the reign of

Thothmes III., are brought before the king, who is

seated under a rich canopy. Immediately before

him stands his son, who is introducing into his

presence ** the royal son of the land of Cush,

Anemophth." Rosellini thought that hewas brought

as a prisoner, but it seems more probable that the

two attendants are arraying him in garments of

state, previous to his appearance before the king
;

and that the vase which Rosellini supposed to con-

tain a restorative potion, holds water or perfume.

In another part of the procession the same Ane-

mophth brings on his shoulders skins of panthers,

rings of gold and exotic plants, and the connection

of the different parts of the picture is probably to

be conceived of in this way, that having deposited

his offerings before the king, he is rewarded by re-

ceiving the investiture described above. From his

features and dress he is evidently of Egyptian race,

and therefore probably of a family which had en-

joyed the viceroyalty of Ethiopia since the com-

mencement of Egyptian conquests in that country.

The left side of the vestibule contains represen-

tations of the Asiatic victories of Rameses II. The

people with whom he is engaged are those whom
we have already become acquainted with, in the

historical monuments of Setei-Menephthah's reign.

In one compartment the king appears mounted in
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his chariot and pursuing a host of men of yellow

complexion, short and peaked beards and a sharp

physiognomy, variously armed with scimitars, jave-

lins and throwsticks ^ In the inscriptions which are

legible their name does not occur, but they closely

resemble those who on the walls of Karnak are

called the Shos, and whom we have concluded to

be a tribe of Palestine. Next he is seen attacking

a fortress, in the upper story of which is a chief

whom he grasps by his helmet and is preparing to

behead with his scimitar. On the lower story are

several figures, in attitudes expressive of distress

and consternation. One man holds out a censer

towards the conqueror, as if in propitiation of a god

;

two females are imploring his clemency ; a third,

with similar purpose, is holding her child from the

battlements, from which a man is also precipitating

himself. A prince armed with an axe approaches

the gate of the fortress to break it open. No name
occurs in any part of this scene ; but the costume

is that of the people whose name is read by Rosel-

lini Shomui, by Champollion Shari or Kharu^, and
supposed to be Syrians. Men of the same nation ap-

pear in the next compartment to be brought before

the king to receive their doom. He stands on a board

beneath which two of them are lying prostrate, and
thus literally made his footstool ; he grasps three by
the head, and the prince leads a file of others to

him bound. A similar scene is represented in

another compartment, where the king holds his

scimitar over the head of a kneeling prisoner of

Asiatic race. Finally he is seen, seated on his

• Rosellini, Mon. Rcali, pi. Ixvii. a See p. 228 of this vol. Vol. i. p. 313.
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throne, with a lion having his fore-paws bound

couched at his feet. Egyptians, evidently of mi-

litary rank bearing emblems of victory, stand in

order before him, and one of the princes of the

blood brings three Asiatic prisoners bound. The
inscription appears to be a general summary of the

triumphs recorded on both walls, mention being

made of victories over the Cushites as well as the

Shari^

This is the principal historical monument of Ra-

meses II. 's reign ; for the obelisks of Luxor contain

nothing beyond the customary pompous and my-
stical phrases. It has been already mentioned, that

the tomb in the Bab-el-Melook appears to have

been begun, but not carried on far by him. From
this and other circumstances it has been concluded

that his reign was not long.

He was succeeded by Rameses III. That he

was the brother of his predecessor appears from the

Menephtheion^ already mentioned, in which both

of them stand before the figure of Menephthah,

and the inscription declares that they have come
to render homage to their father^. We have seen

however that Rameses II. had sons, and therefore

we must suppose that they were dead, or what is

more probable, that their uncle set them aside and

mounted the throne—a proceeding not unsuitable

to his energetic character. He may even have

dated his accession from his father's death. That

Rameses III. is the Sesostris of Herodotus is no

longer doubtful. Herodotus says that he had him-

' Roselliiii,Mon. Stor.iii.2,p. 18. ^ Rosellioi, Mon. Stor. 1, p. 263.
'' See p. 265 of this vol.
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self seen in " Palestine of Syria ^" the tablet which

Sesostris set up in commemoration of his conquest.

At the mouth of the Nahr-el-Kelb,the ancientLycus,

not far from Beiroot, three such tablets are found,

exhibiting an Egyptian king in the customary pos-

ture of smiting his enemies. His name is not pre-

served, but the titular shield is that of Rameses III.

with the characters ** approved of Re." Further,

Herodotus relates that Sesostris on his return to

Egypt set up a colossal statue of himself, thirty

cubits (forty-five feet) in height, before the temple

of Ptah at Memphis. At Mitrahenny we have seen

that a colossal statue still exists^, forty-eight feet in

height, bearing not only the titular shield, but the

phonetic name of Rameses HI. This proof is not

so cogent as the preceding, because we are not sure

that this is the statue of which Herodotus speaks,

but even alone it would have furnished a strong argu-

ment for the identity of the Sesostris of Herodotus

with this king. It does not prove that he was called

Sesostris in the Egyptian annals; but it shows that

one remarkable circumstance which Herodotus re-

lates of Sesostris is historically true of Rameses III.,

and justifies our application of the written history,

in which no Rameses appears, to the monumental,

in which the name of Sesostris is not found. That

we should be able to frame from their union a nar-

rative in which every part of both shall find a place,

is not to be expected. Diodorus complains that

' Trans, of Royal Soc. Lit. vol. 3. the Sothis professed to have de-
p. 1 05, PI. 1 . 2. 1 St Series. Possibly rived his history. The inscriptions
this may explain the tablets cV t^ in the Wadi Mokuttub are hardly
lipiaiiKJj yfj Ktififvcdv from which, of sufficient antiquity to be re-
according to Syncellus (p. 40. 73, ferred to.
cd. Dind.), the Pseudo-Manetho in ' Vol. i 115.
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the Greeks did not agree with one another in what

they related of Sesostris (his Sesoosis), nor the

priests with those who panegyrized him in songi

He himself begins his narrative with a circumstance

which betrays its own origin in popular and poetical

fiction. It is a characteristic of such fictions to re-

present the birth and earliest years of those who
are afterwards to play a distinguished part, as cor-

responding with their subsequent celebrity. The
father of Sesostris collected together all the male

children who were born in Egypt on the same day

wnth him, and caused them all to be educated toge-

ther, that early familiarity might prepare them for

friendly cooperation^. Their training was such as

the future conquerors of the world from India to

Thrace might well need ; none was allowed to take

food in the morning till he had run 180 stadia, at

least eighteen miles. While yet a youth he was

sent with his companions by his father to undergo

a still further hardening in the deserts of Arabia,

and subdued its inhabitants, on whom the yoke had
never been imposed before. Next he was dispatched

to the west, where he subdued also the greater part

of Libya. That some reason might appear why his

father anticipated such celebrity for his son and

educated him accordingly, it was said that He-
phaistos appeared to him in his sleep and foretold

that the child who was about to be born should be

^ Diod. 1, 53. 6800 childi-en must have been born

^ Jomard, Description d'Egypte, every day of the year,and the whole
Memoires, 9, 151, calculates, that population of Egypt must have
if, when Sesostris was twenty years been 72,722,600. The scythe of
of age, more than 1700 males, as statistics mows down unmercifully
Diodorus says (1, 54), were living, the exuberances of mythology and
born on the same day with him, rhetoric.

VOL. II. T
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the conqueror of the world. On his father's death,

either relying on this oracle, or persuaded by his

daughter Athyrtis, who was endowed with superior

sagacity to all other women, or had acquired her

knowledge by divination, he determined to under-

take an expedition.

We recognize here plainly enough the exaggera-

tions natural to the story of an heroic conqueror,

whose memory has been fondly cherished by the

people and celebrated in popular poetry. Herodotus

relates no prodigies or incredible facts respecting

the childhood of his Sesostris, but he makes his

first expedition to be for the subjugation of the

people who dwelt on the shores of the Erythraean

Sea, that is the Indian Ocean. If he built his fleet

of ships of war in some of the harbours on the

western side of the Red Sea, and with them passed

the Straits of Babelmandeb to subdue the Ethio-

pians, it is difficult to understand how his further

progress could be stopped, as Herodotus says, by

shallows. If, however, as Diodorus represents ^ he

made a land expedition into Ethiopia, and as he

and Strabo say, from that coast entered the Arabian

Gulf, he might naturally enough be stopped by

shallows, for the sand-banks and coral-reefs make
navigation along its shores towards the northern

end dangerous in the extreme to all who are not

familiar with them. These difficulties were expe-

rienced by iElius Gallus when he undertook his

expedition from the head of the Gulf, against the

Arabs, in the reign of Augustus ; and the tides of|

the Red Sea, which embarrassed his navigation,

' Diod. 1, 66. Strabo, 16, p. 769.
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must have been still more formidable to Egyptian

sailors in the reign of Sesostris'. A fleet for the

navigation of this sea would be more easily con-

structed on the coast of Ethiopia, which abounded

with wood, than at Suez, Myos Hormos or Berenice,

where no timber whatever is to be found. The
subsequent exaggerations of Diodorus, who makes

Sesostris conquer the whole sea-coast to India, and

even pass the Ganges and reach the Eastern Ocean,

do not belong to the poetical fictions of the ancient

Egyptians ; they indicate the corruption of history

from a more recent source—the desire of the priests

to exalt the conquests of Sesostris above those of

the Macedonians, under whose dominion the land

of the Pharaohs had fallen. Diodorus, who assigns

him 600,000 infantry, 24,000 cavalry and 27,000

chariots, includes the Cyclades in his conquests

;

Dicsearchus^, " the greater part of Europe."

The Greek historians represent Sesostris as of

unusually lofty stature ; Herodotus, according to

the probable meaning of his words, six feet nine

inches^; and this may perhaps be a cause why he

seems to have drawn to himself the fame of the

Thothmes and Menephthah, whose names are passed

over by them. In the Egyptian battle-pieces the

sovereign is always of gigantic size, and to those

who could not read their names, they might all pass

for one and the same Sesostris "*.

> Syllffius, who undertook to be ^ gchol. Apoll. Rhod. 4, 272.

his pilot, exposed his fleet to danger ' See note on fxeyados ircfiirTrjs

paxtnis aXifxevoii 7rapa^a\a>v, ^ (rmdafxris, Kenrick's Egypt of He-
XOipddcov v(f)aKcou fieaTois fj reva- rodotus, 2, 106.

yatbfcri' TrXelarov Be al TrXrjixfivpides * See p. 164 of this vol.

eXvTTovv Koi al dinrcoTfis. (Strabo,

16, p. 780.)

t2
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The historical and other monuments of the reign

of Rameses III. far exceed those of any preceding

or subsequent sovereign, and correspond with the

long reign of upwards of sixty years which the lists

and the sculptures agree in attributing to him. The

earliest of these records is of the fifth year of his

reign. His campaign of this year is partially deli-

neated on the walls of the propylaea of Luxor, but

much more fully on those of the temple of Aboo-

simbel. So numerous are the pictures, that they

alone occupy twenty-five plates in the great work of

Rosellini'. The cost and labour involved in first ex-

cavating this temple in the rock, and then covering

it with painted sculptures of nearly the size of life,

are incalculable ; yet they could never be seen, ex-

cept when explored with artificial light. At the

time when this temple was excavated, the valley of

the Nile between the two Cataracts was no doubt

much better peopled than it has ever since been.

But on this site there is no appearance that any

town has ever stood ; the Nile is close to the front

and the desert is behind, whence the sand has poured

down in streams, choked Dp the entrance to the

temple, and buried the colossal figure of the king.

We can only conjecture therefore that some unre-

corded circumstance in the life of Rameses led him
to fix on this spot for a record of his gratitude*.

The pronaos of the temple, into which the tra-

veller first enters when he has worked his way
through the sand, is supported by a double row of

' Mon. Reali, tav. Ixxix. ciii. dicated to Athor, on his return
Rosellini supposes that here from his expedition. (Mon. Stor.

he may have met his queen, by iii. 2, 167.)
whom the smaller temple was de-
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eight pilasters, on the front of which stands, Hke a

Caryatid, the figure of Rameses with the attributes

of Osiris, thirty feet in height. The walls on the

left or south side are divided into several compart-

ments, each of which represents some action of the

king ; the right is occupied with a single subject,

itself comprehending a great variety of actions ^

The two first on the left side exhibit the victories

of the king, accompanied by his three sons*, one of

whom is named Rameses, over the Asiatic nations

whose names are already known to us from the

sculptures of Setei Menephthah, African victories

being also incidentally mentioned in the inscrip-

tions. The artist has apparently had this monu-
ment of Menephthah 's reign in view, and imitated

its composition and arrangement. In the next

compartment are seen two files of African prisoners

led by the king to be presented to three divinities^.

These according to the usual theology should be

Amunre, Phre, and Maut ; but Roselhni has ob-

served a singular piece of flattery in the compo-

sition of the group '^. The figure which should

represent Phre has the disk of the sun placed over

it, but the features are those of Rameses III. him-

self, the head-dress is that of a king, and the legend

above is, " Discourse of Amun-mai-Ramses, We
grant thee life and perfect purity." The African

prisoners are coloured alternately brown and black,

but it may be doubted whether this is meant to in-

dicate the difference of colour between Nubians and

' Rosellini, Mon. Stor. iii. 2, 89- ' Rosellini, M. R. tav. Ixx^iv.

119. V. vi.

' Rosellini, u. s. p. 101. " Mon. Stor. iii. 2, 117.
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negroes ; elsewhere we find the Egyptian artists using

a contrast of colour for the sake of relief. The

features of both the brown and the black men are

equally negro, and their costume is the same. In

their rude and awkward movements, and the ludi-

crous expression of constraint and pain in their

countenances, the painter has exactly copied the

workings of nature as they may be seen at this day

in the same people under similar circumstances.

The wall on the right-hand side represents, without

divisions, a series of actions in a campaign against

the Sheto which may be considered as the first mili-

tary undertaking of Rameses III., as it bears date

the ninthof Epiphi, in the fifth year of his reign. The

whole composition contains more than eight hundred

figures, and the centre is occupied by the camp of

the king, the various events of the campaign being

exhibited around the four sides^ The series begins

with an attack made by him on a fortified city

standing on a river, branches of which flow around

its walls, and serve the purpose of a trench. The

enemy, who w^ear long-sleeved tunics, have gene-

rally the head shaven, with the exception of a lock

which falls over the back of the neck, and wear

mustachios. They fight from chariots, but of

much ruder construction than those of the Egyp-

tians, and each chariot carries three persons, a

spearman, a charioteer and a shield-bearer. Their

shields are of different forms, some square, and ap-

parently made of basket-work, others of wood with

incurved sides. The enemy are driven headlong

to the fortress, and some of them have been preci-

* Rosellini, Mon. Stor. iii. 2, 119, tav. Ixxxviii.-ciii.
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pitated with their horses and chariots into the river.

Mixed with the chariots appear here and there men
mounted on horseback ; but as they are without

armour, and the horses without saddle or bridle,

they seem as if they were making their escape from

the field on horses which in the conflict had been

detached from their harness, or else are acting as

messengers ^ The battle-scene is followed by an-

other, in which the king, seated in his chariot, and

surrounded by his guards and officers, sees the

amputated hands of his enemies thrown down
before him, and their number recorded by scribes.

Other scenes of war occupy the borders ; they

generally resemble those which we have already

described. One of them, however, deserves a spe-

cial notice; two men of the hostile nation are under-

going the bastinade, and from the inscription above

them it appears that they are detected spies.

The importance which the Egyptians attached to

the events of this campaign is evident from its re-

petitions at Thebes. The scene represented on the

propylsea of the great court of Luxor is the same

as that which we have just described^. We find

again the city round which the river flows assaulted

by the Egyptians, and some of the combatants with

their chariots and horses precipitated into it. The
bastinading of the spies is also repeated, and the

centre is occupied, as at Aboosimbel, by a repre-

sentation of the camp. All doubt of their identity

is removed by the date, which is the fifth of Epiphi

* The camp which has been al- ^ Rosellini, Mon. Stor. iii. 2,

ready described (vol. i. p. 229) 222, tav. civ.-cvii.

occupies the centre ; a Hon bound
couches in the middle.
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ill the fifth year of the king, RamesesIIL, the date

of that of Aboosimbel being four days later. The

Rameseion, on the western bank of the Nile \ which

was his work, repeats, with some variations, the

same subject*. The city on the river again appears,

but it has a double fosse, and a bridge over them

connecting it with the main land. The river is full

of drowning men and horses ; a chieftain has been

dragged out on the bank, and his soldiers are en-

deavouring to restore him to life by holding him

with his head downwards. These men have evi-

dently made a sally from the city over the draw-

bridge, for the purpose of assisting and rescuing

their friends whom the Egyptians have driven into

the river. In another part of the Rameseion is

represented the capture of a second fortress. A
scaling-ladder is applied to the walls, two sons of

Rameses are ascending upon it, and four others at

the base are leading as many bodies of men, who
are sheltered by a large wooden coverlet from the

stones, lances, and arrows of the besieged. Four

other royal princes appear in different parts of the

field.

Diodorus Siculus^, having described, on the

authority of the Egyptian priests and the Greek
writers who had visited Thebes under Ptolemy

Lagi, the fore-courts of the monument of Osyman-
dyas and the colossal statues of the king, his wife

and his mother, proceeds :
—" Next to the pylon,"

they say, " is a peristyle hall, more wonderful than

the preceding, in which are all sorts of carvings,

; Vol. i. p. 153. 3
jji3t. 1^ 47.

* Rosellini, u.s. p. 232, tav. ci.\.
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representing the war which he waged with the re-

volted Bactrians. Against them he made an expe-

dition with 400,000 infantry and 20,000 cavalry,

the whole army being divided into four parts, all

of which sons of the king commanded. On the

first wall the king is represented besieging a fortress

surrounded by a river, and encountering some of

his enemies, accompanied by a lion who fights

fiercely in aid of him. Some of those who ex-

pounded the antiquities said that the king had

really tamed a lion, which fought for him and put

his enemies to flight ; others, that being haughtily

vain of his valour, he expressed his own character

by the figure of a lion. On the second wall cap-

tives are represented with their hands cut off, and

otherwise mutilated, indicating that their minds

were effeminate, and that in their diflSculties they

had made no vigorous use of their hands. The

third wall had carvings of all kinds, and brilliant

pictures representing a sacrifice by the king, and a

triumph on his return from the war."

There are circumstances in this description which

identify the so-called monument of Osymandyas^

with the Rameseion, and the sculptures of which

Diodorus speaks with those which Rosellini has

drawn. Such are the river flowing round the for-

tress, and the four sons of the king. It is true

that he also mentions circumstances which are not

found here, as the fighting lion, and the mutilation of

the captives. But only a part of the original sculp-

^ No name like Osymandyas is the name of one of the sons

appears in the lists of Egyptian of Rameses III., and may have

kings ; but Simandu, " son of the been a title of his father. (See Ro-

god Mandu" (see vol. i. p. 394), seUini, Mon. Stor. i. 277.)
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tures of the Rameseion remains ; and as we have

already seen that those of Aboosimbel and Luxor

are free copies of the same general subject, we may
restore and supply the one from the other ; and in

one or other all these circumstances are found. If

then it be ascertained that all these relate to the

same event, we know from Diodorus what that

event was ; it was reputed to be, according to the

Egyptian priests, the campaign of Rameses against

the revolted Bactrians. Amidst all the uncertainty

which attends the interpretation of the hierogly-

phical inscriptions, so much seems to be ascer-

tained, both from the words themselves, and from

the comparison of the nations who now appear in

the field with those who are seen in the battle-

pieces of Setei Menephthah, that this was a second

conquest, and that consequently there had been a

rebellion. There is no name indeed which bears

any resemblance to that of Bactrians ; nor is it

necessary to suppose that the country bore the

same name in the Ptolemaic times as in that of

Rameses III. Yet the name is remarkable as it

recurs in Tacitus. The priest who acted as guide

to Germanicus, related from the monuments of

Thebes that Rameses had possessed Libya, Ethiopia,

Media, Persia, Bactriana and Scythia, with the ter-

ritories which the Syrians, Armenians, and their

neighbours the Cappadocians inhabit, extending

his dominion to the Bithynian sea on the one side,

and the Lycian on the other^ Now we know from
the monuments that the claim of dominion over

Libya, Ethiopia, and Syria, was well founded ; in

' Tac. Ann. 2, fiO.
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the lime of Herodotus its memorials existed in

Asia Minor, and may yet perhaps be found there
;

the valley of the Tigris and Euphrates was familiar

ground to the military sovereigns of the 1 8th and

19th dynasties. Confirmed in so many points,

why should not the accounts of the Egyptian priests

be believed, when they tell us that Media, Persia

and Bactriana were also the scene of the conquests

of Rameses ? Such were the first conclusions of

Champollion respecting the country of the Sheto

and the other nations who are represented as war-

ring with Menephthah and his successors ; and

upon the whole they appear to be the most pro-

bable. The expression of Herodotus, that he went

through *' the whole continent," subduing all whom
he met, may be explained by two other passages, in

which he uses the same expression, and from which

it is evident that it included all Asia, from the

shores of the JEgean to the eastern limits of Media

and Persia^

One of the strong evidences of the wide range

which the expeditions of Rameses and other Egyp-

tian sovereigns took in Asia, was the resemblance

which the Colchians bore to the Egyptians. Hero-

dotus does not speak from hearsay on this point

;

he had been among the Colchians, and had made

inquiries both from them and the Egyptians. He
acknowledges that the resemblance of their dark

complexions and crisp hair was not decisive ; other

' 1,96. 'E6vt(ov avTOPOficou ndv- all who were subsequently included

TODv ava TTjv fJTTiipov, hbf avTis in the dominion of Persia (4, 91).

€s Tvpavvlbas TrepirjXdov. From the Darius calls himself on the stele,

comparison of this passage with the which he set up near the Hebrus,
beginning of c. 95, it is evident Tlepaecov re koX nda-r/f Trjs fjTrei-

that "all on the continent" means pov ^aa-iXcvs.
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nations had these peculiarities ; but he lays more

stress upon their linen manufacture, their whole

mode of life, their language, and their practice of

circumcision. It was an ancient usage only among
the Colchians, Egyptians and Ethiopians ; for the

Syrians in Palestine (by whom, though ignorant of

their distinct nationality, he must have meant the

Jews,) and the Phoenicians acknowledged to have

learnt it from the Egyptians, and the Cappadocians

from the Colchians ^ Pindar calls the Colchians

dark-complexioned, speaking probably according

to the received opinion of his contemporaries. The
later geographers and Amraianus Marcellinus^ may
have only repeated Herodotus. As we know
nothing of the Colchian language, we cannot bring

to the test the declaration of Herodotus that they

were similar ; nor is much stress to be laid upon

it, as his knowledge of the Egyptian language was

very limited ; but the correspondence of their mode
of life was a matter in which he could not be mis-

taken. The Colchians were certainly a civilized

and instructed people^, living among tribes remark-

able for their rudeness, and no other source of this

superiority appears so natural as a settlement of the

soldiers of Sesostris '*. He remarks that when he

inquired of both nations, he found that the Colchi-

ans preserved more memory of the Egyptians than

the Egyptians of the Colchians. This was natural

' Vol. i. p. 448. IIer.2, 103. Egyptian origin of the Colchians,
' 22, 8. Colchos, ^gyptiorum and derives them from India. One

antiauam sobolem. of his proofs will excite a smile at
' Bochart, Geogr. Sacr. lib. 4, the present day :

" the Egyptians,"
^- ^^ •

.

he says, " in early times, according
Ritter, the celebrated geogrn- to the imanimous testimony of an-

l>her. m his " Vorhalle Europai- tiquity, kept themselves to their
sober Volkergcschichtc," denies the native country" (p. 40).
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under any circumstances ; but if Pliny's account

be correct, that Sesostris was defeated by Salauces,

son of ^etes and king of Colchis, the silence of

the Egyptians would be very intelligible^ The

wealth of Colchis in gold, of which Pliny speaks,

and which gave rise to the fable of the fleece,

accounts for the Egyptian king's including this

remote country in the range of his expedition.

Herodotus does not mention how long the ab-

sence of Sesostris lasted. Diodorus makes it nine

years, nor is this improbable. Both historians

relate that he had made his brother viceroy in his

absence, and that on his return his life was exposed

to danger at Daphne near Pelusium from his

treachery. He invited the conqueror to a banquet

in his tent, and when he had fallen asleep under the

influence of wine, set fire to a quantity of combus-

tibles which he had piled on the outside. Sesos-

tris awaking and finding his imminent danger,

prayed to the gods for the deliverance of himself

and his children : his prayer was heard, and he

escaped through the flames. To show his gratitude

he offered gifts to the other gods, but especially to

Hephaistos, as the principal cause of his escape.

As related by Herodotus the story is still more por-

tentous. Discovering his danger, he consults with

his wife, who advises him to take two of their six

children, and make a bridge of them across the

flames. He did so, the children were burnt, but

Sesostris and his wife escaped. In gratitude for

* Plin. N. H. 33, 15. Salauces, quibusque sorte reges singulos e

^etae soboles (Cod. Bamb. vulg. subjectisjungereadcurrumsolitus,

iEsubopes), victo Sesostri, ^Egypti atque ita triumphare.

regi tam superbo, ut prodatur annis
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their preservation he erected statues of himself and

his wife thirty cubits high, and of their sons twenty

cubits high, before the temple of Hephaistos at

Memphis'. This tale betrays its origin in an age

when Egyptian tradition had begun to be corrupted

by a desire to conform to Greek ideas. To the

Greeks the Memphian Ptah was the god of fire

;

and what cause more natural for the erection

of the family group in costly statues, than their

deliverance from burning ? It does not often hap-

pen that Diodorus is more moderate and rational

than Herodotus ; but it is so here. Neither author

gives the entire story ; Diodorus does not mention

the burning of the children, nor Herodotus say that

the statues were erected in memory of the escape,

but both circumstances are necessary to complete

the narrative.

Herodotus and Diodorus describe Sesostris on
his return from his long expedition as devoting

himself to public works and to legislation. The
captives whom he brought back were employed in

dragging stones to the temple which he built to

Hephaistos, and others which according to Dio-

dorus^ he erected in the chief city of every nome
to its tutelary deity, placing on all of them an

inscription purporting that they had been raised

by the labour of captives and not of Egyptians.

' Rameses III. appears to have cated the smaller temple at Aboo-
had twenty-three sons, but four simbel to Athor, he had another
are seen conspicuously on several wife. Isinofre, who appears along
of the monuments (RoselUni, with him in the inscriptions at Sil-
M. Stor. iii. 2, 240, 2()6), and this siUs, accompanied by two sons and
might give rise to the popular opi- a daughter. (Rosellini, Mon. Stor.
nion that all but four had perished. 1, 272.)
(Birch. Gall. Brit. Mus. 204.) « 1, 56.

Besides Nofre-Atari, who dedi-
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Some of these captives, who had been brought from

Babylon, unable to endure the severity of their la-

bour, rose and seized upon a strong post near the

Nile and not far from Memphis, to which they gave

the name of Babylon, whence they laid waste the

neighbouring country. If it were true that they

defied the power of the king and at last established

themselves here in security, as Diodorus says, this

would give us no high idea of the power of the

Egyptian monarchy. Tradition, however, varied

in regard to the origin of the name ; Ctesias derived

it from an invasion of Egypt by Semiramis ; Jose-

phus with most probability refers it to the invasion

of Cambyses^ Sesostris raised mounds of earth,

to which he removed the inhabitants of those towns

which were in danger of being flooded in the inunda-

tion of the Nile ; cut canals through the whole of

Lower Egypt^, and built a wall, 1500 stadia in

length, from Pelusium to Heliopolis, to defend the

frontier of Egypt from the invasion of the Syrians

and Arabs. According to Herodotus he distributed

all the lands of Egypt, assigning to each man his

*' rood of ground," and laid a land-tax upon them.

Even the institution of the law of hereditary occu-

pations was attributed to Sesostris (Sesonchosis) by

Dicsearchus and Aristotle^. That a reign so long

^ Antiq. Jud. 2, 15. duction of mounted cavalry. Hpco-
^ Diodorus represents this as rov tpacrlv avrbv evpTjKcvai l7nra>u

being done partly to render Egypt avdpcdirop cTri^aivfiv. (Schol. ApoU.
inaccessible to cavalryand chariots; Rhod. 4, 272.)

Herodotus to supply fresh water to ^ Pol. 7, 10. *0 8e x<»pt(r/i6s 6

parts remote from the river. The Kara yevos rov ttoXitikov ttXtjOovs

country having been rendered unfit e^ Alyvirrov' ttoXv yap vTrepreiuei

for wheeled carriages by the cut- toIs xP^^^*-^ '^*' M/i/© ^aaikeiav

ting of canals, it was a natural fie- fj Secraxrrptoy.

tion to attribute to him the intro-
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and vigorous would witness many improvements in

legislation, many works of public utility, we cannot

doubt ; we know that Rameses III. covered Nubia ^

and Egypt with memorials of his devotion to the

gods and his magnificence in building ; but when

the raising of the sites of all the cities, the cutting

of all the canals, the division of the whole land of the

kingdom, the distribution of the people into castes,

are attributed to him, we see the tendency of popular

history to crowd into one reign the progressive im-

provements of many. Egypt had been a civilized

kingdom long before Rameses III., and those un-

dertakings which are essential to its prosperity and

order had probably been the gradual work of several

sovereigns.

The hieratic manuscript known by the name of

the Papyrus of Sallier, is said to contain an account

of a war carried on by Rameses III.^ with the Sheto

in the ninth year of his reign ; but the import of

this document is hitherto so little known, that we

must content ourselves with indicating the fact, that

four years later than the events w^hich have been

just described, he was still involved in hostilities

with them.

The south wall of the palace of Karnak contains an

inscription dated in the twenty-first year of the reign

ofRameses and the twenty-first dayof Tybi,in which

it is recorded that four chiefs of the Sheto came to

the tent of his majesty to supplicate for peace, who

» They are found at Ibrim,Derri, Thebes the sepulchres of two U-
Amwla, and Wadi Esseboua. brarians, father and son, under

" Several hieratic papyri,which Rameses Meiamun." (Lepsius, Ein-
we still possess, are dated from the leitung, 1, 39.)
Rameseion, and I have found in
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granted it to them on condition of their paying

tribute in silver, gems^ and balsam or spicery^ We
learn little from this document respecting the events

of this war or revolt. A phrase in the inscription

(1. 8 at the end) seems to imply that a battle had

been fought in the land of Egypt ; but the con-

nexion is not sufficiently clear to warrant the sup-

position that the Sheto had actually invaded Egypt.

It is remarkable that in this document three of the

gods of Egypt, and Sut or Sutch, the god of the

Sheto, who resembles the figure called Typhon or

Seth in the Egyptian monuments, are represented

as taking a share in the events of the war and the

conclusion of the peace, on behalf of their respective

worshipers^.

This is the latest memorial that has been found

of the w^ars of Rameses III. The temple of Aboo-

simbel, however, contains a large stele evidently

later in its erection than the edifice itself, dated the

13th of the month Tybi and the 35th of his reign'.

Its purport is rather religious than historical. He
appears upon it, preparing to smite three foreigners

in honour of the god Ptah-Sokari. A long inscrip-

tion contains the discourse of this divinity to the

king, in which he declares that he and the other

gods have granted to him that his edifices should

be stable as the pillars of heaven, and promise that

he shall celebrate many panegyrics, that he shall

conquer his enemies, and that the rest of the world

shall be obedient to him, like the Sheto represented

* Rosellini, Mon. Stor. iii. 2, light on the obliteration of the

p. 268, tav. cxvi. figure of Seth. See vol. i. p. 417.
' Rosellini, Mon. Stor. iii. 2, ^ Rosellini, Mon. Stor. iii. 2,

280, note. This may possibly throw p. 163.

VOL. II. U
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on the walls of this temple. The king in reply

boasts of having enlarged and adorned the temple

of the god in the habitation of Ptah, that is Memphis,

his peculiar dwelling-place. We know from Hero-

dotus and Diodorus what he did for the enlargement

and decoration of this temple ; the prostrate colossal

statue of Mitrahenny bears the image of Ptah and

the contemplar goddess Pasht, in the tablet on the

breast and the shield on the belt^ The quarries of

Silsilis contain several stelis in which mention is

made of panegyrics celebrated by Rameses III. in

his 30th, 34th, 37th, 40th and 44th years. The

last appears to have been celebrated on a larger

scale than usual, the cities of Upper and Lower

Egypt being specially mentioned as taking part in

them 2.

The smaller temple at Aboosimbel was dedicated

byNofreari^, queen ofRameses, to the goddess Athyr,

and contains chiefly religious inscriptions, but also

some in honour of Rameses III., whose victories

over the nations of Africa, over the north and the

south, are commemorated, but without any precise

dates. The face of the rock from which these

temples were excavated, also exhibits sculptures of

various kinds, and among them some of historical

import. One records an act of homage to Ra-

meses III., in the 38th year of his reign, on the part

of an Ethiopian prince, Sotekauto"*, holding the

' Bonomi, in Trans. Roy. Soc. called "the living eyes of the king"
Lit. 2n(l Series, 2, 300. and " ears of the chamberlains of

' Rosellini, Mon. del Culto, the royal house." Compare Jul.

P-230. Poll. ii. 84. 'EkoXoCvto Sf Tti/fff

• RosclHni, Mon. Stor. iii. 2, 2»Ta Ka\ 6(f)ea\fiol /Sao-tXewr
173 ; Mon. Reali, tav. cxi. ol to. Xfyofitva diayyfWovTfs Koi tA

* Rosellini, a. s. p. 187. He is 6pd>fx€m.
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office of basilicogrammat. Neither here, nor in

the other numerous examples of such homage, do

the persons rendering it exhibit any trace of Ethio-

pian features or appear in Ethiopian costume. They
invoke the gods of Egypt, offer prayers for the Pha-

raohs S and are in every respect Egyptian. Either

therefore Nubia between the Cataracts was governed

in this age by Egyptian princes, or, as seems more

probable from the multitude of temples of that re-

ligion, its population was Egyptian. One of these

inscriptions on the rocks of Aboosimbel is import-

ant, as declaring that Rameses had employed the

captives of his Asiatic wars in building the temples

of the gods 2.

Aristotle and Strabo inform us that Sesostris

undertook, Pliny that he meditated^, the construc-

tion of a canal to join the Nile with the Red Sea.

Herodotus, when he relates the similar undertaking

of Neco'*, makes no mention of Sesostris, and it is

probable that the undertaking has been attributed

to him from the celebrity of his name^.

The tablet which RamesesIII. caused to be erected

atAbydos, containing the shields of his predecessors,

has been already described. Setei Menephthah

' RoselliBi, Mon. Stor. iii. 2, epyacrias ratv /xei/ Alyxmricov ovbfva

p. 189. Rameses III. added two napeXa^e, 8i avrmv 8e tcov ai^jua-

lateral columns to the inscriptions Xarcov airavra KarecrKevaa-e. Aioirep

on the obelisks of Luxor, erected ewl iraa-i rots iepols eweypa'^fu ws
by Rameses II., but they contain ovdels iyxapios els avra pLcpoxd'qKf.

no historical information. The The iraari is an exaggeration,

colossal statues of granite which ^ Meteor. 1, 14. Strabo, lib. 1,

(vol. i. p. 171) are attributed to p. 38. Plin. N. H. 6,29.

Rameses II, should belong to Ra- '* 2, 158.

meses III., according to the crite- ^ Lepsius (Einl. 1, 349) thinks

rion laid down in p. 268 of this that Sesostris carried his canal only

volume. to the eastern extremity of the val-

^ Diod. Sic. 1, 56. Upoy ras ley of Goshen.

u2
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appears to have been the builder of the temple or

palace, the greater part of which is now buried in

the sand, and to have begun the temple of Osiris,

which his son Rameses III. completed.

Eusebius gives sixty-eight years to Rameses, and

his sixty-second is found on a tablet in the British

Museum. This collection also contains one of the

finest specimens of Egyptian sculpture, in his co-

lossal bust of red granite, the remains of a statue

once placed in the Rameseion of western Thebes

and removed thence by Belzoni^

Mention has been already made of the tomb in

the valley of Bab-el-Melook in which the shields of

both the second and the third Rameses occur. Ro-

sellini, who entered it with difficulty, found it nearly

filled with rubbish, either washed down by torrents

or purposely brought in when it was abandoned*.

It has not been explored to its furthest extremity,

but there is no appearance that it was ever elabo-

rately executed, as we might expect in the tomb of

80 powerful a monarch, and one who reigned so

long. Was the great Sesostris content with having

covered Egypt with monuments of his magnificence

and indifferent to the splendour of his sepulchre, or

are we to believe that the Rameseion was his burial-

place as well as his palace ? Such a combination

would be very repugnant to Egyptian usages, and

yet the authors whom Diodorus^ followed distinctly

asserted, that the tomb of the sovereign who built

the Rameseion lay apart from those of the rest of

the kings, and was approached by a flight of steps

• Birch,Gall.ofBrit.Mu8.p.l04.
Vol. i. p. 164.

' Mon. Stor. iii. 2, 284.
» 1, 4».
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from the palace. It may therefore remain to be

discovered.

With Rameses III. we lose the guidance of the

Tablet of Abydos, but the procession at Medinet

Aboo gives us a royal titular shield, to which it

appears from other monuments that the name of

Menephthah II. belongs \ Herodotus represents

Sesostris as being succeeded by his son Pheron,

whose name historians are agreed in considering as

a misunderstood Pharaoh, Diodorus gives him as

successor Sesoosis II., confounding him probably

with the next but one in order, Setei Menephthah II.

The Rameseion contains the portraits and names

and offices of the twenty-three sons of Rameses III.

;

the thirteenth, Menephthah, bears the addition of

king, which has evidently been made by a later

hand, and subsequently to his accession to the

throne. Six princesses, elegantly clothed and with

a sistrum in their hands, are figured in the same

place^. No properly historical monuments of his

reign exist ; he appears at Silsilis in acts of adora-

tion to various divinities^, among the rest the Nile,

who was worshiped with especial honour at this

place, where he seems to issue again as from a

second source. Nor does any great building appear

to have been erected by this king ; when his name
is found, it is on trifling additions made to the works

f preceding monarchs. The fourth year is the

highest date that has yet been found on his monu-

' Instead of the phonetic cha- ^ Rosellini, Mon. Stor, i. 275,
racters for Ptah, the last syllable 6, 7- iii. 2, 297.

is expressed by the figure of the ''' Rosellini, Mon. Stor. iii. 2,

od. (Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 1,204. 298.

in. iv. 12.)Li
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ments. His tomb in the Bab-el-Melook is 1 67 feet

in length, and has been ornamented with great care

in the portions near the entrance, and one piece of

sculpture still remains of which the colours are as

brilUant as when they were first laid on^ Mene-

phthah, crowned with a splendid head-dress, and

clad in a long transparent robe fringed at the bot-

tom, stands before the hawk-headed god Phre, who

promises him length of days upon the throne*. This

is a sufficient proof of the custom of excavating the

tomb during the lifetime of the king. The name

of the successor of the Rameses, who, according to

Eusebius, reigns sixty-eight years, according to

Josephus sixty-six, and who must therefore be Ra-

meses-Sesostris, is in Africanus, Amenophath, who

reigns nineteen years. Removing the A, which may
have been prefixed as in Armesses, Menophath

approaches closely to Menephthah. With him the

18th dynasty of Manetho concludes.

To the reign of this Menephthah it appears pro-

bable that we are to refer the commencement of a

Sothiac cycle. It has been already stated that the

1461 years of which it was composed, having run

out in 139 A.D., must have begun in 1322 b.c.^ If

therefore we could ascertain in what year of what

king of Egypt it began, we should have a fixed

point for our chronological reckonings. Now a

passage in the writings of the Alexandrian astro-

nomer and mathematician Theon, pubUshed by

' Wilkinson, Mod. Eg. & Thebes, taken by Mr. Hay, and is in the
2,211. RoseUini, Mon. Stor.iii.2, British Museum. (Birch, Gall.
306. pi. 41.)

« Roselhni, Mon. Reah, tav. » Vol. i. p. 333.
cxviii. A cast of this sculpture was
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Larcher in his Notes to Herodotus, implies that this

cycle had one of its beginnings, if not its institu-

tion, in the reign of a certain kingMenophres'. As
there is no king in the hsts whose name exactly

answers to this, Champollion-Figeac conjectured

that the king intended was the Ammenephthes or

Amenophis who stands third in the list of the 1 9th

dynasty, and the year of the commencement of the

cycle the thirty-second of his reign^. Bunsen has

given reasons, as convincing as the nature of the

evidence allows, for considering Menephthah II. as

the king intended^. We have thus a fixed point

from which we can reckon downward to the reign

of Sheshonk, and thence to the Dodecarchy and the

close of the monarchy of the Pharaohs, with tole-

rable certainty, and upwards at least to the com-

mencement of the 18th dynasty. The astronomical

ceiling at the Rameseion'^, if erected near the close

^ Aa/x/3ai/o/xei' to. drro Mevoippeas ^ Syncellus (p. 103. 193, ed.
€a>s TTJs Xfj^eas Avyovarov. 'Ofiov Dind.) says, Tw e (5th) erei tov
TO. iTTKrvvayofifva err] a\€, ols cVt- Ke (25th) j8ao-tXevo-(tKroy Koy;^a-

Trpoa-Ti6ovfi€v ra diro rijs dpxrjs pe<os ttjs AlyvTrrov, eVi i^' dvva-
AiOKXrjTiavov err) p' yivovrai 6p.ov crreias tov Kvvikov Xeyop.epov kv-
€TT] ayjre. " The sum of the years kXov, otto tov 7rpd)Tov ^aaikecos koI

from" (theseraof) "Menophresto oIkio-tov Mea-Tpatp. ttjs AlyvTrrov
the end of" (the aera of) "Augustus rrXrjpovvTai err} yj/ (700) ^aa-ikecov

is 1605, to which adding the 100 k€. Champolhon-Figeac joined the
years from the beginning of (the words TrXrjpovvTai ctt) yj/ with tov
sera of) Diocletian, we have alto- Kvvikov "Keyop-evov kvkXov, instead
gether 1705 years." The aera of of with ^aa-ikeav kc, and hence
Diocletian began the 29th of Au- concluded, that the fifth year of
gust A.D. 284. (Ideler, Handb. der Concharis, the last king before the
Chron.l, 163; Champolhon-Figeac, Hyksos, fell in the 700th year of a
Premiere Lettre a M. le Due de Sothiac cycle. See Bunsen's Egypt,
Blacas, p. 100.) Deducting the 283 1, 221, Eng.
years of the Christian aera which ^ Bunsen,-(EgyptensStelle, B.3,
preceded it, from 1605, the joint p. 123.

duration ofthe two preceding aeras, ^ Vol. i. p. 335. The expression
we have 1322 B.C. for the com- " Rameses II. or III." indicates

mencement of that of Menophres. the doubt whether these sovereigns
This is the year in which we know were the same or different,

from Censorinus (vol. i. p. 334,
note) that a Sothiac cycle began.
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of the reign of Rameses-Sesostris, would exhibit

the state of the heavens as they appeared in the

beginning of that of his successor. The reign of

Sesostris was one of the times assigned for the ap-

pearance of the Phoenix ^

After the death of Menephthah we have again

difficulties from the want of conformity between the

monuments and the lists, and discrepancies among
the monuments themselves. In the procession of

Medinet Aboo, the next shield to that of Meneph-

thah is Setei-Menephthah II., i. e. Sethos, whom
the lists make the first of the 19th dynasty. But

we find on monuments the shields of two other per-

sonages with titles of royalty, whose names read

Mai-n-Phre Siphthah^ and Amun-meses. Siphthah

appears at Silsilis making an offering to Amunre,

accompanied by an officer of his court, who puts

up a prayer for the king ; and in another sculpture

Siphthah supplicates Amunre that his son, Numei,

may sit on the throne after him, a prayer nowhere

else found on Egyptian monuments, and from which

it has been argued that he felt doubtful of the stabi-

lity of his own power^. At Qoorneh, he is repre-

sented on a stele inserted into the wall, receiving

from the same god the scimitar, the emblem of mi-

Utary dominion, Setei-Menephthah I., Rameses III.,

and Aahmes the queen ofAmenoph I , standing by'*.

The presence of these persons seems to indicate

some genealogical connexion with the 18th dynasty

on the part of Siphthah, although we are unable to

say what it may have been. His tomb in the Bab-

• Tacit. Ann. 6, 28. ^ RoscUini, «. s. .'^29.

Rosellini, Mon. Stor. hi. 2, * Rosellini, m.«. 330.
324.
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el-Melook» is of great length, and ornamented with

a variety of sculpture. His wifeTaoser, Taosiri, or

Taseser, appears frequently making offerings to the

gods, sometimes alone, sometimes in company with

her husband. As the epithet Osirian {naKapirrjc) is

subjoined to her name, it is evident that she was

deceased when these sculptures were executed.

There is no date on any of the monuments of Siph-

thah, but everything tends to show that he was not

admitted as a legitimate monarch of Egypt, though

he assumed the title, and had for a time possession

of Upper Egypt, so as to prepare himself a se-

pulchre at Thebes^. Of Amun-meses we know still

less than of Siphthah, but he seems also to have

been an intrusive king, and the circumstance that

a change of dynasty took place about this time

may account for their appearance in monuments
and their exclusion from the lists.

Assuming the end of the reign of RamesesIIL,

or the commencement of that of Menephthah II.,

to fall in the j^ear b.c. 1322, and that Rameses III.

reigned 66 years, we are brought to 1388 b.c for

the date of his accession. There is no certainty in

the numbers assigned by the lists to his predeces-

sors ; but we know from the monuments that Ame-
nophis III. reigned at least 36 years, Thothmes III.

at least 35, and Amosis 22 ; while Rameses I. reigned

probably only one or two years. If we allot to the

twelve predecessors of Rameses III. twenty years

each, we shall be brought to 1628 b.c. as an ap-

proximate date for the establishment of the New

1 No. 14 on Sir G. Wilkinson's ^ Rosellini, Mon. Stor. iii. 2,

Plan. Rosellini, u. s. 331. 319.
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Monarchy. If, however, the kings whom we have

distinguished as Rameses II. and III. were one and

the same, only eleven reigns intervened between

Rameses III. and Amosis.

Nineteenth Dynasty. Seven Diospolitan kings.

(Eus. Five.)

Years.

1. Sethos, reigned 51 Eus. 55

2. RapsACES (Rampses, Eus.) 61 Eus. 66

3. Ammenephthes 20 Eus. 40

4. Rameses 60 Omitted Eus.

6. Ammenemnes 5 Eus. 26

6. Thuobis, called in Homer Polybus,the hus-

band of Alcandra^ in whose time Troy was

taken 7

204
" In this same second volume of Manetho

are 96 kings, 2121 years."

It could not escape the observation of critics,

that the commencement of this dynasty bore a

very suspicious resemblance to the termination of

the last*. We have Rampses reigning 66 years, fol-

lowed by Ammenephthes, who reigns 40 in the 19th,

and Rameses reigning 68, followed by an Ameno-
phis reigning 40, (Euseb.) in the 18th. The names

Ramesses, Armesses, Armais, Armaios, Ermaios, if

we strike out the vowels, which were not originally

expressed, reduce themselves to the same three

' In the Armenian Eustbius nastiac 18 et primi Dju. IJ), vaUle
Thuoris is said to be " vir strenuus mihi sunt suspecti tanquam iidem,
ac fortissiraus," as if the translator bis positi et male in diversos di-

had read aXKav8pos avi)p, which is stincti, quum utique eadem sint
the reading of two MSS. of Syn- nomina rcgum, idem ordo, idem
cellus, p. 16J) D. 320 ed. Dind. denique spatium regni." (Perizon.

' "Hi ipsi reges, ultimi Dy- iEgypt.Orig.Investig.c.xii.p.l94.)

i
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letters, R, M, S, and therefore probably denote

the same name, if not the same person ; nor are

Rampses and Rapsaces so remote from Rameses

as to preclude the possibility of their also being

the same. Amenophis, Amenophath, and Amme-
nephthes so nearly resemble each other, as to

excite a similar suspicion, especially as the Ame-
nophath of the 18th dynasty reigns 19 years,

Amenophis of the 19th, 19 years and 6 months \
and Ammenephthes, 20. Again, the Sethos-Ra-

meses of Manetho, quoted by Josephus, is so ex-

actly a counterpart of Sesostris-Rameses, that we
cannot hesitate to pronounce their histories to be

the same in origin®. " Sethos, who is also Ra-

meses,'' says he, " had a large force of ships and

cavalry. He established his brother Armais as

administrator of Egypt, and invested him with all

other royal authority, only enjoining upon him not

to wear the diadem, nor to injure the queen, the

mother of his children, and to abstain from the

royal harem. He himself having made an expe-

dition to Cyprus and Phoenice, and again to the

Assyrians and the Medes, brought them all under

subjection, some by force of arms, others without

fighting, through terror of his great power ; and

being rendered proud by his success, he went on

yet more boldly, subduing cities and lands that lay

towards the East. After the lapse of a consider-

able time, Armais, who had been left behind in

Egypt, began to do boldly just the reverse of what

his brother had exhorted him to do. He took the

* The authors of the Lists have them with the quotation from
suppressed the odd months every- Manetho in Josephus.
where, as we find by comparing ' Joseph, c. Apion. 1, 15.
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queen-mother to himself by force, and did not

abstain from the harem' ; and at the persuasion of

his friends he began to wear the diadem, and set

himself up against his brother. Sethos was in-

formed of these things by the chief priest, and im-

mediately returned to Pelusium and took possession

of his kingdom. And the country was called Ai-

guptos from his name ; for he says that Sethosis

was called Aiguptos, and Armais, his brother,

Danaus." Here we have evidently the same nar-

rative as in Diodorus and Herodotus respecting

Sesostris ; the great force of ships and cavalry, the

conquest of Hither Asia, the invasion and subju-

gation of countries lying still further East (the Bac-

trians of Diodorus), the distinction between the

nations who timidly submitted and those who re-

sisted by force of arms, the usurpation of power by
his brother, and the resumption of it by Sesostris at

Pelusium. The recital of Manetho, it is important

to observe, since his authority has been often so

lightly treated, is simple and historical ; it is in

Herodotus and Diodorus that we have it embel-

lished and exaggerated from popular tradition.

The monuments strengthen the suspicion which

the lists excite. We have seen that the 62nd year

of Rameses IH. has been found ; but there is no

trace of any other king of these dynasties reigning

so long. We are therefore led to conclude that

the Rameses of the 1 9th dynasty, who reigns 60
years, and the Rampses, who reigns 66, are one
and the same historical personage, Rameses 111. of

the ISth. The identity of Amenophis and Amme-
' Corap. 2 Sam. xvi. 20.
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nephthes cannot be proved by the same argument,

because the monuments, instead of 40, which the

lists exhibit, have hitherto furnished us only with

4 years. But only one king has been found whose

name can with any probabiUty be read into Ameno-
phath. TheAmmenemes, who now stands fifth in the

19th dynasty, is, according to Lepsius and Bunsen,

the Amenmeses of the monuments, a contemporary,

and rival of Menophthes, the last of the 18th.

Thus, when critically examined, the whole 19th

dynasty appears to collapse, and resolve itself into

a repetition of the 1 8th, with the exceptions of

Sethos the first, and Thuoris the last name. The
Sethos of the extracts from Manetho's history in

Josephus is only a synonym of Rameses-Sesos-

tris ; the Sethos of the lists and the monuments
is Setei Menephthah II. (p. 296). He is called

Osirei-Menephthah by RoseUini^ and Wilkinson,

as the figure of Osiris occurs instead of Set in some
variations of the shield, namely in the tomb, and

among the ruins of Karnak, as well as on some of

the sphinxes of the dromos, which were originally

placed there by Horus^. A sarcophagus with his

shield, rudely carved, is found in his tomb in the

Bab-el-Melook^, and these are all the memorials of

his reign, which can hardly have extended to fifty-

five years, according to the present reading of the

monuments. The second is the highest that has

been found. According to all appearance, it was

both a short and an inactive one.

In the monuments nothing has come to light by

» Rosellini,Mon.Stor.iii. 2,311, ^ Rosellini, u.s. p. 309.

313. 3 Rosellini, u. s. p. 314.
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which the name Thuoris can be explained. Polybus

is not spoken of in Homer^ as a king of Thebes, but

as a rich man by whom splendid gifts were bestowed

on Menelaus, while his wife Alcandra (not very

consistently with the Herodotean story of Proteus)

gave appropriate similar presents to Helena. That

we should not find an Egyptian king to answer to

every name which the Greeks interwove in their

mythology is not surprising
;
yet as fiction is not

wholly arbitrary, we might have expected some

apparent reason for the selection of this name.

Bunsen would read for Thuoris^ Phuoris. Were
this admitted, a probable derivation would be from

Ph'ouro, which is Egyptian for * king'^ Phuoris

would then be a name, like Pheron, inserted in the

room of one that had been lost or was unknown.

It is in this way that we find Pharaoh used in the

earlier Jewish books, while in the later and con-

temporary history, Shishak, Hophra, Necho are

mentioned by name. No such sovereign is found

in the procession of Medinet Aboo, nor can we
trace any resemblance in the history of Pheron to

that of Thuoris. Pheron, the son of Sesostris, loses

his sight, either by hereditary disease, or as a pu-

nishment for impiously darting his javelin into the

Nile when its inundation was exceeding bounds,

and recovered it by a remedy prescribed by the

oracle. In gratitude to the god and at the com-
mand of the oracle, he erected two lofty obehsks to

the Sun at Heliopolis^. One obelisk remains there,

but no doubt had once its companion ; it bears the

' Od. 8*, 12G. XiaKos, is called Uraus. (HorapoU.
' 0«ro is the Coptic for ' king/ 1, 1.)

whence the royal serpent, ^atri- ^ Diod. 1,69. Her. 2, 111.
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name of Sesortasen I. Pliny appears to refer to it

as set up by a king Mesphres. Others at Heliopolis

he attributes to Sothis, in whose name we have per-

haps the Sesoosis II. of Diodorus. Elsewhere Pliny'

gives the name of Nuncoreus to the son of Sesoosis,

and says that the obelisk which he erected on the

recovery of his sight was in the Circus of the Vati-

can. There is, however, another name, not indeed

in the lists, but in the monuments, for which a place

must be found. The tomb of Siphthah already men-

tioned in the Bab-el-Melook originally exhibited on

its walls his shield and that of his wife ; but they

have been covered with plaster and other inscrip-

tions substituted for them. The name of the king

who had thus usurped the sepulchre of another is

not clearly made out'^, owing to the number of cha-

racters not phonetic with which the shield is filled
;

but it seems to be Merir or Merira. His name is

also on the granite sarcophagus which remains,

though broken. In the procession of Medinet Aboo,

his shield follows that of Setei-Menephthah II. We
cannot therefore question his royal dignity. Bunsen,

on the authority of Sir G. Wilkinson, makes him

the father of Rameses III. (IV.), and progenitor of

the long line of princes of that name who fill up the

20th dynasty. The same author has also remodeled

the two preceding dynasties. He makes the 18th

to end with Horus, and the 19th to consist of Ra-

messu, Setei I., Rameses II., Menephthah, Setei II.

' N. H. 36, 15. shields are given. One of them,
' Rosellini calls him Uerri, or 116', has the figure which in the

Remerri (Mon. Stor. iii. 2, 317, shield of Menephthah is pro-

tav. xiv. 116), where the various nounced Se^
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Merira, whom he takes to be the same as Phuoris,

he places at the head of the 20th dynast)\

The period of the 18th and 19th dynasties ex-

hibits Egypt in a new relation to the rest of the

world. Under the Old Monarchy we cannot trace

its dominion beyond the peninsula of Sinai, the

northern shores of the Red Sea, the Libyan tribes

immediately contiguous to the Delta, and in the

12th dynasty Lower Nubia. With the expulsion

of the Shepherds, however, begins a series of fo-

reign wars, which led the armies of Egypt to the

verge of the then known world.

Nations seem impelled by their geographical po-

sition and their relation to neighbouring countries

to seek to expand themselves in certain directions.

The first necessity for the Egyptians was to secure

the valley of the Nile beyond the Cataracts of Syene.

From this quarter their independence was always

threatened. Nubia was inhabited by a people nearly

allied to the Egyptians in blood, and not inferior in

valour or perhaps in civilization ; the banks of the

Nile offered them an easy road to descend on Egypt,

which could, therefore, have no peace or safety

unless they were kept in subjection. Possibly this

may have been facilitated by matrimonial alliances

formed towards the close of the Hyksos period, or

by the first sovereigns of the 18th dynasty ^ How-
ever this may be, we find that Thothmes L had pos-

session of the valley of the Nile, as far south as the

island ofArgo; and the Egyptians remained masters

of this country, as completely as of Egypt itself,

during the 18th, 19th and 20th dynasties.

' See before, p. 207 of this vol.
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There was no such motive for attempting con-

quests towards the West. The sandy desert which

borders the Nile on that side offered no temptation

to ambition, and was too thinly peopled to be formi-

dable. The Oases were valuable as resting-places

for commerce, but for this purpose military pos-

session of them was not necessary. The sea-coast

westward from the Canopic mouth is not desert, but

is of no extraordinary fertility till you reach the

district of Cyrene. The Adyrmachidae, the imme-
diate neighbours of the Egyptians in the time of

Cambyses, had in great measure adopted their cus-

toms, and therefore probably lived under their laws,

but still retained many barbarous usages ^ The
Giligammse, who extended thence to the territories

of Cyrene, closely resembled them. No mention

of the characteristic production of this region, the

Silphium, has hitherto been found on the Egyptian

monuments, nor does any inscribed memorial of

Egyptian dominion remain in it. In the name
Nahsi, applied to the black nations in the hierogly-

phical inscriptions, a resemblance has been conjec-

tured to the Nasamones, who dwelt on the coast

between Cyrene and the Syrtis, feeding their flocks

there, and in the season of dates gathering a harvest

of them in the Oasis of Augila : but the Nasamones

can scarcely have been more black than the Egyp-

tians, Hving as they did on the shores of the Mediter-

ranean, and no reliance can be placed on such verbal

resemblances. Dominion over Libya is claimed for

the kings of Egypt in various inscriptions of the 18th

dynasty, but nothing indicates its extent, nor is any

» Herod. 4, 168.

VOL. II. X
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nation of Western Africa clearly characterized in the

sculptures ^ Till the settlement of the Phoenician

colonies, which falls at a later period, this region

appears to have contained no civilized or powerful

nation.

Towards Palestine, Syria, Arabia and Mesopo-

tamia, Egypt stood in a very different relation.

She had to fear at once the power of the nomadic

tribes, which still continued to roam over the de-

sert regions included in these limits, and the civi-

lized communities which had been established in

other parts of them. At the commencement of the

18th dynasty she was only just recovering herself

from the invasion of one of the former class
;

the Hyksos had been driven out, but from Pales-

tine they still threatened the frontier. The desert

which divides the two countries was but a slight

protection to Egypt ; it has been passed by many
invading armies, and would offer little obstacle

to Palestinian or Arabian tribes. Besides these,

Palestine contained many warlike nations, " dwell-

ing in cities great and fenced up unto heaven,"
** children of Anak," whose size and strength

disheartened the Israelites and made them shrink

from the attempt to conquer their country*. They

had chariots and horses, and in the equipments

and arts of war were not inferior to the Egyptians

themselves. The towns on the coast were probably

• There is a countrj' hieroglyphi- an African nation, probably the
callv desienated by " the bows or Mauritanians. (Joseph. Ant. 1,6, 2.)
" 9 bows,' over which the Egyptian But this character of the nine bows
sovereigns are said to reign. A occurs where it cannot well be un-
bow in Coptic is Phit, and hence derstood exclusively ofthe Libyans,
is supposed to stand for Phut, (See Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 4, 16.)

which (Gen. x. 6) is the name of = Deut. ix. 1, 2. Numb. xiii. 31.

I
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already engaged in navigation and commerce

:

Zidon is mentioned in the dying words of Jacob.

Syria and Palestine were not only formidable neigh-

bours to Egypt, but a most enviable possession.

From the variety of their soil and surface, they

furnish every choice production of the vegetable

world ; in the level districts, grain, in the more

hilly regions, the olive, the vine, the pistachio, and

the odoriferous gums^ for which the temple service

of Egypt made a large demand ; on the mountain

sides inexhaustible forests for architecture, ship-

building, and the manufacture of articles of luxury.

Hence we find that in all ages the acquisition of

Palestine has been coveted by the sovereigns of

Egypt. Thothmes I. must have held it, or he could

not securely have carried on wars in Mesopotamia.

Sesostris has left the record of his conquest on

the coast ; and the last military exploits of the

Rameses appear to have had Palestine for their

scene. When the spirit of conquest revived in

the 22nd dynasty, we find Sheshonk invading Pa-

lestine, and besides Jerusalem and " the fenced

cities of Judah," occupying other places in that

country \ There is again an interval in which

Egypt was in a state of weakness and anarchy

;

but when Psammitichus had united its forces, the

schemes of Asiatic conquest were renewed. The

nger on this side had become more imminent.

In earlier times Egypt appears as the assailant of the

Mesopotamian nations ; but the Assyrians under

their later sovereigns had become a conquering

people, and Sennacherib had advanced to the gates

' 2 Chron. xii. 4.

x2
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of Pelusium. The power of the Assyrians soon

after passed into the hands of a people even more

warlike, the Babylonians ; Neco, who had advanced

to the Euphrates, received a total defeat at Carche-

mish. After this, the Pharaohs renounced their

attempts to make themselves masters of the country

as far as the Euphrates ; but Apries recovered much
of the sea-coast of Palestine and of the interior of

Syria. Under the Persian power all these countries

were united in one monarchy ; but no sooner had

an independent power been established in Egypt

than a struggle for the possession of Syria began

on the part of the Ptolemies, which was met by

attempts on that of the Seleucidse to make them-

selves masters of Egypt. The same struggle has

been renewed since the Mohammedan Conquest.

The powers which have successively reigned in

Egypt, Fatemites, Ayubites, Mamlukes, Turks, have

all aimed at the same object, but down to the recent

attempt of Mohammed Ali, no permanent union has

ever been effected between the two countries.

Even the Pharaohs with all their boastful claims

to victory and dominion never could incorporate

them with Egypt. If one sovereign appears to have

put down all resistance, we find t.iat his successors

have soon to combat the same nations. Yet this

would be an insufficient ground for calling in ques-

tion the reality of their expeditions and victories.

We are not indeed to receive the accounts of them
as literally true; Egyptian sculptures and hiero-

glyphics were not more veracious than modern
gazettes and bulletins ; Bel and Nebo may have been

thanked for the same events as Amun and Phre ; we
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know that Te Deum has been sung for the same
battle, at Vienna and Paris. But it would be the

excess of incredulity to suppose that the walls of

the temples, palaces and tombs of Egypt could be

inscribed with the scenes of imaginary campaigns,

and that the diversity of names, physiognomy, cos-

tume and armour which appears in them has been

devised for the purpose of imposture. The evidence

of the Statistical Tablet is still more decisive. Here

we have the year, month, and day of the king's

reign specified on which his expedition was under-

taken ; and its fruits in spoil or tribute registered

with the most formal minuteness. If such evidence

can be rejected, w^e must renounce all hope of esta-

blishing history in these ancient times. Few events

of the middle ages are certified to us by such

authority.

It may seem incredible that kings of Egypt

should be able to carry on wars so far from home
as the banks of the Euphrates, and still more the

confines of Bactria. This feeling, however, arises

from the ignorance in which we have remained till

lately ofthe times of the Thothmes and the Rameses.

We have known nothing of the wealth and power

of Egypt, its population, its military discipline, the

perfection of its arts, and its civil organization.

The monuments confirm themselves, for they show

that all these existed in the 15th and 16th centuries

before the Christian aera ; and where they exist, the

ambition of conquest is not long absent. The
power of a single aggressive monarchy was then

not easily resisted ; extensive coalitions and alli-

ances were impracticable. The extraordinary stabi-
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lity and regularity of the Egyptian government

allowed the sovereigns to be absent from their do-

minions without danger ; the people were not se-

duced from their allegiance, even in the nine years'

expedition of Sesostris. If Cambyses could reign

from Media to the confines of Ethiopia and to the

iEgean sea, there seems no reason why the sove-

reigns of the 18th and 19th dynasties of Egypt may
not have traversed these countries with their armies,

and made them for the time their tributaries.

To this period later writers refer the arrival of

the first Egyptian colonists in Greece. Herodotus

fully beheved in the fact, but he did not connect it

with any particular event in Egyptian history. He
relates the introduction of the worship of Egyptian

deities at Dodona, by a female minister stolen from

the temple of Thebes ; the flight of the daughters of

Danaus from the sons of iEgyptus, and their touch-

ing at Rhodes in the way ; he attributes to them

the introduction of the rites of Ceres into the Pelo-

ponnesus, and traces the genealogy of the Dorian

kings through Perseus and Danaus to Egypt. Divi-

nation, processions and solemn festivals, according

to him, all came to Greece from the same source

\

Neither he nor the Greek writers who followed him
appear to have doubted the fact of the extensive

influence of Egypt on Greece, nor its having been

produced by colonization. The circumstances of

the arrival and establishment of Danaus are indeed

clearly mythic—the fifty-oared ship, the equal num-
ber and marriage of hia daughters and his brother

' 2, 54, 58, 1/1, 182. fi, 53. The Danaus and Lynceus as natives of
inhabitants of Chemmis claimed their city.
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iEgyptus' sons, the murder of all but Lynceus by

the Danaides K But removing these, there remain

the belief of the Greeks that the ancient royal

family of Argos was of Egyptian descent—a belief

which cannot have sprung up and become national,

without a specific cause—and the conviction of

Herodotus, who knew both Greece and Egypt well,

that the Grecian rites had been derived from Egypt.

Some circumstances^ seem to indicate that Phoe-

nicia was the medium through which the worship

of lo was brought to Greece
;
yet the interval was

probably short, as the Egyptian name was pre-

served. Josephus^ says that the Egyptians became
known to the Greeks through the means of the

Phoenicians, who visited Greece for purposes of

commerce, and these visits began in the heroic age.

Speaking of the introduction of the Bacchic rites

into Greece, Herodotus gives it as his opinion that

Melampus, bywhom they were taught to the Greeks,

had himself derived his knowledge of them through

the Phoenicians, namely from Cadmus the Tyrian,

and those who came with him from Phoenicia into

Boeotia^ Indeed there is some reason to believe that

Melampus t the supposed founder of these Bacchic

rites in Greece, and progenitor of a caste of sooth-

^ The number of fifty sons and sons of ^gyptus had served their

daughters arose from a mythical purpose when one of them had
propriety. The vessel in which a furnished a sovereign toArgos; the
voyage from Egypt to Greece was restwere disposed of by the daggers
performed could not be inferior to of their wives. The Danaides re-

a pentecontor, the largest then mained.
known. But the heroes of mytho- ^ See p. 63 of this volume,
logy, as the Argonauts, were their ^ ^oiviKes kut iinropiav rois

own rowers ; hence the sons of "'EXkr^criv eTreia-TrXeovres evBvs iyva>-

iEgyptus were fifty, and the Da- adrfcrav, kgI 8i €K€iua>v Alyvn-
naides, whom each coveted for a rtot. (Jos. c. Apion. 1, 12.)

bride, of an equal number. The * Herod. 2, 49.
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sayers, is only another name for Egyptian, and

that the Egyptian origin of the Bacchic rites is the

fact meant to be expressed, in calling Melampus

their author^ The Attic worship of Neith, under

the name of Athena, has evidently come from the

Phoenicians of Boeotia.

In the age of Herodotus historical chronology

was not sufficiently cultivated to induce an identi-

fication of Danaus with an individual king or prince

of Egypt. The Greeks had already connected the

war of Troy and the wanderings of Menelaus with

Egyptian history, but they contented themselves

with turning Proteus into a king of Egypt, and

Thone into a guardian of the mouth of the Nile.

But when learned chronologers began to synchro-

nize the histories of different countries, it was na-

tural to seek for such illustrious personages as

Danaus and iEgyptus, joint founders, through a son

and daughter, of the Argive royal family, among the

characters of history. The feud of Rameses and

the brother whom he made his viceroy, repeated in

the story of Sethos and Armais, was one of the few

personal anecdotes which the Egyptian records had

preserved, and was therefore fixed upon to explain

the hostility of Danaus and ^gyptus . Sethosis, says

Manetho, was called iEgyptus, and Ermaios(Armais)

his brother Danaus^. The resemblance, indeed,

ceased with this circumstance; but this identification

served to make the Macedonian conqueror of Egypt

* ApoUod. Bibl. ii. 1, 4. At- of Scaliger, McXa/x^StoXor/, since

yvTTTos—KaToaTp(\lrdfxfvos rr)v M(- Eustathius and the Scholiast on
XafiTTodfou x«po«' o^' tavTov wj/d- the Prometheus evidently read as

fxaatv AiyvTTTov. There appears no we now do. (See Heyne ad loc.)

sufficient reason for the conjecture ' Joseph, c. Ap. 1, 26.
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through Hercules, Perseus and Danaus, a descendant

of the most illustrious of the ancient Pharaohs. No
regard was paid to the heroic chronology of Greece

in these deductions; for Amenophis III., who pre-

ceded Rameses the brother of Armais-Danaus by

five reigns, was made to be Memnon, a contempo-

rary of the War of Troy, and Thuoris, the successor

of Rameses by two reigns, the Polybus under whom
Troy was taken.

We must therefore regard these identifications

as arbitrary, so far as they relate to persons. Yet

there was a good reason for referring the com-

mencement of Egyptian influence upon Greece to

this period of history—the 18th and 19th dynasties.

Such expeditions as Thothmes, Amenophis and Se-

sostris undertook, could not be without effect upon

ail the countries around. Their occupation of Phoe-

nicia and Asia Minor may have caused migrations

from these countries to a more western land, the

traces of w^hich remained in the Greek religion and

manners, though the circumstances are disguised

in mythe. Sesostris is said by Herodotus to have

crossed into Thrace ; Diodorus represents him as

conquering the Cyclades ; he was the first Egyptian

king who built ships of war, and the pentecontor or

vessel of fifty oars first appears in Greek mythology,

in the story of Danaus and iEgyptus. It is from

this time also, namely the fourteenth century before

Christ, that something like consistency begins to

appear in Grecian history.

Diodorus, in a fragment of his 40th Book, refers

the expulsion of the Jews and the emigrations of

Danaus and Cadmus to the same age and the same
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cause. The Exodus, or departure of the Children

of Israel from Egypt, falls according to the common
chronology about the year 1490 b.c. ; but as no king

is named, in the account either of their settlement

in Egypt or of their departure, we cannot connect

the scriptural history with the regnal chronology

of the Pharaohs. The time of their residence is

distinctly fixed, both in the prophecy of the fortunes

of his descendants to Abraham and in the narrative

of the Exodus itself. In the former (Gen. xv. 13)

God says to Abraham, "Thy seed shall be a stranger

in a land that is not theirs, and shall serve them

;

and they shall afiiict them four hundred years. But

in the fourth generation they shall come hither

again." In Exodus (xii. 40) it is said, **The so-

journing of the children of Israel in the land of

Egypt was four hundred and thirty years ; and at

the end of the four hundred and thirty years, even

on that very day, all the hosts of Jehovah went out

from the land of Egypt." These words are so pre-

cise, that no other sense would have been affixed to

them than that the sojourning in Egypt lasted 430
years, had not a difficulty arisen from the mention

of the fourth generation in the prophecy to Abraham,
and the genealogical notices in Exod. vi. 16-19,

Numb. xxvi. 58, where Kohath is made the grand-

father, and Amram the father of Moses ; Kohath
being the son of the Patriarch Levi (Gen. xlvi. 1 1),

and having gone down with him into Egypt. The
difficulty of stretching out four generations to 400
years was early felt, where it was most natural that a

chronological difficulty connected with Egypt should

be felt, at Alexandria. Accordingly in the Septua-
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gint Version, made by learned Jews at that seat of

Grseco-Egyptian science, Exod. xii. 40 reads thus

:

"The sojourning of the children of Israel, which

they sojourned in the land of Egypt and in the land

of Canaan^ was 430 years ;" the Samaritan Penta-

teuch, which so often agrees with the Septuagint

against the Hebrew \ here also follows the Greek

Version. Josephus is inconsistent ; in one place he

reckons the whole period of Egyptian bondage at

400 years ^; in another^ he gives 215 years to the so-

journing of Abraham and the patriarchs in Canaan,

and 215 to the sojourning in Egypt. This reckon-

ing appears to have been adopted by the Jews, who
chiefly used the Septuagint, in the age of the preach-

ing of the Gospel, and is the foundation of St. Paul's

remark (Gal. iii. 17), " that the promise to Abraham

preceded by 430 years the giving of the Law." That

the reading of the Septuagint is an arbitrary and

uncritical alteration of the text is now generally

admitted ; it appears to remove one difficulty to

create a greater ; since the increase of the children

of Israel from seventy persons to 600,000 fighting-

men in 230 years is incredible. A generation is

not to be understood in the prophecy to Abraham

in the strict and scientific sense ; it evidently means

the average period of the life of man, which might

fairly be estimated at a century, when 110, 120,

130, and 137 years are assigned as its actual dura-

1 This may perhaps be explained Jews of Palestine, who hated the

by the fact that the Samaritans Hellenists as much as they did the

appear to have been a considerable Samaritans.

body in Egypt (Flav. Vop. Satur- ^ Ant. 2, 9, 1. TerpaKoaicov fiftf

ninus, c. 8), and may have lived erav xpovov cVt ravrais dirjuva-au

there more harmoniously with the TaKamcopiais.

Hellenistic Jews than with the ^ Ant. 2, 15, 2.
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tion. There is then no sufficient ground for im-

peaching the purity of the Hebrew text, nor for

giving to it any other than its obvious meaning,

that the children of Israel dwelt 400 years in Egypt ^

The words of the prophecy to Abraham do not ne-

cessarily imply that their oppression should last so

long.

If then the Exodus falls in the 15th century before

Christ, and the children of Israel went down into

Egypt 400 years before, their settlement must have

taken place under one of the dynasties between the

1 4th and the 1 8th. The friendly reception which they

met with in Egypt, and the facility with which the

fertile land of Goshen, lying towards Palestine and

Arabia, was assigned to them, is most naturally

explained, if we assume that the Pharaoh who
raised Joseph to the rank of vizir was one of the

Hyksos race. The Hyksos were Phoenician shep-

herds, therefore, of a Semitic race like the Israelites
;

and by placing them on the frontier of Asia, they

secured themselves a friendly garrison in that vul-

nerable part of their dominions. It is true that we

find no marks of the sovereignty of a foreign race

in the account of the settlement of the Israelites.

Everything corresponds with the usages, ceremo-

nials and condition of society, as we know them

from monuments of the native Egyptians. The

native gods are in high honour ; the prime- minister

receives for a wife the daughter of the chief-priest

* There still remains the diffi- curacy, as to make them historical

culty that Moses is made the great- documents, in that interval when
crandson of Levi. But is it pro- the children of Israel had ceased

bable that genealogical registers to be a family and had not yet be-

would be preserved with such ac- come a nation ?
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of Re at Heliopolis ; the lands of the priests alone

escape forfeiture to the crown in the famine. He
is invested with the insignia of office with the same

ceremonies which were practised at the court of

Setei Menephthah^ The king has a splendid re-

tinue—a chief captain of the guard, a chief butler

and chief baker, magicians and wise men. There is

the same marked contrast between Egyptian usages

and those of neighbouring nations ; they will not eat

with a Hebrew any more than they would touch the

knife of a Greek ^; when Jacob dies, forty days are

consumed in his embalmment, and seventy more in

mourning for him. The language of Egypt was un-

intelligible to the Hebrews, and as far as we can

judge from the disguised fragments which have been

handed down to us, was the same as that of the mo-
numents. This would be of great weight were it

certain that all the details, as well as the great facts

of the narrative, have been derived from contempo-

rary authority. It might also be said, that if the

Hyksos had been already established some centuries

in Egypt when Joseph was transported thither,

they would have adopted the language and manners

of the conquered people. Joseph suggests to his

brethren that they should call themselves shepherds,

in order that the land of Goshen might be assigned

to them, adding, ** for every shepherd is an abomi-

nation to the Egyptians;" and this has been thought

to refer to the sufferings inflicted on Egypt by the

Hyksos and to prove that they had recently been

expelled. But the settlement of an aged man with

his children and grandchildren, amounting in all

» Wilkinson, M. and C. pi. 80. '' Her. 2, 41.
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only to seventy persons, could hardly excite appre-

hension, however much the Egyptians had suffered

from an invasion of a nomad people. We do not

know indeed, from other authorities, that shepherds,

like swineherds, were an abomination to the Egyp-

tians ; but they were of a low caste, and their oc-

cupation evidently ranked below that of the culti-

vator of the soiP.

The language of the Book of Exodus, *'a new king

arose who knew not Joseph," points to a change of

dynasty, and the commencement of the New Mo-
narchy, rather than the succession of a sovereign of

the same family, in whom such ignorance would be

incredible ; and a long interval must have occurred,

ofwhich the historian gives us some general measure

by saying that " the children of Israel, after the

death of Joseph and all that generation, multiplied

and waxed exceedingly mighty and the land was

filled with them." Their oppression extended through

several reigns, for Pharaoh not being a personal

name, its recurrence is no proof that one sovereign

is intended throughout. After the expulsion of the

Hyksos, the Israehtes, who, though not the same,

were closely connected with them, naturally became

an object of alarm, and the kings of the 18th dynasty

endeavoured first to check their increase and then

to break their spirit.

In endeavouring to connect the Exodus of the

Israelites with the Egyptian history, we must lay

* Wilkinson, M. and C. 2, 16. them as dirty and imsliaven ; and
" As if to prove how much they at Beni Hassan and the tombs near
despised every order of pastors, the the pyramids of Geezah, they are

artists both of Upper and Lower caricatured as a deformed and un-
Egypt dehghted in representing seemly race."
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out of the account entirely the narrative of the ex-

pulsion of the Hyksos by Manetho. It is only by

the means of the interpolations of Josephus^ that it

has appeared to describe the Exodus of the Israel-

ites. The authentic chronicles of Egypt contained,

as far as we can judge, no notice of their settle-

ment, residence or departure. Nor do the monu-
ments supply the deficiency ; except that they

appear to have been employed in brick-making in

the reign of Thothmes III.^ But the account which

Manetho really gives of the departure of the Jews,

though by his own confession derived from unau-

thentic and fabulous sources^, deserves attention

as exhibiting the popular belief. Josephus having

represented Manetho as identifying the Jews with

the Hyksos, charges him with falsehood in men-

tioning Amenophis "^ as the king under whom the

Exodus took place, when he had himself declared

it to be Tethmosis ; but Manetho is liable to no

such imputation, and it is Josephus who has sacri-

ficed truth to national pride. This popular account

represents the expelled nation, not as foreigners,

but as an impure and diseased portion of the Egyp-

tian people. '* Amenophis, a pious king, desirous

of obtaining a vision of the gods, such as Horus his

predecessor had enjoyed, had been exhorted by his

namesake Amenophis, an inspired man, to clear the

land of all impure persons, and those who laboured

under any bodily defect. He accordingly collected

them to the number of 80,000, and relegated them

^ See p. 187 of this vol. * 'Afiepo>(f>iv ela-iroirjo-as efi^6Xi-
2 See p. 230 of this vol. fxov ^aaiXea. (C. Ap. 1, 26.)
3 See p. 189 of this vol., note \
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to the quarries eastward of the Nile, along with the

separated portion of the otherEgyptians. Ithappened

that among the leprous persons, who in virtue of the

edict were consigned to this region and condemned

to labour, were some learned priests. The sooth-

sayer who had given advice to the king to clear his

land, was alarmed when he thought of the hostility

which he should bring down on the part of the gods

by the violence offered to their ministers, and put

an end to his life, leaving behind him a written

prediction, that the impure persons would obtain

auxiliaries and be masters of Egypt for thirteen

years. The king, moved by their sufferings, as-

signed them as an abode the Typhonian city of

Abaris, which had once been occupied by the Shep-

herds, but was then unpeopled. Here they chose

for themselves a leader Osarsiph, one of the priests

of Heliopolis. He formed them into a confederacy,

whose principle was hostility to the religion of

Egypt and opposition to its laws and customs.

Having fortified their city they sent for aid to the

Shepherds who had been expelled by Tethmosis

and then occupied Jerusalem, and invited them to

invade Egypt by the promise of re-establishing them

in the country from which they had been expelled.

Two hundred thousand men obeyed the call, and

Amenophis went to meet them with 300,000 men,

but thinking that he was acting in opposition to

the divine will, withdrew with his forces into Ethi-

opia, leaving behind him his son Sethos (called also

Rameses from Rampses his father), a child of five

years old, having first collected together the most ho-

noured of the sacred animals, and warned the priests
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to bury their images. Here he remained during

the fated period of thirteen years, while the inha-

bitants of Jerusalem and the impure men of Egypt

committed all manner of outrages, plundering the

temples, mutilating the images of the gods, and

compelling the priests to kill and cook the sacred

animals. The priest Osarsiph changed his name to

Moses when he joined this race. At the end of the

thirteen years Amenophis returned with a great

force, and with his son Rampses attacked the Shep-

herds and the impure persons, and pursued them to

the borders of Syria."

We cannot recognize in this tale anything that

claims even the character of an original historical

tradition, disguised and perverted by length of time

m\d national feeling. It might have originated in

the age when the Jews began to settle themselves

in Egypt, and by the establishment of their mo-

notheistic w^orship to give offence to the religious

feeling of the Egyptians S as w^ell as in that of

the Exodus ; for the fundamental fact which it im-

plies, the religious antagonism of the Jewish and

Egyptian people, extended through all times, and

found an expression in this form^ Beyond this

there is scarcely a resemblance to the Scripture

narrative. Instead of immigrants, immemorially

hostile to the polytheism of Egypt, the founders of

* Is. xix. 18. Plutarch, Is. et was Tisithen, and Joseph, whose
Osir. p. 363, makes Typhon the name was Peteseph, to be hiero-

father of Hierosolymus and Ju- grammats, and the leaders of the

daeus, and all the places connected 2,500,000 impure persons. Ac-
especially with Typhon were on cording to Lysimachus, Bocchoris
the eastern side of Egypt. was the king who endeavoured to

' Ch8eremon(Jos.c. Apion. 1,32) clear his country of impure persons

makes MoseSjwhose Egyptianname by drowning them.

VOL. II. Y
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the Jewish nation are impure Egyptians, and their

leader a renegade priest. The bitterness of national

and religious hatred and contempt is expressed

by representing them as originally a company of

lepers, a disease of which we do not read in Scrip-

ture before their residence in Egypt, but which

seems to have been rife among them afterwards, if

we may judge from the anxious precautions of the

Law against this disease ^ The historical narrative

and the tale agree in the circumstance that the de-

parture of the Jewish people was accompanied by

calamity to the Egyptians, but all the circumstances

of that calamity are entirely different. The Ame-

nophis to whom it refers, if an historical personage,

must be the Menephthah of the monuments, the

father of Rameses-Sesostris ; we know his history

from these monuments with considerable minute-

ness, and it is quite inconsistent with the story of

Manetho. Probably, however, Amenophis has been

introduced into the story, without regard to chro-

nology, from his high reputation for piety*. What
Jews and Christians regard as an act of cruelty and

injustice, the Egyptians considered as the necessary

means of obtaining the favour or averting the dis-

pleasure of the gods. The king was to be rewarded,

according to one account, by a sight of the gods,

% according to others, by deliverance from pestilence^,

or from the displeasure of Isis'*, or famine^, if he

destroyed or expelled the enemies of the gods

> The story of Job proves that * See p. 208 of this vol.

the leprosy was considered as in- ' Diod. Fr. lib. 40.

dicating the extremest degree of * Chser. ap. Jos. c. Ap. 1, 32,

divine displeasure and consequent * Jos. u.s. 1, 33.

guilt.

i
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Popular fable, such as we are dealing with, would
naturally fix on an eminent name like that of Ame-
nophis, whose connexion with Ethiopia gave proba-

bihty to the account of his flight to that country.

Who was the Pharaoh of the Exodus, in the

silence of Egyptian monuments and the uncertainty

of Jewish chronology, we may never be able to as-

certain. The most important fact in reference to

the providential character of that event, a crisis in

the religious history of the world, is, that Israel

was brought out of Egypt, not in a period of its

weakness and depression, but when its monarchy
was warlike and powerful ; and only the strong

hand and outstretched arm of Jehovah could have

effected its deliverance.

We could not suppose that this event was ac-

complished by the aid of an auxiliary body of Pa-

lestinian Hyksos, without imputing to the author

of the book of Exodus a wilful suppression of the

truth. But it is possible that the expulsion of

the Hyksos under the first kings of the 18th dy-

nasty may not have been so complete, but that a

considerable remnant of the population was left

behind in the country eastward of the Delta, and

that uniting themselves with the Israelites, they

may have contributed to produce that great in-

crease of numbers which alarmed the kings of

Egypt. It was probably during the close union of

Phoenicia with Egypt that the alphabetical character

of the former was arranged, and learned by the

Israelites. In the preceding part of the history

there is no trace of its use ; but from the account

of the giving of the Law, it is evident that it was

y2
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known at the Exodus, though probably little dif-

fused among the nation at large'. Such an adapta-

tion of the phonetic system of the Egyptians is more

likely to have been made by the Phoenicians than

by the Jews, and the use of the same alphabet by

both may be best explained by their dwelUng to-

gether in Egypt before they became neighbours in

the land of Canaan.

During their residence in Egypt, and probably

in consequence of this intermixture, the common
people among the Israelites appear to have lost in

great measure their belief in the God of their fore-

fathers. When Moses came with a message from

him, it is evident that he was not known to them

under his distinctive appellation ; nor have we any

account of their religious history during the whole

interval from the settlement in Goshen to the

Exodus. Their ancient faith was revived by the

mission of Moses and the events of their deliver-

ance, but there are evident marks of the prevalence

both of Egyptian and Phoenician superstitions among
them, notwithstanding the repugnance which their

traditionary usages created between them and the

Egyptians^. As the land of Goshen bordered on

Hehopolis, and was not far removed from Memphis,
the chief seats of the worship of Mnevis and Apis,

it is not wonderful that in their first distrust of the

power of Jehovah, they recurred to the worship of

the golden calf. The prophet Amos informs us,

' The mention of a signet-ring tian fabric, it would serve, like the
in the history of Judah is no proof bracelets and the staff, to identify

of the use of alphabetical characters the owner,which is all that the story

in the patriarchal times. Though reauircs. (Gen. xxxviii. 18,25.)
worn onlyas an ornament, of Egyp- * Exod. viii. 26.
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that during their wanderings in the Desert, they

neglected the sacrifices of Jehovah for those of Mo-
loch and Chiun^ Palestinian and Arabian divini-

ties^, with whom they had probably become ac-

quainted by their intercourse with the Palestinian

and Arabian Hyksos.

THE THIRD VOLUME OF MANETHO.

Tiventieth Dynasty.
Years.

Twelve Diospolitan kings, who reigned 136

[Eusebius in Syncellus (p. 139, Dind.) 178 years. Armen.

172.]

The monuments have fortunately preserved for

us the names of the sovereigns of this dynasty,

which appear to have been lost in Manetho, from the

circumstance of their being all Rameses. Accord-

ing to the reckoning of those who make Rameses II.

and III. to be one and the same, Rameses III. will

be the first of this dynasty, son of Remerri or Me-

rira, who himself never reigned. According to our

arrangement it will begin with Rameses IV. The

following is the succession which Lepsius has de-

rived from the monuments :

Rameses IV.

Rameses V. -j

Rameses VI, ...
Rameses VII.

Brothers reigning m succession.

Rameses VIII.

J

Rameses IX.

Rameses X.

Rameses XI.

Rameses XII.

Rameses XIII.

' Amos V. 25.
" Selden de Dis Syris, c. 6, 14.
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The monuments of the reign of Rameses IV.

show that the power of the 18th and 19th dynasties

had been transmitted unimpaired to the 20th. The

pavilion of Medinet-Aboo or Southern Rameseion,

exhibits the splendid ceremony of his coronation'.

In the first compartment the king appears, seated

under a canopy, the cornice of which is formed by

a row of the royal serpents or urcm. Two figures

of the goddess of Truth and Justice stand behind

his throne, and cover the back of it with their

outstretched wings. Rameses wears his helmet

and carries in his hands the emblem of Life, and

the hook and scourge, the emblems of Dominion,

which serve also to identify him with Osiris. The

sphinx and the hawk, symbols of royalty, adorn

the side of the throne, which is supported by the

figure of a lion and of two captives. The poles

on which this canopy is carried are supported on

the shoulders of twelve princes of the blood ; other

attendants carry a broad umbrella and feather-

fans. Three priests, distinguishable by their shaven

crowns, walk beside the throne, carrying the arms

and insignia of the king, and four immediately

behind it. They are followed by six more princes

of the blood, some with hatchets and some with

feather-fans. Military attendants bearing the steps

of the throne, and square blocks of wood on which

it might be rested, when lowered from the shoul-

ders of the bearers, close the lower line of the

procession. In the upper, immediately behind the

throne, walk two men in civil costume, who from

. > Vol. i. p. 161. Wilkinson, Manners an^ Customs, pi. 7^-

} .

-
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their attitude appear to be making proclamation';

they are followed by princes of the blood, fan-

bearers and guards. In front of the throne walk

two priests, who turn their faces back towards the

king and scatter grains of incense on a censer ; a

scribe reads from a roll ; two more princes of the

blood, mixed with priests and military officers, make
up the rest of the procession, which is headed by

drummers, trumpeters, and players of the double

pipe.

The second compartment begins with a libation

and burning of incense made by the king, who has

descended from his throne, to Amun Khem. The
statue next appears carried in procession by twenty-

two priests, hidden all but the feet and heads by the

drapery of the platform on which the statue is

erected. The king walks before the god, having a

staff in one hand, a sceptre in the other, and the

red crown of the Lower Country on his head. He
is preceded by a white bull, before whom a priest

burns incense, and a long train of other priests carry

standards on which are fixed images of the jackal,

the bull, the cynocephalus, the hawk, emblems re-

spectively of Anubis, Apis, Thoth and Horus. The

images and shields of some of the predecessors of

Rameses are also borne on the shoulders of the

priests, but a more complete succession is given

afterwards. The king now appears wearing the

Pschent, which on the Rosetta stone ^ he is de-

scribed as having put on when he entered the

* The hand raised towards the ^p irepidenevos ela^Xdfv els to iv

mouth is an indicationofrefecamw^r Mf/x^ct ** * reKeadrj to. vofiii^ofitva

in Egyptian pictures. rfi napaXrjyl/ei rfjs ^aa-iXfias. (L. 1 1

,

' Ka\ovp.€vr) ^acriKeia \//-xe»'T, 12 from the end.)
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temple of Memphis, to perform the ceremonies pre-

scribed on taking the throne. The hieroglyphics

in front of the king describe him as putting on the

crown of the Upper and Lower countries. Four

birds are at the same time let loose by the priests,

and the columns of hieroglyphics above them being

headed by the symbols of the four cardinal points,

it has been ingeniously conjectured by Champol-

lion^ that the birds were to announce to East, West,

North and South, the fact that Rameses IV. was

crowned.

In the last compartment the king has laid aside

his crown, and with a helmet on his head cuts with

a sickle six ears of corn, which a priest binds to-

gether and offers to the sacred bull. Tbis ceremony

no doubt was emblematical of the relation between

the kingly office and agriculture, the great source

of the prosperity of Egypt. It was also very ap-

propriate to the character of Amun Khem, who
symbolized the productive power of nature. The
queen, who was not present at the procession of

the statue of Amun Khem, appears in the two last

compartments, not however as taking a part in the

ceremony, but only as a spectator.

The interior court of the palace at Medinet-Aboo

contains an inscription in not fewer than seventy-

five columns, bearing date the fifth year of his reign,

in which his victories over various nations are com-

memorated*. It is not accompanied by any histo-

rical picture, and is in some parts injured by time

and in others obscure in its construction ; but

enough remains and is intelligible to furnish us

* Lettres d'^gypte, p. 347- " Rosellini, M. R. tav. cxxxix. cxI.
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with the information that the king had already

made two expeditions \ and reduced into submis-

sion various nations of Asia, some whose names
have occurred in the historical inscriptions of his

predecessors, others not mentioned before. Among
the former are the Mennahom and the Tohen

;

among the latter the Mashiosha^

The inscription is supposed by Rosellini, from

its redundant and tautological style, and the more

than usual quantity of flattery to the king which it

contains, to be the substance of some poem com-

posed to celebrate the expedition. An embassy

from the *' men of the great island" is also men-

tioned, to which the king is said to have "passed

like a waterfowl over the waters 3. " This island

can scarcely be any other than Cyprus, which, ac-

cording to Manetho, as reported by Josephus, was

a conquest of Sethosis Rameses'*.

Of the next expedition of Rameses IV., under-

taken in the eleventh and twelfth years of his reign,

we have more ample details in a magnificent series

of bas-rehefs on the north-eastern walls of the palace

of Medinet-Aboo^ The whole progress of a cam-

paign is recorded there. We have first an allocution

of his army by the king ; he stands on a raised plat-

form ; the commanders have received their banners

and kneel with them in their hands, while others

stand at a distance and hft their hands towards him

in homage. In another division the arming of the

' His return from one with his the inhabitants of Dar-mesek, Da-

prisoners is mentioned, cols. 40, 41 mascus. (Ancient Egypt, p. 102.)

(Ros. Mon. Stor. 4, 88), but he ap- ^ Cols. 51-53.

pears subsequently to have under- ^ Cont. Apion. 1, 15.

taken another. * RoseUini, Mon. Stor. 4, 14-50;

2 Supposed by Mr. Osbum to be Mon. Reali, tav. cx.xiv.-exxxiv.
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troops is represented ; bows, quivers, spears, battle-

axes and scimitars are piled on the ground, and

distributed by the officers to men who come in

companies to receive them. Tlie lowest compart-

ment, which perhaps should be considered as the

first in order, exhibits the enrolment of the soldiers,

performed by a prince of the blood, attended by his

officers. Next begins the march. The king in his

biga is accompanied by his guards, and as Diodorus

describes Osymandyas, by a lion ; before him is an-

other chariot on which is erected the royal standard,

the head of Amun with the disk of the sun. In six

lines of hieroglyphics placed above, the god promises

to go before him into the land of the enemy, and

make him pass victorious through it. This and the

following scene represent the march through Egypt;

the next exhibits the Egyptians in conffict with their

enemies. Their head-dress is different from that of

any foreigners whom we have yet found on the mo-

numents ; a high cap or helmet, wider at the top

than at the base, divided into coloured stripes with

disks of metal attached to it, descending on the back

of the neck, and fastened beneath the chin. It is

not unlike the head-dress of figures on the Perse-

politan monuments ^ but in other respects their

costume is different. They carry round shields,

with spears and short straight swords. The arrows

of the king are making havoc among them ; they

fly in all directions, and some of them appear to

have seized on an Egyptian chariot, of which the

driver had been killed, to aid in their escape. They

were probably a people of nomadic life ; for in the

» Wilkinson, M. and C. 1, 367.
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rear are waggons with solid wheels and bodies of

wickerwork, drawn by oxen, containing their women
and children. Their name, which was read Tokari

\Sy Sir G. Wilkinson, is read Fekkaroo by Cham-
pollion and RoselliniS but no name in ancient geo-

graphy has been found by which it can be explained.

The Egyptians were aided in this campaign by a

body of foreign auxiliaries, who must have been

taken permanently into their service, as they form

a part of the army when it sets out on its march,

and have previously appeared among the troops of

Rameses III. They have a helmet of a very pe-

culiar shape, a horned crescent being fixed on the

top, with the addition of a stem surmounted by

a balP. Their name is written ShairetaaUy with an

addition which shows them to have been a maritime

people, and though at times in aUiance they were at

other times in hostility with Egypt.

The next scene represents a lion-hunt ; one of

these animals lies in the agonies of death under the

feet of the royal horses ; another pierced with three

arrows is taking refuge among the water-plants,

which indicate the vicinity of a river. Remember-

ing the allusions of the Jewish prophets to the lions

which harbour on the banks of Jordan, and are

driven out by the swelling of its waters^, we can

hardly avoid the conclusion that Rameses was now

on his progress through Palestine. If this be the

case, it will be somewhere on the coast of Palestine,

' Osburn makes them Ekronites, " royal guaids," but they were evi-

t.e.PhiUstines, (Anc.Egypt,p.l07, dently not Egyptians. Osburn

140.) coQsiders them as Sidonians. (Anc.

' Rosellitii, Mon. Stor.iii. 2, 135; Egypt, p. 119.)

Mon. Reali, tav. ci. He calls them ^ Jer. xlix. 19 ; 1. 44.
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or a country not very distant, that we should seek

for the scene of the next transaction—a naval fight

between the Egyptians and the nation whom they

had just before defeated by land. It is the only

representation of a naval battle remaining among

the Egyptian monuments ^ The Egyptian vessels

have both oars and sails, those of the enemy sails

only, and they differ in their build ; the prow of the

Egyptian vessel is the head of a lion, of the other

that of a water-fowl ; the opposite end is armed

with a spike. The rowers are protected by a raised

bulwark which runs along the side ; the combatants

assail each other with arrows from a distance, or

board and fight hand to hand when the vessels are

in contact. The Egyptians as usual are completely

victorious; one of the enemies' ships has been upset

and is sinking ; another has grounded, and the crew

are endeavouring to escape. But the king and a

body of archers are stationed on the shore ; the fu-

gitives are slain or made prisoners, and are marched

off bound under the convoy of Egyptian soldiers.

It is remarkable that among the crew of the hostile

vessels are many of the same nation, distinguishable

by their helmets with the horns and disk, who serve

in the army of Rameses. We need not, however,

suppose that some change of policy had converted

them from allies into enemies ; Greeks were found

fighting against Greeks in the armies of Persia.

In the next compartment the king appears, having

laid aside his arms, in his civil costume, and again

harangues his soldiers, and distributes arms and
insignia to the officers as rewards of merit. The

» Vol. i. p. 230.

i
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hands of the slaughtered enemies are told out before

him and their numbers recorded by the scribes, and

the prisoners led up, some fettered by the arms and

others by the wrists. The presentation of the cap-

tives to the triad of Theban gods, Maut, Amun and

Chonso, closes the series ; but here, besides the

Fekkaroo, prisoners of another people are intro-

duced, the Rebo, against whom Rameses IV. carried

on wars. This people have been incidentally men-
tioned in the inscription which records the expe-

dition of Rameses III. in his fifth year against the

Sheto, whose neighbours they must have been.

The walls of the second court of the palace of Me-
dinet-Aboo give the details of this or some other

war of Rameses IV. against them. Probably the

war occurred at some later period of his reign ; for

in the presentation of the prisoners to Amun, the

Fekkaroo and Rebo appear both as prisoners,

whereas in the campaign represented in the inner

court, the Fekkaroo are acting as auxiliaries against

the Rebo. From their costume we should suppose

the last to be the inhabitants of a somewhat colder

climate, as in addition to tunics they wear long

upper vests, crossed by bands of a different colour,

open below and fastened on by a strap over the

shoulder. This garment appears sometimes to have

been of leather. The head is covered with a close-

fitting cap, and adorned with feathers; but in war

they wore a helmet or cap fastened by a strap be-

neath the chin. Their physiognomy also indicates

a northern race ; the eyes are blue, the nose aqui-

line, the beard red. Occasionally we find the limbs

tattooed. The slaughter made of them was great

;
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3000 hands, according to the inscription, are poured

out before the king\ as he sits on his chariot after

the battle to receive the returns ; and an equal num-

ber in three other compartments, indicating that

6000 had been slain. Besides these, 1000 appear

to have been made prisoners. As the conclusion

of the whole, the king returns to Egypt and presents

his captives to Amunre and Maut.

The sixteenth is the latest year of Rameses IV.

that has been found on the monuments, and the

lists give only the duration of the whole dynasty
;

but from the extent of the works executed in his

reign, and the size and magnificence of his tomb,

we may presume that it was of more than the ave-

rage length. He appears originally to have destined

for himself a tomb at the very entrance of the Bab-

el-Melook, but to have abandoned his design, when
the excavation had been carried but a short way,

and chosen a spot further on in the valley*. It had

been known as the Harper*s Tomb, long before the

discovery of the hieroglyphics assigned it to Rame-
ses IV., Bruce having copied two remarkable figures

of harpers which one of the apartments contains.

Its whole extent is 405 feet ; not, however, to that

direct depth in the mountain, the line of direction

having been diverted to avoid interfering with an

' This and another kind of mu- tvepydas axcipes ^a-av {\,48). This
tilation which the bodies of the is part of his description of the
slain had undergone are inaccu- tomb of Osjmandyas, in which
rately represented by Diodorus as various buildings appear to be con-
if performed on the living prisoners, founded.
'El/ di ra dfVTtpa Toix<o tovs at'x- ' According to Sir G. Wilkinson,
pLoXayTovs imb tov ^ao-iXccor ayofi€- Rameses III. began the tomb, and
povs (Ipydadai rci Tf aldoia Koi ras his legend can still be traced near
Xtlpas ovK (xoPTas' 8i i>u 8oKflv the entrance beneath that of Ra-
SrjXovaOai 8i6ti rats yj/vxais &vav- meses IV. (Mod. Eg. and Thebes,
bpoi Koi Kara ras iv roU bdvois 2, 207.)
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adjoining tomb. The principal hall contained the

sarcophagus of the king, but it had long been rifled.

It is of red granite, and is covered with inscriptions

which have been filled up with a green enamel The
sarcophagus itself, seven feet in depth and fourteen

in length, is in the Louvre, the cover at Cambridge.

The queen of Rameses IV. is not named, though

she is represented in the scene of the Coronation

;

but on the jambs of a door in the Valley of the

Queens, the shield of Rameses VI. appears on one

side, and on the other that of ** the royal mother,

ruler of the world, Ise.'^ She must therefore have

been the queen of Rameses IV.^ It is probable

that his three brothers, one of whom ascended the

throne before and two after him, were also her sons;

some at least of the numerous other princes of the

blood who appear in the procession at his corona-

tion must have been children by his concubines.

That he maintained a harem we know from the

representations in some of the smaller apartments

of his pavilion at Medinet-Aboo, where he is seen

among them, playing at a game of draughts or chess*.

Ten princes appear with their names in one of the

courts of the palace; the inscriptions of the four

first of these have received additions, as they suc-

cessively came to the throne ; the rest are qualified

simply as princes.

We found a temporary agreement between the

authentic and monumental history of Egypt, and

the legendary history as it was received by Hero-

dotus, in the reign of Rameses III., his Sesostris.

' Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 4, 119. = Rosellini, Mon. Civ. 3, 116;

Mon. Reali, tav. cxxii. 2, 3.
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It disappears again in that of his successor, whom
he calls Pheron, and of whom he expressly says that

he undertook no expedition. The interpolation of

Proteus after Pheron among the kings of Egypt, in

order to connect its history with that of the Iliad

and Odyssey, shows how little regard was paid to

truth in framing this legendary tale. It is therefore

useless to seek among the successors of Rameses III.

for the Rampsinitus of Herodotus who surpassed in

riches all his successors, and built himself a trea-

sure-house, from which the sons of the architect

ingeniously contrived to abstract a portion of his

wealth by means of a moveable stone. The name

appears to contain that of Rameses, which is spelt

among other varieties Rampses in Manetho ; but

the story of his descent into Hades, and his playing

at dice there with Ceres, so clearly discloses the

unhistorical character of the accounts which Hero-

dotus received, as to deter us from any attempt to

place him in relation with really historical person-

ages ^ Diodorus having related the blindness of

Sesoosis II., who corresponds with tlie Pheron of

Herodotus, passes over a long line of his successors

with the remark that they did nothing worthy of

being recorded.

This appears to be true of the successors of Ra-

meses IV. All record of foreign expeditions ceases

with his reign. The principal memorials of Rame-

ses V. are the lateral inscriptions of the obelisk

which Thothmes I. erected at Karnak. They con-

tain, however, no historical fact. His tomb in the

Bab-el-Melook is small ; the sarcophagus remains

' Herod. 2, 121, 122.
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in it, but has been broken ^ Rameses VI. has in

several places effaced the name of his brother, as if

some hostility between them had preceded his ele-

vation to the throne^; but we have no memorials

of his reign, and can only conjecture that it was

long, from the unusual amount of labour bestowed

on the preparation of his tomb. It is 342 feet in

length, descending by a gradual slope to the depth

of 25 feet below the ground, and divided into a

number of chambers^. The whole surface of the

walls and ceilings is covered with a profusion of

coloured sculptures of minute size, chiefly astrono-

mical and mythical. One of them is the Judge-

ment-scene before Osiris already described'^, and

the supposed return of a wicked soul to the world.

Of Rameses VII. there is absolutely no memorial

except his tomb, which is of much less finished

execution than that of his predecessor. The sar-

cophagus is excavated in the rock of the floor to

the depth of four feet, and covered with a slab of

granite. Rameses VIII. is known only by the oc-

currence of his shield among those of the other sons

of Rameses IV. (III. according to another reckon-

ing) at Medinet Aboo, and on two tablets in the

Museum of Berlin. The titular shield contains the

figure of the same deity as the phonetic shield of

Setei, and it has here also been effaced. From

this time it never occurs in the monuments^. The

shields of the sovereigns of this dynasty are much

^ Wilkinson, Mod. Eg.& Thebes, "• Vol. i. p. 480.

2, 212. * Bunsen, B. 3, p. 118. Rosel-

^ Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 4, 118. lini, Mon. Stor. 4, 124.

3 Wilkinson, Mod. Eg. & Thebes,

2, 210.

VOL. II. Z
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more crowded with characters than those of the 18th.

As these kings were all brothers, it was natural that

the reigns of the last should be short. His third

year has been found on a monument ^ Rameses IX.

(VIII.) was according to Lepsius the son of Ra-

meses VII. (VI.) He began a temple to Chons on

the right bank of the Nile near Karnak, but left it

imperfect except the sanctuary^; his tomb is small,

and appears to have remained unfinished at his

death, as the walls of some of the apartments have

figures and inscriptions traced upon them, but not

sculptured. The tombs of Rameses X., XL, and

XII. have also been ascertained. That of Rame-

ses X. is executed with care, and adorned with

astrological paintings. The seventeenth year of

Rameses XL's reign has been found on a papyrus,

and the second of Rameses XII.^; of Rameses XIII.

and XIV. nothing beyond the names is known,

which is the more indicative of the inactivity which

characterized the last years of this dynasty, because

Rameses XIV. reigned at least thirty-three years*.

Roselhni reckons a fifteenth, by whom a hypostyle

hall was added to the temple of Chons at Karnak,

founded by Rameses IX.^

The dominion of Egypt had long been on the de-

cline, but Amunre addresses the last Rameses in the

same magnificent language as his predecessors, and

gives him ** to put all foreign lands under his feet.**

The diminution of power in the Egyptian monarchy^

' Bunsen, iEgyptens Stelle, B. 3, XII. and XIII., has been alrcadt

p. 119. placed last but one in the 19ti
' Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 4, 125. dynasty. See p. 301 of this vol, i

' Amenmeses, whom Roselhni, * Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 2, p. 49J
from the position of his tomb, * Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 2, 50. 4;
would interpose between Rameses 137. M. R. tav. cxlvi.
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since Rameses IV. was probably caused or accom-
panied by an increase in that of its neighbours.

Ethiopia seems to have regained its independence.

The Phoenician cities must have been rapidly rising

by means of commerce to the prosperity in which

we find them in the age of Solomon. The recent

discoveries of the antiquities of Assyria excited the

hope that by their means light would be thrown on

the relations of that country with Egypt, whose so-

vereigns, from Thothmes I. to Rameses IV., re-

peatedly invaded Mesopotamia and Assyria. We
cannot, however, trace any conformity between their

respective histories, as disclosed bytheirmonuments.

Those of Khorsabad, Koyunjik and Nemroud are

much later than the 18th and 19th dynasties of

Egypt. No Egyptian appears among the nations

with whom the Assyrians are at war'. Yet it is

probable that when the invasions of the Pharaohs

ceased, perhaps by means of successful resistance

to them, the Assyrian monarchy rose in power.

The Greek traditions begin with mythe in Semi-

ramis, and end with it in Sardanapalus ; but the

monarchy which these mythes represent was real,

and must have begun in the thirteenth century b.c.*,

1 We do not find any close re- Assyrians of Nemroud ; the Tok-

semblance between the Asiatic na- kari or Fekkaroo, p. 331, in their

tions represented in the Egyptian arms and dress and the shape of

monuments and those who appear their carts drawn by oxen, bear

in the Assyrian sculptures. A some resemblance to a nation re-

people armed with shields, like presented in the Assyrian sculp-

those described, p. 278, are seen tures. (Layard's Nineveh, 2, 4f>3,

on the bas-reliefs of Khorsabad, foil.)

and among the spoil is a cha- ^ Herodotus (1,95) says that the

riot, resembling that brought by Medes revolted from the Assyrians,

the Rotno to Thothmes III., p. 221. who had ruled Upper Asia 520

TheShairetana, p. 331,have many years. This revolt is commonly
peculiarities in common with the placed 711 B.C. (Clinton,5M6 anno.)

z 2
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that is about the time when the power of Egypt

dedined.

The battle-pieces of the reign of Rameses IV. are

not inferior in design to the works of his predeces-

sors, but those who have studied minutely and on

the spot the remains of Egyptian art discover an in-

feriority in the execution. The inscriptions which

Rameses V. added to the obelisk erected by Thoth-

mes I. betray even in an engraving their inferiority

in execution. In design there could be little differ-

ence, art in its application to sacred subjects being

so completely submitted to established rules ; but

we perceive that the style becomes more loaded and

elaborate, an indication of the decline of taste.

Twenty'first Dynasty. Seven Tanite kings.

Years.

Smendbs, reigned 26

PsousENNES 46 41 Euseb.

Nephercheres 4

Amenophthis 9

OSOCHOR 6

PSINACHES 9

PsousENNEs 14 35 Euseb.

In aU 130 years. 114 130

Tanis or Zoan, although its name now appears

for the first time in Egyptian history, had long been

the most important city on the coast of Egypt ^ The

branch of the Nile on which it stood was the most

easterly and the nearest to Palestine and Arabia,

with the exception of the Pelusiac. It is spoken

* See vol. i. p. 56.
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of in Scripture as being founded seven years later

than Hebron^; the precise date of the foundation

of Hebron we do not know, but it was one of the

oldest towns in Palestine, and is mentioned in the

history of Abraham. It is probable that Tanis rose

into importance during the wars of the early kings

of the New Monarchy with the Hyksos, and their

expeditions into Western Asia. Although Thebes

continued to be the place in which the splendour

of the monarchy was chiefly displayed, and where

the sovereigns held their court during intervals of

peace, they must have needed a residence in that

part of Lower Egypt which was nearest to the scene

of their most important operations. That it should

be at the same time not very distant from the sea

was also necessary, when they established a navy

and carried on maritime warfare against Phoenicia

and Cyprus. And as the eastern branches of the

Nile one after another became silted up, it is pro-

bable that even in this age the Pelusiac mouth may
have been too shallow to admit ships of war. In

the 78th Psalm (vv. 12, 43) the wonders which

accompanied the Exodus are said to have been

wrought in '* the plain of Zoan." This Psalm is

probably somewhat later than the age of David, but

it proves that this was supposed to have been for

the time the residence of the Pharaoh who had
" refused to let Israel go." In the age of Isaiah it

was still considered as the capital of the Delta

;

"the princes of Zoan and the princes of Noph"
(Memphis) are spoken of ^ as equivalent to the no-

bles of Egypt. The ambassadors who go down to

^ Numbers, xiii. 22. ' Is. xix. 11, 13.
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Egypt to form an alliance which implied distrust in

Jehovah^ are described as repairing to Zoan and

Hanes, or Ileracleopolis^; the desolation of Zoan is

threatened by Ezekiel, as the consequence of the in-

vasion of Egypt by Nebuchadnezzar. In Strabo*s

time it was still a large town^, the capital of a nome;

in the age of Titus it had dwindled to an insignifi-

cant place \ Its ruins attest its ancient importance;

its principal temple stood within an area of 1500

feet by 1250, and appears to have been built by

Rameses-Sesostris, whose shield is seen in various

parts of the ruins. It was adorned with an unusual

number of obelisks ^ Had its remains been ex-

plored with the same diligence as those of Middle

and Upper Egypt, we should probably have learnt

something of the dynasty which took its name from

Tanis. But the inhabitants are rude and the air at

most seasons of the year pestilential^, and no travel-

ler has remained here long enough to ascertain what

may be buried beneath the mounds of earth which

cover the site.

History has preserved no account of the manner

in which the sceptre of Egypt passed from the Dios-

polite dynasty to the Tanite, and the monuments do

not supply the deficiency. The temple which Ra-

meses IX. erected to the god Chons exhibits a priest,

whose name has been read Hraihor or Pehor'^f di-

stinguishable by his shaven head and panther's skin,

and denominated in his shield *' High-priest of

* Is. XXX. 4.
^

* See a plan with drawings of
^ Champollion, L'J[ig}^3te sous some of the inscriptions in Bur-

ies Pharaons, 1, 309. P. 154 of ton's Excerpta Hier. pi. 38-41.

this volume. * Wilkinson, Mod. Eg.& Thebes,
» Lib. ir. p. 802. 1,450.
* Joseph. Bell. Jud. 4, 11. ' Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 4, 139.
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Amun," who at the same time appears to have

performed the functions of royalty. In one com-
partment of the sculptures Horus places on his head

the white cap, and Nebthi the red cap, acts sym-

bolical of his investiture with the dominion of Upper

and Lower Egypt. He even appears in a military

capacity with the title of Commander of the archers.

Another priest, whose name has been read Pischiam,

appears on the same building, qualified with the

titles of royalty. These names do not correspond

with any of those in Manetho\ and we are left to

conjecture, that during the time that elapsed after the

expiration of the Rameside dynasty, and before the

estabhshment of the Tanite in full authority over

Upper as well as Lower Egypt, the High-priests of

Thebes assumed the royal style and even military

command. It would be agreeable to the practice

of Manetho, not to include them in his dynastic

lists, but to carry on his chronology by means of

the Tanite kings, even though two or three genera-

tions elapsed before their authority was acknow-

ledged in Thebes. His omission of the reign of

Actisanes, if, as Diodorus represents^, such an inva-

sion from Ethiopia really took place, may be ex-

plained on the same principle. He did not, Hke

Sabaco, found a dynasty.

During a long interval, from the Exodus to the

reign of David, there is no mention of Egypt in the

Jewish history. The Jews had not consoUdated

themselves into a nation during the prosperous

» Bunsen (B. 3, 121) transfers (Amenophthis). He also gives

to this dynasty a Nefrukera (Ne- Pianch, answering to Psinaches.

phereheres) and a Menephthah ^ 2, 60.

h
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times of the 18th and 19th dynasties, and if they

occupied Palestine could offer no resistance to the

armies of Rameses III. or IV. An incident men-

tioned in the first book of Kings (xi. 14) might

have given us some light into Egyptian history,

had its indications been more precise. When Joab,

in the reign of David, slaughtered all the males in

Edom, Hadad, one of the royal family, made his

escape into Egypt, and being hospitably enter-

tained by Pharaoh, received in marriage the sister

of his queen Tahpenes. The name of this queen,

however, has not been found on any monument,

and therefore we are still at a loss respecting

that of her husband. During the reign of Solomon

an active commerce in horses, chariots, and linen

yarn was carried on between Judaea and Egypt.

Solomon not only furnished his own armies with

horses and chariots from this country, but sold

them again to the chiefs of the Hittites and the

kings of Syria ^ The Pharaoh whose daughter So-

lomon married* must have been one of the latest

kings of the 21st dynasty : he received as her dowry

the town of Gezer in Palestine, which the king of

Egypt had recently taken ; but the friendship which

this alliance estabhshed was soon destroyed under

the 22nd.

J 1 Kings X. 28. Vol. i. p. 196. « 1 Kings ix. 16.
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Twenty-second Dynasty, Nine Bubastite kings.

(Euseb. Three.)

Years.

Sesonchis, reigned 21

OSORTHON 15

Three others [omitted by Eusebius] .... 25
Tacellothis 13

Three others [omitted by Eusebius] .... 42

116 Eu8. 49

In regard to this dynasty we have no longer to

complain of the silence of history and the monu-
ments. The names of Sesonchis, Osorkon and
Tacellothis were early recognised by Champollion^,

and the researches of other Egyptologists have re-

covered the shields of all the nine kings of whom
this dynasty was composed. Those of Sesonchis

and several of his successors of this dynasty con-

tain a character which does not occur before, the

white crown of Upper Egypt, as if to indicate that

it had been acquired by them. Bubastis, whence

its name is derived, was one of the most ancient

cities of Lower Egypt^; it is mentioned in Manetho
in the second dynasty of the Old Monarchy, and it

stood near the Pelusiac arm of the Nile, about

twenty miles below the apex of the Delta. In its

modern name, Tel Basta, we recognize that of the

goddess Pashtj to whom the principal temple was

dedicated—the Artemis of the Greeks. The He-

brews called it from the same goddess Pi-beseth^,

which the Septuagint renders Boubastos, and the

Coptic Poubast. In its present abandoned and de-

k

^ Lettres a M. le Due de Blacas, * vd. i. p. 55.

P. 2, p. 119. ^ Ezek. xxx. 17-
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solate condition it still exhibits some of the features

which are so graphically described by Herodotus'.

''There is," says he, *' in the city of Bubastis a

temple very deserving of description; larger and

more costly temples exist, but none so pleasant to

behold. Except the entrance it is all an island

;

two canals come from the Nile, not united, but

distinct as far as the entrance, and one flows round

it on one side, and one on the other. The propylgea

are sixty feet high, and adorned with excellent sculp-

tures six cubits in height. The temple being in the

middle of the city, one who walks round looks down

upon it from all sides ; for the city has been raised

by accumulations of earth, and the temple remain-

ing as it originally was can be looked into. An
outer wall runs round it, with sculptured figures.

Within is a grove of very large trees, planted round

a large temple {vr,6v)y in which the image of the

goddess is. The length and breadth of the hieron

is a stadium each way. Near the entrance is a

road paved with stone of the length of three stadia,

leading eastward through the agora, its breadth 400

feet. Trees reaching to the skies are planted on

either side, and it leads to the hieron of Mercury."

The temples of Pasht and Thoth can still be traced

;

the mounds which surround the ancient site are of

extraordinary height, rising above the area of the

temple.

Sesonchis (Shishak), the first of this dynasty, is

not mentioned by Diodorus, nor according to our

present text by Herodotus. A happy conjecture of

Bunsen's has restored his name to the commence-
' 2, 138.
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ment of the 136th section of the Euterpe. ** After

Mycerinus the priests said that Sasychis became

king of Egypt, and built the eastern propylsea of the

temple of Vulcan \" With Herodotus the time of

the building of the pyramids represents the long

interval of decline and insignificance which inter-

vened between the illustrious sovereigns of the 18th

and 19th dynasty, and the revival of the prosperity

of Egypt before the invasion of the Ethiopians.

The reign of Sesonchis is the first which we are

enabled to connect, by means of a synchronism,

with our ordinary reckoning of the years before

Christ, as he is the first Pharaoh who is mentioned

by name in the Jewish Scriptures. The jealousy

of Solomon having been excited against Jeroboam^

in consequence of his being prophetically pointed

out by Ahijah as the future sovereign of the ten

tribes, Jeroboam, to save his life, had escaped into

Egypt, in the last years of Solomon's reign, and

had taken refuge with Sesonchis, or as the Hebrews

wrote the name, Shashaq. The folly of Rehoboam

had caused the erection of a separate kingdom of

the ten tribes, which had its capital at Shechem.

Of this Jeroboam was made king, and set up here

the worship of the Egyptian divinities. The country

being thus divided by a double schism, political and

religious, and a powerful ally to Egypt being secured,

Sesonchis made an easy conquest of Jerusalem. He

came up in the fifth year after the accession of Re-

' Mera 6e UvKcpluov yepea-dai (raKifx. From the mention of his

AlyvTTTov jSao-tXe'a eXeyov ol 'IPEE2 legislation he appears to be the

A2YXIN. The loss of the 2 in same as the Sasychis of Diodorus

such a position would easily occur, (u. s,), though his chronology is

(Comp. Wessel. ad Diod. 1, 94.) entirely confused.

The Septuagint calls Shishak, 2ou- ^ i Kings xi. 40.
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hoboam with an overwhelming force of chariots and

horsemen ^ and an auxiliary body composed of Li-

byans, Ethiopians, and the Troglodyte tribes who
dwelt on the western shore of the Red Sea^ and

Ethiopia. Rehoboam had not neglected prepara-

tion ; he had built some strong places and fortified

others in the kingdom of Judah, had put garrisons

in them and victualled them against a siege^, and

had given the command in them to his own sons.

Sesonchis, however, speedily reduced all the fenced

cities of Judah and Benjamin. Jerusalem appears

to have made no resistance, and thus escaped the

sufferings of a siege and a storm^ ; but the treasures

both of the Temple and the royal palace were car-

ried off, including the golden shields which Solomon

had made for the use of his guards on solemn occa-

sions, and placed in the house of the forest of Le-

banon. It was part of the threatening of the prophet

Shemaiah that Judah should become subject to the

king of Egypt, that they might ** learn the differ-

ence between the service of Jehovah and the service

of the kingdoms round about^." During the reign

of Sesonchis they probably continued in a state of

dependence, which, however, was not burdensome,

as we are told that *' things went well in Judah^"

during the later years of Rehoboam.

* Much over-estimated no doubt ' 2 Chron. xi. 6-12. The Book
in 2 Chron. xii. 3 at 1200 chariots of Kings makes no mention of

and fiOjCXK) horsemen. these preparations.
' Such is the probable meaning "* 2 Cliron. xii. 7- " My wrath

of the Sukiim, mentioned 2 Chron. shall not be poured out upon
xii. 3. They were skilful slingers Jerusalem by the hand of Shi-

shak.'
* 2 Chron. xii. 8.

and very useful as light troops.

(Heliod. iEth.8, 16.) There was a
town on this coast called Suche * 2 Chron. xii. 12.

(PHn. N. II. 6, 'M), supposed to be
the modern Suakin.
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A monument still remaining on the outer wall of

the hypostyle hall at Karnak confirms in a very

remarkable manner this narrative from the Jewish

Scriptures ^ Sesonchis (Amunmai Sheshonk) is

there represented as usual of gigantic size, pre-

paring to inflict death on a group of prisoners,

African and Asiatic, in the presence of Amunre,
who holds out a scimitar towards him with one

hand, and with the other leads to him a number of

foreigners bound. To each of the five cords which

he holds in his hand are attached a series of shields

surrounded with an embattled edge and surmounted

by a head, round the neck of which the cord is

passed. Each of the five rows contains thirteen

shields, and about half of the sixty-five is legible.

The first in the first line contains the lotus, the

symbol of the South, with the character for region ;

the second the papyrus, the symbol of the North.

The account given in the Book of Chronicles of the

various nations composing the expedition of Seson-

chis shows that he held Libya and Ethiopia in his

obedience when he invaded Palestine, and renders

it probable that he might have subdued them in the

previous part of his reign. The third shield is com-

posed of the character which has been read Penne

or Pone, and is understood to denote the western

bank of the Nile, along with the bows which have

been already explained as denoting Libya. Among
those which remain legible, few have been identified

with known geographical names. Champollion

supposed " the land of Mahanima" (line 2, 9) to

be the Mahanaim^ of Scripture ; "the land of Baith-

^ Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 4, 149 ; M. R. cxlviii. ' Gen. xxxii. 2.
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oron" (I. 2, 11) and Makto (1. 3, 1) to be Beth-

horon and Megiddo, both of which Solomon forti-

fied \ Mr. Osburn has since pointed out some

others which bear a resemblance to known names

in Palestine*. Much uncertainty attends these

identifications, because it is necessary to assume

certain phonetic values for characters which do not

occur elsewhere, or only in positions equally am-

biguous. There is, however, no uncertainty re-

specting the most important figure of the whole,

the third in the third line, which contains in well-

known characters Joudhmalk, i. e. Joudah-Melek,
'* King of Judah,** which being followed by the

usual character for land, the whole will be read

" Land of the King of Judah ;" these shields re-

presenting not persons but places, symbolized by a

figure of their inhabitants. Another figure on the

same wall represents the goddess Egypt, who holds

in her hand four cords, to each of which seventeen

similar shields are attached. The greater part are

legible, but none of them have been identified with

names known in geography. Since this is the case

on a monument of the middle of the tenth century

before Christ, we cannot be surprised at the little

success which has attended the attempts made to as-

certain the nations who are mentioned in the sculp-

tures of sovereigns of the 1 8th dynasty , theThothmes,

Menephthah and the Rameses. With the exception

of a few general designations of the African nations,

we meet with none of those with which the earlier

monuments have made us familiar—Naharaina, for

I
1 Kings ix. 15, 17. 2 Chron. ' Ancient Egypt, p. 168.

viii. 5.
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example,—or those which we have supposed to de-

scribe people inhabiting the countries eastward of the

Tigris and north-westward of the Euphrates. Not-
withstanding the pompous list of names in the record

of the triumphs of Sesonchis, it is not probable that

his expedition extended much beyond Palestine. He
could not have advanced towards the Euphrates

without encountering the power of the Assyrians.

There are other memorials of Sesonchis * at Kar-
nak and Silsilis, but being of the religious class they

throw no light on the history of his reign. A stele

at the latter place bears date in the twenty-first

year of his reign, which must have been the last.

It speaks of his excavations in these quarries for

the purpose of erecting buildings at Thebes^. These

were carried on by his successors in the Bubastite

dynasty^

If Sesonchis were the Sasychis of Diodorus and

Herodotus, he was celebrated as a legislator as well

as a conqueror. To him Herodotus attributes the

law"^ which allowed a debtor to raise money by pled-

ging the body of his father, under the condition that

if he did not repay the money, neither he himself

nor any of his family should be interred, either in the

^ A cuirass of leather, studded
with brass scales, bearing the shield

of Sheshonk, is figured inM. Prisse

d'Avenues' Monumens Egyptiens,
Paris, 1846, p. 735. The name,
however, will not prove that it was
worn by Sesonchis, as a throw-
stick is figured in the same work,
bearing the shield of a queen.

2 Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 4, 165.

ChampoUion-Figeac, L'Univers,
359.

^ It would be premature to enter

into any speculations respecting

the connexion of Egypt and Assy-

ria in this age till the Assyrian mo-
numents are betterunderstood. See
Birch, Trans. Roy. Soc. Lit. vol. iii.

From Layard's account, it is evi-

dent that the Egyptian remains

found at Nineveh do not belong

to the earUest age of the Assyrian

monarchy, as they occur above

niinedbuildings. Layard's Nineveh,

vol. 2, p. 205.
* See p. 59 of this vol.
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family sepulchre or elsewhere. He was said also to

have erected a pyramid of brick, and placed an in-

scription upon it, in which he claimed for it a

superiority over the pyramids of stone. The in-

scription as given by Herodotus has very little re-

semblance to a genuine inscription, and was pro-

bably the invention of his guides. But it is not at

all improbable that Sesonchis, following the exam-

ple of his predecessor of the 18th century, may
have employed hisAsiatic captives in brick-making.

The sepulchres of the kings, after the last of the

Rameses, are no longer found in the Bab-el-Melook
;

and there is no reason why some of the brick pyra-

mids of Lower Egypt, which have been ascertained

by the Prussian Expedition to be nearly double the

number previously known, may not have been the

tombs of later kings.

If some of them were built after the end of the

19th dynasty, when royal interments ceased at

Thebes, we can understand how all of them were

referred to that period. Sasychis, according to

Herodotus, built the eastern propylsea of the tem-

ple at Memphis, and adorned it with sculptures of

remarkable size and beauty. These have perished,

and the imperfect remains at Karnak afford no cri-

terion of the state of the arts in the reign of Seson-

chis. It may be better judged of by the statues of

the lion-headed goddess Pasht, which seem to have

been multiplied in the reign of this first Bubastite

king. One of these is in the Museum of Turin,

another in the Louvre, and a third in the British

Museum ^ In regard to its execution Mr. Birch

' Gallery of Antiquities, pi. viii.
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observes :
—" The style is very different from those

executed under Amenoph III. in the same collec-

tion ; the cheeks are more hollow, the limbs more
lissom and less strongly developed ; the whole of a

style of art less pure and grand than that of the

18th dynasty."

A son of Sesonchis appears joined with him in

an act of worship at Karnak. His name isUshiopf ^
or Schuopt, and like the kings mentioned, p. 343,

he united with the sacerdotal office the post of cap-

tain of the archers. He did not, however, succeed

his father.

OsoRTHON is the next king in Manetho's list.

Where this name occurs again in the 23rd dynasty

in Eusebius, it is Osorcho in Manetho ; and although

there is no various reading here, there can be no

doubt that the king intended is the Osorkon of the

monuments. His shield follows that of Sheshonk

in the sculptures of the court at Karnak, which has

been called, from having been adorned by them, the

Court of the Bubastite kings^. It is also found at

Bubastis on a fragment of a cornice, and cut on some

blocks where originally the shield of Rameses-Se-

sostris stood^. Among the Egyptian antiquities of

the Louvre, there is a magnificent vase of alabaster,

which contains on one side a dedication by Osor-

chon to Amunre. It was subsequently employed

to receive the remains of a member of the Claudian

' Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 4, 163. ^ Wilkinson, Mod. Eg. &Thebes.
2 See vol. i. p. 176. It is marked 1, 429. He has not given any fac-

B.4.8,on Sir G. Wilkinson's Map simile of these shields, and it i»

of Thebes. Rosellini, Mon. Stor. possible that they may not all re-

2, 85. fer to the same Osorkon.

VOL. II. 2 A
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family at Rome, /md bears an inscription to this

purpose on its opposite side^

TheBook of Kings gives no account of the relations

between Egypt and the kingdoms of Judah and Is-

rael, from the invasion of Shishak till the reign of

Hoshea, who made an alliance with Seva, or So, king

of Egypt (725 b.c), in order to throw off the yoke of

Salmaneser and the Assyrians ^. The Second Book

of Chronicles, however, records an invasion ofJudah

by Zerach, the Ethiopian, in the reign of Asa, the

grandson of Rehoboam. In the name of Zerach

critics have recognized that of Osorchon, the suc-

cessor of Sesonchis. A war between the two coun-

tries was an exceedingly probable event. Abijah,

the son ofRehoboam, had gained a great victory over

the kingdom of Israel. Asa had raised an army,

according to the Book of Chronicles, of 580,000

men, and built several fortified places in Judah. If

Egypt had retained a claim of superiority and tribute

over Judah from the time of Sheshonk's invasion,

these indications of a growing military power would

not be overlooked by her. Zerach (941 e.g., Usher)

came up with a very numerous army^ as far as

Mareshah in the plain of Judah, but was defeated

by Asa and pursued to Gerar on the southern

boundary of Palestine. The only difficulty which at-

tends the narrative is, that Zerach is called an Ethi-

opian (Cushite). No king of the Bubastite dynasty

could have been so designated; the works ofOsorchon

» ChamiK)llion-Figeac, L'Uni- ' Estimated in 2 Chron. xiv. 9,
Fers, p. 360. at a million of men and three hun-

' 2 Kings xvii. 4. dred chariots.
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and his successors at Thebes show that Upper Egypt
was in their possession ; and therefore if we could

suppose a motive for an invasion of Judaea by a

sovereign of Ethiopia, it is not credible that he

should have marched through Egypt for its accom-
plishment. On the other hand, chronology forbids

the supposition that Zerach could be one of the

25th or Ethiopian dynasty of Egyptian kings, the

earliest of whom lived 200 years later than Asa.

The reality of the invasion and defeat cannot be

called in question ; the name Zerach is not very

remote from Osorchon, when reduced to its con-

sonants, and the times would very exactly corre-

spond. Rehoboam reigned tw^elve years after the

invasion of Sesonchis ; Abijah, his son, three years
;

the victory of Asa took place in the fifteenth year

of his reign '. Thus thirty years elapsed between

the invasions by Sheshonk and by Zerach, and as

Sesonchis reigned twenty-two years and Osorchon

fifteen, there is sufficient room for both events.

The name of Ethiopian given to Zerach in the Book

of Chronicles, which was not written, at least in its

present form, till after the Captivity, may be ex-

plained by the circumstance that his army, like that

of Sheshonk, was composed chiefly of Libyan and

Ethiopian troops®.

The names of the three successors of Osorkon I.

are not given by Manetho ; Lepsius makes his im-

mediate successor to have been Amunmai Pehor,

who was probably his son. Another son, whose

name was Sheshonk, filled the office of high-priest,

and is mentioned in a funeral papyrus which ap-

' 2 Chron. xv. 10. ' 2 Chron. xvi. 8.

2 a2
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pears to have accompanied the mummy of another

high-priest of the name of Osorkon, the son of this

Sheshonk, and consequently grandson of Osorkon I.

Neither of these appear to have ascended the throne.

Pehor was succeeded by Osorkon II., and he by

Sheshonk II. His shield is distinguished from

that of the founder of the dynasty, by the addition

of the name of the goddess of Bubastis, Pasht. The

name of Takelothis was recovered by Champollion

from a fragment^ of a piece of sycamore-wood, the

remainder of which is in the Vatican, on which a

priest clad in the leopard's skin is represented, per-

forming an act of adoration to Phre, in behalf of Ta-

kelothis' son. It has since been found on the wall at

Karnak, and with the date of the twenty-fifth year of

his reign. The same inscription mentions the name
of his queen Keromama, and of his son and pro-

bably successor Osorchon, who is called high-priest

and captain of the archers^. Of Osorkon III.,

Sheshonk III., and Takelothis II.^, with whom
the dynasty became extinct, no historical fact is

recorded.

The relations of Egypt and Judaea appear not to

have been friendly, under this and the succeeding

dynasty, even when there was not actual war be-

tween them. The prophet Joel'* (iii. 19) threatens

Egypt, as well as Edom, with desolation for its

violence against the children of Judah, which may
have consisted in the forcible seizure of the inha-

* Chamnollion-Figeac, L*Uni- * His age is uncertain, but from
vers, p. 361. Champollion le Jeune the absence of all mention of As-
LettreaM.leDucdeBiacas,2,123. syria, he is thought to have lived

' Roselhni, Mon. Stor. 4, 170. before that power threatened the
* Bunsen,iEgyptensStelle,B.3, independence of Palestine,

p. 135.
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bitants for slaves. Eusebius in his Canon remarks,

under the 23rd dynasty, that after the Phoenicians

the Egyptians became masters of the seas, and they

probably exercised their dominion piratically, like

their predecessors.

Twenty-third Dynasty. Four Tanite kings.

Years.

Petubatis [Petubastis, Euseb.], reigned .

.

40 25 (Euseb.)

In his reign was the first Olympiad.

OsoRCHO [Osorthon, Euseb.] 8

Whom the Egyptians call Hercules *.

PSAMMUS 10

Zet [omitted by Euseb.] 31

89 44

Of this whole dynasty, till lately, no name had

been read on the monuments, as no fact is re-

corded concerning them. Lepsius has found a

shield with the name of Petsepasht, the Egyptian

word whence the Petubastis of Eusebius was de-

rived. The occurrence of the name of the great

goddess of Bubastis in that of the founder of the

dynasty, leads us to conclude that this family,

though called of Tanis, was genealogically con-

nected with the preceding. This is confirmed by

the name of the second king Osorchon, which was

borne by so many of the 22nd dynasty. A shield

at Karnak, containing the name Psemaut, has ge-

nerally been attributed to Psemmuthis of the 29th

dynasty, which arose during an interval of success-

^ This remark, from its turn of cation, as Chon is said to have been

expression, is evidently not that of the Egyptian name for Hercules.

Manetho. It does not appear what Etym. M. s. v. Xa>v. Vol. i. p. 'S84.

ground there was for this idcntifi-
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ful revolt from Persia ^ a prince who reigned only

during a part of the year. Lepsius has given it to

Psammus, the third of this dynasty. There re-

mains then only Zet*, whose name has not yet

been found.

The fifth year of Rehoboam, in which Sheshonk

invaded Judaea, is generally placed 974 b.c. Be-

tween this date and 1322 e.g. we must place the

reigns of all the kings from Menephthah (p. 297)

to Sheshonk. These three centuries and a half

suffice for the events of the history, but their distri-

bution into reigns would be quite hypothetical. The

chronological notice, that the first Olympiad fell in

the reign of Petubastis, seems to have been trans-

ferred hither by mistake. It is not found in Euse-

bius, and cannot have proceeded from Africanus,

who elsewhere places the first Olympiad in the first

year of Ahaz^. This is too late, as the other is too

early.

We obtain no assistance either from Herodotus

or Diodorus, in recovering the history of this dy-

nasty. Herodotus knows the name of no king of

Egypt, between Sasychis and Anysis, who was

reigning at the time of the Ethiopian invasion.

Diodorus passes at once from the builders of the

pyramids to Bocchoris, and he makes many years

to have intervened between him and Sabaco, con-

trary to the lists, according to which Bocchoris was

taken captive and burnt alive by the Ethiopian king,

' Wilkinson, Manners and Cus- who observes that the year n.c.

toms, 1 , 207 ; Mod. Eg. & Thebes, 716, the admitted sera ofthe Olym-
2, 266. piads, fell in the 33rd year of Uz-

^ Lepsius, Einl. 1, 256, makes ziah. His reign lasted 51 years;
him to be the Sethos of Herodotus, that of his sou and successor Jo-

3 Fyncs Clinton, Fasti, 1, 150, tham, the father of Ahaz, 16.
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There are not even any private monuments which
throw light on the condition of Egypt during this

period. That it was one of decline and decay we
may infer from the ascendency which the Ethiopians

acquired in the next dynasty, and apparently with

little struggle on the part of the Egyptians.

Twenty-fourth Dynasty.

Years.

BoccHORis of Sais, reigned 6 Euseb. 44
In his reign a lamb spoke \

The Dynasty of Sais, founded by Bocchoris, may
be said to have been in fact prolonged to the time of

the Persian conquest, the Ethiopian dynasty being

intrusive and the Dodecarchia only temporary.

Sais stood near the Canopic branch of the Nile, to

which, as the nearest and the most accessible, the

traffic of the Greeks was from the first attracted.

Naucratis, the only harbour in Egypt to which

strangers w^ere admitted, unless under the plea of

stress of weather^, was on the Canopic branch and

nearer to the sea than Sais. It is not certain when
the Greeks were first allowed to settle in Naucratis.

Eusebius in his Canon says^, that the Milesians, in

the reign of Bocchoris, became powerful at sea and

built the city of Naucratis. This is not very pro-

bable, if literally taken, and is contradicted by He-
* Probably a portent of the ap- (2, nO) as if true of all strangers,

proachin^ calamities of Bocchoris Strabo intimates that it was chiefly

and his kmgdom. So when Psam- intended against the Greeks from
menitus was about to be dethroned, their piratical habits, 1 7, 7^2. The
rain fell at Thebes (Her. 3,10). Ac- duty of watching the coast and
cording to ^lian, N. H. 12, 3, this keeping off strangers was com-
lamb, besides speaking with a hu- mitted to the herdsmen, a rude and
man voice, had two heads, eight inhospitable race,

feet, &c. ^ Under Olymp.vi.
' This is stated by Herodotus
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rodotus', who says the lonians and Carians under

Psammitichus were the first foreigners who were

allowed to settle in Egypt. Considering the wide-

spread colonization of the Milesians in the eighth

century before Christ*, there is however nothing

improbable in their having established more regular

commercial relations with Egypt than Greece had

possessed before.

Gradually greater privileges seem to have been

allowed them, and hence the variety of accounts

respecting the time of their establishment, which

Strabo against all probability brings down as low as

the revolt of Inaros^, 462 b.c. The Portuguese at

Macao at first only obtained permission to erect

sheds for their goods, but by degrees were allowed

to build houses, establish a government of their

own and erect a fort. The story of the landing of

the Ionian and Carian mercenaries in Egypt at the

time of the Dodecarchia indicates that armed Greeks

were a novel sight to the Egyptians'* ; but of course

only merchant ships and men in peaceful attire

would be admitted to Naucratis. The English,

when they first established themselves at Formosa,

agreed to deliver up all their guns and ammunition

while in port^. We do not, however, derive much
increase of our knowledge respecting Egypt from

the increased resort of the Greeks before the time

of Psammitichus. They have not even preserved

> 2, 154. moved in the time of Inaros to the
' Rambach de Mileto, p. 19, 62. Saitic nome, and fortified Nau-

Clinton, F. H. 1, 1 15. cratis.

3 17. p. 801. According to him * Her. 2, 162.

they first fortified a place at the ' Davis, The Chinese, vol. 1,

Bolbitinc mouth, in the reign of p. 35.

Psammitichus : and afterwards re-
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such tales of wonder as we find in the Homeric
legends. The Epic Muse was silent ; the Cyclic,

if she deserves the name of Muse, was occupied in

combining and harmonizing the traditions of the

Mythic age. Prose history, scientific geography

and astronomy had their birth-place at Miletus
;

but in a later century.

The name of Bocchoris, which was probably in

Egyptian Pehor, does not appear on any monument
which can be conclusively referred to his reign'.

His father's name, according to Diodorus, was

Tnephachthus, orGnephachthus, in which we recog-

nize that of the goddess Pasht^. Diodorus calls his

father king, and relates an anecdote of him which has

been mentioned under the reign ofMenes. Bocchoris

himself is said by Diodorus to have been mean and

feeble in body, but to have surpassed his predeces-

sors in ingenuity and wisdom. He attributes spe-

cially to him the laws which regulated commercial

contracts and the prerogatives and duties of the

king^. This reputation seems to imply that at his

accession he found public and private law in a state

of decay, and laboured to renew them. He is cele-

brated also for the wisdom of his judicial decisions,

many of which were handed down by fame even to

very late times. A very different account of his

character and administration is given by jElian^

who says he had obtained a false reputation for the

justice of his decisions. To grieve the Egyptians,

* The Amunse Pehor, whom the the name Technatis ; Athenscus, x.

earherEgyptologists identifiedwith p. 418, Ntoxa/Sts.

Bocchoris, has been removed by ^ Tovtov ovu diard^ai ra ntpl tovs

Lepsius to the 21st dynasty. See ^a(TiK(isiruvTa,Ka\Ta'nep\T5iV(rvii-

before, p. 342. Bunsen. 3, 135. ^oKaiwv i^aKpifimaai. (Diod.ibid.)
'

riiit. Is. et Osir. 354 B. gives * Nat. Anim. 11, 11.
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he set a wild bull to attack their sacred Mnevis.

As the assailant was rushing furiously on, he

stumbled, and entangling his horn in the tree

perseUf Mnevis gave him a mortal wound in the

flank. Plutarch', while he acknowledges the just

decisions of Bocchoris, calls him a man of stern

character. Possibly the avarice which Diodorus

attributes to him may have been only the unfa-

vourable aspect of a rigid economy, rendered ne-

cessary by dilapidated finances. Economy, espe-

cially if accompanied by strictness in the levying of

taxes, is seldom a popular virtue in rulers. The

celebrity which he enjoyed is hardly reconcilable

with the short reign of six years, which the lists

attribute to him. Eusebius makes his reign to have

lasted forty-four years ; but this number is suspi-

cious, as being the same which this author attri-

butes both to the 23rd dynasty which precedes and

the 25th which follows. The cruel death inflicted

by Sabaco on Bocchoris, which appears inconsistent

with the humanity ascribed to the Ethiopian con-

queror, may be explained, if we suppose that Boc-

choris was at first left on the throne in the capacity

of a tributary, but revolting, was taken prisoner by

Sabaco and then put to death by burning. Hero-

dotus calls the king who was reigning at the time

of the Ethiopian invasion, Anysis, and a native of

the city of the same name, probably the Hanes of

the prophet Isaiah*, to which, as well asTanis, the

ambassadors of Israel came, seeking an alliance

with the king of Egypt, when they were alarmed by

the prospect of an Assyrian invasion, in the reign

' n*pl Auo-owr/af, p. 529, E. ' xxx. 4. See p. 342 of this vol.
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of Sennacherib. According to Herodotus, Anysis
was not put to death, but took refuge in the marshes
of the Delta. He had made a spot of solid ground
of a little more than a mile square, by laying down
ashes amidst the muddy soil. These ashes were
supplied by the friends, who, unknown to the Ethi-

opians, brought him provisions. On the retire-

ment of the Ethiopians he issued from his retreat,

and resumed his power, after an interval of fifty

years. These differences are irreconcilable, but on

the whole it appears probable that a considerably

longer date is to be allowed to the reign of the im-

mediate predecessor of Sabaco than six years.

Twenty-jifth Dynasty ^ of three Ethiopian kings.

Years.

1. Sabaco, reigned 8 Eusebius 12

He took Bocchoris prisoner and burnt

him alive.

2. Sebichos (Sevechos) his son 14 Eusebius 12

o. Tarkus (Tarakos, Eus.) 18 Eusebius 20

40 44

The word Ethiopian has so wide a meaning, being

applied to the Arab of Yemen, to the Abessinian,

the native of Sennaar, Darfur and Kordofan, as well

as of Nubia and Dongola, that it is necessary to fix

its sense more precisely, in order to conceive rightly

of the conquest of Egypt by the Ethiopians in the

latter part of the eighth century before Christ. The

seat of the monarchy of Sabaco and his successors

was Napata, whose site and remains have been

already described*. It extended as far north as to

» Vol. i. p. 15.
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the island of Argo ; the space between that and the

Cataracts of Syene must be regarded as a debate-

able land, which was held by Egypt or Ethiopia ac-

cording to their relative strength. Under the 18th

dynasty we have seen that the valley of the Nile

was completely possessed by Egypt, even to the

south of the Second Cataract. During the feeble-

ness of the last years of the 23rd and the 24th, it

is probable that the Ethiopians had advanced their

arms to the very frontiers of Egypt, or even occu-

pied Thebes. How far to the south of Napata the

Ethiopian monarchy extended at this time we do

not know. It has been commonly supposed that

the island of Meroe was its original seat : Herodo-

tus calls the city of Meroe " the metropolis of the

other Ethiopians," meaning probably those of the

island. No monuments of equal antiquity with

those of Napata have been found in any part of the

island'. Diodorus^ says that the city of Meroe

was founded by Cambyses and named after his

mother ; but Cambyses never reached so far. In

the Persian times the valley of the Nile above the

First Cataract was held by the Ethiopians, but

as tributaries ; the Persian frontier garrison was

established in Elephantine. The Ptolemies before

Euergetes left Ethiopia in possession of her inde-

pendence ; we find the names of Erkamen (Erga-

menes) and Atharaman on the monuments of Lower

Nubia^. Under the Romans, in the reign of Au-

gustus, Ethiopia appears again as a powerful mo-

» See vol. i. p. 10. » Vol. i. pp. 27, 29.

«1,33.
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narchy, and Petronius marched to Napata and

compelled Candace to submit herself to the em-
peror.

The Ethiopians of the eighth century before

Christ were little inferior in civilization to the

Egyptians themselves. They had a system of

hieroglyphical writing identical with the Egyptian,

though applied to a different language, and there-

fore not yet deciphered^ . The power of the priest-

hood was greater than even in Egypt, and com-

pletely ascendant over the monarchy. Both the

historical and the prophetic books of the Jews afford

evidence of their military power. They bear a part

in the invasions of Palestine ; they are joined by

Isaiah with the Egyptians when he endeavours to

dissuade his countrymen from relying on their aid

to resist Assyria. In the 87th Psalm (v. 4) Ethiopia

is mentioned along with Egypt, Babylon, Tyre and

PhiHstia, as one of the most illustrious nations".

Throughout the prophetic writings the Ethiopians

are very generally conjoined with Egypt, so as to

show that the union between them, produced some-

times by the ascendency of one country, sometimes

of the other, was so close, that their foreign policy

was usually the same^. We are not therefore to

consider the subjugation of Egypt by the Ethiopians

* It is said that Lepsius has Trans. Roy. Soc. Lit. 3, 384.

ascertained the language of the ^ The meaning of the passage

Ethiopian inscriptions. Chaeremon, evidently is, that though it was an

who wrote on hieroglyphics about honour to be a native of Egypt,

the Christian sera, called them Babylon, or Ethiopia, it was a

Ethiopic letters. His explanations greater honour to be a native of

accord in general with modern Zion.

discovery. See Birch's Remarks ^ Is.xx. 5. Nahum iii. 9. Ezek.

on the curious fragment of Chae- xxx. 4.

remon, preserved by Tzetzes,
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as if they had fallen under the dominion of a horde

of Arabs or Scythians. The blameless Ethiopians'

is the earliest epithet which the Greeks applied to

them ; Diodorus^ celebrates the moderation of Ac-

tisanes, and the account which Herodotus^ gives of

Sabaco's retirement fromEgypt proves his humanity

and reverence for the gods. The dynasty was

changed ; the head of it either put to death or

driven into the marshes of Lower Egypt ; but the

order of government appears to have suffered little

change. No difference of religion or manners em-

bittered the animosity of the two nations ; they had

been connected by royal intermarriages ; Ammon
and Osiris were equally honoured at Thebes and

Meroe* ; and to the inhabitants of Upper Egypt,

the Ethiopians would seem hardly so foreign as the

people of Sais.

The Egyptian history of Herodotus, if we under-

stand by that word a series of facts connected in

chronological order, really begins with the invasion

of Sabaco. He himself remarks, that the settle-

ment of the lonians and Carians in Egypt, in the

time of Psammitichus, gave the Greeks an accurate

knowledge of all its subsequent history, and the

effect would naturally extend upwards also. Hero-

dotus indeed considers the same king Sabaco as

reigning through the whole fifty years that the

Egyptians kept possession of Egypt ; but the simi-

larity of two of the names may partly account for

this error, which at all events was not his, since the

relation of the departure of Sabaco is evidently

' II. a, 423. 8 2, 139.
'2,60. '•Her. 2,29.

1
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formed on the assumption of the identity of the

invader with the sovereign who withdrew from tlie

country.

The name of Sabaco, written Shabek, is found
at Luxor, with the usual titles of Egyptian so-

vereignty, on the internal wall of the propyla raised

by Rameses Sesostris 1. The sculptures having

been injured, or decayed with time, Sabaco re-

newed them and substituted his own name for that

of Rameses ; they indicate that Egyptian art still

existed in considerable vigour. A statuette of the

same king, of the stone called plasme d'^meraudej is

preserved in the Villa Albani at Rome, and his

name occurs also as a date on some amulets and

small figures from the collection of Anastasy, now
in the Louvre. The shield of Sabaco has also been

found over a gate of the palace of Karnak, and on

some fragments, one of which bears the date of his

twelfth year. This, according to Eusebius, was the

last of his reign ; according to the text of Manetho,

with which the summation- of the years of the dy-

nasty agrees, he reigned only eight years. The

name of the succeeding king, however, Sebechus

or Sevechus, is evidently the same as Sabaco, which

Manetho probably adopted as one already esta-

blished in history ; and the shield at Karnak which

has been attributed to the first Ethiopic king, may
with equal propriety be given to the second, as their

phonetic names are written in the same characters*,

' Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 2, 107j numents of private persons, who
4, 175, 177. Champollion-Figeac, call themselves natives of Cush.

L'Univers, p. 363. The name also ^ See Bunsen, Plates of 25th

occurs (Rosellini, 2, 108) on mo- Dynasty, Nos. 1 & 2.
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and thus the monuments and the lists will be

brought into accordance, the date of the twelfth

year being allotted to Sevechus,

Diodorus bestows the highest praise on Sabaco,

as surpassing in piety and clemency all his prede-

cessors ^ Herodotus agrees in representing him as

having abolished the punishment of death, and

substituted for it compulsory labour on public

works ^. They were such as in the more glorious

days of the monarchy had been performed by foreign

prisoners. The increase in the rise of the Nile since

the reign of Sesostris had made it necessary to add

to the height of the embankments which pre-

vented the towns of Lower Egypt from being laid

under water at the time of the inundation. He
also employed culprits in excavating canals. The

circumstances of his retirement from Egypt, as re-

lated by both historians, indicate that the priests

bore subjection to a foreign power iln patiently and

caballed for its overthrow. He dreamt that a figure

standing over him in his sleep, counselled him to

collect all the priests in Egypt together and cut

them to pieces^. Sabaco perceived in this a design

on the part of the gods to entice him to the com-

' His account of Actisanes has Diodorus adds, 8ia fifaav avrStv

the air of being a confused tradi- difKdij fxera ttjs depandas (1, 65),

tion of this Etliiopian conquest; a circumstance which seems to

the only circumstance which he have been added from the story of

definitely mentions concerning his Xerxes (Her. 7, 40), who com-
reign is, that he did not put crimi- manded the eldest son of Pythius,

nals to death, but banished them whom he had endeavoured to beg
to Rhinocolura on the confines of off from military service, to be cut

Syria (1, 60). in two pieces, which were fixed on
' Herod. 2, 137. either side of the line of march.
' MeVovs diarafiffiv, Her. 2, 139.
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mission of an act of impiety which should bring on

his ruin. He had been told by the oracles of Ethi-

opia that he should reign over Egypt fifty years,

and being disturbed by the dream, he determined

voluntarily to withdraw into Ethiopia. As related

of the Ethiopian king who had invaded Egypt, this

cannot be true ; but the subsequent elevation of a

priest of Memphis to supreme power makes it pro-

bable that the sacerdotal order of that city, controlled

in their ascendency, had placed the Ethiopian sove-

reigns in the dilemma of yielding to them or under-

taking their extermination. No memorials of any

of this dynasty except Tirhakah have been found in

Lower Egypt, though it is evident from the account

of the raising of the mounds that it was subject to

Sabaco.

It is related in the Second Book of Kings (xvii. 4),

that Hoshea, king of Israel, who had become tri-

butary to Shalmaneser, king of Assyria, had en-

tered into a secret alliance with Seva, the king of

Egypt, the Sevechus of Manetho\ and relying

on his assistance, '*had brought no present to the

king of Assyria, as he had done year by year;"

for which the king of Assyria put him in prison,

and after a three years' siege took Samaria and

carried the people captive into Assyria and Media.

This, according to the Jewish Chronology, took

place in the year 722 b.c, the ninth of Hoshea's

reign. The kings of the Ethiopian dynasty would

naturally enter into the policy of the native kings

of Egypt, which evidently was to uphold the power

of Israel and Judah, the only barrier between them-

' KiD which without the points may be read Seva.

VOL. II. 2 B
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selves and the warlike and aggressive empire of the

Assyrians. It is probable that the rapid movements

of Shalmaneser, who had an ally in the king of

Judah, anticipated the aid which Sevechus had

engaged to furnish to Hoshea ; but the very brief

narrative of the Book of Kings gives us no details.

Many of the Israelites avoided the captivity which

threatened them, by taking refuge in the friendly

territory of Egypt, while others even penetrated into

Ethiopia, and from this time forward there seems

always to have been a considerable body of Jews

in the eastern side of Egypt, speaking their own
language, practising their own religious rites, and

exciting the bigotry of the native Egyptians ^ The

prophet Isaiah^ anticipates the time when the rem-

nant of the people should be recalled ''from Assyria,

and from Egypt, and from Pathros (the Thebaid),

and from Cush," and in glowing language describes

Jehovah as drying up the gulf of the Red Sea,

smiting the seven channels of the Nile, and making

a highway through the Desert, that they might re-

turn without danger or delay.

TiRHAKAH, the Tarcus or Taracus of Manetho,

the Tearco of Strabo^, succeeded Sevechus. His

name, written Tarhak or Tarhaka, is found on the

internal face of the pylon of a building erected at

Medinet Aboo by Thothmes IV.'* and at Gebel-el-

Birkel, with the date of his twentieth year, which,

according to Eusebius, must have been the last of

his sovereignty over Egypt. Other inscriptions re-

main in which he is mentioned, but they give us no

» Isaiah xix. 18, foil. ' B. 1, p. 61.
' xi. 11. * Rosellini, M. Star. 2, 109.
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Other knowledge concerning him than the name of

his queen and of the nurse of his daughter. The
Egypto-Ethiopian monarchy must have been very

powerful, though Memphis had been given up to

Sethos. Strabo speaks of him as rivalling Sesostris

in the extent of his foreign expeditions, and as

having reached the Pillars of Hercules ^ These are

evident exaggerations, but they prove the historical

fame of Tirhakah, and may have had their founda-

tion in an expedition into Western Africa, of which

the Phoenician colonies were the object and limit.

The narrative of the expedition of Sennacherib

against Judaea and Egypt indicates the opinion en-

tertained of his power. The king of Assyria was

dissatisfied with the conduct of Hezekiah, who after

having paid him a heavy contribution in gold and

silver, was meditating defection in hope of aid from

Egypt. He had taken all the strong places ofJudah,

and from Lachish, a town in the plain of Sephela,

on the road to Egypt, which he was besieging, he

sent a powerful detachment with a threatening mes-

sage to Hezekiah^ The king himself and the in-

habitants of Jerusalem were filled with alarm ; but

Isaiah encouraged them by a prediction, that Senna-

cherib ''should hear a rumour and return to his own

land^" This rumour was evidently of the march of

Tirhakah to the relief of Judaea, the expectation of

1 B. 1, p. 61 ; 15, p. 687. appears to be a reference to the

2 Isaiah xxxvi. xxxvii. ; 2 Kings miraculous destruction ofhis army,

xviii. xix. But this is an error. Archbishop

2 The common Translation has. Seeker and Bishop Lowth translate

" I will send a blast upon him, and the passage, " I will infuse a spirit

he shall hear a rumour and return into him,'^ and explain it, " a spirit

to his own land," in which there of cowardice."

2 b2
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which had emboldened Hezekiah to withdraw the

submission which he had recently made. The nar-

rative, however, imphes that there was another power

in Egypt on which Hezekiah reUed ; for Sennacherib

in his taunting message says, '* On whom dost thou

trust, that thou rebellest against me? Lo, thou

trustest in the staff of this broken reed, on Egypt

;

whereon if a man lean it will go into his hand and

pierce it ; so is Pharaoh king of Egypt to all who
trust in him." Now we learn from Herodotus that

after the retirement of " the Ethiopian" from Egypt,

and the resumption of power by the king who had

fled into the marshes, Sethos, a priest of Hephai-

stos, made himself king, probably only of part of

Lower Egypt. He treated the warrior caste not

only with contempt, but with injustice, endeavour-

ing to deprive them of the lands which preceding

kings had allotted to them. The consequence was,

that when Sennacherib, whom Herodotus calls king

of the Assyrians and Arabians, invaded Egypt, the

military refused to march against him. The priest,

reduced to despair, went into the sanctuary of his

god, and lamented to him his condition. In the

midst of his lamentations he fell asleep, and a dream

came over him, in which the god appeared to stand

beside him and exhort him to fear nothing from an

encounter with the Arabians, for that he would

send him defenders. Relying on the dream, Sethos

marched to meet the enemy, attended by those of

the Egyptians who chose to go. But none of the

military joined him ; his forces were composed of

men altogether unused to warfare, tradesmen and
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artificers, and the loose population of a great city'.

With such troops Sennacherib might well describe

him as a broken reed, and warn Hezekiah of the

folly of trusting to his succour. Similar warnings

not to trust in the power of Egypt are given by the

prophet himself in the thirtieth and thirty-first

chapters, which notwithstanding the place in which

they now stand, appear to refer to this alliance,

and indicate that Lower Egypt was the seat of the

power with whom it was made. Sethos encamped,

however, near Pelusium, to defend the entrance of

Egypt. The narrative of Scripture does not speak

of Sennacherib's advancing so far as Pelusium ; but

both Libna and Lachish were on the way from

Jerusalem to Egypt, and it was natural that if he

apprehended an attack from that quarter, he should

s^d a portion of his troops to seize Pelusium, which

was equally the key of Egypt and of Palestine. He
could do it the more safely as he had already

reduced the Arabians, who had possession of the

south-w^estern coast of Palestine and the Desert,

through which an army must pass^. No battle,

however, ensued ; during the night an immense

multitude of field mice covered the encampment of

the Assyrians and gnawed the strings of their bows

and the straps of their shields. Finding themselves

thus left defenceless, in the morning they betook

themselves to flight, and many were slain by the

Egyptians. A statue of Sethos was set up in the

temple of Hephaistos, holding a mouse in his hand,

' "Enea-dai oi rciv fiaxifioiv fxev ^ Comp. Herod. 3, 4-10.

ol84va dvSpwp, KairfiXovs 8e Koi

XftpoivaKTOS Koi dyopaiovs dvdpd)-

novs. (Her. 2, 141.)
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with this inscription, ** Whosoever looks on me,

let him be pious." We can have no doubt from

whom Herodotus derived his tale—the priests of

the temple of Ptah at Memphis. The mouse was

an emblem of destruction', and it may be that the

narrative of the defeat of Sennacherib's army owed

its specific form to this circumstance. We must

believe that in the time of Herodotus the temple of

Memphis contained such a statue as he describes*

;

but that it was a statue of Sethos, or that the in-

scription meant what his guides told him, is not

equally certain. The Jewish account is more faith-

ful than the Egyptian, inasmuch as it notices the

rumour of Tirhakah's expedition, while the Egyp-

tian makes the cause of the Assyrians' retreat

wholly supernatural. Pestilence and panic appear

to have combined in bringing it about^. The fligjit

of Sennacherib probably put a stop to the march of

Tirhakah. Whether he ended his days as sovereign

of the Thebais, or retired into Ethiopia and con-

tinued to reign there, we do not know ; but it is evi-

dent that the seat of his power must have been in

Upper Egypt, when the rumour of his coming could

produce such a sudden retreat of the Assyrians.

The two circumstances which characterize the

' 'AcjyauKTuov 8t]\ovvt€s fivv (a>- without exaggerating their de-

ypa(f)ov(nv eweibfj ndvra ea-diav /it- structive powers, and the stor^ of

aiPd Koi axpr](rTol. (Horap.Hierog. their gnawing bowstrings is tohl of

1, 50.) The mouse is produced ni other places. (Strabo, 13, p. 604.)

sudden and extraordinary numbers ^ Kal vvv ovros 6 ^aaiXevs

in Egypt, and causes ^reat de- €<rTr}K€ iv t«5 Ip^ toG 'H(f>at(rTov

struction. {M. Hist. Anim. 6, 41.) Xidivos. (2, 141.)

The ancients were not satisfied

^ " The Assyrian shall fall by a sword, not of man j

Yea, a sword, not of mortal, shall devour him :

And he shall betake himself to flight from the face of the sword,

And the courage of his chosen men shall fail. "--Is. xxxi. 8.
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reign of Sethos, the usurpation of supreme power
by a priest, and the degradation of the military

caste, indicate a decay of the ancient constitution

of Egypt. That the increase of population in the

great towns of Lower Egypt, the consequence of

the fertility of the soil and the growth of com-
merce, should have made the civil element much
more important than it had been in the flourishing

days of the monarchy, was natural. It was not less

natural that this rise of the commercial and work-

ing class should be attended with a change in the

military system. Widely different as the Calasi-

rians and Hermotybians were in many respects from

the Geomori of Athens before the time of Solon,

and the Hippeis and Zeugitee of his constitution,

from the original Plebs of Rome and the Feudal

army of the Middle Ages—in one respect they all

agreed ; landed property and military service were

conjoined. And all these, in process of time,

yielded up their exclusive right to bear arms, and

admitted into partnership with them in this func-

tion, the mixed multitude whom the progress of

society engenders in flourishing towns. At Athens

the change was brought about by the rise of its

naval power, which transferred the chief strength

of the state from the land to the sea. At Rome
the cultivators of the soil were not sufficient to

supply the demand of a military repubhc, and em-

ployment and pay were needed for the city popula-

tion. In modern Europe the rise of the cities was

everywhere accompanied with a more promiscuous

constitution of the military force, and at no long

interval with the establishment of mercenary troops.
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We know not how the elevation of Sethos took

place ; but it is evident that he relied on the town

population as the instruments of his design of de-

pressing the ancient military body. His power

appears to have been exercised tyrannically ; for

Herodotus speaks of the Egyptians as being set free

after his reign ^ He notices no anarchy as super-

vening upon his death, but his usurpation and his

encroachments on the military order render it abun-

dantly probable ; and Diodorus informs us that it

actually took place®, and assigns two years as its

duration. The nineteenth chapter of Isaiah, written

about this time, perhaps towards the close of Sethos'

usurpation, foretells a state of complete anarchy and

the consequent depopulation and impoverishment

of the country, to be succeeded, as anarchy usually

is, by the reign of a despotic monarch. " I will

set the Egyptians against the Egyptians, and they

shall fight every one against his brother, and every

one against his neighbour, city against city, and

kingdom against kingdom. And the Egyptians will

I give over into the hand of a cruel lord, and a fierce

king shall rule over them. In that day shall Egypt

be like unto women ; and it shall be afraid and fear,

because of the shaking of the hand of the Lord of

Hosts, which he hath determined against it. And
the land of Judah shall be a terror unto Egypt ;

every one that maketh mention thereof shall be

afraid in himself." We know of no period in

* 2, 147. *F.\fv6fpaBivTti ' 1, 66. He places it imme-
AtyvTTTiot ^fTot t6v ipia roG 'li(f>ai- diately after the retirement of the
(TTov ^aaiXfCcravTa {ov8€va yap Ethiopian, and docs not mention
^povop oloi Tf ^o-av autv /3a(TtXcof Sethos.

diairnadai) ((TTrfaavTO dva>8(Ka (3a-

(TtXcof.
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Egyptian history to which this description is at all

applicable, except that which Diodorus designates

as the anarchy \ The effects which it is described

as producing on the condition of Egypt, however,

seem to indicate a longer duration than two years,

and Diodorus is never a safe guide in chronology.

The invasion of Judaea by Sennacherib took place

713 B.C., and this fixes a date for the reigns of Se-

thos at Memphis and Tirhakah in the Thebaid and

Ethiopia. The chronology of the two centuries and

a half between the invasion of Sheshonk and that

of Sennacherib, cannot be settled in detail, from

the variations in the lists and the chasms in the

series of the monuments. Supposing Sheshonk to

have invaded Judaea in the beginning of his reign,

the 2 1 St dynasty to have lasted 116 years, accord-

ing to Manetho, the 22nd, 89 years, the 24th,

6 years, and the 25th, 40, these numbers (116+

89+6+40) amount to 251, a coincidence suffi-

ciently close to show that Manetho is substantially

correct. Eusebius makes them (49+44+44+44)
181 years.

^ Gesenius on Is. xix. refers the Uzziah, who died 75/ B.C., and

delivery of the prophecy to the cannot have been contemporary

time of Psammitichus ; but Isaiah with Psammitichus.

began to prophesy in the reign of
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Tiventy-sixth Dynasty. Nine Saite kings.

AFRICANUS.
Years.

1. Stkphinates, reigned 7

2. Nechepsos 6

3. Nechao 8

4. PSAMMITICHUS 54

5. Nechao II 6

He took Jerusalem and carried Jehoash

the king captive into Egypt.

6. psammuthis ii 6

7. Uaphris 19

To him the remnant of the Jews fled when
the Assyrians took Jerusalem.

8. Amosis 44

9. Psammecherites 6 months.

150 6 m.

EUSEBIUS.
Years.

1. Ammeris, the Ethiopian, reigned 12 (Arm. 18)

2. Stephinathis 7

3. Nechepsos 6

4. Nechao 8

5. PsAMMiTicHus 45 (Arm. 44)

6. Nechao II 6

7. PsAMMUTHis II. whoisalsoPsammitichus 17

8. Uaphris 25

9. Amosis 42

168

We find the list of Manetho beginning with three

names before that of Psammitichus, whom Hero-

dotus and Diodorus represent as raising himself to

the throne when he had put down the Dodecarchia.

It seems to have been his principle to admit of no

interregnum ; he takes cognizance neither of the

anarchy of which Diodorus speaks, nor of the sub-

sequent agreement among the chiefs of the principal
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cities, but makes Stephi nates found the 26th dy-

nasty immediately on the cessation of the 25th or

Ethiopian. The list of Eusebius gives a fourth

Ethiopian king, Ammeris, who is certainly misplaced

at the head of the Saitic dynasty, but may have been

transposed from the close of the Ethiopian. In this

case we must regard the Ethiopian power as con-

tinuing to maintain itself at Thebes, while Sethos

called himself king at Memphis, and another power,

seated at Sais, claimed to be the depositary of legi-

timate authority. No such king as Ammeres has

been found in the monuments of Thebes

\

We are not informed in what relation this new

dynasty of Saite kings stood to Bocchoris the Saite,

whom Sabaco deposed and put to death ; but in the

statement of Herodotus^, that the bUnd king who

had fled into the island of Elbo in the marshes,

when the Ethiopians invaded Egypt, returned when

they retired, we may probably trace the fact, that

Sais still claimed the sovereignty over the district

of Lower Egypt in which it stood, during the whole

time of the Ethiopian dominion. Thus Egypt was

truly divided, " every one against his neighbour,

city against city, kingdom against kingdom," the

upper country being under the dominion of the

Ethiopians, Sethos ruling at Memphis, and over

the country towards the frontiers of Palestine, and

the Saitic nome and western mouths of the Nile,

near one of which Elbo stood, being under the

sway of the princes from whom Psammitichus

^ Bunsen, B. 2, 139. Lepsius might give rise to that of Am-
has discovered at Thebes a queen meres.

Amneritk, whose name, he thinks, ^ 2, 140.
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descended. That hostile relations existed between

them and the Ethiopians is evident from the account

of Herodotus, that Necho the father of Psammiti-

chus had been put to death by Sabaco^ This can-

not have been literally true ; but we have seen that

to Herodotus the name of Sabaco represented the

whole Ethiopic dynasty, which, as enlarged by the

addition of Ammeres, will occupy the space from

Sabaco to Necho. The first act recorded of this

dynasty was the putting of Bocchoris the Saite to

death ; the last, a similar act of violence towards

the Saite Necho. This is a reasonable presumption

that during this whole time Sais maintained at least

a claim of independence, and will explain its subse-

quent elevation to the supremacy over all Egypt.

The ruins of Ssa, the ancient Sais, attest its former

grandeur ; the wall of crude brick which surrounded

the principal buildings of the city was seventy feet

thick, and therefore probably not less than 100 feet

in height. It encloses an area 2325 feet in length,

by 1960 in breadth, and traces appear in it of the

lake in which according to Herodotus the mysteries

of Osiris were performed ; of the temple of Minerva,

and the tombs of the Saitic kings. There are also

beyond this enclosure two large cemeteries, one for

the interment of the privileged classes, the other of

the common people*. The site, however, has been

very imperfectly explored by modern travellers, and

much may remain undiscovered which will throw

light on the history of the last dynasty of the inde-

pendent Pharaohs. The names of Stephinates, Ne-

• 2, 152. 1, 183. ChampoUion, Lettres, 50-
3 Wilkinson, Mod. Eg.& Thebes, 53.
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cepsos and Nechao I. have not yet been found on
any monument.

Herodotus, when he resumes the history of Egypt
after the reign of Sethos, remarks that from this

time forward he shall relate that in which the Egyp-
tians and other nations agreed Previously to this

time there was no other testimony to control the

accounts which the "Egyptians and the priests"

gave of their own history ^i no Greek had advanced

beyond Naucratis, and no record was left even of

the imperfect knowledge of Egypt which they might

thus have gained. The effect is immediately visi-

ble, and we have henceforth a definite chronology,

an authentic succession of kings conformable to the

monuments, and a history composed of credible

facts. He thus relates the circumstances which

led to the establishment of the monarchy of Psam-

mitichus :
—"Being freed after the government of

Sethos the priest of Hephaistos, the Egyptians, who
never could live without a king, set up for them-

selves twelve kings, dividing all Egypt into twelve

parts. These kings gave one another mutual rights

of intermarriage^, and entered into an agreement to

abstain from all acts of aggression and hve in entire

friendship. The reason of their binding themselves

so strictly was, that when they entered on their

several sovereignties, an oracle had declared that

whichever of them should offer a libation to He-

phaistos with a brazen helmet "* would be the king

1 2, 147. of the Egyptians, produced by sub-

2 2, 142. sequent events, that the brazen-

^ Probably agreeing not to marry armed foreigners were to be the

out of the twelve families. means of overthrowing the Do-
* This is only another form of decarchia.

the same impression on the mind
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of all Egypt. It was to this temple that they all

repaired in a body. For a long time all observed

faithfully the terms of their alliance. But it hap-

pened one day that as they were sacrificing, the

chief priest brought out only eleven vessels of liba-

tion instead of twelve, and that Psammitichus, who

stood last in the row, took off his brazen helmet,

received the sacred wine in it, and poured it out in

libation. He had no sinister design—all the other

kings had helmets and were wearing them at the

time. But the oracle was brought to their mind,

and though upon examining Psammitichus they

found that he was innocent of any evil purpose and

therefore would not put him to death, they deter-

mined to strip him of the chief part of his power,

and confine him to the marshes on the coast ^ from

which he was not to go out into any other part of

Egypt. In the former part of his life Psammitichus

had been an exile in Syria, his father Necho having

been put to death by Sabaco ; and the people of

the Saitic nome had brought him back and replaced

him in the sovereignty. Feeling himself to have

been treated with great injustice by the eleven

kings, he sought the means of being avenged, and

sent from his retreat to consult the oracle of Latona

at Buto, which had the reputation of being the most

truthful in all Egypt. He received in answer from

the oracle a prediction * that he should have retri-

bution on his enemies by means of brazen men ap-

pearing from the sea.' That brazen men should

come to his aid appeared to him a thing utterly

incredible ; but not long after, some lonians and

' Diod. 1, 66. npoa-Ta^ai biarpi^fiu sv toU t\f<ri Toit napa 6d\aTTav.
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Carians who had sailed on a piratical expedition

were driven by stress of weather to the coast of

Egypt, and landing in their complete suits of brazen

armour began to plunder the country. An Egyptian

who had never before seen men in a panoply of

brass, hastened into the marshes to Psammitichus

with the intelligence that brazen men had come from

the sea. He at once recognized the fulfilment of

the oracle, engaged the lonians and Carians in his

service by magnificent promises, and with the as-

sistance of the Egyptians who favoured his cause,

he defeated the other dodecarchs^" It was natural

that the authority of an oracle should be pleaded

for a proceeding so repugnant to Egyptian feeling

as the engagement of a body of foreign mercenaries

to fight against native Egyptians, but we can hardly

believe that their appearance was accidental as the

story represents. It is evident, from the account of

Diodorus, that Psammitichus, who by his possession

of Sais and of course Naucratis, had the readiest

access to the sea, had encouraged the visits of Phoe-

nicians and Greeks^, and had excited the jealousy

of his colleagues not only by the wealth he thus ac-

quired, but by the friendly relations which he had

established with foreigners. In regard to mythic

times, the tendency of Diodorus and the authors of

his age to find historical explanations for every-

thing makes their accounts suspicious. But on the

other hand, Herodotus is disposed to attribute to

^ There was another version of 1,171), immediately engaged them,

the oracle, that Tementhas, one of (Polj^aen. Strat. 7» 3.) ^ ^

the dodecarchs, had been warned ' Ek t€ ttjs 'Apa^ias koi nyc

to beware of cocks, and that Psam- Kapias koi r^i 'layvias fit<rBo<f>6povs

mitichus, understanding this of the p.eTa7refxyfrdp.fvos. (Diod. 1, 66.)

crests of the Carian helmets (Her.
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dreams, oracles and prodigies what had its origin

in political causes. The mention of Carians renders

it probable that the lonians here spoken of were

Milesians, whose territory was surrounded by that

of the Carians, pirates and rovers from the earliest

times. The Milesians had visited Egypt for half a

century before the Dodecarchia, and nothing could

be more natural than that Psammitichus, a native

of Sais, should engage their services, when he had

been deprived of his share of the government by

the injustice of his colleagues. He had not trusted

to Greek mercenaries alone ; during his exile under

the Ethiopian sway he had formed connexions with

the Arabians who border on Egypt and Palestine,

and Diodorus tells us that he had sent for them,

and that they composed a part of the forces with

which he overthrew the dodecarchs. The battle

was fought at Momemphis^ near the Canopic branch

of the Nile, and on the shore of the Lake Mareotis.

Some of the dodecarchs were slain ; the rest escaped

into Libya, near the borders of which the battle took

place.

According to Herodotus, the dodecarchs while

they lived together in peace conceived the wish to

leave a joint memorial of themselves, and in fulfil-

ment of this design built a labyrinth* near the Lake

Moeris, and not far from the town of Crocodilopolis.

It is evident from other passages of his history^ that

' Called Panouf by the Copts, passages. lie docs not call it The
and Menouf by the Arabs. (Cham- Labyrinth, but " a labyrinth," " this

rllion, Egypte sous les Pharaons, labyrinth."

252.) For instance, his believing that
' In the time of Herodotus it the Lake Moeris had been exca-

was a common name for a building vated and the earth thrown into

or excavation of a great variety of the Nile. (2, 150.)
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he did not possess an aptitude for measuring the

proportion between causes and effects, otherwise he

w^ould not have attributed such a work to a period

of divided power and no ver}^ long duration. We
know that Ammenemes was the founder of the La-

byrinth ; its different parts had their several uses

—

sepulchres of the sacred crocodiles—halls of assem-

bly for the different nomes— temples in which the

tutelary gods of each might be worshiped. It is

more probable that the story of its having been

built by the Dodecarchs originated in the number
of the principal courts being twelve, answering

either to the months of the year or the chief gods

of the Pantheon, or to the original number of the

nomes ^ Diodorus, w^ho ascribes the building of

the Labyrinth to Mendes or Marrus, before the

Trojan war^ makes the building begun by the Do-

decarchs to be distinct from it, yet apparently on

the same site. The Labyrinth was remarkable for

the multiplicity of its rooms and passages ; the

mausoleum of the Dodecarchs for a large peristyle

hall, and apartments adorned with pictures, repre-

senting the religious rites of the district to which

the chiefs severally belonged. The work was left

unfinished at the dissolution of the Dodecarchy.

Perhaps antiquarian research may show that the

remains are of two different ages, and thus justify

Diodorus.

PsAMMiTiCHus L (670 B.C.), having established

himself in power by means of his foreign allies and a

portion of the Egyptian people, fulfilled the promises

by which he had engaged them to assist him. He

' Strabo, 17, p. 787,811. » 1,61-

VOL. II. 2 C
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allotted them a district on the Pelusiac branch of

the Nile, a little nearer to the sea than the city of

Bubastis, and allowed them to construct fortifica-

tions. His foreign mercenaries and the native

Egyptians who had joined him ^ were stationed on

opposite sides of the river,—a necessary precaution,

as even their engagement in the same service could

hardly have prevented hostilities between them

;

such was the contempt of the Greeks for Egyptian

superstition, and the horror of the Egyptians for

Grecian usages^. As the Phoenicians had borne a

part in establishing him on the throne, it is probable

that their settlement at Memphis, in what was called

the Tyrian Camp, dates from the same time^. It

was in great measure commercial, or if meant for

warlike purposes was a naval station ; but that of

the Greeks and Egyptians was evidently designed

to form a body of troops on whom he might rely

for the maintenance of his throne, to which the

ancient militia of the country, the Calasirians and

Hermotybians, were made to give way. The lonians

and Carians would no doubt receive accessions by

fresh immigration ; in the reign of Apries they

amounted to 30,000 men'*. Amasis subsequently

removed them to Memphis, that they might aid

him more effectually against the Egyptians ; but

their docks, and the foundations of their houses,

were still to be seen at their original settlement in

the time of Herodotus

^

^ TiJia-i "laxri Ka\ Tolai crvy- pareroicri ^(t ((ovtov ^ov\ofifvoi(rt

Karepyaa-aficvota-i avra 6 ^afx- AtyvTrrt'oto-t (2, 152).

fiiTixos didaxri ^oifwvs tvoiKtjaai ' Ilcr. 2, 41.

dpTiovs aWrjXfou, roG NeiXov t6 ^ Her. 2, 112.

fxeaov (xovTos' roiari ovvo^ara irfOr) * Her. 2, 163.

2TpaT(57r«5a. (Her. 2, 154.) Com- ' 2. 154.
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Psammitichus also caused Egyptian children to

be placed under the instruction of the Greeks, that

they might become masters of the language, and

they and their descendants became, after the model

of Egyptian life, a yevoQ or hereditary caste of Inter-

preters. It is important to remark that the Greeks

never appear to have acquired the Egyptian lan-

guage, but to have depended entirely upon native

interpreters. Their knowledge might have been

much more comprehensive and accurate, had they

been able to converse with the inhabitants,

to check the accounts which they received from

their dragoman by their own inquiry, to test the

correctness of the popular explanations of names,

and cross-question an informant who might be in-

clined to impose on the ignorance of a stranger.

Unfortunately the Greeks in all ages disdained the

acquirement of barbarous tongues. Herodotus, with

all his zeal for knowledge, does not appear in his

wide journeyings to have learned more than a

chance word or two of the languages of the countries

which he visited. For commercial and political pur-

poses they used interpreters, who were commonly

not Greeks, but barbarians speaking Greeks No
Greek philosopher ever condescended to study an-

other language than his own for ethnographical or

philological purposes 2. The versatile Greek intel-

lect cannot have wanted aptitude for such attain-

ments ; but the perfection of their own language in

' Timesitheus, the Trapezuntian, ^ Pythagoras is said (Diog.Laert.

addresses the Mosynoeci in their 8, 3) to have leanit the Egyptian

own language (Xen. Anab. 5, 4), language,

but he was the Proxenus of their

nation.

2 c 2
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sound and structure would make those of Asia and

Egypt seem harsh and clumsy. The caste of in-

terpreters in Egypt was probably formed from the

lowest people ; Herodotus places them last but one

in his enumeration ^ immediately before the pilots,

with whom Egyptians would hold no intercourse^;

they possessed no knowledge of the character with

which the monuments of Egypt were covered ; but

being compelled to satisfy the curiosity of the

Greeks, they gave such superficial explanations as

might correspond with their most obvious features.

Before the Persian conquest, very few Greeks pene-

trated into Upper Egypt. Those who came for com-

mercial purposes would be attracted to Sais ; those

who, like Thales, or Pythagoras, or Solon, sought

scientific knowledge, would find it at Sais, Heliopolis

and Memphis 3. The old national feeling of the

Egyptians, which had been weakened in LowerEgypt

by commercial intercourse, subsisted in all its inten-

sity in theUpper country, where, except the kindred

Ethiopian, the face of a stranger was rarely seen.

No monument of any magnitude, bearing the

name of Psammitichus, remains in Egypt, but it is

evident that the whole of that country was subject

to him, as his shield is found in the palace at Kar-

nak and in a little island of granite in the Nile near

Philse. In the quarry of Tourah*, the design of a

monolithal shrine intended to be excavated is traced

* 2, 1(>4. polis, and by them put off with a
^ Phit. Is. et Osir. p. 363. Kv- reference to the priests of Mem-

^(pvrjTas oh irpoa-ayopevova-t, ort phis, and again by them to those

XpMVTin daXao-aj). of Thebes, rests on the authority
' The aecount of Pythagoras of Antipho, recorded by Porphyry,

having been recommended by * See vol. i. p. 140. Chanipol-

Amasis to the priests of Helio- lion-Figeac, I'Univers, p. 36/.
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on the rock in red paint, and the cornice bears the

shield of Psainmitichus. Works of his reign are

found in several of the European museums, but by

far the most remarkable record of the state of the

arts is the obelisk which stands in the Monte Ci-

torio at Rome. It was brought by Augustus from

Egypt as a memorial of its reduction under the

Roman power, and set up in the Camj)us Martius

to serve as a gnomon, the length of the shadow on

the pavement which surrounded it marking the

longest and shortest and ail intermediate days of

the year^ It bears the phonetic and titular shields

of Psammitichus I. It is about seventy feet in

height ; the sculpture, if compared with tlie work of

Thothmes III. at St. John Lateran, or Menephthah

and Rameses in the Piazza del Popolo, appears in-

ferior in execution, the figures being less deeply

and finely cut. Yet when we consider that nearly

700 years had elapsed between the latest of these

sovereigns and Psammitichus, we shall be asto-

nished that art had decUned so Uttle. About an

equal length of time intervenes between the execu-

tion of the obelisk of Psammitichus and those of

Vespasian and Titus in the Piazza Navona ; but in

these the inferiority of execution is obvious ; the

characters are rather scratched than cut upon the

granite, and the design is cumbrous and incorrect.

The obelisk appears to have been brought from He-

liopolis, but Psammitichus' principal works were

intended for the embellishment of Memphis. It is

probable that an epiphaneia or manifestation of Apis

took place about the time of his obtaining the

' Plin. N. H. 36, 10. Zocgo, p. 612.
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sovereignty, and to gratify the people of Memphis he

built a splendid court in which he might be shown

to his worshipers. It was in front of the propyleea

of the temple of Ptah\ which Psammitichus also

built, and was surrounded with a colonnade, in

which colossal figures, twelve cubits in height, sup-

plied the place of pillars '^ The priests who had the

charge of Apis brought him forth into this court,

that he might be offered food by his votaries, and

an omen be drawn from his favourable or unfavour-

able reception of it.

As Psammitichus had obtained the throne by

means of foreign mercenaries, he trusted to them

for its support, increased their numbers, and gave

them precedence in honour above the native troops.

This produced discontent and ultimately revolt on

the part of the Calasirians and Hermotybians. Its

immediate occasion is variously reported. One of

his military enterprises was the siege of Azotus or

Ashdod. This town, one of the five called in Scrip-

ture " cities of the Philistines," appears to have

been a place of great size and importance^, and the

key of Palestine to an invading force from the side

of Egypt. It included a harbour and an inland

fortress^ like Gaza, which lay a little nearer to

Egypt, and in the age of Psammitichus a])pears to

have had the same place in military importance for

the attack of Palestine from Egypt, or Egypt from

Palestine, as Gaza in the age of Alexander the

' Strabo, 17, 807. ' Tfjs Ivpirjs fXfyaXrfv rrdXiv.
'-' Sir G. Wilkinson has given a (Her. 2, 167.)

drawing illustrative of it. (Man- * "A^cotos ndpaXos, "Afwroy.

ners and Customs, 1, Frontis- (Excerpta ex Not. Patriarchat. in

'

piece.) Rcland. Fairest. 215.)
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Great, who did not venture to pass on to Egypt
till he had taken it'. Azotus belonged to the Phi-

listines, but it was not their power which enabled

it to resist so long the arms of Psammitichus. We
find from the prophecies of Isaiah^ that it had been

besieged and taken by Tartan, the general of Sargon
king of Assyria. This king is not elsewhere named
in history, and it is therefore difficult to say whether

he preceded or followed Sennacherib ; but as we
know the succession of Assyrian kings pretty accu-

rately after Sennacherib, the probability is that he

was his immediate predecessor, reigning only for a

short time. Tartan was in the service of Senna-

cherib, and was one of the envoys sent by him to

Hezekiah when he invaded Judsea and meditated

the conquest of Egypt ^. Probably the Assyrians

had ever since kept a garrison in Azotus, and hence

the obstinate defence which it made. Herodotus

says it lasted twenty-nine years'*, but we can only

understand by this, that from the commencement of

the siege to the capture twenty-nine years elapsed,

and it would be suspended during the invasion of

the Scythians. It was in these operations in Syria

that, according to Diodorus, who however does not

specifically mention the siege of Azotus, Psammiti-

chus offended his Egyptian troops, by allotting to

the mercenaries the post of honour in the right

wing. Herodotus gives a different account. He
says that in the reign of this king garrisons were

* Arrian, 2, adJin. The strength •'* 2 Kings xviii. 1 /.

of Gaza was so great that Alexau- ^ "A^wtov eVos biovra TpiijKotrra

der's engineers pronounced it to erea Trpoa-Karrififvos (iroKwpKtt (s

be impregnable. to e^elXc (2, 157.)
^ Isaiah xx.
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stationed in Elephantine against the Ethiopians, in

Daphne near Pelusium against the Arabians and

Syrians, and in Marea against the Libyans, to the

number in all of 240,000 men. For three years

these garrisons were not relieved, and the soldiers

having communicated with one another, all revolted

from Psammitichus and marched away into Ethio-

pia. Diodorus calculates their numbers at 200,000.

Both authors agree in representing the king as

hastening after them and endeavouring to prevail

on them to return. But he was unsuccessful.

When he implored them not to forsake their coun-

try and the temples of their gods, their wives and

their children, they all raised a shout, and clatter-

ing with their spears upon their shields, declared

that while they were men and had arms in their

hands, they should never want a country, nor wives

and children'. According to Herodotus, on reach-

ing Ethiopia they gave themselves up to the king,

and he being in hostility with a portion of the in-

habitants, assigned their territory to the Egyptians

who conquered and took possession of it. " And by

their settlement
, '

' says the historian,
*

' theEthiopians

became humanized, learning Egyptian manners^"

As the Romans garrisoned Elephantine with three

cohorts only^, we cannot readily believe that 240,000

or 200,000 men should have been distributed through

three frontier towns of the kingdom of Psammiti-

chus. Neither is it very credible, that, separated by

600 miles, as those at Elephantine were from their

* Diod. 2, 67' Aldloires, rjOta fiaBovrts Alyxmria.
' TovTuiv fie €(TotKi(T$(VT<i)v fV (IlcF. 2, 30.) ^ Sbarpe,

rovr AWionas fj^fpoiTtpoi yfyovacri Egypt under the Romans, p. 14.
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comrades at Marea and Pelusium, they should have

concerted a revolt which took Psammitichus so

much by surprise, that he could not come up with

the deserters till they had passed the frontier of

Ethiopia. Two hundred thousand men with arms

in their hands, aggrieved by spoliation and indig-

nity, would not surely have withdrawn so peaceably

from their country. It is evident that Herodotus and

Diodorus have taken some old traditionary num-

bers of the Egyptian militia as representing their

force in the reign of Psammitichus. The fact of

the dissatisfaction and revolt is unquestionable, but

we shall probably be near the truth if we suppose

that it was only the troops in garrison on the Ethio-

pian frontier who migrated. The unobstructed

march of 60,000 or 80,000 men from Marea and

Pelusium to Nubia is incredible ; but if the garri-

son of Elephantine mutinied and deserted, owing

to their being left so long without relief, it might

well happen that Psammitichus could not overtake

them till they had proceeded far on their way. He
may not have been much displeased that the most

turbulent of his ancient soldiery had withdrawn

so quietly. Peter the Great and Sultan Mahmoud
were not able to emancipate themselves from the

tyranny of the Strelitzes and the Janissaries, except

by their extermination.

The place in which the deserters (Automoli) set-

tled is said by Herodotus to be as remote from

Meroe, as Meroe from Elephantine, and along the

course of the Nile^ Now fifty-six days' navigation

^^Ano ravTTjs TTJs noXios nXecov, (jiauTivrjs tjXdfi (i rqv iir^rponoKw

(V "(TO) XP^^V aXXa> iji^ety is tovs riiov Aidiorrcov.

Ai/To^ioXovSt iv otrcpnep e$ 'EXf-
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up the Nile from Meroe would carry us very far

beyond every trace of that Egyptian civilization

which Herodotus declares that the Ethiopians re-

ceived from the Egyptian deserters. In fact no

such traces are found further south than lat. 16°,

which is within the limits of the island of Meroe
itself. The king of the Ethiopians by whom they

were received, and who gave them permission to

conquer themselves a settlement within his domi-

nions, was probably a successor of Sabaco and Tir-

hakah, having his capital, not at the Meroe of later

geography, but at Napata ; nor does it necessarily

follow that they proceeded so far as Napata before

they received his commands. Diodorus says they

took possession of some of the best land in Ethiopia

and divided it among them. Eratosthenes, Strabo,

Pliny ^ all mention them, but with such variations

as to their position, that it is evident they wrote

from no certain knowledge. Herodotus tells us

that the Automoli bore the name of Asmachf which

signifies " those who stand on the left hand of the

king; " Diodorus attributes their emigration to their

displeasure at being posted on the left wing in an

expedition into Syria^; both accounts being proba-

bly etymological conjectures, founded on the cir-

cumstance that a people called Euonymitse (left),

of Egyptian origin, dwelt between Ethiopia and

Egypt. We cannot avoid the suspicion that the

distance of the country to which they emigrated,

as well as their numbers, has been greatly exagge-

rated, that their real settlement was near the Second

» Strab. 17, 7^C^. riin. 6, 30. = Her. 2, 30. Diod. 1, 67.
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Cataract \ and that they were referred to a region

far south of Meroe, not because any traces of Egyp-
tian civilization were found there, but in deference

to the authority of Herodotus. Those from whom
he received his account had made no better estimate

of the difficulties of a march to a country fifty-six

days' sail south of Meroe, than those who repre-

sented Darius as having marched from the Danube
to the Wolga ; and the historian was not the man
to correct such tales by applying the tests of time

and space.

Psammitichus, relieved by the departure of his

discontented troops, applied himself more diligently

to the internal arrangements of his kingdom, the

collection of taxes, and the cultivation of friendly

relations with the Greeks, especially the Athenians.

Egypt, formerly the most inhospitable of all coun-

tries towards strangers, now opened all her harbours

to them^ The king caused his own sons to be in-

structed in Greek learning. The intercourse of

Sais and Athens would be promoted by their wor-

ship of the same deity, and the opinion ultimately,

sprung up, though in a much later age, that Cecrops

had led a colony from Sais to Athens^. It is cha-

^ Pliny, on the authority of Agath. Geog. Min. 2, 5. Mtra t6u

Nero's exploratores, places the fxeyav KarappdKrrfv airb fxtv 8v(rfia>v

Euonymitae on the frontier of tov NeiXov Evcowfurai, 2f/3ptfiat,

Ethiopia towards Egypt, between Kdroiiroi' koI rrpos rfj Mfp6rj vT]a<f

the Second Cataract and the island Mep,uov€s' fifff ovs *EXf(f)avTo(f>dyot

Gagaudes, probably Argo. Aga- AlSiorrfs.) The Greeks used the

themerus places them on the west names right and left as we do, in

or left bank of the Nile, above the reference to the course of a river.

Second Cataract, adding the name (See Herod. 1, 72. Eust. ad Dion.

Sebrida as coming next to them. Perieg. 251.)

Stephanus Byzantinus says they ^ Died. 1, 67-

are an Egyptian nation on the ^ Miiller, Ilcllenische Stamme
borders of Ethiopia. (Pliny, 6, .%. und Stadte, I, 10^.

Steph. Byz. s. v. 'E.ixowp.l.Tai.
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racteristic of a time when there was a great increase

of intercourse with foreign nations, that a rivalry in

antiquity should have existed, which led Psamraiti-

chus to make his experiment of educating two

new-born children apart from men, and watching

to what language their first vocal utterance would

belong\ Having been suckled by she-goats, the

first sound they uttered was becos, and this being

found to signify bread in the Phrygian language,

the Egyptians conceded to the Phrygians the honour

of priority^. Such was the account given to Hero-

dotus by the priests of Memphis of the first attempt

made to apply the evidence of language to decide

the antiquity of nations. We may smile at the

experiment and the inference deduced from it, but

till lately philological arguments have been applied

to historical questions with not much more discre-

tion. To obtain a better knowledge of Africa, he

trained youths of the Ichthyophagi to explore the

fountains of the Nile, and others to examine the

Deserts of Libya. They were taught to endure the

extremity of thirst, but few survived^.

It was towards the latter part of his reign

that Egypt was threatened by an invasion of the

Scythians. Cyaxares, king of the Medes, having

defeated the Assyrians in a great battle, was be-

sieging Nineveh, when his own kingdom was over-

run by a horde of Scythians. They had driven the

Cimmerians before them and entered Media. Cyax-

* Her. 2, 4. Schol. Apoll. Rhod. meaning apparently Sesostris, the

4, 262. Aristoph. Nub. 3!>7. ^ world-conqueror. (See p. 1()5 of
fjiwpe (TV Kal Kpovioiv o((ov Koi ft(K- this vol.)

Kf(Tf\r]V€. The SchoUast there ' Her. 1, 104.

refers the story to Scsonchosis, ' Athen. 8, p. 345.
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ares encountered them, but suffered an entire de-

feat, and for twenty-eight years they kept posses-

sion of western Asia. They had advanced to the

south of Ascalon on the coast of Palestine, on their

way to attack Egypt, when Psammitichus met them,

and by entreaties and presents prevailed on them

to proceed no further. Some of them on their

return plundered the temple of Venus Urania at

Ascalon, and were punished by the infliction of a dis-

ease^ which, according to Herodotus, accompanied

them to their native land, and even cleaved to their

descendants in his own time. The invasion of the

Scythians took place in 634 b.c. ; their occupation

of Palestine (according to Eusebius) in 632 ; their

march towards Egypt somewhere about 630 b.c

They must have passed Azotus on their way, and

interrupted the siege of that place. The town of

Bethshan, in the north of Palestine, is said to

have received the name of Scythopolis* from their

having made it their head-quarters during their oc-

cupation of the country. The prophet Zephaniah

(i. 14), who lived in the reign of Josiah (630 b.c),

appears to describe them under the appellation of

**a people without fear^." The desolation which

they would cause throughout Palestine is set forth

by the prophet in very forcible language'' :

—

1 The existence of a peculiar ^jj- the divinity. It appears to have

Xeia vova-os among the Scythians is been a species of imbecillity aUietl

certain, as it is described by Hip- to Cretinism,

pocrates de Aer. &c. p. 293. Ev- ' Judges i. 27, in the Septuagint.

vovxiai yivovrai, kol yvvaiKela ip- Haidcrdv rj eoTi ^kvOuv Tro'Xtr.

ydCovrai koI as at yvvaiKes 8taXe- ^ Literally, "the people thattums

nevertheless looked on with reve- * 'Etti /xeV iwv oktu koi (ikovi

rence, because their disease was erea ^^x^" '^^ 'Ao-iV ot "^KvOat Koi

referred to the immediate power of ra iravra o-0t imo re i-i3ptop Koi
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** That (lay is a day of wrath j

A day of distress and of anguish

;

A day of desolation and of destruction j

A day of darkness and of gloom

;

A day of clouds and of thick darkness

;

A day of the trumpet and of shouting

Against the fenced cities and against the high towers."

The invasion of the cities of the Piiilistines is

specifically mentioned :

—

" Surely Gaza shall be forsaken and Ascalon a desolation j

Ashdod shall be driven out at noonday and Ekron shall be rooted up.

The sea-coast shall be dwelhngs for shepherds and folds for flocks."

(v. 5, 6.)

The prophet anticipates that the flood of invasion

would roll forward even to Ethiopia (v. 12), as no

doubt it would have done, but for the gifts and

supplications by which Psammitichus induced the

Scythians to return. Yet it is intimated also that

their success should be short-lived and be followed

by a great reverse :

—

"Gather yourselves together and assemble, O nation that feareth not

;

Before the decree bring forth, that your day pass away as chafl^;

Before the hot anger of Jehovah come upon you." (ii. 1.)

This also corresponds with history. The Scythians

were enervated by their residence in a southern

climate, and overpowered by Cyaxares and the

Medes. The capture of Nineveh, foretold by the

prophet (Zeph. ii. 13), speedily followed the re-

covery of Median ascendency \ A few years later

the northern nomad tribes* appear to have medi-

tated another and combined invasion of the South,

oXiycopirjs avda-Tara ^v' fjpTTa^ov land of Magog, Rhos" (the nations
TTfpitXavvovTfs TovTo oTi ?;(oiej' dwoHing on the Araxes), " Mesech
fKoa-Toi. (Her. 1, 106.) and Tubal" (the Moschi and Tiba-

* Herod. 1, 106. reni),"Gomer" (the Cimmerians),
' £zek. xxxviii. " Gog, of the ''Togarmah" (the Armenians).
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in which they were to have heen joined by Persia,

Ethiopia and Libya^ ; its defeat was foretold, but
from some cause which history has not explained,

it never took place. The prophecy stands insulated

among the oracles of Ezekiel, and may have been
delivered when the great power of Nebuchadnezzar
had alarmed the neighbouring nations both north

and south.

The lists represent Psammitichus as reigning

fifty-four years, and Herodotus agrees with them :

among thepapyriof Turin, Lepsiushas found the date

of his forty-fifth year^. He was succeeded (616 b.c.)

by his son Neco or Nechao, the Pharaoh Necho of

the Second Book of Kings. His first undertakings,

according to Herodotus, were peaceful. To con-

struct a canal which should join the Nile with the

Red Sea, and save the troublesome transport by
land across the Desert^ was a project which would

naturally suggest itself to the mind of a king of

Egypt, where stupendous works of the same kind

existed in the Fyoum and the Delta^. We have

noticed the tradition that it had been begun by

Sesostris"*. During the French occupation of Egypt

this district was carefully explored, and the an-

cient line of the canal traced. It went off from

the Nile in the neighbourhood of the modern town

of Belbeis, supposed to represent the Bubastis Agria

^ Ez.xxxviii. 5. xxxix. 1, "Thus ^ Diodorus (1, 68) omits the

saith the Lord God, Behold I am reigns of Neco and Psammis, and
against thee, O Gog, the chief passes {varepop Tfrrapai ycveaty)

prince of Meshech and Tubal, and to that of Apries. He mentions
I will turn thee back and leave but Neco, however, incidentally (1, 33)
the sixth part of thee." as the author of the canal.

2 Bunsen, iEgyptens Stelle, B. 3, * See page 29 1 of this vol.

p. 144.
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of the Greeks', and ran eastward through a natural

valley, the Goshen of Jewish history, till it reached

the Bitter Lakes, which derive their quality from

the saline impregnations of the Desert. The influx

of the water of the Nile rendered them sweet, and

they abounded in fish and aquatic birds^. Issuing

from these it pursued a southerly course to Suez.

Towards the western end its traces are very

visible, notwithstanding the deposit of the Nile,

which has partly filled it up ; towards the East,

where the influence of the Desert is more powerful,

it has nearly disappeared. At the junction of the

Red Sea, remains of masonry are visible, but they

are probably no older than the time of Ptolemy II.

Neco is said to have sacrificed the lives of 120,000

men^ in the attempt to excavate this canal, which

after all he left imperfect, being warned, it is said,

by an oracle, that he was only labouring beforehand

for the benefit of the barbarian'*. Darius resumed

the work, and according to the description of He-

rodotus, made it of sufficient width to admit two

triremes rowed abreast^. His language leaves no

doubt that in his time it reached the sea^ though

Diodorus^ says that Darius left it unfinished, be-

cause he was informed that it would inundate Egypt

with the water of the Red Sea. Since the French

' ChampoUion, L'Egypte sous blishment of this canal. The Ga-
les Pharaons, 2, 56. liphs had closed it for this reason.

^ Strabo, 17, p. 804. • Pliny, describing it after its

' Her. 2, 158. completion by Ptolemy, says 100
• Herodotus (4, 42) repeats his feet wide, 40 deep (N. H. 6, .33).

assertion of Neco's having left the The whole length is about 90 miles,

canal unfinished ; a similar motive * 'Eo-c^ft ts t^v *Epv6pfjv daXaa-
is said to have rendered Moham- aav (2, 158).

med Ali averse from the re-esta- ' 1, 33.
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occupation of Egypt it has been taken for granted,

on the authority of their engineers, that the average

height of the sea at Suez exceeds by twenty, seven

feet that of the Mediterranean. Subsequent
levelings have thrown doubt on this fact, which

contradicts the laws of hydrostatics. The fear

seems to have been, that the water of the canal and
the Bitter Lakes, which the Nile had freshened,

should be made salt by the tides ^ Ptolemy com-
pleted the canal and constructed a flood-gate,

which excluded the sea-water, except during the

time of the passage of a vessel^ The object of

Neco in attempting to establish a communication

with the Red Sea, was to facilitate his design of

creating a fleet there ; and this he accomplished,

although his canal was never completed. His alli-

ance with the Phoenicians, who were at this time

at the height of their naval power, would furnish

him with materials for ship-building, which being

brought up the Nile, and along the canal, as far as

it was finished, might then be transported to the sea.

The docks which he constructed for the reception

of his ships were still to be seen in the days of Hero-

dotus. From this point began the voyage which,

at the command of Neco, the Phoenicians under-

took for the circumnavigation of Africa. Hero-

dotus gives the following account of it^ :

—

" I am astonished at those who divided and fixed

the boundaries of Libya, Asia and Europe, seeing

' The rise of the tide at Suez is ' Diod. 1, 33,

six or seven feet. Report on Steam ' 4, 42.

Navigation to India, App. p. 23.

VOL. II. ^ D
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they differ in no small degree. For Europe stretches

in length far beyond them both, and as to width it

does not appear to deserve a comparison ^ For as

to Libya it shows itself to be circumnavigable, ex-

cept where it borders on Asia ; this was first proved,

as far as I know, by Neco, king of Egypt. When
he gave up excavating the canal that runs from the

Nile to the Arabian Gulf, he sent out some Phoe-

nicians in ships, giving them orders on their way

back to sail through the Pillars of Hercules into the

Northern Sea, and thus return to Egypt. Setting

out then from the Red Sea, they sailed on the South-

ern Sea. As often as autumn returned they landed

and sowed the ground in the part of Libya where

they chanced to be, and awaited the harvest ; and

then sailed again when they had reaped it. So two

years having elapsed, in the third, doubling the

Pillars of Hercules, they came back to Egypt.

And they said, what to me is not credible, but may
be to some one else, that in sailing round Libya

they had the sun on the right hand. In this way
Libya was first known. The Carthaginians are

the next who affirm it [to be circumnavigable] ; for

Sataspes, the son of Teaspis, did not circumnavigate

Libya, though sent out for this very purpose, but

turned back, fearing the length and the dreariness

of the navigation.'*

It is remarkable that Herodotus does not express

' Herodotus reckoned as a pro- but was evidently supposed by him
longation of Europe what we call to surpass that of Asia, as he was
Northern Asia, and as it had never not aware of the great extension of

been circumnavigated, its breadth the peninsula of India. See 3, 46.

from south to north was unknown,
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the smallest doubt respecting the reality of this cir-

cumnavigation
; that the Carthaginians confirmed

the testimony of the Phoenicians, all whose naval

and geographical knov^rledge they would share ; and
that in the age of Xerxes, Sataspes was sent out,

not to try if Africa could be circumnavigated, but
to perform its circumnavigation, as an admitted

possibility. Whether the Ophir of the Book of

Kings were a port in India, or Sofala on the S.E.

coast of Africa, it is evident that the ships of the

Phoenicians had for several centuries been accus-

tomed to distant voyages—voyages even of three

years' duration, according to the Book of Chroni-

cles ^ Their ships were large, and so arranged

internally as to give the greatest stowage in the

smallest space^. Major Rennell's researches have

shown, that the circumnavigation might be much
more easily accomplished from the eastern side of

Africa than the western^, and that consequently

the failure of Sataspes, who tried it from the west,

and the slow progress of the Portuguese in reach-

ing the Cape, afford no ground for calling in ques-

tion the truth of Herodotus' account. The time of

three years, however, must appear inadequate, when

we consider that Scylax occupied two years and ten

months in his voyage from Caspatyrus on the Indus

to Suez*.

It may appear extraordinary, that if the fact

^ 2 Chron. ix. 21, which may be Xen. CEcon. c. 8, speaking of the

admitted as an evidence for the age Phoenician vessels that resorted to

in which this book was written, if the Piraeus,

not for the age of Solomon. '•* Geog. of Herod. Sect. xxiv.

^ nXeiora crKevr] iv fxiKpordra * Her. 4, 44.

ayycici) diaKexapicrfieva €6ea(rdfii]v.

2 D 2
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that Africa was a peninsula had once been as-

certained, it should have been virtually denied by

Plato \ and expressly by Ephorus^, and doubted by

Polybius^, who had himself visited the western

coast, in a fleet fitted out to explore the traces of

the Carthaginian settlements. The art of navi-

gation, however, had greatly declined among the

nations bordering on the Mediterranean, between

the times of Ephorus and Polybius, and that in

which Phoenicia flourished : the voyages made
from Egypt under the Ptolemies were directed in

the profitable channel of Indian commerce. He
might therefore well speak of that as doubtful, of

which the evidence was four centuries and a half

old, and which had not been confirmed by subse-

quent voyages. Strabo appears to have entertained

no doubt that Africa terminated in a southern cape,

though he conceived most erroneously of its form,

believing the eastern coast to form a right angle

with the northern, and the western to be the hypo-

tenuse of the triangle'*. He did not, however, be-

lieve in the circumnavigation. In speaking of the

eastern coast of Africa, he says that no one had

advanced more than 5000 stadia beyond the en-

trance of the Red Sea^ ; and, having perhaps Epho-

rus in his mind, that those who had coasted Libya

where it is washed by the ocean, whether they bad

* In the age of Plato, the Atlan- in insulam Cernen non posse pro-
tie was believed to be incapable of vehi.

navigation, owing to the mud pro- ' Ov8t\s ex^i Xeyav drpfKcos, cwr
duced by the sunk island Atlantis. tS>v Kaff rjftas xaipcov, irdrepop ^nti-

(Tim. §6, iii.25.) If the Atlantic p6s fan Kara to crvpfxfs to. irpbs

was not navigable, Africa of course rfiv pifarju^plav tj SaXdrrji ntpifxt-
could not be circumnavigable. rai. (3,38. Plin. N. H. 5, 1.)

» Plin. N. H. 6, 31. Ephorus * 17, p. 825.

auctor est a Rubro man navigantes * 16, p. 769, from Eratosthenes.
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set out from the Pillars or from the Red Sea, had

turned back after proceeding a certain distance,

whence many thought that an isthmus interposed*.

Such an isthmus Ptolemy lays down, stretching

away from the coast of Africa south of the

Equator, to the eastern verge of the world. It is

impossible to arrive at any decisive conclusion re-

specting this celebrated voyage^, the reality of which

rests on the strong conviction of Herodotus, an

author, in such matters at least, not prone to cre-

dulity ; and as at all events it was not repeated, if

real it had no influence, like the voyages of De
Gama and Columbus, on the subsequent history of

the world,

" When Neco abandoned his plan of joining the

Nile and the Red Sea by a canal, he engaged," says

Herodotus, "in military expeditions, and encoun-

tering the Syrians with a land force, he conquered

them at Magdolus, and after the battle took Cadytis,

which is a large city of Syria^." Since the death

of Sennacherib, Assyria and Babylon had existed as

two independent kingdoms, of which Assyria was

manifestly on the decline, while Babylon was in

the ascendant. The fate of Assyria, threatened by

the Medes, had been delayed by the invasion of the

Scythians, who had still kept possession of their

conquests in Asia, in the early part of the reign

^ Strabo, 1, p. 32. reaching the Equator, navigators,

' The Phoenicians alleged that whose home was to the North of

in their voyage round Africa they the tropic of Cancer, must have

had the sun on their right hand, been struck with seemg the sun m
that is in the North (Plut. Is. et the summer far to the north of

Osir. p. 363), which only proves at them at noon,

most that they had passed the * 2, 159.

Equator. Long indeed before
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of Neco. On their expulsion (608 b.c.) Cyaxares

resumed bis enterprise against Nineveh ; and about

the same time Neco left bis kingdom to march to

the Eupb rates \ He seems to have employed his

fleet on the Mediterranean to transport his army to

some harbour in the north of Palestine, and was

thence proceeding inland towards Carchemish. Jo-

siah, who was king of Judah, and held also the an-

cient territories of Israel*, induced perhaps by the

Assyrians, endeavoured to stop the march of Neco,

with the whole force of his kingdom. He would

gladly have passed on to the Euphrates unmolested,

and earnestly entreated Josiah to abstain from in-

terrupting him ; but Josiah was not to be dissuaded,

and they met in battle at Megiddo^ in the plain of

Esdraelon near the foot of Carmel^. Josiah had dis-

guised himself before the battle^, that the royal in-

signia might not make him a mark for the enemy;

but an arrow reached him ; he was brought back to

Jerusalem and died there. This battle delayed the

march of Neco ; he took possession of Jerusalem,

the Cadytis of Herodotus^, and advanced as far as

' 2 Kings xxiii. 29. " In the days " A Syrian ready to perish was my
of Josiah, Pharaoh Necho, king father." Her. 2, 104.

of Egypt, went up against the king * Reland, Palaest. 893.

of Assyria to the river Euphrates." * 2 Chron. xxxv. 22.

Josephus says (Ant. 10, 6), "against " The name seems to mean " the

the Medes and Babylonians, who Holy" city. From a comparison
had overthrown the power of As- of the passages in Herodotus, 2,

Syria." 169 ; 3, 5, it appears that no
^ 2 Kings xxiii. 19. 2 Chron. other place than Jerusalem can be

xxxiv. 6. meant. Herodotus would not have
' Supoifft 6 NeKODs rrvfi^oKoiv compared Gaza or Kadesh-Bamea

fv MaySdXo) (vUija-f (Her. 2, 159). with Sardis. Jerusalem had been
'ApTciTravos (f>T)<n tovs ^lovdaiovs known as the seat of a magnificent

ouofia(fa6ai 'Epfiiovd. (Euseb. temple for several centuries, and
Pra;p. Ev. 9, 18.) This is probably had enjoyed a reputation for sanc-

n ^^*"*^'^^? Arami Jehudeh, tity in much earlier times. See

c! ' r T J 1 T\ ^ • c Gen. xiv. 18.
Syrians of Judah. Deut. xxvi. 5,
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Riblah in Hamath on his way to the Euphrates.

The people of Judaea, however, made Jehoahaz, the

son of Josiah, king. Neco sent for him to Hamath,
deposed and imprisoned him after he had reigned

three months, and sent him to Egypt, where he

ended his days'. At the same time he made his

younger brother Eliakim king, changing his name
to Jehoiakim, and imposed a tribute of a hundred

talents of silver and a talent of gold upon the land*.

Whether Neco himself returned to Egypt, or re-

mained in Palestine to secure his power there, we

are not informed ; but four years later he marched

to the Euphrates with an army, comprehending,

according to the prophet Jeremiah^, Ethiopians

and Libyans as well as Egyptians'*. Carchemish,

or Circesium, where the battle took place in which

he was defeated by Nebuchadnezzar, stood on the

eastern side of the Euphrates, in the angle, or as the

ancients said, the island, formed by its confluence

with the Chaboras, which gathers the waters of

northern Mesopotamia and discharges them into the

Euphrates nearly in N. lat. 35°. It lies in the line

of march of an army proceeding from the north of

Palestine to northern Mesopotamia, and Neco was

on his march to occupy it, when intercepted by

1 He is the same who, in Jer. * Such was the tediousness of

xxii. 11, is called Shallura, and of ancient sieges, that he might have

whom the prophet declares that been engaged m operations before

he should never return to his own Circesium during the interval, but

land. Comp. Ezek. xix. 4

.

the language of the prophet seems

* 2 Chron. xxxvi. 3. to indicate a recent invasion. Jer.

* Jer. xlvi. xlvi. 8 :—

'* Egypt riseth up Uke a flood.

And his waters are moved Uke the rivers

;

And he saith, I will go up and cover the eaith ; ^^

I will destroy the city and the inhabitants thereof.
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Josiah^ II Nineveh still held out against the forces

of Cyaxares and the Babylonians, the object of

Neco's march might be to relieve that city ; if, as

seems more probable, it had already fallen*, he may
have deemed it politic to anticipate the hostilities

which he could not but foresee, on the part of the

power which had thus become predominant in Asia.

Carchemish was an important military position.

The Euphrates, in this part of its course, is fordable

both above and below the influx of the Chaboras»,

and by the possession of Carchemish its passage

might be impeded. When Diocletian was strength-

ening the frontier posts of the Empire in the East,

against the inroads of the Parthians into Syria, he

erected a strong fortress at Carchemish, which Pro-

copius calls the most remote garrison of the Ro-

mans'*. In the times of Grecian and Roman power

it appears to have been a place of little strength,

but it would be otherwise when Egypt and Assyria

contended on the Euphrates. This is implied in

the boast of the king of Assyria (Is. x. 9), "Is not

Calno as Carchemish— is not Samaria as Damas-

cus?" and the name itself indicates the existence

of a fortification^

We have no further account of the battle of Car-

chemish than that of the prophet, that Nebuchad-

* 2 Chron. xxxv. 20. * Cercusium munimentum tu-
' The capture of Nineveh is tisaimum et fabre politum : cujus

usually placed, but not on very cer- moenia Abora et Euphrates am-
tain grounds, in 606 B.C. ; the first biuut fiumina, velut spatium insu-

yearofNebuchadnezzar, which was lare fingentes. Quod Diocletianus

that of the battle of Carchemish exiguum antehac et suspectum
(Jer. xlvi. 1), on the authority of niuris turribusque circumdedit

Ptolemy's Canon, in 604. celsis. (Ammian. Marc. 23, 6.)
' See Col. Chesney's Map in ' Karaka in Syriac is a castle.

Pari. Report on Steam Navigation See Cleric, ad 2 Chron. xxxv.

to India.
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nezzar " smote the army of Neco ;
" Herodotus

makes no mention of it. It is evident, however, that

its effect was to strip Neco of nearly the whole of

his Asiatic possessions. " The king of Egypt came
not again any more out of his land ; for the king of

Babylon had taken from the river of Egypt unto the

river Euphrates all that pertained to the king of

Egypt^" An immediate invasion by Nebuchad-
nezzar seemed impending over Egypt as the result

of this defeats According to Berosus^, Neco him-

self, whom he calls the revolted satrap of Egypt and

Syria, fell into the hands of Nebuchadnezzar, who
was not at this time king of Babylon, but viceroy of

his father Nabopolassar. But it would neither accord

with scriptural nor Egyptian history to suppose that

Babylon had previously to this time conquered

Egypt and reduced its king to the condition of a

satrap. Doubtless Neco returned to his kingdom

as Herodotus implies. It marks the ascendency of

Greek ideas, that on his return from Syria, either

now or after the battle of Megiddo, he dedicated

the dress which he had worn to Apollo of Bran-

chidae, a celebrated oracle in the territory of his

Milesian allies'*. Herodotus says, he reigned six-

teen years ; the lists only six, a term evidently too

short for the undertakings recorded of him. That

the number in Herodotus is correct is proved by a

^ 2 Kings xxiv. 7-
^ That Jer. xlvi. 13 belongs to

this time, not to the period fol-

lowing the captivity of Zedekiah,

is evident from v. 15, 16, which
speak of a recent great defeat.

Joseph, contra Apion. 1, 19.

< Herod. 2, 159. Strabo, 634.

A lion is still found among the

ruins of Palet (the ancient Mile-

tus), which is said to be of Egyp-
tian style, and may be the record

of the connexion between Miletus

and Egypt. (Chandler's Travels,

p. 1/0. MuUer's Uorier, 1, 225.)
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remarkable monument in the Museum at Florence,

published by Rosellini'. It records that Psammi-

tichus, a priest of Sokari, was born on the first of

the month Paoni^, in the reign of Neco—that he

lived seventy-one years, four months, six days, and

died on the sixth day of the month PaopP, in the

thirty-fifth year of Amasis. If we allow that the

authors of the lists in extracting from Manetho

have given us round numbers, instead of the exact

sum in months and days which they found in the

original, the correspondence will be complete*.

Neco was succeeded (600 b.c.) by his son Psam-

MiTicHus II., whom Herodotus calls Psammis. The

record of Manetho in Africanus is evidently imper-

fect ; Psammuthis is called the Second, though no

other of the name has been mentioned, and therefore

we should read, with the aid of Eusebius, ** Psam-

muthis, who is also Psammitichus the Second." His

phonetic name is spelt w^th precisely the same

characters as those of his grandfather, but the

titular shield has a difference in the middle cha-

racter. No public building remains erected by

him, nor is any large work of art extant of his

' Mon. Stor. 2, 151 ; more accu- * The reckoning will stand thus,

curately 4, 197- supposing Neco to have reigned
^ The tenth month of the Egyp- sixteen years, and the priest tohave

tian year. See vol. i. p. 330. been born when he had reigned
' The second month. 2 years 9 months and 1 day:—

Residue of his reign 13 years 3 months.
Psammis or Psammitichus II. . . fi years.

Apries 19 years.

Amasis, to the death of the priest 34 years 1 month 6 days.

72 years 4 months 6 days.

The excess of one year is accotmted years have been reckoned as full

for by Bunsen (B. 3, p. 143) by the years,

supposition that the fractions of
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reign. Fragments of sculpture, however, bearing

his name, exist in the citadel at Cairo, and under
the base of the column called Pompey's Pillar at

Alexandria. The former of these appears to have

made a part of some erection in honour of the god

Ptah at Memphis ; the latter probably belonged to

some building at Sais. His titular shield is also

found on the obelisk of the Piazza Minerva at Rome,
which was executed under his son and successor

Apries\ The British Museum contains a por-

tion of an intercolumnial plinth inscribed with his

name and titular shield, in which he appears offer-

ing to the gods, who give him all power and victory,

and put all lands under his sandals^. He had a

daughter, whose name was Nitocris, the same as

that of the queen of Psammitichus the First, and

derived from Neith, the tutelary goddess of Sais.

Herodotus mentions a single anecdote of the

reign of Psammis, which is not otherwise important

than as indicating the reputation which Egypt en-

joyed among the Greeks for wisdom and equity.

The inhabitants of Elis, to whom the administra-

tion of the Olympic games belonged, were accus-

tomed to consult the oracle of Jupiter at Ammo-
nium: inscriptions remained there recording the

names of the delegates and the answers which they

had received ; and libations were offered at Elis to

theAmmonian gods, Jupiter and Juno, and Mercury

who presided over games^. Exercising the delicate

function of judges between Greek competitors,

1 Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 4, 198. ' Pausan. Eliaca, 5, 16. Mer-

2, 136. cury was surnamed Uapafifiwy.

^ Birch, Gall.of Brit. Mus. P. 2,

p. 109.
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they would naturally seek to arm themselves with

the authority which this ancient and venerated

oracle conferred. To ascend the Nile to Terenuthis

on the Canopic branch below Memphis and cross

the valley of the Natron Lakes, was an easier way

of reaching Ammonium than from the sea-coast,

provided Egypt were friendly ^ In going or return-

ing, the delegates from Elis had an audience of

Psammitichus, and boasted to him of the perfect

equity with which they made their decisions. If

we may believe Herodotus, they had come for the

sole purpose of inquiring if the Egyptians, the wisest

of men, could devise any better method of securing

impartiality. The king summoned those who were

reputed wisest among them, and they having heard

their statement, asked if Eleans were allowed to

contend in the games as well as other Greeks. The

Eleans replied that they were. Then said the Egyp-

tians, "Your method is entirely unjust; it is im-

possible that you should not be biassed in favour

of one of your own people ; and if you have really

come to Egypt desirous of attaining to perfect

equity, you must henceforth exclude every Elean

from the contest." Diodorus with more probability

refers the story to the reign of Amasis, and attri-

butes the advice (which was not followed) to the

king himself^

Towards the end of his reign Psammitichus II.

made an expedition into Ethiopia, of which Hero-

dotus^ does not mention either the purpose or the

» Alexander went by Parse- Arrian, 3, 4. See also Minutoli's

tonium and the coast, but found Travels,

the difficulties so great that he ^ Diod. 1, 95.

returned by the Natron Lakes. ' 2, 161.
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result. His shield is found at the island of Snem,
near the Cataracts of Syene. The Greek in-

scription on the statue at Aboosimbel, which

mentions a visit of Psammitichus to Elephantine,

may be of this date. It is in the Doric dialect ',

which we should hardly expect to be in use among
the Ionian mercenaries of the first Psammitichus

;

but as Egypt had now been fully opened to the

Greeks for half a century, every variety of dialect

might be found among them, though lonians formed

the great body of the mercenary troops^. If it

should still be thought improbable that a Greek

inscription should be found in Egypt exceeding in

age any in Ionia or Greece itself, there was a third

Psammitichus^, who lived about 400 b.c, a de-

scendant of the ancient kings of that name, to

whose reign it may be referred.

Psammitichus II. died almost immediately after

his expedition to Ethiopia, and was succeeded (594

B.C.) by Uaphris, as the lists write his name, the

Apries of the Greeks and the Hophra of Scripture.

After the great defeat which Neco suffered on the

Euphrates, no attempt had been made by Egypt to

recover her ascendency in Palestine and Syria,

which appear to have been entirely dependent on

Babylon. Jehoiakim, whom Neco had placed on

* The inscription is as follows:

—

tine, while the Greeks and the

Bao-iXeos eXdovros es EXecftauriuav aXXoyXaacroi had gone to the Se-

"irafiaTixo ravra eypa^av toi trvv cond Cataract, it is evident that it

*<t/iaTtxoi rot QeoKXos eirXeov cannot be the expedition of Psam-

rjkdov be KepKios KaOoirepdev is o mitichus I. (Herod. 2, 151) toover-

{eis ov) TTorafios avtrj' oKoyXoaos take his fugitive soldiery. Nor in

{aWoyXcoa-aos) ***** AiyvnTtos his reign is it probable that the

8e Afiaa-is eypacjie Aapeapxos Afioi- son of a Greek should have been

/3iYo Kai neXe<^os Ov8ap.o. (Trans, named Psammitichus.

Roy. Soc. Lit. 1, 223.) As the ' Her. 2, 163.

king had only come to Elephan- ' Diod. Sic. 14, 35.
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the throne of Judaea, had been compelled to submit

himself to Nebuchadnezzar, and for three years re-

mained faithful ; but at the end of that time, per-

haps in hope of assistance from Egypt, he ** turned

and rebelled against him." The weakness to which

Judaea had been reduced, exposed it to invasions

from all the neighbouring tribes, Moabites, Ammo-
nites and Syrians, as well as the Chaldees \ The
king of Babylon himself, it should seem, was en-

gaged elsewhere, probably in establishing his domi-

nion at home. Jehoiakim was succeeded by his

son Coniah or Jehoiakin in 598 b.c. He had

either made himself king on his father's death, or

had been placed on the throne by the people with-

out the approbation of the king of Babylon. An
army was immediately sent against him, and the

siege of Jerusalem was formed by the lieutenants

ofNebuchadnezzar ; but appears to have proceeded

slowly, till the king himself came, to take the com-

mand of the besieging army, when the city speedily

surrendered^ ; Jehoiakin was carried captive to

Babylon within twelve months from his accession,

and his uncle Zedekiah placed on the throne in his

stead. Apries had succeeded to his father about

four years previously, and the earliest undertakings

of his reign were directed to the recovery of that

ascendency in Syria and Palestine which Neco had

possessed. But Jerusalem being virtually in the

power of Nebuchadnezzar, he did not venture at

first to attempt an invasion by land. We find that

the hopes of the people of Judaea were strongly ex-

cited ; the prophet Hananiah foretold, that within

» 2 Kings xxiv. 1, 2. "2 Kings xxiv. 10-16.
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two years the yoke of the king of Babylon should
be broken, and the captive king be restored to his

throne. This was the effect of the success which
attended the first undertakings of Apries, and a
truer prophet warned them that they would prove
fallacious. All the nations of Palestine appear to

have been alarmed at the growing power of Baby-
lon, and sent emissaries to Zedekiah, tempting him
to throw off his allegiance to Nebuchadnezzar.

They were also warned by Jeremiah of the fruitless-

ness of their attempts, by the symbolical act of

sending a yoke to the sovereigns when their emis-

saries returned!. Their more immediate danger,

however, was from Egypt. Herodotus speaks only

of Apries' expedition against Sidon and his sea-

fight with the king of Tyre ; but, according to Dio-

dorus, he took Sidon by storm, reduced the whole

sea-coast of Phoenicia and defeated the Cyprians,

who appear to have been allies, if not subjects^, of

the Phoenicians. Although Gaza and the other

towns of South Palestine are not expressly men-

tioned by either of the Greek historians, it is pro-

bably to this time that the prophecy in the 47th

chapter of Jeremiah^ is to be referred ; and as the

destruction is said to come from the north, it must

have been attacked on the return of Apries from

^ Jer. xxvii. In the first verse (comp. v. 3), if indeed the whole

of this chapter Zedekiah should verse, which is wanting in the Sep-

certainly be read for Jehoiakim tuagint, be not an interpolation.

2 Virg. ^n. 1, 621 :—
Genitor turn Belus opimam

Vastabat Cyprum et victor ditione tenebat.

Menander(Jos.Ant.9,14,2)repre- ^ " The word of the Lord that

sents Elulaeus, in the time of Shal- came to Jeremiah the prophet

maneser, as reducing the revolted against the Philistines, before that

people of Citium into obedience. Pharaoh smote Gaza."
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his campaign against Cyprus and Sidon. After

these successes, Apries dispatched an army into

Judaea. Zedekiah having violated the oath of

allegiance which he had sworn to Nebuchad-

nezzar \ and sent ambassadors into Egypt to

ask for an auxiliary force of cavalry and infantry*,

the Chaldseans had invested Jerusalem. The

tidings of the march of the Egyptian army caused

them to raise the siege^, but they returned, as

Jeremiah had foretold, in greater strength, the

king himself commanding them^ ; and the troops

of Apries, it is probable, retired without a contest.

The prophecy of EzekieP, in which the arm of

Pharaoh is described as being broken, so that it

could never be bound up again to hold the sword,

was dehvered on occasion of this retreat, when

Egypt renounced for ever its attempts to oc-

cupy Palestine. Nebuchadnezzar, after a siege of

eighteen months, took Jerusalem by storm, and

Zedekiah being made prisoner, as he was attempt-

ing to escape in disguise by a concealed breach in

the walF, was deprived of his eyesight, and carried

in chains to Babylon. This took place in the

eleventh year of Zedekiah's reign, and the seventh

of the reign of Apries (587 b.c). In consequence

of the murder of Gedaliah, to whom the government

of Judaea had been entrusted by Nebuchadnezzar,

many of the Jewish chiefs who had escaped the

execution of Riblah^ fled into Egypt, carrying with

» 2 Chron. xxxvi. 13. ' Jer. xxxvii.

' Ezek. xvii. 15. The embassy * Ezek. xxiv. 2.

to Egypt must have taken place ' Ezek. xxx. 21.

towards the end of the sixth 5-ear • Ezek. xii. 12.

of Zedekiah, in 592 or 591 B.C. ' 2 Kings xxv. 21.
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them the prophet Jeremiah. He probably finished

his days at Daphnee near Pelusium, foretelling in the

last of his prophecies the fate of Apries'.

After the occupation of Jerusalem the efforts of

Nebuchadnezzar would naturally be directed to the

reduction of the sea-coast of Palestine and Syria,

without securing which it would have been unsafe

for him to have attacked Egypt. Tyre was at this

time in the height of her commercial prosperity

and naval power^. Whether in subjection to Egypt

in consequence of the victory of Apries, or not, she

was evidently hostile to Babylon from a natural

jealousy of any power, Egyptian, Jewish, or Chal-

d?ean, by whose ascendency her commerce might

suffer, and Nebuchadnezzar almost immediately

undertook the siege. Even before Jerusalem was

actually taken, but when that event was clearly to

be anticipated, the prophet Ezekiel describes Tyre

as exulting in the prospect of the increase of her

own power by the sufferings of her rivals, and fore-

tells her destruction. The siege must have begun

soon after the capture of Jerusalem ; the insular

position of Tyre (for the original city on the main-

land had been taken by Shalmaneser), the strength

of its fortifications, and the command of the sea,

enabled it to hold out for thirteen years, as we

learn from the Tyrian historians quoted by Jose-

phus*. It is clear that the results were not such

as the besieging army had expected from success.

^ They appear to close with the ^ gge the description in Ezek.

44th chapter. The Fathers (Hieron. xxvi.-xxviii.

adv. Jov. Ub. 2. Tertull. Scor- ^ Ezek. xxyi. 2.

piace viii.) say that Jeremiah was * Cont. Apion. 1. 21.

stoned by the people.

VOL. 11. 2 E
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*' Nebuchadnezzar and his troops had served a

great service ;
" their heads had grown bald with

the pressure of the helmet, and their shoulders had

been galled by the weight of the cuirass ; expres-

sions which indicate a protracted warfare ;
" yet

had they no wages for Tyre for the service that

they had served against it ^

;

" and the spoil of Egypt

is promised to them as a compensation for this dis-

appointment, which probably arose from the city

having surrendered on terms which saved it from

being given up to plunder^. That an invasion of

Egypt actually took place is probable. Megasthenes

asserted that Nauocodrosorus (Nebuchadnezzar)

had led his army as far as the Pillars of Hercules,

and conquered great part of Libya 3. Unless this

is a pure fiction, he must have made conquests

to the westward of Egypt, which he could not do

without passing through the northern border of that

country.

Now the prophecy of Jeremiah'* implies no more
than such a passage, accompanied by the usual out-

rages of a victorious army. It does not describe a

permanent occupation. The prophet declares that
** hewould spread his pavilion inTahpenes(Daphnae),

break the images of Bethshemesh (Heliopolis), and

' St. Jerome on Ezek. xxix. 18, which lasted ten years; then fol-

relates that when Nebuchadnezzar lowed a period of mixed govcrn-

had nearly completed his mole to ment of suffetes, high priest and
attack the island, the Tyrians put king, for eight years, after which
their wealth on shipboard and car- two princes m succession were sent

ried it off : but it is difficult to for to Tyre from Babylon, to be in-

know whether he is relating a cer- vested with royalty, which seems
tified fact or expounding the pro- to imply some Vind of dependence
phecy. at that time. (Jos. Ant. y, 14, 2.)

' The reign of Ithobalus, the ' Strabo, 15, 687.

king imder whom the siege took * Jer. xliii. 12; xlvi. 13-26.

place, was followed by that of Baal,
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lay waste Noph (Memphis) ; that he should array

himself with the land of Egypt as a shepherd put-

teth on his garment, and go forth thence in peace."

He might be deterred from attempting the conquest

of Middle and Upper Egypt by the power of Apries,

or dissuaded by his submission. This explanation,

however, will not apply to the prophecy of EzekieP,

according to which man and beast were to be cut off

from the land, fromMigdol to Syene, and Egypt to be

desolate for forty years. The remark is often forced

upon one who compares prophecy with history, that

the prophet, in enlarging upon his theme and carry-

ing it out into details, indulges his own peculiar ge-

nius, and obeys in some measure the impulse of his

own feeling. The genius of Ezekiel was exaggera-

tive^ and vehement, whereas the style of Jeremiah

is more simple and prosaic. It would be pushing

a negative argument too far to deny any invasion

of Egypt by Nebuchadnezzar, because it is not

mentioned in Herodotus ; but to relate its desola-

tion for a long series of years as a fact, would be a

violation of all principles of historical criticism. It

is certain that from this time there was no hostility

between Egypt and Babylon, and there is even rea-

son to think that Nebuchadnezzar married an Egyp-

tian princess.

There is a striking correspondence between the

[language in which Ezekiel describes the pride of

[Pharaoh and its humiliation, and the contrast

iwhich Herodotus draws between the commence-

' Ezek. xxix. coris aut gratise causa, sed ex indiff-

2 " Ezekiel—est atrox, vehe- natione et violentia." (Lowth, de

mens, tragicus, totus in deiuaact, Sacra PoesiHebrseoninijPrsel.xxi.)

frequens in repetitionibus, non de-

2e2
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nient and the close of his reign. Next to Psam-

mitichus he had been the most prosperous of Egyp-

tian kings ; but the time had arrived when he was

destined to misfortune, and according to the hi-

storian's philosophy, great prosperity, especially if

accompanied with any elevation of mind, was pro-

vocative of a reversed Both the prosperity and

the pride of Apries® are set forth in strong poetic

imagery by Ezekiel : he is likened to a crocodile

lying in the midst of the Nile, saying of the river,

"It is mine own, I have made it for myself," trou-

bling the waters with his feet, when he rushed forth

to seize his prey 3. It was not, however, from the

rival power of Babylon that he was destined to meet

with destruction.

The Greek colony of Cyrene had been founded

about half a century before this time. The history

of its establishment is curiously illustrative of the

state of geographical know^ledge among the Greeks

in the seventh century before Christ. The king of

Thera, a small island of the Sporades, had gone to

Delphi, probably to consult the oracle respecting

the drought under which the island had suffered'*.

The Pythia replied, " that they should go and found

a city in Libya." The Therseans were descended

partly from the Minyae, the earliest navigators of

Greece^, partly from the Phoenician companions of

Cadmus, yet they knew not in what part of the

' 1, 34. Mera de SoXa)va olxo- d(r<f>aXfa>s ((ovtS idpvadat (8ok((.

fieuov,e\a^( €K 6(ov vt/if(rtr /xf-yoXi; (2, 169.)

KpoirroV a>s elKatrai, on (vdynae • Ezek. xxix. 1,3; xxxii. 2.

((ovTou (Ivm dvBpcmwp indifrav oX- * Her. 4, 151, represents the

jStwroToi/. drought as following the first visit

' *A7rpi€0) 8e XeyfTOi r7i'at rjbf rj to Delphi.

dtafoia, fiTjb' &v 6(6v ynv tiTjbeva dv * Miiller, Orchomenos und die

vaadai. navaai tjjs (iaaiXtjtTjs' ovto) Minyer, 258.
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world Libya was. Not daring, even in obedience

to an oracle, to go forth on such a blind expedition,

they continued to endure the drought, till every tree

on the island, save one, had perished. They had

again recourse to the oracle, but received for answer

only a renewal of the command to colonize Libya,

accompanied by a reproach for their neglect of the

previous oracle. They knew, however, that Crete

lay between it and their own island, and sent thither

to inquire whether any Cretan or stranger settled

there had ever been in Libya. After wandering

through the island they came to the town of Itanus

at its eastern extremity, and there found a manu-

facturer of purple of the name of Corobius. He
had been driven, probably while seeking for the

shell-fish from which the purple is derived ^ to the

island of Platea, now Bomba, between Paraetonium

and Cyrene. The promise of a reward induced

him to return with them to Thera, and thence to

sail, accompanied by an exploring party, to Platea.

The Therans left him on the island with such

a supply of provisions as they calculated would

suffice, and returned to Thera to fetch their coun-

trymen. The time fixed for their coming liad

expired ; and Corobius would have perished from

want, had not some Samians on their voyage to

Egypt been driven to the same island, who, on

hearing his story, left him provisions for a year*.

A colony after some time arrived from Thera, but

^ Zuchis, on the coast of North violence and long continuance of

Africa, near the Syrtis, is men- the east wind drove them through

tioned by Strabo as a great seat of the Pillars of Hercules to Tar-

themanufactureofpurple(l7,835). tessus, a mart till then unvisitcd

2 These Samians, when they left by Greeks (Herod. 4, 152).

Platea, made for Egypt, but the
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their first settlement was not prosperous, and when

two years had elapsed, leaving one of their number

on the island, they again visited Delphi, and com-

plained to the Pythia that though they had colo-

nized Libya, they had fared no better. The answer

of the Pythia implied that they were mistaken in

supposing that the island was Libya*, and they ac-

cordingly removed to a place named Aziris, opposite

to it on the mainland, at the opening of the valley

which is now called Wadi el Temmineh . Herodotus

says, that after remaining here six years they were

induced by the promises of a better settlement to let

themselves be conducted by the Libyans to Cyrene,

and that their guides contrived to lead them by

night through the finest part of the country. But

it is evident from the exclamation of one of the

guides when they arrived at Cyrene, ** Greeks,

here it is best for you to dwell ; for here the skies

are pierced^," that they had been pining for a land

watered by rain, having found that the evil of

drought had followed them to their new settlement.

Such a land is the Cyrenaica^ : as the traveller as-

cends from the Gulf of Bomba towards the elevated

plateau on which the city stands, the sandy soil

changes to a rich loam ; a fine vegetation clothes

the hills (the Arabs now call it the Green Moun-

tain) ; herds of cattle are seen, which the land on

' At TV efjLfv Ai/Sujyv firj\oTp6<f)ov oi8as afitivov

Mfj (X^o)!/ iKdovTos, &yav ayafiai <TO(f>ir)v crcv.—Her. 4, 157.

^ In the language of Scripture, comu, like Ceme on the coast
" the windows of heaven are of Mauritania. Compare Isaiah,

opened." (Gen. vii. 11. Mai. iii. v. 1, where " a very fruitful hill*'

10.) is literally "a horn, the son of
' The name was probahly Phoe- fatness ;" iv Kfpan, tv rdna niovi.

nician, and derived from V^p (Sept.)
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the sea coast is unable to support ; the oUve, the

citron, the juniper, the cypress, the pine, grow
luxuriantly \ and there is an abundant supply of

water. The whole district produced the Silphium*,

which w^as so highly prized in ancient pharmacy
that it sometimes sold for its weight in silver^

The different elevation of the coast, the mountains

and the intermediate region, gave the Cyrenians

three harvests in the year, one becoming ripe while

the other was gathered in'*. The site of Cyreue

was well adapted for the settlement of a flourishing

colony. The promontory on which it stands, be-

tween the Syrtis and the Bay of Bomba, is the

nearest point to Greece of the whole line of the

African coast ; and there is an excellent harbour

at the distance of 80 stadia or 10 miles from the

town^. The gardens of the Hesperides, as far as

they had a prototype in nature, appear to have

been hollows in the limestone hills on the western

side of the promontory, where orchards of extra-

ordinary productiveness are found.

The establishment of the colony of Cyrene was

indirectly fatal to the Saitic dynasty. Under

Battus I. its founder, who reigned 40 years, and

his son Arcesilaus, who reigned 1 6, the numbers of

the original settlers were not increased by any new

immigration. But in the reign of Battus, surnaraed

^ Pacho, Voyage dans la Mar- 4, 169). Pliny, N. H. 22, 49,

morique, p. 83. enumerates its virtues, which ex-
^ It is supposed to be the La- tended from the dispersion of a

serpitium Derias which Pacho ob- dropsy to the cure of corns,

served to grow plentifully in the ^ Aristoph. Pint. 925. Phn.N.II.

Cyrenaica, though he nowhere 19, 15.

met with it between Egypt and * Herod. 4, 199.

the Bay of Bomba. It was not • Scyla.x, 107, p- 234, ed. KUiv-

found westward of the Syrtis (Her. sen.
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the Prosperous, an invitation was sent to all the

Greeks to come and aid the Cyrenians in colo-

nizing Libya, with a promise of an allotment of

land. The Pythia lent her aid, as before, by an

oracle which warned against delay S and a great

multitude soon assembled at Gyrene from Grete,

Peloponnesus, and the Gyclades and Sporades*.

They could not be provided with the land that had

been promised them, but at the expense of the

native Libyans, who were not only stripped of their

territories, but treated with great insolence, accord-

ing to the common fate of barbarians who presume

to defend their rights against the intrusion of a

civilized people. They were probably the same

Libyan tribe, the Giligammse, in whose territory

the first Theraean settlers had landed. Egypt was

interested in preventing the further growth of a

power which threatened to encroach on all its

neighbours^ Adicran, the king of the Libyans,

sent to implore aid from Apries, and place himself

under his authority. Apries accepted the offer of

the Libyans, and sent a large army to their aid ;

but as he could not venture to employ his Greek

mercenaries against their countrymen, it was com-

posed entirely of Egyptian troops. The Gyrenians

marched out, and a battle took place at Irasa, now
Ain Ersen'^y between the Bay of Bomba and Gyrene.

' * Off 8c K(v (s Ai^VTjv TToKvripaTov vartpov tX&i}

Tas dvabaiofifvas, fitra o1 ttoko. (ftapi fitXTjafiu.—Her. 4, 169.

' Her. 4, 161. *'Es''lpa<ra xcopov Ka\eni Kprjvrjv
3 Her. 4, 168. Scvlax (106, p. eftrrrfv.iller. 4, 159.) ^m means

233 Klausen) extends the Egyp- fountain, and in these countries

tian territory as far as Apis (Bonn fountains are more permanent than

Ajoubah) ; but his work was hardly towns. The name is probably also

written before the middle of the Phoenician HI^V urbs. See Ge-
4th century B.C. scnius, Ling. Phoen. 1, 424.
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The Egyptians had never before encountered Greek
arms and tactics ; the disproportion in numbers
must have been great, but the negUgence of their

adversaries enabled the Greeks to gain a com-

plete victory, and few of the Egyptian army re-

turned to their own country. It was the first

occasion on which the valour and skill of the free

Hellenes was matched in a pitched battle against

the forces of the great despotic monarchies which

had previously ruled the world ; the first of a series

of victories, which in the course of two centuries

and a half made them masters of the ancient terri-

tories of Assyria, Babylonia and Egypt.

The news of this defeat and the almost entire

extermination of the army produced a revolt in

Egypt. Apries, who had probably imagined that

he should easily conquer a handful of Greeks, was

accused of having sent his troops on an enterprise

in which he knew that they must perish, in the

hope of governing his kingdom more securely by

means of the foreigners. Those who returned,

being joined by the relatives of those who had

perished, immediately revolted. Apries, on the

receipt of this intelligence, sent to them Amasis,

one of his officers, who had gained the favour of

the king, and been advanced to high office, though

of humble origin, by the beauty of a chaplet which

he presented to him on his birth- day. While he

was haranguing them in order to bring them back

to their allegiance, a soldier came behind him,

and placed a crown upon his head. He accepted

it without reluctance, and prepared to march

against Apries. On hearing this, Apries dispatched
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Patarbemis^ an officer of high rank, with orders to

bring Amasis alive into his presence. Amasis

bade him return with a contemptuous refusal, and

when he appeared before Apries, the king ordered

his ears and nose to be cut off. The Egyptians

who had hitherto adhered to the royal cause, seeing

the outrage offered to a man who was highly

esteemed among them, immediately joined Amasis

and the revolters. Apries was thus left alone with

his Carian and Ionian auxiliaries, whose numbers

amounted to 30,000. He marched from Sais, where

his royal residence was, to meet Amasis, who was

advancing from Libya, and the armies encountered

at Momemphis, near the borders of the Lake Ma-
reotis. The digression which Herodotus makes at

this moment of his narrative^, to give an account

of the castes of Egypt, and especially of the num-

bers and privileges of the military caste, proves

that in his mind this revolt was closely connected

with the attempt which the Saitic princes had

carried on for three-quarters of a century, to raise

up a body of Greek troops, by whose means they

might make themselves independent of the ancient

soldiery. Their dissatisfaction first manifested itself

in the emigration of the Automoli, and most effec-

tually in the revolt under Amasis. That they were

still so powerful is a proof that the numbers of the

Automoli must have been greatly exaggerated. The

auxiliaries were defeated, owing to the superiority

in numbers of the Egyptians, and Apries being

' Hellanicus fAthen. 16, p. with Patarbemis.

680) called the kine himself Par- * 2, 164.

tamis, apparently from confi^ion
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taken prisoner, was carried back to Sais to the
palace, now become the property of Aniasis. For a
time he was treated with kindness by his con-
queror ; but the Egyptians murmured at the in-

dulgence shown to one who had made himself

so odious to them. Amasis therefore delivered

him into the hands of the people, by whom he was
strangled , but allowed to be buried with his an-

cestors in the splendid temple of Minerva at Sais.

To the modes of interment in pyramids practised

under the Old Monarchy and in grotto sepulchres

by the Theban dynasties, another had been added

by the Pharaohs of Sais. The level and alluvial

Delta afforded neither hills on which pyramids

could be set up, as objects conspicuous from afar,

nor rocks in which sepulchres could be hewn.

They therefore constructed for their remains vauUs

within the precincts of the temples, surrounded with

pilasters and columns, and opening with folding-

doors. The interments of the common people of

Sais were made in a large necropolis, of which the

remains may still be traced^. Apries had reigned,

according to Herodotus and Manetho as reported

by Eusebius, twenty-five years, and died 569 b.c.

Amasis or Amosis, was a native of Siouph, a

small town in the Saitic nome, and of plebeian

birth^. Thus another great principle of the ancient

constitution of Egypt was infringed, according to

which the king must be chosen from the priests

' Jer. xliv. 30. " Thus saith = Champollion, Lettres, p. 50,

the Lord, Behold I will give Pha- 52.

raoh Hophra into the hand of his ' AT)fi6rT]v to irpiv coWa «a<_^"^-

enemies, and into the hand of them Kt'i/s ovk fnicjiaufos, (Her. 2, 1/2.)

that seek his life."
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or the soldiery. Being a maa of the people, he was

no doubt supported by them, and at first despised

by the higher castes for the meanness of his birth.

He admonished them, by a truly oriental mode, a

symbolical action, of the folly of valuing men ac-

cording to their origin, instead of their actual place

and use in society. He had a golden foot-bath, in

which he and his guests were accustomed to wash

their feet before the banquet. This he broke up,

and out of the material fashioned a statue of a god,

which was erected in a public place, and received

the homage of the citizens. Sending for the Egyp-

tians, he pointed out to them to what honour this

vessel had been raised, which had formerly served

for humble and even dishonourable uses^ " My
lot," said he, ** has been the same : I was once a

plebeian ; I am now your king ; and you must

honour and respect me accordingly ;
" and in this

way he gently reconciled them to his yoke. In

another respect he innovated upon ancient customs.

The court ceremonial of Egypt, arranged by the

priests, regulated for the sovereign the employment

of all his hours, and when he had given the morn-

ing to the dispatch of business, prescribed to him

religious duties and moral reading. Amasis did

not neglect the duties of sovereignty ; on the con-

trary he established a strict administration through-

out Egypt, and raised it to a high degree of pros-

perity. But having given the early hours of the day

' The lively description of lie- pfttp koI n-Sdas ivarroviCffrOai. (2,

rodotus gives no high idea of the 172.) In a picture atTliebes (Wil-
refinement of Egyptian manners, kinson, M. and C. 2, 16/) is a re-

*«f «<c Tov TTodaviTTTijpos TwyaX/ia presentation of the effects of wine
yfyoufpai, (s tov vportpov p.fv tovs on ladies at a feast.

AlyvTTTiovs fPtpflp T( Kai cVou-
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to business, he devoted the rest to pleasure, drank
freely, and unbent his mind in pleasantry with his

boon companions. His friends were scandalized at

his levities, and thus addressed him :
'* You do

wrong, O king, in making yourself so cheap
; you

ought to sit gravely in a throne of state, and give

the whole day to business ; the Egyptians would

then know by how great a personage they are

governed, and you would be in better repute with

them. Your present conduct is quite unkingly."

But Amasis replied :
" Those who have bows, string

them when they want to use them, and unstring

them when they have done ; for if they were kept

always strung they would break, and be useless

when they were wanted. And such is the case with

man : if he were to attempt to be always serious,

and never to relax with mirth, he would insensibly

become mad, or lose his faculties. Aware of this,

I give part of my day to business and part to

amusement ^" Amasis is the first king of Egypt of

whose personal character we have any knowledge

;

the older Pharaohs have been distinguished by their

names, their public acts, and the length of their

reigns ; but we have known nothing of the men.

We readily recognize the qualities which made him

the favourite of the people and the common sol-

diers ; Julius Caesar, Henry V., are examples of a

youth spent in licentious and even lawless courses,

succeeded by a manhood of vigorous activity and

* Herod. 2, 1 72. See vol. i. went from Amasis after his acces-

p. 455, the account of the treatment sion.

which the different oracles under-
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equitable and sagacious administration^ ; and the

union of severe application to business, with the

love of pleasure and a playful humour in the hours

of relaxation, has a parallel in Philip of Macedon.

His reign was favoured by external circum-

stances. The Nile was regular in its rise, and the

land yielded abundance to the people ; the number
of inhabited places exceeded twenty thousand *. A
friendly alliance was made with Cyrene, and Egyp-

tian prejudice so far set at nought, that Amasis
married Ladike, the daughter either of the king of

that city, or of an eminent citizen. No danger

threatened on the side of Babylon ; on the con-

trary, their relations were friendly, and Amasis,

after the power of Cyrus became formidable, en-

tered into an alliance with Nabonadius or Laby-

netus, the last king of Babylon, for the defence of

Croesus against the Medes^. The rapid move-
ments of Cyrus defeated their purpose, and Sardis

>vas taken before the allies of Croesus could muster.

This was in the year 546 b.c. The naval power of

the Phoenicians was so much reduced by the war

of Nebuchadnezzar against Tyre, that Amasis dis-

possessed them of Cyprus'*, and made it tributary,

which would facilitate his intercourse with Asia

Minor. His internal regulations were so judicious,

that he is reckoned with Menes, Sasychis, Sesostris

and Bocchoris, as one of the great legislators of

Egypt. They extended, according to Diodorus, to

' napn8f8oTai (rvvtTos re yeyo- ' Ilerod. 1, 77«
vfvai Kad* vTrfp^oXrjv Kat r6v Tp&rrov * Herodotus says, ftXc fie Kxmpov
fTTKiKTjs Koi biKatos. (Diod. 1, 96.) irpanos dvdpwircov, but this is evi-

' Herod. 2, 177- dently a mistake.
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the whole administration*, but only one of them is

specified*. It obliged every man to declare every

year to the chief magistrate of his nome, by what
means he lived, and if he could show no honest

livelihood, he was to be put to death. It is pro-

bably more correctly stated by Diodorus^, that he

who gave a false account of himself, or followed an

unlawful calling, was punishable with death. From
the general character of the administration of Ama-
sis, we should expect to find him moderating the

severity of a penal law. Herodotus says that the

law of Solon which was in force in his time and

was an excellent law, was borrowed from Egypt

;

but Solon's law only punished idleness with the

loss of civic rights, and that perhaps only if a man
had for three successive years been without an

honest calling'*.

Amasis at first was not favourably disposed

towards the Greeks^, by whose defeat he had been

advanced to the throne, but he continued them in

his service, and afterwards removed their quarters to

Memphis, that they might be available against the

population of the capital. He showed himself also

very friendly towards the whole Greek nation. He
allowed all who pleased to inhabit the city of Nau-

cratis, and to those who came only for commercial

purposes, he gave sites on which they might build

altars to their gods. The largest and most illustrious

of these factories was that which was called /fe/Zenio/i,

^ 1, 95. of Solon's visiting Egypt after he
' Herod. 1, 1/7. had given laws to Athens (1, 30).

' 1, 'J'],
* ^tXAXj^v ytv6\i(voi o'hfia-

* Petit, Leges Atticie, p. 520, ed. ais is^the expression of Heroilotiis

Wessel. Herodotus himself speaks (2, 1 77)'
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founded by the principal states of Asiatic Greece ;

Chios, Teos, Phocsea and Clazomenoe in Ionia
;

Rhodes, Cnidus, Halicarnassus and Phaselis in

Doris; and the single city of Mitylene in iEolis.

These cities enjoyed exclusively the privilege of

appointing the magistrates or consuls who regu-

lated the commercial concerns of the Hellenion
;

others claimed a share, but Herodotus emphati-

cally declares that it did not belong to them.

iEgina, however, had independently founded a

temenos of Jupiter, the Samians of Juno and the

Milesians of Apollo, their respective chief divi-

nities ; and these were probably older than the

Hellenion, as the states which founded them were

distinguished in navigation earlier than the others.

Amasis sent presents to several of the Grecian

temples ; a gilded image of Minerva with his own
picture, to Gyrene ; to Lindus, two statues of

Minerva in stone, and a linen corslet of wonderful

workmanship. According to the description which

Herodotus gives ^ of a similar present made to the

Lacedaemonians, each thread consisted of 360 fila-

ments clearly to be distinguished. Figures were

woven in the pattern of the linen, and it was

adorned with gold and cotton*. Cotton, being used

as a costly material along with gold for the enrich-

ment of the linen, was probably of recent introduc-

tion from Ethiopia or India ; for it seems not to have

been known in Egypt in earher times^. The corslet

sent to Lindus remained to the time of Pliny,

though nearly destroyed by the curiosity of tra-

* Her. 3, 47. fie XP^^V *°* fiplotai dno ^v-
^ 'Eokto ii€u \iueov Kai ^a>a>v €w- Xov. (Her. u.s.)

<J>an-fifV(i>v (Tvxyoiv, KfKO(Tfir}nivov ' Jul. Poll. 7,75. Plin.N.H. 19,1,
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vellers, and the examination of it verified the ac-
count of Herodotus I. Another occasion for dis-

playing his liberahty towards the Greeks was offered
by the conflagration of the temple at Delphi, which
took place 548 b.c. Its restoration was under-
taken for the sum of 300 talents by the wealthy
family of the Alcmseonidse, and was to be paid for

by a general contribution of the members of the

Amphictj^onic confederacy. Of this sum one-fourth

part was allotted to the Delphians, who, being un-
able to raise it themselves, wandered throughout
Greece and the Grecian settlements, begging for

contributions, and visited among the rest their

countrymen settled in Egypt. From them they
received 20 minae ; from Amasis 1000 talents,

about 50,000 pounds weight, of alum. It is ob-

tained in great quantities from the Oases of the

Libyan Desert, and this was reckoned the purest

of any. It was of extensive use, especially in

dyeing, and very costly ; in later times the Lipari

Islands enjoyed the monopoly of it, and acquired

incredible riches, says Diodorus, from this source*.

More recently it has been a source of great wealth,

first to the Turks, and afterwards to the Popes,

who for a long time possessed the monopoly^.

Mirentur haec (the fact that 2 Diod.5,10. Murray's Africa (2,

there were 150 threads in one rope p.67),ofthealumfoundin thcOasis
of a hunting-net) ignorantes in of SheUma. Hamilton's iEgyptiaca,
iEgyptii quondam regis, quem 428; Russegger,Reise(2, l,*342),of

'imasim vocant, thorace, in Rho- the Oases Chardscheh, El-Dachel
iorum insula ostendi in templo and El-Bacharieh. A Frenchman

Minervae ccclxv. fiUs singula fila in partnership with the Viceroy
constare ; quod se expertum nuper was carrying on the manufacture
Romae prodidit Mutianus ter Con- there on a large scale at the time

sul, parvasque jam reliquias ejus of Russegger's visit, 1836 (Reise,

superesse, hac experientium in- u. s.p. 53).

juria. (N.H. 19, 1.) ' Beckmann's Hist, of Inven-

VOL. II. 2 F
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The alliance and friendship of Amasis with Poly-

crates of Samos is very celebrated, and must belong

to the latest part of Amasis' reign. Polycrates

(532 B.C.) had made himself master of the whole

of that island, having killed one of his brothers

and expelled the other, and acquired a degree of

power and splendour which no Grecian tyrant ever

equalled, except Gelon and Hiero of Syracuse ».

The Samians, as we have seen, were commercially

connected with Egypt, and Polycrates cultivated

the friendship of Amasis. For a time uninter-

rupted success attended his schemes ; but they

were carried on with little regard for the rights of

his neighbours^, whom he invaded and plundered

without scruple. Amasis had marked his pros-

perity, and on occasion of some new success was

so convinced that a dreadful reverse must be pre-

paring for him, that he addressed to him, says

Herodotus, the following letter :
—"Amasis to Poly-

crates. It is pleasant to hear of the prosperity of

one with whom we are connected in friendship and

hospitality. But thy great successes displease me,

knowing how envious the divinity is, and it is my
wish for those in whom I am interested, that they

should succeed in some things and fail in others,

and thus experience an alternation of fortune

through life, rather than be always prosperous.

For I have never yet heard of any one who had

been successful in everything, who did not suffer

tions, London, 1846, 1, 196. The » Herod. 3, 125.

ancient alumen appears not to have " Herod. 3, 39, 40.

been so well purified as our alum
from the sulphate of iron which is

mixed with it in nature.
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entire ruin before he died. Take my advice, then,

and counteract your prosperity in this way ; con-

sider what is the thing you value most and would

be most grieved to lose, and throw that away in

such a manner that it shall never come back

again among men. And if in future good and ill

fortune should not alternate with you, adopt the

remedy that I suggest." The moral of this letter

is that with which Herodotus himself philoso-

phized on history and human life, and it coincides

so exactly with the address of Solon to Croesus,

in another part of his work, even to the phraseo-

logy \ as to leave no doubt that he has held the

pen for Amasis, as he made himself the spokes-

man of Solon. Polycrates weighed the advice, and

found that there was nothing which it would grieve

him more to lose than a costly emerald ring, en-

graved by Theodorus of Samos^ He therefore

ordered a pentecontor to be manned, rowed out

into the deep sea, and in the presence of all drew

his ring from his finger, dropped it into the water,

and returned to his palace with a heavy heart. It

was a notion of the ancient religions that one who

was threatened with an overwhelming calamity by

the anger or envy of the gods, might break the

force of the blow by voluntarily taking on himself

' 1,32. 'ETTto-Ta/xej/di/ /m€ t6 pi(ovs averpf^f. 3, 40. 0v8<ra

Oflov nav iov (fydovepov re Koi oida oortf els tJXos ovkokus
rapaxco^es, iTreipatras audpcoTrrjtav €T€\evTT)a€ TrpoppiCos, rvrvxffov

Trpaypdraiv nepi ; 3, 40. 'Eftol at to Travra.

(Tax peyaXai evTvxiat. ovk dpeor- ^ Plin. N. H. 37, 1, 2. " Sardo-

Kov(Ti, TO Oclov €7ri<TTap,€v<o &s nychcm earn gemmatn fuisse con-

ea-Ti (f)6ov€p6v. ], 32. Xpri'nav- stat; ostenduntque Roma;, si cre-

Tos xPW'^'^os a-KOTreeip Tr]v reXcv- ditnus, Concordiae delubro, rornu

T77J/ KTJ diro^rja-€Tai- woXkola-i yap aureo Augusti dono inclusam.'

»A ' 5^'/- i'\ o_.. ' ia_i_ i
8^ imoBe^as oX^ov 6 ^eoy Trpop-

2 f2
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some minor evil, and thus compound his debt to

Fate. But in this case the composition was re-

fused. Five or six days after, a fisherman who had

caught a fish of unusual size and beauty, carried it as

a present to Polycrates. When the servants opened

it, they found in the stomach the lost ring, and in

great joy brought it to their master, who, struck

with the ominous character of the event, wrote a

full description of all that had happened to Amasis

in Egypt. He perceived that the god was bent

upon the ruin of Polycrates, and sent a herald to

Samos to renounce his friendship, in order, says

Herodotus, that when some terrible calamity should

befall him, he might not be grieved by thinking of

him as his friend. The story of the ring recovered

by means of the fish, is one of the traditionary

stock of fictions whose origin is not to be traced.

Amasis may have had reasons of policy for re-

nouncing the friendship of Polycrates. He aspired

to be master of Ionia and the islands ^ and volun-

tarily offered a naval armament to Cambyses, for

the invasion of Egypt, which was on the point of

taking place when Amasis died 2. And though

Herodotus has courteously omitted any intimation

in the letter, that the abuse of power was a sure

means of drawing down retribution, Amasis cannot

have been ignorant that Polycrates was guilty of

acts of tyranny, very likely to bring about his

ruin. The unromantic account of Diodorus is, that

Amasis renounced the friendship of Polycrates, on

finding that he paid no regard to an embassy which

he sent, exhorting him to abstain from his outrages

» Her. 3. 122. » Her. 3. 44.
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on his own fellow-citizens, and on strangers who
resorted to Samos\ The fulfilment of the augury
took place a few years later, when Polycrates was
crucified by the Persian Oroetes, into whose power
he had put himself, in spite of the warning of

dreams and oracles^.

Like others whom the Greeks classed under the

general name of tyrants, Polycrates collected poets

and men of letters around him, and is said to have
formed a library^. One of the most illustrious of

these was Pythagoras, a native of Samos, of Phoe-

nician parentage, who is said to have visited Egypt,

recommended by Polycrates to the protection of

Amasis. Of the wide peregrinations attributed to

this philosopher, which reached even to India and

Gaul, his residence in Egypt is the best-attested

portion. The authors on whom we are compelled

to rely for his history lived so long after his own
time, and there is so much of mystery and ex-

aggeration in their accounts, that we know not

what reliance is to be placed on the stories of the

severe trials which the priesthood made him un-

dergo, and his final success in obtaining initiation

into all their secrets. But that he had resided long

in Egypt, and become acquainted both with their

religion and their science, we learn on surer evi-

dence, the character of his own philosophy and in-

stitutions. Herodotus all but names him as having

derived from Egypt the doctrine of the Metempsy-

chosis, of which we find no trace before in Greek

religion or philosophy^. His knowledge of medi-

' Diod. 1, 95. without reason, throws doubt on
' Her. 3, 124, b.c. 523. this statement ( Prolog, cxlv. note 7).

3 Athen. Epit. lib. 1, p. 3. Wolf, * Herodotus speaks of the pro-
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cine, and strict system of dietetic rules, lead us to

conclude that he had been trained in Egypt, where

medicine had attained the highest perfection, and

dietary rules had been systematized with the

greatest success. His attainments in geometry

correspond with the ascertained fact that Egypt

was the birthplace of that art. He is distinguished

in the history of philosophy for an attempt, hap-

pily unsuccessful, because uncongenial to the Gre-

cian mind, to make knowledge a mystery, to ob-

struct the approach to it by the interposition of

long and repulsive discipline, by investing the

teacher with a supernatural character to exalt his

precepts into oracles, and to place the governing

power of the state in the hands of an order who
had been separated from their fellow-citizens and

inspired with an esprit de corps by their education.

In these respects the Pythagorean school resembled

the Egyptian priesthood of this age, as far as the

different circumstances of Greece and Egypt would

allow imitation, and there was no other model in

the ancient world that he could have copied ^

Solon must have come to Egypt ^ before the reign

hibition to bury in woollen as be- sents him as visiting Egj'pt after

longing to the orgies which were his legislation (594 B.C.), but does

called Orphic and Bacchic, but not expressly say that he was there

were really Egyptian and Pytha- in the reign of Amasis, who came
gorean rites (2, 81) ; but this does to the throne in 570 B.C., although

not necessarily imply a belief in the his words (2, 1/7) seem to imply

transmigration of the soul. not only this, but that Amasis was
' According to Pliny, N. H. 3G, a legislator before Solon, Grote

f), Semenpserteus was the name of and Niebuhr have remarked that

the king in whose reign Pythagoras there is an error of forty years in

came to Egypt. The IJamberg MS. Herodotiis' chronology of this

reads Spemetnepserphreo, whence period (Grote, 3, 205). There is a

Bunsen elicits Psameticho Nepher- similar variation of forty years in

phreo. (Urkundenbuch, p. 85, the assigned age of Pythagoras.

Germ.) See Fvnes Clinton. F. H. vol. 2,

5 Herodotus (1, 29, 30) repre- p. 9.
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of Amasis, if his visit preceded his legislation ; a

supposition not necessary to account for the simi-

larity between his laws and those of Egypt. Tra-

dition related that he had been the companion of

Psenophis, the priest of Heliopolis, and Sonchis,

the priest of Sais, two of the most learned of their

order, and philosophized with them'. His object

would be very different from that of Pythagoras,

not to dive into religious mysteries, but to learn

practical wisdom, such as he might have applied

to the benefit of his country on his return, had he

not found its liberties overthrown by Pisistratus.

If we may believe Plato, however, he brought home
thence a wondrous tale of the ancient glories of

Athens, in times some thousand years prior to

Phoroneus and Niobe and Deucalion's flood, when

she had repelled an invasion of the inhabitants of

the since submerged island of Atlantis, who had

overrun the whole of the west, as far as Egypt

and Tyrrhenia^. There is much in the story

which betrays the desire of the priests of Sais at

once to ingratiate themselves with the Athenians,

by finding parallels between Attic and Egyptian

usages, and to maintain their own superiority; and

no historical inference can be drawn from any part

of it. Yet the mention of the impossibiUty of na-

vigating the Atlantic, in consequence of the mud

produced by the subsidence of the island, deserves

notice, in reference rather to the age of Plato than

of Solon. We have seen that after the time of

' Plut. Sol, 26. AoyicoTdrois ov<ri ^ Tim. iii. 25, Steph.

Tcov Upewv avve(f)iKo(r6(f)i](re.
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Herodotus it became the established opinion that

Africa could not be circumnavigated, owing to some

obstruction vaguely described. The modern navi-

gator finds neither mud nor shallows nor dead calms,

but the seaweed which covers the ocean south of

the Azores really does impede navigation, and would

have stopped the enterprise of Columbus, had he

not skilfully turned the terror of his crew into an

encouragement, by representing it as a proof that

land was near\ Should it hereafter be ascertained

that a ridge now covered by the Atlantic ocean once

joined the two worlds, the tale of the priest of Sais,

or of Plato, will only be an example of a guess

curiously fulfilled, like Seneca's prophecy of the

discovery of a new world.

Among the temples enlarged or decorated by

Amasis, that of Minerva at Sais was particularly

distinguished. He erected there propylsea, which,

both for height and size and the magnitude and the

quality of the stones employed, surpassed all others.

These he brought from the quarries of Memphis, as

well as the colossal figures and androsphinxes with

which the dromos was adorned. A monolithal

shrine of granite from the quarries of Elephantine

excited the especial admiration of Herodotus. Two
thousand men were appointed to bring it down

the Nile ; from Elephantine to Sais was an ordi-

nary navigation of only twenty days, but in this

case three years were occupied, probably because the

immense weight made it impossible to float it ex-

cept during the season of the high Nile. Its height

' See Grotc's Greece, 3, 382, note.
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was above thirty feet ; its depth, from front to back,
twelve feet ; its breadth twenty-one*. After all the
cost and labour bestowed on its extraction and
conveyance, it was not erected in the temple of

Minerva : as they were drawing it in, the super-

intendent of the works uttered a groan through
weariness of the labour and the thought of the time

that had been expended; and Araasis, either be-

cause he deemed this ominous, or because one of

the workmen had been killed in the process of

moving it on levers, would not allow it to be drawn
any further. When Herodotus visited Egypt, it

remained lying on the ground before the temple.

There remains at Tel-et-mai, the ancient Thmuis
in the Delta, a monolithal shrine of the granite of

Syene, bearing the name of Amasis, of similar form

to that which Herodotus describes ; but its length

is only twenty-one feet nine inches, and its breadth

thirteen feet^. Amasis erected also a colossus

seventy-five feet in height at Memphis, before the

temple of Ptah, and two of granite, twenty feet in

height, one on each side of the inner sanctuary. One
of the same size at Sais was prostrate like the great

colossus. Judging from analogy, we may suppose

that these were colossal statues of himself, which

the Persian conqueror of Egypt threw down, among

his other outrages on the memory of Amasis. He
also built a large and splendid temple to Isis at

Memphis^. Inscriptions are found on the rocks at

1 See note on Kenrick's Herod. ' Wilkinson, Manners^ and

2,175. He gives its measures as Customs, 1, 191; Mod. Eg. and

it lay on the ground ; consequently Thebes, 1, 440. Champ. Egj-pte

what he calls the length was the sous les Pharaons, 2, 114.

height, and so of the other dimen- ' Her. 2, 1 7'».

sions.
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Syene which confirm the accounts of Herodotus

respecting the extensive excavations made there by

this king for his various public works.

His reign lasted, according to the lists and Hero-

dotus S forty-four years ; and Rosellini has found a

tablet in the quarries of Mokattam, bearing his

name and this date^ His death took place in the

year 526 b.c, when his kingdom was on the point

of being invaded by Cambyses, the son of Cyrus.

Cyrus, the grandson of Astyages, and son of the

Cyaxares by whom Nineveh was besieged, had

united the empire of the Medes with that of the

Persians, and reduced Asia Minor, Lydia, and the

Grecian colonies into subjection. Babylon alone

remained in Western Asia as an independent state.

It is remarkable that Herodotus says nothing of

the expansion of the power of Babylon in the reign

of Nebuchadnezzar, but represents Nitocris, queen

of the Babylonians, as alarmed at the growing em-

pire of the Medes, after their capture of Nineveh^.

It should seem that immediately after this event,

accomplished by the alliance of the Medes and Ba-

bylonians, the Medes turned their arms towards

Lydia, and left Babylon in possession of the greater

part of the territories dependent on Nineveh ; for

> 3, 10. of the Sun," &c. Malek is found
' Mon. Stor. 2, 152. It has over some shields bearing this

been said by SirGardnerWilkinson name, but they may belong to the

(M. and C. 1, 179)> that the title Araasis mentioned by Herodotus
Melek is given to Amasis in some (4, 167), who lived in the reign of

of his legends. Dr. Wiseman (Lee- Darius. See Sharpe, Hist, of Egypt,

tures on Science and Revealed Re- plates 190, 191.

ligion, page 301) says, that Amasis ' Her. 1, 186. Tfjv MfjSap opSxra

on his monuments never receives dpxf)v fieyaXTju t( koi ovk aTptfii-

the Egyi^tian titles of royalty, but (ova-av a\\a t( dpaiprjfifva (la-Tfa

instead of a prrenonien the Semitic avmio-i, 4v bt dfj koI ttju Nlvov,

title of Melek. This is a mistake ;
TrpnftpiiXd^nro oan fdi'varo ^n-

Amasis has the usual titles, " Son Xtcrra.

1
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the king against whom Cyrus advanced is called,

not king of Babylon, but king of Assyria'. The
name of the queen Nitocris is so entirely Egyptian,
that we cannot hesitate to consider her as a daughter
of the Pharaohs^ The wife of Psammitichus I., and
the daughter of Psammis or Psammitichus II., both

bear this name^. Coupling this circumstance with

the absence of all hostility between Egypt and Ba-
bylon after the invasion of Nebuchadnezzar*, it

seems probable that Nebuchadnezzar had married

an Egyptian princess. The succession of the Ba-

bylonian kings is thus given by Ptolemy, whose

authority must be considered as the highest :

—

Years.

1. Nabocolassar (Nebuchadnezzar) 43
2. Illoaradamus 2
3. Nerigassolassar (Neriglissar) 4

4. Nabonadius 17

The Nabonadius of Ptolemy is evidently the La-

bynetus of Herodotus, the Belshazzar of Daniel,

and, according to Herodotus, the son of Nitocris.

Herodotus calls her husband also Labynetus, which

does not agree with Ptolemy ; but he appears to have

known only two Babylonian kings, both of whom
he calls Labynetus^. In what relation Illoaradamus

(Evilmerodach, Nebuchadnezzar's son) stood to

Neriglissar we do not learn from Ptolemy, but Be-

rosus^ informs us that Neriglissar was husband of

his sister, and put him to death. It seems probable

therefore that Nitocris was the widow of Nebuchad-

^ Her. 1, 188. * Labynetus the Babylonian,
2 Philostr. Vit. ApoU. 1, 25, calls whom he mentions (1, 74) as ma-

her a Median. king peace between the Lydians
' Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 2, 130, and Medcs, must be Nebuchad-

137. nezzar.
^ See p. 41.9 of this vol. " Jos. Apion. 1, 20.
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nezzar ^ ; that after the death of Neriglissar, who
reigned but four years, she was regent, or guardian

of her son Nabonadius, and that foreseeing the im-

pending attack of Cyrus, she performed those works

which Herodotus describes and praises for the pro-

tection of Babylonia against invasion. They are such

as might naturally suggest themselves to a native of

Egypt. That country had been rendered impracti-

cable for the operations of cavalryby its canals. The

Euphrates just above Babylon had previously flowed

in a straight channel ; she gave it such a winding

and interlaced course, that, according to Herodotus

(1, 185), in descending in a boat you were brought

thrice to the same place, and on the third day were

no further advanced than on the first. She raised an

embankment along the course of the river, resembling

that by which Memphis was protected ; and a re-

servoir like that of Mceris below the city to receive

the superfluous waters of the inundation. These

works were evidently intended to answer a double

purpose, to regulate the operations of the river, and

render the country inaccessible and difficult for an

invading army. Another of her works was the con-

struction of a bridge, consisting of piers on which

planks were laid, for joining the two parts of Ba-

bylon on the opposite sides of the Euphrates. We
know from the monuments that the Egyptians had

constructed such bridges some centuries before this

time*. All her precautions, however, were unavail-

» From Jeremiah xxvii. 7, it has perhaps " son's son " may only

been inferred that Nebuehadncz- mean a short succession, as Ilaldfs

zar's grandson was to lose his 7rat5<a»' roi k(v /ueroTrto-^c yfuavrai

power, and Evilmerodach may in Homer, an indefinitely long one.

have been the husband of Nitocris " See p. 268 of this vol.

and father of Labynetus. But
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ing; Cyrus defeated the Babylonians in the field,

and afterwards captured the city by drawing off the
waters of the river, and entering along its bed.
This was in the year 538 b.c. No hostility against
Egypt I followed the conquest of Babylon

; the at-

tention of Cyrus was drawn towards the nomadic
nations on his north-eastern frontier, and in an
expedition against the Massagetae, he lost his life

in the year 529 b.c He was succeeded by his son
Cambyses, who almost immediately began to pre-

pare for an expedition against Egypt.

Twenty-seventh Dynasty. Eight Persian kings.

Years.

1. Cambyses, in the fifth year of his reign over

Persia became king of Egypt, and reigned . . 6

2. Darius, son of Hystaspes 36

3. Xerxes the Great 21

4. Artabanus 7 months.

5. Artaxerxes 41

6. Xerxes 2 „

7. SOGDIANUS , 7 „

8. Darius, son of Xerxes 19

124 4 „

No single or personal cause is at all necessary to

account for an attack on a wealthy country like

^Sypt» ^y ^ newly-risen and aggressive power

such as that of the Medo-Persians, which, accord-

ing to Herodotus, '* would not rest*." In all recent

encounters between the armies of Egypt and those

of the great Asiatic states, Egypt had been worsted,

if we except the invasion of Sennacherib, whose

defeat the Egyptians themselves regarded as a

^ The assertion of Xenophon in justly rejected by historical critics,

his Cyropsedia, 1,1, that Cyrus con- ^ Ovk arpffiiCovaav. See note',

quered Egypt, is generally and p. 442.
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miracle. Popular tradition, however, supplied

many such causes. According to that which was

most evidently devised in order to soothe the

national pride of the Egyptians, Cambyses was

the son of Nitetis, a daughter of Apries, whom
Cyrus had taken as a secondary wife—whereas,

says Herodotus, it is notorious that no son of a

secondary wife could succeed to the throne of

Persia, and that Cambyses was the son of Cassan-

dane, the daughter of Pharnaspes, a man of the

Achaemenid family. The Persian story was, that

Cambyses had sent to Egypt to demand in mar-

riage a daughter of Amasis, who, knowing she

would be only a secondary wife and not his queen,

substituted a beautiful daughter of Apries, and

that Cambyses discovering the fraud, was so en-

raged that he determined to invade Egypt. This

story is refuted by chronology. Apries had died

more than forty years before, and his daughter',

though arrayed, as Herodotus says, ** in royal

vestments and gold," could never have gained the

affections of the youthful monarch, as the story

implies. Another version was that Nitetis was the

wife, not of Cambyses, but of Cyrus. A Persian

woman visiting his harem, was struck with the

beauty of the children of Cassandane, and praised

them greatly to their mother. " Yet would you

believe it," said Cassandane, *' Cyrus neglects me,

the mother of such children as these, to pay honour

to an Egyptian interloper^" On this, Cambyses,

^ Herodotus calls her f} nals, ' Tfjv an-' AlyvnTov (ttikttjtov

but we have before had occasion ep rtfig Tt^erat (3, 3).

to observe how Httle he troubles

himself with chronological diffi-

culties.
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her elder son, a boy of ten years of age, exclaimed,
** Therefore, mother, when I am a man, I will turn
Egypt upside down ;" and recollecting his promise
when he came to the throne, he prepared to invade

that country.

Among these various stories, one thing alone

appears to have the sanction of Herodotus. An
Egyptian, at the request of Cyrus, had been sent

to him by Amasis, as the most skilful ocuhst in

the country. This was equivalent to a perpetual

separation from his wife and children ; and either

in revenge, or in the hope of revisiting Egypt,

if war should result from the refusal of Amasis,

he urged Cambyses to demand his daughter.

The demand was probably refused—the Persians

said, eluded. It happened about the time when
Cambyses was preparing his expedition, that Amasis

had given offence to Phanes of Halicarnassus, one

of the commanders of his mercenary troops, a man
of great valour and ability. He had got on ship-

board, intending to join Cambyses, but Amasis,

knowing his estimation among his auxiliaries, and

his accurate acquaintance with everything relating

to Egypt, sent a trireme in pursuit of him. The

eunuch who had the command of the vessel over-

took and seized him in Lycia, but he made his

guards intoxicated, and escaped to Cambyses. The

Persian king was then deliberating how he should

pass the Desert between Egypt and Palestine, and

Phanes not only gave him information op this

point, but laid open ^ to him the whole state of

Amasis' affairs. This Desert of sand extends from

Kan lones (Jenysus), about five or six hours' tra-
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veiling to the south-west of Gaza, to Salahieh ia

Egypt. Along this distance of 107 geographical

miles there is no trace of vegetation, nor any water

fit for drinking ; the first sixty miles, from Kan
lones to the commencement of the Casian Mount
at the angle of the coast, are entirely destitute of

waters The sands of the Isthmus are loose and

shifting^, and the track was marked by tall poles.

The Casian Mount, on which a temple of Jupiter

stood, was only a ridge of sandy downs, somewhat

higher than the adjacent coast^. The sea-coast

anciently possessed by the Philistines as far south

as Jenysus was at this time in the power of the

Arabians, and from Jenysus to the confines of

Egypt, of the Syrians of Palestine'*. The Arabians

were Idumeans, who had encroached upon the

territory of the Jews^ and extended themselves

from Petra and the ^lanitic Gulf to the Mediter-

ranean. The Syrians, according to the use of that

name elsewhere by Herodotus, must have been

Jews, some of those fugitives who, as we learn

from various passages in the prophets, had settled

themselves, at the time of the Captivity, along the

frontiers of Egypt, from the neighbourhood of

Heliopolis to the sea. The Syriac language was

spoken there, even in the days of Jerome^.

^ *Awbp6v beivSfs. (Her. 3, 6.) M^'xP* 'Itjviktov ttoKios (ori tov
'' Nisi calami defixi regunt via *Apafiiov, dno fie 'irjvixrov, avris

non reperitur, subinde aura ves- 2vpa)v fitxP'- "^tp^t^vlhoi XlfMprjs.

tigia operiente. (Plin. N. II. 6,33.) (Her. 3, 5.) By "the boundaries
" Strabo, 16, p. 760. Lucan, of the city Cadytis" Herodotus

Phars. 8, 639. probably means Joppa, which was
**A7r6 ^oiviKTjs /xe'xP* ovjjcou rcov the^port of Jerusalem. (Strabo, 16,

KabvTios 7r6\ios, fj tarl 2vpa)v rciv 759.)

ndKaioTivcov KaXfOfifvav, dnb rav- * Ezek. xxxvi. 5.

Tijs TO. .(finopia TO €ni OaXda-aijs ' Hieron. ad Is. 19, 18. " Os-
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Phanes advised Caaibyses to avail himself of the

aid of the Idumaeans for accomplishing his passage

through the Desert. Without their friendship he
could have obtained no adequate supply of water':

he had an auxiliary fleet of Asiatic Greeks, lonians

and Cohans whom his father had reduced ; but

the nature of the coast precludes the possibility

that an army should be supplied by a fleet accom-

panying its progress. It is destitute of harbours,

and the shore is bordered by shifting sands, which

appear firm, but give way under the foot^. The
Egyptian kings had made no provision for a supply

of water in this Desert, whose sands were a better

bulwark to their kingdom than any wall or trench^.

Cambyses entered into a treaty for this purpose

with the Idumaeans. According to their usage, it

was ratified by the representatives of the two con-

tracting parties allowing a vein to be opened with a

sharp stone in one of their hands, beside the middle

finger. With a shred from the outer garment of

each dipped in the blood, the person who officiated

then anointed seven stones placed in the midsf*,

and called on Dionysus and Urania by the names

of Orotal and Alilat to sanction the pledge^. Dif-

tracinam et ceteras juxta Rhino- of Antigonus, and the danger to

coluram et Casium civitates usque which his fleet was exposed,

hodie in J^gypto lingua Canaani- ^ Rennell's Geogr. of Herodotus,

tide, hoc est Syra, loqui manifes- 1, 339.

turn est." See p. 321 of this vol. * Compare Gen. xxi. 28. "To
note \ swear" in Hebrew is literally " to

1 Herod. 3, 88. seven" JT^ti^. Traces of this prac-

2 From Strabo (16, 758) it seems tice of taking an oath before a

as if there were a tide here as in stone were found at Athens. (Poll,

the Syrtes, and several other bays Onom. viii. 9, 86.)

of the Mediterranean, which in- ^ Probably the Sun and Moon,

creased the danger of passing, who appear from Job xxxi. 26, 27,

especially as they were of irregular to have been worshiped in Idumsea,

occurrence. See in Diod. 20, 73 the country of the patriarch.

seq. the account of the expedition

VOL. II. 2 G
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ferent accounts were given of the manner in which

the necessary quantity of water was supplied. It

was said that a river had been conveyed through

leather hose into three reservoirs on different parts

of the line of march. But no such river existed

anywhere within reach, and it appears that a great

number of camels were laden with water-skins, and

driven by the Idumseans to those points in the

Desert at which the army of Cambyses would halt.

The Book of Job affords a proof that the Idumseans

possessed very numerous herds of camels, which in

this age were unknown, except as foreign animals,

on the western side of the Isthmus of Suez*. The

Persians immediately took measures to secure a

regular passage, by laying down vessels of earthen-

ware beside the track, which were filled with water*

from the Nile.

Amasis died (525 b.c.) while Cambyses was pre-

paring his expedition^, and had been embalmed and

consigned to the tomb which he had constructed for

himself in the temple of Minerva at Sais. His son

PsAMMENiTus asscmblcd his Greek and Egyptian

forces, and awaited the approach of the Persians in

his camp near Pelusium. Before the armies en-

gaged, the lonians and Carians took a cruel revenge

on Phanes, by whose treachery the enemy had been

' See Ritter, Asien, 13, 757- and Schweighaeuser (ad Athen. 2,
' This practice the Nabathrcan 67) to the expedition of Cam-

Arabs also used. (Diod. 19, 94.) byscs. But the description evi-

They buried pots full of rain-water dently belongs to a much later

in the Desert, in places known only period of the Persian Monarchy,
to themselves. See Rennell, u. s. nor is it easy to conceive how the

' A passage of Theopompus, reign of Cambyses should come
preserved by Longinus, sect. 43, witliin the scope of any work of

and describmg the *cara/3an-tr of Theopompus, who wrote a History

some Persian king into Egypt, of the latter part of the Pelopon-
has been referred by Toup {I.e.) nesian war and the reign of Philip.
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enabled to pass the Desert. His children, whom
he had left behind him in Egypt, were brought out,

one at a time, into the space between the camps in

view of their father, their throats cut, and the

blood, which was received into a goblet, mixed
with w^ine and water, and drunk by the auxiliaries.

" And so," says the historian, " they went to

battle'/^

The calamitous issue of the battle had been por-

tended to the Egyptians by the fall of a shower of

rain at Thebes^; it was obstinate, and attended

with great slaughter on both sides, but ultimately

the Persians triumphed, and the Egyptians fled in

disorder to Memphis. The field remained strewed

with skulls in the time of Herodotus, and those of

the Egyptians could be distinguished from the

Persians by their superior hardness (a fact con-

firmed by the mummies), the result, as he thought,

of the practice of shaving the head from infancy.

We read of no outrages or acts of cruelty com-

mitted by Cambyses on occasion of his victory

;

he sent a Mitylenean vessel, with a Persian herald

on board, to Memphis to propose a pacification.

The Egyptians, as soon as they saw it approaching,

rushed down in a body, destroyed the ship, hacked

the crew to pieces, and exposed their mutilated

limbs on the wall. Cambyses immediately formed

the siege of Memphis, which held out for a con-

siderable time, but ultimately surrendered. Ten

' According to Polyaenus (7, 9) preventing them from using their

Cambyses usedastratagem, placing missiles against the Persians as

in front of his line, dogs, sheep, they approached,

cats, ibises and other animals held ^ Her. 3, 10.

sacred by the Egyptians, and thus

2 g2
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days after its capture, 2000 Egyptian youths were

led out to be put to death, in reprisal for the 200

men of the Mitylenean vessel whom the people of

Memphis had massacred. This was no sudden act

of furious revenge on the part of Cambyses ; the

royal judges had decided that a tenfold retribution

must take place. Darius without such provocation

empaled 3000 of the most eminent Babylonians ^

The law of reprisals is terrible in its operation,

falHng on the innocent instead of the guilty, or

at best involving both ; but it is the ultima ratio

which upholds the law of nations, clearly violated

by the Egyptians. Herodotus thus relates the scene

which passed. I regret the necessity of giving his

narrative in any other language than his own :

—

'* Ten days after Memphis had surrendered,

Cambyses brought out Psammenitus, who had been

six months king of Egypt, and seating him, exposed

to public contumely, in the suburb, along with

other Egyptians of the first rank, put his spirit to

the proof in this way. Having dressed the daughter

of Psammenitus in the garb of a slave, he sent her

forth carrying a pitcher to fetch water, and with her

the maiden daughters of the chief men, in a similar

garb to that of the princess. The other parents,

when their children came opposite to where they

sat, lifted up their voices and wept at the sight of

their afflicted condition ; but Psammenitus, though

he recognized his daughter, only bent his head

towards the ground. When these were gone by,

Cambyses made his son pass before him along

with 2000 other Egyptians of the same age, gagged,

» Herod. 3, 159.

I
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and with ropes round their necks, who were on

their way to execution, in reprisal for the Mity-

leneans who had been put to death at Memphis.
The other Egyptians who sat near him wept and

lamented as before ; but Psammenitus, though he

saw them pass, and knew that his son was on his

way to death, did as he had done when his daughter

went by. But when they all had passed, there

happened to come by an aged man, who had been

one of his table-companions, now stripped of every-

thing, and begging from the soldiers. On the

sight of him Psammenitus burst into tears, and,

calling on his friend's name, beat his head in grief.

Men had been stationed to watch him, and report

his behaviour to Cambyses, who, being astonished,

sent a messenger to him with this inquiry,

—

* Psammenitus, thy lord Cambyses asks thee why,

when thou sawest thy daughter in affliction and

thy son going forth to death, thou didst neither

weep nor utter any exclamation, but hast shown

respect to this beggar, who, as I hear, is no way

allied to thee.' Thus Cambyses questioned, and

thus Psammenitus replied :
—

' O son of Cyrus, the

misfortunes of my own family were too great for

weeping, but the sorrow of my companion deserved

tears ; on the threshhold of old age he has fallen

from great prosperity into beggary.' " The history

beautifully illustrates the difference between the

misery that closes, and the sympathy that unlocks

the source of tears, and the sequel shows that it

was not lost on Cambyses. The Persians who

were present wept ; Croesus, who had followed

Cambyses from Lydia, wept ; he himself (it is the
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Egyptians who report) felt some touch of pity*;

he commanded the son of Psammenitus to be

spared, and his father to be brought from the

suburb to his presence. The son had suffered

before the messenger arrived ; but Psammenitus

was conducted to Cambyses, and for the present

lived unmolested in his household.

From Memphis Cambyses went to Sais, and com-

manded the mummy of Amasis to be brought forth

from its repository. It was subjected to various

indignities, the hair was plucked off, the body

pierced and beaten with stripes. But the process

of embalmment had made it so firm, that all this

produced little change in it, and Cambyses ordered

it to be burnt. This was an act, according to He-

rodotus, equally abhorrent to the feelings both of

Persians and Egyptians ; for the Persians, who
esteemed fire to be a god, would regard its employ-

ment for the consumption of a dead body as a pol-

lution^. The Egyptians believed or pretended^ that

it was not really the corpse of their late king which

underwent these indignities, but that Amasis, fore-

seeing the violation of his sepulchre, of which he

had been warned by an oracle, had buried a corpse

close to the entrance, and commanded his son to

inter his own in an interior recess. Such outrages

on the remains of the dead are justly reprobated as

' Her. 3, 14. 'Qs de Xfyerai v-n tract in Photius is obscure), but
AtyuTTTtW— avT& Kq/i/Suot; eorcX- he charges Herodotus with false-

6(iv oIktov Tiva. hood, and there is no other part of
^ Ctesias (Pcrs. § 57. Bahr.) ap- the history- to which he can refer,

pears to deny this burning of the ' AJ ueu wv (k tov 'Afidaios ev-

body of Amasis, but only on the roKai axrrai oC fioi boKtova-iv dp^^u
ground tliat it was not accordant yevfaBat, aXXas ^' aura AlyvTrrioi

with Persian usage. He does not affivovu. (Her. .S, 16.)

indeed mention Amasis (the ex-
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efFusions of impotent rage, but they have been too

often imitated among Christian nations.

As Egypt was subdued, and apparently incapable

of resistance, Cambyses planned three expeditions

for the extension and security of his conquests.

The people of Libya bordering on Egypt surren-

dered without a battle, submitted to become tribu-

taries, and sent presents with which Cambyses was

satisfied. The people of Cyrene and its colony,

Barca^ did the same ; but he either despised their

gifts or doubted their sincerity, and flung the 500

minse of silver which they had sent him in handfuls

to his soldiery. He allowed, however, Ladice, the

widow of Amasis, to return unmolested to Cyrene,

her native city. The Carthaginians were the only

other power in Northern Africa from whom Cam-

byses had anything to fear. They were at this time

in the height of their prosperity, predominant over

the colonies which they had planted among the

Libyan tribes, without a rival in naval power in the

western part of the Mediterranean^, and enriched

by an extensive traffic both maritime and inland.

They could be reached, however, only by sea, and

Persia had no fleet of her own, depending on her

Greek subjects and her Cyprian and Phoenician

allies^ ; and Carthage being a colony of Tyre, the

Phoenicians professed to regard it as an impiety to

attack their own children. Cambyses did not think

it expedient to attempt to force them, and the rest

1 Her. 4, 160. It had been mark its site. (Hitter, Erdk. 1,

founded about thirty years before. 942.) ,
, nu

The remains of walls and sepul- '' They had defeated the Pho-

chres at Merge, about eight miles casans in a great naval battle B.C.

from Cyrene, which were first dis- 53^5.

covered bv Delia Cella, appear to •' Her. 3, If).
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of his fleet not being able alone to cope with the

Carthaginians, they escaped being reduced into

slavery to Persia.

Nothing has contributed more to procure for

Cambyses the character of a frantic madman than

his expedition to Ethiopia. Had it been really un-

dertaken against a people living, as Herodotus sup-

posed, where Africa is washed by the southern sea'

and in revenge for an insulting message, he would

have deserved this character. But we must distin-

guish between the Ethiopia of Egyptian history and

the Ethiopia of Greek mythology. The former is

better known in this age than in the age of Hero-

dotus. Its seat was in Upper Nubia, Dongola and

Meroe, and though we have heard of no invasion

of the Egyptian territories by the Ethiopians since

the accession of the Saitic dynasty, we have no

ground to believe that their power was so decayed as

to be no longer formidable to Egypt, especially to

Egypt when become a province of Persia, and filled

with a discontented population. Sound reasons of

policy might therefore induce Cambyses to under-

take an expedition against it. The narrative of He-

rodotus is altogether romantic. Even in the time

of Homer the Greek fancy was excited by tales

respecting the Ethiopians. They were a blameless

race, extending from the rising to the setting sun,

devoted to the worship of the gods, and honoured

by their special presence. If Homer had any di-

stinct conception of their geographical position, he

probably placed them immediately above Egypt,

whence he believed them to spread in indefinite ex-

' Ilur. ;j, lU.
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tension to the east and west, wherever there was a
rumour of sun-blackened men. But in the age of

Herodotus the countries which bordered upon Egypt,

though rarely visited by Greeks, were too well known
to be the scene of prodigies ; the course of the Nile

to Meroe was explored and measured ; it was be-

lieved that the limits of geographical knowledge had

been carried forward a thousand miles above Meroe

by the settlement of the Automoli. Yet fiction

would not for this loose its hold of the Ethiopians

;

to Herodotus as to Homer they were still "the

remotest of men, dwelUng on the shores of the

ocean^;" but the ocean was now the southern

boundary of Africa, a real sea, though misconceived

by Herodotus in regard to its position and direction.

The barbarism of the tribes who dwelt to the south of

Meroe, and their consequent freedom from the vices

of civilization, afforded an opportunity for making

them the heirs of that peculiar favour of the gods

which their mythic predecessors had enjoyed ; they

surpass all men in beauty, strength and longevity,

and instead of living by laborious culture of the

soil, a table covered with flesh was said to be re-

newed every night by the bounty of their chief god,

the Sun.

The first step which Cambyses took in the exe-

cution of his enterprise was to send an exploring

party into Ethiopia. Where the Ethiopia lay which

he was intending to invade, is evident from his choice

of spies. Psammitichus, as we have mentioned, had

trained a body of the Ichthyophagi, the inhabitants

of the eastern coast of the Red Sea, southward of

1 II. V'',
205; a, 423. 0(l.a',22.
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Berenice, to assist him in seeking the fountains of

the Nile, and a chief requisite for this purpose would

be a knowledge of the language of the Ethiopians,

who occupied the banks of the Nile for more than

a thousand miles of its course. They appear to

have been permanently established at Elephantine,

the frontier town of the two nations and languages,

where their services as interpreters would be equally

valuable to the Egyptians and Ethiopians ^ The
subsequent proceedings are thus related by Hero-

dotus :

—

'* When the Ichthyophagi appeared before the

king of the Ethiopians, bringing the gifts which

Cambyses had entrusted to them (a purple garment,

a twisted golden collar and bracelets, an alabaster

vase of perfume and a jar of palm wine), they thus

spoke :
' Cambyses, king of the Persians, wishing

to be on a footing of friendship and hospitality with

thee, has sent us to confer with thee, and offers thee

as gifts these things, in using which he himself most

delights.' The king of Ethiopia, knowing that they

had come as spies, replied to them thus :
* The king

of Persia has not sent you with these gifts because

he values my friendship, but ye are come to spy

out my kingdom : nor is he a just man ; for if he

had been, he would not have desired any other

country than his own, nor have reduced to slavery

men who had done him no injury whatever. Give

him then this bow, and say these words to him,

—

The king of the Ethiopians advises the king of the

Pergians not to invade the long-hved Ethiopians

' Her. 3, 19. Strabo, 1/, p. R18. is ambiguous, but it is probable he
The expression of Herodotus, 2, 29, meant Elephantine by 7 i^^aos.
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till the Persians can draw with ease such large bows
as this, and then to come with superior forces. Till

that time, let him thank the gods that they do not

put it into the hearts of the Ethiopians to add to

their own territory.' Then unstringing his bow he
gave it to the messengers of Cambyses. Next,

taking up the purple garment, he asked what it

was, and how it was made. The Ichthyophagi

having told him all about purple and dyeing, he

said they were deceitful men and their garments de-

ceitful. Then he inquired about the golden collar

and bracelets, and when the Ichthyophagi explained

the ornaments, he laughed and said that they had

stronger fetters than these, thinking they were

meant for fetters. In the third place he inquired

about the perfume ; and when they told him how

it was made and how it was used, he said the same

thing as about the purple garment. But when he

came to the wine and heard how it was made, being

excessively delighted with the draught he inquired

on what the king lived, and what was the longest

life that a Persian attained. They told him, on

bread, explaining the nature of wheat, and that 80

years was the longest term of life that awaited man.

* No wonder, then,' said the Ethiopian, * if those

who live on dirt have such short lives ; they would

not even have lived so long if they had not kept

themselves up with this liquor ; in this one thing

the Persians have the advantage of us.' The Ich-

thyophagi in their turn questioned the king about

the life and diet of his people, and he said that the

majority of them lived to 120 years and some even

more; that their food was boiled flesh, and their

drink was milk. When they expressed their won-
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der that the Ethiopians lived so long, he led them

to a fountain, which made those who bathed in it

sleek as if it had been oil, and had a fragrance like

violets, and so light that neither wood nor bodies

lighter than wood would swim in it ; they all sunk

to the bottom. Next they were taken to the prison,

where all the prisoners had fetters of gold, and to

the table of the Sun."

The view which a barbarian takes of the arts of

civilized life always affords a lively contrast, and

the opportunity of covert satire on artificial man-

ners. Such is evidently the purpose with which

this scene has been described. The king of the

Ethiopians treats the dyed garment as a fraud, the

perfumed ointment as a corruption of the simplicity

of nature^ and takes the royal ornaments for the

collar and fetters of a culprit. In one thing only

does he admit the superiority of the Persian—the

art of producing wine, everywhere the most irre-

sistible attraction to the savage. There is a certain

adaptation in the story to what was known or be-

lieved respecting the interior of Africa, but it can

only be received as a happy fiction. The Ichthyo-

phagi vanish and re-appear, like theatrical messen-

gers, without any note of time, Cambyses remaining

as it should seem at Memphis, while they go to " the

ends of the earth'* and return*. The sole fact on

' Tlie rustic served the same the king of Ethiopia to Herodotus,
purpose of contrast to Virgil, as or the author of the tale :

—

Si non .... varios inhiant pulchra tcstudinc postes

Alba neque Assyria fucatur lann veneno,

Nee casta liquidi cotirnmpitur usus olivi;

At secura quies, cset.—Georg. 2, 461.

' In its disregard of time and Wolga, Her. 4. (See Mr. Grote's

distance this story resembles that remarks. Hist, of Greece, 4, 356.)

of the expedition of Darius to the

I
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which we can rely is, that Cambyses sent an ex-
ploring party before he set out on his march against

Ethiopia, a wise precaution, not indicative of that

frenzy which the Egyptians imputed to all his

actions.

When they returned, provoked, as Herodotus

says, at the message of the king, he set out for

Ethiopia. The Greeks were left behind at Mem-
phis, and we are consequently deprived of the

benefit of their evidence, as to the real events of

the expedition. Taking with him the whole of his

land forces, he proceeded from Memphis to Thebes.

Hence it is said he detached 50,000 men' with

orders to reduce the Ammonians, and burn the

temple of Jupiter ; with the remainder he pursued

his march towards Ethiopia. He had made no

provision of magazines of corn, and before he had

accomplished a fifth part of the way, the victuals

which the soldiers carried with them failed. They

then devoured the beasts of burthen, but even this

did not induce Cambyses to renounce his project

;

he still pressed on. The soldiers supported them-

selves on herbs, as long as the ground furnished

them with any supply ; but when they came into the

sand, such was the extremity of their suiFering, that

they cast lots among ten, and he on whom the lot

fell was devoured by the rest. Then Cambyses

repented, and led back his army to Thebes, aban-

doning his enterprise against Ethiopia.

It would not be easy, from the brief description

of Herodotus, to decide the direction of Cambyses'

' This number far exceeds what credible that Cambyses should have

would be necessary for the purpose withdrawn all his native troops at

of occupying the oases, nor is it once from Egypt.
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march beyond the frontiers of Egypt. Nature,

however, has marked out the Hnes of communica-

tion between it and the country which he was

endeavouring to reach, and they remain the same

in all ages. He might have followed the Nile

upwards from Syene, through Nubia and Dongola,

to Gebel-el-Birkel, and so further to Meroe ; but

this would have occupied many months, and would

not have involved him in that Desert of sand which

ultimately compelled him to return. He might

have struck at once from Syene into the Desert,

to proceed by the track which the caravans from

Sennaar now often take, and which Bruce and

Burckhardt followed ; but this would be incon-

sistent with the account of Herodotus, who repre-

sents the soldiers as supporting themselves on the

scanty vegetation which they found, before they

entered the sand. The third track is that which

is most commonly pursued by caravans and tra-

vellers at the present day. From Syene they ascend

the river to Korosko (Derr), about half way be-

tween the First and Second Cataract. Here an

Akaba or mountain pass opens into the valley of

the Nile, leading through the Desert, by a route

of about 250 miles, to Abou Hammed, near the

island Mogreb, where it rejoins the river just at

the beginning of its great bend to the south-west ^

The first part of the march, for about sixty miles,

lies through a valley bordered by sandstone hills

not wholly destitute of vegetation, since Hoskins

was informed that the Bishareen Arabs come hither

in the season to pasture their flocks*. Beyond
1 See vol. i. p. 26.
' Russegger, Reisen, 2nd B. P. 1, p. 423. Hoskins, p. 23.
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this valley lies a plain of desert sand, called Atmoor-
hela-ma, the sea without water, extending to the
south for fifty miles, on the west to the Second
Cataract, and on the east nearly to the Red Sea'.

The desert is seen here in all its horrors, which
have been in some measure relieved by a variety

in the scenery while passing through the rocky

valley. The want of water is aggravated by the

illusion which presents everywhere lakes and pools

to the traveller suffering the extremity of thirst.

The wind, sweeping over the unsheltered plain,

raises pillars of sand, which choke the breathing-

passages, while the heat of the blast relaxes his

strength and augments his distress. Even the

obstinacy of Cambyses was compelled to yield to

the sufferings of his followers and their dreadful

effects ; could he have struggled through the sand,

there was still considerably more than 100 miles to

be accomplished through a region of barren rock,

before he could have reached the Nile at Abou
Hammed. This desert, however, is not impassable

for an army^, if proper precautions be taken. In

the reign of Augustus^ the Ethiopians under Can-

dace had advanced as far as Elephantine, the Roman
garrison being weakened by the withdrawal of part

of the troops under ^hus Gallus to attack the

Arabians. Petronius, with about 10,000 infantry

and 800 horse, first of all drove them from Elephan-

tine into the fortress of Pselcis (Dakke), between

Syene and Korosko, and then, as the remains of the

^ See Russegger's Karte von from what Mr. Hoskins says, that

Nubien. hieroglyphics are found near some
2 That it was commonly tra- of the wells (^. 24).

versed in ancient times is evident ^ Strabo, 1/, p. 822.
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army had fled into the Desert, '* passing through the

tract of sand^ where the army of Cambyses was

overwhelmed, a violent wind falling upon them 2,

came to Premnis, a strong place which he took,

and then advanced against Napata." The Premnis

here spoken of must be the Primis Magna of Pto-

lemy^. He places it beyond Napata, and just above

Meroe, in his enumeration of towns on the eastern

or right bank of the Nile. It must therefore have

been somewhere near the termination of the pass

of Korosko at Abou Hammed. Petronius was de-

terred from proceeding further south by the heat

and the sand"^, and could not remain where he

was with his whole army. He refortified Premnis,

garrisoned it with 400 men, victualled it for two

years, and returned to Alexandria. In his absence

Candace attacked Premnis, but Petronius was in

time to relieve the garrison, and compelled the queen

to send an embassy to Caesar. In this age the De-

sert had been long known and often travelled by

those who passed between Egypt and Meroe, but

to Cambyses and his army its difficulties were un-

known, and it is not wonderful that he should have

been baffled in his attempt to cross it. The name
of Magazine of Cambyses^, which Ptolemy places

».eti/ey was the appropiiate name tf (17°) 'EpT(v$ev 8e vrjao-
for these sandy regions. Clearehus TroifiTat 17 M(p6jj x<"pa-
(Athen. 8, 345) wrote a treatise, 4 x)ion Cass. hb. 64, p. 734,
nfoi Oti/wi/, De Locis Arenosis. Reiz. He calls Napata, Tavdnr).

^ Strabo has confounded the ex- 6 Kafiftvaov Ta/xu la, Ptolemy, 4,
pedition against Ethiopia with that 7. it was on the left bank of the
against Ammonium, but it is evi- river. Taftitlov was not merely a
dent he believed the army of Cam- treasury, but a storehouse or ma-
byses to have been m the sandy gazine. (Pollux, 9, 6.) According
desert. to the account of Pliny, Petronius

3 Ptol. Geogr. 4, 7, p._302, ed. returned to Napata, on his second
Wilberg. nplfiis MeyaKij ^/S (62°) expedition, by the valley of the
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in lat. 18°, shows that while the main army at-

tempted the passage of the Desert, another part

advanced by the valley of the Nile into Upper
Nubia; and this country remained tributary to

Persia\

His expedition against Ammonium has been at-

tributed to the same uncalculating frenzy as that

against Ethiopia, inflamed by the fanatical wish to

destroy the celebrated temple of Ammon. At this

time, however, Cambyses had committed no out-

rages against the Egyptian religion, and had his

object been only to occupy Ammonium and destroy

its temple, it might have been reached with much
greater ease from Lower Egypt. It was evidently

his design to take possession of all these Oases,

which might serve as retreats and mustering-places

for the discontented Egyptians, and nests for rob-

bers who might interrupt commerce. This was a

wise poUcy for the new sovereign of Egypt, and the

Great Oasis was accordingly occupied under Darius

his successor. The fate of the 50,000 men said to

have marched against it was never distinctly known.

They reached in safety the Great Oasis, which is

nearly in the same latitude as Thebes, and about

120 miles distant from it ; it was inhabited by Sa-

mians of the iEschrionian phyle, who had probably

found their way to it from the north, as Ammonium

Nile, through Nubia and Dongola, ferred the popular account of the

for he enumerates the places which First.

he took, in this order: Pselcis, Pri- ' Her. 3, 97; 7, 69. Josephus,

mis (Ibrim), Aboccis (Aboosimbel), Ant. 2, 10, represents Cambyses as

Pthuris (Farras) , Cambusis, Atteva, conquering the capital of Ethiopia

Stadisis, " ubi Nilus prsecipitans and changing its name from Saba

se, fragore auditum accolis aufert." to Meroe. Diodorus (!,.'«) 8j>cak8

(6, 29.) This must be the Third of Cambyses as occupying Lthio-

Cataract, to which Pliny has trans- pia, meaning probably only N ubia.

VOL. IT. 2 H
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appears to have had also a Greek population \

Their route after leaving it would lie through the

Oasis of El Farafreh in lat. 27°, nearly opposite

Siout in Egypt, and thence through the Oasis of El

Bacharieh, or the Little Oasis, in lat. 28° 20'. But

it was only known that they never reached Ammo-
nium, and never returned. The Ammonians said

that they had arrived about half way ^ between the

Great Oasis and their own, and while sitting down

to take their meal were overwhelmed by a sudden

and violent wind which buried them under heaps

of sand. No well-attested instance is known of a

traveller being deprived of life by the fall of the

moving pillars of sand in the Desert, much less of

whole armies and caravans being buried by them^.

Nor is there any necessity to have recourse to this

supposition to explain the loss of Cambyses' army.

They may have been misled by their guides ; they

may have found the wells dry or choked with sand,

at which they expected to renew their supply of

water ; the wind may have obliterated the track by

which they had advanced, and baffled their attempt

to return. In all these cases they must perish mi-

serably, and the traveller who saw their shrivelled

bodies or their skeletons, covered with the drifted

sand, would naturally suppose that its fall had bu-

ried them alive 4. The expedition of Cyrus against

* Her. 2, 32. Vol. i. p. 72. (rrjfjic'ia, ov8e ^crriu fldtuai tua xpn
'' MfTa^v Kov /itiXto-Ta avTa>v Tf 7ropfV€(rdai, KaOantp iv TreXdyf t, T7

Koi TTjs 'Oao-tor. (Her. 3, 2G.) ^dfifita' on aijiMua ovk errrt KaT&
^ Compare the accounts of I3ruce ttjv 6d6v, ovrt nov opos, oure depdpov,

(6, 458) with those of Blirckhardt. oCre yf)\o(f)oi ^(jiatoi avea-TijKuTfs,

(Nubia, 1, 207.) ols naiv oi obirat TtKpaipoivro &v
* "Avffios voTos imtv Trvfixrij iv rfju nopfiav, Ka6direp 01 vaiirai rois

fK(iv(o Tw X'^PV' '"^^ yj^dppov (TTt- aarpoit. (Arrian, 3, 3, of theraarch

(f>opei eVi fitya, iKot d^avi^eTai tci of Alexander to Ammouiuin.)
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the Massagetae was rash ; so was that of Darius
against the Scythians ; but the Desert expeditions

of Cambyses were far more rash, because, hke Na-
poleon in Russia, he committed himself to a strife

with the powers of nature.

We are not informed when it was that Psamrae-

nitus endeavoured to raise an insurrection in Egypt,

but it was probably during the absence of Cambyses
on his Ethiopian expedition, when the country seems

to have been left with few troops, except the Gre-

cian, Phoenician and Cyprian mercenaries. It is

therefore not wonderful that he treated Egypt on

his return with much greater severity than before.

Psaramenitus, who might have retained the vice-

royalty of Egypt, as Herodotus assures us, had he

known how to remain quiet S was compelled to put

himself to death by drinking bull's blood. Thebes

first felt his vengeance, and here he began those

outrages upon the religion of Egypt which made

his name odious to the priesthood. Probably they

had sympathized with the attempt of Psammenitus,

and had ill concealed their joy at the disasters of

Cambyses. The temples were not only stripped of

their wealth in gold, silver^ and ivory, which was

carried to Persia, but burnt ; and no doubt ruins

which were the work of time and earthquakes, and

the neglect which is the lot of a deserted capital,

were attributed to this arch-enemy of their country

and religion. The rage of Cambyses against the

priesthood was inflamed by hatred and contempt

for their rites and dogmas. The Persians were not

monotheists, in the sense in which the Hebrews

» Her. 3, 15, ' Diod. 1, 46.

2 H 2
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were so; they worshiped the elements, earth, air,

water, and before all fire ; the whole circle of hea-

ven was their supreme god ; but they viewed with

abhorrence the confinement of the deity within the

walls of a temple and his representation under a

human form. They offered sacrifices, but without

altar, or fire, or libation, or sprinkling of sacred meal,

or musics These differences were quite sufficient

to awaken the spirit of intolerance, which is natu-

rally the strongest, when the most opposite opinions

come into collision ; when the monotheist is opposed

to the polytheist, the iconoclast to the idolater^. In

such conflicts a fanatical persecution is the first re-

sult ; interest subsequently dictates toleration, if the

parties have need of each other's services.

A circumstance occurred which called forth in all

its bitterness the contempt of the Persian for Egyp-

tian superstition. When Cambyses arrived at Mem-
phis he found the people feasting and in holiday

attire, and suspecting that it was a rejoicing for his

own defeat, he summoned the magistrates of Mem-
phis to his presence and asked them why these

festivities were going on now, though he had seen

nothing of the kind when he was in Memphis before.

They replied that a god had appeared among them

as he was wont to do, but at considerable intervals

of time. He regarded their answer as a falsehood,

and commanded them to be put to death. Next

he sent for the priests, and as they gave him the

same account, he said he would know whether a

* Herod. 1, 131. rietibus includerent deos quibus
' Cic. de Legg. 2, 10, Magis omnia deberent esse patentia ac

auctoribus Xerxes inflammasse libera, quoruniqiie hie miuulus

templa Grcccia; dicitur quod pa- omnis templum esset et domus.
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god had really made his appearance among the

Egyptians in the shape of a domesticated beast',

and ordered Apis to be brought in. When he saw
a young steer fantastically marked, he drew his

short sword and aimed a blow at the belly of Apis,

but struck him on the thigh. " O stupid mortals,"

he exclaimed, '* are these your gods? creatures of

flesh and blood, and sensible to the touch of steel

!

But ye shall not with impunity make me your

laughing-stock." He then commanded the priests

to be scourged, and every Egyptian to be put to

death who should be found engaged in festivity.

Apis died of his wound, and was buried by the

priests without the knowledge of Cambyses. He
had not before been of sound mind, and, as the

Egyptians said, became quite mad from the moment
of this impious deed. HeUopolis, the seat of the

worship of the bull Mnevis, suffered equally with

Memphis from his fanaticism : both here and at

Thebes the obelisks bore marks of the fires in which

the temples had been consumed^. Various other

acts are recorded of him, indicative not so much of

intolerance or cruelty, as of that heedlessness or in-

solence which in the gratification of curiosity over-

looks the wound inflicted on the feelings of others.

He went into the temple of Ptah and made great

sport of the deformed and pygmy image of the god ;

he also entered the temple of the Cabiri, the reputed

sons of Ptah, and burnt their wooden images. He
opened many of the ancient tombs and inspected

the mummies. " I am quite convinced," says He-

^ El deos Tis xft/^0'7^'?^ «"'*'yM«»'Of ^ Strabo, 17, p- ^05.

fir) AlyvTrTioicri. (Her. 2, 28.)
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rodotus after relating these things, " that Cambyses

was very mad ; he would not else have treated tem-

ples and estabhshed usages with ridicule. For if

one were to propose to all men to select from all

the usages in the world those which they deemed

the best, they would each, after dehberate compari-

son, fix on their own. None therefore but a mad-

man would treat these things with ridicule. And
that this is the judgement of all men respecting

their own usages I infer from many other proofs,

and from this instance more especially. Darius

once called the Greeks who were near him to his

presence, and asked them for what consideration

they would devour their dead parents ; and they

answered, for none that could be named. After

this Darius called the Callatian Indians, who are

accustomed to eat their dead parents, and asked

them by an interpreter in the presence of the

Greeks, for what consideration they would agree to

burn their parents' corpses ; and they with a loud

outcry begged him not to shock their ears with

such horrid words. Well has Pindar written, that

Usage is lord of all." Had Herodotus, who here

expresses the feeling of his own humane and reve-

rent mind, been acquainted with the history of per-

secution, he would hardly have concluded Cambyses

to be mad, because he treated with contempt the

religious convictions and practices of others.

The acts of cruelty which Cambyses subsequently

committed, his putting to death his brother Smerdis

and his wife', who was also his sister,—his murder
^ We may observe that the ity in the Egyptian version of the

cruelty of his behaviour towards story. (Her. o, 32.)

his wife is aggravated into brutal-
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of the son of Prexaspes and execution of twelve
Persians—belong rather to Persian than Egyptian
history. We might conclude from them that he
was really frantic, were there not so many parallel

instances of cruelty in the acts of oriental sove-

reigns, and even of the successors of Cambyses
himself. When Oiobazus supplicated that one of

his three sons might remain with him, the wise and
humane Darius promised that, as he was his friend

and his request was moderate, they should all be

left, and ordered them immediately to be put to

deaths In answer to a similar request, Xerxes

commanded the eldest son of his host, Pythius the

Lydian, to be cut in half^, that the army might

march between the portions of his body. If the

lust and cruelty of Henry VIII. appear less brutal

than those of Cambyses, it is only because Christian

civilization and the forms of a constitutional govern-

ment imposed a certain restraint on the English

sovereign. Cambyses, no doubt, was subject to

epilepsy, which may have weakened his power of

self-control ; but to the last he showed no want of

vigour or sagacity. Diodorus has rightly described

him by saying, " that he had by nature a touch of

insanity and mental aberration, but that the great-

ness of his power had much more to do in making

him cruel and insolent^."

Cambyses had spent between three and four years

1 Her. 4, 84. p. 248.) Herodotus seems to doubt

2 Her. 7, 37. whether the misdeeds of Cambyses
2 Kafi^va-rjs rjp ftev (fiixrei fiavi- were the consequence of his out-

Kos Ka\ 7rapaK€KivT)<cbs vols Xoyio-- rage on Apis or of ^naturaHnflu-

/Lioiy TTokv Se fiaWov avrbv wfiou ences

—

ftre dia rbu"Amv, tirt koX

Ka\ {)n€pr}(f)avov enoUi to tj]S ^aai- aX\as, ola ttoXXu (d>6(f avdfxanovt

\fias fieyedos. (Diod. Excerpt, kokq KardKap^avtiv (3, 3^J).
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in Egypt, when he was recalled to Persia by the

usurpation of the two M?.gi, one of whom pretended

to be Smerdis, the brother of Cambyses, whom he

had murdered by the hands of Prexaspes. He had

already reached a town in Syria, which Herodotus

calls Ecbatana, when he met the messenger who

was on his way to Egypt, to call on the army to

renounce their allegiance to him. Leaping hastily

on his horse to proceed to Persia, he shook off the

knob which closed the lower end of the sheath in

which he wore his short sword, and the point pro-

truding wounded him dangerously in the thigh,

precisely where he had wounded the god Apis. The

bone became carious, and he died in Ecbatana, ac-

cording to an Egyptian oracle, which he had inter-

preted to mean that he should end his days, an old

man, in the ancient capital of Media, where all his

treasures were laid up. Such is the account of

Herodotus, which was no doubt derived from the

Egyptian priests, and is suspicious from its exhi-

biting a striking proof of the vengeance of their god

and the infallibility of their oracle. Ctesias says,

he died at Babylon of a wound in the thigh which he

gave himself while planing wood for his amusement*.

He had reigned over Egypt six years ; no memo-

' 1 have not hitherto noticed himself. This is inconsistent with

Ctesias' account of the conquest the Egyptian monuments, with

of Egypt hy Cambyses. According Manetho andHerodotus. The only

to him, AmyrttEus was king of circumstance in regard to which I

Egypt at the time of the invasion, think Ctesias' account the more
Combaphes, his chief eunuch, was authentic is the death of Cam-
induced by the promise of the byses, which the Egyptians had an
satrapy to betray his master, and obvious motive to misrepresent.

Amyrtflcus being taken prisoner, and which would be better known
was transferred to Susa, with six at Babylon than in I^ypt.

thousand Egyptians selected by
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rial of him has been found on a temple or palace

of Egypt, where he only destroyed ; but his shield,

bearing date in his sixth year, is seen with those of

Darius and Xerxes, on the road to Cosseir near the

Red Sea*, mixed with some of the most ancient of

the Pharaohs. It was natural that his memory
should be the object of unmitigated hatred and ab-

horrence to the Egyptians ; even the Persians, who
had called Cyrus their father, gave Cambyses the

title of Lord, in token of his severe and haughty

temper ^ yet with an acknowledgement of the

vigour wuth which he governed his dominions.

The conquests of Cyrus and Cambyses had been

rapidly made, and not consolidated by any systema-

tic administration. In the arts of government the

Medes and Persians were as much inferior to the

Egyptians, as they were superior to them in military

force, and they had much to learn in civihzation

from their new subjects. The first care of Darius

(520 B.C.) was to unite the heterogeneous members

of the empire by a uniform system of government,

which should secure the prompt and effectual exe-

cution of the commands of the central power, and

at the same time to exchange the method of irre-

gular and indefinite contribution (called gifts) which

had prevailed under Cyrus and Cambyses^ for a

fixed system of imposts. The scale of taxation for

each province was fixed by the satrap ; Darius

^ Burton, Excerpta Hierogl. pi. ' Her. 3, 89. Aapfloir /xcV fjv *cd-

viii. The land of Pars is di- irrikos' Kan^vayjs di SfcrTror^f

stinctly mentioned in the inserip- Kvpos 8e irai-qp.

tion. Rosellini (M. Stor. 2, 169) ^ Her. 3,89. 'Y,ir\Kipov npxov

mentions a statue on which the tos, koi avris Kaft^vatot,^ ^v Kort-

name of Cambyses is found, but o-tijkos nv8fv (popov -nipt iiXXn 5»pn

onlv as a date. aylvfov.
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gained popularity for himself by making a con-

siderable reduction upon the amounts He divided

his dominions into twenty provinces, each ruled by a

viceroy called a satrap, who commanded the military

forces, administered the affairs of the province, and

collected the tribute which was systematically levied

throughout the empire. The satrapy of Egypt,

besides the country usually so called, included the

coast of Libya as far as the Euesperidae, a little

westward of Cyrene, and the oases of the Libyan

Desert. The country between the Nile and the Red
Sea must also have been included in it, as the names

of Persian sovereigns are found on the road to Cos-

seir. Ethiopia above Egypt, which had been sub-

dued by Cambyses, paid no regular tribute, and was

not included in the satrapy ; but once in three years

it brought a voluntary offering, consisting of two

chosnixes (three pints) of gold dust, two hundred

blocks of ebony, twenty tusks of ivory, and ^ve

youths^. The tribute paid by the satrapy of Egypt

was seven hundred talents in money, independently

of the produce of the fisheries of the Lake Mceris,

which amounted to a talent a day during the six

months that the water flowed in from the Nile, and

a third part of that sum during the efflux^. Egypt

had also to furnish 120,000 medimni of corn as

rations for the Persian troops and their auxiliaries,

* Polysen. 7i 11, 3. toilette {rrp6s y^pa Koi top 3X\ov
^ Her. 3, 97. KaX\(0Tri(Tp,6v). This custom ap-
^ Her. 2, 149. According to pears to have been Persian (Her.

Diodorus (1, 62) the revenue of 2, 98), not Egyptian, and Ilero-

the Lake, vvhich he reckons at a dotus tlescribes the revenue of the

talent a day, without distinction of Lake, as paid into the royal trea-

seasons, was assigned by Moeris to sury (t6 /Sao-tXiji'ov).

his queen for the expenses of her
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who were stationed in the White Fort of Memphis'.
Except in the paymentof this tribute(about 1 70,000/.

steding) , which cannot be considered as oppressive

to a country so productive as Egypt, no change ap-

pears to have been made in the administration. The
nomarchs levied the tribute and handed it over to

the satrap^ But Egypt could not reap the full

benefit of the wisdom and humanity of Darius under

the government of a satrap, whose character was

more important to the country which he ruled than

that of the distant sovereign : we know by modern

examples, that the tribute rendered to a sultan may
be far less onerous than the exactions of a pasha.

When Cambyses was recalled to Persia by the

usurpation of the false Smerdis, he left Aryandes in

command of Egypt, and Darius continued him in

his post. Little is related of his government ex-

cept his expedition into Libya. The jealousy which

the Greeks of Asia and Europe felt of the Persian

power naturally extended to the people of Gyrene

and Barca, and they suspected their own reigning

family of a design to perpetuate their dominion by

allying themselves with Persia. The changes in-

troduced by Demonax^ into the constitution had

been borne with impatience by the kings, whose

prerogatives were transferred to the people ; Arce-

silaus in. had attempted to repossess himself of

» Herodotus (7, 187) reckons a 17,000 men. The allowance of a

military ration at a chcenix a day. chcenix, however, is nientioncd by

The medimnus contained forty- Herodotus as a minimnm.

eight choenixes (Bockh, Haushal- ' AiTian, Hist. 3, 5, fi.
^ ,

tung der Athener, 1, 99), conse- ^ Hgr^jfii. t^ ^a<riX.« B«rr«

quently each man consumed annu- refievta e^cXwv Ka\ Ipioavuas, rd

allyaboutsevenandahalfmedimni, aX\a ndtn-a, ra irportoov u)^ ol

and the garrison consisted of about ^ntrtXees, is fie'aov ry 8i>/iy «^«.
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the ancient prerogatives and domains, and being

worsted in the struggle, had fled to Samos. Here

he collected a force, by means of which he re-

established himself at Cyrene, and having treated

his enemies with great rigour, and burnt alive

many of them who had taken refuge in a tower, he

was induced by the fear of vengeance and the re-

collection of an oracle to withdraw to Barca, where

his father-in-law governed. At Barca he was killed

by the inhabitants and some of the exiles from

Cyrene. His mother Pheretime, who had fled to

Cyprus when her son fled to Samos, had returned,

and administered the government of Cyrene till his

assassination. On that event she betook herself

to Egypt, and represented to Aryandes that her son

had incurred the hostility of his subjects by his

submitting to pay tribute to Cambyses, and had

been put to death because he leaned to Persia".

Aryandes thought he saw a favourable opportunity

for reducing all the Libyans into a real dependence

on Persia^ ; but he first sent a herald to Barca, to

demand the persons who had killed Arcesilaus.

The Barcseans adopted it as the act of all, and jus-

tified it by the tyranny of which he had been guilty.

On this Aryandes sent all the disposable troops of

Egypt with a fleet ^, under the command of Amasis

and Badres, against Barca. They besieged it in

vain for nine months, and ultimately obtained pos-

• Her. 4, 165. Ilpo'ia-xofifur) ^ To separate the civil admini-

irp6<f)a(Tiu as dia tov M^^ttr/xov 6 stration from the military power in

nais oi TfdvrjKf. the satra])ics appears to have been
' Her. 4, Kv- Dahlmann (He- a subsequent refinement of Persian

rodot, aus seinem Buche scin Le- policy. Sec Hecren, Ideen, 1, 1,

ben, 2, p. 164) doubts this project 624, Germ,
of Aryandes.
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session of it by stratagem and perjury. The gene-
rals were divided in opinion whether they should
also attack Cyrene, but Aryandes recalled them,
and they returned to Egypt, the land forces having
been much harassed by the Libyans on their march.

We know not how long Aryandes continued in

his office of satrap. Darius had introduced a gold

coinage, the Daric, a thing unknown before in Asia,

and Aryandes, in imitation of his master, a silver

coinage in Egypt. Considering how much incon-

venience Egypt must have suffered from the want

of this instrument of exchange, there seems no suf-

ficient reason for imputing to Aryandes a desire to

usurp the functions of sovereignty. But the ac-

tions of a satrap are watched with morbid jealousy

by his superior, and Aryandes had probably raised

discontent among the Egyptians by some disrespect

to the national religion, so that they were on the

point of revolting^ Darius, passing through the

Arabian Desert, came in person to Egypt, which he

had not visited since he had attended Cambyses as

one of his body-guards^, put Aryandes to death, and

conciliated the Egyptians by the offer of a reward

for the discovery of an Apis, whose place was at

that time vacant. We do not know the exact year

of this visit, but that it was subsequent to the

Scythian expedition of Darius, which took place

508 B.C., we learn from an anecdote preserved both

by Herodotus and Diodorus^. He wished to erect

a statue of himself at Memphis, in front of the

temple of Ptah, and before that of Rameses-Sesos-

' Polyaen. 7, H, 7-
' "er. 2, 1 10. Dio.l. 1, 58.

2 Her. 3, 139.
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tris. The high-priest remonstrated, and ventured

to observe, that he had not equalled the exploits of

Sesostris ; for that he had not been able, like him,

to subdue the Scythians. Darius was so far from re-

senting this allusion to his unsuccessful expedition,

that he was pleased with the priest's freedom of

speech, and in reference to the long reign of Sesostris

replied, that if he lived as long he hoped to accom-

plish as much. The Egyptians reckoned him after

, Menes, Sasyches, Sesostris, Bocchoris and Amasis,

the sixth of their great legislators. We may there-

fore conclude, notwithstanding the silence of hi-

story, that he made regulations for Egypt which

secured its religion from the outrages to which it

had been exposed from the fanaticism of Cambyses

and Aryandes, and protected the people from op-

pression. " Hating," says Diodorus, '* the lawless

violence of Cambyses against the Egyptian temples,

he pursued a humane and pious course of life. He
associated familiarly with the Egyptian priests, who
imparted to him a knowledge of their theology and

the history contained in their sacred books. Learn-

ing from these the magnanimity of their ancient

kings and their mildness towards their subjects, he

imitated their course of life, and was so much ho-

noured by them, that he alone of the kings ^ during

his lifetime was called a god by the Egyptians, and

after his death received the same honours as the

ancient kings who had reigned most equitably."

The monuments confirm these accounts. He is

^ Diod. 1, 95. He means of yvrrrov. Comp. 1, .90. AoKovaiv
course the Persian kings, who are Alyinrrioi tovs eavTav fiaaiXtU
here opposed to the t6 naXaiou Trpoa-Kvvflu rt koi rifiav, cos npos
vofiifKaraTa ^acrCkivaaai kot Ai- d\T}6(iav ovras 6(ovs.

'
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the only Persian king whose name is accompanied
with a titular shield, and whose phonetic shield

bears the crest of the vulpanser and disk, " son of

the Sun." It is remarkable, however, that neither

his name nor that of any of the Persian monarchs,

is found on a public monument within the limits of

Egypt. On an ornament of porcelain preserved in

the museum of Florence, he is called *' beneficent

godS" and this adoption of his name on an article

of familiar use is perhaps the strongest proof of the

affection which the Egyptians bore to his person.

He even appears to have carried his conformity so

far as to offer worship to their gods. At least he

is represented in a sculpture with a sacerdotal

ornament on his head, with a lighted lamp in each

hand (the emblem of fire, the great divinity of

Persia) before a shrine, in which stand Athor, and

Osiris in the form of a mummy 2.

It was probably on occasion of this visit of Da-

rius that the Persians obtained possession of the

Great Oasis and the Oasis of Siwah, the temples

in both bearing his inscriptions. He resumed the

excavation of the canal between the Nile and the

Red Sea, which Sesostris attempted and Neco par-

tially executed. Its length, from near Bubastis to

the Gulf of Suez, was four days' navigation. It

should seem, however, that even Darius did not

actually open a communication between the end of

^ Rosellini,Mon.Stor.2,p.l70. vers, pi. 87- The evidence which

Wilkinson, M. and C. 1, 199. The such a monument supplies of nn

same title is given to Xerxes in an actual offering of worshij) by Da-

inscription on the Cosseir road, rius, is weakened by our findm^ a

(Burton, Exc. Hierog. pi. 14.) similar representation of Tibenus.

' Champollion Figeac, L'Uni- See the same work, pi. 91.
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the canal and the Red Sea, though he left a very

narrow space between them^ He is said to have

been deterred from cutting through this space, by

the discovery that the level of the Red Sea was

higher than that of Egypt ^. The Macedonian rulers

of Egypt appear to have been the first who made

the communication perfect, and placed a lock at

the entrance from the sea. The through-navigation

would be practicable only during a few weeks of the

year, when the Nile is highest.

The road from Coptos to Cosseir, judging from

the inscriptions bearing the names of Persian sove-

reigns, must have been much frequented in these

times, and was probably the principal channel of

the trade with Arabia and the shores of the Persian

Gulf. The increase of commercial intercourse with

strangers is indicated by the number of contracts

in the demotic character which bear date in the

reign of Darius ^. This character appears to have

been invented for such uses, and no specimens of

it are found older thanPsammitichus''.

The relations of Egypt with Greece probably re-

mained friendly during the early part of the reign

of Darius ; the resort of Greeks thither for com-

mercial purposes and the pursuit of knowledge

continued. A change would take place after the

revolt, as it is called, of the Ionian cities from the

> A monument with cuneiform ^(v8fl Trftcrdds. See p. 401 of this

characters was found by the French vol.

near the Bitter Lakes. See Ro- ^ ChampoHion Figeac, L'Uni-

zike, Descr. de I'Egypte Antiq. vers, p. 37^.

Me'm. 1, p. 265. It contains part * lloseUini, M. S. 2, 172, 174.

of the name of Darius. (Lepsius, Lepsius, Lettre h M. Rosellini,

Einl. 1, 354, note.) p. 19.

= Strabo, 17, p. B04, says, 86^j)
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Persian power, and the burning of Sardis in

499 B.C.* The Egyptians formed a part of the fleet

which Persia employed for the reduction of Mile-
tus^ From that time, Greeks, at least Ionian

Greeks, the principal travellers whether for profit

or improvement, would be excluded from the de-

pendencies of Persia, and Egypt would not be open
to them again, until she regained a temporary in-

dependence under Inaros and Amyrtaeus.

When Darius quitted Egypt, which he had pro-

bably visited in the interval between his return to

Susa after his Scythian expedition^ and the com-

mencement of his wars with the lonians, he ap-

pointed Amasis satrap of Egypt. He may have

been the same who had led the Persian fleet against

Barca ; the evidence of his having held the office

is, that a shield with this name and the word Melek

inscribed over it, has been found on the Cosseir

road*. The title is neither Coptic nor Persian, but

Semitic ; that it was familiar, however, to the Egyp-

tians is evident from its occurrence in the list of

the nations conquered by Sheshonk*. Amasis, the

father of Psammenitus, cannot be meant, as we

have his shields with the full Pharaonic titles.

Another shield, preceded by the word Melek, has

been found at the same place, and the characters

which it contains have been read, " Nephra son of

Amasis.*' It bears date the 30th year of Darius

(B.C. 489), and therefore Nephra seems to have

succeeded Amasis in the satrapy. The defeat of

^ Fynes Clinton, Fasti Hellen. ' Her. 5, 11. 25.

sub anno. * Burton's Exc. IIieroK. pi. 3, 4.

Her 6 6 * See p. 350 of this vol.i

VOL. II. 2 I
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Darius' troops at Marathon in the year 490, offered

to the Egyptians a prospect of recovering their

liberty, and while all Asia resounded with the pre-

parations which he made for three years to invade

Greece, and efface the dishonour of his arms *,

Egypt revolted (b.c. 486). He died (e.g. 485) just

when his preparations for attacking Egypt and

Athens were complete, and left the execution of his

enterprises to his son Xerxes. The latest record of

Darius' reign is a contract in the demotic charac-

ter, dated in the month Phamenoth of his 35th year.

An inscription in the Cosseir road mentions his

36th year, but this was engraved under the reign

of Xerxes, who having recovered possession of

Egypt, considered his predecessor's reign as unin-

terrupted, notwithstanding the revolt at its close*.

Herodotus and the lists agree in assigning 36 years

as the length of Darius' reign.

We know not by whom the revolt of the Egyp-

tians was headed, or what form of government was

established during the brief interval of its indepen-

dence. The entire history of this event, which was

almost lost to the Greek historians in the magnitude

ofthe impending struggle between Persiaand Greece,

is contained in a few words of Herodotus. Xerxes

was disinclined from a Grecian war, but Mardonius

exhorted him first to tame the insolence of the re-

volted Egyptians, and then to lead his army against

Athens. The advice was sound as regarded the

order of his operations. Ta have attacked Greece,

before Egypt was reduced, would have deprived him

» Herod. 7, 1. 4.

» Rosellini, M. Stor. 2, 174. Burton, Exc. Hierog. 14, 3.
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of the most valuable part of his naval force except
the Phoenicians

: it might have added an Egyptian
fleet to the navy of the Greeks. In the year after

the death of Darius, therefore, he made an expe-
dition against Egypt, and having subdued it appa-
rently with httle difficulty (b.c. 484), reduced it to

a condition of much more severe dependence than
it had experienced under Darius', and appointed his

brother Achsemenes satrap, who governed it for

twenty-four years, till he lost his life in the revolt

of Inaros, b.c. 460.

In the invasion of Greece, on which Xerxes en-

tered after four years of additional preparation, by
marching from Sardis in the spring of the year

480 B.C., the Egyptians bore a very important part.

They furnished 200 ships. The Calasirians and
Hermotybians (for the old names were still kept up)

served on board of them as epibatce or marines, and

were armed specially for this service with boarding-

spears and large hatchets^. They assisted in the

construction of the bridge of boats by which the

Persian army crossed the Hellespont, furnishing

the ropes of papyrus as the Phoenicians did those

of flax, and conveyed corn to the places at which

magazines were to be established for the supply of

the army^ In the battle of Artemisium they di-

stinguished themselves above the whole fleet, and

captured Ave Greek vessels with their crews ^ None

of them w^ere enrolled in the land-army of Xerxes,

but when the fleet lay at Phalerum, Mardonius dis-

embarked the fighting portion of the crews, and

» Her. 7, 7. ' Her. 7, ^4. 25.

2 Her. 7, 89. *• Her. 8, 17.

*/ f 9
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they served as swordsmen in the battle of Platea*.

The internal history of Egypt is an entire blank

from this time to the death of Xerxes, no doubt

because all access to that country was forbidden to

the Greeks. The name of Achaemenes is not found

on any Egyptian monument, but that of Xerxes

occurs on the Cosseir road with the date of his

seventh year^. Early in the history of hierogly-

phical discovery, Champollion read the name of

Xerxes in Egyptian and cuneiform characters on

an alabaster vase in the royal library at Paris, con-

firming his own discoveries and those of Grotefend.

Xerxes was assassinated byArtabanus in the year

B.C. 465, and after an interval of a few months^ was

succeeded byArtaxerxes Longimanus, the second

of his sons, in 464 b.c. The commencement of

his reign appeared to offer a favourable opportunity

of revolt to the Egyptians'*. The Persian power

had been greatly weakened by the result of Xerxes'

invasion of Greece. Not only had his immense

fleet and army been destroyed, but the Greeks, fol-

lowing up their victory, had driven the Persians

from the Thracian Chersonesus, from Byzantium,

from the coasts of Asia Minor, and from Cyprus

;

and Xerxes in the latter part of his reign had aban-

doned himself to luxury and the baneful intrigues

and jealousies of his court and harem. The first

care of Artaxerxes was to punish the murderers

of his father and brother, and substitute satraps

friendly to his interests in those governments from

' Her. 9, 32. reigned seven months after his as-

' Burton, Exc. Hierog. pi. 14. sassination of Xerxes and his eldest

' Eusebius, Chron. p. 31, ed. son Darius.

Scaliger, makes Artabanus to have * Diod. 11, 71.
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which he apprehended hostiUty^ Artapanus, sa-

trap of Bactria, made an obstinate resistance, and

was only subdued after two pitched battles*. The
Egyptians thus obtained time for maturing their

revolt. Inaros, the son of Psammitichus, probably

a descendant of the Saitic princes, had made him-

self king of the Libyans who bordered on Egypt,

and advanced with an army from Marea, the fron-

tier town near the later site of Alexandria*. He
was joined by nearly the whole population of Egypt,

and all the Persian revenue officers were driven out.

Inaros raised a body of native troops and enlisted

mercenaries, but as it was evident that he would

have to contend with the whole force of Persia, as

soon as order was established at home, he was na-

turally led to seek an alliance with Athens. At

this time an Athenian fleet of 200 triremes was

engaged in operations against Cyprus. To them

Inaros would naturally make his first proposals, but

it is not probable that they would act upon them

without authority from Athens. According to Dio-

dorus, he promised, besides many other advantages,

to share with them the sovereignty of Egypt^ Such

prospects were irresistible to the Athenian people,

in whom success had already opened boundless

hopes of dominion ; they could hardly plead self-

defence, for with the possession of Cyprus they

were secure against any molestation by Persia.

Forty triremes^ were accordingly detached from

> Diod 11 71 says 200. The construction of Tliu-

2 Ctes.* Pers. c. 31, ed. Baehr. cydides, 1, 104, Oi 8* frv^ov yap h
3 Thuc 1, 104. Kvnpov errparfvopfvoi yavat OiaKO^

4 Diod.' li, 71. o-t'atr ^Xdov, is ambiguous.

^ Ctes. Pers. c. 32. Diod. 11, 74,
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the fleet off Cyprus. Artaxerxes in the meantime

had been collecting a fleet and army from all the

satrapies of his empire, and was about to take the

command in person, but on the advice of his friends

gave it up to Achaemenes, who appears to have fled

from Egypt to Persia after the first victory of Inaros^

Achsemenes, after a short interval employed in re-

cruiting his army, advanced against Inaros, who
had retired to the western side of Egypt to collect

his forces from Libya and avail himself of the aid

of the Athenians ; and here at Papremis^ a great

battle was fought, in which Inaros slew Achae-

menes with his own hand, and the Persians were

defeated chiefly by the valour of the Athenians.

The Persians fled to Memphis ; the Athenians sailed

up the river in pursuit of them, and having pos-

sessed themselves of two out of the three regions

of the city, besieged the Persians and the Egyptians

who adhered to them in the citadel called the White

Fortress. Artaxerxes first endeavoured to oblige

the Athenians to recall their fleet from Egypt by

sending Megabazus wit4i gold to Sparta, to induce

the Peloponnesians to make an irruption into Attica.

His money was expended in vain ; Athens had just

placed herself in security by the completion of the

Long Walls^, and had shown how formidable was

her naval power by sailing round the Peloponnesus

and burning the naval arsenal of the Lacedaemo-

nians. On the return of Megabazus, Artaxerxes

' Diodorus, 11, 74,8ays that the ' Sec Mannert, Geogr. x. 1,

Achsemenes who commanded the p. 591, for the position of Papre-

expedition was the son of Darius, mis in the western part of the

Ctesias calls him Achscmenides, Delta. (Diod. 11, 74.)

brother of Artaxerxes. ^ Thuc. 1, 108, 109.
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collected another armament", of which he gave the
command to Megabyzus the son of Zopyrus. The
fleet was equipped in Cilicia, and being joined by
the army which had marched from Persia, proceeded
by the coasts of Syria and Phoenicia to Egypt. The
Athenians and Egyptians were still blockading the

White Citadel, which during more than a year they

had been unable to reduce^. The news of the ar-

rival of the Persians caused them to raise the siege

and retire into Lower Egypt^ They established

themselves in the island Prosopitis, formed by a

canal from the Canopic branch of the Nile, by

commanding the navigation of which they kept

open their communication with the sea'*. After the

experience w^hich they had had of Grecian valour,

the Persians abstained from battles in the field ^;

availing themselves of the dry season, they suc-

ceeded at the end of fifteen months in diverting the

water from the channel in v> hich the Athenian fleet

lay, and the ships being thus useless, the Egyptians

were alarmed and made conditions for themselves.

The Athenians burnt their triremes, and were pre-

paring for a desperate defence : as they were still

6000 in number, the Persian commanders did not

desire to drive them to extremities, and agreed to

allow them to retire from Egypt. Through Libya

they reached Cyrene, but only a small remnant re-

turned in safety to Athens^. Inaros, and some of

1 Diodorus says, of 300,000 men. * Champollion, l^:gyptc sous les

This is a standing number with Pharaons,2, 162. Ctesias calls the

him. (11, 74, 75.) place to which Inaros fled liyblo«,

2 Diod. 11, 75. a name otherwise unknown to

3 Ctesias speaks of an engage- Egyi)tian topogrni)hy.

ment in which Inaros was wounded * Diod. 11, 77-

and some ofthe Greeks killed(c.33), ^ Thuc. 1, 110.

and Thucydides agi-ees with him.
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the Greeks, were carried to Susa ; their lives were

at first spared, according to the capitulation ; but

Amytis, the mother of Achsemenes, who had been

killed by Inaros, succeeded, after five years, in per-

suading the king to give up Inaros to her, and he

was crucified. Thannyris, the son of Inaros, suc-

ceeded him in his government of Libya ^; Sarsames

was made satrap of Egypt. A further misfortune

befell the Athenians ; fifty triremes, destined to

reinforce the armament, touched at the Mendesian

mouth, in ignorance of what had happened. They

were attacked by the Phoenician fleet and the Egyp-

tian land-forces^, and nearly all destroyed. These

transactions occupied a space of six years, from 462

to 456 B.C., but the chronology of each is not easily

fixed.

The Persians thus obtained possession of the

greater part of Egypt ; but the marsh-lands near

the mouths of the Nile, being extensive, difficult of

access, and inhabited by a warlike population, were

not subdued^. There was in this district an island

called Elbo, in which Anysis many years before had

taken refuge during the invasion of the Ethiopians'*.

Here Amyrtseus, descended from the Saitic dynasty,

estabUshed himself and maintained his indepen-

dence. The Athenians, during a temporary remission

of their war with the states of Peloponnesus, after

the peace of Five Years (b.c. 450), turned their at-

tention again to Cyprus and Egypt^ and sent sixty

ships to the latter country on the invitation of

Amyrtseus. In Cyprus they were victorious^, but

1 Herod. 3, 15. Ctes. c. 36. * Herod. 2, 140.
' Thucyd. 1,110. » Thucyd. 1, 1 12. Pint. Cim. 18.
» Thucyd. 1, 110. « Plut. Cim. 18.
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the death of Cimoii (b.c. 449) put an end to the
expedition, and the ships that had sailed to Egypt
returned at the same time to Athens without having
accomplished anything. Amyrtaeus made submis-

sion to the Persians, and his son Pausiris was allowed

to succeed to his father's power \ No monuments
remain of any of these rulers.

Of the condition of Egypt under the re-esta-

blished rule of Persia, we obtain some incidental

account from Herodotus. The intercourse of the

Greelis with the interior of that country had ne-

cessarily been suspended, during the insurrection

of Inaros and Amyrtaeus ; it was renewed after the

Athenian fleet had withdrawn, and peace virtually,

if not formally, been established between Greece

and Persia. Artaxerxes resumed the mild and

tolerant policy of Darius. Herodotus describes the

state of things which he saw in Egypt, subsequently

to the battle of Papremis^, and probably to the

suppression of the revolt in 456 b.c The country

appears to have been in profound peace, for Hero-

dotus proceeded from the sea to the limits of Ethi-

opia without molestation. A traveller might even

pass these limits and ascend the Nile as far as

Meroe. Democritus, who was a little younger than

Herodotus, and spent five years in Egypt, wrote a

treatise on the sacred characters of Meroe^. I'he

frontier towns and Memphis'* were occupied by

^ Herod. 3, 15. learned in mysteries named Maria,

3 3, 12. which ScaUger (p. 4VJ) thinks an

3 Diog.Laert. 9,49. FynesClin- interpolation of the monk Panwlo-

ton,F.H. sub an. 460 b.c. Herod, rus. See p. 91 of this vol. Ja-

2, 29. Eusebius (Chron. p. 53, ed. blonsk., Panth. iEg. Prol. cxhv.

ScaUg.) has a singular statement * Her. 2, 30. 99.

respecting Democritus and a Jewess
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Persian troops ; but the worship at the temples,

the celebration of the panegyries, went on as usual

;

Greeks were found in all the principal towns, en-

gaged in commerce and unmolested by the Egyp-

tians, notwithstanding the strong repulsion which

manners and religion placed between them^

Yet on the first opportunity which the state of

Persia appeared to offer for throwing off the yoke,

the Egyptians were eager to avail themselves of it.

No other nation which formed a part of the Persian

empire was so loosely connected with the general

body as Egypt. It was in contact with it at a

single point only, and even there difficult of access.

No other nation could boast of so long an antece-

dent independence as Egypt ; the power of the As-

syrians and Babylonians was of recent origin, com-

pared with the monarchy of the Pharaohs. Reli-

gion, however, was the strongest obstacle to union

between the Egyptians and their masters. Though

persecution had ceased, the priests of the national

religion had lost the ascendency which they had

once enjoyed. They might possess their revenues

without disturbance or diminution, and worship

their native gods without hindrance ; but they no

longer chose their sovereign, enrolled him in their

order, regulated his public policy, and controlled

his daily actions. The tolerance which the Persians

practised left the priests in possession of all their an-

cient power over the minds of the common people,

whom it would be easy for them to stir up to re-

bellion, when a favourable occasion offered itself.

During the reign of Artaxerxes, who governed with

» Herod. 2, 41.
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great vigour for forty years, they remained quiet.

The domestic quarrels of the Greeks, who were en-
gaged in the latter part of it in the Peloponnesian
War, prevented their giving aid to Egypt, which
without it could have no hope of success in a revolt

from Persia.

On the death of Artaxerxes, b.c. 425, the usual

disputes respecting the succession distracted the mo-
narchy. His legitimate successor, Xerxes II., was
immediately murdered by his brother Sogdianus,

and he in turn by Ochus, who possessed himself of

the throne under the name of Darius, and is distin-

guished by the addition of Nothus (illegitimate),

B.C. 424. He was not allowed to retain it without

a struggle. His brother Arsites raised a revolt,

and was only subdued by the help of Greek mer-

cenaries in the service of Persia. The satrap of

Egypt, Arxanes^ had declared himself for Ochus,

when he rebelled against Sogdianus ; but this was

merely a declaration of the Persian forces in favour

of one sovereign and against another, in which the

Egyptians had no interest. When, however, a truce

for fifty years had been made between the Pelopon-

nesians, Lacedaemonians and Athenians, b.c 421,

the hope of Athenian aid, which was now the hinge

of Egyptian policy in its relations w^ith Persia, would

naturally revive, and a revolt speedily followed*. It

began in the second year of Darius Nothus ; but

was either suppressed or was very limited in its

extent, till the tenth year of the same sovereign's

reign, b.c 414. In the interval the short truce

^ Ctes. Pers. c. 47, cd. Baehr. dTrfo-rr) Htpawv 6cvT«>y ?T€t ti6$oi

^ Syncell. p. 256 D. AiyvTrros Aaptiov.
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between the contending powers in Greece had been

broken, and the Athenians had engaged in the ex-

pedition to Sicily which in the following year pro-

duced such disastrous results. Egypt therefore had

to struggle unaided for her independence. Once
more we chronicle the events of Egyptian history

by the years of a native dynasty.

Twenty-eighth Dynasty,
Years.

AMYRTiEUS the Saite, reigned 6

It has been supposed that this Aniyrtoeus is

the same person who established himself in the

marshy regions of the Delta \ nearly forty years

before, and had there maintained an independent

sovereignty, till this new revolt called him forth to

place himself at the head of his countrymen. No-
thing favours this supposition, except the identity

of the name, and it involves serious chronological

difficulties. Probably the Amyrtaeus who consti-

tutes the twenty-eighth dynasty was the grandson

of him who fled into the marshes, and the son of

that Pausiris to whom, according to Herodotus, the

Persians conceded the sovereignty which his father

had exercised. The attachment of the Egyptians

to the ancient line of the Saitic kings sufficiently

explains their placing Amyrtaeus at the head of

their re-established monarchy. History is entirely

silent respecting the events by which they regained

their independence. Their success might be aided

by the revolt of the Persian satraps of Lydia and

> See p. 488 of this vol.
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Caria, Pisuthnes and his son Amorges, whom the
Athenians assisted by a body of mercenary troops
under Lycon^ That they maintained friendly re-

lations with Athens, which was then engaged in

hostility with Persia, is evident from the mention
of corn-ships sailing from Egypt to Athens, which
the Peloponnesians planned to intercept at the

Triopian Promontory^ To protect themselves from
invasion by land on the part of the Persians, the

Egyptians entered into an aUiance with the Ara-

bians, without whose concurrence an army could

not enter from Palestine. They also endeavoured,

in conjunction with the Arabians, to obtain pos-

session of Phoenicia, the great source of the naval

power of Persia ; but Pharnabazus suddenly ap-

peared on the Phoenician coast with three hundred

triremes and frustrated this design ^.

In this dearth of historical information the mo-

numents give us valuable aid, by showing that

AmyrtBeus was sovereign of the whole kingdom of

Egypt and its dependencies, and that Manetho was

justified in assigning him that rank. In the temple

of Chons at Karnak is an inscription, expressing

that it had been repaired by him,—the first record

of any such work, since Thebes was destroyed by

Cambyses^. The temple of Eilithya, dedicated to

Sevek, bears a record of a similar restoration by

^ Ctes. Pers. 52. Thuc. 8, 5. FataEgypti sub imperio Persarum,

2 Thuc. 8, 35, with Poppo's p. 55.

note. * Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 2,201.
3 Diod. 13, 46. From Thuc. 8, There is some obscurity in the

109 {ras 8ia^o\as nepl tS>v ^oivkt- characters, but Egyptologists arc

<ra>p ve&v), it should seem as if generally agreed that the shield be-

Diodorus had confounded Pharna- longs to Aravrtrcus. (Cham|)oUion-

bazus with Tissaphernes. See Ley, Figeac, L'Univers, p. 383.)
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the same sovereign. The shield at Karnak appears

also to express that he had been the conqueror of

the ** land of Heb," or the Great Oasis ; and his

name has been found on the temple in the Oasis of

El Khargeh, in a position which shows that it was

introduced subsequently to that of Darius ^ At his

death his body was placed in a magnificent sarco-

phagus of green breccia. This was one of the tro-

phies of the British expedition to Egypt, having

been taken by the French from the mosch which

had formerly been the basilica of St. Athanasius.

Dr. E. D. Clarke supposed it to have been the sar-

cophagus of Alexander the Great ; but it bears

the shield of Amyrtseus^, and by its size and beauty

of execution, proves that art had declined but little

since the days of Psammitichus. Amyrtseus reigned

only six years, and the Saite dynasty expired with

him (B.C. 408); an additional proof that he is not

the Amyrtgeus of Herodotus, who was succeeded

by his son Pausiris.

Twenty-ninth Dynasty. Four Mendesian kings.

Years.

1. Nepherites, reigned 6

2. AcHORis 13

3. PSAMMUTHIS 1

4. Nepherites 4 months.

20 4 months.

[Eusebius in Syncellus adds a fifth, Muthis, reigning one year. In

the Armenian, Muthis is placed before Nepherites.]

It may appear singular that no attempt should

' Wilkinson, Mod. Egypt and an engraving of it is given in the

Thebes, 2, 367. great French work on Egypt, Ant.
' Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 2, 205 : vol. 6, pi. 40.
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have been made by Persia to recover its dominion
over Egypt, especially at the extinction of the Saitic
dynasty, and that a new family should have been
allowed quietly to possess itself of the throne. Just
at this time, however, the Persian power was shaken
by a revolt of the Medes\ who had endeavoured
in the time of Cambyses to regain their lost ascend-
ency in what was called the conspiracy of the Magi,
and had never been reconciled to the monopoly of

the great offices of government which the Persians

had assumed. How long the revolt lasted, and
whether it was put down easily or not, we are not

informed, our whole knowledge of the event being

derived from a short passage in Xenophon ; but

while it lasted it must have precluded all thoughts

of attempting the reduction of Egypt. Darius No-
thus died soon after, b.c. 405, and was succeeded

by Artaxerxes Mnemon. The ambition of his bro-

ther Cyrus led to the expedition of the Ten Thousand

Greeks, which he was preparing from the time of

their father's death^, till the year b.c. 401. Cyrus

having perished in the battle of Cunaxa, the first

care of Artaxerxes was to r^ecover his authority in

Asia Minor, which had been the government of

Cyrus and had joined in his revolt. He was thus

brought into hostility with Sparta ; Clearchus, the

Lacedsemonian, had been the leader of the Greek

mercenaries of Cyrus ; the oppressed cities of Ionia

called for protection on Sparta, which, by the issue

of the Peloponnesian War, had been placed in the

^ Xen. Hell. 1, 2, ad fin. Kai 6 (riXeoos, airooTavTcs iraKiv irpoiT-

eviavTOS eXrjyev ovroi, iv a Koi Mfj~ fxcoprjaav airra. This was B.C. 409.

doi, diro Aapeiov, rod Hepa&v /3a- ^ Xen. Anab. 1, 1.
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hegemonia of Greece and was protectress of its liber-

ties. When she prepared, in obedience to this call, to

invade Asia, she made an alliance with Nephreus,

king of Egypt, the Nofreopth of the monuments*,

and Nepherites of the lists, and he sent a hun-

dred triremes and large supplies of corn *. The

ships which conveyed it entering the port of Rhodes,

which was in possession of Conon, who commanded
the Persian fleet, were all taken. The success of

Dercyllidas and Agesilaus (399-394 b.c.) fully oc-

cupied the Persian arms in Asia Minor for several

years, and it w^as not till the power of Athens re-

vived, and a league was formed in Greece against

Sparta by the influence of Persian gold, that Arta-

xerxes could attend to the re-establishment of his

authority in other parts of his dominions. The
peace of Antalcidas, concluded b.c 387, freed him
from all further apprehension on the side of Greece,

by sacrificing the liberty of the Asiatic cities, and

leaving the principal states of the mother-country

nearly balanced in power, and each prepared to

resist the ascendency of another.

His first attack, for which he had been collect-

ing forces during several years, was made on Cy-

prus. If held by a hostile naval power, it not only

gave the command of the southern coast of Asia

Minor, of Syria and Phoenicia, but even of Egypt.

Evagoras of Salamis had availed himself of the

weakness of Persia, to make himself master of

» Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 2, 209. « Diod. 14, 79. Justin calls the
His name is not found on any king of Egypt Hercynio (6, 2).

building in Egypt, but on a statue Achoris ?

in the Museum of Bologna.
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nearly the whole island'. In the war which re-
sulted, Evagoras was powerfully aided by the Egyp-
tians. Nepherites was dead. We know nothing
more of the events of his reign than his alliance
with Sparta, unless he is the Psammitichus of
whom Diodorus relates a disgraceful transaction «.

After the death of Cyrus, the satraps of Asia Mi-
nor, who had favoured his cause, were alarmed
for their own safety, and Tamos, the satrap of Ionia,
had put his children and property on board ship,

and taken refuge in Egypt with Psammitichus, who
basely seized the fleet and the property, and put
Tamos and his children to death, notwithstanding

the ancient relations of friendship between them.
The chronology of this period is uncertain, and we
cannot tell whether the infamy of the act belongs

to Amyrteeus or Nepherites^.

When Evagoras sought the succour of the Egyp-
tians, AcHORis was on the throne. Artaxerxes had
been long preparing his attack, and had collected a

fleet of 300 triremes with a corresponding land-

force, while Evagoras had endeavoured to protect

himself by forming an alliance with Egypt, Arabia,

Tyre and Caria*. Achoris, besides furnishing him

with supplies of corn, sent him fifty triremes, which

were engaged in the unsuccessful naval battle fought

by Evagoras with the Persians ofFCitium, in the year

* Isocr. Evag. ed. Battle, 2, it is probable that it fell within the

p. 101

.

life of Amyrtffius, but that Diodorus
2 Diod. 14, 35. has confounded him with Psam-
^ Diodorus calls Psammitichus a muthis.

descendant of the ancient king of ^ Diod. 15, 2. Bap^apuv is an

that name, which suits best with unquestionable corruption for'Apa-

Amyrtaeus, who was a Saite. As ^cov. Isocrates u. s. says he had

the flight of Tamos took place soon taken Tyre by assault,

after the death of Cyrus (B.C. 401),

VOL. II. 2 K
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385 B.C. After this defeat he visited Egypt, to

arrange with Achoris the means of carrying on the

war. Achoris encouraged him to persevere, and

entered into a league against Persia with the people

of Barca^ ; but the pecuniary assistance which he

gave him was less than Evagoras had expected,

and he ultimately made peace with Artaxerxes on

condition that he should pay an annual tribute to

Persia, but retain the rank of a dependent king*

;

and thus the Cyprian war ended, after eight years

spent in preparation and two in actual hostility 3.

Egypt, however, found an unexpected ally. Gaos,

the son of Tamos, commanded the Persian fleet,

and dreaded the displeasure ofArtaxerxes, by whom
his father-in-law Teribazus had been imprisoned.

Availing himself of his popularity with the fleet, he

induced the commanders of the triremes to revolt,

and entered into a treaty with Achoris. Sparta

joined the league. She had brought ignominy on

herself by sacrificing the Asiatic Greeks to Persia

in the peace of Antalcidas, and w^as desirous of

recovering her ascendency and her reputation by a

new war'*. The death of Gaos by treachery, in the

year 383 5, prevented any hostile operations against

Persia. Tachos succeeded to him, and fortified

himselfon the coast of Asia Minor, between Smyrna

and Phocsea, but dying soon after, the league fell

to pieces. Sparta, by a change of policy, began

' Theopompus ap. Phot, clxxvi., Isocrates places this peace six years

who seems to make the Cyprian after the naval defeat. See the

war end under Nectanebus. chronolo^ discussed by Mr.Fynes
3 Diod. 16, 9. 'YnaKovfiv ws Clinton, F. H. vol. 2, p. 2/8.

/Sao-tXfvj ^ao-tXel TrpoaTarrovTi. * Diod. 15, 9.

' Isocr. Evag. j). 102, ed. Battie. ' Diod. 15, 18.
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to court the aid of Persia, in order to make nerself
sovereign of Greece S and seized the citadel of
Thebes 381 b.c. During these events, Egypt was
unmolested by the Persians, but towards the close

of the reign of Achoris, very formidable prepara-
tions were made by Pharnabazus for its invasion.

To repel them Achoris collected a large body of

Greek mercenaries, twelve or twenty thousand
;

and as he had no general capable of commanding
them, he invited Chabrias the Athenian. Chabrias

undertook the command, if Diodorus be correct,

without the approbation of the people, and was
recalled on the remonstrances of the satrap, who
regarded it as a violation of the peace existing be-

tween Persia and Egypt ^. He appears, however,

to have remained long enough in Egypt to assist

Nectanebus in establishing his power, on the ex-

tinction of the Saitic dynasty^, and rapidly trained

the Egyptians into accomplished seamen'*.

Memorials of Achoris are found in several

places, as at Medinet-Aboo on a restoration of a

building erected by Thothmes IV., and probably

destroyed by Cambyses, and among the ruins of

Karnak. The quarries of Mokattam also contain

his shield ; and there is a sphinx in the Museum of

Paris, on the base of which his name is found hie-

roglyphically written, with the addition, " beloved

of Kneph^"

^ Diod. 15, 19. Nam Nectanabin adjutura profec-

2 Diod. 15, 29. Corn. Nep. tus regnum ei constituit."

Chabrias, 3. * Polycenus, 3, 2, 7-

3 Com. Nep. Chabrias, 2. " Cha- * Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 2, p. 21 3.

brias raulta in Europa bella admi- Champollion-Figeac, L'Univer»,

nistravit quum dux Atheniensium p. 384.

esset ; in Mgyipto sua sponte gessit.

2 K 2
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Of the short reign of Psammuthis there is no

record in history, but his shield has been found at

Karnak^ Nepherites is equallyunknown in history

and in the monuments. The Muthis of Eusebius

appears to have originated from a repetition of the

last syllable of Psammuthis, whom he follows in

the Armenian, reigning like Psammuthis one year.

Thirtieth Dynasty. Three Sebennytic kings.

Years.

1. Nectanebes, reigned 18 10 (Euseb.)

2. Teos 2 2

3. Nectanebus 18 8

38 20

The accession ofNectanebes, or Nectanebus, the

first king of the Sebennytic dynasty, falls probably in

the year b.c. 380. He was immediately called upon

to defend his kingdom against the invasion which

Pharnabazus was preparing when Achoris died.

The Athenians had not only recalled Chabrias, in

obedience to the demands of Persia, but had sent

Iphicrates, to lead the Greek mercenaries in the

Persian service*. The movements of the satrap

were slow, for all his measures were subject to the

control of the king, and awaited his sanction for

their execution. At length, however, the fleet and

army mustered at Acre, the nearest harbour on the

Syrian coast where such a fleet could lie^. The land-

forces consisted of 200,000 barbarians and 20,000

> RoseUini,Mon.Stor.2, p.214. (Strabo, 16, 758.) It was while
' Corn. Nep. Iphicrates, 2. the armament was mustering here
' TlToXffjLais, ^v "Aktjv u)v6na^ov that the defection of Datames from

nporepov jj €XP^^^° 6pfjiT)Tr]pi<a the Persians took place. (Com.
irpos TTjv AiyvTTTou ol Ilfpa-ai, Nep. Dat. 6.)
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Greeks^
; the fleet of 300 triremes, 200 triacontors

(galleys of thirty oars each), and a great number of
corn-ships. They began their march at the open-
ing of summer, b.c. 373, the fleet accompanying
the army. Nectanebes had improved the time
which the long delay of Pharnabazus had given
him. Every navigable branch of the Nile was for-

tified by two towers, joined by a boom which pre-

vented the entrance of a fleet. Pelusium, the key
of Egypt, had been strengthened with peculiar

care; the roads had been laid under water, the

navigable channels made dry by embankments,
and every weak point protected by fortifications.

Pharnabazus and Iphicrates found that they had no

chance of capturing Pelusium, and sailed away to

the Mendesian mouth. Landing here with 3000
men, they attacked the fort by which the entrance

was protected ; the garrison, of about equal num-
bers, marched out to give them battle, and being

defeated, the Persians entered the fort along with

the flying Egyptians. Dissensions arose between

the generals, which prevented any results of this

first success. Iphicrates, who had heard from the

prisoners that the troops had all been withdrawn

from Memphis, would have sailed thither before

they could return. Pharnabazus thought this too

hazardous, and wished to wait till the whole Per-

sian army came up. Iphicrates then proposed to

undertake the adventure with his own mercenary

troops alone. This also Pharnabazus refused, fear-

ing, it is said, that Iphicrates designed to conquer

' I give these numbers on the authority of Diodorus; they »eera

exaggerated.
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Egypt for himself, but as is more likely, because he

did not choose,on his own responsibility, to attempt

a movement, which could be justified only by an

improbable success. Meanwhile the Egyptians

raUied their forces, garrisoned Memphis, and at-

tacked the fortress at the mouth of the Mendesian

branch, which the Persians had seized. They had

the advantage in all the encounters which took

place ; as the summer advanced the waters of the

Nile began to rise, and their efflux being retarded

by the strength of the Etesian winds, the whole

country was covered with the inundation. The

Athenian and Persian generals had committed the

same error, which led to the destruction of St. Louis

and his army, in 1249, and which Bonaparte avoided

in his campaign of 1798\ and were compelled to

return into Syria. Their discomfiture produced a

quarrel between Pharnabazus and Iphicrates, who

fearing the fate of Conon, soon after secretly em-

barked for Athens. Pharnabazus sent an embassy

thither, and accused him to the people of being the

cause of the ill-success of the Egyptian expedition ;

they replied, that if they found him guilty they

would punish him ; and soon after gave him the

command of their whole fleet^. We find him in

' " Lea Chretiens etaient entr^s le 8 Juinl 249,' dit Napoleon, 'Saint
dans Damietta, le 7 Juin; c'est Louis eAt manoeuvre comrae ont

I'epoque des plus basses eaux; fait les Fran^ais en 1798, il scrait

le Nil ne commence k croitre que arriv^ le 26 Juin au Caire ; ilaurait

3uinze jours plus tard, au solstice conquis la Bassc-^eypte dans le

'ete; et il s'eleve lentement mois de son arriv^. II aurait

jusqu'a I'equinoxe, oil Ton coupe attendu ensuite dans I'abondance

ses digues. Un grand maitrc dans d'une capitale, le dobordement,
I'art de la guerre, compai-ant son puis la retraite, des eaux.' " (Sis-

expedition k celle de Saint Louis, mondi. Hist, des Fran9ais, 5, 149,

nous fait sentir tout le prix du ed. de Bruxelles.)

temps perdu par les croises. * Si ' Diod. 15, 43.
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the autumn of the same year, b.c. 373, commanding
in the waters of CorcyraV

If even with the aid of Grecian mercenaries, Per-
sia could not succeed in reducing Egypt> there was
little likehhood that its own resources should avail

for this purpose. The state of Greece precluded

the hope of obtaining aid from thence. Sparta was
engaged from 371 b.c to the battle of Mantinea,

362 B.C., in a deadly warfare with Thebes, while

Artaxerxes vainly endeavoured to reconcile them',

that he might employ the Greek forces in his own
service. Athens, though not directly embroiled in

the conflict between Sparta and Thebes, sat by,

watching its events, and flinging its weight alter-

nately into the lighter scale. Egypt therefore en-

joyed peace during the remainder of the life of

Nectanebes. His name, spelt Nacht ef neb^, occurs

at Philse on a temple dedicated to Athor, and on

the rocks of the island of Beghe ; at Coptos, in a

church built out of the fragments of an old Egyp-

tian edifice ; and at Medinet Aboo in a small build-

ing of elegant workmanship, in which he is repre-

sented offering to Amun Re and the other gods of

Thebes^. According to Pliny he cut out an obelisk

from the quarry, which Ptolemy Philadelphus after-

wards floated down the Nile, and erected in honour

of his sister in the Arsinoite nome^. Its excavation

> Clinton, F. H. sub anno. nebus as restoring the temple of

2 Died. 15, 70. Xen. Hist. 7, Mars at Sebennytiis with great

1, 33, seq. splendour, in obedience to a dream.

3 Rosellini, Mon. Stor. 2,p.220. * He calls the king Necthhebin

4 Wilkinson, Manners and Cus- (36, 8), and according to the rom-

toms, 1, 209, quotes a Greek pa- mon reading (36, 13), makrs liini

pyrus in the possession of Signor to have hved 500 years before .\lc\-

Anastasy, which describes Necta- ander the Great- The Hamborg
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probably took place towards the end of the reign

of Nectanebes, as it remained without an inscrip-

tion. The celebrated Lions of the Fontana di Ter-

mini at Rome, now placed in the Museum of Egyp-

tian antiquities in the Vatican, show that the art of

sculpture, in the execution of animals, had declined

but little ; they are the last specimen of Egyptian

sculpture executed under native princes'.

Eusebius has shortened the duration of the Se-

bennytic dynasty from thirty-eight years to twenty,

and the reign of Nectanebes from eighteen to ten.

That the Greek text of Manetho is correct is in

part proved by a stele preserved at Rome, on which

his thirteenth year is mentioned^

Teos (361 B.C.), the successor of Nectanebes ac-

cording to Manetho, is evidently the Tachos of the

Greek historians. In what relation he stood to his

predecessor we are not informed, probably that of

son. The empire ofArtaxerxes was at this time sur-

rounded with enemies^. The maritime provinces

of Asia had before revolted, and the generals and

satraps, Ariobarzanes of Phrygia, Mausolus of Caria,

Orontes of Mysia, were preparing to march against

the Great King. The Syrians and Phoenicians, and

the adjacent litoral states of Cilicia, Pisidia and

Lycia, had joined the league. The Spartans were

hostile to him, because he had demanded that the

MS. reads—"Nechthebis regis D ^ Diod. 15, 90. 'Yno rbv avrov
ante Alexandrum Magnum ; and Kaipbu <5et npos tc t6v r^r Klyxm-
Bunsen supposes that Pliny wrote tov /3ao-tX«'a zroXe/xfii/ Ka\ np6s ras
" i-egis A," I. e. fourth king, copy- Kara -njv 'Aaiav 'EXKrjvidas noXfis
ing some Greek author. (Urkun- koi AaKfdatfioviovs Koi rovs Tovrav
denbuch, p. 84, 89. Germ.) ^vfxfxdxovs (rarpanas koi aTpanj-

^ Roseliini, Mon. Stor. 2, 222. yovs, roifs ftpxovras pev rStv napa-
' Champollion-Figeac, L'Uni- 6a\aa(ri<av roTrtoj/, a-vvrfOtipevovs

vers, p. 385. fie KoivoTrpnyUtv.
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Messenians should be included in the terms of the
peace made in 361 after the battle of Mantinea*.
The finances of Persia were disordered by the loss

of revenue arising from so many revolts, and the
necessity of great armaments to suppress them.
These circumstances appear to have emboldened
Tachos no longer to act on the defensive, but to

attack Persia. Rheomithres was sent to him on
the part of Orontes and the other revolted satraps,

and received from him 500 talents of silver

and fifty ships of war. With these he sailed to

Leuce on the coast of Asia Minor, but on his arri-

val seized the rebel chiefs and sent them bound to

Artaxerxes, making his own peace by giving up to

the king the money with which he had been fur-

nished to carry on war against him I Tachos raised

a fleet of 200 sail, with an army of 80,000 Egyp-

tians and 10,000 Greek mercenaries. The Greek

troops he placed under the command of Agesilaus,

who at the age of eighty, and with a body maimed

and scarred by war, undertook this office, through

restlessness and love of gain 3. If we may believe

Xenophon, Tachos had promised him the supreme

command ; on his arrival with a thousand Spartan

hoplites, he found that only the subordinate com-

mand of the Greek mercenaries was destined for

him, Chabrias the Athenian commanding the fleet,

and the king himself being supreme\ This first

^ Diod. 15,89. Xen. Ages. 2,28. Xa^pla r^ 'Aer]vai<f, drifioai^

^ Diod. 15, 92. fifv viro t^s iraTpldos ovk atrc-

' Plut. Agesilaus, 36. a-Ta\fi€P<p, Idia o« imi> rov ^aa-t-

* Diodorus says, that Chabrias Xe'as <rvarpaT(v(iv irfrrfuriMttKf {15,

took the commandof the fleet with- 92). This so closely resemble* 15,

out authority from Atliens. Tov 8e 29, where, 8i)eaking of Acliori»,

vavTiKov TTjv (TTpaTT}yiav evexfipicre Diodorus says,Oi»c (X<»v trrparrfyitv
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gave him offence, and a difference of opinion soon

arose between him and Tachos respecting the con-

duct of the war. Agesilaus advised that Tachos

should remain in Egypt, and commit active ope-

rations to his generals— advice that we cannot

wonder Tachos should have declined, since two of

these generals were foreigners, of a nation notoriously

ready to embrace the side which policy or profit re-

commended. He placed Nectanebus, his brother

or brother-in-law S at the head of the Egyptian land-

forces, and advanced into Phoenicia. The measures

which he had adopted to raise money for this expe-

dition on the recommendation of Chabrias had been

very unpopular. The Athenian general had repre-

sented to him how much money that might be use-

fully employed for the service of the state was ex-

pended on religious rites, and recommended the

abolition of many of the priesthoods. The priests,

unwilling to renounce their offices, gave up their

private property to the king. But when they had

made this sacrifice, he ordered them to expend in

future only a tenth part of what they had been ac-

customed to lay out on religious rites, and to make a

loan of the rest to him, till the expiration of the war

with Persia. Besides this, Chabrias advised him to

impose a house-tax and a poll-tax, a duty of an obolus

on the sale ofevery artaba (nine gallons) of corn, and

a tax of a tenth of the profits of navigation, manu-

(i^ioxpfov nfTfTTffxyj/aTo Xa^piav twice have gone to Egypt unau-
Tov^AdrjualoV ovtos avfv ttjs tov thorized. It is cei-tain that he was
drjfiov yvaifiT]s Trpoabf^dfxfvos here now, without a commission
T^v (TTpaTTjyiau d(f)Tfye'iTo Ta>v from the state. SeePlut.Ages. 37.

Kar AiyvTTTou 8vvap.fcou, that he " The Nectanebus who revolted

has probably repeated himself. It was nephew to Tachos. (Plut.

is not likely that Chabrias .should Ages. .'^/.)
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factures, and every kind of occupation. All the

gold and silver bullion was to be brought to the

king, who gave an assignment on the nomarchs for

its repayment from the taxes ^ These devices of the

Athenian financier must have been very distasteful

to the Egyptians, who appear hitherto to have been

lightly taxed^. A people enthusiastic in the de-

fence of their religion and their liberties have sub-

mitted cheerfully to much greater sacrifices, but the

Egyptians were not threatened by any imminent

danger, and might reasonably regard Tachos as en-

gaged in a war of ambition rather than of self-de-

fence. The general who had been left in command
of Egypt during his absence, though so nearly

related to him^, perceiving the discontent of the

people, sent a message to his son Nectanebus, ex-

horting him to claim the crown. Nectanebus had

been detached with some Egyptian troops to be-

siege the strong places of Syria, and adopting the

suggestion of his father"^, induced the generals by

gifts and the soldiers by promises to espouse his

cause. He endeavoured to persuade Agesilaus and

Chabrias to employ their forces also for the esta-

blishment of his power. Chabrias was desirous of

supporting Tachos ; Agesilaus had been mortified

and offended by him, and as the Egyptians gene-

rally had declared for Nectanebus, refused to fight

against those whom he had been sent to aid\ He

dispatched messengers to Sparta, instructed to make

^ Aristotelis (sive Anonymi) ' See p. 36 of this vol.

OlKovofiiKd, c. 23^ ed. Goettling, ^ See note 1, p. 50(;.

where many singular expedients, * Diod. 15, f>2.^

on the part of states and financiers * Pint. Agesil. 3/

.

for raising money, are collected.
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representations favourable to Nectanebus ; the rivals

also sent each his ambassador. The Spartans, after

deliberation, left it to Agesilaus to act as he thought

most advantageous for his country. He carried

over not only the Spartans, but all the mercenaries

to the side of Nectanebus, and the Athenians, at

the instigation of Persia, recalled Chabrias'. Ta-

chos, thus abandoned by his troops, native and

foreign, first retired to Sidon^, and then crossing

the Desert, which extends on both sides of the Eu-

phrates^, came to the king at Babylon or Susa, by

whom he was favourably received, and according to

Diodorus, entrusted with the command of an expe-

dition against Egypt.

This expedition Artaxerxes Mnemon did not live

to carry into execution. He died in the year b.c.

359, and was succeeded by his son Darius Ochus,

sometimes also known by the name of Artaxerxes.

He was at once cruel and unwarlike '^
; he had

secured his own succession by murders surpassing

the ordinary measure of oriental barbarity ; the

kingdom was distracted by the revolt of the satraps

which we have already mentioned. He suspended

therefore all operations against Egypt ; Tachos was

retained at the Persian court, and soon ended his

days there, a victim to indulgence in its luxuries, so

different from the simple habits of the Egyptians^.

' I refer to this period what basis (1, 5), lying south of the

Diodorus (1 5, 2f>) relatesofthe reign Araxes.

ofAchoris. See notes, p. 499 and * Diod. 16,40.

505. ' iElian, V. Hist. 5, 1. Diodo-
^ Xenoph. Ages. 2, 30. ms makes him return to Egypt
^ Diod. 15, 92. 'O Ta^ws Kara- and recover his throne by the aid

nXayds eToXurjaf 8ia rfjs 'Apa^ias of Agesilaus (16, U'A), but the best

ava^rivai npbs rhu /3a(TtXea. This authorities are against him. See

is the Arabia of Xenophon's Ana- Wcsseliug ad loc.
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But though delivered for the present from a foreign
invasion, Egypt was divided by a civil war. A na-
tive of Mendes, whose name has not been preserved,
had risen up in opposition to Nectanebus, had been
proclaimed king, and raised a large army, composed,
like that which Sethos led against Sennacherib, not
of the hereditary soldiery, but of the unwarlike popu-
lation\ The inhabitants of a country like Egypt, how-
ever, covered with trenches and embankments, soon
growdexterous in the useof the spade for fortification.

Agesilaus,whowas now in the service of Nectanebus,

became suspected by him, in consequence of a mes-
sage from the Mendesian, tempting his fidelity, and
though urged byAgesilaus to attack the enemy forth-

with, Nectanebus left the open country and took

possession of a large town, where, as Agesilaus fore-

saw, the numbers of the enemy and their familiarity

with the art of entrenchment would enable them to

hem him in^. This they had nearly accomplished,

and supplies began to fail. Nectanebus was now
eager to march out and give battle, and the Greeks

joined with him in demanding it. But Agesilaus

saw that the trench which the besiegers had drawn

around the town, with the exception of a single

point, would prevent their own forces from being

concentrated. At nightfall therefore he persuaded

Nectanebus to join him in an united and rapid at-

tack on the part which remained open, and they

^ MiyaSes koX ^auava-oi Koi 8i Xf/xfii/ npbs dvdp<l}7rovs amipovt

aireipiav ivKaTa<^p6vr)T0i. (Plut. aywvos, iroKvxapia 8« ntpifkBtlv

Ages. 38.) These were the class koX 7r(piTa(f)p(v<Tat bwafitvovs, airt-

especially aggrieved by the new x^PW^^ *'f iroKiv fvtpKfj xat fu'yap

system of taxation. txovaav irtpiiioKov. ( Plut. Agei.

^ KeXevovTos avTOV 8iap.d\eadai .'38.)

rfjP raxia-TTjv, Kal fXTj XP^'^V
'"'°'
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forced their way through, routing the troops opposed

to them, before the others could assemble to sup-

port them. Soon after he gained a decisive victory

by superiority of tactics. Being greatly outnum-

bered by the Egyptians, he took post where both

his flanks were covered by a canal, and thus avoid-

ing the danger of being surrounded, he easily de-

feated those who attacked him in front, and routed

them with great slaughter. Nectanebus II. was

thus secured on the throne.

Agesilaus immediately set sail on his return to

Sparta. As it was already mid-winter, he coasted

along Libya, not venturing to stand straight

across the Carpathian sea, and had reached the

port of Menelaus, opposite to Crete, on his way to

Cyrene, where he died in his 84th year\ With
the departure of the Greeks, in the end^ of

the year 359 b.c, our knowledge of the internal

state of Egypt, during the reign of Nectanebus,

ceases, till 350 b.c, when Persia resumed and car-

ried into effect the project of reconquest. It is

probable that hostilities never entirely ceased be-

tween the kingdoms. Ochus made more than one

unsuccessful attempt to enter Egypt ^ and was de-

feated by the skill of Lamius of Sparta and Dio-

phantus of Athens, whom Nectanebus placed at the

head of his forces'*.

Ochus was an indolent and unwarlike prince, but

the ridicule with which he had been covered by the

^ Pint. Ages. 40. (Diod. 16, 40.) The language of
'^ MeVou ;(ftfieovos optos aTTOTrXfi Isocrates, 1, p. 280, ed. Battle,

otKafie. (Xenoph. Ages. 2, 31.) may seem to imply that Ochus had
^ 'ATroo-TcXXo)!/ avvdfids Koi commanded in person.

arpaTTjyovs, TToWaKis ancrvyxavf. * Diod. 16, 48.
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defeat of his attacks on Egypt, roused him at last

to make a great effort. Not only had his name
become a by-word among the Egyptians for heavi-

ness and sloths but the dependent rulers of Cyprus
and Phcenice were encouraged to follow the example
of Egypt 2. The Persian empire was evidently in

danger of dissolution, but the vigorous exertions to

which Ochus was stimulated preserved it for a
quarter of a century. He began by reducing Cy-
prus and Phoenicia. Sidon, the most flourishing of

the Phoenician cities, had made great preparations

for defence, but it was surrendered by the treachery

of its king Tennes, and the inhabitants, having first

destroyed their fleet, burnt themselves, their wives

and children and slaves^. Cyprus also was sub-

dued*. The states of Greece were invited to furnish

mercenaries ; Athens and Sparta promised neutra-

lity, but declined co-operation ; the Thebans, Ar-

gives and Asiatic Greeks sent together 10,000 men,

and Ochus, after the destruction of Sidon, advanced

by the same route as Cambyses to the desert which

separates Egypt from Palestine^. In passing the

Serbonian Lake, part of his army were lost in the

quicksands called Barathra which border the coast^.

Had Tennes, the king of Sidon, been alive, he might

have saved the Persians from this disaster, for he

was well acquainted with the approaches to Egypt

^ ^Qxov 01 AlyvTTTioL Tji €7nxa>fit(^ count quoted by Longinus from

(fx^vrfOvov cKciKovv, to voaBk avTov Theopompus (p. 450 of this vol.).

rfjs yvayfXTjs dia^aXkovres. {Mim, describes the expedition of Ochus.

V. H. 4, 8.) The Coptic for ass is ^ Tliis is probably the event,

Eio. which Diodorus (1, -iO) has exag-

2 Diod. 16, 40. gerated into the swallowing up of

3 Diod. 16, 45. whole armies. Conip. Par. Lost,

4 Diod. 16, 46. 2, 593, ..." the Serbonian bo^,

^ It appears to me that the ac- Where armies whole have sunk.
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and the proper points for making a descents Nec-

tanebus had not neglected the means of defence.

He had under arms 60,000 of the Hermotybians

and Calasirians, 20,000 Libyans, and an equal num-
ber of Greek mercenaries. In sea-going ships he

was far inferior to the Persians, who had the com-

mand of the Cyprian and Phoenician navies, but he

had a large fleet of boats adapted for fighting on

the branches of the Nile ; and he had rendered the

frontier towards Arabia nearly impregnable, by a

continuous chain of entrenchments and fortifica-

tions. Pelusium was garrisoned by 5000 Greeks,

under the command of Philophron. The Thebans

in the Persian army, eager to maintain the glory

which they had acquired at Leuctra and Mantinea,

advanced alone and rashly, across a deep canal to

attack Pelusium. The garrison sallied out and a

fierce conflict ensued, which lasted till night. Next

day the whole body of Greek mercenaries were

brought up in three divisions, each under the joint

command of a Greek and a Persian. Lacrates,

who commanded the Thebans, cut the banks of the

canal, letting off^ the water, and having filled it up

with earth, planted his military engines on the em-

bankment. These soon made breaches in the walls
;

but the besieged rapidly raised new walls behind,

and erected wooden towers upon them. Ochus

might have returned again discomfited, but in the

meantime a great calamity had befallen Nectane-

bus. It was evidently his policy to avoid a pitched

battle and let the enemy exhaust their strength, in

> Diod. 16, 43.
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endeavouring to reduce the number of strong posi-
lions which he occupied ; but the eagerness of his
Greek auxiliaries to fight prevented his carrying
this plan into execution, and he was outmanoeuvred
by the enemy. With 30,000 Egyptians, 5000 Greeks,
and half the Libyan auxiliaries, he was guarding an
important passage. Nicostratus, the commander
of the Argives who were before Pelusium, was guided
by some Egyptians w^hose waives and children were
in the power of the Persians as hostages, to an ob-

scure branch of the river, by which he brought up
his fleet and secretly fortified himself on the Egyp-
tian side. When he was discovered, the garrison

of a neighbouring fortress, Greek mercenaries to

the number of 5000, under the command of Clei-

nias of Cos, marched out against them, and a pitched

battle ensued, in which the troops of Nectanebus

were nearly all cut to pieces. He was alarmed,

and apprehending that the rest of the Persian forces

might cross the river and cut off his retreat on Mem-
phis, marched thither with all his army. Diodorus

severely censures him, and alleges that he was

ruined by the over-confidence arising from previous

success—success of which the merit belonged not

to him, but to Diophantus and Lamius. His own

narrative, how^ever, justifies no other censure on

Nectanebus, than perhaps a want of vigilance in

allowing Nicostratus to fortify a position in his rear.

When that position was made good by a victory,

nothing appears to have been left for Nectanebus

but to retire on Memphis, before he was intercepted.

The garrison of Pelusium perceived that any further

resistance was vain, and surrendered to Lacrates on

VOL. II. 2 L
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condition that they should be transported to Greece

with their property untouched. This condition was

violated by the Persian troops, who endeavoured to

plunder the Greeks as they marched out. Lacrates,

indignant at this breach of his pledged word, at-

tacked the Persians and killed some of them.

Bagoas, their commander, complained to Ochus,

but he justified the Greeks, and ordered the Persians

who had broken the truce to be put to death. Men-

tor, the commander of another division of the Per-

sian army, soon reduced Bubastis and the other

cities of Lower Egypt. They were all occupied by

mixed garrisons of Greeks and Egyptians, and as

he caused the rumour to be spread that those who
surrendered should be treated with kindness, while

a more terrible fate than that of Sidon awaited all

who made resistance, they were eager to anticipate

each other in submission. Nectanebus found that

he could not maintain himself at Memphis, and fled

into Ethiopia, having reigned between eight and

nine years. His flight closed the Thirty Dynasties

of the Pharaohs—a succession unexampled in an-

cient or modern times *.

Ochus took possession of all Egypt, razed the

walls of the principal towns, and plundered the

temples. It is said that he imitated the outrages

1 Lynceus (who lived 280 B.C. per. When Ochus had partaken
See Clinton, F. H. 3, 498) says of it he exclaimed, " O Eg^^itian,

that Nectanebus was taken pri- what folly to leave such feasts as

soner and invited to supper by these, and set your heart on a

Ochus. The feast appeared mean more spare diet!" (Athen. 4,

to Nectanebus, who requested to p. 150.) Persian diet, however, was
be allowed to order his former more luxurious than Egyptian,
cooks to prepare an Egyptian sup-
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of Cambyses, killed Apis and gave his flesh to

the cooks, and commanded an ass to receive the

honours due to the god. When he subsequently

fell a victim to assassination by Bagoas, who made
dagger-handles of his thigh-bones, and gave his

flesh to cats, superstition saw in this a retribution

corresponding to that which fell on Cambyses'.

The temples w^ere not only stripped of the gold and

silver which they contained, but rifled of their an-

cient records, which Bagoas subsequently restored

for a large sum to the priests 2. The Greek mer-

cenaries were dismissed with munificent rewards

;

Pherendates was made satrap of Egypt, and Ochus,

in 350 B.C., led back his army in triumph to Babylon.

Of the administration of the Persians in Egypt

during the remainder of the* reign of Ochus and

that of Darius Codomannus, nothing is known.

The long struggles of Sparta, Athens and Thebes,

for supremacy in Greece, had ended in their sub-

jugation by Macedonia, and one of the first uses

which Philip made of the command which he ac-

quired by the battle of Chaeronea, was to prepare

an expedition against Persia. His own assassina-

tion by Perdiccas prevented his execution of this

plan, but it was resumed by Alexander, who crossed

the Hellespont in 334 b.c. The battle of the

Granicus gave him possession of Asia Minor ;
that

of Issus, of Syria ; the sieges of Tyre and Gaza, of

the coast of Phoenicia, Palestine, and the Idumean

Arabia^ Seven days' march brought him from Gaza

' ^lian, V. Hist. 6, 8. Suid. s.v. » Dio.l Sic. Ifi. 16.

Aa^ais. *Qxo9. iElian. Hist. Anim. ' Arrian, Hist, .i, I.

10, 28.

2 L 2
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to Pelusium, the fleet accompanying him. Mazaces,

whom Darius had appointed satrap of Egypt, did

not attempt resistance. The Persian armies had

been driven across the Euphrates, and the Egyp-

tians were prepared to welcome the conquerors of

their own masters. Having placed a garrison in

Pelusium, he marched through the desert country

along the eastern bank of the Nile to Heliopolis, and

crossing the river there came to Memphis, where

his fleet, which had sailed up the Nile, was awaiting

him. Greek philosophy had banished fanaticism

from his mind, and policy clearly dictated that he

should conciliate the Egyptians, whose religious

feelings had been deeply wounded by the Persians.

Having sacrificed to the other gods and Apis, he

descended the Nile "by the Canopic branch, and

fixed the site of the new city, which still preserves

his name and attests his sagacity. Hence, after

founding a temple to Isis, he set out for the oracle

of the Libyan Ammon, a divinity whom Greeks

and Egyptians agreed to honour. His expedition

was performed along the coast of Libya as far as

Parsetonium, thence through the Desert to the

Oasis of Si wall. On his return he avoided the

dangers to which he had exposed himself, and took

the shorter route by the Natron Lakes to Mem-
phis ^ Here, while recruits were raising in Greece,

' On the point whether Alex- p. 43), and may have forgotten mi-
ander returned by Parastoniura or nute circumstances. I have fol-

the Natron Lakes, two generals of lowed Ptolemy, whose accoxmt is

Alexander, Aristobulus and Pto- the more probable. Curtius agrees

lemy Lagi, were at variance in their with Aristobulus, and makes Alex-

memoirs. Aristobulus did not write ander found Alexandria on his way
his history, however, till he was 84 home (4, 33).

(see St. Croix, Examen Critique,
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to repair the losses which his army had sustained
in the battles of the Granicus and Issus, and the
sieges of Tyre and Gaza, he employed himself in

arranging the future administration of Egypt. Two
Egyptians, Doloaspis and Petisis, were appointed

nomarchs of Upper and Lower Egypt ; but Petisis

declining the office, the whole kingdom was placed

under Doloaspis. Cleomenes, a native of Naucra-
tis, had the chief administration of the finances,

and was instructed to allow the kingdom to be

governed entirely according to its ancient laws and

customs ; the inferior nomarchs collected the tri-

bute and paid it to Cleomenes, by whom it was

transferred to the Macedonians. Thus foreigners

were prevented from coming into collision with the

Egyptians, in the odious character of tax-gatherers,

but all real power was placed in the hands of the

Macedonians. A fleet of thirty triremes and four

thousand men^ sufficed to maintain his conquest.

The command of the garrisons of Pelusium and

Memphis was given to companions of the king
;

other Greeks held the offices of prsefect of Libya and

Arabia, the command of the army, the mercenaries,

and the fleet. Alexander introduced the principle,

which the Romans afterwards carried out in the

administration of Egypt, not to allow any one man

to have sole authority in a kingdom so fertile and

so strong by natural position, and from various

causes so prone to revolt^. Cleomenes, however,

the prsefect of Arabia, after Alexander's departure,

' Q. Curt. 4, 33. dam, superstitione ac lascivia di*-

= Tac. Hist. 1, 11; Ann. 2, 59. cordemacmobiIem,iii8ciamleg:wni,

Ita visum expedire provinciam domi rctincrc. (Arriaii. .3, .'i, 10.)

aditu difficilem, annona; fcecun-
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appears to have availed himself of the power which

his office as chief ifinancier gave him, to usurp a

kind of supremacy ^ and various acts of extortion

are recorded of him, in the interval between the

conquest of Egypt and the establishment of the

Ptolemaic monarchy 2. He repeated the threat of

Nectanebus, to suppress some of the priesthoods

on account of their number, and the largeness of

the sums expended on religious ceremonies, and

thus obtained from the priests considerable sums,

not only from their private property, but from the

treasures of the temples.

Alexander left Memphis early in the spring of

331 B.C., and having crossed the Nile and its various

canals on bridges, passed the Desert, and at Tyre

joined his fleet, which had preceded him. He
never again visited Egypt ; but his corpse was

brought hither from Babylon and deposited at Alex-

andria in a sarcophagus^, within a funeral hypo-

gseum'*. In the division of his empire Egypt was

chosen for his portion by Ptolemy, the son of Lagus,

with whom begins a new period of its history.

' ISXeofievTjs Alyinrrov crarpa- ' Juvenal, Sat. 10, 1/2.

nevav. (Arist. (Econom. c. 32.) • Lucan, Pharsal. 10, 19, speak-
^ Arist. u. s, ing of Julius Caesar,

—

Effossum tumulis cupide descendit in antrum.
Illic Pellsei proles vesana Philippi

Felix prsedo jacet.
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Ababdeh, the, i. 65.
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Aboosimbel (Aboccis), i. 24 ; ii. 465
note.

, Greek inscription there, ii. 413.
, temple of, ii. 276.
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, Tablet of, ii. 108, 160, 200.
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Actisanes, ii. 368 note.

Adonis, mourning for, i. 415.

iEgj'ptus, ii. 311.
Mtsl, not used by the Egyptians, ii. 95.

iEsculapius, i. 396.

, worship paid to his serpent, ii. 2.

Africa, whether circumnavigated by
the Phoenicians, ii. 401.

Africanus, Julius, ii. 89.

Agesilaus, his campaign in Egypt, ii.
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Alabastron, i. 49, 233.
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Amenmeses, ii. 338 note.
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ii. 465
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Amun Khem, i. 375 ; ii. 328.

Amunt, i. 383.

Amuntuanch, ii. 250.
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Anaglyphs, i. 321.
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i. 271 ; ii. 123.

Anaxagoras, his doctrine concerning
God, i. 438.

Androsphinx, i. 137, 172.

Animals, sanctity of, in India, ii. 11.

, Egyptian worship of, ii. 1-27.

, as miUtary ensigns, ii 7.

Anouke, i. 385.

Anubis, i. 424.

with head of jackal, i. 425.

Anysis, ii. 362.

Aphrodite, Celestial, i. 386.

Apiou, ii. 180.

Apis, his worship when introduced,

ii. 6.
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, Epiphaneia of, ii. 389, 468.

, mummies of, ii. 24.

Apollodorus, his list of kings, ii. 97,

194 note.

Arabic numerals, i. 344.

Arch, its antiquity, i. 259.

Ark of the Covenant, i. 460.

Armais, ii. 312.

.\roeris, see Ilaroeris.

Art, Egyptian, i. 202 ; ii. 352, 389.

,
—— , influenced by religion, i.

265, 268.

, , its progress the same m
that of civilization, i. 273.

, decline of, ii. 340, 504.

Artaxerxes Mnemon, ii. 504.

Arutu, nation, ii. 223.

Ases (Asseth), i. 330; ii. 189 note.

Ashes, criminals plufij^ed in, ii. 150.

Asp, emblem of the Sun, ii. 21.

Aspl.altr.m, its use in embalrament,

i. 498.

Assyrian empire, ii. 339.

Assyrians, their power, ii. 186, 212.

Atet, fortress, ii. 259.
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Atinre, ii. 251.

Athens, whether a colonv from Sais,

ii. 395.

, its alliances with Egypt, ii.

486, 493.

Athora, i. 393.

Athor, i. 386.

Atlantis, island, its submersion, ii.

404, 439.

Atraoo, i. 393.

Atmosphere of Egypt, its effect on
colours, i. 262.

Auaris (Abaris), ii. 181.

Automoli, ii. 393, 395.

Azotus, siege of, ii. 391.

B.

B, pronounced as ou, i. 393.

Bab, its signification, i. 166.

Babylon, ii. 227.

, Egyptian, ii. 287.

Babylonians, their inventions, i. 340.

Bagoas, ii. 514.

Bahr-be-la-Ma, i. 70, 79.

Bahr-Jusuf, i. 50, 113, 147.

Barabras, i. 103.

Barathra, ii. 511.

Barbarians, all other nations so called

by the Egyptians, ii. 248.

Bari, i. 210, 459, 501, 508,

Basalt, i. 263.

Basis, ii. 126.

Bas-relief, Egyptian, its peculiarity,

i. 272.

Beans, an impure vegetable, i. 447.

Beard, absence of, in African nations,

ii. 167.

Beitoualli, temple of, ii. 268.

Belzoni, i. 24, 128.

, tomb discovered by, i. 167.

Berbers, ii. 248.

Besa, i. 454.

Birket-el-Kerun, i. 51 ; ii. 156.

Blemmyes, i. 28.

Bocchoris, ii. 359, 361.

, his legislation, ii. 58.

Boeckh, his view of Manetho's chro-

nology, ii. 94 note.

Bonaparte, his campaign in Egypt,
ii. 502.

Book of the Dead, i. 485.

Books not in common use in Egvpt,

i. 284.

Bow, mode of drawing, i. 223.

Breccia, quarries of, i. 63.

Bridge in Egvptian monuments, ii.

258 note.

of boats over the Hellespont,

ii. 483.

Bridges, none on the Nile, i. 211.

Bubastis, ii. 345.

Bull, of what a type, ii. 19.

Bunsen, his mode of reconciling Era-

tosthenes and Manetho, ii. 99, 131.

Busiris, king, ii. 81.

, city, i. 56.

Buto, goddess, i. 382.

Byblos, i. 410, 414.

Cabiri, i. 381, 397.

Cadmus, the historian, ii. 68.

Calasirians, i. 221 ; ii. 42, 390, 483.

Camels in Egypt, i. 76 ; ii. 450.

Canal, between the Nile and the Red
Sea, ii. 291, 399, 479.

Cancer, Tropic of, i. 28.

Candace, her war with the Romans,
ii. 463.

Canopi, i. 405.

Canopic mouth, first frequented by

the Greeks, ii. 64.

Captives represented on furniture, i.

235.

Caravan routes from Egypt to Meroe,
i. 26 ; ii. 462.

Carchemish, battle of, ii. 408.

Carians in Egypt, i. 465.

, their settlement in Egypt,ii.383.

Caricature, i. 269.

Carthaginians, their naval power, ii.

455.

Casluhim, ii. 190.

Caste, law of, ii. 30, 44, 46.

Cat, sanctity of, ii. 4.

, consecrated to the Moon, ii. 21.

Cataracts, i. 14, 19,22, 31.

Cavalry, not used in Egypt, i. 226.

Cedar, oil of, i. 493, 497.

Ceilings, astronomical, i. 168, 169.

Cemeteries, Egyptian, on the western

side of the Nile, i. 501, 502.

Cerberus, i. 407.

Chabrias, his campaigns in Egypt,

ii. 499, 505.

Chajremon, his work on Hierogly-

phics, ii. 365 note.

Charon, i. 509.

Chebros, ii. 209.

Cherubim, i. 460.

Chemi, name of Egypt, ii. 115.

Chemistry, origin of the name, i. 215.

Chesebt, metal, ii. 227, 259.

Chinese writing, i. 308.

Chiun, worship of, ii. 325.

Choachuts (not Cholchytae), i. 505.

Chons, i. 384.

Chronicle, the Old Egyptian, ii. 95.
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Chronology, Egyptian, ii. 91, 93, 197.
Circesium, battle of, ii. 408.
Circumcision, i. 448-450.
Clemens Alexandrinus, his enumera-

tion of Egyptian priests, ii. 103.
Coinage not known in Egypt, i. 345.

introduced by the Persians, ii.

477.

Colchians, their similarity to the
Egyptians, ii. 283.

Colossal in art, its eflfect, i. 266.
Colour, conventional, of the male and

female in Egyptian painting, i. 98.

applied to sculpture, i. 262.
Comasise, i. 458.

Comastes, i. 458 ; ii. 31.

Concharis, ii. 189.

Concubines, their children legitimate,

ii. 58.

Constellations, influence of, i. 456.

Copper mines, i. 61 ; ii. 140.

Coronation, ceremonies of, ii. 326.

Corslet, linen, of Amasis, i. 215 ; ii.

432.

Cosseir road, inscriptions in, ii. 148,

480, 482, 484.

Cotton, whether used in bandages,

i. 493.

, whether grown in Egypt, i. 188;

ii. 432.

Cranium, the Egyptian, distinguish-

able by its hardness, i. 248 note.

Criosphinx, i. 137 note, 172.

Crocodile, not now found in Lower
Egypt, i. 94.

, mode of its capture, i. 203.

, its import in mythology, i. 393.

, worship of, i. 35 ; ii. 20.

, symbol of Typhon, ii. 19.

, of darkness, i. 457.

, ornaments bestowed upon, ii. 1 6.

Crown of Upper and Lower Egypt,

i. 247 note.

Cubit, Egyptian, i. 345.

Cycle, Sothiac, i. 333.

, its commencement, ii. 294.

Cynocephalus, i. 428.

, emblem of Thoth, ii. 19.

Cyprus, conquest of, ii. 329.

, its relations to Persia, ii. 485,

496.

Cyrene, foundation of, ii. 420.
—— , war of Apries against, ii. 424.

, of Aryandes against, ii. 476.

D.

Dahae, ii. 223.

Danaus, story of his migration, ii. 64,

310.

Danaides bring the mytteric* of !)«.
meter to the Pdoponoetus, i, 46D.

Darius Hy»taapi«, ii. 473.
Ochu8, ii. 508.

Codomannus, ii. 515.
Dead, state of, according lo the He-

brews, i. 473, 476 note.

, according to the early Greek*.
i. 474.

Debtor and creditor, law of, ii. 58.

Decans, i. 342.

Delta, apex of, i. 54.

, its formation, i. 78 ; ii. 125, 127.
Demigods, their reigns, ii. 111.
Democritus, ii. 77.

, his visit to Egypt, ii. 489.
Demotic character, when fir»t intro-

duced, il 480.

Desert, the, between Palotine and
Eg\'pt, ii. 449.

, between Egypt and Ethiopia,

ii. 462.

Dialect, sacred, i. 316, 320.

Dicsearchus, ii. 78, 165.

Diodorus, ii. 79-87.

, variations between him and
Herodotus, ii. 86.

Divination, i. 452.

Doric order, its origin, i. 255.

Draughts, game of, i. 242 ; ii. 333.

Dromos, i. 260.

Dynasty, its meaning, ii. 112.

Dynasties of Manetho, whether con-

temporaneous, ii. 96, 185.

E.

Egypt, extent of its coast, i. 58.

, want of harbours, i. 59.

, fertility of its soil, i. 86.

, temperature, i 92, 94.

, healthiness, i. 92.

, cheapness of Uving, i. 181.

, native name of, i. 215.

, fecundity of women in, i. 182

note.

, its monarchy one, ii. 97.

, taxation under the Persian*, ii.

473.

, amount of population, i. 1 79.

—— , state under the Persian*, ii. 490.

Eimopth, i. 397.

Elbo, island of, ii. 363, 379.

Election of kings, ii. 31.

Elephant, found in Egyptian pictures,

ii. 221.

Elephantiasis, i. 93.

Eleusinian .Mysteries, i. 470.

Elians, their visit to Egypt, ii. 411.

Embalmment, its antiquity, ii. 123.
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Embalmment, its purpose, i. 476.
, diflferent mode of, i. 491.

Emeph, i. 373.

Emeralds, mines of, i. 64.

Epagomenae, i. 330.

Epiphaneia of Apis, ii. 22.

Eratosthenes, ii. 78, 97.

Ergamenes, i. 27.

Etesian winds, i. 81, 347.

Ethiopia, conception of, in the age of

Herodotus, ii. 456.

Ethiopian monarchy, extent of, ii. 363.
Ethiopians, visit of gods to, i. 458.

Ethiopic language, ii. 365 note.

Eunuchs, whether known in ancient

Egypt, ii. 164.

Evagoras, his alliance with Egypt, ii.

497.

Eusebius, his chronology, ii. 90.

, arbitrary changes in, ii. 1 79 note.

Exodus of the Israelites, ii. 313-325.
Eye of Osiris, i. 403.

Eyes, artificial, i. 497.
" Eyes of the King," ii. 290 note.

Ezekiel, his prophecy against Egypt,

u. 419.

F.

Factories of the Greeks in Egypt, ii.

431.

Famine in Egypt, i. 85.

Fanbearers, ii. 36.

Feast of the gods with the Ethiopians,

i. 458.

Fekkaroo, ii. 331, 333.
Fish forbidden to priests, i. 447.

Fish of the Nile, their species, i. 205.

Flint knives, i. 492.

Flowers in Egypt not fragrant, i. 89.

, their symbolical import, ii. 15.

Forest, petrified, near Cairo, i. 78.

Fortification, art of, i. 230 note.

Fowl, domestic, whether known in

Egypt, i. 207.

Frog, emblem of Life, i. 41d,

Fruits of Egypt, i. 198.

Furniture, buried with deceased per-

sons, i. 504.

Fyoum, i. 50.

Gardening, art of, i. 199.

Gardens of Solomon, i. 200.

Germanicus, his visit to Thebes, ii. 228.

Giligammse, ii. 305.

Gloves, worn by northern captives, ii.

221.

Gods, division of, i. 366, 367.

, reign of, ii. 113.

Gold mines, i. 64.

Goshen, its position, ii. 231.

Grain, what species cultivated in

Egypt, i. 187.

Granite, quarries of, i. 32.

Greeks, their contempt for barbarians,

ii. 77.

, their neglect of foreign lan-

guages, ii. 387.

Grottos of Benihassan, i. 47.

of Koum-el-Ahmar, i. 49.

Gymnastic exercises, i. 222, 237, 240,
272.

H.

Ham, name of, i. 96.

Hapimoou, i. 396.
Harka, i. 385.

llaroeris, i. 392, 421.

Harper's Tomb, ii. 334.

Harpocrates, i. 411, 422.

Hatching by artificial heat, i. 207.
Hawk, emblem of Horus, ii. 19.

Head-stool, used by the Egyptians,
i. 236.

Heavens, emblematic figure of, i. 169,
395.

Hecataeus of Miletus, L 101 ; ii. 68.

Hellanicus, ii. 68.

Hellenion, factory of the Greeks in

Egypt, ii. 431.

Heuneh, use of, i. 251.

Heracleopolis, ii. 154.

Hermapion, his interpretation of an
obelisk, i. 291.

Hermes, books of, ii. 103.

Hermes Trismegistus, i. 427.
Hermotybians, i. 221 ; ii. 42.

Herodotus, ii. 70-76.

, his deficiency in calculation, ii.

395.

Heroes, worship of, i. 431.

, reign of, ii. 113.

Hestia, i. 385.

Hieroglyphics, i. 283-324.
, knowledge of them how far

diflfused, i. 285 ; ii. 76.

, order of reading them, i. 310.

Hierogrammateus, i. 451 ; ii. 104.

Hincks, Dr. E., ii. 159.

, his modifications of ChampoK
lion's system, i. 324.

Hipparchus, discoverer of the preces-

sion of the equinoxes, i. 338.
Hippopotamus, i. 203.

, symbol of crime, ii. 119.

, symbol of darkness, i. 407.
Hippys of Rhegium, ii. 68.

Homer, his account of Thebes, i. 178;
ii. 66.

, his account of Pharos, ii. 65.
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HorapoUo, i. 288.
Hor-hat, his emblem, i. 261, 392.
Horologiura, i. 328 ; ii. 103.

Horoscopus, i. 451, 456 ; ii. 103.

Horse, its use, 1. 195-197.
Horus, god, i. 420.

, king, ii. 247.

, " the golden," ii. 149.

Hyksos, their invasion, ii. Is I.

I.

lamblichus, i. 360.

latromathematic, i. 348.
Ibis, emblem of Thoth, ii. 20.
Ichneumon, ii. 157.

Ichthyophagi, act as interpreters, ii.

457.

Idumaeans, ii. 449.
Illumination in honour of Neith, i.

466.

Inaros, ii. 485.

India, supposed early connexion with
Egypt,!. 105-110.

, tenure of land in, ii. 29.
, sanctity of plants and animals

in, ii. 11.

Interest, rate of, ii. 59.

Interpreters, caste of, ii. 45, 387.
lo, legend of, ii. 1, 63.

Ionic order, its origin, i. 255.
Iphicrates, his campaigns in Egypt,

ii. 500.

Is, bituminous springs of, ii. 228.
Isaiah, his prophecies against Egypt,

ii. 376.

Isiac rites, i. 469.

Isis, i. 405.

Islands of the Blessed, i. 68, 481, 486.

J.

Jablonsky, Pantheon iEgyptiorum, i.

355, 371.

Jebusites, ii. 188.

Jehovah, his name unknown to the
Jews in the time of Moses, ii. 324.

Jeremiah, his prophecy against Apries,
ii. 417.

Jerusalem, capture of, by Sheshonk,
ii. 349.

,
, by Neco, ii. 406.

,
, byNebuchadnezzar, ii.4 1 6.

Jews, not the same as the Hyksos, ii.

187.

, their departure from Egypt, ii.

313.

, Manetho's account of, ii. 319.

, employed in brickmaking, ii.

230.

Jewish laws, resetobUuioe to tbe'EcTD.
tian, ii. 53.

Josephus, his uufaimeu, ii. 187, IM,

Judgement of kings,pMthumou»4L34.
Judgement-scene, i. 406, 429.
Jukasa, land of, ii. 228.

Kanana, land of, ii. 256.
Karnak, royal tablet of, ii, 108, 229.

, statistical tablet of, iL 222.
Khamsin, i. 68 note.

Kings of Egypt, their mode of life,

ii. 32.

, number of, ii. 190 note.
Kneph, i. 373.

Korosko, Akaba of, ii. 462.
Kufa, nation, ii. 220.

Kuphi, i. 446.

L.

Labyrinth, i. 53 ; ii. 172-176, 384.
Lacrates, commands the Theban troopt

in Egypt, ii. 512.

Lakes, the Bitter, ii. 400.

Land, threefold division of, ii. 28, 37.
, tenure of, in Egypt, ii. 28.

Lark, crested, venerated by the Lem-
nians, ii. 17.

Laterculus of Syncellus, ii. 95, 194
note.

Latus, the fish, i. 41.

Law, administration of, ii. 41, 51.

, Egyptian, its humanity, iL 53.

Layard's Nineveh, ii. 225, 339.

Legislators, Egyptian, ii. 33.

Lemanen, nation, ii. 226.

Leopard's skin, worn l)y priests, i. 503.

Lepidotus, the fish, i. 411.

Leprosy among the Jews, ii. 322.

Lepsius, his discovery of marks of rise

of the Nile in Nubia, i. 22.

, reading of the name Oaort«Mn,

ii. 160.—,, of the name of the builder

of the Labyrinth, ii. 1 73.

, of the name Set, ii. 254.

Leto, i. 386.

Lex talionis, ii. 55.

Library of the Rameseion, i. 155.

Libyans, ii. 118.

Linant, his discoveries in the Fyouin,

i. 51; ii. 156.

Lion-hunt, ii. 331.

Lion, tamed, accompanying the kisf

,

i. 229.

Lions, of the Fontaua di Termini, ii.

504.
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Lotus, the sacred, i. 90.

, its use for food, i. 190.
Ludira, nation, ii. 263.

Ludnu, nation, ii. 221, 257.
Lydia, had a partly Semitic popula-

tion, ii. 264.

M.

Magicians of Egypt, i. 456.

Mandouhs, i. 394.
Mandoo, i. 394.

Maneros, song of, i. 238.

Manes, reign of, ii. 92.

Manetho, ii. 88, 92.

, whether his dynasties were con-
secutive, ii. 96-100.

, duration of his dynasties, ii.

110, 177.

Manmisi, i. 38, 255 ; ii. 237.
Manoskh, i. 75.

Marriage of sisters and brothers, ii.

57.

Mars, i. 434, 465.

, worship of, at Papremis, i. 465.
Marshes of Egypt, character of the

population of, ii. 64, 488.

Mashiosha, ii. 329.

Mauthemva, ii. 234, 237, 246.

Medicine, i. 345.

Megabazus, his mission to Sparta, ii.

486.

Melampus, i. 399, 401, 467 ; ii. 311.
Melek, on Egyptian monuments, ii.

442, 481.

Memnon, ii. 241-246.
Memnonia, unhealthy employments

carried on there, i. 491.

Memphis, etymology of, ii. 114.

Mendes, worship of the goat there,

ii. 6, 126.

Mennahom, nation, ii. 329.

Menzaleh, lake of, i. 55.

Meroe, i. 10, 104 ; ii. 364.

.whether the civilization of Egypt
was derived thence, ii. 50 note, 171.

Metempsychosis, i. 108, 477-484; ii.

10.

Mexican writing, i. 308.

Milesians, their settlement in Egypt,
ii. 359, 384.

Military age, i. 181.

Mines, the working of, ii. 55.
—— , emerald, i. 64.

Minotaur, legend of, ii. 1.

Mizraim, ii. 115.

Mnevis, worship of, ii. 6.

Moeris, lake, i. 51 ; ii. 155, 229.

, its fisheries, i. 204.

, etymology of, ii. 155.

Mokaltam, quarries of, i. 139.

Moloch, his worship, ii. 325.

Momemphis, ii. 384.

Mons Casius, ii. 192 note.

Months, Egyptian, their names, i. 330.

Monuments, public, their superiority

to all other evidence, ii. 200.

Mora, game of, i. 243.

Mountains of the Moon, i. 7.

Mourning, i. 490.

Mouse, an emblem of destruction,

ii. 373.

Mummies of animals, 1. 142, 144, 165;
ii. 5.

Mummies, pledged for debt, ii. 59.

, kept in houses, i. 500.

, Greek, i. 494.

Mummy, derivation of, i. 498.

, introduced at banquets, i. 238.

Mysteries, i. 467.

, Eleusinian, i. 471.

N.

Nsenia, metrical, i. 490 note.

Naharaina, ii. 211, 217, 227.

Nahsi, ii. 264, 305.

Namhu, ii. 264.

Nantef, ii. 170.

Napata, i. 18 ; ii, 464.

Nasamones, ii. 305.

Natron Lakes, i. 70.

Natron, its use in embalmment, i. 493.

Naucratis, ii. 67.

Navigation, disesteemed in Egypt, ii.

45.

Nebuchadnezzar, his invasion ofEgypt,
ii. 419.

Nectanebus I., ii. 500.

Nectanebus II., ii. 510.

Nefruatep, ii. 170, 190.

Negro in Egyptian monuments, ii. 219.
physiognomy different from the

Egyptian, i. 97.

Neith, i. 388.

Nemroud, Egyptian tablets found at,

ii. 225, 339 note.

Nemt-amen, peculiarity of, ii. 212.

Nenii, supposed Nineveh, ii. 225.

Neocoros, ii. 31.

Neo-Platonists, i. 354.

Nepenthe, ii. 66.

Nephra, son of Amasis, ii. 481.

Nephthvs, i. 423.

Netpe, i. 398, 496.

Nevopth, tomb of, i. 48 ; ii. 168.

Niger, the, confounded with the Nile,

i. 6.

Nile, its changes of colour, i. 87.

, figure of, i. 396 ; ii. 238.

Nile-water, i. 87, 237.
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Nile, omens derived from, ii. 128.
Niloa, i. 395, 463.
Nilometer, i. 33.

Nilos, town, 1. 396.
" Nine Bows," nation of, ii. 210, 252,
306 note.

Nineveh, capture of, ii. 408.
Nitocris, her history, ii. 150.

, queen of Babylon, ii. 442.
No-Aramon, i. 151.

Nofre, i. 394.
Nomes, their division, ii. 49.

, twelve predominant, ii. 51.
Noph, ii. 341.
North, symbol of, ii. 349.
Nubia, its climate and soil, i. 29.

0.

Oaths by vegetables, ii. 15.

Obelisk of St. John Lateran, i. 274

;

ii. 218.

of Nectanebus, ii. 503.
of Luxor, i. 171.

of Heliopolis, i. 55.

of the Fyoum, i. 52 ; ii. 158.
of Karnak, i. 173.

of Monte Citorio, i. 274 ; ii. 389.
of Apries, i. 275.

of the Piazza del Popolo, i. 277.
of Philae, i. 31, 298.

Obelisks, placed in pairs, i. 171.

in the quarries of Syene, i. 218.
of the Roman times, i. 277.

, mode of raising, i. 343.

Obliteration of names, i. 417.

Ocean, whether an Egyptian name for

the Nile, i. 508.

Officers of state, ii. 36.

Onions, whether worshiped in Egypt,
ii. 14.

Orphic doctrines, i. 372, 379, 382,

388, 402, 477.

Osarsiph, ii. 320.
*' Osirian," appellation of deceased

persons, i. 487 ; ii. 297.

Osiride columns, i. 258.

Osiris, i. 398-407.

, forty-two assessors of, i. 169,40 7.

, mythe of, i. 408.

, porcelain figures of, i. 495.

eye of, i, 503.

Osymandyas, tomb of, i. 153, 155;
u. 280.

, circle of, i. 341.

Otsch, fortress, ii. 259.

Oxyrrynchus, town, i. 49.

Oxyrrynchus, fish, ii. 19.

Paamyles, i. 408.

Paamylia, i. 467.
Painting, art of, i. 164,271.

of tombs, i. 164.
Pallaces, of Jupiter, i. 170.
Palm, emblematic, i. 428.
Palm-tree, its uses, i. 88.

, Theban (Doum), i. 94, 198.
Panegyrics, hall of, i. 1 75.

, where held, i. 463.
Papremis, i. 434, 465.
Papyri, age of the earliest, ii. 102.

, funeral, i. 487.
Papyrus, its manufacture, i. 90.

, use for food, i. 190.
of Sallier, ii. 288.

Paraschistes, i. 492.

Pastophori, i. 451 ; ii. 105.
Pathros, i. 387 note.

Patnouphis, title of Hermes, i. 427.
Pepi, ii. 146.

Persea, i. 198; ii. 13.

Perseus, i. 46.

, tower of, i. 58.

Persian conquest of Egypt, its effiTt,

ii. 68.

Perspective, its neglect in Egyptian
art, i. 269.

Petesuchis, ii. 1 74.

Pethempamenthes, title of Osiris, i.

405, 415.

Petronius, his expedition against Na<
pata, ii. 464.

Phagrus, the fish, i. 411.

Phanes, his treachery, ii. 449.

Pharos, Homeric description of, ii. 65.

Pheron, u. 293, 302, 336.

Philistus, ii. 77.

Philitis, ii. 192,

Phoenicians, said to have circumnavi-

gated Africa, ii. 401.

, their connexion with Egypt, ii.

192.

Phoenix, i 333.

Phre, i. 390 note.

Phrygians, claim superior antiquity to

the Egyptians, ii. 396.

Physicians, i. 345 ; ii. 39.

Pilgrimages, i. 464.

Pindar, his doctrine oftransmigration,

i. 481.

Pithom, ii. 231.

Plague, the, i. 93.

Plants, sanctity of, ii. 12.

Plato, his testimony to the antiquity

of Egjpt, i. 3.

, of the forms of Egyptian art, i.

264.
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Plato, his visit to Egypt, i. 55.

, his doctrine of transmigration,

i. 483.

Plutarch, de Iside et Osiride, i. 353.

Plutus and Pluto the same, i. 401.
Poetry, historical, in Egypt, ii. 107.

Polycrates of Samos, his history, ii.

434.

Polygamy, i. 450 ; ii. 58. •

Potipherah, i. 390 note.

Fount, land, ii. 219.

Precession of the equinoxes, i. 337.
Premnis (Primis Magna), ii. 464.

Priesthood, effects of their power, ii.

35.

, their condition and influence,

ii. 37.

Priests, whether judges, ii. 41.

Primis (Ibrim), ii. 465 note.

Processions, i. 457.

Prophetes, i. 451, 454 ; ii. 31, 104.\

Proscynema, i. 504.

Prussian Expedition their discoveries,

i. 133, 155.

Psammitichus I., ii. 382.

II., ii. 410.

III., assassinates Tamos, ii. 497.

Pscheni, i. 247 note, 392 ; ii. 327.

Pthuris (Farras), ii. 465 note.

Pulley, whether known to the Egyp-
tians, i. 343 note.

Pylon, meaning of, i. 37.

Pyramids, proportions of, i. 118.

, mode of erecting, i. 125.

, their number, i. 133.

, in Upper Egypt, i. 148.

, builders of, ii. 132-138.
, Ethiopian, i. 12.

Pyramidion of obelisk gilded, ii. 218.

Pythagoras, his visit to Egypt, ii. 388
note.

, his residence in Egypt and doc-

trine, i. 279, 326, 327, 340, 350,

438,477; ii. 67.

Q.

Qoomeh, sepulchres of, i. 163.

Quails in Egypt and the Desert of

Sinai, i. 206.

Queens, their prerogatives, ii 127.

R.

Ra, i. 390.

Raameses, city, ii. 231.

Rain in Egypt, i. 94.

Rameses I., ii. 249.

II., ii. 268.

III., ii. 271.

Rameses IV., ii, 325.
V.-XIV., ii. 336-338.

Rampsinitus, ii. 336.
Ranpo, i. 435.

Re, i. 390.

Rebo, nation, ii. 333.
Records, antiquity of, in Egypt, ii. 100.
Red Sea, routes from Egypt to, i. 43,

62.

Rehearsing, sign of, in Egyptian pic-

tures, ii. 327 note.

Rekamai, i. 46.

Remai, ii. 146.

Remanen, nation, ii. 226, 257.
Rent, its proportion to produce, ii. 29.

, its amount in Egypt, ii. 29.

Resurrection, doctrine of, i. 473, 489.
Rhadamanthys, etymology of, i. 486.
Rhodopis, ii. 152.

Rot, ii. 264.

Rotno, nation, ii. 221, 257.

Sabaco, ii. 368.

Sacrifices, human, i. 440-443 ; ii. 64.

Sacrilege, law of, ii. 56.

Saf, " Lady of Letters," 1. 155 ; ii.

239.

Sagdas, i. 446.

Sais, ii. 379, 380.

Samaritan Pentateuch, ii. 315.

Sandstone rock, its extent in Egypt,
i. 35.

Sasychis, ii. 346.

Sataspes, voyage of, ii. 403.

Scape-goat, i. 444.

Scarabaeus, sanctity of, ii. 12, 21.

Scythians, their invasion of Egypt, ii.

397.

Seb, i. 397.

Sebek, i. 392.

Sebekatep, sovereigns of this name,
when they lived, ii. 190.

Semneh, ii. 216.

Sennacherib, ii. 371.

Septuagint, its variation from the
Hebrew, ii. 315.

Serapis, i. 431.

Serbonian bog, ii. 511.

Serpent, emblem of Agathodaemon,
i. 375.

of ^sculapius, ii. 2.

Serpents, winged, ii. 20.

Scsonchis, ii. 346.

Sesonchosis, ii. 165.

Sesostris, ii. 164.

, his emblems, ii. 166.

Set, name of Tvphon, i. 418 ; ii. 254.

Sethos, ii. 371.'
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Sethroite nome, ii. 181, 187.
Shairetaan, ii. 331.

Sharu or Kharu, nation, ii. 270.
Sharpe, Samuel, i. 257 note ; ii. 209

note.

Sheol of the Hebrews, i. 401.
Shepherd kings, ii. 180.

Shepherds, disesteemed in Egypt, ii.

318.

Sheshonk, his invasion of Judsa, ii.

109.

Sheto, nation, ii. 260, 278, 288.

Shields, royal, titular and phonetic, ii.

147.

Shishak, ii. 347.

Shos, ii. 256, 270.

Sidon, capture of, by Ochus, ii. 511.

Sidonians, ii. 221.

Silco, king of the Blemmyes, i. 28.

Silphiura, ii. 305, 423.

Siraoum, i. 68 note.

Sinai, peninsula of, i. 61.

Singara, ii. 227, 203.

Skhai, ii. 251.

Slaves, protected by law, ii. 54.

did not attend on the king, ii. 33.

Socari, i. 381.

Soldiery, Egyptian, their migration to

Ethiopia, ii. 393.

Solomon, his connexion with Egypt,

ii. 344.

Sothiac period, ii. 94 note, 294.

Sothis (Isis and Dog-star), i. 334.

, spurious work of Manetho, ii.

88 note.

Soul, wicked, its punishment, i. 480.

South, symbol of, ii. 349.

Sphiux, meaning of, i. 137.

, female, i. 137.

Sphragistes, i. 442.

Stability, emblem of, i. 380, 415.

Standard of kings, ii. 149.

Stele, its meaning, ii. 225 note.

Stibium, use of, i. 251.

StoUstes, ii. 104.

Stork, veneration of, ii. 17.

Suchus, i. 392.

Sukiim, ii. 348 note.

Sun, a divinity, i. 395.

, Fountain of the, i. 72.—— worshipers, ii. 109, 251.

in a state of weakness during

winter, i. 420.

Swine, use of, in agriculture, i. 184.

, herds of, i. 463 note.

, sacrifice of, i. 400, 466.

, emblem of gluttony, i. 480.

Swineherds, excluded from temples,

ii. 44.

Syncellus, George the, ii. 91.

" Syrians of Palestine," the Jewi, VL
448.

T.

Tablet of Ahydos, i. 45 ; II. 108.
of Karnak, ii. lOH.

, statistical, of Karnak, iL 222.
Tachos, ii. 504, 508.

Tahai, nation, ii. 222.

Taia, ii. 234, 246.

Tamhu, nation, it. 264.

Tamos, his assassination by Psamrei-
tichus III., ii. 497.

Tanis, ii. 341.

Taochi, ii. 223.

Taricheutaj, i. 491.

Tau, or crux aruata, its signification,

i. 294 note, 303.

Tau, placed on the tongue, ii. 32.

Taxation in Egypt, ii. 36.

Thammuz, mourning for, i. 415.

Thebes, origin of the name, i. 149 note.

, once co-extensive with Egypt,

ii. 98.

Theology, Egyptian, its threefold

source, i. 368.

Theosophv, Egyptian, i. 363.

Thermuthis, i. 384, 435.

Thesmophoria, i. 468.

Thieves, how organized in Egypt, ii.

56.

This, its site, ii. 113.

Thoth, i. 426.

, worshiped in Nubia, i. 23, 27.

Thothraes I„ ii. 209.

II., ii. 213.

III., ii. 215.

IV., ii. 233.

Thunder, rare in Egypt, i. 455.

Thuoris, ii. 302.

Tides at Suez, ii. 401 note.

Timaeus, king of Egypt, ii. 189.

Tirhakah, i. 16, 56, 161 ; ii. 234, 370.

Tithrambo, i. 435.

Titular name, whether incorporated,

ii. 161 note.

Tohen, nation, ii. 259, 329.

Tokari, nation, ii. 331.

Tombs, royal, i. 167.

Tools, buried with artificers, i. 504.

Toparchies, ii. 51.

Tourah, quarries of, i. 140.

Tpc, i. 196.

Transmigration of souls, i. 479.

Trees, sanctity of, ii. 13.

Triaconterides, i. 4 72.

Troglo<lyte8, i. e.').

Tropic of Cancer, i. 28, 33.

Trumpet, of late introduction in

Greece, i. 281. .
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Truth, goddess of, i. 407, 429, 445,
509 ; ii. 53.

Turin, papyrus of, ii. 104.

Turks, their similarity to the Hyksos,
ii. 195.

Typhon, his erablera, i. 417.

, mythe of, i. 408-419.
Typhonia, i. 255,261.
Tyre, siege of, by Shalmaneser, ii. 41 7.

,
, by Nebuchadnezzar, ii.

418.

Tyrians, camp of, ii. 386.

U.

Uchoreus, ii. 102.

Unity of God, i. 437.

Urim and Thummim, ii. 53 note.

V.

Vava, nation, ii. 223.

Venus, Egyptian, i. 386.

Viscera, the, considered as the cause

of sin, i. 488.

, their embalmment, i. 492.

Women, whether admitted to the

priesthood, i. 452 ; ii. 38.

, never appear reading or writing,

i. 284.

Wood, semicircle of, used to support

the head, i. 236.

Woods used in carpentry, i. 220.

Wool, its use for garments, i. 194.

Woollen wrappers of mummies, i. 131,

140, 492.

Worship of animals among the African

nations, ii. 12.

Wounding the forehead in mourning,
i. 465.

Writing, art of, its antiquity in Egypt,

ii. 102, 142.

X.

Xois,ii. 179,185.

Y.

Young, Dr., his discoveries in hiero-

glyphics, i. 296.

W.

Wadi Magara, i. 64 ; ii. 140.

Water, mode of raising, i. 189.

Weeks, reckoning by, i. 336.

Wells, Artesian, i. 73.

Winckelmann, his opinions of Egyp-
tian art, i. 265 note.

Wine, its growth in Egypt, i. 190.

Women, their condition in Egypt, ii.

57.

Zagreus, i. 402.

Zerach, ii. 354.

Zet, ii. 358.

Zoan, ii. 340.

Zodiac, signs of, i. 341.

, not known to ancient Egyp-
tians, ii. 8.

Zoega, i. 355.

Zuchis, ii. 421 note.

THE END.
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